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WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 9, 1981
0900-1030
SESSION I - BOUNDARY LAYERS I
194 CHEMISTRY
T. J. Hanratty - Chairman
Evaluation of turbulence models for near-wall and low-Reynolds
number flows

179
H.A,

V, C. Patel, W. Rodi, G. Scheuerer
Decay of turbulence during a laminar reorganization in pipe flow
P. Vallette, M. Lebouche
A physical interpretation of the spectra of wall turbulence
A,E. Perry, M. S. Chong
*Turbulence and mean flow measurements in an incompressible
axisymmetric boundary layer with incipient separation
P. Dengel, H.H. Fernholz, J. D.Vagt
*Measurements in a turbulent boundary layer flow over a
two-dimensional hill
A.J. Smits, V. Baskaran, P. N.Joubert
Theoretical prediction of confluent boundary layers
G. W. Brune

St
J.

Registration: 1500-2200, 565 Oxford Circle, Emerson
Lounge
Early Bird Reception: Cash bar 1900 to 2100
Emerson Lounge
Wednesday, September 9, 1981
Registration: 0800-1700, 194 Chemistry Lobby
EQUIPMENT EXHIBITS, 176 Chemistry
Disa Electronics
Spectron Development Laboratories
TSI, Incorporated
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1030-1100 COFFEE BREAK
1100-1300
SESSION
2 - BOUNDARY LAYERS II
194 CHEMISTRY
M. Rubesin -

Tuesday, September 8, 1961

flM.
Ac
S.

Chairman

Three dimensional boundary layer development inan axially rotating
pipe
M.Murakami, K. Kikuyar'r, K. Nishibori
Three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer on a spinning thin
cylinder in an axial uniform stream
I.Nakamura, S. Yamashita, T. Watanabe, Y. Sawaki
Turbulent field of a boundary layer very close to an axially roatated
cylinder
E.Arzoumanian, M. Leborgne, L. Fulachier
Turbulent flow in unbounded streamwise comers
D. Amal, J. Cousteix
A near-wall pressure-strain model for turbulent comer flows
F.B. Gessner, H. M.Eppich
Bulk dilatation effects on Reynolds stresses inthe rapid expansion of a
turbulent boundary layer at supersonic speed
J. P. Dussauge, J. Gaviglio
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THUSDAY
0830-1030

1100-1300
SESSION 3 - REACTING FLOWS
179 CHEMISTRY
H.A.Becker - Chairman

1400-1530
SESSION 5 - CONFINED FLOWS
179 CHEMISTRY
J. J. 0. Domingos - Chairman

Movementsof flame-fronts and their properties in a turbulent diffusion
flame
M.Ahlheim, H, Hoffmann, W. Leuckel
Achemically reacting plane mixing layer
S. V. Sherikar. R. Chevray
Study of a turbulent diffusion flame in a channel flow
J. M.Most, N. Harivel, P. Joulain, B. Sztal
Computation and its comparison with experiments of time-mean and
fluctuating properties in round jets with and without flame
T.Takagi, S. Kotoh
Investigations on a reaction model for turbulent diffusion flames
H.Eickhoff, K. Grethe
Calculations of velocity-scalar joint PDF's

Prediction and measurement of flow and heat transfer in motored
diesel engine) swirl chambers
M. M. M. Abou-Ellail, M. M. Elkotb
Comparison of calculated and measured velocities for a turbulent
swirling flow inside a cylindrical enclosure
T. Morel, N. N. Mansour, V. Saxena, R. B. Rask
Features of turbulent pipe flows in development and decay
E. M. Laws, E-H. Lim, J. L. Livesey
Calculations of confined coaxial-jet flows
M. A. Habib, J. H. Whitelaw
Experimental and numerical studies of the turbulent shear flow in a

A dynami
layer
T. Hay
The flow of
E. G
On the
L. S
Measur
unsteady
G Bi

pipe with a weakly wavy wall
M. P. Chauve, R. Schiestel

A hybrid
J.D.

SES I
194 CHE
L. H. Back

Dynamics

S.B. Pope
Premixed combustion in a turbulent boundary layer with injection
S. Meunier, M. Champion. J. C. Bellet
Lagrangian-Eulerian calculation of turbulent diffusion flame
propagation
W.T. Ashurst, P. K. Barr

1530- 800 COFFEE BREAK
1600-1730
SESSION 6 - JETS AND WAKES
194 CHEMISTRY
V. W. Goldschmidt - Chairman

P G.
boundae
J.

1300-1400 LUNCH ON THE LAWN

A complex turbulent wake

1100-i

1400-1530
SESSION 4- CURVED FLOWS
194 CHEMISTRY
W.Rodi - Chairman
*Ageneralized algebraic relation for prediciting developing
curved channel flow with K-E model of turbulence
J. A.C. Humphrey, F. Pourahmadi
Calculation of a turbulent wall jet on a curved wall with a Reynolds
stress model of turbulence
M.M. Gibson, B. A. Younis
Measurements in the heated turbulent boundary layer on a mildly
curved convex surface
M. M.Gibson. C. A. Verriopoulos, Y. Nagano
Turbulent shear flows behind cylinder and sphere in curved channels
H. S. Koyama
EflCts of stable and unstable free streams on a turbulent flow over a
concave surface
S. Nakano, A Takahashi, T. Shizawa, S. Honami

1030-11

G. Fabns
Measurements in a low momentum jet into a crossflow
J. Andreopoulos
The turbulence characteristics in the near-region of the wall jet issued
from a small inclined slot
M. Hatano
Response of a plane turbulent wall jet to the perturbation by a cylinder
I. Nakamura, H. Osaka, H. Yamada
1600-1730
SESSION 7
OPEN FORUM
1. S. Gartshore and P. A. ibby 1830-1930 CASH BAR 1930 DINNER

-
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1400-1530
SESSION 5 - CONFINED FLOWS
179 CHEMISTRY
J. J. D. Domingos - Chairman
Prediction and measurement of flow and heat transfer in motored
diesel engine swirl chambers
M. M. M. Abou-Ellail, M. M. Elkotb
Comparison of calculated and measured velocities for a turbulent
swiding flow inside a cylindrical enclosure
T. Morel, N. N. Mansour, V. Saxena, R. B. Rask
Features of turbulent pipe flows in development and decay
E. M. Laws, E-H. Lim, J. L. Livesey
Calculations of confined coaxial-jet flows
M. A. Habib, J. H. Whitelaw

Experimental and numerical studies of the turbulent shear flow in a

THURSDAY, SEPT. 10, 1961
0830-1030
SESSION 8 - PERIODIC WALL FLOWS
194 CHEMISTRY
L. H. Back - Chairman
A dynamical and visual study on the oscillatory turbulent boundary
layer
T. Hayashi, M. Ohashi
The flow of a row of turbulent vortex-rings impinging onto a plate
E. Gutmark, Y.Haimovitch, M. Wolfshtein
On the pulsating flow in a pipe
L. Shemer, I. Wygnanski
Measurements of the periodic velocity oscillations near the wall in
unsteady turbulent channel flow

G. Binder, J. L. Kueny

pipe with a weakly wavy wall
M. P. Chauve, R. Schiestel

A hybrid computing scheme for unsteady turbulent boundary layers
J. D. Murphy, P.M. Prenter

1530-1600 COFFEE BREAK

Dynamics of an unsteady turbulent boundary layer
P. G. Parikh, R. Jayaraman, W. C. Reynolds

1600-1730
SESSION 6 - JETS AND WAKES
194 CHEMISTRY
V.W. Goldschmidt - Chairman

Influence of Strouhal number on the structure of a flat plate turbulent
boundary layer
J. Cousteix, J. Javelle, R. Houdeville

A complex turbulent wake
G. Fabris
Measurements in a low momentum jet into a crossflow
J. Andreopoulos
The turbulence characteristics in the near-region of the wall jet issued
from a small inclined slot
M. Hatano
Responseofa planeturbulentwall jet to the perturbation byacylinder
I. Nakamura, H. Osaka, H. Yamada

1100.1230
SESSION 9 - GEOPHYSICAL FLOWS I
179 CHEMISTRY
J. C. Wyngaard - Chairman

1600-1730
SESSION 7 - OPEN FORUM
179 CHEMISTRY
I. S. Gartshore and P. A. Libby - Chairmen
1830-1930 CASH BAR - FACULTY CLUB
1930 DINNER - FACULTY CLUB

1030-1100 COFFEE BREAK

Diffusion from an elevated source within the atmospheric boundary
layer
P. C. Chatwin, P. J. Sullivan
Passive emissions from point sources in turbulent boundary layers
J. E. Fackrell, A. G. Robins
Pressure effects on triple correlations in turbulent convective flows
J.-C. Andr, P. Lacarrere, K. Traore
Turbulence measurements in an axisymmetric buoyant jet
F. Ogino, H. Takeuchi, M. Ohki, T. Mizushina

1100-1230

1400-1530

08

SESSION 10 - HEAT AND MASS TRANSFER IN BOUNDARY
LAYERS
194 CHEMISTRY
K. Hanjalic - Chairman

SESSION 12 - GEOPHYSICAL FLOWS II
179 CHEMISTRY
J.-C. Andr6 - Chairman
How time dependence and variable Froude number
can explain

179
R.J.

On the similarity between velocity and temperature fields within a
turbulent spot
R. A. Antonia, A. J. Chambers, M. Sokolov, C. W. Van Atta
A structural study on a turbulent boundary layer with transpiration
M. Senda, S. Horiguchi, K. Suzuki, T. Sato
The mechanism of turbulent mass transfer at a boundary
J. A. Campbell, T. J. Hanratty
Calculation of a turbulent boundary layer downstream of a sudden
decrease in surface heat flux or wall temperature
L. W. B. Browne, R. A. Antonia
Turbulent boundary layers on flat plates and in contracted or
expended channels with angled injection and suction
V. M. Yeroshenko, A. V. Yershov, L. I. Zaichik, A. A. Klimov, V. I.
Kondratlev, L S. Yanovsky
Experimental investigation of a turbulent boundary layer structure in
the region of a gas screen
Yu. V. Baryshev, A. I. Leontiev, N. K. Peiker

-.

1230-1400 LUNCH ON THE LAWN
1400-1530
SESSION 11 - COHERENT STRUCTURES I
194 CHEMISTRY
I. Wygnanski - Chairman

,

Education of the "preferred mode" structure in the axisymmetric
mixing layer
K. B.M.Q0. Zaman, A. K. M. F. Hussein
Entrain.Ment ad
Zmaxn A. K.M..usain
Entrainment and mixing in pulsatile jets
V. Sarohia, L. P. Bernal
Large scale motions in turbulent wakes
J. H. Gerrard
Development of the organized vortices in the turbulent near wake of a
circular cylinder: an experimental and numerical study
H. C. Boisson, P. Chassaing, H. Ha Minh, A. Sevrain
Atheoretcial model of the coherent structure of the turbulent boundary
layer in zero pressure gradient
Z. Zhang, G. M. Lilley

more
rapid entrainment of the two-layer system in annulus experiments
J. W. Deardorff
A theoretical study of radiative cooling in homogeneous and isotropic
turbulence
D. Schertzer, 0. Simonin
On the influence of buoyancy on the turbulent Ekman layer
U. Svensson
Sediment transport in stratified turbulent flow
B. A. DeVantier, B. E. Larock
1530-1600 COFFEE BREAK
1600-1730
SESSION 13 - DEBATE
194 CHEMISTRY
MOTION: Modelers disregard essential experimental facts
Chairman: L. J. S. Bradbury
PRO
CON
P. N. Joubert
C. du Pont Donaldson
J. Laufer
W. C. Reynolds
FRIDAY, SEPT. 11, 1981
0830-1030
SESSION 14 - COHERENT STRUCTURES II
194 CHEMISTRY
A. K. M. F. Hussain - Chairman
Coherent structures in the similarity region of two-dimensional
turbulent jets
J. W. Oler, V. W. Goldschmidt
Experimental study of coherent structures in mixing layers of coaxial
jets
O. Leuchter, K. Dang
Direct numerical simulations of turbulent free shear flows
R. W. Metcalfe, J. J. Riley
A three dimensional time deendent simulationof transition andea
trulen
e
pe
turbulence in a time-developing mixing layer
A. B. Cain, W. C. Reynolds, J. H. Ferziger
Spatial growth of wavy disturbunces in a plane shear layer between
two streams
B. V. Johnson, J. D. Lin
*Effects of the subharmonic and fundamental phase relationship
on an unsteady mixing layer
C.-M. Ho, Y. Zhang
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1030
N 15 - SCALAR TRANSPORT
CHEMISTRY
J. Adrian - Chairman
:.
her results on the thermal mixing layer downstream of a
ence grid
J. C. LaRue, P. A. Libby, D. V. R. Seshadri
ling of homogeneous turbulent scalar field dynamics
BA. Kolovandin, N. N. Luchko, 0. G. Martynenko
Iling the dissipation rate of temperature variance in a thermal
ing layer
S. Elghobashi, B. E. Launder
tural features of a uniformly distorted heated plane turbulent
e
J. G. Kawall, J. F. Keffer
retical and experimental determination of the turbulent diffusivity

in homogeneous turbulent shear flow
S. Tavoularis, S. Corrsin
urbulent transport in passively heated homogeneous and
ogeneous flows
K. R. Sreenivasan, S. Tavoularis, S. Corrsin
-1100 COFFEE BREAK
100-1230
N 16 - RECIRCULATING FLOWS I
79 CHEMISTRY
-. McDonald - Chairman
entum, heat, and mass transfer in backward-facing step flows
B. F. Armaly, F. Durst. V. Kottke

Approach of non isotropic homogeneous turbulence submitted to
mean velocity gradients
C. Cambon, D. Jeandel
Entrainment diagrams for viscous flows
B. Cantwell, G. Allen
Predictability of two- and three-dimensional freely decaying flows:
Application to mixing layers
M. Lesieur, J.-P. Chollett
1230-1330 LUNCH ON THE LAWN
1330-1530
SESSION 18 - RECIRCULATING FLOWS II
179 CHEMISTRY
A. K. Runchal - Chairman
Turbulent, backward-facing step flows in two-dimensional ducts and

channels
F. Durst, C. Tropea
Prediction of the low Reynolds number laminar flow over a normal flat
plate, and its application to turbulent flow calculations
I. P. Castro, K. A. Cliffe, M. J. Norgett
*The assessment of numerical diffusion in upwind-difference_
calcuations of turbulent recirculating flows
J. J. McGuirk, A. M. K. P. Taylor, J. H. Whitelaw
Turbulent flow induced by a jet in a cavity - measurements and 3-D
numerical simulation
F. Baron, J. P. Benqu6, Y. CoeffeS
1330-1530
SESSION 19 - FUNDAMENTALS II
194 CHEMISTRY
J. L. Lumley -

S. Okamoto
frequency unsteadiness of reattaching turbulent shear layer
J. K. Eaton, J. P. Johnston
ure fluctuations under a turbulent shear layer
R. Hillier, N. J. Cherry
rimental investigations in transonic highly separated, turbulent

The distortion of turbulent shear flow upstream of a body
J. C. Wyngaard
Second order closure for variable density free shear layer
D. Vandromme, W. Kollmann

A. Farcy, V. Mercier, R. Leblanc

Pressure strain: exact results and models
J. J. D. Domingos

00-1230
N 17- FUNDAMENTALS I
CHEMISTRY
Herring - Chairman

Direct simulation of homogeneous turbulent shear flows on the Illiac IV
computer: applications to compressible and incompressible modeling
W. J. Feiereisen, E. Shirani, J. H. Ferziger, W. C. Reynolds

-It

September 9-1
University of
f
Unvity
Davis, Calif
U.S.A.

Chairman

ity characteristics in the vicinity of a two-dimensional rib
D. Crabb, D. F. G. Durao. J. H. Whitelaw
lent shear flow behind hemisphere-cylinder placed on ground
l
__:e

model of three-dimensional transfer in non-isotropic homogeneous
nce
J.-P. Bertoglio

THIRD SYM

Pseudo-spectral methods for homogeneous or inhomogeneous flows
Y. Morchoisne

A new approach to the analysis of turbulent mixing in variable density
flows
H. Ha Minh, B. E. Launder, J. M. Maclnnes
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Approach of non isotropic homogeneous turbulence submitted to
mean velocity gradients
C. Cambon. D. Jeandel
Entrainment diagrams for viscous flows
B. Cantwell, G. Allen
Predictability of two- and three-dimensional freely decaying flows:

Application to mixing layers
M. Lesieur, J.-P. Chollett
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Turbulent. backward-facing step flows in two-dimensional ducts and
channels
F. Durst, C. Tropea
Prediction of the low Reynolds number laminar flow over a normal flat
plate, and its application to turbulent flow calculations
I. P. Castro, K. A. Cliffe, M. J. Norgett
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calcuations of turbulent recirculating flows
J. J. McGuirk, A. M. K. P. Taylor. J. H. Whitelaw
Turbulent flow induced by a jet in a cavity - measurements and 3-D

numerical simulation

September 9-11, 1981

1330-1530
SESSION 19 - FUNDAMENTALS II
194 CHEMISTRY
J. L Lumley - Chairman
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F. Baron, J. P. Benqu6. V. Coeffe
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Pseudo-spectral methods for homogeneous or inhomogeneous flows
Y. Morchoisne
The distortion of turbulent shear flow upstream of a body
J. C. Wyngaard

Second order closure for variable density free shear layer
D. Vandromme, W. Kollmann
A new approach to the analysis of turbulent mixing in variable density
flows
H. Ha Minh. B. E. Launder. J. M. Maclnnes
Pressure $train: exact results and models
J. J. D. Domingos
Direct simulation of homogeneous turbulent shear flows on the Illiac IV
computer: applications to compressible and incompressible modehng
W J. Feiereisen. E. Shirans. J. H. Ferziger. W C. Reynolds
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The Third Sympo~sium on Turbulent Shear Flow was held at the University
of California, Davis, California on September 9-11, 1981.

The objectives

of the symposium was to further advance the understanding of the physical
phenomena associated with turbulent flows and the existing capabilities
for calculating items such as the transport of heat and mass in such
processes.
In August 1980 a "Call for Papers" was issued.
fifty eight abstracts were received.

One hundred and

The Papers Committee grouped the

abstracts by topics and sent them to members of the Advisory Committee
for review.

On the basis of the reviews the Papers Committee accepted

100 abstracts and requested the authors to submit 6 page manuscripts.
*

The final program (Appendix A) contained 92 papers.
volume contained 86 papers.

The proceeding

Six authors were unable to meet the publi-

cation deadline and thus it was necessary to have their papers
*

distributed individually at the time of the meeting.
In addition to the 17 paper sessions, an open forum and a debate
were scheduled.
open forum.

Twelve short 10-minute presentations were given in the

The debate on the motion "Modelers Disregard Essential

Experimental Facts" was quite lively.
The total number of registrants for the symposium was 242.
are listed in Appendix B.

They

The technical paper sessions were very well

attended with a free exchange of ideas.

This exchange was often continued

between individuals during coffee and lunch breaks.

All of the activities

allowed the attendees to assess the present state of our knowledge of
turbulent shear flows and to identify areas where basic research in
turbulent transport processes is needed.
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PREFACE

This volume contains the papers to be presented at the 3rd Symposium on
Turbulent Shear Flows held at the University of California, Davis in the period
September 9-11, 1981. The meeting continues the series of biennial international
symposia launched at the Pennsylvania State University in 1977 and continued at
Imperial College, London in 1979. The aim of the Symposium, like that of its
predecessors, has been to provide a forum for airing new developments across the
multitude of activities that comprise turbulence research in the 19801s. The papers,
which provide the formal record of the meeting, were selected following review of
each of the 160 extended abstracts offered for the meeting by two members of the
Advisory Committee. The assistance thus provided by the Committee, whose
membership appears in the Symposium programme, is most warmly appreciated. The
final composition and format of the meeting was set by a Papers' Committee
consisting of 3ean Claude Andre, Ian S. Gartshore, Brian E. Launder, Paul A. Libby,
and James H. Whitelaw with the assistance of Frank W. Schmidt as secretary.
The Organizing Committee wishes to acknowledge financial support kindly
provided by the National Science Foundation, the U.S. Air Force Office of Scientific
Research, the U.S. Army Research Office, and the U.S. Office of Naval Research.
The cooperation of the Fluids Engineering and Heat Transfer Divisions of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers and the considerable assistance provided
by the Conferences and Campus Services of the University of California, Davis are
also gratefully acknowledged.
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ABSTRACT

*

Several low-Reynolds-number two-equation turbulence models have been utilized, in conjunction with
a single numerical scheme, to verify their performance against data sets in a variety of external
pressure gradients. It is shown that none of the
models yields uniformly accurate re-ults, but three
show sufficient promise to justify further refinement.
A primary defect of all models is that they do not
reproduce the law of the wall which has been observed
over a range of pressure gradients. This may be due
to the use of near-w. ll functions which continue to
influence the flow well into the logarithmic region.
Additional tuning of these functions and the lengthscale determining equations is required before such
models can be used for the accurate calculation of
wall-proximity and low-Reynolds-number effects,
1.

INTRODUCTION

it is well known that the success enjoyed by the
*recent turbulence-closure models in the prediction of
wall-bounded flows has depended in large measure upon
the application of the so-called wall functions, by
which surface boundary conditions are transferred to
points in the fluid removed from the boundaries. The
finite-difference solutions therefore avoid the
regions of very large gradients near the walls and
can be carried out with considerable saving in
computing times. The validity of this procedure is
restricted, however, to situations in which universal
wall functions are well established. There are a
number of instances in which this approach has to be
abandoned, e.g. the turbulent boundary layer at low
Reynolds numbers, three-dimensional, unsteady and
separated flows, the flow over surfaces with mass- or
high heat-transfer, and in the modeling of transition,
Over the past few years, many suggestions have
been made for the extension of turbulence closure
models to enable their use right up to a solid wall,
Quite often the resulting modified models have been
referred to as "low.-Reynolds-number" turbulence
models since it is claimed that they can also be
applied to flows in which some characteristic
Reynolds number of the turbulence is low. There is
therefore an unfortunate confusion of terminology.
Some modifications to a basic high Reynolds number
model are obviously necessary to account for two
physically distinct effects: one is the influence of
low Reynolds number, where viscous stresses and
transport are comparable with the Reynolds stresses
and turbulent transport, and the other is the
influence of wall proximity, arising from the
preferential damping of the turbulence and local

effects on the fluctuating pressure field and
pressure-velocity correlations. It is possible for
either effect to be present in the absence of the
other. However, the fact that both effects are
present in the vicinity of a wall has led to the
aforementioned confusion of terminology, and these
cannot be readily separated within the framework of
the models being examined.
The simplest example of a near-wall modification
to a turbulence model is the famous van Driest (1)
damping function for the mixing length. More advanced
models incorporate either a wall damping effect, or a
direct effect of molecular viscosity or both, on the
empirical constanztw and functions in the turbulencetransport equations which were devised originally for
high Reynolds-number, fully-turbulent flows remote
from walls. In the absence of reliable turbulence
data in the immediate vicinity of a wall or at low
Reynolds numbers, these modifications have been based
largely upon numerical experiments and comparisons
between calculations and experiment in terms of
global parameters. Unfortunately, the results of each
model were compared by their proponents with
different and rather limited class of flows and, as
the issue can be judged at the present time, it is
not clear which of the many proposed models can be
used with confidence.
The research to be described in this paper was
undertaken with the objective of making a systematic
evaluation of the merits of the various existing twoequation "low-Reynolds-number" turbulence models.
Eight different models have been used, together with
a single well-tested calculation procedure to
calculate a variety of boundary layers to assess
their relative performance. The test cases include
not only boundary layers at low Reynolds numbers, but
also the standard high Reynolds number, equilibrium
and separating boundary layers. The latter have been
included specifically to ascertain that the extended
models continue to perform at least as well as the
parent models which were devised for such flows.
II. OUTLINE OF COMPETING MODELS
Eight models, namely those of Chien (2), Dutoys
(3), Hassid and Porch (4), Hoffman (5), Jones and
Launder (6), Lam and Bremhorst (7), Reynolds 10) and
Wilcox and Traci (9) were selected for a deLa. JI
evaluation. The first seven are variants of the k-tmodel which uses transport equations for the
turbulent kinetic energy k and the rate of its
dissipation c. Wilcox and Traci employ an equation
for the kinetic energy of the velocity fluctuations
normal to the wall, which is similar to the kequation. Their model is completed by a transport
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Table 1: Equations, constants and functions for the k-E group of models
equation for a pseudo-vorticity w. Tables 1 and 2 sumnumber version of the model; the values listed are due
marize the basic equations and the low-Reynolds-

to Rodi (10) and are generally accepted as standard
values. Table 1 shows that different authors have
adopted somewhat different values for these high-

number functions and constants recomsnended by the
various authors.
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Table 2: Equations, constants and functions for the model of Wilcox and Traci
It is seen that the models differ from their
basic versions by inclusion of viscous diffusion and
functions f to modify the constants c which were
found to be adequate for high-Reynolds-number flows,
Also, some authors introduce additional terms, denoted by D and E, mainly to improve the near wall
behaviour. In the subsequent paragraphs the different
proposals are examined in the light of physical and
experimental evidence.
a)

The k-c Group of Models

Consider first the seven modifications to the kC model listed in Table 1. The first entry indicates
the constants associated with the basic high-Reynolds-

1.2

Reynolds-number flow constants in addition to making
other modifications. These differences may be quite
significant insofar as they may contribute to the
overall performance of the low-Reynolds-number
version. Extensive calculations of free shear layers
by Launder et al. (11) indicate that, at least for
those flows, the results are indeed very sensitive to
and c .
the precise values of c
The various "low-Re'nolds-ncmber" functions and
correction terms D and E in Table I are discussed together with the boundary conditions for k and E at a
wall since they are intricately related. Consider
first the function f modifying the PrandtlKolmogorov relation.iASuch a function is necessary to
account for the two separate effects mentioned in the

+

Introduction, namely those of low turbulence Reynolds
number and wall proximity. One may therefore expect
f to depend upon the turbulence Reynolds number, RT
aId the nondimensional distance from the wall R or
R . Most authors however use only a single parXmeter
ix+f 0
'Although reliable turbulence data very close to
a wall are not available to establish f directly,
some information can be obtained from a examination
of the boundary conditions at a solid wall. On the
basis of such considerations, Hinze (13) has deduced
that
2
3
- - -r
v - A'y + B'y
t

A

BYE.

where the coefficients depend upon the gradients of
the velocity fluctuations at the wall. There is some
evidence that A is negligible in flows which do not
vary in the streamwise direction, and that v _y4,
in conformity with van Driest's damping function for
3.
V,. In general, however, Hinze suggests that v -y
-functions
f
different
the
how
see
to
I is interesting
0
compare with these observations.
Since the velocity fluctuations vanish at the
wall, simple Taylor series expansion shows that
k3k )-
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=
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and the expression for the dissipation at the wall
reduces to
2to

-

r[(9U,)
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(

2k
-indicating E to be finite at the wall. Using the data
of Kreplin and Eckelmann (14), this wall value may be
estimated as
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with the model of Lam and Bremhorst (LB ) in the
present work.
The function f is introduced to serve two
purposes. First, ii attempts to incorporate genuine
low Reynolds number effects in the destruction term.
The physical basis for this is provided by experiments
in the final period of the decay of isotropic grid
turbulence. The second purpose is to ensure consistency of the C-equation at the wall with the assumed w
boundary condition. A finite non-zero value of C
w
would require f2~y2 in the absence of the additive
term E. As noted earlier, however, most models employ
2
c -0- fa may then take any value at the wall and it
4soud not be necessary to add an extra term such as
If a finite wall value of c is used without
additional term E in the equation, then f2 must tend
to zero at the wall. It is seen that the models of
Lam and Bremhorst and Reynolds accomplish this in
different ways; the former by simply omitting the
factor 0.3 in the function of Jones and Launder, and
the latter by choosing f2 g(RT)'h(Ry). It should
be noted that the model of Reynolds has not been used
thus far making low Reynolds number flow calculations,
partly because a constant in the h function is not
specified; we have set h equal to f in the calculations since this incorporates the inluence of wall
proximity. Finally, we note that Dutoya also retains
the influence of the wall on the destruction term in
the E-equation by a function invol--inE the Taylormicroscale, approximated by X 10vk/', which serves
reduce the destruction of c.
Three different proposals have been made for the
additional term D in the k-equation, all giving the
same value at the wall. A word of caution is needed
with regard to the use of the formulation of Jones
and Launder. This term can be discretized starting
from three different expressions:

0.1

2

an

T4

by the various
implied
The exponents x in
• \;t~yx
t
.•
models may be obtained by expanding the corresponding
f function in a power series. These are listed in
Table 3. It is seen that three of the models do not
conform with the cubic variation implied by Hinze's
analysis.
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Table 3: Values of the exponent x in vtyx for
the different models
With regard to the dissipation at the wall, most
models employ e =O,following the suggestion of Jones
and Launder, who cited "decisive computational
advantages" as the reason for this change. Since this
makes the k-equation inconsistent at the wall, Jones
and Launder added a term D (see Table 1) and pointed
out that C should not then be identified with the
physical dissipation, at least in the wall region.
The need for the addition of an arbitrary term in the
k-equation can be avoided if the finite value of £
is incorporated as a boundary condition in the
solution procedure, as is done by Lam and gremhorst.
One possibility which, to the authors' knowlegde, has
not been considered so far, is to set the gradient of
C to zero at the wall so that c is determined as a
part of the solution. The perfo~mance of such a
boundary condition has been explored in connection
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and calculations show that the manner in which this
is done influences the results appreciably. Thereforsmlrfruain
suhathsofasd
re, simpler formulations, such as those of Hassid
and Poreh and Chien, may be preferable from a
numerical standpoint.
Table I shows that several models employ an
additional empirical term E and/or function f in the
_-eauation. Although their physical basis is not entirely clear, their near wall behaviour can be examined. Starting with the model of Jones and Launder, it
is seen that E is zero in the viscous sublayer of a
flat plate boundary layer and decreases as y4 in
the log-region. Consequently, the maximum is located
in the buffer layer. The term is then likely to increase the dissipation rate there, resulting in a lower
enerf- peak. In the models of Hassid and Poreh and
Chien, the E-terms allow C to grow quadratically with
distance from the wall. Anqrgument cited for this is
2
that the length scale, L-k
/C then becomes linear
in y in the neighborhood of the wall in agreement with
some experimental and numerical evidence.
Two of the models under consideration, namely
those of Dutoya and Lam and Bremhorst incorporate a
function f in the generation term in the C-equation.
Dutoya reduces the generation of c as a function of
the Reynolds number and increases it in the vicinity
of the wall. The f -function of Lam and Bremhorst can
not readily be assessed since, as noted above, the
model is used with an c-boundary condition different
from the others. However, the effect of f is to raise
generation of E in order to keep the k-diltribution
in accordance with measurements.

1.3

b)

4

The Model of Wilcox and Traci (9)

The basic equations of this model are cited in
Table 2. It is seen that Wilcox and Traci employ an
equation somewhat similar to the k-equation for
determining the velocity scale in the eddy viscosity,
However, they interpret k as a "mixing energy" which
is more closely related to the normal component of
the Reynolds stress, viz k Z 9/2 ?7. Since a direct
relationship with the turbulent kinetic energy is now
absent it is difficult to make comparisons with
conventional turbulence measurements. The same is
true for the length-scale determining variable w,
which is a product of a "pseudo-vorticity" w
and the local density. Wilcox and Traci extended
Saffman's (15) original proposal for a 2 -transportequation by adding an extra term E, named gradient
dissipation, which stems from a comparison with the
c-equation. The structual difference between the k-c
and k-w models lies in the way the production term in
the k-equation is treated. Wilcox and Traci's
production, c 1/29u/gy implies the use of structural
similarity ra~her than the eddy-viscosity hypothesis.
However, as Reynolds (8) has pointed out, this might
be advantageous, since it reflects the experimental
observation thet the near-wall turbulence structure
is virtually independent of the mean rate of strain.
Examination of the constants in Table 2 shows that
these are not grossly different from those used in
the k-c models. Wilcox and Traci's eddy-viscosity
formula shows that unlike all k-c-type models it does
not contain a low Reynolds number function. This
suggests that viscous and wall-proximity effects are
incorporated indirectly in the k and w2-equations. It
is noteworthy that only two functions, f and f , are
1
required in this model, both decreasing Vhe production rates in the transport equations as a function of a turbulence Reynolds number. Leaving f =1.0
2
means that the model cannot simulate the decay of
grid turbulence in the late, viscosity-dominated
stages.
The boundary conditions for this model present
some interesting questions. In the k-c approach they
are more or less fixed by the known behaviour of the
physical quantities. In the Wilcox and Traci model
this is not feasible and hence greater freedom can be
exercised in setting these values. In fact the
boundary value of w at the wall is made a function of
parameters like roughness and blowing/suction rates,
whereas physical arguments would require w- at the
wall, independent of the particular flow.
c)

Concludin& Remarks

The foregoing summary of the various models
shows that most modifications to the basic high
Reynolds number turbulence models lack sound physical
basis, although some rely upon internal consistency
of the equations near a solid boundary. In theabsence of reliable pertinent data, support for the
models is provided largely by comparisons of the
results with the gross parameters of shear flows,
However, a review of the literature indicates that
only two of these, namely the models of Jones and
Launder and Wilcox and Traci, have been used
extensively. The former has been used over a much
larger class of flows, including free shear layers,
while the latter has been employed primarily for
boundary layers with special emphasis on compressible
flows. Additional comparative tests of the other
models are thus required to determine if they
represent significant improvements.

III. SELECTION OF TEST CASES
Before describing the results of the calculations, it is necessary to discuss two aspects which
may influence the conclusions. The first concerns the
criteria by which success or failure is tc be judged.
Among those considered important are the following:
(a) the model should reproduce results of the parent
high-Reynolds-number model for flows which are not
dominated by low-Reynolds-number, and (b) the model
predictions in the wall region and for flows in which
low-Reynolds-number effects are present should show
acceptable agreement with the available experimental
evidence. While we shall elaborate upon these
criteria later on, they raise the second question,
namely that of selecting the test cases against which
all calculations are to be compared. In the present
study, attention is focussed upon incompressible twodimensional boundary layers, and calculations have
been performed for the following test cases:
1.
Flat plate boundary layer, Wieghardt and
Tillmann (16)
2.
Equilibrium, adverse pressure gradient
boundary layer, Anderson et al. (171
3.
Strong adverse pressure gradient boundary
layer, Samuel and Joubert (18)
4.
Strong favorable pressure gradient
(relaminarizing) boundary layers:
(a) Simpson and Wallace (19)
(b) Patel and Head (20)
It should be noted that all data sets, with the
exception of 2) and 4b) have also been selected as
test cases at the 1980-81 Stanford Conference after
careful review of the data for completeness and
reliability. The choice of the first three for the
present work is guided by the first criterion. The
relaminarizing flows have been selected since they
are obviously dominated by wall proximity and lowReynolds-number effects.
IV.

CALCULATION PROCEDURE

The numerical method used is an adapted version
of the implicit marching procedure of Patankar and
Spalding (21).100 cross-stream grid nodes were used
to obtain grid-independent solutions and, for an
accurate representation of the large gradients in the
vicinity of the yall, roughly half of thoae were
located within y <50. At the beginning of the
calculations the first grid point was normally
located at y+ - 0.2 and it was ensured that this
value did not exceed y+ - 4 in the course of the
computation.
The streamwise step-size was taken as 0.25 e,
where 0 is the momentum thickness. In order to
resolve changes in the viscous sublayer, the maximum
streaswise step-size was restricted to five sublayer
thicknesses, i.e. Ax<25v/u .
Initial profiles for 1he mean velocity were
usually obtained by curve-fits to the available data.
A representative flat-plate distribution was used for
the k-profile. The starting condition for the rate of
dissipation c was generated from a formula given by
Hassid and Poreh (see Gibson et al., 22). In general
the initial conditions exerted a minor influence on
the results.
The calculations were carried out on a BURROUGHS
B7700 computer. Computation times per step were of
the order of 0.15 a, with little difference between
the various models, as could be concluded also from
Tables 1 and 2, because all involve about the same
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number of arithmetic operations. This observation is
at variance with those of Hoffman and Chien who reported large differences in computation times between
their model and that of Jones and Launder.
V.

,

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures 1,2,3 show the results of the calculations for the simplest test case, namely the
flat-plate boundary layer. The model of Reynolds is
not included since it did not yield consistent
In"
results due to the uncertainty mentioned earlier. In
the interest of brevity, the comparisons are limited
to the skin-friction coefficient, the velocity
profiles in wall coordinates and the distribution of
turbulent kinetic energy in the near-wall region. The
skin-friction data in Figure 1 are deduced from the
measurements of Wieghardt. Figure 2 includes the
generally accepted semi-logarithmic law, while Figure
3 shows the data of Kreplin and Eckelmann in channel
flow. Coles (23), in a review of near-wall turbulence
measurements, favors the data of Kreplin and Eckelmann as more reliable among the many, rather
scattered, data sets. Moreover, these represent an
average of the available measurements. They are
included here more as a guide than as a basis for
strict comparison.
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Figure 1:

Measured and calculated skin friction
coefficient for a flat plate boundary layer
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It is obvious from the figures that there is
considerable diversity among the results of the
various models. Figures 1 and 2 show a strong
correlation between the ability of a model to
reproduce the standard law of the wall and the
corresponding prediction of the wall shear stress.
Thus, for example, the overshoot in the law of the
wall in DU and, to lesser extents in Wr and A,
results in an under-estimation of c. The models of
HP, LB, LB confirm this correlatiog with results in
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o

the opposite direction. The HO model gives a very
small logarithmic region and rather peculiar profile
shapes in the outer layer, due presumably to the use
of the large diffusion coefficients. The best fit to

Figure 3:

1.5

20
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Measured and calculated turbulent kinetic
energy profiles in the near wall region

the law of the wall is achieved by CH and then
c is predicted quite accurately. This consistency is
all the more important in establishing the successful
features of the models in view of the fact that cf
has been determined for each case from the slope of
the velocity profile at the wall and not by recourse
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to the logarithmic region. Figure 3 shows that the
shape of the turbulent kinetic-energy distribution is
better predicted by those models which yield good
agreement with respect to the wall law and cf. with
the exceptions of WT and JL. The former is not
surprising in view of the uncertainty concerning the
relationship between k and the "mixing-energy" in the
WT model. The poorer performance of the JL model, on
the other hand, remains inexplicable although a
possible source is the additional terms D and E in
the model equations and the manner in which D is
discretized. It is also apparent from Figure 3 that
none of the models fit the channel data o Kreplin
and Eckelmann but the results with LB, LB and uH
show fair agreement with the location and magnitude
of the energy maximum. Finally, the results of LB and
LB , obtained with the different c boundary conditions
at the wall discussed earlier, are identical. Since
the zero gradient condition at the wall (LB )10
is easier to apply in numerical solutions, and was
found to yield VE /u 4 in good agreement with the
experimental value, this boundary condition has been
used in all subsequent calculations with the LB
model.
The foregoing results indicate that not all of
the available low-Reynolds-number models reproduce
the most basic features of a flat-plate boundary
layer. Only the more promising models, namely JL, CH,
LB and WI, will therefore be discussed in the
context of the remaining test cases.
The results for the second test case, namely an
equilibrium boundary layer, are shown in Figure 4.
Also incluled here are the calculations with the high
Reynolds-number version of the k-c model in which
wall-functions have been applied at y+ = 50. It is
seen that the three k-c based models (CH, JL, LB )
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Comparison of model results with the data
of Anderson et al.

Figure 4:
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all lead to an over-estimation of cf by as much as
50%. The shape parameters G (and H, not shown) are
correspondingly lower than the experimental values.
The TI model yields the best results although the cf
is still over-predicted by about 15%. It is interesting to note that all models predict nearly
constant shape parameters beyond x = 0.6 m. Thus, a
different equilibrium flow is predicted in each case.
From Figure 5 it is evident that the performance
of the four models in an adverse pressure gradient
boundary layer
is somewhat similar to that observed
is
in equilibrium flow insofar as the skin friction
over-estimated and the velocity profiles in wall
coordinates shows systematic departures from the experimental data. From the profiles it appears that
the various functions introduced to account for wall
proximity and low Reynolds-number effects continue to
operate deep into the full turbulent (logarithmic)
part of the boundary layer. The rather large
differences in the wake component, on the other hand,
may be attributed to an inadequacy of the lengthscale determining equations in the parent highReynolds-number models.
The results of the calculations for the two
favorable pressure gradient boundary layers are shown
in Figures 6 and 7. Recall that the low-Reynoldsnumber model were constructed primarily to describe
such flows since the accelerations lead to a
reduction in the Reynolds number, thickening of the
sublayer and eventual relaminarization. Figure 6
indicates again the tendency of all models to over-
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Comparison of model results with the data of
Samuel and Joubert, a) skin friction coefficient; b) velocity profiles at x-3.4m
(key as for Fig. 4)
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with relaminarization, are reproduced quite well. The
accompanying decrease and increase in the shape
(not shown here) are also predicted with
satisfactory accuracy.

b)
Uparameter
to

.......

VI.

The results presented here are, for reasons of
brevity, somewhat limited with respect to the details
such as the velocity-profile shapes and turbulence
parameters. Nevertheless, they are sufficient to
indicate clearly the relative performance of the
various models that have been proposed to describe
the near wall flow. It is clear that not all of the
models considered here yield satisfactory results.
From an examination of the results for all the test
cases as a whole, it appears that the models of Chien
(2) and, to some extent, Lam and Bremhorst (7) based
the k-C model, and that of Wilcox and Traci (9),
yield comparable results and perform considerably
better than the others. However, even these need
further refinement if they are to be used with
confidence to calculate near-wall and low-Reynoldsnumber flows. The calculations presented thus far
suggest that the performance of these models can be
improved by modifications that ensure the reproduction
of the law of the wall over a range of pressure
gradients for which the boundary layer remains
turbulent and selecting damping functions whose
influence is restricted only to the sublayer and the
buffer zone. The former would undoubtedly imply
changes on the existing length-scale determining
equation.
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fABSTRACT
We study the reorganization of a turbulent flow wich becomes subcritical after a singularity (Re = 1700). We mesure velocity gradient at the wall and velocity in the core ;
we use mainly electrochemical method.
Simultaneous measurements at different
points, at the wall or in the flow, allows a
spatio-temporal description of this flow ; it
shows the main mechanisms of degradation of turbulent energy, with their typical scales ; it
leads us to expect the insulation of turbulent
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results obtained dowstream enlargments with
different angles shows that the mechanisms
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previously described are characteristic of
any turbulent degradation in a pipe.
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INTRODUCTION

The reorganization from turbulent to laminar flow in a pipe has already been the purpose
of some experimental studies, among which we refer to those of LAUFER (1), SIBULKIN (2) and
LEFORT (3). In each case, the law of decrease
of turbulent intensity into the flow was given

1.9
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and evolution of the spectral distribution of
turbulent energy during reorganization was nolay
+Si-

IIS
-

Parietal probes

1/
1 4JISj

ted. From these works, it was possible to give
the length necessary to obtain the establishment of a laminar flow and to show which paraw
meters
give a good description of the evolution
toward this state. If, from an Eulerian description, these works show a continuous degradation
of the turbulent energy, spectral analysis exhibits an unsteady phase of the velocity fluctuations during regorganization (4). A Lagrangian
description made by use of many parietal electrochemical probes and one velocity probe in suc.
a flow (5) shows the coexistence, during reorganization, of two kinds of domains, one corresponding to a frozen flow and the other having
features of turbulence. In order to develop this
hypothesis, we have followed the development and
history of these domains, by reading the informations given simultaneously by eleven velocity
probes, distributed over a same diameter of the

pipe.
EXPERIMENTAL SET UP
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It was already described in a precedent
paper (5) ; it gives in the upstream pipe (diameter : 1cm) a turbulent flow, full
developed,
at a REYNOLDS number equal to 5100. This flow
is incompressible (water or polarographic solution) ; it enters the downstream pipe (diameter
3 cm) by a sudden or conical enlargment. In this
test
pipe , we study the reorganization at a
number equal to 1700, over 120 diameters (X-120).
After preliminary results obtained by
LDA
or hot film anemometry, all measurements near
the wall and spatio-temporal analysis of the
flow use electrochemical method. This was first
employed for wall shear stress measurements by
HANRATTY et al.(6)
(7) (8)
; it was also developed in our Laboratory by LEBOUCHE (9) COGNE7
(10) and DELAGE (11). The intensity i of the
current obtained at a flush mounted electrode
during a diffusion controlled reaction allows
the determination of the instantaneous value of
the wall velocity gradient S. Extented to the

use of double parietal electrodes and of conical probes in the core, this method gives also
the direction of flow near the wall and the
velocity. Figure 1 remind the main applicaticns.
For velocity measurements, it must be noted that

cc Uh

the current is proportional to the 1/3 power of
the incident velocity (Stoke's flow around the
probe
induces proportionalilrbetween shear
stress
and velocity). We never took account of
corrections due to the frequency response of the
electrodes ; this approximation is reasonable
because the frequencies of all fluctuations are
less than 30 Hz in the studied
region.

-

U (1)

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF TH

FLOW

For sections near the enlargment, the use
of LDA in the core and of electrochemical probes
at the wall allowed us to show the development
of the recirculating zone (5). This, very unstable and tridimensional.can extend as far as
Fig. 1 Polarographic method : principle and
applications,

X - 5, while mean position is located at X- 3,6.
Downstream,examination of mean velocity (1) and
relative turbulent intensity (a-) profiles gives
us an inkling of three main stages in the reor-
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ganization. A diagram of the profiles, which magnifies their features, is presented on figure
downstream the expansion cone where direct
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phenomena.
far downstream, this distribution beco-
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mes again unvarying in the section, but takes
appearance of a square function, which we
explain by missing of production of turbulent energy.
Statistical analysis of the fluctuations
of wall velocity gradient summarizes quite well
features of this reorganization. The expo-
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75 is in

agreement with the law of energetic decreasing already known near the wall (5). Neverthethe evolution of skewness and flatness
factors shows the alteration of the features of
the wall velocity fluctuations, between X - 30
and X = 60. The spectra of these fluctuations
(see figure 3) remind, up to X - 20, the one
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tics of a turbulent flow.
- on the other hand, for distances greater
than 75 diamteres from the enlargment, we observe a progressive reorganization which leads to
well known parabolic profile. The turbulent
level is then lower than 1% in the core.
- in the middle, the evolution of relative
turbulent intensity profiles show a considerable
energetic reorganization. The aspect of the mean
velocity profiles is more complex and exhibits
points. Analysis of velocity histograms leads us to consider that, in this zone,
exists an intermittency between two types of
flows, not established but well distinct.
Spectral analysis of the velocity fluctuations is summarized on figure 2-b. It is prein nondimensional space (W)/L 'A)
This analysis confirms the distinction of the
three stages previously cited
- in the first stage, all the spectra obtained in a same section show a good agreement
with the empirical formulations recommended for
description of turbulent flows. They recall production of turbulent energy by breaking and degradation by diffusion in the core and viscous
near the wall.
- in the middle stage, this agreement is
much less obvious : the frequency distribution
on the axis of the pipe, similar to the previous
one, is quite different from the frequency distribution near the wall. If we note that viscous
dissipation exists in the whole section, we remark also that the spectra show, over one decade, the slope -2 which characterizes unstable

of turbulence which is continuous. For X -

L.

.

50,

they send back the unstable character of the
flow ; downstream, they show a downstep function
marked by a preferential frequency band. This
last cannot be imputed to a periodic pulsation

I

,

of the flow ; it has probably his origine in

the aleatory passage of structures with determined length, which will be shown only by a spatio-temporal analysis.

Fig. 2 General characteristics of the flow%
and of
a- Scheme of mean velocity relative turbulent intensity---- -profiles.
b- Spectral analysis of axial velocity fluctuations.

SPATIO-TEMPORAL DESCRIPTION OF THE FLOW
The arrangement of the electrochemical probes allows the determination of intercorrelation
functions in time, which connects the events ob1.11

HMexhibit
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a change in the character of the parietal
flow. Rapidly (near X - 50), a propagation mode
of the disturbances with a very high velocity
takes the place of the eddy convection (figure 41
This is characteristic of the setting up of a
frozen flow. In the core, this second mode appears
later and we observe this mode and the eddy convection simultaneously. The respective evolutions
of the maxima of the functions Jus show that

q.

1
.
------='S
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fields containing frozen flow spread out to the
of turbulent fields (figure 5). Eddy
convection is more and more confined to the axis

'detriment

of the pipe and its velocity approximate velocity
on the axis (figure 4). During this transition

F-

we attend the stabilization of the integral length
scales and the disappearing of the radial diffusion

the last stage of the reorganization,

I-Within

ell
Fig. 3 Fluctuations of wall velocity gradient
Spectral analysis .

the frozen flow get settled in the whole annular
zone. Eddy convection is still disclosed near the
axis, but its character is much less marked than
this of the frozen flow. In this stage, the determination of the length or time scales leads to
unsharp results by the fact that these scales
loss their meaning in such a flow.

served at the wall on two points of a given ge-

nerating line (

) or those observed on two
*
02

points of the waH in a same section (9s°),or
those observed on two points of the same diameter in the core ( uy) or on the wall and in the
core (gus). The determination of the best incremental lags and of the corresponding correlation
coefficients, as fonctions of the distance between two probes, allows the calculation of the
velocities of the perturbations and a valuation

X=62

-----.

0

of their zone of influence.
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-Thus,within the first stage of the reorganization (Xe25), we can show that the velocity
of axial propagation of the disturbances is
almost constant in the whole section and is observed from the wall itself ; it corresponds to

X.26

an eddy convection of which group velocity is

V5

equal to 0.9 time the mean velocity. The evolutionwith
, of the best incremental lag of the
functions us and up can be interpreted as a
radial convective diffusion. Oriented from the
core toward the wall, it is disclosed only in
this stage of the reorganization and its veloci-

X
_I____________

,

ty is equal to 0.1 time the mean velocity.
-Within the middle stage, (25< X<75), the
measurements of axial velocity of propagation
' yV q

Fig.

for
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than they oblige the surrounding flow to organize
itself around them. At these distances, the axial
scales are large and
the
frequencies of the
fluctuations quite low. Then , we can think that,
in this region, the flow is disturbed by long
unsymmetrical structures of which effect must be
observable on the velocity profiles
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ter of the pipe. Thi study allows the determination of the transversal length scales of the perturbations ; it also reveals the general organizing of the flow. The result of this description
seems to be that, in the middle stage, particu larly between X -40 and X =70, the registered
disturbances inside the flow, at -1/3 , are such

a

0

intercorrelation
X -0 and y*=0.5

The compiling of the coei^icients lur measured without lag for different values of * and X
gives space correlation functimsalong some diame-

I

1

5 Transversal
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Fig. 4 Axial velocity of propagation
a Wall measurements ,
*Wall-Core measurements .
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CONDITIONAL ANALYSIS OF TE VELOCITY PROFILES
The eleven probes velocimeter, with his
original conditionning, gives an off line restitution of the evolution with time of the instantaneous velocity profiles, for a given diameter.
Downstream the sudden enlargment, the visualization of these profiles confirms that they exhibit unsymmetrical deformations, more or less durable and of variable significance, according
to the observation abcissa. Besides, we noticed
that they lead to admit, for the mean velocity,
slow fluctuations of which amplitude is changing
whith the abcissa (fig. 7-d). This result is no
consistent with the law of continuity and we
then obliged to consider that the disturbances are generated by the travelling of structures with variable sizes and of which observation from a diameter of the pipe is incomplete.
determine their arrangement, we have nor-

Tare

.
IFor

after difference with the mean profile, we have divided the results in four classes (fig.6):
+
- two classes S and S- which correspond
to asymmetrical profiles
- the class L exhibits over-velocity near
the axis
- the class T exhibits over-velocities near
the wall.
Then,
we have essentially studied the
probability of occurence and duration of life
c_ the S classes Upstream X - 20, the turbulent
level of the flow does not allow any reading
this conditional analysis.

Fig. 6 Classification of velocity profile:
for X = 39

P.,+.
0

a

-

~of

Downstream this abscissa, the increasing

-

----

probability of occurence of asymmetrical flow
(fig. 7-a) corresponds to the transversal spreading of the whirling structures. Simultaneously,
note (figure 7-b) a very important increasing of the mean duration of these periods
this is the result of a lengthening of the struc
tures,which can be explained only by their coalescence. Beyond 70 diameters, the opposite
phenomena must, in return, reflect the breaking
of the structures, which is probably due to a
too weak energetic level. Indeed, when we study the evolution of the asymmetry of flow observed in the wake of area which show overvelocity, we notice (fig. 7-c) the decreasing of this
quantity during the last stage of the reorganization. Then, we may think that the axial and
orthoradial spreading of the structures occurs
with some degradation of their properties and
zen
In order toinside
know if
structures
froreorganized
thethese
they disappear
that flow.
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are typical of such kind of singularity and have for exemple their beginnig in the recirculatzone, or if they are inherent in every turbulent-laminar transition, we have made the same measurements downstream enlargments with vaSibulkin's experiments foresharious
dowed angles.
it, the As
resultc of our mean measurements
similaea great
X - 20 , of
downstream
shown,
have
Srty as much for the evolution
the velocity

~ning

M

d .06
',

---
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Fig. 7 Conditional analysis of velocity profiles
Sudden enlargment ;
300
enlargment
600

abcd-

,,

progressive

,, (40)

profiles as for those of relative turbulent intensity. In the same way, the results given by
conditional analysis of the instantaneous velo-

probability of occurence of asymmetrical flow
mean duration of asymmetrical flow
asymmetry of flow
fluctuations of the overall velocity,
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city profiles (presented figure 7) shows the
great similarity of behaviour of the flow downstream the different enlargments. Nevertheless,
it seems that the structures observed downstream

I
the progressive (4 aegrees, enlargment are
slightly less developed and consequently less
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A PHYSICAL INTERPRETATION OF THE SPECTRA
OF WALL TURBULENCE
by
A.E. PERRY

& M.S. CHONG

University of Melbourne

progression and that a constant characteristic velccity
scale for each hierarchy is needed to obtain a constant
Reynolds shear stress through the logarithnic region.
Figure 1 shows a discrete system of hierarchy scales,
and it is conjectured that the smallest eddies in the
first hierarchy scale according to the Kline (7)
scaling on a smooth surface. Townsend (6) used a

AESTRACT
Turbulence spectra, which has all the correct
properties for wall turbulence, car, be generated by
the use of eddy signatures derived from potential
flow vortices which have characteristic directions,
The distribution of energy among the scales follows
directly from the scaling laws needed to give the
logarithmic mean velocity profile and constant
Reynolds shear stress. The use of local isotropy
and energy cascades do not appear to be relevant.

StL

hierarchy

INTRODUCTION

*

Recent work at the University of Melbourne on
turbulent spots has shown that a spot consists of a
forest of "A" shaped vortices which are leaning in
the downstream direction (see Perry, Liu and Teh (I)).
This picture of wall turbulence is consistent with
the smoke tunnel experiments of Bandyopadhyay and
Head (2) and Head and Bandyopadhyay (3) who tock
laser beam cross-sections of eddies in a fully
developed turbulent boundary layer. Perry and Chona
(4) (see also Perry, Lir.,Chonc and Teh (5)) have
shown that a physical model of wall turbulence can be
constructed from this idea. It is assumed that
vorticitv and heat are carried away from the surface
by hais-in or "A" shaped vortices which are being
strained in a special way by their own mutual
induction together with their images in the wall.
This hypothesis has received encouraging support by
Perry and Chono (4) who applied the Biot-Savart law
to isolated "A" vortices.
This model is similar to Townsend's (6) attached
eddy hypothesis. However, in the Perry and Chong
model, eddies are stretched into elongated vortex
pairs which cause them to "die" by vortex cancellation and so the resulting debris and fluid
surrounding the more active P.vortices is assumed to
be irrotational. According to the smoke observations
of Head and Bandyopadhyay (3), groups of vortices
have a "granular appearance" with a characteristic
direction and lean approximately at 450 in the downstream direction. Thus velocity signatures in wall
turbulence can be generated by a forest of potential
flow vortices.
Perry and Chong have shown that in order to
obtain a logarithmic profile in mean velocity which
extends to large z+(=zUr/v) for AEUi/v - 4
(where
z is the distance normal to the wall, U. is the
friction velocity, v is the kinematic velocity and
AE is the boundary layer thickness) it is necessary
to have hierarchies of geometrically similar eddies
with scales which are distributed in a geometrical
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Sym>olic representation of a discrete
syster of hierarchies. View lookino dcwnstream.

continuous inverse power law p.d.f. for the distrihution of scales which is the continuous analog cf the
discrete geometrical progression. For simplicity, the
authors are using the discrete distribution, where
the scales are taken to go in "quantum" 4ur.s wit!, a
factor of 2. This is consistent witl' the spread in
hierarchy scales resulting from a vortex pairing
process. However, this approach is not essential and
other plausible mechanisms result in the continuous
distribution of scales used by Townsend which leads
to the same general conclusions. In the Perry and
Chong model eddies in a given hierarchy are not
geometrically similar since they are underocing
stretching. However, it is assumed that the
hierarchies are geometrically similar and that the
"representative" A vortex can be used for each
hierarchy for the purposes of deriving spectra.

THE SPECTRUM OF WALL TURBULENCE

*

'

Fourier transforms and the power spectral
density of signals produced by turbulence are very
difficult to interprete or understand. Nevertheless,
they are easy to measure and give an indication of
how the energy is distributed among the scales. This
work was motivated by the idea that modelling of wall
turbulence should be consistent with measured spectra
and should be linked to the broad-band and mean flow
results.
Unlike models of the past, local isotropy is no
longer operative and a new explanation or argument
must be devised for the existence of the -5/3 law,il
At high frequencies or wave numbers, the power
spectrum is influenced mainly by the shape of the
eddy sianatures while at lower wave numbers or
frequencies, the spectrum is influenced more by how
the energy is distributed among the scales. The
detailed shape of the signatures become unimportant
at these lower wave numbers. One very useful rule
(Bracewell (6)) for the high frequency end of the
spectrum is that if n is the number of times one has
to differentiate a signal to convert it to a delta
density
function, then the smoothed power spectral
2
P(k) will asymptote to a law, P(k).k- n. Mere k is the
wave number or frequency. It has been felt by many
workers (eg. see Townsend (6)) that the finest scale
notions of turbulence are generated by vcrtex sheets
passing the hot wire probe and these dissipate the
energy of turbulence. From the flow visualization
work of Head and Bandyopadhyay (3) and Perry, Lim and
Teh (1) these vortex sheets are wound ur into rods.
The rods could be thought to consist of a "scrcll" of
vortex sheet material. As such rods are cut through
by a sensing probe, the high-pass filtered signal
will be of a saw-tooth form provided the vortex
sheets are very thin and sharp. Using the Bracewell
2
rule, this should aive P(k)%I/k . This scroll could
be somethino like a Kader, spiral (eg. see Pullin
Phillips(9)) and one would intuitively feel that
since the signature of this is one scale removed frcr
the scale of the sheet itself, then this should be
resonrsible for the -5/3 law. With viscous diffusion
the sheet will not be perfectly sharp and at very
high wave numbers, the waveform would appear to have
the properties of a triangular wave. Using the
It can be
Bracewell rule, this leads to P(k),l/kI.
seen that the -5/3 law simply does not fit into this
scheme. Out of curiosity, the authors devised a
wave form with a -5/3 law spectrum to see what it
might look like. Using the Bracewell rule, together
with the concept of "fractional differentiation", a
wave with a 1/6th power-law cusF would give the
required result. This needs to be differentiated
"5/6th times" to give n= 5/6 and hence the -5/3 law.
This was also checked numerically using a fast
Fourier transform computer program. It seems unlikely
that the -5/3 law comes from such eddy signatures,
Rather, if it exists, it seems more likely to be
related to the distribution of scales of signatures,
The authors found that a far more fruitful
approach to the question was to ignore the details
of the rods altogether, or at least assume that the
vorticity is smeared Out to give a region of solid
bod.- rotation withim the rod. It is found that all
of the salient properties of the spectrum can be
of the
generated from the signatures and distribution
signatures existing in the irrotational fluid
surrounding the vortex rods.
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Definition of coordinates and vectors
for velocity sicnature analysis.

In order to keep the description simple and
analytical, some simplifications will be made. Let
it be assumed that the spectral contributions froeach hierarchy can be derived from one representative
eddy. Figure 2 shows one "leo" of the eddy beinc
sectioned by a plane of constant z. If we imacine
we have a hot-wire probe held stationary and the
eddy being convected past in the x direction, then
the sionature as seen by the probe can be calculated
by determining U along the lines of constant y in
the xy plane. To avoid the complications involved
with convection velocities, imacine that the vector
feld is temporarily "frozen" and the signatures wuill
be decomposed in terms of x component wave number k.
By applying the Biot-Savart law, it car. be shoc.

=
-

K {

x

-

r:2

x r' fo
for
r,-

r <r

where K is the circulation of the vortex rc an rc
is the rod radius. All other symbols are def:nec it.
figure 2.
We will imacine that we are makinc a series cf
=
r) an- s-.
"cuts" of uniform probability between yc
The magnitude of the slnatures reaches a maxiruat yo and for 0< y< Yo it drops rapidly to zero
for all x. The distance yl
for the U1 component
represents the maximur distance from the rod we
can go before experiencing the influence of the other
legs or the legs of other vortices. The analysis is
therefore using the signatures of one isolated rod.
"vortex an
Of course, in future studies, the full
arrays of such vortices should be used in a computer
simulation.
Equation (I) gives the following velocity
signature for U 1

U
U

=

-

X2

2

h

(2)

From equations (5) and (6)

KAjh2
where

where AI, h and g

-2g

are

constants which depend on direction cosines of
vector A. This is expressed in its simples form by
an appropriate choice of the origin for x. Also
X. = (x-a)/y, where a is the shift in the origin for
x and a/y depends on the direction cosines. It can
be shown that the amplitude of the signature % 1/y.o
The U signature is an even "bell-shaped" function
and the other components are a combination of an even
and an odd function,
The Fourier transform of the U1 velocity
signature defined by

XI(k)

ik . r
1l(x)eikx dx

=

turns out to be

h

*U

27!Xl(kl,y)

(5)

This will be true prcvided cross products between
neighbouring pulses make no contribution to the
spacially averaged two-point correlation coefficient
for points separated along the x direction. However,
if this is not true, then the power sp,_ctral density
may have to be smoothed.
It will be assumed that the contribution to
spectral energy by "cuts" y < y are negligible,
Imagine that we have a collection of signature
trains all at different y and given the probability
of all "cuts" in the interval 0 < y < y, are
equally likely, it can be shown that the ensemble
averaged or smoothed power spectral density is then
given by

F(kl)

1

Since all hierarchies are geometrically similar, all
length scales will scale with y and Q will scale such
that Qxu y where U is the characteristic velocity
scale of a~l the hierarchies.
Let equation (7) represent the smallest observed
hierarchy which will be labelled n=l. If the total
number of observed hierarchies is N , the resultinc
power spectral density 1 will be glven by
No

2

Yl
1
P(ky) dy
j
Yo

(6)

n-l1

e -1kl~

'n-k)

lY
(n-l)

-

e

-

l.

0

Here t is the energy per unit non-dimensional wave
th
hierarc'"
number kly o . The scale yo for the n
yo2(n-l).
Fror ficure i, it can be see:, that as w - c swi
fror the wall, the total r.-.ter cf ciservel hierarchies
Alsc, y, is the Era!1dimirnshes, i.e. !:,decreases.
est lencth scale cf the snallest observed hierar:h." and
this will decrease as we arrTrcz!. the wall an- the
tc the K"ine
r~corticnam
smallest val.e will e
'
wli" Lc
scalin- ca 5 srcz-r. srace. The ratic
wits. the ceretr' f t
;niversa: an4 is asz-ate
jver. nerarcry. A
re:resentat c ez. cf a
=:ve rth the sate result
zu-!
of scales
distr:jti'
htt an exponent:al intecral is ntjve:.
for differer.t hlerarchFiaure I shows erat.:-.
I:, i.e. it is assumed tnat tht rcod
ies wzt.
diameter tc lec s;acin? is of this order. It car be
seen that as the wave nuru-ber is decreased, the
spectrur coes from ar. "exponential-like" lau tca power law with a short secticr which ccld be interpreted as a -5/3 law. However, the authors feel that
this is not of sinificance ane that the law where the
various hierarchies "peel-off" is the -! power law. The
scale y2 deterrines the low wave-numtber cut-off cr
"levellinc-out" and yc determines the hic! wave-nurmer
"cut-off". The spectral results of Perry and Abell (I,"
taken in the wall region of a pipe are shown in figure
4. The existence of a -1 power law is obvious. This
law was deduced by Perry and Abell by a "region of overlap" argument based on dimensional analysis. The departure from the -l power law occurs at apisroximately
klz= 1 in the experiments and at kly o t 10 1 acccrdino
to equation

The symbol "" means "to scale with".

(7)

-e-2k 2y(Yl/Y°)

(4)

=

ekY
e

O
1

o)

where k I = kh, h being a constant of order unity and
depends on direction cosines of the vector j. It
can be shown that the functional form given-by (4)
is applicable for all three components of velocity.
Consider only the U1 signature given by
This is the Fourier transform of a
equation (4).
transient pulse and if a train of such pulses are
arranged randomly in the x direction with a mean
spacing S, it can be shown that the power spect-al
density is given by

P(kl

_
1

e-klY

Q

X
1 (kI )

(3)

F(k1)
1

(8).

This implies that at level z, the

smallest "representative eddy" of sicnificance has
ylm 0(z). This is of the right order.
It is very instri'ntive to look at spectra far
from the wall. Here, tht number No of observed
hierarchies falls off considerably and the spectra
should follow the pattern given in figure 4. Figure
5(a) shows some results of Abell and Perry (11) for a
smooth pipe. Again, the similarity with the computed
results given in figure 3 is very encouraoinc. As
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a matter of interest, figure 5(b) shows some rough
wall results taken outside the wall similarity We
behaviour.
The results show a silar
region.
wuld ex0ct the smallest hierarchy scale y or y.
scale.
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at the wall to scale with k, the roug
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The model is of course simplified. spectral
information concerned with the vortex she and the
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is missing.
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vortex stretching
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The scalin , of the Perry and Abell (10) results
olven in ficure 5 suacest that for the wall region
but beyond the buffer zone,

10
t(klyo)
1 o

0(kIZ)
-

=

f(k z)

(9)

U/
4A

and this appears valid right up to hich wave-numbers.
This is reasonable sirce at a aiver z, the smallest
a:ed%
of sionificance observed will scale approximately with z since, if it is smaller, it will not be
seen and if it is laroer, it will not be the smallest

io'
o

In the erer.y contAir.-:region
-.k,z)

A

(10)
-

10

k z

2)

rig.6.

where A is a uversal constant.
E:uaticns (9) and
(20) lea[ t7 tre
.wse.d
result for the broad-band
turbulen:e '-tenst': distribution thus;
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Equation (12) for different number of
observed hierarchies.
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Aitho
err a
Abell (10) also incorporated
trie -5
ia"n t-e'r
stalin@ scheme by a further
recn c' over a-" argufent, it would appear that
tros

)

ia

is a "red herring", at least in wall

turhulence.
ver obvious

ov'ever, the existence of the law is
in other types of turbulence. If we
return tc e:uat cn (2) and redistribute the eneroa7-n? th:- ierarchies such that

T[
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3k2k1%

02

e y.
n-i)

(n-l
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then one oht- n a aily
of spectra for different
U0 as
o
in figure E.
All low wave number "peeloff's" c:ur frcr a -5/3 line. Figure 7(a) shows a
turbulent -et. The eddy structure in this jet s
cuite Zranuiar *itn a characteristic direction but
the resulttn spe=tra niven in figure 7(b) shows an
extens-ve -E'2 law withcut any evidence of a -1 law.
Thus, it wculd anpear that there are different sorts
of turbulence and the -5/3 law results fror a
dif'erer: o4stricution of energy fror that found in
wall turbulence. This probably is related to the
fact that ir.wall turbulence, new vcrticity is
continually beone cenerated at the wall, whereas in
a jet, no furtner vorticity is generated beyond the
ret cutlet. The hysocal reasons for the -5/3 law
distr:butan need to be rursued.
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Turbulent jet.
(a) Flow pattern.
(b) Measured spectrur; ensemble
averace of 40 runs.
Reynolds number based on tube outlet
diameter = 300C.
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CONCLUSION
By modelling the turbulent boundary layer as a
forest of A shaped vortices and without the use of
local isotropy, the spectrum of wall turbulence can
be derived from the signatures and distribution of
the signatures in the irrotational fluid surrounding
the legs of the vortices. A comparison of the
generated spectra with experimental spectra is
encouraging. The results show that for wall
turbulence, the law where the various hierarchies
"peel-off" is the -1 power law and an "exponential
like" law is obtained in the so-called dissipation
region. By redistributing the energy among the
hierarchy scales, the -5/3 power law replaces the
-I law and this has been observed in jets.
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

A computational method for the prediction of confluent boundary
layer flow is presented, as it may exist on the upper surface of slotted
multielement airfoils operating at low speeds. The method is based on
the twodimensional incompressible form of the turbulent boundary
layer equations, and the two-equation turbulence model of Jones and
Launder, modified to account for the effect of curved airfoil surfaces.
A Crank-Nicholson-type finite difference solution is employed together
with law of the wall boundary conditions. This paper emphasizes those
aspects of the computational method and turbulence model which are
important in engineering applications: the proper choice of initial
values; the validity of the law of the wall boundary conditions; and the
limitation of the streamwise step size due to the turbulence model.
Test-theory comparisons for streamwise velocities, turbulent shear
stress, and turbulent kinetic energy of confluent boundary layers are
also included.

Confluent boundary layers form when turbulent wakes merge with
adjacent turbulent boundary layers. Such turbulent wall shear layers
may exist on the upper surface of slotted multielement airfoils.
Figure 1 shows an example of this type of shear layer on an airfoil consisting of a wing section with a slotted leading edge flap and a double
slotted trailing edge flap. Profiles of streamwise velocity and Revnolds
stresses of confluent boundary layers are very complex
The occurrence of confluent boundary layers depends on the
number of airfoil elements, their shapes and relative positions, and on
flight condition. Angle of attack and the gap between adjacent airfoil
elements are the main parameters determining their formation.
Figure 2 illustrates how the lift of a slotted two-element airfoil
changes with the size of the gap between the wing section and the flap
(ref. 1). In this figure, the airfoil lift is compared with the lift that thV
same airfoil would generate in a hypothetical potential flow field The

NOMENCLATURE
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CONFLUENT BOUNDARY LAYER
(NOT TO SCALE)

law of the wall constant
empirical coefficients of turbulence model
turbulent kinetic energy
number of grid points normal to surface
coefficients of algebraic equations
time average of static pressure
radius of surface curvature
step size Reynolds number
grid stretch factor
streamnwise and normal components of
mean velocity
friction velocity
shear stress
streamwise and normal coordinates
step size in atreamwise direction
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Figure 1.-Confluent BoundA / Layer on Upper Surface of
Sloffed Multieler,ent Airfoil
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BOUNDARY LAYER

boundary layer thickness
displacement thickness
dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy
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law of the wall constant
kinematic viscosity of air
eddy viscosity
density
empirical coefficients of turbulence model
turbulent shear stress
general dependent variable
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variable at midpoint of step Ax
outer edge of boundary layer
potential flow velocity
value at surface
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Figure 2. - Viscous Lift Loss of Slotted Airfoil af Consfant
Angle of Attack Below Stall
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viscous lift loss is defined as the difference between the potential flow
lift and the true airfoil lift. At a constant angle of attack well below
stall, airfoil lift varies nonlinearly with gap size. The optimum gap size
corresponds to a flow situation, where the wake of the wing section is
divided from the boundary layer on the upper flap surface by a region
of inviscid flow, and merging of the two layers begins in the vicinity of
the flap trailing edge. At smaller gaps, a confluent boundary layer
forms further upstream causing significant viscous lift loos. At larger
than optimum gaps, lift again decreases, but at a rate predicted by
potential flow theory, the associated viscous lift loses being due to ordinary boundary layers.
The method described in this paper was designed to predict, with
the same degree of computational efficiency and accuracy, both the

Iai
p

(6)
T
M where the turbulent kinetic energy k and its dissipation c,in turn.
cmer
the
ol oing cnervatiq
ation writnenuin
are computed from the following conservation equations. written in
boundary layer form.

ak

flow situations resulting from a larger number of merging shear layers.
This requirement excluded the use of algebraic turbulence modeling
and integral solutions. Instead, a high degree of flexibility was achieved by the choice of a two-equation turbulence model in conjunction
with a finite difference solution.
Several other confluent boundary layer methods are available for
applications to multielement high-lift airfoils (refs. 2 and 3).
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These equations predict the effect of surface curvature in two
ways. First, by formal surface curvature terms in their production and
destruction terms which, as is well known (refs. 4, 6),will only account
for a small part of the total curvature effect. Second, by an empirical
correction of the production term of the dissipation equation (8) The
coefficient C, of the basic form of the k,e-model is redefined to be a
linear function of the term (k/f XU/(R + y)).
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The equations are chosen on the basis of the following assumptions:
a) The mean flow is twodimensional and incompressible,
b) Boundary layer approximations apply.
c) The radius of surface curvature R is of the order of the airfoil
chord length,
d) The boundary layer thickness 6 is small by comparison with the
local value of R.
Hence, the equations governing the mean flow read:

au

R

In the k. e-model, r, is obtained from:

confluent boundary layer of a two-element airfoil and more complex

Mean Flow Equations

t'

0

\R+

C. is an empirical coefficient whose value is given below for convex
curvature. There is no theoretical justification
for this particular empirical correction, but the term (k/ XU/(R + y)) is the simplest possible
(2P nondimensional group that can be formed with the main variables. The
(2) readershould note that for positive values of C,. the above empirical
correction will increase the dissipation on convex surfaces where R is
defined to be positive. This, in turn, will decrease turbulent kinetic
energy and shear in agreement with the physics of curved turbulent

P

2

L'2shear

flows (ref. 4).

P
Here. the x, y-coordinates are measured in the streamwise direction
and normal to the surface. The symbols U, V, P. and e denote mean
values of streamwise and normal velocity components, static pressure,
and density of air, respectively. The equations are written in a form anticipating application of the high Reynolds number version of the
k, e-model of turbulence to provide the eddy viscosity v, and the turbulent kinetic energy k.
The mean flow equations are simplified by noting that the
x-momentum equation (2) does not contain explicit surface curvature
terms and, consequently, uncouples from the y-momentum equation (3).
The latter equation, therefore, can be solved separately (ref. 4) to obtain the pressure gradient in streamwise direction as a function of the
potential flow velocity Ue at the outer edge of the boundary layer.
I ('P

UdU(4
e dx

dU

~'logarithmic

The six empirical coefficients of the turbulence model arC- = 0.09 Ck = 1 a, = 1.3 C, = 1,44 C, = 1.92 C = 1.2.
The described high Reynolds number form of the k. e-model is not
valid in the viscous sublayer and, therefore, can only be used with a
wall function method such as the one discussed below.
Wall Function Method
A wall function method, in which the law of the wall boundarv
conditions are applied outside the viscous sublayer, is utilized to ensure
the computational efficiency of the prediction method. A finite difference solution of the flow in the sublayer, where flow variables
change rapidly in direction normal to the surface, would require additional computational grid points and would, therefore, increase computer time and storage.
A two-point technique, illustrated in figure 3, is used to patch the

profile of the streamwise

to the outer part of the
boundary layer. The velocity profile isvelocity
assumed to be logarithmic at the
two computational grid points closest to the surface.
Neglecting the effect of surface curvature on the law of the wall, the boundary conditions at grid point 1 can be stated as:

In deriving this equation from the y-momentum equation, turbulent

kinetic energy terms have been neglected, consistent with the order of
the neglected terms of the x-momentum equation. Equation (4) is also
the correct limiting form of the x-momentum equation at the outer
edge of the boundary layer.

U

Turbulence Model

(

= ur -ln-
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The k. s-model of turbulence (refs. 5, 6, 7). modified to account
for moderately curved convex surfaces, is employed to compute the eddy viscosity P.. For curved surfaces, oP,is defined by the following
equation for the turbulent shear stress r,:
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The if- derivatives of 4 at any surface station are expressed by central differences as follows:
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These boundary conditions are expressed in terms of the friction
with , being the shear stress at the surface).
velocity (u,= '7,/Q,
which is obtained from the assumption that the velocity profile is
lthm caatgririd
p on t2.where
2 .eq
;-.
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For ordinary boundary layers on smooth surfaces, the law of the
wall constants are approximately K = 0.4 and C = 5.5. The corresponding values for confluent boundary layers are not well known but are
most likely affected by the merging of the shear layers. In the absence
of any better information, the values cited for ordinary boundary layers
have been used for all computed results presented in this paper.
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Initial Values
The solution method requires initial values of all boundary layer

At the outer edge of the boundary layer (subscript e). the boundary
conditions ke = 0 and fe = 0 are chosen for convenience (ref. 8).
The edge velocity Ue for curved surfaces is obtained from the surS
face value of the potential flow velocity Ups using the relation
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of the unknowns and, hence, are solved iteratively at each surface station.

Outer Edge Boundary Conditions

-

T

Assuming that all variables are known at the previous station
xi-1, their values at the new station. xi = xi-I + a1x. are computed
by solving the algebraic equations which result from the outlined finite
difference approximations. The x-momentum equation and the
k. i-equations have the general form

U2

Figure 3. - Two-Point Wal Function Method

-
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variables at the upstream surface station (subscript 1). Two option- are
provided, one requi-ing a complete set of bounaary layer profiles conslating of stresm wi- velocity U,(v), kinematic Reynolds shear stress
ffV,(y), and turbulent kinetic energy k,y). In this case, an initial profrom the input values combinfile of the dissipangon (y is cc outed
d
ion (and (6) wtr
ine

Since in many cases, turbulence data are not available to start the
computation, a second option is providc6 in which only the strssmwise
velocity profile U,(y) is required. Profiles k,(y) and t,(y) are generated
by solving the k, *-equations (7) and (8) assuming that U. k. i are func
tions of the independent variable v only, i.e., similar profiles are
assumed.

(13)

Finite Difference Solution

NUMERICAL PROPERTIES

The equations governing mean flow and turbulence are parabolic,
therefore they can be solved by stepping along the surface beginning
with known boundary layer profiles at the upstream surface station.
In order to implement the finite difference solution, the equations
are discretized in x, 71-coordinates, where it = y/b(x). Here, the
displacement thickness 6" is being used as a convenient reference
variable to enlarge the grid point spacing in the physical domain, in
regions of increasing boundary layer thickness. V is defined by

o
with Up representing the local potential flow velocity. Note that taking
the absolute value of the integrand avoids zero and negative values of
" for confluent boundary layers.
The grid point spacing in the computational domain can be varied
in the direction of the surface normal using a suitable stretch factor S,.
Grid point coordinates are obtained from ,i+ = vtj
+ S, (q- 7,j).
j 2. 3....N- 1.
The equations are solved employing a modification of the Crank.
Nicholson finite difference method due to Mellor and Herring (ref. 9).
Briefly. the governing equations are written at the midpoint between
two consecutive surface stations %i-I and zi. Denoting by o any dependent variable or term of the equations, the value and x-derivative of o

Surface Curvature
The described modification of the k. f-turbulence model for the effect of surface curvature differs from other methods such as the one of
Launder et a].(ref. 6). For this reason, the results of the test-theor"
comparison used to calibrate the method are discussed. The empirical
curvature coefficient C, has been determined on the basis of the ex.
perimental data of So and Mellor (ref. 10) for a turbulent boundary
layer developing on a convex surface. This test case is well suited for
such a calibration since the boundary layer thickness is about 10 per.
cent of the local radius of surface curvature, a ratio which is representative of many confluent boundary layers. Furthermore, streamwise
pressure gradients are absent so that the calibration could be
performed by concentrating solely on curvature effects.
Results of this calibration are shown in figure 4. They were obtain.
ed by starting the theoretical predictions about 13 boundary layer
thicknesses upstream of the station for which the test-theory comparison is given. Only experimental streamwise velocities were used at
this initial station, whereas profiles of turbulence data were generated
assuming similar profiles for U, k,t. The value C. = 1.25 gave the
best match of theory with experiment, accurately predicting the greatly
reduced turbulent activity in the outer half of the boundary layer. For
comparison, the theoretical results predicted with formal surface curvature terms, but without any additional empirical correction (C. = 0).
are included. The need for such an empirical correction is apparent.

at this midpoint are
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The confluent boundary layer experiment of Pot (refs. 11. 12). illuatrated in figure 5,served to study the effect of the two described op.
1.23

tiona for initial values on the solution accuracy. The expemental data
include detailed measurements of streamwise velocity and profiles of
Reynolds stresses of a single turbulent wake merging with a single
boundary layer in zero pressure gradient. The wake and boundary layer
were generated by two parallel flat plates, sufficiently removed from
each other to allow a region of potential flow to exist between them initially.
The theoretical predictions were started at the end of this
embedded potential core (z = 522mm) with different initial values
(figure 6). In one case, all required initial boundary layer profiles were
taken from the experiment. In the other case, only the measured
streamwise velocity profile was used, and initial values for turbulence
data were calculated assuming similar profiles. The two starting techniques produced virtually identical velocity profiles at subsequent surface
stations which are in excellent agreement with the experiment. Turbulent shear stress and turbulent kinetic energy profiles, computed by
the two starting techniques, are considerably different at upstream surface stations but match very well downstream. Only fair agreement
with experimental data of turbulent quantities could be achieved,
which is of little concern in aerodynamic applications as long as velocity profiles or equivalently boundary layer integral parameters and skin
friction are accurately predicted.
1
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Figure 5. - Confluent Boundary Layer Experiment of Pot
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gives the following results:
aThe solution of the x-momentum equation is unconditionally
1
stable for all streamwise step sizes Ax.
b)The solution of the k, t-equations is unconditionally stable if the
destruction terms are larger than the generation terms
c) If the destruction terms are smaller than the generation terms.
the k, t-equations will
only converge if the streamwise step size
is limited. In the absence of surface curvature effects, the
k-equation imposes the following limit on the step size %x

S.

S.5

_

The prediction method leads to converged solutions only if the
streamwise step size is limited to small values, usually about one half
of the local boundary layer thickness. At the initial surface station, the
maximum step size is restricted to a small fraction of the boundary
layer thickness.
The cause of this step size limitation was investigated by employing a criterion recently applied by Wilcox (ref. 13) to determine the
stability limits of a similar computational method This criterion requires diagonal dominance of the tridiagonal matrix equations (18)for
a converged solution of the nonlinear algebraic equations at each ne%
surface station. Application of this criterion, written as

-"

.5.

Ups
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bI TURBULENT SHEAR STRESS
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2
Ups

where all variables are written at the midpoint of the step. The
f-equation gives a similar but less restrictive formula.
In order to prove the validity of equation (20). a profile of the step
size Reynolds number ReAx = (UeAxF,, was plotted at the initial station of a fiat plate boundary layer calculation (figure 7). This profile
shows rapid changes caused by an initial velocity profile that was not
smoothed. The maximum allowable step size is given by the absolute
minimum of ReAx which occurs very close to the surface. This
theoretical value of Axmax is 6/8 which very closely agrees with the
size limitation of 6/6 found by numerical experimentation. The
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result confirms numerically that the streamwise step size of the com-

puttional method is limited by the use of the conservation equations
for k and I. For two-dimensional boundary layer computations, this
step size limitation does not inhibit the economy of the calculation.
since converged solutions at each surface station can be obtained in a
few iteration cycles.

EXPERIMENT. 90 AND MELLOR ISTATION -I')

PRESENT METHOD, c - .a
METHOD,CM0
POTENTIAL FLOW

Embedded Potential Core

- - -PRESENT
---

Figure 4. - Effect of Curvature Coefficient CR on Boundary Layer Of
Convex Surface

For some multielement airfoil configurations and flight conditions,
regions of inviacid flow separate neighboring wakes and boundary
layers The length of such a region, termed potential core. must be sccurately predicted since merging of the shear layers and associated
1.24
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Figure 6. - Effect of Initial Values on Prediction of Confluent Boundary Layet
significant changes in airfoil performance begin with the disappearance
of this potential core. The k,*-model of turbulence is well suited for
such a prediction since the type of flow region, either boundary layer,
wake. or potential flow, need not be specified a priori and can be
predicted with one and the same computational method. Accurate mean
flow predictions of shear layers with an embedded potential core are
shown in figure 8 ,using the data of Pot (ref. 12) upstream of the
previously discussed test-theory comparison based on the same experiment. Corresponding turbulence data are also compared in this figure.
In order to perform reliable calculations in flow regions with a very
low level of turbulence, care must be taken to eliminate numerical
noise from the values of the dissipation e. The latter variable is the
denominator in equation (6) for the eddy viscosity o,, so that in flow
regions with little dissipation very small errors in ecan lead to large

errors of P'. For this reason, the present prediction method utilizes only those values of ewhich are at least one order of magnitude larger
than the corresponding values of turbulent kinetic energy k.
Adverse Pressure Gradient
The main assumption of the described two-point wall function
method concerns the existence of a logarithmic velocity profile at the
two grid points closest to the surface. This requirement is difficult to
satisfy for boundary layers in adverse pressure gradients, since the
relative width of the logarithmic layer is greatly reduced when separstion is approached. To illustrate this problem, figure 9 gives an exam.
pie of the size of the logarithmic layer in the computational
x, ij-domain based on the data of Schubsuer and Spangenberg (ref 14)
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Figure 9. - Check on the Validity of the Two-Point Wall Function
Method in the Presence of Adverse Pressure Gradients
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Accurate predictions of the boundary layer properties can only be performed if the grid point 2 is chosen such that it will stay inside this
region. Numerical experimentation has shown that the location of grid
point 1 does not affect the solution accuracy.
Very few experimental data on confluent boundary layers in
pressure gradients are available. Goradia and Coiwell (ref 15)
conducted a wah jet experiment on a flat surface with an imposed
pressure gradient simulating the confluent boundary laver of a twoelement high-lift airfoil. A comparison of the present theory with
measured mean velocity profiles, given in figure 10, shows excellent
agreement even though turbulence data were not available to start the
Figure 11,showing a test-theory comparison for only one
velocity profile on the upper flap surface of a high-lift airfoil (refs 16.
17), is included to emphasize the need for additional experimental datw
The author of this paper is not aware of any other published experimental data of attached confluent boundary layers that are
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CONCLUSIONS
The described computational method is applicable without
modification to many different types of turbulent wall flows. Testtheory comparisons for ordinary boundary layers, wall jets. and confluent boundary layers support the following conclusions:
a) The method provides an accurate prediction of those turbulent
shear flows that exist on slotted multielement airfoils operating
at low free stream Mach numbers.
b) Accurate predictions of mean flow can be made in cases where
initial values of turbulence data are not available.
cl The use of the k, e-model of turbulence and a finite difference
solution method, provide sufficient versatility to predict the
merging of different types of turbulent shear flows.
d) The method is computationally efficient and numerically reliable
even though the application of a two-equation turbulence model
has severely limited the grid spacing in the streamwise direction. This limitation must be removed before the method is extended to predict economically threedimensional flows.
e) The application of law of the wall boundary conditions is computationally efficient but causes difficulties in boundary layers
approaching separation.
f) There is need f(- additional experimental data of confluent
boundary layers comprising streamwise velocity profiles. skin
friction, and Reynolds stresses.
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ABSTRACT

Ox

Experimental results of the boundary layer development in the inlet portion of a rotating pipe are
presented.
An undeveloped flow with a rectangular
velocity distribution was introduced into the pipe
rotating about its axis.
It has been shown that
the flow in the boundary layer is affected by two
counter effects.
One is a destabilizing effect due
to an increase of the relative velocity of fluid at
the wall surface caused by the pipe rotation, and
the other is a stabilizing effect due to the suppression of turbulence brought about by the centrifugal force of the swirling flow component.
Whether the stabilizing effect is dominant or not
depends on the through-flow Reynolds number and the
rotational speed of the pipe.
It has been verified experimentally that a
certain combination of the two parameters causes a
reverse transition from turbulent to laminar flow
in the boundary layer flow.
NOIENCLATURE
a
pipe radius
d
pipe diameter = 2a
H
form parameter = 6*/Ox
N
rotation rate = Vo/Um
Re
axial Reynolds number = Umd/v
Rex': inlet length Reynolds number = Umx'/v
r : radial distance
s : running clearance at the pipe entrance
U, V, W: time mean velocity components in x, y, and
z directions, respectively
: instantaneous velocity component in x
direction
Ue : value of U at outer edge of boundary layer
Um : mean axial velocity
Vo
peripheral speed of rotating pipe
x : axial distance from the inlet section of
rotating pipe
x1
axial distance from the assumed leading
edge of boundary layer
y
circumferential distance along pipe
periphery
z
radial distance from pipe wall
y : intermittency factor
6 : thickness of boundary layer
6"
displacement thickness of boundary layer in
x direction
6
(I - U/Ue) (r/a) dz
fO

2,1

momentum thickness of boundary layer in
x direction
6
J(U/Ue)(1 - U/Ue) (r/a) dz
0
Oxy: momentum thickness of boundary layer in
y direction
62
= f(U/Ue) (V/Vo) (r/a) dz
J0
v : kinematic viscosity
INTRODUCTION
When a flow from a stationary pipe enters an
axially rotating pipe, a tangential component of velocity is given to the flow by the moving wall, which
causes a large change both in the axial velocity
profile and the turbulent structure in the flow.
This type of flow prevails in the inlet parts of
fluid machinery, heat exchangers, and cooling system
of rotors.
The decrease in the hydraulic loss in rotating
pipes when a fully developed turbulent flow as
introduced into the pipe was examined by Lev\ l and
White(2).
Murakami and Kikuyama(3) measured both
the hydraulic loss and velocity profiles in axial]y
rotating pipes when the flow was turbulent and found
that the pipe rotation stabilized the flow and reduced
the hvdrau ic loss in the pipe.
In this case the
axial velocity profile tended to approach the laminar
flow profile in the downstream region of the rotating
pipe.
Using a visualization technique, Cannon and
Kays(4) found two kinds of flow regions: one bcing the
core region without a rotational component, and the
other being the wall region with a rotational component.
In the latter region the turbulence was
observed to be suppressed.
Pedley(S) analyzed theoretically the stability
of a laminar flow in a rotating pipe when the flow
had a solid rotation type swirling velocity component,
and showed that the pipe rotation destabilized the
laminar flow state if the axial Reynolds number
exceeded 82.9.
From the authors' study cited above, it may be
seen that the pipe rotation stabilizes or destabilizes
the flow in accordance with the states of flow in the
pipe.
The occurrence of the same phenomena can be
expected in the developing boundary layer in the inlet
region of the rotating pipe.
This paper describes the effects of the pipe
rotation on the transition and suppression of
turbulence in this developing boundary layer.

EQUIPMENT AND METHOD OF EXPERIMENT

The rotating pipe had a diameter of 100 mm and a
To check the effect of
hydraulically smooth surface.
the running clearance between the nozzle and the
rotating pipe on the flow, the tests were made at two
clearances of s = 1.6 mm (s/d = 0.016) and 0.2 mm
s/d = 0.002), respectively.
Measurements of velocities were made at the
sections ofx/d = 0, 2.7, 5.7, 9.7, 12.7,--- , and
38.5, where a hot wire probe and a three-hole Pitot
tube were inserted.
These probes were mounted on a
narrow stationary ring of 10 mm length placed between
two rotating sections and the probes were inserted
into the rotating section througha small hole drilled
in the stationary ring.
Details of this measuring
section are shown in Fig. 1(b).
The leakage of the
air through the running clearances was prevented by
the oil-seals.
The experimental ranges of the axial Reynolds
number Re and the rotation rate N were 6 x i0'!.Re .

A schematic outline of the experimental
apparatus is shown in Fig. l(a).
The airdischarged
from a centrifugal blower flows through a rectifying
tank, a nozzle, and a rotating pipe, successively,
and is returned to the blower through a stationary
pipe and a filter.
In order to make the velocity
distribution uniform over the inlet section of the
rotating pipe and to homogenize the turbulence
structure, a honeycomb (20 mm square and 100 m long)
and six screens (mesh size
1.0 -2.62 mm, screen
wire dia. : 0.26- 0.56 mm) were provided in the
rectifying tank and the air stream from the tank was
throttled by the nozzle in the ratio of 12.3
1.
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Velocity Distributions
Figure 2 shows the velocity
profile at the entrance section of the rotating pipe
(x/d = 0) when the pipe is held stationary (N = 0)
and Re = 7.5 x 104
Both the uniformity and axi-
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sysinetricity are seen to be established well except
for a narrow region near the wall, the thickness being
The turbulence intensity U'/Ue %as
6*/a = 0.015.
measured to be less than 0.003 in this uniform
velocity field.
Figure 3 shows the velocity profiles in the
boundary layer at different sections when the pipe is
stationary (N = 0) and the clearance is held to be
The radial distance z is made dimensionless
1.6 mu.
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Fig. I (b) Details in measuring section

2.2

Axial velocity distribution at the
entrance section

At the
by the momentum thickness ex in the figure.
sections of x/d = 5.7 and 9.7, the velocity profiles
coincide well with the Blasius' velocity curve for the
flow on a flat plate with no pressure gradient. Thus,
the flow in this stationary pipe is corsidered to be
The velocity profile is changed abruptly at
laminar.
downstream sections, x/d = 12.7 and 15.5.
The
velocity curve at x/d = 15.5 shows the same profile
as measured byNikuradsein a fully developed turbulent
pipe flow (Re = 1.1 X 105) as shown by a chain line in
this figure.
When the pipe is rotating, the flow
receives a tangential velocity component and this
component brings about a change in the axial velocity
distribution.
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(b), (c), and (d) show the axial

and tangential velocity curves for different sections
when the pipe is rotated at therates of N = 0.25,
0.35, 0.5 and 0.63, respectivey.
For reference, the
velocity curves obtained by Blasius (laminar flow) and
Nikuradse(turbulent flow), respectively, are also
plotted in these figures.
Judging from the velocity
profiles for N = 0.25, the flow is said to be laminar
in all sections upstream of x/d = 12.", but at the
downstream section x/d = 15.5, the flow has turned
into a turbulent state.
Comparing this results with
that for N = 0, it may be considered that the pipe
rotation in this case stabilizes the flow, since the
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transition of flow from laminar to turbulent is seen
in farther downstream sections in the rotating state,
The curves of the tangential velocities V/Vo in
different sections show a similar tendency within the
range of x/d i 12.7, and a discontinuity observed at
about the point of V/Vo = 0.6 will be due to a local
instability caused by a large shear near the moving
wall.
At the section x/d - 15.5, this discontinuity
cannot be seen in the velocity curve.
When the rotation rate is increased to N = 0.35
(Fig. 4(b)), the axial velocity profile at the
section x/d = 5.7 exhibits a laminar flow pattern and
at the section x/d = 9.7 the profile begins to turn
into a turbulent state.
But they are again returned
in a laminar state by the stabilizing effect of the
swirling velocity component as shown in the profile
of x/d - 12.7.
In the farther downstream section
x/d = 15.5, however, they are almost in a turbulent
flow pattern.
The stabilizing and destabilizing
effects of the pipe rotation become more dominant when
the rotation rate is increased to N = 0.5 as shown in
Fig. 4(c).
Both of the axial and tangential
velocity profiles in the section of x/d = 5.7 exhibit
a laminar flow pattern, but in the section of x/d =
9.7 the flow pattern becomes a turbulent one.
Farther downstream, at x/d = 12.7, the flow pattern
again becomes laminar, namely a "relaminarization
phenomenon" is seen to occur.
In this section,
there is a slight discontinuity in the curve of V/Vo,
corresponding to a local instability.
This laminar

state N = 0 is seen to fluctuate just as in aturbulent
flow.
If the pipe is made to rotate and its rate is
elevated to N = 0.43, this intensive turbulent
fluctuation dies away and the flow almost becomes
laminar.
A further increase of N to 0.63, however,
again brings about an intensive fluctuation characterizing a turbulent flow.
The above results on the
fluctuation of velocities will confirm well the
reason for the change in the velocity profiles in
Figs. 3, and 4(c) and (d).
Momentum thickness and form parameter
Changes
of the omentum thicknesses both in the axial and
tangential components Ox and Oxy along the pipe axis
are shown in Fig. 6, where Re = 7.5 x 10' and s/d =
0.016.
Already at the inlet section of the rotating
pipe, the boundary layer is seen to be developed,
which shows the effect of the nozzle wall before the
inlet.
To account for this, an equivalent pipe
length is introduced, at the end of which the boundary
layer that would have been developed is the same
amount as that observed at the exit section of the
nozzle.
This length can be assumed to be 1.Sd,
irrespective of the Reynolds number, and the axial
distance x' from the assumed leading edge is expressed
as
x' = x
l.5d
where x denotes the distance measured from the leading
edge of the rotating pipe.
In the figure, x/d and
also Rex' = Umx'/v are taken as the abscissa.

state of flow becomes again turbulent at the section

When the pipe is stationary (N = 0), Ox has a

of x/d = 15.5.
At the rotational speed of N = 0.63
(Fig. 4(d)), the axial velocity profile is of a
turbulent flow type in every section.
To confirm the above description, a hot wire

comparative high increase near the section corresponding to Rex' = 106 or x/d = 12.7.
Near this section
the boundary layer is expected to change from laminai
to turbulent.
When the pipe is rotated at the rate of

probe was inserted at the section x/d = 12.7, and

N=0. 15-0.5, the point of the transition shifts to the

its instantaneous output was recorded.
The results
are shown in Fig. 5, in which the distance z of the
probe from the pipe wall is made to be 0.9 m (z/e:.
= 0.5 - 1.0) and the Reynolds number is adjusted is

downstream side and comes to the section Rex' k 1.2
16"
The same change can be seen in Oxy when N <
0.5.
When the rotation rate N is increased to 0.63,
the )oint of the transition is seen to move upstream.

Re = 7.5 x 10'.

71kI-shift of the transition

The output corresponding tc the

turbulent velocity component
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corresponds well to the

resulxs described already.
rhe form parameters H for different Reynolds
are plotted against Rex' in Fig. 7, when N 0.
'e values of H = 1.7 and 2.5 are also shown in this
by broken lines: H = 1. corresponds to a

Fig. 6
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Changes of H along the pipe for N = 0
and s/d = 0.016

Fig. 8(a)

developed turbulent flow and H = 2.5 to a developed
Increasing the axial Reynolds number
laminar flow.
Re, the transition point moves upstream as isexpected
from the foregoing results.

Changes of H along the pipe for
Re = 6 x 10' and s/d = 0.016
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0
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(b) and (c) show the changes of.
the form parameter H along the pipe when Re = 6.0 x

15

Figures 8(a),

4

R,

104, 7.5 x104 and 9.0 x10'4, respectivelv.
When
Re = 6 x 104 (Fig. 8(a)), the transition point moves
upstream gradually as the rotation rate N is increased, and at N = 0.83 this point reaches the section
where Rex'
0.35 x 105.
When the Reynmolds number Re is increased to Re :
7.5 x 104 as in Fig. 8(b), a different situation
occurs and the transition point in the rotating state
of N = 0.15 comes to a section situating downstream
of the transition in the stationary state N = 0.
This delay of the transition in the rotating pipe is
caused by a stabilizing effect of the swirling flow
If N is increased further to N = 0.25,
component.
however, the pipe rotation disturbs the flow and the
transition from laminar to turbulent flow occurs at
an early section.
In this case the turbulent flow
again becomes laminar in the downstream sections and
H changes in a wavy form along the pipe.
This wavy
change in H is seen only in the range of 0.25 1 N L
0.5.
When N is increased beyond this range,
namely, to N = 0.63, the flow transition occurs
earlier, and H decreases gradually along the pipe,
At the Re'nolds number Re =
showin no wavy form.
9 , 10 (Fig. S(c)), the point of the transition moves
downstream as N is increased when N is in the range
of NS10.35 but it moves upstream when N is increased
beyond the limit.
The curve of H in N = 0.5 comes
near to that in the stationary state of N = 0.
Flo% regimes in rotating pipe
With knowledge of
the form parameters H obtained from the velocity
measured
profiles and the intermittency factors y
by the hot wire anemometer, the flow regimes in the
rotating pipe can be constructed.
Figures 9(a) and
(b) exhibit the flow regimes obtained for the inlet
running clearances of s/d =0.016 and 0.002,
respectively.
In these figures the following classifications are adopted, depending on y and H:
(1) laminar state : when y O.05 or
H ? 2.S,
(2) transition state : when 0.05 <y < 0.9 or 2.5 >
H > 1.7,
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(3) turbulent state : when y a0.9 or
H , 1.7.
When the running clearance is made to be s/d
0.016 (Fig. 9(a)), the laminar region becomes
narrower as Re increases.
In the case of Re - 6 x
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10a the pipe rotation can stabilize the flow only
when N < 0.15, and if N is increased beyond this
limit, the flow is disturbed and an early transition
rate exceeds
is
the becomes
rotation turbulent
the brought
value Nabout
= 0.8, When
the flow
shortly

The results obtained
rotation rate 0 iN b 0.83.
are summarized as follows:
(1)
Pipe rotation causes a stabilizing effect
or a destabilizing effect on the boundary bayer flo
according to the values of Re and .N. A relaminari-

after the inlet section of the rotating pipe.
The flow regime map at Re
xr7.5
1o
differs
.
remarkably from that at Re = 6
ro10t
In the case
.
10a the dimension of the laminar flow
of Re = 7.5
region situated near the inlet section decreases as
N increases.
Another isolated laminar flow region
This
is seen inside the transition flow territory.
laminar
region appears only within the rotation range
<
0.3
N < 0.45.

zation phenomenon is observed in the rotating pipe
within certain boundaries of Re and N.
(2)
Transition of the flow is sensitively
affected by the running clearance between the rotating
pipe and the upstream stationary nozle, but if the
clearance ratio sd is made to lie in the range of
s/d
0.00 5, 0.016, the size of the clearance does
not give any qualitative change in the flow.

,

10
the laminar
Ween Re is increased to 9
flow region after the inlet section becomes narrower
r < tN < heO.S.esutis
of thof 0.2
effectrange
and the stabilizing
observed
only in a small
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ABSTRACT

Oberbars are used to designate the Cartesian noninertial reference frame.

An analysis and experiments are presented about a
turbulent boundary layer on a cylinder rotating in an
axial flow. A non-orthogonal and non-inertial frame
is used to clarify the characteristics of the boundary
layer in the near-wall region. Exploration of the
boundary layer equation leads to a novel type wall
variable and then new sublayer and logarithmic layer
velocity distributions. The mean velocity profiles
obtained in the experiments confirmed the novel velocitv distribution law. Power spectra measured near the
wall exhibited a mild but clear peak. Discussion was
made as to the origin of the peak, and attention was
drawn to a possible large eddy structure,
NOMENCLATURE
a
P
Re
r
Tij
Tij
Ue
Um
UR

= radius of the cylinder
= static pressure
= Uma/v, reference Reynolds number
3
= a
x = a- z, radial coordinate
= contravariant component of the stress tensor
= physical component of the stress tensor
= free stream velocity outside of the layer
= reference free stream velocity at x = 0
2
= J7e+ (r7)
, relative velocity of the inviscid
flow with respect to the rotating frame
,
URO
= vU
value of UR at the cylinder surface
U,V,W = mean velocity components in the x-, y- and z
directions respectively
Ui
= contravariant component of the mean velocity
Ui
2physical component of the mean velocity
2
Urelo =
2 (]w-V) , relative velocity in the boundary layer to the rotating cylinder
i
u
= contravariant component of the fluctuating velocity
ui
= physical component of the fluctuating velocity
Vo
= aw, peripheral velocity of the cylinder
xi
= coordinates of the rotating streamline frame,
_
Fig. 1
i
x
= coordinates of the non-inertial Cartesian reference frame, Fig. 1
x,y,z = stationary cylindrical coordinates; axial, peripheral and radial coordinates respectively,
z - r-a
a
Vo/Ue, local speed ratio
am
Vo/Um, reference speed ratio
.
= component of the angular velocity of the rotating Cartesian frame with respect to the
stationary frame
x angular velocity of the cylinder
cu*,v* = normalized one-dimensional energy spectra
of fluctuating velocities
2.7

INTRODUCTION
The turbulent shear flow along a flat plate has a
multi-layered structure as the most fundamental feature
of the mean velocity field. On the other hand, the
details of the multi-layered structure of the general
complex turbulent shear flow along a wall are still
unknown.
In this report the turbulent boundary layer
on a rotating cylinder in an axial flow is treated as
one of the complex turbulent flows; this is affected
by both the transverse curvature and the centrifugal
force. This flow is perhaps one of the simplest of
general three-dimensional flows. One of the main objectives of the present paper is to analyse the similarity of the near-wall flow in order to establish a
universal velocity distribution law which is similar
to the classical law of the wall.
Lohmann (1) and Arzoumanian et al. (2) insisted
that the relative velocity to the rotating cylinder
show the same logarithmic profile as for flat-plate
flow. We earlier made a suggestion on the same formulation of the law of the wall (3).
This law might be
valid in a thin boundary layer having negligible effects of the transverse curvature and the centr;fugal
force. If the boundary layer is thick, it does not
show *he above-mentioned logarithmic law, as will be
shown n our experimental results. This phenomenon
may also be inferred from the large deviation of the
mixing length distribution from that of the two-dimensional case as described in a previous paper (4).
In order to clarify this crucial point, we derive
the boundary layer equations expressed by a non-orthogonal coordinate system rotating with the cylinder which
reflects well the features of the present flou, and obtain a novel logarithmic law. Experiments have also
been performed by use of a rotating cylinder in an axial flow. The mean velocity distribution measured definitely confirms the novel logarithmic law.
Po%,er
spectra of turbulence obtained exhibited a particular
characteristic which implied a special large eddy.
DERIVATION OF BASIC EQUATIONS AND LOGARITHM'IC LAW
Boundary Layer Equations in a Rotating Streamline
Frame
Let us suppose that the non-inertial Cartesian
reference frame (coordinates xl) is firmly attached to
the cylinder spinning at the angular velocity _. A
set of coordinates x4 with respect to the non-inertial
curvilinear frame is defined as shown in Fig. 1. Supposing an inviscid flow of velocity Ue in the x-direc
tion in the stationary frame, we define the curved x1

Here we assume a steady turbulent flow.

In these eq-

uations
the coma denotes the covariant
differen
tion, iJk and qj3i are permutation
tensors,
and 6 isare

•1

6

j
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rees
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the transformation matrix elements. The averaged
tensor Tij is defined in incompressible-fluid
j 2 isequation,
dein in
incmrsil
li
constitutive
by the tenso

ralo='=}w

Ti

-Pgij *I(ginUi

=
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(P)

U , ).

Introducing all the geometric coefficients into
Eqs.(3) and (4), we can obtain, after some algebra,
the basic equations for a turbulent flow with respect
to the rotating streamline coordinate system. In what
follows, the contravariant physical components are
written with subscripts.
Using the physical components and assuming the
axisymmetry of the mean flow, the continuity equation

Rotating streamline coordinates

Fig. 1

coordinate line as a line whose tangent is in the direction of the relative velocity vector with respect
3
to the rotating frame. The x -coordinate curve is ra3
is a helicoid.
dial straight line. The surface x1-x
2
The x -coordinate curve is chosen parallel to the
leading edge of the cylinder considering the rotational symmetry of the flow. The xi-coordinate is the
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where URO = AUe2 (aw) . Using the relations (1), we
can obtain the basic equations with respect to the rotating streamline frame, following non-Cartesian tensor analysis (5).
Various geometric coefficients,
i.e., the transformation matrix elements, the metric
tensor, the Christoffel symbols and so on, are required for the present purpose. The metric tensor gij is
obtained as
S(+3this
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and the Reynolds equations become,

length normalized to the projected length on the cyl2
inder surface, 3 the x -coordinate is the azimuthal angle, and the x -coordinate is the length measured from
i
the cylinder surface. A set of coordinates x is thus
a non-inertial non-orthogonal curvilinear system. In
what follows, we term this system a rotating streamline coordinate system, and x -direction a streamline
direction.
1
The coordinate transformation
_~1 x is given by
i

1 (XU1 ) -
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2
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where 3xi = a//xi, Y
UR/Ue and Yo = UR0/Ue. The evolution of the constitutive equations with respect to
coordinate system is straightforwards but considerablyAssuming,
tedious, for
and the
is present,
not presented
that here.
the free stream
velocity Ue is constant, the equations for the thick
turbulent boundary layer read as follows:

2

a

where X
URO/UR and UR = vUe+ . (rw) . Other quantities can be obtained after some algebra.
Let QT be the angular velocity of the rotating
frame relative to the stationary frame. The present
study deals with the case of a steady rotation with
2i = (lj = 0 and l = -w. From the conservation equation of mass and momentum of fluid with respect to a
non-inertial non-Cartesian frame (see, for example,
(5)), we obtain the following continuity equation and
Re'ynolds equation for incompressible fluid:
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Where 2, and 12 are shear stress components in the x and x -directions, respectively, defined by
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Boundary conditions are
= 0;
Ul = U2 * U3 = 0,
X0; U 1 - UR
U2 .0,
x
-

(lOb)

u1 = u2 = u3 = 0, (11a)
U1= u2, u13 *-.
(llb)

Note that U2 is not assumed to be small in Eqs.(9a)(9c); these equations and Eq.(8) are general basic
equations for the turbulent boundary layer on a thin
cylinder spinning in a uniform axial flow.
1
It is noticed that the pressure gradient in x direction can be eliminated from Eqs.(9a) and (9b).
This pressure is produced due to the rotating boundary layer as expressed by Eq.(9c). Therefore it can be
interpreted that the effects of rotation through the
pressure gradient on U and on U 2 cancel out each
other. Elimination of the pressure gradient from
Eqs.(9a) and (9b) leads to
XU
U
+

x IU)

U2U

U3Ox

3 /(a +x

3

(XU1 ) - *Y0Ue{XU1 xU2 +U3D

2U3 (UI

)!

3

3

XUI/U lr = F(z ).

(10a)

3U 2

This is the law of the wall in this turbulent boundary
layer, and z+ defined by Eq.(18) is the relavant wall
variable.
In the viscous sublayer, the Reynolds stress can
be neglected in Eq.[19), and the velocity distribution
becomes
2
a2 i 2
XUi/Ui = z = (U1
) 2r .
(21)

~a/v)(r

Outside the viscous sublayer, the universal velocity
distribution may be deduced on the basis of Eq.(20)
using various more or less sophisticated methods similar to those in the case of two-dimensional flow.
This becoms
2
2 /
2]
XUI/UIT = Ajkog[(U1Ta/v)(r -z ') 2r
*B,,
(22)
where Al and B, are empirical constants.
Inserting Eqs.(13a) into Eq.(22), we obtain the
logarithmic velocity distribution in the axial direction:
2

- URO)/(a + x ) =

3

(12)

Universal Velocity Distribution Law
The components of mean velocity U i (i = 1, 2, 3)
in this coordinate system are related to the axial,
peripheral and radial components, U, V and W, respectively, in the stationary cylindrical coordinate system as
UI = yU,

U3 =

U2 = V-r(l -U/Ue),

W.

(23)

where UT is the friction velocity in the x-direction,
and
(24
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In the same way, using Eq.(13bl with U2 = 0, the peripheral velocity distribution becomes,
2
2
2
No- (a/r)V}/VT = Avog[('T2/v)(r -a
/2r ]
By, 25)
where I", is the friction velocity in the v-direction.
and
2

Av = A,2,2 /(l ,22,)I

(13a, b, c)

By = [AZog{(I +

If U: = 0, the generalized qu3si-collateral relationship (6) follows, that is,
= / (lr)V/Vo.
(14

/2I'1

*

B,]:.1(1

*%i

Equation (25) agrees completely with the expression in
the previous study (6).

-

The previous experiments (6) have shown that this relationship is nearly satisfied in the turbulent boundary layer, and also the present experiment will confirm this relationship. It is reasoiale to assume
that U2 is small, an assumption whi'4 assures the advantage of using the rotating streamline system.
Neglecting the terms including L 2 in Eq.(12) for
the first approximation, we obtain
>Ul3x U) UU3; 3( U) + 2U 3 (XU1 -URO)/r =
x
x
3
3
(15)
,
3 (r ))/r

EXPERIMEN7AL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURES
The wind tunnel used is shown in Fig. 2. In order to obtain a uniform oncoming flow to the rotating
cylinder, the boundary layer developing on the front
supporting rod is sucked through the slit, and it goes
through the hollow rod to the blower. There is no
strut which disturbs the inlet flow. Hot-wires for
measurement are made of tungsten 5 .im in diameter. special copper plating method was devised to make
parts of the prongs, which were usually made of sewinc

Here the Reynolds stress -ou2u3 is thought to be zero
in this case because of the axisymmetric nature of
statistical quantities.
Near the wall, the inertia terms on the righthand side of Eq.(15) may be neglected:

4
-

x
W

whence follows
1
where Toi is the x -component of the wall shear stress.e1

Substituting the Eq.(lOa) into Eq.(17) and introducing
a new dimensionless argument
+
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we may expect the solution of Eq.

Fig. 2

Schematic diagram of apparatus.

1,

supportin

hollow rod; 2, filters; i, gau:e screens; 4, duct casing; 5, spinning cylinder; 6, fan; 7, reference probes;
8, suction blower
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Fig. 3 Two-dimensional Clauder's plots of the relative velocity distribution to the rotating cylinder
surface: lm = 1. o, x = 350 mm; *, 550; o, 750;
e, 850; 0, 950
needles or similar,
Measurements were made using a V-type hot-wire
probe so designed that the plane including the two
wires is parallel to the surface of the cylinder wall,
and partly using a rotated hot-wire probe of I-type
especially in the near-wall region. n X-probe was
also used but not extensively. A three-hole cobra
probe was used jointly in the mean flow measurements.
Reynolds number based on the cylinder radius a
and the reference free-stream velocity Um was kept
constant: Re = 3 x10', and the speed ratio ilm = Vo/Utm
was varied: 0, 0.5, 1 and 1.5, although the experiments at these speed ratios did not cover all the
measuring stations.
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Fig. 4 Law of the wall representation of the velocity
distribution in the xl-direction, based on Eqs.(21)
and (22) with Eqs.(27a, b): x = 850 mn. w, a = 0.5;
o, *, 1; e, 1.5
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RESULTS A\D DISCUSSIONI
o

The distribution of the velocity components 6,
and U 2 , and the polar diagram based on Eq.(14) were
plotted at .m = i over the range from x = 25 mm to
950 mm. These results showed that U2 was very small
in the turbulent boundary layer beyond the station of
x = 350 mm; the assumption of Uz = 0 for the first approximation made in the preceding section is acceptable.
Logarithmic Velocity Distribution
Lohmann (u) and Artoumanian et al.(2) presented
their experimental data for the relative-velocity employing a two-dimensional wall variable. Figure 3
shows the present results for the relative velocity
plotted on a two-dimensional Clauser's chart, where
Urelo is the relative velocity to the cylinder surface. It is impossible to find a line which corresponds to the experimental data, as is clearly seen
from Fig. 3. Bissonnette and Mellor (7) considered a
modification of the similarity law of The velocity
near the wall, but it does not seem successful.
I
We have derived the logarithmic law for the x direction, Eq.(22), to take the place of the earlier
propositions. We must, first of all, determine the
values of A, and B.
The specially designed hot-wire
probe made it possible to measure the velocity profiles near the wall and then to deduce the wall shear
stress. Fortunately, the velocity near the wall with
rotation is so large that the influence of the wall on
a hot-wire signal is thought to be relatively small
and negligible.
Thus, we deduced the wall shear-stresses from the
velocity profiles measured near the wall with various
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Fig. 5 Velocity profiles in the xi- and x2 -directions
with respect to the rotating streamline frame: - = 1,
x = 850 mm

speed ratio (;m = 0.5, 1 and I.S), but only at the station of x = 850 mm. Using these wall shear-stresses,
the experimental results were plotted, on the basis of
the logarithmic law for the xi-direction. It implied
that the logarithmic portions of the velocity distribution collapse into one single line independent of the
speed ratio within the present experimental coudition.
The optimum line gave
Al = 4.2,
BI = 7.5.
(2-a, b)
In Fig. 4, the experimental results are replotted
according to the Eq.(22) with Eqs.(27a, b).
The wall
shear-stresses used in these plots have been determineJ
by Clauser's chart based on these equations. The yelocity distribution very close to the wall measured by
means of I-probe at .Qm - 1 are also presented. The
figure shows that the logarithmic law (22) with the
constants deduced above and the sublayer expression
(21) describe very well the experimental results.
Figure 5, the velocity distributions in the x12
and x -directions, is presented in illustration of the

were nearly constant in this experiment when f1m 1.
Figures 6a and 6b show that the logarithmic laws,
Eqs.(23), (25) and also (22), describe extremely well
the experimental results at various stations. Using
the wall shear-stress values estimated here, a momentum-integral check was made comparing the two sides of
the momentum integral equations (6) in the x- and ydirections. The two sides of each equation agreed excellently with each other, and the correctness of the
shear-stress values was confirmed.
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Turbulence Structure
-The authors reported details of the turbulent
field in the boundary layer on a rotating conical body
with its radius decreasing in the downstream (4). The
data were accumulated by use of various single wire rotation. In the present experiment measurements were
performed with I-, V- and X-probes in order to increase
accuracy. There are many points to be discussed about
the turbulent field, energy balance, Reynolds stress
balance and so on, but here we will be concerned with
the turbulent energy spectra.
In principle we may expect that the fluid dynamically meaningful turbulent structure will be reflected
in its power spectrum. Let u* and v* be the fluctuating velocity components in the directions oflozal mean
velocity U* in the stationary frame and perpendicular
to it, respectively. The power spectra 2lu*and C* are
presented in Figs. 7a and 7b, where they are normali:ed
by u. 2 and v'2 , respectively, and the wave number k is
given by the relation k = 2mf/U*(r), where f is the

o

2
'

lq-"
Fig. 6a Logarithmic velocity distribution in the
axial direction based on Eq.(23) with Ax = 3.6 and
Bx = 6.6: Qm = 1. o, x = 350 mm; a, 550; e,750;
e, 850; 0, 950
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Fig. 6b Logarithmic velocity distribution in the
peipherbLgal
ithdirec
velocitydistrution
nith
e
3There
peripheral direction based on Eq.(25) with A
Ay
3.5
and and
By = 6.5: llm=1. +, x = 350 mm; o, 550; x, 750;
6S950
=
x=the
0, 85b; e, 950
correctness of the value of the wall shear-stress determined in the way mentioned above. Attention is focussed on the profile very close to the wall, and the
profile near the wall is enlarged in the figure. The
gradient of the line in the figure corresponds to the
wall shear-stress in the x -direction. The experimental points lie on theline showing the validity of the
present law of the wall, and the correctness of the
value of the UIT is confirmed.
We further examine the propriety of this logarithmic law (22) and the universality of the velues of
A, and B1 , using the experimental results at various
stations. Let us use the logarithmic velocity distributions in the x- and y-directions, Eqs.(23) and (25)
respectively. The experimental results at various
stations with li = I are presented in Figs. 6a and 6b.
The wall shear-stresses were determined, in the same
way as mentioned above, on the basis of the logarithmic laws (23) and (25). Here the coefficients Ax and
Bx, and A), and By are computed from Eqs.(24) and (26).
These values vary with the local speed ratio 0, but
2.11

The spectra of u* near the wall exhibit a

mild but explicit hill or peak, and it disappears in
the outer layer. lv* shows a similar hill near the
wall, bdrtit still appears in the outer layer.
However, it should be considered as a particular feature of the transverse spectrum (see, for example, (8)I.
In the inner layer the hill is superposed on this inherent trend of the Dv* curve. Lohmann reported some
curves of 4u* obtained by conventional I-probe (1,
and the result measured at :1 = 0.04 showed a very
slight but perceptible hill. However, he made no comment about this phenomenon. In the present experiment,
the probe has come down to z/5 = 0.005 at
* 0.1 mm
much nearer the wall than reached by Lohmann's probe, and
then the hill became evident. In the cases of other
speed ratios, this slight peak was also seen.
possible
for such a hill
appearing inare
thevarious
spectrum.
The reasons
first typedrvsfo
apaigi
h
pcrm
h
is
yedrvsfo
characteristics of the apparatus used, and it may
be classified as (a) a wake produced by some still obstacles in front of the rotating cylinder, and (b) excentricity. of the rotating cylinder or irregularity of
the cylinder surface. The second type originates in
the instricsic flow pattern of this boundary layer.
It may be classified as (c) the reminiscence of the
laminar-turbulent transition, which perhaps consists of
a T-S wave process mixed with the Taylor-Gbrtler in~tability (9), and (d) the strong excitation or production
of the velocity fluctuation in a certain spectral region in this turbulent boundary layer.
Although the value of the wave number at the hill
varies with the distance from the wall and with the
speed ratio, the frequency at the hill in the spectra
of the inner layer is about 250 Hz and independent of
z and tQm. Both the cases (a) and (b) are denied by
the consideration of the nature of hot-wire signal produced by possible disturbances originating from (a)
and (b). We are compeled to think that the hill in the
spectrum originates in (c) or (d).
The wave length Xx of the large structure in the
axial direction can be evaluated as kx = XUe/ i 1 = Ue/ f =
10 m/s and f = 250 H:, and it is in40 mm using Ue
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Fig. 7 Power spectra of the fluctuating velocity components in the directions of mean
4
velocity and perpendicular to it: -m = 1. a, u*; b,
C, z = 0.1 mm; 0, 0.2;
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dependent of Om.
If we assume the helical Taylor vortex system as a simple model, it consists of six vortices around the circumference at Qm = 1. Since the
actual flow is turbulent and has a continuous spectrum, it may not be correct to imagine such a regular
pattern, but we should expect a so-called eddy. It
may be said that there is a relatively strong eddy around the hill of the present spectrum. Perhaps it
relates to some instability of this turbulent boundary layer which resembles the G~rtler vertices in the
turbulent boundary layer envisaged at first by Tani
(10). The eddy is most evident in the buffer layer as
seen from Figs. 7a and 7b, and it may regulate the
"burst."
The eddy structure could be elucidated by
space-time correlation measurements.
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ABSTRACT

u,v,w

Velocity components in S(x,y,z) system,ms-

A fully developed two-dimensional boundary
layer on a cylinder is submitted to a sudden transversal distorsion by rotation of the downstream part
of the wall. In these experiments the wall speed is
of the same order as the outer velocity. This paper
deals with the experimental results concerning the
turbulent velocity field. In order to analyse the
evolution of three-dimensional effects, two measurement stations have been explored. Emphasis has been
placed on the very-close-to-the-wall regions up to
the s6i'1ayer. The influence of the rotation on the
standaz " deviations of longitudinal and transverse
veloci', fluctuations and their correlations has
Reyand w
been expmined. In these regions, u
nolds stresses can be attained only by integrating
the statistical momentum equations. Actually, it
will be shown that interpretation of most of these
results must be done by considering a relative coordinate system spinning with the cylinder. In particular, comparison can be made between the results
obtained with rotation, and considered in these axes,
and those obtained with no rotation.

Ue
U
eo
Wo

Local axial free stream velocity, msU for X - -30 mm, ms 1
e
_|
Velocity of the wall, ms

X

Axial distance along rotating wall, m

xy'z,

Coordinatein fixed system S(see Fig.

y

Distance from the wall, y =yU /v

y

Angle defined in Fig. 5, degree

6

Local boundary layer thickness (7

6'
a

Boundary layer thickness for X-30 mm

1), m

',m

(u='99Ue)-m
o
)',()

()

Angle defined on Fig. 5degree
Fluctuation and mean value of
Quantities in relative system S(x,v)
(see Fig. 5)

NOMENCLATURE
a

Cylinder radius, m

q

Mesn velocity vector, q (u~w).ms

qe

Free stream velocity, qe(U

r
R

Relative mean velocity vector (see Fig. 5),
ms-I
Correlation coefficient of u' and w'

0

U-

INTRODUCTION

2 (2
o

Measurements in three-dimensional boundary layer
are still rare and fails to establish turbulence models
for the computation of boundary layer flows. The main
purpose of the present investigation is to provide
such experimental tools in the case of an axially rotated cylinder with special emphasis in the region
very close to the moving wall. This body has a foriard
stationary part along which a two-dimensional boun-

-1

/2
'ms

dary layer is developing.
In a first set of experiments, presented in the
previous Turbulent shear flows symposium (1), the
mean velocity field had been explored in a-region

Friction velocity defined by U-Uq /Ue,
"
1
ms
Friction velocity with no rotationms
2.13

'

Sufficiently far away the origin of the spinning
part. .n that region the reorganization of the threedimensional boundary layer into a two-dimensional
one - in a relative coordinate system - is in an
advanced phase. The present paper is entended to give

"0.X)

40M0)o

MAX
(DEO
MEAS. STATIONS

last experimental results which concern the turbulent
field. Moreover, in order to determine the evolution
of the rotation effect, measurements have been carried out nearer the origin where the threedimensionality is stronger. In particular, it is
pointed out that, when measurements results related
to the moving wall are analysed in the same coordinates system as in the stationary case, their
interpretations can be very misleading.

4••
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EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURES

15

detailed description of the model and the
wind tunnel has been already givcn (1),

PI T
STATION4RA

1499

-'4u

1000

.

5I
10,

(dimensions in mm). R : roughnesses,
S : stripe, SC : scores.
The scheme (Fig. 1) recalls geometrical configurations to mind. The aerodynamical conditions are
summarized hereafter

0

0

U=

47 ms

0

-

f2.40 ms I

6

29 mm (6'-

24 mm)

- at the measurement station X/6,

5- 34 mm (6'-

I
Xmm

103

high velocities which prevail in these regions.
Turbulent quantities need more elaborate techniques. A data acquisition system and a digital treatment have been used in connection with a single

28

0

U = 12.42 ms
•

102

for the investigation of very-close-to-the-wall region
(Y 5 2). Measurement procedure of the modulus and
the direction of mean velocity vectors have been previously reported (1), (2). While the wall effects
plays an important role in the stationary wall case
(for y < I mm), no correction seems to be necessary
in the rotating wall case in the aforecited experimental conditions. This is owing to the relatively

-

- at the measurement station X/6'-5.5
U
e

II

maximum y angle (Fig. 2). These results are deduced
u and w velocity profiles (1,2).
Concerning the instrumentation, various types
of difficulties have been got over, in particular,

1.3, just upstream the rotating part
I
ffrom
= 12.38 ms-', V
22.5 mm (6o= 28 mm),

23 000

:88

Fig. 2 : Longitudinal variation of the maximum of the
y angle.
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UeoV
R=
0o e
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Fig. I: Schematic arrangement of apparatus
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MEASUREMENT
STATIONS

J_ ROTATING
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IU

Sfor

0

(2).

28,3 mm).

straight rotating hot wire. A three equation system
to the different positions of the wire
correspondin
- 2,
yields -u
I-"
r. Thermal drifts, calibrations
and experimental conditions variations are numeri-

The stream static pressure gradient is weak,
the Clauser parameter (1) being small
- .026.
The peripheral w/1 speed is W
10.8 me-I ,
o a0
0
The measurement stations have been selected
from the longitudinal evolution (Fig. 2) of the deviation y of the relative velocity vector q defined
on Fig. 5. This angle y characterizes the iffect of
three-dimensionality. All along the x direction, two
laws can be pointed out for the variation of the

cally taken into account. Moreover the hot wire is
sensitive to the tangential component of the velocity
vector and this influence is not negligible for the
incidences of the wire presently adopted (t=*40').
The contribution of this component has been taken
into account for measurements corresponding to
Xioa 5.5.
0 In the contrast.direct measurements of the
tangential turbulent stresses 7
and 77 are no
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.05
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z28
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Fig.ref

more possible in the sublayer and the buffer layer
owing to the dimensions of the probe. Therefore
000
these
terms have been computed by integrating the corresponding momentum equations from meanovelocity measurements(1),
-EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND INTERPRETATIONS

eiiin

fveoiisadage

in the hodograph plane.
the wall geometry.
As concerns 3rthe correlation u'w' the values
obtained (Fig. 7, 9, 10, 11) even near the wall are
practically null as one might expect.
Definitions

*tamned
*the

No Rotation Case
*
Fig. 3 and 4 give results related to longitudinal and transversal standard deviations at the two
measurements stations. Far away the wall (y/6>.03,

Fig. 5 shows, in the hodograph plane, the definitions of different quantities which will be used
hereafter. In this representation (u/U ,(W -w)/U)
the transverse velocity is null at theewai and out-

fig. 3) results have a similar behavior as these

ward the boundary layer, the velocity vector direc-

in the boundary layer of a flate plate
K lebanoff (3). VerXose to the wall (y+<30,
variat ion of(u' )/2/U - are in agreement
Klebanoff (3) and Laufer (4 jme~s~rements. At
contrary, it appears that w )1/' /U* yields

-

by
Fig. 4),o
with
the

tion is defined by the 4

.1
o,o'W 0 =0

values noticely higher than those of Laufer (4) and

0

angle. In the case of an
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in S system are deduced from (u,W -w)

0 04

by a rotatio?rof an angle 0o (Fig. 5). For instance
u' - u'(Ujq e) - w'
-

WO

Ue0

30

infinitely long cylinder, q would be colinear to
that direction, the flow would become colateral and
would be considered as two-dimensional in the (x,z)
coordinates system S . So, in the same way that y
characterises, for the mean flow,
(with tg "- w/)
the level of tue three-dimensionality, it would be
necessary to consider the turbulent quantities in
the S system. In the case of an infinite rotating
cylinder, we would have w = 0 and on the other hand
1_/qe and turbulent quantities similar to the values
obtained, at the same distance X, on a stationary
cylinder, not with an outer velocity U. but with an
outer velocity qe . The component (u,w) of the velo-

wi' -

v/q

W

0,0 [(-e--T)/U2]

.....

city vector q

e

-

e

e

Y/6 1 050

5

(b)

,,7) 1/2/qeq

w-v'/qe (at WoO) to (7M2) I//U ,
112)/U
e
2
2
2.
80 0 0 0-/U -,u/U
7, /
Close to the wall,

0

(a)

Y/6

-1

tranverse velocity components for X/ ,=5.5
Standard deviation of longitudinal and

.2

Fig. 7

.05

0

/e)

u'(Wo/q )-w' (U /q )
e
e e

Fig. 9

The influence of the rotation on the turbulent
quantities and the three-dimensional effects which

.

l

.2

A

yA

0

Correl ations and correlation coefficients
of longitudinal and transverse velocity
" mponents for X/6' = 5.5

are induced are pointed out by comparing respectively

See caption Fig. 7 (-

- X/6; - 28)
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moon

and U* respectively
a*

the normalization is made with
Results far from the wall

At X/d6- 28, sufficiently far from the origin
of the s
ning part, the influence of the rotation
/2
--r2 )
seems important in the absoon (7
/z and (7-7)1
lute reference system (F.
6). Actually, when S
system is considered, (u' )/2/qe and (W)
/ /qe
e
values are coincident practically with

avow*

I

,

an/2r2 1/2/Uti respectively, with no
/O f n w )
rotat
rotation .f
course, this interpretation is to be
made only in the region bounded to the influence zone
of the rotation (where w 0 0). In the contrast, the
correlation u-r and the coefficient correlation R
seems more modified (Fig. 7) than standard deviations. It can be also noticed that R presents, in

+

the wall region, a constant value of about -.3.
Furthermore this value is approximately of the same

W

which
R= 0.2. However
order gives
as those
obtained
from athis
theoritical
law is not
law va~id
(6)

-lL 8

0

in the low Reynolds number region very-close-to-thewall where measurements reveal an increase of R.

+
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Fig. If
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,X/6-

60

40

>+

Reynolds stresses close to the wall
28)
- '

v'/l

*2
--

0

Wv'/

0
-0

At X/I' = 5.5, in the absolute coordinates
"
the effect of the rotation on (u'-) " seems

fsystem,
.S
S d"

~0

d,
f
practically negligible even in the region where w 0O.
0
.This
would suggest that the longitudinal velocity
O,,PO_
lOfluctuations
have a strong memory. In the S system
O W
the trend to the two-dimensionality is then in defect.
Concerning the correlations, their high level obtained in absolute axes, for .03 < y/
, .2, are miseleading
as it is shown on Fig. 9, in the S representtion. It can be noticed, at this station, the correlation coefficient has no more a constant value a -out
the theoretical value of -.2 as for X/'
- 28.

Q

Results close-to-the-wall

In these regions, the parameter corresponding
U* (with no rotation) in the S system must be

0

0
Fig. 10

i
10

-

"to

20

30

y+'[U

5

q IUe which is linked to the skin friction of
e e
a boundary layer in which the outer velocity would be
qe and the wall conditions Wo-O. Indeed, the skin
is
friction coefficient is irrelevant inasmuch as it
practically independent of the velocity when this
one varies from Ue to
At X/6' -28, Fig. 10 shows for the longitudinal

Standard deviations and correlations of
longitudinal and transverse velocity
components close to the wall (X/6,-28)
112
0 (u7:)
S0
//U
..*2
)
I

pD(-r7
S

K (3),

=--)

12/
/U

I
-

(,f
(-7)1/:/U
M) 1/21*
"
(
-0)/U
0
X

X-=,(-U... )

;

L (4)
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velocity fluctuations a similar behaviour as farther
from the wall (Fig. 6) : in the S system, one finds
again the values corresponding to W -0, what shows
that for this component all is so tat the boundary

K0

weak close to the wall. This would be consistent
with the collaterality of the flow, in these wall
regions, and with the existence of an inflexion point
the hodograph (1, 2, 7).

0in

CONCLUSION
The turbulent field of a complex wall flow has
been investigated. The experiments are carried out in
the boundary layer of an axially rotating cylinder up
to the inner part of the sublayer. The interpretation
of results must be made in a relative coordinates
system linked to the moving cylinder with an x-axes
corresponding to the outer relative velocity. Far
from the origin (X/6' - 28)of the spinning part, the
turbulent quantities are very slighty influenced by
the three-dimensional effects, except the Reynolds
stress u'v'. A similar result is obtained nearer

1

(X/6[

28)in the very-close-to-the-wall region. This

suggests that,in this region, the flow has abehaviour

of a two-dimensional boundary layer, what is consistent with thecoflaterality of the mean flow the direction of which has been found aligned with the external relative velocity. In the contrast, at this station (X/6'
5.5), the three-dimensional effects are
well marked far from the wall. So, the zone where the
flow is collateral, is developed from the wall. This
occurs from X-distance relatively small (XI' = 5).
Actually, the strong three-dimensional effects soread
from the wall to the whole boundary layer in the very
initial zone of the spinning part of the cylinder.
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ABSTRACT

*
*

p

This paper deals with a numerical study of turbulent corner flow. The basic equations are the
streamwise momentum equation, the streamwise component
of the vorticity equation and two equations of
Poisson's type for the secondary velocities. The various kinds of secondary flows are discussed. In the
case of a straight corner with a uniform external yelocity, the modelling of the Reynolds stresses is
crucial to predict correctly the development of second
kind secondary flows. The boundary conditions imposed
to secondary veloci" as Are also discussed. First
results relati- ro corner flow with positive pressure
gradient are presented. In a general manner, the
overall agreement with experiments seems to be good,
but the extent of the vortices is underestimated.
NO?--NCLATU1RE
Cf
H
k
p
p
" V, W

skin friction coefficient
shape parameter
turbulence kinetic energy
static pressure
pressure fluctuation
mean velocity components

- '-', ,
'
, ",%
x, y. z

Rynolds shear stress components
normal Reynolds stress components
Cartesian coordinates
boundary layer thickness
isotropic dissipation rate
viscosity
kinematic viscosity
eddy viscosity

'_,'
Z
Subscript

fluid density
vorticity components
two-dimensional quantity (y or z -

INTRODUCTION
Developing turhlent flow along an unbounded,
streamwise corner represents a usual example of complex three-dimensional flow and has some practical
importance. The main feature of such a flow is the
presence of mean transversal vortex-like motin (secondary flow ), which alters the primary flow in the corner region. This pattern provides a good tool for
examining the validity of turbulence models. Indeed,
the main objective of this paper is to evaluate the
importance of the closure problem for calculating the
secondary flow.
Experimental studies of incompressible corner
flow had been done by several authors, for zero pressure gradient (Mojola and Young / I /, Bragg / 2 )
and non zero pressure gradient (Mojola and Young
I
Toan / 3 I). Another problem close to the corner flow
problem is the duct flow proble- for which experirental data are available (Gessner et al. / . ,, Melling
and Whitelav / 5 /).In the latter case, the axial velocity must be calculated step by step by ensuring
the total mass conservation ; on the contrary, the
external velocity distribution is a datum for the corner flow problem. Moreover, the boundary conditions
are less obvious for the corner flow than for the duct
one, where the geometry imposes simple symmetry conditions. This problem will be discussed later or in this
paper.
GEOMETRY AND EQUATIONS

The considered geometry and the governing equations are given in Figure 1. The corner is formed by
two semi-infinite planes intersectiag at right angle
the intersection line is parallel to the external
velocity Ue.
This work was sponsored by the Socitg Technique des Programmes Aeronautiques under Grant STPA n* 80.95.004
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6ij is the Kronecker's symbol, r, the turbulence
kinetic energy (k
7)
and ICthe eddy viscosity.

The equations to be solved are the following
ones
U

-aU tW u

3U .
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-

expressed by a classic mixing length relationYb is
ship:
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8- represents the "two-dimensional" boundary
layer thickness when y (or z) goes to infinity. F is
a damping function for the near-wall regions ; its
form constitutes an extension of Van Driest's formula:

(4)

-

These equations are:the streamwise momentum
equation, the equation for the streamwise component
of the vorticity, and two Poisson's equations for the
secondary velocities V and W. Equations (3) and (h)
are deduced from the continuity equation and from
5). The x-diffusion
the definition of ,(equation

tives of the mean velocity ; in the x-momentum equation (1), the pressure 7 is supposed to be a given
function of x.
This set of assumptions, which constitutes an
extension of the usual boundary layer hypothesis,
leads to a parabolized system in the x direction. For
solving the elliptic equations for V and W in each
(y, z) plane, a double-sweep procedure is used / 6 /
The equation fort, contains terms of particular
importance : the first term of the right-hand side
describes the "vortex stretching" ; the two following terme describe the production of "Prandtl's
first kind secondary flows" by skewing of the mean
shear ; these terms are very small in the present
study.The last two terms of the right-hand side
appear only in turbulent flow, they are responsible
for maintaining "Prandtl's second kind secondary
flows". The experimental results given in Figure 2
I1/ / 2 /) show examples of such secondary flows
as they appear in an unbounded corner. These secondar%: flows consist of two "vortices", the presence of

lu
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terms and the first derivatives of the Reynolds
stresses in the streamwise direction are neglected ;
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To simplify the numerical work, it is interesting
to neglect the convection and diffusion terms ; it is
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bution terms proposed by Launder-Recce-Rodi
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are neglected, the Reynolds
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astress components are expressed by analytical formulae. In particular, we have :
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This procedure, proposed by Launder / 8 / has
1,/ 10 / for calcubeen used by Gessner et al. / 9
lating turbulent flows in ducts.

of streamwise longitudinal velocity contours. So an
accurate description of the anisotropy of turbulence
is necessary to reproduce the vortex-like pattern
observed in experiments.

Two constants, C1 and C2, appear in the model.

CLOSURE RELATIONSHIPS

1 et us set C = 0.25.
Then
0, and the turbulsn:
production terms in equation (2) are equal to zero.

Two turbulence models (TM1 and TM2) have been
tested.

This means that no second kind secondary flow can be
generated.
The eddy viscosity . has been calculated, by
using the same mixing length formula as in TM:I,

TMI model
This model constitutes an extension of
Boussineaq's assumption :
I

ossible to solve the transport

It should be
equations for.

-6V
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a- ax_

L

with

Tb4 model

with :
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a
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(6)
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instead

of solving the k-E

oquations. The

dissipation rate L is obtained from the simplified
k-equation (convection and diffusion neglected)

and 0.30. These distributions are practically opposite
because the quantity 4 C2 - 1, which appears in equa-

-

L*

tion (9)?changes sign, and k does not depend very much

and the turbulent kinetic energy from Vt z Ce I

on C

INITIAL AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

becomes three times greater than the one obtained with
C - 0.30. Let us recall that C2 - 0.25 gives V'. .'
2Similar observations can be made for the other turbu-

2-

For estimating the U, V. W and w fields in the
initial (y,z) plane, we extend Carrier's formulation
11 /. Initially used for the laminar corner flow
problem. With the dimensionless quantities
and , ./&
,
the mean velocities are expressed
by

_

7

For C2
-

-

These relations allow the continuity equation to
iFor
be satisfied. Moreover, the function
.f.;--\
"
with
a t W
with
z a
where
represents the classic two-dimensional bounit
,
"Better
dary layer profile, and --/d. is estimated by
-

OsO4

-

is calculated from its definition. It can be pointed out that the two vortices responsible for the
secondary flow are not included in the initial conditions.
The calculation grid is shown in Figure 3. The
equations are solved in the (Y, Z) coordinates defi2
ned by :
2
y
Y
c aoundary
nd Z = ayz
The boundary conditions are
along boundary
1
=
= 0

along boundary

2
=
along boundary
3
au
'ay
W
0
along~ bonay=
along boundary
4
P - te
V
V (
W (B)
The boundary conditions for W are obtained by
using the derivatives

_ and
0

2

,

- 0.40, the magnitude of

lent production term, jw
The results obtained at
t 0.9 m for C2 -C.20,
0.25 and 0.30 are plotted in Figures 6 to 8. The external velocity is still equal to 22 m/s. These
Figures give the streamwise iso-velocity contours,
the secondary velocities (indicated by arrows) and
the iso-wolines.

.

U =UL

With C

calculated at

the upstream station.
:.'2PlICAL RESULTS OBT INED WITH T.MI
Figure 4 shows the results obtained at b&
- 0.9 m, with a constant external
velocity (Ue - 22 m/s) ; &
is the distance measured from the initial station. The turbulent production terms are small, and the iso-velocity lines
remain close to the initial distribution. This
turbulence model is unable to reproduce the secondary flow, as it is observed in the experiments,

0.20, below the bisector, a clock-wise

rotating secondary flow associated with positive
values of L is observed (Fig. 6). Along the bisector,
V and W are positive, inducing an outward bulginE of
the streamwise velocity contours. These results are
completely at variance with the experimental results.
Therefore, this value of C2 is not acceptable.
,no septable
value
for2 C
2

C2 -

0.25 (Figure 7), no second kind seconds-

ry flow can be generated. As with the TX] model, the
numerical results do not change very much from the
initial conditions.
results are obtained for C2 = 0.30
2
(Figure 8). The secondary flow rotates as expected,
and the iso-velocity lines begin to be distcrded near
the bisector. The tendency is the same for C = 0.40,
2
but the intensity of the streamwise vortices grows
butre
ithot ou
the
ontra y te grows
downstream without bound. On the contrary, the calculation remains stable with C2 = 0.30, and this value
will be used in the following calculations.
Comparison with the experiments of Nole and Ycunp
Figure 9 allows comparison between prediction
and experimental data of Mojola and Young / I . The
external velocity is constant and equal to 30 -'s.
The calculation starts at x - 0.15 m (distance fro=
the leading edge of the plates), and the corparison
is made at x - 1.091 m. The overall pattern of the
experimental contours is correct, but the calculation
underestimates the extent of the distorted region
see in particular the iso-velocity line 1'/We = 0.70.
This observation becomes clearer by comparing the
experimental and calculated secondary flow patterns
(Figure 10). Another observation is that, outside
the vortex region, the experimental secondary flow
becomes practically parallel to the y-axis, whereas
the calculated secondary flow is parallel tc the
bisector. This problem will be discussed later.

= 0.4 m and

N .MERICAL

IMPROVEMENTS OF THE MODEL
Modification of the mixing length formula
In order to investigate the effects of the algebraic form given to the mixing length, the expression
of d given by equation (7) has been modified. The
ne expression
epin
ed from
fro
h
ueevm
fcrdulThn
formulation:
new
isedu
deduced
Buleev's

RESULTS OBTAINED WITH TM2

Influence of C2

__0_

Four values of C2 have been tested : 0.20,0.25,

56

0.30 and 0.40. An example of initial distributions
of

is shown in Figure 5, for C2 - 0.20

2.21

[

9

5I
(W7)

In the case of the corner flow,
and d takes the following form

=

__

_

(% -

_

t4
9V
L

OF

tions ; improvements could be obtained by solving
transport equations for k and &. especially in the
where lontitudinal pressure gradients are

- S'L1/4

_cases

irImportant.

Note that, when z/y (respectively y/z) goes to
infinity, d is equal to y (respectively z), which
corresponds to the classic two-dimensional miming
length formulation.
The advantage of this expression is to give a
smooth evolution of the mixing length near the corner bisector. In fact, the numerical results are
almost similar. The secondary velocities are a bit
smaller, but the distorsion of the longitudinal
velocity lines remains practically unchanged.
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An accurate description of the anisotropy of
turbulence is needed to reproduce the vortex-like
pattern of the secondary flow observed in experiment.
However, when lateral curvature is involved, a refined turbulence modelling could be less important ;
in this case, indeed, the first kind secondary flows
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(Johnston, in Bradshaw / 12 /).
When positive pressure gradients are present,
separation appears at first near the corner itself
other calculations are necessary to study tht
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very simple mixing length formula used in calcula-
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

The formulation of a pressure-strain model for
90-degree corner flows based on the method of images
is described. Experimental results are analyzed in
order to compare the model with the superposition
model proposed by Reece. On the basis of these comparisons, some preliminary conclusions are drawn
about the relative merits of each model.

This paper presents a near-wall pressure-strain
model for turbulent corner flows which is an extended
form of the model proposed by Launder, Reece, and Rodi
(1975) for two-dimensional wall flows. Rather than
superimposing effects near the bounding walls of a
corner to model pressure-strain behavior in the corner
layer, as suggested by Reece (1977), a more rigorous
development is pursued which is based on the method of
images. Hore specifically, the volume and surface integrals which model the pressure-strain correlation
are replaced by a volume integral which includes image
point distances in the integrand. The integral form is
an extended version of the form originally proposed by
Irwin (1974) for two-dimensional boundary layer flows.
Implicit in both formulations is the assumptio
that
the normal derivative of the fluctuating static pressure along a bounding wall is negligibly small. which
is a reasonable approximation on the basis of arguments presented by Kraichnan (1956) and Irwir. (1974).
In terms of modelling this effect, the condition
that p/$n be identically zero at all points along the
bounding walls of a 90-degree corner can be satisfied
by the image point pattern shown in Fig. Ia.
If a
pressure fluctuation is interpreted as originating
from a source at (y',z'), than a source of equal
strength must be located at the image point (-y',z')
to satisfy the condition that p/-n be zero on the
wall y-0 at points distant from the corner. By similar reasoning, a source must also be located at the
image point (y',-z') to ensure that -p/.n will be zero
on the wall z-0 when y is large.
In the near vicinity
of the corner, however, sources located only at
(y',-z) and (y',-z') will cause ;p.n to be non-zero
along each bounding wall. This situation can be corrected by considering a source to be present at a
third image point, (-y',-z'), located as shoum in Fic.
la. Under these conditions p/'n will he identically
zero at all points along each wall, regarl;css of corner proximity.
The above arguments can be extended to other corner flow situations when the included angle between
intersecting walls (a) is different from 90 degrees.
When a-60 degrees, for example, five image points are
required (Fig. lb), and the number of image points increases to seven when a-45 degrees (Fig. Ic).
In more
general terms, if the imaged point in the flow is included (y',z'), the total number of points (N) which
influence the pressure-strain correlation at the point
of interest (yj,zj) must be such that N,-2- (0 in
radians) where N is an even integer. This relationship implies that pressure-strain effects can be modelled conveniently only in certain corner flows, for
is an even integer, the normal derivative
unless 2-/
boundary condition cannot be satisfied exactly, regardless of the number of image points used.

NOMENCLATURE
a
b
c
cl, ,c,
c.,,,c. ,I!c,c- ,. ,,
cfkf
k
n
p
P
r,r r..r.
RReb
u,v,w
u-,v-,w.

Ub
UVX'
x,v,z
y ,z or y',z'

,',,,,

w

'

duct half height
duct half width
primary coefficients
wall correction coefficients
corner correction coefficients
correction coefficients (final)
empirical coefficients
turbulence kinetic energy
length scales
normal coordi: ate
fluctuating static pressure
turb. kinetic energy prod. rate
separation distances (Fir. 1)
turb. Reynolds no. (RTsk /(,L))
bulk Reynolds no. (Rebz2aUb/ )
fluctuating velocity components in
the x, y, and z directions, respt.
Reynolds normal stress components
Reynolds shear stress components
mean velocity component in x dir.
bulk velocity
friction velocity (U
,'I/)
integration volumes
cartesian coordinates (Fig. 1)
reference positions (Fig. 1)
corner angle (Fig. 1)
primary coefficients
wall correction coefficients
dissipation rate
empirical coefficients
kinematic viscosity
prod. rate/dissipation rate (&P/f)
density
wall shear stress

Subscripts
s
cb
wb

plane homogeneous shear flow
corner bisector
wall bisector
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In view of the similarity between eqs. (3) and (4),

the effect of the first image point (rl) will be modelled by letting

,
, •,,

,.

Ji~)Wl

,

"m

c

-

a.l t-m+J ti- ,IQ.
rbi
k) + -t°b

j

.,3

110411PT

a (TYP)I
Tv

(8)
,.

(.g.go'I.4I

Fig. I

4£.r-owhere
.6

bl

is a fourth order tensor subject to the same

kinematic constraints as a , and wri ) is the integrated volume average of r r, over a sphere of radius
I where I is a length scale indicative of the size of
the energy containing eddies. An explicit form for
(M/1 3 can be developed by restricting the distance
to be less than or equal to the distance between the
wall and the point of interest. In accordance with
this point of view, we let

Typical image point locations for various
corner configurations

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Model Formulation
In order to develop a working relationship for

the pressure-strain correlation which applies for

i

90-degree corner flows, the influence of fictitious
fluctuations at the three image point locations shown
in Fig. la must be taken into account. If these
effects are superimposed (cf. Eppich 1981), then
-fa

!+

+

.- t--

dV(

r + 4yr cos I + 4vy

rl .

3

2a

[7T

[t

7r1 J4T?10

sin
(r-+Ivr cos: +y
r+x'cs
4~

0

plied by (3ui/axj+ auj/axi) and time averaged, then

+¢j)w

+

(2)

3£
I
rjI

n.1

where

ij

YU 7Tl-uT]Xm[4
M )
r

ui)

i_ i +2

' £

m x"

j,

(3)

and

-1

ij,w

4 y

(

~

r

4k'Jrr

+ 2 lUetU
1711

(i

'~)

J

-7;

drdd

oy,(12v (,*))
12

2y*2[(l+2v*)'

r
1-u,

dd&

(0
(10)

Integration yields
3

3

- i j ij

r]

so that

e ff L (X;XJ
X
mX
(1x
where lr -lr+lr'+l/r lr
If eq. (1) is multieffalr~/2 13 R

7[ui+au j1

:[

where, with reference to Fig. 2,
=

e x Z m

(9)

v£

Ir

xxJX
xxj

j

,1- 2,*

+

12v*

-

2

(1- y*) l-2y*

-

y*

(!1)

where y*=y/,.
Since £Iy lies between the limits of
zero and unity (refer to Fig. 2), the interval of interest for y* is 1 ; y*" -, for which the bracketed
term in eq. (11) has a unique
value (0.5) for all v*
values within this interval.
It follows, therefore,
that

]d

(2

ri
(4)

,

By

which is directly analogous to the linear decay function assumed by LRR in their development.

with similar expressions applying for ijw- and
:ij,w-. The first contribution to the vol ue integral
for : J will be modelled by means of Rotta's hypothesis (195l) and, following Launder, Reece, and Rodi
(1975), the second contribution will be modelled as
the product of the mean-rate-of-strain tensor and a
fourth-order tensor subject to certain kinematic con-

"

straints imposed by assumed local homogeneity of the
turbulent field.

Accordingly, we let:
WALL'

j

~~~~~~~a
.:(mi

+oy2

-cj

iiki

k

mjJ

3..

ii \

i

.

where

mi

I

mi
I
1

uddV
ru-'

(6)

with
la

ji
1

c"

uu
m

+

-

uu +

',mtij

7u.+ 7nmi6

muil

+ V(6

m
il m
6Ui 6
U+61, um

6ij + 6

k

+

(7)
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for volume
Fig. 2 Geometric
averaging configuration
procedure
By means of arguments similar to those employed
in developing eqs. (8) and (12), analogous expressions
for (tij+dji)w and ( ij+ ji)w3 can be developed, so
that the net effect of the image points on the pressure-

strain correlation can be represented as:

3 0

Ma

(28* + 4v* + n*)6f

T

m
[c

2
2

k
r

__ +
,Xm

_l__+j)

i x

L

i

alj

_

u

2

m

mig
m

k) +

1

IT-

im

ak t

--C1, 3a(

(ax*+56*+ c 2 *)
+

ti

5

mj

**-

primary and wall correction coefficients) is set equal
to zero. It is not necessary to invoke this condition,

however, because 6me M/ax, - 3AR/,~i - 0.
(13)

where
3 t
B z

V2

If, in

fact, the condition 28'+4v'+n' - 0 (LRR's notation) is
invoked for the wall correction coefficients and -' is
set equal to zero (as specified by LRR), then the
Green's function condition: 3a'+46' - 0 and the continuity condition: a'+5a'+c 2 ' = 0 cannot be satisfied
simultaneously. The above inconsistency is avoided in
present development.

m

3
Z
8 (y2 + z)

(23)

In LRR's development, the sum 28*+4v*+n* (for both the

2

T

jg

- -0

rthe
mi

mi
and dfj and gtl are fourth-order tensors having the
Specification of Model Coefficients
same functional form as bl. If equal weight argumi
ments are applied
for
the
Influence
of
each
bounding
wallofheng
he }andb
ornr,
mus beideti-The
system of equations given by (14) through (22)
wall of the corner, then g~i and bmi must be identi-thtnecofietsmtbe
pcfed n
timplies that nine coefficients must be specified in
cal in form, which implies that cl 3 must equal cl
order to complete the model. These coefficients inBy considering the linear nature oo a
bJ d
clde tr
e
te
hacoefies
coe)three
, and
and gi, equations (2), (5), and (13) can be comqined
e three primary coefficients (c,,
to yield a composite model for the pressure-strain
wall correction coefficients (ct,l,c: , ,
and
, and ,)
correlationthree
corner correction coefficients
cI,: and
o2).
The required number of coefficients can be reuji
duced, however, on the basis of the following consider"
+----- =c
k (iua
+-a
o 1(14)
ations. Consider the modified form of the RS transport
xi
11j
3i
x
equations suggested by LRR, but with convection and
wheem
diffusion effects modelled by means of Rodi's approxiwhere
(1976), namely:

4

~mation

tj , . LUmi i +

iC Un
U

mji
+

u -UljP)i

iL in
mJ.i4.(

"mi'Jt('l~J

Je'x

1

5

-

)

c
-

rT~~)i

-,

c C
+

r, )
1.+-l
2

k

(16)
where P

S(1976),
c+c+
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"Y+,
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Following Gessner and Emery

algebraic expressions for the ReynolIds stress

2
,

. 2

;- i

Ikm

with
Cr

j

-i

components in normalized form can be devrloped fror
eq. (24).
The equations are summarized belcw:

r2;

IT+ rj' +Y2J

= (c

(18)

kT

where r*:r+.*, which always appear as a sum in the
expanded form for a*91 when applied to two-dimensional
wal boundary layers or turbulent corner flows. The
coefficients * and 7* can be expressed in terms of
c-* by invoking the constraints imposed by Green's
third identify and continuity, namely:

k

1

*+:_l)-

V(c
-

*

'2

(c,

-

_

*-l)-2U ,*+2.

A-lD

(25)

.

(2--

+

L(c"
-

Wl)

= (c+-

uv

c

( *")-2-*+

(

27)

-Ik(

k =+
a~ll"0 -.

:,*+53* + c2* =0
(m )

-0

*

+

10

*

(20)

+ (U*+,-l)

_

.()+Q+

(S+c

aim

k

-z*

k

*

k

y

4c-*-

11

(29)

k

2~

(22)

(c.l,*+C._*)
-uw -*
*-

It should be noted here that the above approach differs
fundamentally from the approach takenby LRR. In expanded form, the continuity constraint can be written
as:

IV

z

+

-L

(30)

where
P/( and k (;
'+V_;;+-)/2.
Equations (25) (30) can be recast into forms which express c,* c *,
and N* explicitly in terms of the normalized stress
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components. Along the corner and wall bisectors of a
rectangular duct, the following relationships
apply:

c1 * = cl + c i' f
c2 + C2'

-

(39)

f

(40)

Wall Bisector

= *j
clw -+4L12 1

+3
wbwb

Y*wb

8

(31)

where the primed quantities now denote the wall correction coefficients
with

(c1*_wb+C-)

w

2

--

-

f

(

-

(

-

5

Cf[H

(cI*,Wb+&-l) UV-1, (1C2*,Wb-l)

-kJwb

22

(c2*,wb-

3

22

)2

2 + [

L

k

[k-sb

"k-L
k
b -Y2)

(42)

2)J

where kf and cf are empirical coefficients to be selected so that f is approximately unity throughout
the
(33)

(It should be noted here that
entire near-wall layer.
the corner correction coefficients (cj, 2 , c2 :, and
have now been effectively eliminated from the model.)
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A comparison of eqs. (34)
indicates that
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Normalized stress component eistributions in
the near-wall region of a rectangular duct

In regions distant from the corner (e.g.,

1

-

cb

7

f~-,

k7J

lim f - lim kf -

vr.

v

(38)

w

or, if Pf-

in the near-wall region of a square duct under fullydeveloped flow conditions. Distributions measured by
Eppich (1981) along both wall and corner bisectors of
the duct for three different Reynolds numbers are
shown in Fig. 3. Superimposed in Fig. 3a are results
based on the measurements of Comte-Bellot (1963) and
line distributions representative of the consensus set
of values proposed by LRR. Although there is close
agreement among the various data sets along each bisector, data measured along the wall bisector are not
in complete accord with the consensus values, which
indicates that near-wall similarity in incompressible
turbulent boundary layers may not be as universal as
previously thought.
In general, however, Fig. 3b indicates that the conditions imposed by (38) are well
satisfied. This result enables eqs. (37) to be written as

(43)

=

and it is noted that tp Ky in this region
kf = 83

In order to investigate whether or not these con-

ditions hold, Reynolds stress measurements were made

lim kfI,- .

=

Z

2 7wb
-

in the

region adjacent to the wall y=O for large z)
eq. (42) assumes the following limiting form:
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" -- cb
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On the corner bisector y=z, where
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(46)

On the basis of measurements by Lund (1977) sad Eppich
(1981) in the near-wall region of a square duct, . and
" are approximately equal to 0.40 and 0.23, respectively. for which c --3.0. The final form of the deca
function (for an unbounded corner flow) may now be expressed as
f -!PI+ + i. +
c
Yz

2.28

1
f(y+z:) .

(47)

or alternatively, for a rectangular duct of arbitrary
aspect ratio, as

f i
fK- a-b- +

fp

1
b7

1
+ cf[(a-la-yl)4(bl-T)2] 21
(48)

where a and b are the half-width dimensions of the
duct. It should be noted here that for k-E type predict ns, t,,in eqs. (47) and (48) can be repl ced by
(ak) /c, but with "a" defined as (U2 +W 2 ) l/k,
rather than specified as a constant, because
(uve2+uw-2) 4/kvaries systematically in the near-wall
layer (e.g., between 0.23 and 0.29 in the near-wall
region of a square duct on the basis of data obtained
by Eppich (1981).
With the decay function now defined for both
bounded and unbounded 90-degree corner flows, the task
which remains is to specify numerical values for both
the primary (c1 , c2 , and y) and wall correction (c',
c2 ', and y') coefficients which appear in eqs. (39) (41). In order to determine the primary coefficients,
reference will be made to the plane homogeous shear
flow data of Champagne, Harris, and Corrsgn (1970)
flowdataofChampane
HarrisGrah
, and Corrsi7)
(19h
and Harris, Graham, and Corrain (1977), henceforth
designated as CHC and HGC, respectively. From the
data of both studies, it is possible to determine numerical values for cl, c2 , and y from reduced forms of
eqs. (31) -

flow.

(33) applicable to plane homogeneous shear

With ~-

for the CHC data and with rz1.55 for
the HGC data (as suggested by Leslie 1980), the numerical values for cl and c2 are 1.34 and 0.34, respecHGC
theand
for c,
0.41 for
1.27 and
CHC datatheandaverage
foronetheutilizes
tively, If
values
data.
datgera
ef o ut eshedavaes vaues1 for
37),
c generatedc
then the transverse
anisotropy
calculated
an
equaiondervabe
frm
es. 26)and
27) from
naely
equation derivable from eqs. (26) and (27), namely
)
4(4-77- - s =
)
(49)
s
is -0.13 when =I, and -0.15 when r=1.55. This spread
in values does not simulate the experimentally observed
increase in transverse anisotropy which occurs as de-

which lead to the best overall agreement between calculated and measured stress component values when compared to the data of CHC and HGC. The normalized
stress components calculated from reduced forms of
eqs. (25) - (28) using the present coefficients and
those specified by LRR are compared in Table I below.
Reference
CHC (data)
Present work (C-1)
LRR (&-1)

u7/k
0.94
0.94
0.93

7/k
0.48
0.47
0.46

/k
0.58
0.59
0.61

-- /k
0.33
0.33
0.36

HGC (data)
Present work (4=1.55)
LRR (4-1.55)

1.00
0.98
0.96

0.40
0.42
0.44

0.60
0.60
0.60

0.30
0.29
0.37

Table 1 Normalized stress component values
In general, the present coefficients (cyl.4,
(c:=
-0.12), in comparison to those specified by LRR (c:
calbetween
agreement
improved
to
1.5, c2=0.4), lead
culated and measured stress component values. On the
basis of these results, the primary coefficients chosen
in this study were used to determine numerical values
for the wall correction coefficients (cl', ', and t').
Tecefcetc'wseautdb
en
fa
expression which follows from eqs. (31) and (39) with
f41:l, namely
u
-8 7 -(
c
4
L
k Jw
kjwb
where, for the set values of (u/k)wband (v/k-w/kwb
and number depnd
is
al cl of
inied
Fig. 3a,
in Fig
indicated in
' is a Reynolds number dependent coefficient which var-_
as shown in Table 2 when
.4. The variation is roughly centered about the
inal value
The friaio
sug hly
05or for a
nominal
for c1 ' suggested
by enr
LRR (-0.5)
a
best fit of the consensus data (near-wall stress values)
tabulated in their paper. The coefficient ' can be
determined by differencing eqs. (26) and (27), applying eqs. (22) and (51) with ti, and letting f=1 in the
defining relationship for * given by eq. (50). This
procedure yields
(T

partures from local equilibrium become significant.

(For the HGC data set, for which 4-1.55, (V--w-)/k
-0.2, whereas for the CHC data set, (vT-w)/k -0.1
when 4-i. In order to circumvent this shortcoming, a
new coefficient, ,*, will be defined of the form:
+ "'f
"

(50)

which effectively replaces c* as an independently
spefiecquntitly.
Ifplace
c* is reeinedntm
'

specified quantity.
'* as

c*

If c-*

is redefined in terms of

-)*(c*
14

=

-)

+

(51)

6~
then eq. (49) can be rewritten as

-

)--

wb

(54)

from which '=-0.08 when
-0.12 with (v /k-w /kwb =
-0.020 on the basis of the set value shown in Fig. 3a.
coeff3in
er of
the n
th complete
number of independent coeffiThis
completes the
cients (5) which must be specified in the present model
(cl,

,

, cl',

I').

The remaining coefficeint,

',

depends on cl and cl', and can be evaluated from an
equation which is derivable from eqs. (26), (27), and
(28), after

** and c* are written in terms cf c * on

the basis of eqs. (21) and (22), and then in terns of
and cl* from eq. (51), namely
r-_
+
I b
128
w ( 11 *wb)

~

'4(52)

which yields values for the transverse anisotropy
which are in better agreement with the experimental
values observed by HGC and CHC than values predicted
from 4e. (49). (For A-0.12, eq. (52) yields
(1.-w M
-0.18 and -0.12, respectively, when
Snd
view otsmodevelopment.
In view of this improvement, A was specified as
-0.12 in the present study to complement the values
selected for cl and Y (1.4 and -0.12, respectively)

7.

F+s~2

7

~

5

where
-0.12, (-"/k)wb0.24 , and ;*wb=(V/k-w/klwh=
-0.20 on the basis of eq. (54) and the set values shown
in Fig. 3a. Table 2 summarizes the numerical values
selected for both the primary (cl 1, )) and wall correction (cl' , ') coefficients utilized in the present
The corresponding values for c and c
as calculated from eq. (51), are also shown in this
table. The calculated value for c (0.37) is in close
agreement with the value specified bv LRR (0.40)
The
2.29

values for C2' shown in Table 2 differ in sign from
the value specified by LRR (0.06), primarily because
the authors let '-0 in their development. This condition is equivalent to assuming that essentially no
energy is transferred from the UT stress component to
the UT component in the near-wall layer. Data obtained in the present study and by Comte-Bellot (1963)
show that this is not true, however, for high Reynolds
number duct flows, where energy is extracted from both
the vT and w7 stress components in the near-wall region to elevate _uT/k over its plane homogeneous shear
flow value. This point will be discussed in more detail shortly,
Reb
50,000
120,000
250,000

cl
1.4
"
"

-0.12
"

250,000__

Table 2

'y
-0.12

cl'
A.
0 -0.08
"
-0.57
-0.87

c2
0.37

c2'
-0.101

"

-0.09

"

/k, v/k, and U--/k which are identically constant

-0.113

when constant coefficients are specified.

-0.87__0.113_

The problem

can be overcome by assigning a new value to c,'

Primary and Wall Correction Coefficients

In the present development, all model coefficients are constant, except for cl', which has an apparent Reynolds number dependency. With reference to eq.
(31), the different values for cl' which appear in
Table 2 are directly attributable to the different
set values for Ui/k shown in Fig. 3a. These values
were determined by neglecting tail-up behavior of
uY/k, which occurs in a low Reynolds number region of
the flow (RT< 40 0 ; refer to Fig. 3a) where viscous effects acting on the dissipation rate may be responsible for the observed increase in T/k.
Figure 4a shows distributions of u2 /k, v/k, and
w-/k measured by Eppich (1981) in the near-wall region
of a square duct under fully developed flow conditions.
In the outer portion of the wall bisector traverse
(0.06 y/a_0.l0), there is a relatively strong variation in the level of anisotropy with a change in Reynolds number. In particular, there is an upward shift
in uT/k values with an increase in Reynolds number, and

a corresponding downward shift in v-/k and w A values.
Similar shifts are evident in the distributions shown
in Fig. 4b, which are based on the measurements of
Comte-Bellot (1963) on the plane of symmetry of a high
aspect ratio rectangular duct at three different Rey'nolds numbers.

and does not vary with Reynolds number, as shown in
Fig. 4a, the flow must be in local equilibrium, regardless of the fact that the turbulence kinetic energy is distributed differently among the various stress
components. This interpretation is supported by additional data taken by Eppich (1981) which show that
2V/U2=I.0
within the interval O.06 y/as0.10 for all
three Reynolds numbers. The near-wall flow in this
region is thus a high Reynolds number flow in local
equilibrium, which implies that pressure-strain effects (as opposed to dissipation rate phenomena) must
be responsible for the shift in anisotropy levels
shown in Fig. 4a. As one possibility, one may consider non-linear redistribution effects, but the model
proposed by Lumley and Khajeh-Nouri (1974), when applied to the near-wall region, will yield values for
in the

present model whenever there is a change in Reynolds
number. Under these conditions, the model will mimic
the shift in anisotropy levels shown in Fig. 4a (as
indicated by the RI, R2, and R3 levels in the figure),
without altering calculated values of (VT-- /k and
*iWv/k (which should remain constant to be in accord
with the data). This is a less-than-satisfying approach, iiowever, and current efforts are being directed
toward developing a plausible explanation (and model)
for the anisotropy shifts which have been observed in
the present study.
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The shift levels shown inFig. 4a are

0

06

somewhat higher for a given change in Reynolds number,
however, which appears to indicate that the convecting
influence of secondary flow along thewall bisector may
be responsible, in part, for higher shift levels observed in Fig. 4a. In this figure it can also be seen
that normal stress levels measured at the lowest Reynolds number (50,000) are similar to plane homogeneous
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shear flow (PHSF) levels, which correspond to average val-

ues of the CHC and HGC data shown in Table 1, and that deviation of the data from PHSFlevels increases with an
increase in Reynolds number. Figure 4 also shows that
when Reb>l0',-'/k and
/k lie below their PSHFcounterparts, which implies that energy is transferred
from both the VT-and ifstress components to the ustress
component in the immediate vicinity of the wall.
A plausible explanation of the shifts shown in
Fig. 4 which occur within the interval 0.06.y/a0.10
is not a simple task. First of all, it may be stated
(with reasonable certainty) that the observed shifts

P

*,

........ I s.o

Fig. 4 Normalized stresc component distributions
along a wall bisector in the near-wall region
of a rectangular duct
COMPARISON BETWEEN MODELS
The
has been
sion for
c2", a*,

final form of the pressure-strain model which
developed in this paper consists of the expres(p/,)( ui/.xj+.uI/xi) given by eq. (1.), with
and e* defined, respectively. by eqs. (51).

are not interpretable as a low Reynolds number effect,

(21), and (22), where cC*. )*, and )* (

because RT is relatively high within this interval
(refer to tabulated values of RT at y/a-0.10 in Fig.

defined, respectively. by eqs. (39). (50). and (41) in
terms of both primary (c, ., i) and wall correction

4a).

Furthermore, the observed shifts are not assoc-

iated with some anomalous behavior of the decay function, because f-l in this region for all three Reynolds numbers. Since k/UO is essentially constant

**+,*) are

(el', *'. v') coefficients whose values are given in

Table 2, with ' to be evaluated from eq. (55). and
with f to be evaluated bv means of either eq. (47) or
(48). The relative merits of this model will be
2.30

examined by means of comparisons with the model proposed by Reece (1977).
The decay function developed during the present

o 4

0

0

0

B

----

--

study is given by eq. (47). An analogous "twodimensional" expression, which is equivalent to theA
superposition model suggested by Reece when restricted

;i,,

to the near-wall region, can be written as: f2D=

In order to examine the relative behavior of f and f2 D in the near-wall region of a square
duct,Lp was evaluated from measured primary shear stress
components and experimentally determined mean- train
ratesbymeansofthefqrmula:ep
= (U2 +0T2)
[(3T/ay) 2 + (aU/az) 2j W (Gessner and Emery 1977). The
(Lp/K)(l/y+l/z).

shear stress and mean-strain rate values were determined from data obtained
by Lund (1977) and Eppich
0
(1981) at Reb=250,00 under fully developed flow con-

-

ditions.
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value of 1.14 on the corner bisector.
The consequences of this behavior can be examined
by referring to Fig. 5, which shows calculated and
rig. 5 Comparisonofc=lculatedandmeasured normalized
stress component distributions in the near-wall
measured normalized stress component values in the nearregion of a square duct, Reb=250,000
wall region along wall (Fig. 5a) and corner (Fig. 5b)
bisectors of the duct. Both models yield results which
are in generally
with measured values
present
Reeces
model.
Evenirproveon good
te wllagreement
exept
isetor
hatReee'smodl
oeralong themodel,
wall rather
Lisectorthan
(z/all)
there
is marked
on the wall bisector, except that Reece's model overment in the balance for each stress component. These repredicts
(refer to Fig.
because the influence
u
i
e
co/k
ra)
sulta are independent of decay function considerations
of a wall effect on ;7 is not taken into account in his
implies
which
bisector),
wall
the
Dzl
on
f~f
(since
to
tend
model. Figure 5b indicates that both models
2
underestimate or overestimate Ui/k and '/k (or wa /k)
that both the unprimed and primed coefficient val,,es
uoaspecified
in the present model are preferable to the vaon the corner bisector by approximately the same amount.
ues employed by Reece.
Reece's mode1 , however, underestimates --v/k by approxThe sensitivity of the balances to pressure-stra
imately 50% and overestimates -/k
by a factor greater
modellin was examined more closelybv comparing the sun.
than two on this traverse. In contrast, the present model
o
b
inththe su:
components
stress Figure
for the 7of and
effects vicinity
of
leads
o-'/
n -79k
kntecre
on the cornerbisector
iet
rimsediate
iovle
the uV
corner.
-i77k and
7 shows
ldto values for
ssitive
ea
ascite wth reriu
ofdte
which are in reasonable agreement with the data. The lack
of terms associated with redistributive and dissipative
of agreement between Reece's model and measured values
effects on the 7 stress component (S=PS+D) anj the sur
of -- /kon the corner bisector is not attributable to
the
specified in Reece's model, but
of terms onassociated
with production
and pressure-strain
th coefficient
offcet values
auseffects
the UV stress
component (SfP+?S).
Fion the
aloeta
sum ot
the
n
fet
unity on the
function which exceeds
the decay
rather to
figure it can be seen that the sum of terms alonz a
bisector when f2D is used to model decay function
cehaiornr
beoWhen f is
D used to
mouladecy fontecon
given traverse is generally closer to zero when the
'sbehavior.
When f is used to calculate -the cor-e
i/kon
ner bisector with Reece's coefficients, the value is
two
model a
s epoed. The
therese
clsest
0.166, which is in close accord with the data and with the
two models are most evident along the traverse closest
valueto
the wall (z/a.02). Along this traverse, the sum(1f
v
terms associated with redistributive nnd disipative
This does not imply, however, that Reece'smodel would be
effects on the transverse anisotronY (-T)/b is
entirely suitable if f2 D were simply replaced by f, beclose to zero and varies between *l.4x!O - " within the
cause the -w/k value calculated on the corner bisector
interval 0.O4 _y/ajO.1O. In contrast,whenReecc'S1
using f and Reece's coefficients (0.169) still exceeds
is emploed, the sur of terms varies from 8.6x10-"
experimentally measured values by a factor of two.
ll.5xl0- along this same interval, i.e., there is.at
In order to compare the present model with Reeces~
least a six-fold increase in the imbalance level. :nasmodel more fully, additional co-parisons involving the
much as transverse gradientsofvare responsih e
balance of production, dissipation, and pressure-strain
for the generation of axial vorticity in the flow. it
effects in the flow were made. The Reynolds stress
is likely that the present pressure-strain model wi2
transport equations were first written in reduced form
lead to improved predictions of the overall flw fiei!
by neglecting transport effects and by assuming local
(especially in the near-vicinity of a corner) in comequilibrium, so that the overall dissipation rate could
pciall in te nei
be modelled in terms of the production rate; i.e.,
parison to Reece's model.
£ -(WI
alU/y + W
U/lz). The individual terms which
CONCLUDING REMARKS
appear in the reduced equation for each stress component were then evaluated from data obtained by Lund
A near-wall pressure-strain model for 90-degree cor(1977) and Eppich (1981) in the near-wall region of a
ner flows has been presented in this paper which is based
square duct. Figure 6 shows normalized pressure-strain
on a more rigorous approach than that employed in previous
distributions for -0, 7, ;7, and UV along three nearstudies. The present three-image point model is based on
wall traverses (z/a-0.l, 0.6, and 1.0) calculated by
a decay function which is approximately unity in the entire
means of the present model and Reece's model. Distrinear-wall layer. In contrast, the two-image point (subutions of the rates of production and dissipation are
perposition) model leads toa decay function which inalso shown on this figure, as well as the sum of terms (S)
creases continually ass corner is approached. This bewhich ideally should be zero along each traverse.
havior leads to calculated normalized stress component
Without exception, the sum of terms for each stress
values on the corner bisector which are not in complete accomponent along a given traverse is closer to zero when
cord with the data, whereas calculated values based on the
the pressure-strain term is evaluated bymeans of the
present model are in good overall agreement. Modelling
2.31
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near-wall region ofasquare duct, Reb-250,000
pressure-strain effects in the Reynolds stress transport
equations by means of the present model leads to imbalance
levels for each stress component which are significantly
less than those associated with Reece's model, even in
nominally two-dimensional regions distant from a corner.
The comparisons described in this paper indicate that the
present model is superior to Reece's model in several respects. Full confirmation of the model must await comparisons with numerical predictions, which is one of our
main objectives in future work.
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ABSTRACT

y

- Cp/Cv ratio of specific heats

The rapid distortion of a turbulent motion by a mean
bulk dilatation, and the subsequent evolution of
Reynolds stresses, are examined. Some properties are
given for a solenoidal velocity fluctuation field.
It is shown that mean velocity divergence does not
contribute to the rapid part of the pressure-strain
correlation terms. Models for these terms are deduced,
and a variable which takes in account the mean
compressibility effects and behaveslike Reynolds
stresses in subsonic flows, is defined. These properties are in good agreement with experimental results
obtained in a supersonic boundary layer relaminarized
by an expansion fan. It is deduced that bulk dilatation and mean pressure gradient contribute largely
to relaminarization, and that the solenoidal approximation seems to be valid in distortions like an
expansion for moderate supersonic Mach numbers.

A
7

= integral turbulent scale

NOMENCLATURE
aij =
=
dij
Dij =
D/Dt=
L
M
p
pt'
q'

=
=

=
-

dimensionless Reynolds stress deviatoric
fluctuating strain rate tensor
mean strain rate tensor
-/.t + Cij 3/3xj derivative along the mean
motion
spatial extent of the distortion
Mach number
pressure
pitot
pressure
2
2
(u, + u2 + .12)1I2

rij = fluctuating rotation rate tensor
Rij - mean rotation rate tensor
Ruv - correlation coefficient between longitudinal
and transversal velocity fluctuations
R.u . correlation coefficient between density and
longitudinalvelocity fluctuations
R:v - correlation coefficient between density and
transversa velocity fluctuations
aerature
#m
T
2
/"
Tij ~ uu/)
u
b + u' longitudinal velocity component
ui i + u! component of velocity
U
* mean velocity modulus
Uo - velocity in the initial external flow
6is
iu,
rur 7

ij
v
- 0 + v' transversal velocity component
(fig. I)
(c,n,z),(xy,z) - frames of reference
!o
initial boundary layer thickness
ij= ronecker symbol
= Laplacean operator

- (
u

=
=

T

w

specific mass
wall friction
w

Superscripts
ensemble average
(

)

Favre average : W =-u/

(

)'

= fluctuation

INTRODUCTION
The classical description of equilibrium supersonic
turbulent flows often uses the Morkovin's hypothesis
/1/, according to which turbulence structure is
supposed to be the same as in subsonic flows. In such
conditions, mean compressibility appears only in the
variations of the mean specific mass. Moreover, as
the flows examined by Morkovin are quasi-parallel and
have only very slight longitudinal evolutions, the
mean density gradient is nearly perpendicular to the
mean velocity, so that the mean velocity divergence
is very small, if compared to the mean strain : mean
dilatation can t1--n be neglected. When a supersonic
flow is subjected to a pressure gradient, the
situation is quite different : there are large variations of mean density. Such flows were examined in
the last decade /2/,/3/, in order to introduce the
dilatation influence in turbulence models. Nevertheless, as noticed by Bradshaw /4/, only few things
were known about the effect of longitudinal density
variations on turbulent quantities. This paper brings
some elements of physical understanding of these
results.
phenomena, and compares them to experimental
of a mean bulk dilatation on Reynolds
influence
The
stresses
can be
described as the action of mean velocity or associated density gradients on turbulent
transfers : the simpler problem of this type is a
rapid distortion one. This approximation is here
applied to the Reynolds stress equations. Attention
focused on the pressure fluctuation. It is srown
that in a rapid distortion, if the fluctuating motion
can be considered as essentially incompressible, the
pressure fluctuation is given by the same equation as
in heated subsonic flows. By assuming that the velocity fluctuation field is solenoidal. the way to adapt
to the supersonic case will be deduced, and a new
variable will be defined from the Reynolds stress and
the mean density, which takes implicitly in account
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the effects of mean compressibility. An experiment
is presented, in whicha turbulent boundary layer
subjected to a centered expansion is studied ; turbulence measurements are performed in the expanded
zone. The measured evolution of the velocity variance
is compared to the evolution deduced from the proposed analysis.

very different forms, according as the velocity fluctuation divergence is zero or non-zero. In the
Kovasznay's theory /11/, the "acoustic mode" corresponds to the irrotational part of the velocity fluctuation (9u /a-x
0) while the "vorticity mode"
k
is related to the solenoidal part of the velocity
fluctuation (3uq/axk-O). For equilibrium flows, a
consequence of the Morkovin's hypothesis is that
the vorticity mode is presumably predominant. Then,
for non hypersonic turbulent flows, it is attractive
to assume that the fluctuating motion is essentially
incompressible, i.e. au / xe,0. This basic assumption is made here. Thishypothesis is well adapted
to equilibrium layers and can also give a good
approximation in distortions which do not amplify
too much the acoustic mode.

ANALYSIS
Reynolds Stress Equations in a Rapid Distortion
A distortion is "rapid" /5/ if it is applied to a
turbulent field during a time which is much lesser
than the characteristic time of turbulence. The
following inequality must be verified
(q'/U) (L/A)<< I
A/
L/

For a solenoidal field of velocity fluctuations, if
the mean flow is steady and if the second derivatives
of
velocity
be neglected,
the mean
rapid
part of can
pressure
writes: the equation for

is
characteristic
of particle
turbulence
is athe
time of flighttime
of scale
a fluid
in
the distortion, the spatial extent of which is

L.

-D
Dt

'u
11u.
1 J

-

-

_ o'u
'
__ _
i ka k

+
axj
I

(
(ul

+

a+
-

au_
x.
u,
I

at

i .
xj

au)
x1

(2)

-

u)

"
.

axj

I

ax

The first two terms of (2) are identical to those
found /9/ in subsonic flows with heat sources. In
ref. /10/, it is pointed out that for fluctuations
associated to small wavenumbers, the last two terms
become the more important ones, but for the main part
of the spectral range containing energy, it seems
reasonable to make the following approximation

a,'. _ . a_)
ax
ax. ax. i

(I)

a(.
ax.

Two additional assumptions are made : we consider
flows where mean pressure forces are strong, so that

3ax

On the two first lines of the right hand side(r.h.s)
member of (1), the production terms in the mean velocity gradient and in the mean pressure gradient are
written . The term of the third line is generally of
the same order of magnitude as the production, and
must be modelled. In the models for turbulent subsonic flows, it is now accepted /7/,/8/,/9/ to
represent this term by the sum of two parts. The
first called"return-to-isotropy " term, is due to
non-linear turbulent mechanisms
the other, which
is only one to be considered in a rapid distortion,
is called /9/ the'Vapid part of pressure". This rapid
part of the pressure is deduced from the pressure
equation obtained from the linearized Euler's equations. Only this rapid part is considered here : some
limits of validity of such an approximation can be
found in ref. /I0/.

1

'
aLP'
(j
x

xi

1

+ u
1.

ax
ai . +

axj

xk

d! aa
2 ax.

2 ax.
au,

-A'-=

In such conditions, the rate of dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy per unit mass can he condidered roughly as a constant, and equal to its value
upstream of the distortion.
We will consider now situations in which the new
production terms developped in the distortion are
much larger than the dissipation one ; in addition
it will be supposed that the flow is not too
inhomogeneous, so that the diffusive effects will not
change strongly the Reynolds stress evolution, and
can be neglected.
With theseassumptions, the Reynolds stress equation,
expressed for Favre averaged variables /6/, writes

i= j i
j ; at last, it is assumed that,
as in equilibrium turbulent flows /12/, the temperature fluctuations are practically isobaric
o'/F = - T'/T . The final form of (3) is :
-Ap'
+ 2V k
!
- L .
(4)
ax. axi
i axi ax.i
The first term of the r.h.s. member of (4) can be
related to the production in the mean velocity gradient, the second one to the proeuct;,,- in the mean
pressure gradients. According t
he contribtion
of these two terms to the pressu
,ation can be
examined separately ; the first e..
be particularlystudied hereafter.
A classical separation is used for the velocity gradierts. When the divergence of velocity fluctuation
is null, au!/ax. can be separated into a swmmetric
part d.. (fluctAating rate of strain), and a antit
T
(fluctuating rate of rotation); as
the mean flow iiicompressible, a ./;x. is separated
into anandisotropic
part aUk/axk
6ij (manis
dilatation
separated
; the deviatoric
a deviatoric
rate)

The Rapid Part of Pressure
By assuming little fluctuations of velocity, density,
pressure, deducing a linearized equation for the
fluctuation from the Euler's equations, and taking
their divergence, an equation for the pressure fluctuation can be obtained. This equation can have

in the same way asau!/?xj
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aii./ax~

ix
"
wi t
D.

dl. + r.

with rii = d
= 0
r J = -r**
1
; 4.. - d..

6.1

(ai/xk
k
Ri

Lumley's proposal /9/ for the contribution of the

mean pressure gradient:

+D.+.

k) 6ij/3 + D ij + Rj
-0 an Dij " Dj i ; R ij

(5)

.-

I

-

x j

axi p

-A'2
-0,3

LP

a xj

- Rj i

T

Fr-

T

Applying the rules of tensor algebra, the contribution of the velocity gradients to the pressure
fluctuation can be expressed by :

*

*

I

-

2

ax,

3

p
C

k)

(9)

P T
where T'u!/T - -p'u!/
I

Ap' 25 (d1 j D1 j + rij R. )
*

T

axk
the low pressure

, if /12/

1

fluctuation level hypothesis is valid.

The mean dilatation rate does not contribute to p'
because the fluctuating motion is supposed to be

Definition of an "Incompressible" Variable

solenoidal. With this assumption, only D. . and R..
3

Let us consider eq. /I/. Let rij be the fluctuating
pressure term :
2
(u-5/ax. +
/x)/
. (q'
, 7,T-r,D
3
1 i,
1
13
Rij,,p/axi

have to be considered, as in subsonic flss. The"
same conclusion can be drawn /10/ for the part of
p' related to the mean pressure gradient : if
contribution of the mean pressure
au /axk
') ,the
gradient term to the rapid part of the pressurestrain correlation can be modelled as in subsonic
flows.

7

i
n ij does not depend on 9ak/ xk. If the separation (5)
is used for Du./lx. , and introducing the mean continuity equation, eq. (1) writes

Models for the Rapid Part of the Pressure-Strain
Terms
It follows from the previous considerations, that
the way used, for example, by Lumley /9/ or by
Launder, Reece and Rodi /8/ to model the pressurestrain correlations can be adapted to the supersonic

D
D-

case. It can be shown /10/ that, with the assumption

- uu' (Dik + R.)

V/x
- 0 , the rapid part of the pressure-strain
correlations can be represented by the same function
(or functional) of the Reynolds stress and of R..
and D.. as in subsonic flows. The adaptation tolithe
supers;nic case is then very simple : the model
remains unchanged when expressed in terms of D.1. and
reis (unot
gedwhnepree
in terms of
Dsa
ii (
j
three models will be used : Launder's model
/8/,
the quasi isotropic model given by Lumley /9/, and
the model used hy Naot, Shavit, Wolfsthein /13/. In
the latter, which is the simpler one, the modelled
terms are proportionnal, for imcompressible flows,
to the production of Reynolds stress deviatoric in
the mean velocity aradient. They are respectively :
(u.'- -.
3
) =

-I
x.
i
In this equation, the mean dilatation terms appear
emer. pIn
the
f
in thefirst ten
only in the first term of the r.h.s, member. In
addition, as the r6le of 7.. is to moderate the production terms due to D.k
R.k and ;p/lx. , the
production term involving the Man dilatatilon is the
only one which is not reduced by ...

0

°

approximation N
Launder et al.

I

q
q

(6)

ij

qj

kk

I D
Dt

-

[-

+

+R

[-

(10)
(10)

u

+
T

1

_

I

r

]

-2

1j

In rapid distortions where dilatation effects are
predominant, eq. (10) yields
D
D

2
u

-5--

-t2

T ij = G) 3 u~u!

-- if we define

, it follows that DTij /Dt = 0

ql

~2

q

-

ij

2
1 D
5 i

(8)

where2

i

jq

a

Dq

(aqi Rjq

6

iq

(a D. *a D
qi jq
qj iq

2
a
q1
3

Ca

or

ori

(u. u1) 2

_2)2/3

,

involving only the production terms.
Formula (11) was soon given by Batchelor /15/ who
used dimensional considerations based on angular
momentum conservation. We show here that Batchelor's
result is exact for a solenoidal field of velocity
fluctuations.
An equation for T.. can be derived from (10). The
terms of the r.h.V member of (10) involving D.. and
Rij can be expressed in terms of T.j instead 13 of

12
7

Cs t

j)(l

It can be remarked that a mean dilatation, i.e. an
isotropic mean distortion does not
change the Reynolds stress anisotropy : every component is changed, but at the same relative rate,
so
that the principal directions of the Reynolds tensor
are unchanged. The same type of conclusion was
reached in ref. /14/, from a less general analysis

Ri )]

* a
approximation N' 3
Lumley

After integration, it comes, whatever i and j

iq)]

,2 2Dhomogeneous,
3 qi
lq 2 53

2
2

3

iq

i j

-

2
52[
Dij + 0,87 (aqjD iq+aqDjq
a
D
) + 0,656 (aq
aq1 Iq 13
qi

-3

approximation
Naotqet al.

where

2
3

7
I1j

-j

"

I

Dlq 6
; Index i indicates

the contribution of the mean velocity gradient deviatoric : With these three approximations, we used
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u~u! . Some particular problems appear in the mean
pfelsure gradient terms. For supersonic flows without
heat sources /1/, /3/, /10/,/16/, the relations
derived from the "Strong Reynolds Analogy" (S.R.A.)
may
d beo usep es nt p~-- o Tu-I
-T--

/

-

R u(y-1) H

2

r2-

large density and pressure varations. If Ap and
are respectively the pressure drop absolute valueWand
wall friction in the initial boundary layer, the
ratio &P/Tw is 100 ; such a value (17),(18) corresponds to a relaminarization of the flow, downstream

/the
-Tv'/T
Tr'r/ -(R v/Ruv) (Y-)M u'v'/a

of the expansion. It seems likely (4) that bulk dilatation contributes to such a relauinarization. At
last, in the expansion and out of the viscous sub-

It appears that the production terms and the part of
ir involving -r-. can be related to T
and TI2 .
Then, the equation for T.. has the following form
(no summation on i and j)kl
DTik
t

(D
+ Rk) _ T
(D
D jk
jRk
Tjk (ik

T

Q u

layer, the mean flow can be computed by neglecting
the friction terms in the momentum equation, for the
pressure force is very strong. This enables to calculate the mean flow independently from turbulence, and
to get an accurate determination of the means gradients contributing to the "source" terms in the

+ B)

+

+ K,

(-IM___
Tji.

Ki
Ki.(

CY-I)M

ax.

2
2

equation of T. "

F u

Measurements methods. Apparatus

,T lj

axi

upstream of the expansion. In this latter zone, the
boundary layer is Icm thick : the Reynolds number,
based on momentum thickness is 5000.
A 12 eeg. deflection of the wall around a sharp edge
produces an expansion fan ; the boundary layer is
deviated without separation. The expansion produces

The measured mean variables are total pressure and
total temperature. Total pressure was measured with
Pitot probes and piezo resistant pressure tansducers;

I
.
()53 7ij

total temperature was measured with hot-wire probes.
Turbulent quantities (variance of temperature fluctuations, of longitudinal velocity fluctuations ;

K. are constants when the correlation coefficients
R u R
Rv are fixed
T is
the only turbulent

velocity temperature correlation coefficient) were
measured by a "constant current" hot-wire anemometer.
The bandwidth of the uncompensated amplifier reached
310 kHz. Errors coming from the imperfections of the
time lag compensating circuit were reduced by ad hoc
corrections /19/. The Kovasznay's "fluctuation diagram"technique /ll/was used. Details of the apparatus
and of measurement methods are given in ref. /10/.

quantity used in the expression of w...
13

Therefore T ij appears like an "incompressible"
variable
because
i) its evolution does not depend on the mean dilatation rate;
ii) as far as the action of the mean strain and the
mean rotation rates are concerned in a rapid
distortion problem, the terms in which these
variables appear are identical with the ones
found in the equation for i
in incompressible
flows.
1 j
These conclusions are compared to experimental
results in the following chapter.

Mean flow determination in the expansion
As indicated hereabove, the mean flow out of the
viscous sublayer can be computed by resolving the
Euler's equations by a method of characteristics.
Such a computation is more accurate than measurements
for the intrusion of a static pressure probe in the
expansion provokes systematic errors. The calculation
was made as in ref. /20/ by assuming that mean
entropy and mean total enthalpy are constant along
streamlines. The results of the computation are in
good agreement with Pitot pressure measuremerts, so
that all the information on mean field was deduced
from the results of the method of characteristics.

EXPERIMENTS
Description of the flow

Turbulence Measurements

Fig. 1

It was checked from
measurements that the
initial boundary layer is in equilibrium. Fig. 2
gives the results in the representation suggested
by Morkovin /W/. Tw is the wall friction determined
from the law of the wall, for compressible turbulent
boundary layers. The present results are consitent
with the other boundary layer date.

Sketch of the flow

The flow in which measurements were performed /10/
is shown on fig. 1. A fully turbulent boundary layer
develops on a flat plate ; the external Mach number
is 1.76 ; in the outer flow, the stagnation pressure
is 40530 N/m and the total temperature is typically
296 K. The wall remperature is, with a good approximation, the adiabatic flat plate recovery temperature
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..plt~k
.

a&0

ILMU

is the mean velocity in t3~. initial external flow
u* is the initial value of u 6 . On fig. 4, a' is

.
".

:

.

the curvilinear abscissa along the streamli e.
'
striking fact is the large decrease of u L in the

-The
.

.""t

expansion, mainly in the internal half of the bounds-

I

W-51

Temperature variance V1 and velocity temperature
correlation coefficient R
were also measured.
Upstream and downstreamotu the expansion (Fig. 5)and
along the explored streamline, the S.R.A. formula is
verified and R
can be considered as a constant,
u
u
R
- 0,8.
t
These
conclusions
are valid
only<406,
in
tfi =
non
intermittent
part
of the flow,
i.e. y/6o

"

l,
6

and will be used in the calculations presented in
the next paragraph.
k

00

/P

Fig. 2 : Profile of
in the initial boundary layer
The normal stress 1.1 was measured just dowrnstream"

e
eu
"

of the last expansion characteristic (Fig. 3) and
along the streamline whose location in the initial
boundary layer is y/6o = 0,3 (Fig. 4)

o LUptroam bOuiogry layrW
. Dowttr.m ch&,act Mtw
ic

F

Fig. 5

Temperature variance ; velocity temperature
correlation coefficient, upstream (e) and
downstream (W) of the expansion.

000

\/

DISCUSSION
Firstly, it was checked that the distortion is

0

204
06

rapid. The parameter q'L/(UA) is roughly 0.1, outside
of the viscous sublayer. Secondly, different hypothe-

09

Y/Go,0

Fig. 3

ua measurements uostream and downstream of
the expansion,
Mqusrrmst
Dlatation
efTfct
bLrarapwismtiaNi

..

.-.

atnis,

N2

OS,
5

p

Fig. 4

0

1

dominant, i.e. T 1 is constant. The result, noted
"dilatation effect" is shown on fig. 3 and 4 ; it.s
,
consistent (Fig. 4) with the measured values of u
in the external half of the boundary laxer. In the
5
internal half, the predicted values of u' with the
former assumption are much larger than the measured
ones. Note that, due to the lack of measurements near

the wall, the part of the initial u'l profile for

Lintaras mtossN*3

-5

sis were used to explain the uZ1 evolution. It was
at first assumed that bulk dilatation effect is pre-

p

$(ma} 10

evolution along the explored streamline.

y/6o < 0.3 is extrapoled on the basis of Klebanoff's
measurements. Kistler's results (Fig. 2) seem to
indicate that near the wall, the supersonic data could
be lower than the subsonic ones. Nevertheless, an
extrapolation based on Kistler's data. associated
with the only dilatation effects, would not reproduce
the low u' level observed downstream of the expansion, for y/6o < 0,3
The influence of dissipation has been estimated
by assuming
it il isotropic, constant in the distortion, and equal to production upstream of the expansion. The result is indicated on fig. 3 by a dashed
zone. It can be concluded that the contribution of
dissipation to the measured evolution is of low
importance.
A last approximation is then used, by assuming
that for y/So g 0.5 , r.. and all the terms of pro,
duction can be importani and that diffusive and
dissipative effects can be neglected. Formulas(6),
(7), (8) to which "linear approximation"
1,2,3 are
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referred on fig. 4, are used to represent the part
of IF.
involving D.. and R... These formulations are
usedijwith Lunley'I3proposif /9/, eq. (10), for the
The Reynolds stress
part of w.. depending on -u..
calculati&i was then made along the mean streamline
initiating at y/So - 0,3. The equations were written
in an "intrinsicframe of reference, i.e. relative
to the mean streamline. The geometry of this streamline (location, radii of curvature) and the mean
field are deduced from the results of the method of
characteristics. The initial conditions on the Reynolds stresses are given by the u" measurements and
by assuming that the different stresses are in the
same proportions as in asonic equilibrium boundary
layers. The results on u
are given on fig. 4 which
shows that the rapid distortion approximations are in
good agreement with the measurements. It seems amazing that the three different formulations give practically the same results. An inspection of the source
terms in the equation of u4 indicate that the main
contribution toTu
is due to the bulk dilatation
and to the mean pressure gradient, the terms related
to D.. and R.. being very low.
a
ij
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related to longitudinal velocity fluctuations in an
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analyzed
boundary layer at supersonic speed has been
Some properties
by a rapid distortion approximation.
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MODVE=S OF FLAME-FFNIS AN THEIR PROPERTIES IN A TUPBLINT DIFFLISION FLAME

M. Ahlheim, H. Hoffmann and W. Leuckel
Universitt Karlsruhe (TH), Karlsruhe, West Germany

ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

In an axial jet turbulent diffusion flame
issuing from a double concentric burner measurements were made of local ionization,
temperature and flow velocity. The ionization signals allow the instantaneous thermal
structure and propagation behaviour of the
flame front to be explained. Cross correlation measurements with a double ionization
probe show that the average value of the
absolute flame front velocity is different
from the mean flow velocity. Except in the
external boundary zone of the flame, flame
velocity is slower than flow velocity,
Temperature measurements were correlated
with ionization and indicate the characteristic differences of combustion progress of
the premixed and of the diffusive type.

Investigations on flames using ionization
measurements have been known for many years.
The first studies in turbulent flames were
done by Karlovitz et al./l/ who used the
ionization probe to determine the position
of turbulent flame fronts. Ahlheim and
GUnther /2/ found a strong relationship between the ionization measured locally and the
local reaction density. The reaction density
is defined in this context as the total condumption of methane divided by the total
flame surface. This relationship will help
in investigating the structure of turbulent
diffusion flames by ionization measurements,
as carried out before by Ahlheim and GUnther
/3/ in natural gas flames.
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

NOMENCLATURE
d
I
r

= burner diameter
= ionization current
= correlation coefficient

T
t
x
y

=
=
.
=

temperature
time
distance from burner exit
radial distance from flame axis
time mean value

=

fluctuation value

a

root mean square value of
fluctuation

All measurements were made with a 7.9 mm internal diameter tube burner with centric
tuel gas flow, surrounded by annular concentric gas flow which was 1.07 times the
stoichiometric rate. The flames were stabi1ized by oxygen issuing from a small annular
slit surrounding the fuel tube. The gas velocity was 50 m/s and the air gas velocity rate
was 0.29. The Reynolds number was alout
26 000. The flame produced by this birner
was absolutely non-luminous, i.e. soot free.
IONIZATION MEASUREMENTS
Ionization measurements by Ahlheim and
GUnther /3/ demonstrate the progress of
combustion very clearly. Fig. I shows the
time mean values of ionization. At x/d-20
the reaction has not yet reached the flame
axis and is very weak for most of the cross
section. At x/a=40 the fresh air has penetrated to the flame axis, and a very intensive reaction can be seen across the whole
flame cross section. Further on the profile
of ionization becomes more and more equalized across the jet due to the advanced
mixing of fuel and air. The flame ends at
x/d-100.
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Fig. 3: Scheme of a reacting eddy structure
moving over the measuring point
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Fig. _. Root mean square values of
ionization fluctuations
The fluctuation of ionization (Fig. 2) describes the fluctuation of the reaction density, which is influenced by the mixture of
gas and air and by the aerodynamic structure
of the reaction zone. In a turbulent diffusion flame there exists any mixture of fuel,
air and waste gas. To interpretate the ionization signals measured in a turbulent diffusion flame, some preliminary examinations
were made in laminar diffusion flames and in
laminar premixed flames. The result of those
measurements are shown in Fig. 4.
In a turbulent diffusion flame the simplest
model is that of eddies of fuel and air
-xisting side by side, with a flame front
possibly existing between fuel and air.
Fig. 3 shows a scheme of this model and the
corresponding ionization signal. Figs. 4a4c show the signal measured in a laminar
diffusion flame, and Fig. Sa the equivalent
signal measured in a turbulent diffusion
flame. The measurements of Fig. 4 were made
in a flame from a cylindrical burner, so that

4

0

111"sm

Fig. 4: Ionization profiles of laminar flame
fronts
a) diffusion flame, flame root
b) diffusion flame, transition region
c) diffusion flame, flame tail
d) premixed flame, 9.5 Vol I methane
e) premixed flame, 12 Vol I methane
the ionization probe crossing the flame
detected two flame fronts. Fig. 4b and 4c
show the progress of mixing of fuel and air
across the flame axis with increasing downstream distance. It is supposed that in a
turbulent diffusion flame two flame fronts
with this pattern of ionization do not exist,
being
is not
turbulenttoeddy
because in asupplied
fronts
reaction
the fuel
continously
as it is in the laminar flame. The occurence
of signals of the type of Fig. 4c, as shown
in Fig. 5b, will be explained later in another way. In Fig. 4d and 4e is shown the
typical profile of an ionization signal of a
premixed flame. The difference to the diffusion flame is obvious. On the fuel side the
increase of the ionization signal is steep up
to the top of the peak, and on the waste gas
side it drops more slowly to the normal zero
value, because the ions will gradually decay
in the hot waste gas.
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"rious records of ionization signals
(see
Fig. 6 explains the model of spreading of a
"'ai 4ved flame front in a turbulent diffusion :. e. .-om the ignition point the
flame front screadz spherically. Now there
are two possibilities of the iuni~aticn
probe crossing such a flame front (Fig. 6a
and 6b), and correspondingly two types of
signals can be distinguished.

excessive fuel

0
rig. 6: Various
flame-front signa.s (see text)

.nning of

In turbulent diffusion flames, the most likely situation will be a simultanous occurrence
of both types of combustion, resulting in a
practically premixed reaction. The ionization
signals from this sort of flame front can not
be interpretated without ambiguity.

Fig. 5b shows a typical signal resulting
from the probe crossing the flame front
once. There is a steep rise in ionization on
the fuel side and a much slower decrease on
the burned gas side. The rate at which the
signal decreases is main!- dependent on the
reaction intensity and the local temperature of the burned gas. At higher temperature the ions have longer lifetimes, which
leads to a slower decrease of ionization.

The ratio of diffusion flames to premixed
flames to mixture zone flames was estimated
in the present investigation to be about
1:2:7.

Fig. Sc shows the signal corresponding to
the model of Fig. 4b. The probe crosses 11,e
flame front twice and two sharp ionization
peaks are recorded. The level of ionization
between them depends on the number of ions
remaining in the burned gas, and on the
distance between the two crossing points,
The gradient is equally large on both
sides, since fuel is present on both sides.

EVALUATION OF FLAME PROPAGATION VELOCITY FROM
IONIZATION MEASUREMENTS, AND COMPARISON WITH
FLOW VELOCITY
In the preceding paragraphs, the relative
movement of the flame front in the surrounding gas has not yet been considered.Measurements of the velocity of the flame fronts
were made in the diffusion flame by cross
correlation with a double ionization probe.
From measurements of time intervals in three
directions, the magnitude of the velocity of
flame fronts and their direction of propagation were calculated.The difference between
the velocity of flame fronts and the local
flow velocity measured by Seifert /4/(Fig.8) is
important. The relative velocity of flame
fronts in the flow is up to 5 m/s. Near the
axis, the relative flame speed direction is
always upstream. At the beginning of the main

Fig. 6c shows a model for the occurrence of
the signal of Fig. 5d. In a fuel-rich
mixture the excess hot fuel diffuses out
of the flame zone. This fuel can react with
the air flowing from the surroundings, so
that a diffusion flame zone rises in addition to the premixed flame. Unpublished work
on laminar flames with incomplete premixing
by E. Hoffmann-Berling at the authors'
institute confirmed the relationship between flame form and signal shape.
3.3

reaction zone (x/d - 40), the movement of
flame fronts in the flow change its sign at

greater radii, i.e. to downstream direction.
In a premixed flame the movement of flame
fronts in the flow was explained by laminar
flame speed /5/. In the diffusion flame, the
relative velocity reaches up to 5 i/s, but
the maximum laminar flame speed of natural
gas is only 0.43 m/s. This can be explained

T

W

by two effects. The preheating of gases

_

before reaction, which occurre in diffusion
flames, increases the laminar flame speed.
But even with very high preheat temperatures
the burning velocity does not reach more
than 1.5 m/s, so this influence can explain
only a part of the observed values. The
turbulent flame speed cannot be considered
here, since it concerns the mean flame surface and not the real instantaneous flame
surface which was observed. The second reason
for the great difference of flame front
velocity and flow velocity must be found in
the structure of the turbulent reaction zone.
Whereas the flow velocity is measured continuously, the measurement of flame front velocity is correlated with the occurrence of a
flame front. But the occurrence of a flame
front itself is correlated with a nearly
-

T

--%

Fig. 7.1: Behaviour of ionization and temperature with reaction in a stationary fuel-air
mixture (premixed reaction)
a) Ignition just started
b) Reaction started and extinguished
immediately afterwards
c) Reaction propagates to both sides
d) Reaction has propagated across the
premixed zone and then extinguished

stoichiometric mixture. The initial fuel
velocity is high and that of the air is low,

fuel

but the stoichiometric mixture consists of
about a ten times more mass of air than mass
of fuel. Therefore, the observed instantaneous flame front velocities must be strongly
correlated with the occurrence of flow
velocities.

air

T

fuel

air

T

I

/

o a

Direct measurements of this correlation are

very difficult. First experiments with
Laser-Doppler-Anemometry and simultaneous
ionization measurements show a way to get
reasonable information on this question, but
the results of the preliminary measurements
made by now are not yet sufficietly reliable
in order to make a clear statement.

fuel
T

i

air

fuel

air

T
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CORRELATION OF IONIZATION AND GAS
TEMPERATURE
In addition to the measurements of ionization
and the correlation of ionization and flow
velocity, investigations were made to correlate temperature and ionization. Very useful
information can be drawn from those results.
In Fig. 7.1 the mechanism of ignition,
propagation and extinction in a fuel-air
mixture is shown. When a reaction front
passes the probe, there will be an ionization
peak as well as a temperature peak (Fig.7.1a).
When reaction is finished in such a front,
the probe will observe only a temperature
peak (Fig. 7.1b). When a reaction spreads
over a premixed zone temperature and ionization signals will be found as shown in Fig.
7.1c. The flame moves to one or both sides
of this zone, and hence two ionization peaks
are found. Between those two reaction zones

Fig. 7.2: Behaviour of ionization and temperature with reaction in a stationary fuel-air
boundary layer (diffusion reaction)
a) Ignition just started
b) Reaction started and extinguished
immediately afterwards
c) Diffusive reaction for a longer period
of fume
d) Diffusive reaction ceases for a longer
period of fume, and then extinguished
there is hot waste gas present. If the reaction zone has extinguished there will be hot
waste gas left (Fig. 7.1d).
In contrast to a premixed flame, Fig. 7.2
shows a diffusion flame. First there will be
a sharp boundary surface between air and fuel.
When both gases start to diffuse into each
other and ignite at once, the peaks of ionization and temperature will be very simular to
those of a premixed flame (Fig. 7.2a). If the
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reaction stops at once there will be again no
difference to a premixed flame (Fig. 7.2b).
But if the reaction goes on for a certain
time, the mechanism will become entirely
different. Fresh air and fuel have to diffuse
to the reaction zone, and hot waste gas moves
away. The temperature is proportional to the
concentration of waste gas and expands in
both directions.The reaction shifts to the
side of the air because the reaction needs
more air than fuel. For this reason, the
temperature profile becomes asymmetric as is
shown in Fig. 7.2c. After the reaction has
died, the temperature profile will stay the
same as in Fig. 7.2d.
There are premixed and non-premixed eddies
in a turbulent diffusion flame as can be seen

I_,

from Fig. 9. There are premixed flames which
are accompanied by a temperature step, and
non-premixed flames which are surrounded by
a field of high temperature.
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Fig. 10: Correlation coefficient of ionizatand temperature along the flame axis
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It is to say that the temperature integrates
all reactions along the flow path up to that
point (heat transfer neglected), whereas the
instantaneous reactionization
ion at the describes
measuring the
point.
Measurements of ionization and temperature
fluctuations show the combustion progress
along the flame axis (Fig. 10). Near the
burner exit (x/d small) only few temperature
occur which are always accompanied by

T

2 ,-peaks
---_:

ionization peaks. At the beginning of the

Jf -

I|

main reaction zone the frequency of temperature fluctuations increases more than of
ionization fluctuations, which is caused by
eddies of combustion gases, which do not
react but are still hot. This is expressed
by the correlation coefficient (Fig. 10)
between both. The high correlation coefficient at the beginning is caused by the
coincidence of ionization and temperature.
coincidence decreases in the main
reaction zone and the correlation coefficient becomes lower, respectively. The weak

t
0
Fig. 9: Instantaneous temperature and
ionization signals recorded at different
pinzton signfa
e
d as dThis
points on the flame axis

3.5

maximum at x/d - 80 can be explained by the
entrainment of cold air into the hot gases
still containing fuel, and resulting in
further reactions.

CONCLUSIONS
Measurements of ionization, velocity and
temperature were made to get informations
of the structure of a turbulent diffusion
flame.
It can be concluded%
the shape of ionization signals give
answer over the momentary structure
of a flame front in a turbulent
diffusion flame
velocity measurements with a double
ionization probe show that absolute
flame front velocity is slower than
mean flow velocity, exept in the external boundary zone
correlation measurements of temperature
and ionization show the characteristic
differences of combustion progress of
the premixed and of the diffusive type.
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A QCH4ICALLY .REAMTING PL*.2C MIXIN'

LAYER

S. V. Sherikar and R. Chevray
Department of Mechanical Engineering
State University of New York at Stony Brook
Stony Brook, N. Y. 11794

ABSTRACT

tolFlo-visualization has for long been a powerful
tool in experimental studies in fluid mechanics.
novel technique utilizing 10i HCl reaction is presented and used in order to study the motion of
large structures in a plane mixing layer and is shown

to be successful.

A scheme for studying the inter-

action of the chemical reaction between NO and 0
with turbulence in plane mixing layer is discussid
and results predicted by Monte Carlo method are
presented.
=

*

Ma

- absorption constant
defined as

(Y2
- mixing layer width

6

r

- normalised cross-stream distance

a

-

T

-

d6

turbulent diffusivity
-defined as Pkf

~NOIfE;CL-A7URE

Rr

concentration of species/non-dimensional
product concentration
particle diameter
photodetector output/molecular mixing term
total number of particles per unit volume
greater than a given diameter d
passive scalar
intensity of light signal with absorption
intensity of light signal without absorption

c

-

d
E
F(d)

-

f
I
I
0

-

kf

- reaction rate constant
- rate constant for ''0-0
3 reaction

(Z03)2

by species

W

-

turbulent frequency

t
Subscripts
1
2

refers to fast stream
refers to slow stream

Superscripts
*

normalized parameters
fluctuations in the quantity
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nucl - rate of nuconation of .H 4 C1
L
- path-length of absorption
.
- mass fractio. of species k in the flow
- number of particles per unit volume
P
- pressure
P
- probability density function
R
- correlation :oefficient/gas constant
S
- rate of NO-3 3 reaction
T
- tenperature
U
- mean flo : velocity
V
- velocity o5 t:.eflow in transverse direction
Ik
- molecular weight of species k
x
- distance along mean flow direction
y
- distance transverse to mean flow direction
Z,. - mk
Vk
k
Oa
- ratio of reactant concentrations, (ZNO)
M032

One of the simplest free shear flows is the plane
mixing layer formed between two parallel streams when
they come together. Substantial work h&s been reported
on this in the last decade, whereby some important
features of this type of flow have been brought to
light (although there is considerable scatter in data
from different researchers owing mainly to different
experimental conditions). One feature that has been
considered of great importance by many is coherent
structures and interaction among them put in evidence
in low Reynolds number flows by, among others, Brm,'and
(1). That this was not a phenomenon of transition and
that this mechanism is exhibited also at high Reynolds
numbers was shown by Brown and Roshko (2), Dimotakis and Brown (3). With the existing state ot art,
a ciear understanding of the nature of the large
structures observed in shear flows seems essential to
the umderstanding of mechanism of entrainment and
growth of mixing layer.

3.7

Another area which needs attention (and which
has been studied much less)is the interaction between
turbulence and chemical reaction. Although it was
realized long ago that chemical kinetics and turbulent
mixing go hand in hand in the study of many systems
of interest (combustion, chemical industry, pollution,
etc.), the interaction between the two is not well
understood. Most of the time camplex turbulent flows
and complex chemical kinetics are investigated and
then getting even a clear qualitative picture of these
systems becomes difficult.

*

"

Important parameters controlling the turbulent
mixing of two chemically reacting species are the
velocity ratio, the Reynolds number, the enthalpy
ratio, the reaction speed number and the concentration
ratio. Velocity ratio has been known to influence the
groth of the mixing layer and through this affects
the chemical reaction. The Reynolds number coes into
the picture because the smallest turbulent length
scales can be related to its actual value. Its role
in turbulent reaction, however, is not clear yet.
Shea (4)concluded that increasing the Reynolds nunber for a turbulent jet has no systematic effect in
product concentration whereas Konrad (S)found a 2S%
increase in the rate of mixing of a two-dimensional
mixing layer above a certain critical value of the
Reynolds number. The enthalpy ratio, defined as the
ratio of the reaction generated enthalpy and the
initial enthalpy of the mixture, defines the importance
of exothericity of the reaction. The reaction speed
number (also known as Damohler number), is the ratio
of the time-scale responsible for turbulent mixing to
that of the reaction. Whenever this ratio is large,
mixing controls the overall process and vice versa
for small values of it.
Theoretical approaches in dealing with this problem are many, but none that is completely satisfactory
mainly because of closure problems. Formal treatments
of turbulent reacting flows with large reaction speed
numbers are on firms grounds (Toor (6), O'Brien (7),
Bilger (8)) relating them to inert species mixing.
Probability methods Dopazo (9)allows for the exact
treatment of the turbulent reaction rates and are
very advantageous when dealing with a few chemical
species. Developments on the conditioned formulation
by Libby (10) and Dopazo (11) and their application
to fast chemical reactions in turbulent fields permit
determination of the local average turbulent reaction
rate, once a few conditioned characteristics are
experimentally obtained. Monte Carlo technique
developed by Pope (12) seems computationally efficient
and premising since it can handle a large number of
chemically reacting species but its accuracy depends
on precise knowledge of initial conditions.
EXPERMIrrAL FACILITIES
A study is being conducted in a wind-tunnel in
which two parallel streams of air are kept apart from
each other prior to their mixing in the test section.
They can thus be seeded with different chemical species
to study their reaction occurring in the test section
which is 25 cn x 100 cn long (x 15 cm wide). With the
velocities used this corresponds to a maximum Reynolds
number of 250,000 (based on velocity in the fast strew
and maximum distance downstream). Honeycombs and
screens are placed in the flow to reduce the turbulence
intensity and cut the large scale structures at the
inlet of the test section. Initial tests revealed

that the boundary layer on the splitter plate was
laminar with momentum thicknesses of 0.6 = and 0.9
an in fast and slow streans respectively. The splitter
plate made out of 1/16" thick stainless steel plate
was tapered over 25 cm length to 0.05 - thickness
at the trailing edge. Velocity profile in each section was flat with variations less than it when
measurements were made with blowers. In addition, an
inert gas delivery system was set up to study reactions
inwhich the reactants could react with any of the
constituents of air. This system delivers high purity
nitrogen from eight bottles similtaneously so that
large flow-rates could be obtained. For the study of
the NO-0 reaction, since the quantities of reactants
are large and it is not feasible to put an ozonator
on line, we stored ozone in special containers after
it had been generated in the laboratory using the
T-816 Welshbach ozonator. The species NO, when required, is obtained from bottles commercially available.
Velocity measurements were made using a DISA LA'
modular system and the flow was seeded with silicon
oil droplets 0.8 m inmean diameter using a TSI 9306
atomizer. The data acquisition system consists of a
PDP - 11/23 minicomputer having 128 KB of RAM with
extended memory support. The computer is operated
on RT-11 software using extended memory monitor. The
system is equipped with a real time programmable clock,
4 channel A/D converter (12 bits), D/A converter and
direct memory access. The peripherals include a dual
density floppy disk drive, a 20-B Winchester disk
drive and a magnetic tape unit with 800/1600 bpi/
45ips capability. Since runs of 3 minutes with sampling at 50 kHz for 4 channels results in a memor,
overflow, data transmission to the disk is done
simultaneously with data acquisition through buffer
tables.
FLOW \rISUALIZATI( 4 TEOL2IQuE
Although ' Cl is known to form dense white fumes
little effort hs been directed in assessing different
aspects of NI -HCl reaction and its applicability for
flow-visualiztion. While the reaction is very rapid
and mixing limited at room temperature, the actual
smoke formation can be attributed only to condensation
and growth of particles described by colloidal chemistry of Ni Cl. The generation of solid particles of
NH4Cl can~be written in terms of following equations:
NH3 + HC1

NI PC

kxl0-

(q+l) N14 C1 (gas) - (NH4C1)

cm /S
(solid)

q+l

The first reaction is a chemical phenomenon while the
second reaction is a physical process involving homogenous nucleation and definite growth of NH4C1, possible when the particles have (q+l) or more monomers.
Particles with q monomers are as likely to grow as
to disintegrate, and particles with less than q
monomers tend to go back to molecular form. The
value of q has been cited as 7.5 by Heicklen (13).
gravitational settling, wall-deposition and coagulation
are unimportant in the condensation of NH4C1 vapors.
The particle number density can be estimated from
the rate law for nucleation given by Heicklen.
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dN

knucl

[HC1...
rNH3]

knucl , 2xl02 2 9

48
CM
/s

The smoke generated by formation of NH C1 is then
poly-dispersed, the particle size distribution being
dependent on the extent of mixing and time. It is
expected that if F(d) is the total number of particles
per umit volune that are larger than a given diameter
d and NCt) is the total number of particles at time
t, then
F(d) = N(t) e

" d

where C is weakly dependent on time, except for earliest reaction times. Estimates of particle size in
the range 0.01 um to 0.6 um in the study reported
seem reasonable. Furthermore, relaxation time for
the largest NH Cl particles gxpected, i.e. 0.6 Um,
is of the orde# of 1.7 x 10
s which implies that
all the NH Cl particles can be expected to follow
the flow dithfully.

" •of

_

The use of this reaction to observe coherent
structures in shear flow proved valuable as can be
seen from plates 1 to 4. They represent three sets
flow-visualization experiments.
In the first one
(a typical sequence sh.wn in plate 1 & 2), the reacting species were seeded only at the edge of the
splitter plate just before mixing so that only thin
layers adjacent to either side of the splitter plate
were seeded with reactants. The purpose of this was
to study the motion of large structures (marked by
dense white funes of NHCl) and transport of a
chemically inert quantify, in this case, NH Cl, which
is possible since reaction is essentially cmplete
very soon after the edge of the splitter plate. In
the second set of experiments on flow-visualization

(plate 3) the reactants were introduced into the flow

facility by passing compressed air over concentrated
solutions of reactants in waters and injecting this
in the two streams separately. Hence the two streams
were uniformly seeded with reactants by the time the
gases reached the test section. In the third set of
experiments (plate 4), the reactants were introduced
just before the two streams entered the test section
at positions 1.25 c above and 1.25 an below the
splitter plate. This permits observing the large
structures after the rxing layer becomes larger than
a certain width. A 16 mm movie camera was used to
record this using typically 4x Kodak film.

NO

-

03 REACTION

NO

-

Growth of plane mixing layer. NH CH and
HC4 brushed on either side of spltter
plate. U2 /U1 = 0.76

This particular reaction,
0

REMONNO

It is intended to explore the effect of turbulence on chemical reaction and the mechanisms of
mixing in plane shear flow by seeding the two streams
with NO and 0 respectively and monitoring the
chemical reacion between the two species in the
mixing layer. Air is unsuitable as carrier gas in
this case since NO reacts with oxygen at room tenperature at moderate rate. Also, presence of any
moisture is undesirable since the product NO2 combines
with it iJmediately creating problems in the masurement of NO concentration. A good choice then is
high purity nitrogen cammercially available in bottles.

L ,,I

Plate 1:

+ 03 - NO2 + 02 + hv
2
3
2
is chosen for several reasons. It is well-documented
and its homegenous chemical kinetics is well-known;
it is simple, second-ordered, fast (mixing limited)
and irreversible at room temperature; for low concentrations the heat release effects are negligible;
and most important, even at these low concentrations
detection and measurements can readily be done using
absorptions at 253.7 nm and 435.0 rm respectively.
The absorption law
in

T
o

aa[C] L, where

,.9

Plate 2:

Growth of plane mixing layer. NH OH and
HOl brushed on either side of spl~tter
plate.
U2/U 1 = 0.57

1,

o- intensities of sigal with and without,

[c]

- mean concentration of species along
absorption path
- path length of absorption
- absorption constant

resp.,

L
a

Plate 3:

Growth of plane mixing layer. The two
streams seeded uniformly with NH4 CH and
HU1 respectively prior to mixing.
U2/U 1
0.50

Table 1:

Gbsorpion Coeffiients for Different
Difeen
f
Species in NO - 03 Reactionents

absorbing species

is exploited in monitoring the concentrations of the
two species NO and 0 in the mixing layer. Table I
lists the absoiption oefficients of the species
involved in the reaction. The corresponding signalto-noise ratio for ozone concentration measurement
is 85.

A
83.0 nm
.3.7 n
f35.0 rim
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is

NOt0
NO
40

1

S0

RiCeO?
03
0.5
139
20

2

0.1
0.6
0.6

02

N2

0.1

20

20

20
20

-0

PREDICTED RESULTS
Using Monte Carlo method (12),

IVith E being the output of the photodetector
with no absorbing h cal sies
AE

-

a [c]L

where AE Is the attenuation in photodetector output
due to absorption by the species. This linear
relationship has been verified experimentally with
species NO2 an 03 indepenuently.
t
The actual concentration measurements are made
mae
is
probe which
optics
fiberused
designed
a specially
(14) i
with
by Brodkey
technique
of the
refinement
and Batt (15).

Since there are four species involved in the
can
transport
forare
species
reaction,
be written four
and equations
because they
linearly
dependent
nefo
de
ioeatin
t
jus
by
ace
be
en
theyt can be replaced by just two equations - one for
a conserved scalar f and other for a non-dimensional
product concentration. A complete statistical des-

The probe consists of two stainless

opeesaitclds
poutcnetain
flow is then provided
cription of the scalars in the
by the joint pdf of f and c, p(f, c-, x, t), defineJ
so that p(f, c) df dc is the probabiTity that f and
c are in the ranges

with
90" ves
bends
outside
tubes of bylmnbuside
steel
it hcay
gap. diameter
eer
anstepaatedo

and separated by
ilmm gap. These tubes carry very
Pure
fused
opticalextension
fibres 200ulin
The fibre
lmm dianeter
cables. diameter
bundled
in silica
bundle is illuminated by a 100 W short-arc mercury
vapor lamp and the signal at the output end is de-

< f <

d?

e < c < a

d+

.ZN0d

tected with ell 9781B photomultipliers. A reference
, where c

channel tracks any drift and fluctuations in the
intensity of the lamp, which is important because
the level of concentration signals being low, there
is More stringent demand on accuracy of measurements.
Fig. 1 shows a schematic of this arrangement.

and

This scheme, although intrusive, allows simultaneous instantaneous concentration measurements of
0 and NO . Computation of microscale of the flow,
bised on information on plane mixing layer available
in existing literature, reveal that probe dimensions
are of the same order of magnitude as the Taylor
Microscale of the flow under investigation. Hence
it is reasonable to expect good measurements of
concentration fluctuations to be made in this flow.
Together with the LDA this system provides a feasible
means of making measurements of joint statistics of
velocity and concentration in the mixing layer.

joint pdf equation (16) is,
>
Tt
<u>
+< ay
HE
ay = Y

Fig.
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2
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In this equation 3

=

(-0)
3

S* is given by
S-)

3*
0

e

*

....

.S

at

=

For two dimensional boundary layer flows, the modelled

S0

I

calculations were

performed for the turbulent mixing layer with high
speed stream carrying NO and slow speed stream carrying
t0 The velocity field is first computed by solving
bkndary layer equations using finite difference
method.

L

C

C) 0"

Ar

,. Lmp ,.

Optical System (schematic)
L:
for moitoring concentrations of NO
2 and 03
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/ (Z.';
22
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(i)

S (f,c)

(C f-c) (1-f-c),

=

a1 a (ZNO)/

S is the chemical reaction rate and w is defined as
Pk
- f
kf rate constant

The
absolute
value of U
and B x,
determine the scaling
factor
for downstream
distance
X

Also,

C,

(ZO1)

V

subscripts 1 and 2 for fast and
slow streams respectively
51

32

The solution for this was obtained using Monte Carlo
method for 0 < x* < 900 and for ot= 2 and U /U -0.3.
The results are shawn in Fig. 4 which will e aiscussed in details in the next section.

Zk for species k being defined
Zk = 'k

RJRSULTS AND DISCUSSION
From plates 1-4 it is clear that this novel
technique for flow visualization can be very useful
in understanding the nature of coherent structures.
These pictu! tt -.
'sarly underline once again the
importan!w!.- * , 'ioned
sampling in shear layer
measux;wq;t

k
where oh, and W are mass-fraction and molecular weight
respecttvely fAr species k. T is the turbulent
diffusivity (gradient diffusioA model is assumed),
turbulent frequency w represents rate of molecular
mixing and E represens molecular mixing term which

-

is modelled by Curl's model

f

E4, €T)= 4

r

p(f+f* "S c*)p(f-f*,

c-c*)

,)s

p-a

The rest of the terms in eq (1) are exact.

s- /U1

7

/Fig.
dx
U(x, y)

'

V(x, y) >

-

U' ()UU<

-

V'()

t (x,y) =
S(x,
y)

=

)structures

U

and
p*

,

x*,

)

The transformed pdf equation is:

x'

(ps
p 5' (1,0)+

:,t

i."" the studies conducted it can be
't;.ively
that pairing of large
wssential for growth of mixing layer L, /U = 0.76 showing no signs of pairing

From plates 2 and 3 it can further be suggested
that entrainment in the early part of the mixing
has contributions from two mechanisms - the
major one being the process of engulfing fluid in
the surrounding strew and then making the ingested
fluid turbulent within the vortex. Small contributior.
comes from the oscillating interface connecting tw'o
large structures where nibbling seems to occur. Also
from plate 3, it seems as if the fluid from the fast
strem is engulfed first and while it is being made

T(r)
U1
Cr)layer

W (x, y) - Wt (r) 6
1

p(x,Z, X, y)

.

res that can be observed in these

..

el": Che.rtfi. itructures and very small rate of
'.xg
ai n layer against plate 2 (U /U-=.57)
oi.:A
pairing sequence and a larger goiK; 4 h of
nuxing layer. The average size of coherent structures
when plotted against distance downstream for three
different velocity ratios (Fig. 2) is representative
of dependence mixing layer growth rate on velocity
ratio. Another characteristic that can be seen in
2 is the systematic decrease in growth rate of
average size of coherent structures after certain
distance downstream, in this case about 65 on. This
is probably because the effect of stretching in the
mean flow direction is felt very little when the
are small and much more at large distances
downstream where size of these structures is large.

The joint pdf equation can now be cast in
dimensionless form by defining the following normalised parameters
X*

1'.
i.. entrainment in the mixing layer

are €
pho")gr-'.
re a-Cf'.i

-

dr* tc* -

<

U1I

!"- 01..
cf,

C)
C(2)
I

As can be seen U,, U 2 , and w do not appear and U*
V*,
P * and a'are determined by the velocity ratio
U /U1 alole. The chemistry enters through the source
tirm S* ( , f) which depends on the conditions only
through the concentration ratio a. Thus the solution
to eq (2) depends only upon two dimensionless ratios

,

Fig. 2:

•

..

Growth of size of coherent structures in
plane mixing layer

3.12

..

Fig. 4 to 7 with definition sketch shown in Fig. 3.
Fig. 4 and 5 show calculated profiles of <c(, xkJ>
for .1 < x* < 900. For x* > 100 the profiles are

Uoc

U30
04-

~~~~~~Fig.

3:
D4efnitcon
03-

..

Fqiliru
3:De

etchin(omlie

poie

ea. inisketchee
teration
C.J

0I

0
Fig. 4:

Plate 4:

Growth of plane mixing layer Nli and PC1
injected 1.25 cm above and 1:25 d; below
splitter plate just before mixing.
U2/U 1 = 0.48

turbulent the fluid from slow stream is surrounded
next. The mixing between the two then is observable
if reacting species are present in the two streams
(as in plate 3). Nothing much can be said about
Plate 4. The large structures appear more turbulent
in this case because of the two wakes in the two
streams
seeded. caused by plates from where the flow was
Results of Monte Carlo calculations are shown in

-5

0

0.5

ean concentration (notaalised) profiles
U2/A1 .3
LcN 1 LC I - 2

virtually coincident indicating that chem~ical
equilibriumn prevails. Finite reaction rates seen
iprtant in the region 0.3 <x* < 10. It can also
be seen that profiles for c<
E( vx*) >assmaing
turbulent fluctuations are typically 20% higher.no This
is hardly surprising because this reaction being "fast"
the probability of coexistence of reactants is very
small and since reactiot takes place because of
contact at molecular level one could think of a
reaction surface, the frequency of crossing across
which directly determines rate of product formation.
In this case ,LfstahL
mic
th.,orrelation
coefficient CoJ
i /Co
NC is expected to
be negative, anA in a sense tArbulence reduces the
mean rate of chemical reaction (17).
2
Fig. 6 and 7 show profiles of <f, > and <c '>
and the correlation coefficient
Rcf.= <f~c> (<f2> <C*2>1- 1/2
at x*=3 and x=300. The profile of <f, 2> which is

3.13

The correlation coefficient R is virtually the
sam at x0 - 3.0 and x* a 300 and de absolute values
surprisingly high n both edges of the mixing
layer.
CONCLUSION

QL7

900oare
300
lo

0.6

So30

From this study the following conclusions can be

drawn:
04

(1) A novel technique is developed for flow
visualization in flows in which main stream is air or
colorless gas that does not interfere with
- HC1 reaction.

-.
Zany
0.3
1(2)

It is possible with the fibre optics probe
and LDA to make sinaltaneous measurements of concentrations and velocity to obtain joint statistics
of the two fields. This can then be compared with
the results predicted by Monte Carlo method.

0.2

0.3

o.t
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ABSTRACT
To characterize the behaviour of a turbulent
diffusion flame above a solid surface in a channel
flow we designed and built an experimental device,
Th
-elf-sustained diffusion flame was obtained by
injecting through a porous wall a gaseous fuel into
a mainstream of air. Velocity, temperature and turbulence profiles were obtained by laser doppler velocimetry and compensated thermocouples measurements. We
developed a q-r-g turbulence model and a probabilistic
combustion model. Agreement between theory and experiment is particularly good for temperature and velocity mean values. The velocity overshoot is well predicted, though at the present stage the model can't
explain all the phenomena experimentally observed
(low frequency oscillations,. .....

terize the behaviour of the turbulent diffusion flame
above the solid surface. Therefore to study these
self-sustained diffusion flames, we designed and
built an experimental apparatus to simulate partly
these phenomena. The diffusion flames were obtained
by injecting through a porous wall a gaseous fuel (4)
into the turbulent main stream of air (G)
for different ratio F - 61C/ equal to those observed with gassolid systems.
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
The experiments have been carried out using the
apparatus described on Fig. I which includes

INTRODUCTION

/7N.

_

_

_

L

for several years we have been involved in our
laboratory with the study of gas-solid combustion;
our interest being phenomena occuring during fire
propagation and inside solid rocket chambers, mainly
relationships between burning rates and parameters
characterizing heat, mass and momentum transfer.
The model we considered is a reacting gas flowing over a slab of solid material which behaves as
a reacting surface. The experimental study showed
(1, 2) : the dependence of combustion rates, fluxes

.
__

-

-

,.,-

/

at the wall on fluid dynamics and thermodynamic properties ; and the influence of combustion and blowing
of gasified solid on the turbulent boundary layer.
In gas-solid combustion the experiment duration

_

I. A gas feeding installation (insulated and prehea-

is always too short (only a few seconds) to charac-

ted connecting pipes, flow meters.

.. )

2. A square duct combustion chamber : 0.03 mx 0.03 m
cross section and 0.4 r long. The fuel was inJected through a sintered stainless steel porous wall
of dimensions 0.03 mx 0.3 m.
3. A fluidized bed aerosol generator to disperse solid
powders (I u zirconium oxide) for flow seeding.

3.16

4. A LDV system (He-Ne 15 mW laser, optics with
Bragg cell, photomultiplier, counter, spectrum
analyser, oscilloscope ...... ).
5. Compensated thermocouples and Pitot tubes.

Turbulence energy

6. Data acquisition and processing (minicomputer,
interfaces and peripherals,.
.

+

All the experiments were driven by the minicomputer in order to obtain nore reliable and accurate
measurements.
Data processing was lone taking a relatively
large samlle of values (N). We obtained the mean
velocity u, and its turbulent
fluctuation T considered equal to 1/2 u'2
N

Turbulence dissipation rate

N
u -

I/N . E ui,

-

2

2/2 u'
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q and C are equal to zero at the wall.

To obtain a random probability density function
or "pdf", we plotted the number of informations
i(Ei - N) data processing as a function of (u- i)/
/2
(u -) 1 / for different coordinates x and y. The same
procedure
wasandused
temperature
obtained
by and
means
of fine (25
50 ufor
diameters
Pt-Pt/10
1 Rh
of 0
fne
udiaeter
25 nd

Pt

Pt10

. Chemical reaction model. It's a fast chemistry
model. The Shvab-Zeldovich formulation together with
a linear combination of the equations describing the
conservation of species yield an equation which has

no source term. The dependent variable, the mixture
fraction o, of the resultant equation is defined as:

Rhand

chromel-alumel wires) thermocouples, giving as before
T'2 and the "pdf". Temperature fluctuations were
VT,
obtained by means of analogue compensated thermocouples. Radiation losses were measured and taken into
account.

(Vmnfu - mox) + mox,+ m[7

=

fu,s

ox,-

using the Boussinesq assumption
THEORETICAL STUDY

p u'®

-

incluTurbulence model. The flows considered
de low Reynolds number pipe flow with wall injection. The model of turbulence employed is one where
the turbulence energy q and its dissipation rate c
are calculated by way of transport equations which
are solved simultaneously with the conservation
equations for the mean flow. The closure of Reynolds
stress and dissipation rates equations have been made
considering the direct influence of viscosity and
transport processes (3). The hydrodynamic predictions
have been obtained from the resolution of :he following system of differential and axiliary equations.
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The differential equation for 0 can be written as
follows

$~~~~~

_y

T
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as
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ox
fu

. TheModynamic model. The enthalpy h is defined
h

href

mfu hc +

T

C

dT

[131

Tref Pin
C
E M. C and h c is the heat of comPmin
j 3 Pj
bustion per kg of fuel.
Assuming equal turbulent exchange coefficients
for diffusion of species and heat, the specific enthalpy is simply obtained from
h-h
* (I -)h
[14]
where
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without the need to solve its balance equation. The
temperature is obtained from the above enthalpy definition and the density via the perfect gas law.

the mean value of t (i is simply the first moment of
the "pdf" about 0 - 0) and of g the second moment
about # - . The mean mass fraction mi, temperature

Combustion model. SPALDING (4) was the first
to assume that the root mean square fluctuating concentration obeys a parabolic differential equation
including convection, diffusion, generation and dissipation terms. BRAY and MOSS (5) presented a unffied
statistical analysis of the premixed turbultnt flame
supported by a single step global reaction. LOCKWOOD
and NAGIB (6) adapted this method to the prediction
of free round turbulent jet diffusion flames. They_2
proposed the following balance equation for g(
-).
g
3
T

T, density p are computed by an analytical integration of the following linear equations.
n
*
- a m..
+ a m.
a d*
d[17]
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vge
2. 8

a T

RESULTS
(15]

g
q

Under appropriate conditions (limited by flame
blow-off) of uniform air mass flow rate G. and of

1, the probability dist:1-

bution function is assumed to obey a normal distribution. TAMANINI (7) used a "pdf" generated by the
combination of two parabolae. BORGHI and MOREAU (8)
for premixed flame, approximated a gaussian-like
profile bounded by two Dirac delta functions ; the
gaussian profile is approximated by a rectangle ;
the delta functions appear for the value 0 = 0 and
I. CHAMPION (9) made the same assumption to
I
study a two dimensional probability function. In this
work P(¢) is defined by the rectangular approximation
as shown on Fig. 2.

fuel mass flow injection rate 6, a stable turbulent
two dimensional diffusion flame was established in
the boundary layer over the porous plate.
Without combustion, Fig. 3, the agreementbetween theoretical and experimental results for u and
of blowing is coninfluence
and the
is quite
q
sistent
withgood
previous
work.
Then, the turbulence
d.
te
en,
w
pr iu
d
se with
si
model used seems particularly well adapted.
With combustion, Fig. 4 and 5, a marked feature
of the mean velocity profile is the appearance of a
velocity overshoot that exceeds the stream mean velocity as for laminar flow. This overshoot can be directly related to the enhancement by combustion of
the source term of the momentum equation : 1

Pu

dx

Starting from the porous wall, q decreases for same
distance and then increases drastically up to a certain location which could be assumed to be just above
the flame "position". The location of this minimum
and maximum of q and the flame stand-off distance
increase with 6. The turbulence intensity behaves in
a same but less marked way. Far above the flame we
have a dissipation of q and of turbulence intensity

S

to their value at the center line.

For temperature,

the profiles are very similar to those obtained for
velocity at the same location. A minimum of f'
C•

.

*

6(I) +

-'

[uft-0

cor-

responds to a maximum of 1 which may correspond to
the flame zone. There is a good agreement between

In the range 6 < t < n the mixture fraction fluctuation is assumed constant. The unwanted parts of the
distribution for s < 0 and 0 > I are lumped into Dirac
delta function of $ - 0 and 4 - 1. The "pdf" may be
expressed as
P40 - a() (

2

- ufs-n

]

[16)

where u o- 6f is the HEAVISIDE function so that the
expression [u4- u*0-' ] has the value I in
the range 6 < $ < n and zero elsewhere. These characteristic parameters a, 8, y, 6, n are computed from

theory and experiment for u and T. For q, the agreement is only good below the flame. We can predict the
decreasing but not the peak value just above the
flame. The discrepancy could be related probably to
the experimentally observed low frequency oscillations or to non-stationary boundary conditions.
Fig. 6 shows for a given x location the variation across the boundary layer of the probability
density function of fluctuating velocity. Increasing
y we observed for both u and T different shapes for
the "pdf" : in the flame and below the "pdf" has only
one peak, some distance above where u2 and y,2 re
maximum the "pdf" has two peaks, and further away
only one peak appears. The temperature spectrum analysis showed a low frequency sequence (a few Hz) of
hot and cold "peaks". The amplitude of these oscillations is minimum in the flame zone and maximum
where Z,2 and -,2 are maximum.
On Fig. 7 we plotted the u and Y profiles for
three x locations in the flow direction. The maximum
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mean velocity increases with x but f

seems nearly

constant. The presumed flame stand-off distance increases also slightly with z.
The theoretical model can fit relatively well

,

. ,0 0
So

the experimental data obtained for Z and T with and

1.

stage, all the phenomena experimentally observed
(low frequency flame oscillations, peak value for q
above the flame, discrepancy between theory and experiment for q and turbulence intensity in the core,
..... ). Meanwhile, as this model can predict the
phenomena below the flame it can be used to characterize gas solid turbulent combustion, to obtain the
heat flux at the wall and then the mass burning rate.
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given F, the shape of the velocity
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Probability density function of fluctuating temperature.
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Theoretical velocity overshoot, maximum mean
temperature and flame "Gtand-off distance"
increase with x.
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Fig. 9

Influence of fuel mass fraction on mean velocity and temperature profiles (wall fuel
mass fraction fluctuation may explain flame
position and velocity overshoot oscillations).
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of our own which are planed to include time-mean axial
flow velocity, temperature, species concentrations and
statistical properties of fluctuations such as kinetic
energy of turbulence and correlation of velocity and
temperature fluctuation in turbulent Jets with and
without flame.
Experimental results are compared with the calculated ones which are based on the two-equation k-c
turbulence model paying special attention to the fluctuating properties. Effects of the viscosity increase
and the density fluctuation due to the existence of
the flame are also discussed.

ABSTR~ACT
Numerical predictions are compared with experimental results of flow velocity, gas temperature,
species concentration together with the fluctuation
properties such as kinetic energy of turbulence and
correlation of velocity and temperature fluctuations
in turbulent Jets with and without flame. It indi~cates the validity of the two-equation k-c turbulence
model with a modification for the low Reynolds number
effects due to the existence of flame in the lower
fuel jet velocity. Effects of the density fluctuation
are discussed to imply that neglecting the density
fluctuation gives a fairly good approximation for the
prediction of the present flow and combustion characteristics.

EXPERIMENTS

INTRODUCTION
The numerical prediction of the flow and combustion characteristics in turbulent diffusion flames is
one of the subjects of current interest. There have
been analytical studies [11,[2] for developing the
prediction procedure for turbulent diffusion flames
along with the experimental studies [31.
The validity of the prediction procedure must be
verified by the comparisons with the experiments because Cie prediction procedure Includes semi-empirical turbulence model and reaction model in turbulent
flow fields. The comparisons are desired of the fluctuating properties as well as the time-mean properties because they are directly concerned with the
turbulence model.
The experimental data used for the comparison
with present calculation are based on the measurements
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The experimental data used for the comparison
with calculations are based on the measurements in
the turbulent fuel Jets with and without flame issuing vertically upward from a round tube nozzle of 4.9
mm Inner diameter. The fuel of the nozzle fluid is
the mixture of hydrogen and nitrogen whose volume ratio is 0.68 :1. The average velocity Uj of the fuel
jet at the nozzle exit is selected to be 20.4 and
55.7 m/s which is surrounded by coaxial air stream of
uniform velocity of 5.1 m/s.
The experimental data include time-mean flow
velocity, temperature and species concentrations with
statistical properties of fluctuations such as turbulance intensity in axial, radial and circumferential
directions, correlation of velocity fluctuation in
axial and radial direction TV, correlation of radial
flow velocity and temperature fluctuation VT and
length scale derived from the velocity or temperature
fluctuation.
Time-man and fluctuating velocity were detected
by a laser Doppler velocimeter equipped with a Bragg
cell for a frequency shift and a frequency tracker.
The fluctuating temperature were measured by a thermocouple (25.4 ma in diameter) compensated electrically
for the time 1a4 due ti the heat capacity. The gas
species concentrations were analyzed by a gas chroatograph after gas sampling by a water-cooled sampling probe.

The details of the experiments are in

the reaction and the assumption that effective Schmidt
number Is the same for all species.

[4],[5).

ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE

af

The calculations are based on the time-averaged
boundary-layer-type conservation equations of mass,
momentum, energy and chemical species in axisymmetric
coordinate system.
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where C1 , C 2 , ok and CE are empirical constants. The
turbulent viscosity is evaluated by the expression,
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means the value at the nozzle fluid or surrounding
air, respectively. Reaction rate R 1 in eq.(10) is
evaluated by the eddy dissipation m~del [9] which
postulates that reaction rate is proportional to the
turbulent eddy dissipation rate. Calculations were
also triedin the case of the infinite reaction rate
which leads to the flame sheet model.
Gas temperature is calculated by the relation,
Z mj
J

h -

T Cpj dT
0

jHOJ

(14)

T

o - reference temperature, Cpj - constant
pressure specific heat of j species, ..j = standard
where

heat of formation.

- PE(5)

'k1't'r'

9-

i2]

r

f is the so-called mixture fraction which means the

(4)

where x or r - axial or radial coordinate, U or V velocity In axial or radial direction, h - enthalpy,
v0
mass fraction of j species, peff - effective
vfscosi y ( - laminar viscosity ul plus turbulent
= density, Rj - reaction rate of j
viscosity t),
species, oh or a, " turbulent Prandtl or Schmidt number.
In order to evaluate the turbulent viscosity,
k-c turbulence model is applied. Kinetic energy of
turbulence k and its dissipation rate E are calculated
from the following transport equations [6].

eff Bk
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t8)

where, RT - ok /cUl which is a kind of local turbulence Reynolds number, CD and A - empirical constants.
The factor fl is introduced in the present calculation
p
to modify the Prandtl-JColmogorov expression of lt
2
CD. k /c for low Reynolds number (not fully turbulent)
flow. The existence of flame results in the significant increase of the kinetic viscosity due to the
temperature rise and induces local laminarization [71
especially in low fuel jet velocity. These low Reynolds number effect in taken into consideration by
the empirical factor f
The expression of fl in
terms of RT (- (Ut/Vl)/CD ) and the constant A (-30)
is selected so that fl tends to unity and eq.(7) is
equivalent to the standard Prandtl-Kolmogorov expression for high Reynolds number flow (ut/Ul>> 1). The
empirical constants in eqs. (3)-(7) are selected to be
0
as follows. CD - 0.09, C1 - 1.45, C2 - 1.95, um - h
- 0.7, Ok - 1.0, oc -1.3. They are selected referring
to [61,[81 and as for C2 , taking into consideration
the optimization for the fit of the prediction with
the present experiments,
The gas species considered are the main species
of reactants and products of N2 , 82, B20 and 02. The
one-stage reaction of 12 + 02/2 - H20 Is considered,
Pour species conservation eqs. (4) are converted into
the following two differential equations and three
algebraic equations based on the stoichiometry of

Density is evaluated from the ideal gas law.
The above differential equations are solved
numerically using a finite difference method based
on the procedure developed by Patankar and Spalding
[10]. 60 grid points are located in radial direction
at nonuniform intervals.
Boundary conditions are selected to correspond
to the experimental conditions as much as possible.
Initial profiles of k and length scale of turbulence
Z (E is obtained by c - CDkl'5/i ) at the exit of the
fuel nozzle are given by quadratic profiles similar
to that predicted in the fully developed fuel nozzle
flow by the same k-t turbulence model where thin laminar layer is neglected. Length scale in the surrounding air stream is given to be 0.01 times the radius
of the throat of the air stream. The selection of the
length scale in the surrounding air stream is not
sensitive to the calculated results.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Comparisons of the experimental results and
calculations are made. Plots and solid lines in the
Figures are experimental results and calculated ones,
respectively unless it is noted.
Non Reacting Flows
In Figs 1 to 5, axial and radial profiles of
experimented and predicted flow velocity in axial
direction U, gas concentration, kinetic energy of
turbulence k and cross correlation of axial and radial
velocity fluctuation UV are compared for the case of
low and high fuel jet velocities (Us - 20.4 and 55.7
m/s) without flme. The condition of low or high yelocity without flame is labelled as RUN CL or RUN CH,
respectively as shown in the Figures. L and r in the
Figures are axial distance from the fuel nozzle tip
and the radial distance from the jet axis, respectively. Predicted W Is obtained from the relation,
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It is noted the measured profiles of flow velocity, species concentration for two cases of low and
high fuel jet velocities can be well predicted by the
present calculations.
The profiles of turbulent kinetic energy along
the axis (Figs.l,4) have peak near the nozzle tip and0

gradually decay along the axis.

Such tendency can be

well predicted. Radial profiles of k and

*that

0

L

RU

41;

' are alsopr

predicted considerably well. These results indicates
the applied models can describe the fluctuating
properties as well as the macroscopic flow and mixing
characteristics for the fuel jets without flame.0
The factor f in t eq.(7) is almost unity in the
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REACTING FLOWSj
In Figs.6 to 11. experimented and predicted axial and radial profiles of flow velocity U, temperature T, gas species concentration, kinetic energy of

without surrounding air flow 17].
In the low velocity flame, the unmodified turbu-

turbulence k, cross correlation
and vT are com,pared for the case of low and high fuel jet velocitis
(Uj20.4 and 55.7 m/s) with flame. The condition of
low or high fuel jet velocity with flame is labelled
as RUN FL or RUN FM, respectively as shown in the
Figures.
The predicted croas correlation of the fluctua-

lence model available in fully turbulent flow overestimates the turbulent viscosity and other transport
coefficients. The modification of the turbulence
model by the eqs.(7) and (8) gives a better prediction
as ship in Figs.6 and 7.
The modification is not necessary for the flame
of the higher fuel Jet velocity because the
t/U1 is

tion of velocity and temperature v-T is
the relation, s
a -Ut/OhT/r)/p.

much larger than unity.
The axial profiles of turbulence kinetic energy

obtained from

Figs.6 to 7 and Figa.lO to 12 indicate that flow
velocity, temperature and species concentration can
be ell predicted in the flames of both low and high
fuel jet velocities,
In the flow of the low fuel jet velocity with
flame, the ratio t/Ua decreases at the high temperature region of the outer part near the fuel nozzle
tip. This seems to correspond to the local laminari*zton phenomena observed clearly in the same flame
3.23

along the axia (Figs.6 and 10) in the cases with
flame increases more gradually along the axis and have
peak in the downstream as compared with the cases
without flame (Figs. and 4). These tendencies are
predicted by the calculation as showm in
ig.6 and 10.
Predictions of profiles of k. u and ' are not wery
yell but the qualitative agreement is fairly well
which supports the gradient-transport-model Incorporated with the two-equation k-c turbulence model for
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{ 1 - (T'T) (u'iU) RU }
2
= T { 1 - (T'/T) }

eat even in the

= U

(15)

DISCUSSIONS
In the turbulent flow fields with flame, significant density fluctuation would prevail and conven,tional time averaging of the governing equations
yields a number of cross correlations including density fluctuation.

where T', u' or mS* is the root mean square of the
fluctuation of T, U or mj and RTs or k_. is the
correlation coefficient of the fluctuatlon of T and
U or T and uS. The equations are derived by the

The equations used in the preceding section are
equivalent to those obtained by neglecting density
fluctuation when the variables such as U, T, mj, etc.
in the equationsare taken to be conventional tine
averaging U, T, mj , etc. Based on the comparisons
between the expertmntal and calculated results described above, it can be said that flow velocity, teaperature, species concentration and fluctuating proparties can be predicted by the equations neglecting
density fluctuation although the spatial variation of
density is taken into account,
On the other hand, if the density weighted averaging (Farre averaging) is applied for the variable
except for p and F, the density fluctuation can be
taken into account without any apparent change in the
governing equations 1). In this case, the variables
such as U, T, in1 , eqc. are supposed to be,densiy weighted averaging 7 (= i0), I (=o'T/p), u (=Omjip).
etc. In this case, he prediction yields dincity
weighted avaraging U, T, in, etc.

approximation that the density fluctuation is mainly
caused by the temperature fluctuation according to
the ideal gas law.
_
The profiles of I, , U,
T' and u' are showp
in F *.12 where T, U, T', u' are measured ones andT
ad Uare calculated by q. (15) using the measured
RTUj,u',T'. It is noted T' is always less than T and
the difference is at most 15 Z of T at the outer part
of the flame where T'/T is large.
is larger than U
at t~e inner part of the flame where RTU is negative
but II is less than U at the outer part of the flame_
where Ryijis positive. The difference between Uand U
is less then 10 1 of U.
It can be said that the comparisons between predictions and ex~periments are available whether the
measured or calculated values are conventional time

On the other hand, thi measured velocity U by a
laser Doppler velocimeter and the temperature T by a
thermocoupgle are supposed to be conventional tim
averatIng U and T. But, species concentrations
msured
aas
cailng by
are supposed to be density
weighted averaging
lo.
Now,
e onside the relations between couventional time averaging and density weighted avaragin
a follows.

SUMMARY

i

iY,

averaged or density weighted averaged and the density
fluctuation does not play significant role for the
present flame conditions.

(1) The measured profiles of time mn
velocity
temperature and species concentration in the fuel jets
with aud without flame can be well predicted by twoequation k- turbulence model which is modified f or
the low
reynolds number effects due to the existence
of flm.
(2) The fluctuating properties such as kietic
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ABSTRACT

A
v

thermal conductivity
viscosity, used in the thermal conduction term of
eq. (1) for Prandtl number unity
w nondimensional space coordinate normal to the
flame zone
c density
oi mole number of species i in I kg mixtures
T characteristic
chemical time scale, defined
so that the peak value of F(T') becomes unity
(-)time mean values

A study was performed in order to gain new insight into the phenomenology and mathematical modelling of turbulent diffusion flames,
The numerical part of the present investigation
treats unsteady one-dimensional laminar diffusion
flames using an extended kinetic scheme. The result
of these predictions yields the instantaneous substructure of turbulent diffusion flames. In order
to check the validity of the model oredictions instantaneous peak temoeratures as well as time mean
concentrations have been measured in turbulent methane diffusion flames.
NOMENCLATURE
c

P1

cn
3i
F(T)
h
h.
e
Ni
Re
s
SO
S
t
T
To
Taf
To
T"
0

wi
x

heat capacity of species i at constant
pressure
mixture heat caoacity
binary diffusion coefficient for species i
in nitrogen
nondimensional rate of chemical heat release
as a function of T
mixture enthalpy
enthalpy of species i
standard heat of formation of species i
number of species
Reynolds-number defined by nozzle diameter
and nozzle exit velocity
layer thickness
initial layer thickness
1 ds
stretch rate defined by -S time coordinate
local temperature
initial
adiabatic flame temperature
reference temperature
nondimensional temperature defined by
(T-T (T-7
through vloTy
the flameo
chemical production/consumption rate of
species i
coordinate normal to the flame zone
Kolmogorov strain rate (reciprocal value of
Kolmogorov time scale)

INTRODUCTION
Combustion of nonpremixed reactants has been investigated in turbulent jet flames with attention focussed on hydrogen combustion. Compared with hydrogen combustion, however, turbulent hydrocarbon diffusion flames introduce additional problems due to
the more complex combustion reactions.
An essential feature of some combustion models
for turbulent diffusion flames is a unique determination of the instantaneous molecular species concentration by a conserved scalar. The assumption of a
one-step irreversible reaction leads to the flame
sheet model, with the combustion reactions taking
place in an infinitesimally thin flame sheet. If the
fast chemistry assumption is not restricted to a onestep irreversible reaction it follows that the products are in chemical equilibrium. Due to the shifting equilibrium reactions a large amount of carbon
monoxide is predicted by this model in the fuel-rich
region of a diffusion flame, more than is found experimentally in laminar or in turbulent diffusion
flames. As it has been shown (1) a turbulent natural
gas diffusion flame can be predicted rather well by a
chemistry model which is based on the assumption that
the instantaneous gas composition in a turbulent flame
is that corresponding to local chemical equilibrium
over a wide range of mixture strength around stoichiometric, and that the shifting equilibrium reactions
freeze at a unique fuel-rich mixture fraction. To
check the validity and limitations of this simplified
instantaneous reaction model, one-dimensional unsteady laminar diffusion flames have been investigated.
These flames are assumed to be representative of the
diffusive reactive interfaces between fuel and air
eddies in a turbulent flame.
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In addition, conventional measurements of mean concentration were performed to get further information about
the net influence on the reactions.

THE UNSTEADY LAMINAR DIFFUSION FLAME
The behaviour of the quasi-laminar substructure
of turbulent flames has been discussed qualitatively
by Williams (2) in terms of the unsteady, one-dimensional temperature equation2
aT

x aT" +

x

-

u0 TX

RESULTS
In F' I

computed rates of CO and 02 as functions ote
excess air ratio are shown. The effects
of diffusion are clearly visible in the changing peak
values. The limit for the freezing of the reactions
assumed in the flame zone model (1) lies within the
area in which the reactions are f'rozen during the
successive time steps. The calculations have been performed for a time period of 25 milliseconds which is
beyond the eddy life times of the turbulent flames
considered.

1 (F(T')a()
T

T--v
-

This equation is obtained if the coordina, system
moves parallel to the reactive layer such that the
tangential velocity component becomes zero at the
origin of the coordinate system. The second and third
term in equation (1) reoresent convective fluxes due
to flame stretch and a velocity component normal to
the flame front. In the following these convective
fluxes will be neglected, but the stretching process
is considered with respect to a decrease of the
thickness of the reactive layer as proposed by Spalding (3).The resulting balance equations are
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The following conditions were used for the calculations
1. As it is difficult to specify the time dependent
thickness of the shear layer, a constant stretch S
was assumed,
S - t which yields (3)

I
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/
i

\
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I

\

'

/ / 02
02

S = Se-t
0in
with so as the initial shear layer thickness.
2. Initial conditions of the the computations are characterized by a step change in the concentrations
of fuel gas and air with a very thin layer of hot
gas at the interface.
3. Dimensions of the fuel gas and air volumes are
large compared to the thickness of the diffusion
layer.
4. 29 elementary reactions were used to describe the
oxidation process of methane adopted as a fuel.
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Fig. 1 Production rates of CO and 02 in a one dimensional unsteady laminar natural gas diffusion
flame for different time steps as function of
the excess air ratio X

5. Binary diffusion coefficients for the gas components in N2 , Lewis number equal to one.
concentrations and temperatures shown in
Details of the numerical computations are givenThe
Fot.2 do not change significantly during the time pein ().
rioconsidered. This means that even with very large
In order to get information about the properties
of flamelets in turbulent diffusion flames, direct
thermocouple measurements of instantaneous temperatures
were made in free burning turbulent methane flames at
various Reynolds numbers (5). The different Reynolds
numbers were chosen to getflames with very different
flow structures, which were visualized by a schlieren
technique. They ranged from orderly coherent structures to fully developed three-dimensional small scale
turbulence.

concentration gradients the conditions at the beginning of the lifetime of an eddy are not very different
from those at later time steps. This result, to a certain extent, can justify a posteriori the neglect of
the flame stretch which strongly influences the gradients within the reaction zone and can result in
quenching under certain conditions.
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A particularly important result is the fact that

the computed peak temperatures of a non-stretched

...

flame zone lie around 1 930 K as did the thermocouple
measurements in the turbulent methane diffusion flams.
This value is considerably below the adiabatic equilibrium
flame
of of
2 280
K (Fig. 3). KThe
measured
oeaktemperature
teperatures
1 90N
(Figs.
4, 5)in all regions of the turbulent flames at different Renolds numbers (5) may also be compared to
the value of about 2 000 K from Laser Raman measure-

\
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ct
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Fig. 3

Comparison of CO-concentration and temperature
T calculated by two different flame models and
finite kinetics (t = 25 ins)

It follows from Figures 4 and 5 that the maximum
peak temperatures in the region of the visible coherent structures (x/d 520, Re
5 500) are approxi-

buoyancy. The dashed curve which refers to flame No.3
represents comouted values. The redictions are based
on the instantaneous gas composition (Fi.
2), a pdf-

mately equal to this of fully developed three-dimen-

representation of the mixture fraction a

sional turbulence (xld

model for the flow field (8).

=

60. Re

=

0

mixture traction

merits (6) in a laminar methane diffusion flame and
thermoc~uple measurements in a different laminar diffusion flame (7).

*

___-

37 000). Itmay

therefore be concluded that the instantaneous peak
temperatures in turbulent diffusion flames are not
significantly affected by turbulence. The measurements
of mean concentrations also show that in large parts
of the flame the combustion takes place in diffusion
flamelets.
The influence of the stretch rate S on the behaviour of the diffusive reactive layer was studied parametrically. In Fig. 6 the predicted time dependent
teperatures and conentrations of a stretched layer
are shown (S il lus- 2).
The decrease of temperature
and maximum CO-concentration indicates a decreasing
reaction intensity which finally leads to quenching
of the reactions.
Concentration measurements in
burning
bulent natural gas diffusion flames free
of different turReynolds numbers clearly indicate that even in stably
burning flames quenched regions occur near the nozzle,
through which unreacted oxygen penetrates
to the
flame axis, Fig. 7. Dueto tehis premixed combustion
occurs
a certain
extent
downstream.
Fig. 8 to
shos
masured
axial further
CO profiles
in turbulent
fla s of different Reynolds nubers. The rapid decrease of downstream CO-concentration in the lower
Renolds number flames is due to mixing enhancedby
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7 Yamaoka, I. and Tsuji, H. : "An Experimental
Study of Flammability Limits Using Counter Flow
Flames", 17. Symp. Inter. on Combustion (1978)
B Eickhoff, H.E., Grethe, K. and Thiele, F.:
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9 Bilger, R.W., "Reaction Rates in Diffusion
Flames", Comb. a. Flame, 30, (1977), pp. 277-284

CONCLUSIONS
.

1. From comparison of predictions and measurements
it can be concluded that turbulent diffusion
flames over a large range are composed of laminar
diffusion flamelets with instantaneous peak temperatures about 300 K below the adiabatic eauilibrium temperature.
This is an especially useful information with regard to the thermal NO-formation, this being
strongly dependent on the peak temperature.
2. Areas of premixed combustion can occur even in
flames stably burning at the nozzle exit.
3. The instantaneous temperature and concentration
profiles do not change greatly during the most
probable life time of an eddy. This result can be
compared to some extent to the conclusions of
Bilqer (9) who found by inspection of measurements in-laminar diffusion flames that the gascomposition is independent of the position in the
flame and therefore independent of the flow
structure.
With a representative profile of the instantaneous gas
composition shown in Fig. 3 instead of the one used
earlier (1), a turbulnt-Tffusion flame based on the
k-e-model and a pdf of the mixture fraction can be
well predicted as long as premixed combustion does
not take place.
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

A joint pdf transport equation has been solved
to calculate the properties of the self-similar,
plane, turbulent jet. The joint probability density
function (pdf) is that of the three velocity components and of the nozzle-fluid concentration,
which is a conserved, passive scalar. The advantage
of basing a turbulence closure on the joint pdf
equation is that convective transport appears in
closed form. Consequently, the gradient-diffusion
assumption is avoided. For self-similar shear flows,
the Joint pdf is a function of five variables. Its
transport equation is solved by a Lagrangian method
with stochastic modelling of the unclosed terms,
The calculated Reynolds stresses and triple velocity
correlations agree well with the experimental data.
Calculated pdf's and joint pdf's are also reported.

A modelled joint pdf equation [11 has been
solved to calculate the one-point statistical properties of the self-similar plane turbulent jet.
The equation solved is for the joint probability
density function (pdf) of the three velocity conponents L(x,t)
and a conserved passive scalar
¢(x,t).
With e being the non-dimensional, crossstream variable, the joint pdf is f(V,i;6), where
V
Vl, V 2 , V 3 and
are the Independent variables
corresponding to U and $. Since f(V,.;Q) is a
function of five variables, the solution of its
transport equation by a finite-difference method is
impracticable. Instead, the transport equation is
solved by a Lagrangian method with stochastic modelling of the unclosed terms. The simplest possible models are used - not the most accurate - the
emphasis being on demonstrating the use of the joint
pdf equation and the performance of the solution
procedure.

NOMENCLATURE
CR, CO
D
E
f(,
)
G
P(.)
<p>, p'
R
r,e, z
t, Lt
U, u
V
x,y,z

model constants
velocity dissipation term
conditionally-expected value
velocity-scalar joint pdf
scalar dissivation term
scalar pdf
mean and fluctuating pressure
redistribution term
polar-cylindrical coordinates
time, time interval
velocity, fluctuating velocity
independent velocitv variables
axial, lateral and spanwise coordinates
jet half width

Transport equations for pdf's are useful in
modelling turbulent flows because non-linear onepoint processes (such as convection and reaction)
can be treated without approximation [1-3].
The transport equation for the joint pdf of a set of
scalars p(, ;x,t) is particularly useful in reactive
flows since the term pertaining to reaction appears
in closed form, irrespective of the complexity and
non-linearity of the reacion scheme. Pope [- a:.j
Janicka, Kolbe and Kollmann 151 have reported accurate calculations of premixed and diffusion flames
based on the scalar pdf equation. For more than
one or two scalars, finite-difference solutions are
impracticable, but a Monte Carlo method [6] has been
developed for the general case.

Greek symbols

r

n
u
0, 0'
T
W, w

molecular diffusion coefficient
dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic
energy
cross-stream variable y/y
molecular viscosity
scalar, fluctuating scalar
independent scalar variable
turbulent frequency, normalised frequency

The great advantage of considering the joint
pdf of velocity and scalars is that convective transport appears in closed form. Consequently, the
assumption of turbulent transport by gradient diffusion is avoided. In fact, for a variable-density
reactive flow, the terms pertaining to convection,
reaction, buoyancy and the mean pressure gradient
all appear in closed form. Only the effects of
molecular mixing and the fluctuating pressure gradient need to be modelled. Models for these processes
have been given in a recent paper [1] which contains
a derivation and discusssion of the joint pdf equation.
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Self-similar free shear flows are good test
cases for the modelled joint pdf
equation. The condition of self-similarity can be used to reduce the
number of spatial dimensions to one - namely, the
normalized cross-stream coordinate e. And for selfsimilar flows there is a wealth of experimental
data. The plane Jet was chosen for this initial
study because of the simple coordinate system and

-

-

R(V,ig;x,t) - a
Vj

M(,O dV d, .

Eap'/3x

! - V, "

In Reynolds-stress models, the Rotta term
corresponds to a linear return to isotropy, i.e.
<u u

(2)

<luj . . ......

C(<u u
ij

.CR-

-1/3<x u
-i

(10)

Similarly the Reynolds stresses are
>

=

!!(Vi

-

4

i>) (

-

<

)f(V,,)
--j

dv--4~,

where
CR is
a constant and
-(xt)is thekinetic
turbulent
frequency
(dissipation
rate/turbulent
energy).
In the joint pdf equation, this term is modelled by
a stochastic process that randomly reorientates the
energy in velocity space. The effect on the Reynolds
stresses is just that given by equation (10).

(3)
and the scalar fluxes are
<ui'> -

.(Vi - <Ui>) (G - <0 ) f(V,!)

dv dit.
(4)

The second term on the right-hand side of

equation (8)

Thus, any one-point statistic can be obtained from

D(V,J;x,t) -

{f E(LT.2 UJ!'

-

The pdf of the scalar alone p(P;x,t) is obtained by integrating f(V,-) over velocity space
p( ) -

f,) d,

(5)

and the joint pdf of velocity g(V;x,t) is
g(V) - ff(V,W) d;.

av

C-

(

fAV V

D(QV ;x,t) dv di.

(12)

In the joint pdf equation, Curl's coalescence/disoersal model (101 is used to represent this process.
(Because the turbulent frequency w is defined in
terms of c, no additional model constant arises).

A transport equation for f(Vi;x,t) can be
derived from the conservation equations for U and
S[1]:
V!fff
E(ap'/ax

, t -

corresponds to dissipation - it does not affect the
mean velocity but decreases the turbulent kinetic
energy. Neglecting low-Reynolds-number terms, D is
related to the dissipation [1] by

(6)

Each of the pdf's satisfies the normalization condition
- 1. (7)
d -- --

W,
V
X3
TFi Isax
i

(9)

represents the effects of the fluctuating pressurgradient. The term can be decomposed into three
parts [1]: a transport term and two redistributio:
terms. As in Reynolds-stress models [8], the redistribution terms do not affect the mean velocity
or the turbulent kinetic energy , but they rediatribute the energy in velocity space. The rapid
part of the redistribution is due to pressure fluctuations caused by mean-velocity gradients: the
part [9] is due solely to the turbulence.
Models for all three contributions to R(V,,;x,t)
are available 11],but for this initial study
only the Rotta term is included.

Here and below, .dV represents integration over the
whole of the velocity space and, similarly, fdo reresents integration over all possible values of €.
Substituting Q(V,t) - Uj in equation (1) shows the
mean velocity to be
<U fV,,)
_-pa
Vj

(8)

The first term on the right-hand side

The joint pdf f(V.,;x,t) contains all the
one-point statistical information about the velocity
U_ (xt) and the conserved, passive scalar O(x,t)
in
a constant-density turbulent flow. If O(U, ) is any
function of U and 0, then its mean value (at any
xt) can be determined from the joint pdf by
.
(Rotta
f'Q(v,.) f(V, ) dV di.
(1)

<U5>

)1
ffE(rV2* JuL y , *-'

modelling. The terms on the right-hand side of
the equation contain (as unknowns to be modelled)
conditionally-expected values.

JOINT PDF EQUATION

..

lu
- v, *-s)1
LVU
0

(The fluid density p has been set to unity). The
terms on the left-hand side represent convection and
the effect of the mean pressure gradient. These
terms are in closed form and therefore require no

In the following three sections, the joint pdf
transport equation is presented, the solution procedure is described, and the results of the calculations are reported. The results include profiles
of the mean velocity, Reynolds stresses and triple
velocity correlations, all of which are compared
with the experimental data of Heskestad [7].
Calculated scalar pdf's and joint pdf's are also
reported but no data are available for comparison.

.1

f E(UV 2u

The final term in equation (8)
G (V,j;x,t) -

-

- {f E(rV2 ¢U- V,

-

(13)

U- V
.V3
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corresponds to scalar dissipation and is analogous
to the velocity dissipation term D. The effect of
the term Is to reduce the scalar variance <42> without affecting the mean <# >. Again, Curl's model
1101 is used to represent the process. The model

SOLUTION PROCEDURE

involves a constant C. which is the ratio of the
velocity to scalar tubulent time scales. Following
conventional modelling [111 we take C, = 2.0.

solved by a standard numerical method. The solution
is obtained as the steady state of a transient calculation. The calculation advances from time t to
time t+ At in two fractional steps. In the first
step, the exact terms are treated by solving the
equation

Since the joint pdf f(VrV V O;e,t) is a
function of five independent variables and time, it
is obvious that its transport equation cannot be

The calculations for the self-similar plane
jet are performed in the polar-cylindrical coordinates r, 0, z. The distance from the virtual origin
is r, the angle to the plane of symnetry is e, and
z is the spanwise distance. Some of the results are
reported in the conventional Cartesian coordinate
system (x,y,z) in which x is the axial distance
(x = r cos e) and y is the lateral distance
(y = r sin e ). The half-width of the jet is y .
It is assumed that the turbulent frequency w(r, ez)
does not vary across the jet - i.e. that w is independent of 8. Then, the conditions for selfsimilarity require that the normalised frequency
<U0 ,

af + V,
t

=- 0

(15)

by a Lagrangian method. In the second step, stochastic models are used to solve the equation
3f - R + D + G.

(16)

at
After the second step, the result is the pdf at time
t + -It (according to eq. 8) plus a truncation error
2
of order 't . The truncation error can be reduced
at will by reducing tt.

(14)

is the center-line velocity).
be a constant. (<U>
By transforming equition (8) into polar-cylindrical
coordinates and applying the conditions of selfsimilarity, a transport equation is obtained for
the joint pdf f(V rV_
,V ;
,t).
This equation
is obtained without invoking the boundary-layer
assumptions and without neglecting any terms.
It is solved for O, 0F,
= 0.5, with symmetry
conditions applied at m-x 0 and with the boundary
conditions at Cax corresponding to potential flow
with d 0.
m

In the numerical procedure, the pdf is represented indirectly by a large number (N) of elements
in the solution domain
.<e = 0.5. The n th
1
eleWent is located at e n) a 1u has the properties
uLn)U(n U(nl t(n)
Let nl,n .... n be the M
e ements in the sub-intervai te4
F + t 8.
(The elements are approximately uniformly distributed
and hence M
AN/ ax,)
At location e , an approximation to the mean value of any function Q(V,t ) is

0.165 and
The values of the constants *
CR = 4.5 are chosen to produce approximately the
correct spreading rate (dv /dx = 0.1) and center2
line turbulent kinetic energy ( <u u.>/<Us = 0.065).
The value of CR is greater than the usual vilue
CR 1.5 183 because the modelled redistribution term
has to account for both the Rotta and rapid terms,
To summarize, in the joint pdf equation (Eq. 8),
convective transport appears in closed form. Consequently, there are no Reynolds stresses, scalar
fluxes or other velocity correlations to be modelled:
the gradient-transport assumption is avoided. There
are three unclosed terms representing, respectively,
redistribution of kinetic energy in velocity space,
dissipation of velocity fluctuations, and dissipation of scalar fluctuations. These three terms are
modelled by simple stochastic processes, each of
which proceeds at a rate proportional to the turbulent frequency w. For the self-similar plane jet,
the turbulent frequency is assumed to be uniform
across the jet. A fuller description and analytic
expressions for the models can be found in [1].

f fa
axi;V ix

<Q(U, )> =.,Q(~m
L Z'
m

(17

Similarly, the pdf at @ can be approximated by the
histogram formed from the M elements. In these
ap roximations there is a truncation error (of order
LC)
and a statistical sampling error of order K- .
These errors can, in principle, be reduced at will
by decreasing A e and increasing NM
. In practice,
for realistic values of N and A E, the error is large.
and a more sophisticated method of determining means
based on least-square cubic splines is used. But
the principle is the same.
The solution of equation (15) is facilitated
by the observation that it is the pdf transport equation for the Lagrangian system:
dx . U , dU =
--

-V<p> ,

d - 0.
dt

(18)

t

Thus, for the first of the fractional steps, the
properties of each of the N elements evolve according to equation (18) for a time At.
In the second fractional step, stochastic models
are used to solve equation (16).
Pairs of elements
that are close to each other in physical space
interact to cause redistribution and velocity and
scalar dissipation - the terms R, D and G. The
solution domain is divided into K sub-intervals, of

width A8 - Omex/K, and the ensembles of elements
within each sub-interval are treated separately.
In Curl's model for the velocity dissipation (D),
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each ensemble is treated in turn and, at a rate fM,
pairs of elements are selected at random (M is the
number of elements in the ensemble). Denoting
the two elements by n and m, their velocities are
replaced with the values

U(n)
. U(m)
u(n) =
m
whereU(n

)

U(m))
(U(n)+
-_-.-0P

is the value of U

(n )

"
1.0

A

(19)

before the process.

0.5

This has the effect of decreasing the energy <U.U>
without affecting the mean <U>.
The implementation of Curl's model for the
scalar dissipation (G) is precisely analogous.
Pairs of elements are selected at a rate C M and
the values of * are replaced with

0
0.0-

0.0

(in).

(n) .

+

(m) =

In the stochastic model of redistribution
(R), at a rate C wM, pairs of elements are selected
at random from te ensemble. The velocities of
the two elements (n and m) are then replaced with
the values

SU (n)+ U(m))
-_

.0

Fig. 1:

Mean axial velocity against lateral distance:
calculation; o experiment [7].

(m)

-

-=
(21)

wher-

2.0

0.

(20 )

m ).
--

1.0

0.08

is a random vector of unit length,

0

uniformly distributed on the unit sphere. This
transformation from U(n) U(m) to u(n),u'm) corresponds to a random rotation of the elements in
velocity space. Since neither their mean position
nor their separation is altered, the transformation
conserves both momentum and energy; the effect of
the random rotation is to decrease the anisotrophy.

A
NM

V

0. 04
0

The two fractional steps advance time by
At. This sequence of operations is repeated until
the (statistically) steady state is attained.

0.0

in the next
For the calculations reported
section, there were N = 7,200 elements, and K -48 sub= 0.5.
intervals in the solution domain 0<46
max
With a time step of At - 0.2 yA/<U>u, 400 time steps
were taken. (The sampling error is decreased by
time-averaging: hence the large number of steps).
The total CPU time on a VAX computer was 27 minutes,
at a cost of $16.

1.0

Mean square axial velocity fluctuations
calculation;
against lateral distance: o experiment [7].

Fig. 2:

rSULTS
The calculations reported in this section were
obtained from the numerical solution of the modelled joint pdf equation. All the results are normalized with the center-line values <U> 0 and<$ >,
Comparison is made with the hot-wire data of
Heskestad (7].

08Oo
1000
2.0

0.00

0.04

A
V0
V

Figure 1 shows the mean axial velocity (in Cartesian coordinates) plotted against the normalised
There is good agreement bey-coordinate n - y/y.
tween the calculated and measured profiles, but it
should be remembered that the normalization forces
agreement at n - 0 and n - 1. Figures 2 and 3 show
the normal-stress profiles h 2> and
.u2
The
profile shapes are calculated quite accgrately as
2
are the magnitudes. The profile of <u2
(not
shown) is similar to that of <u y2, and the level of
agreement is the same.

I

O.OO
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00

1.0

20

77

Fig. 3:
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Mean square lateral velocity fluctuations
calculatior
against lateral distance: o experiment [7].

Profiles of the shear stress <uxuy> are shown
in figure 4. It may be seen that the measured values
are, typically, 20% lower than the calculations.
Using the measured mean velocity and normal stresses,
eqatin
to obain
obtain
equation t
ment
the
al
usdmomentum
Heskestad used Hesksta
te axial
an independent estimate of the shear stress. This
estimate (indicated by the broken line) is in good
agreement with the calculations. This supports
Heskestad's conclusion that the measured values of
<UxUy> are subject to error.

0

0.02

0O
%

correlation obtained from Launder, Reece and Rodi's
[8] gradient-diffusion model. Near to the plane of
symmetry (0kiK.5, both the joint-pdf calculations and
the gradient model give significant negative values,
while the measured values are close to zero. The max2
imum value of <u u > occurs at n = 1: the maximum value
from the joint-plfncalculation is 302 greater than
that measured, while for the gradient model it is 80%
less. The level of agreement between the measurements
and the joint-pdf calculations is satisfactory consiof the closure assuptions.

0 0

A

Heskestad's results include triple velocity correlations, measured in a local mean-streamline coordinate system. In the x - y plane, the fluctuating
velocity components parallel and normal to the mean
<Usu>.
correlation
theu triple
calculated
and
5 shows measured
Figure
and
are usof
vectorvalues
velocity
n.
n
Also shown on the figure is the value of the triple

Tis
h
completes the comparison of calculated velocity statistics with the experimental data of

8
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Shear stress against lateral distance:
-calculation;

o experiment [7];
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deduced from measured mean velocity and
momentum balance 17).
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Triple velocity correlation against lsteral
distance:
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calculation; o exeriment
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Scalar odf's and the contribution from out-

ard-flowing fluid at different lateral
- - - p()
()
positions:

7] ; - - - radient model [8] evaluated
from calculated Reyolds stresses,
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Heskestad. For the scalar field, the only measurements are for the mean profile, see (121, for example,
It is found that for the self-similar plane jet, the
spreading rate of the mean scalar is 40% greater than
the spreading rate of the mean velocity. In the calculation, however, the scalar spreading rate is 52
less. This disappointing result is undoubtedly due
to the simplistic modelling of the fluctuating pressure gradient terms. Future calculations that included the rapid term and the pressure transport term
will, hopefully, not suffer from this defect. The
normalized scalar profile (not shown) is calculated
accurately.
Figure 6 shows the scalar pdf p(*;r) (for different values of n) and p+(V.;n), which is the contribution to p(;n) from outward-flowing fluid:
If f(V ,Vz;,Vi)

,
+

n

dV dV dV

_r

r

.(22)

2

V

:0.20

On the plane of symetry, p()
is bell-shaped and.
because (for n - 0) infloving and outflowing fluid are
indistinguishable, p+(*) is equal to one half of p(G).
At the furthest location (n - 1.5) p(t) is centered
on low values of $ corresponding to recently entrained
fluid: p (*) is biased towards larger values of since
outward-tlowing fluid comes from the interior of the
jet where the level of # is higher.
Figure 7 shows the joint pdf of the radial and
circumferential velocities at n - 1.0. This joint
pdf is defined by
f

fre(Vr V

(23)

M(r V VZOO) Vzd .

The figure shows fre(Vr V d plotted against Vr for
different values of V
At this location (ri the mean circumferentdal velocity is <U > - -0.04,
and the mean radial velocity is <U
d& .5. It
may be seen that the joint pdf is r maximum close to
<U >, V= <U%
That the curves of f (
m~ve torhigher values of V as Ve increases nre
dicates that the shear stress <u u? is Positive
(cf. fig. 4).
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PREMIXED COMBUSTION IN A TURBULENT
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ABSTRACT

is to describe the structure of this turbulent reactive boundary layer with injection in term of the
The reactive flow obtained by injecting a fresh
mean quantities profiles such as velocity , velocity
mixture of propane and air in a stream of hot gas
RMS value v"2,mean temperature T and to investigate
through a porous plate isatudied both theoretically
andoug
exprent
l. Using
Usig Fa
eragingoand
t and aAcoprsnbtenhexeimtarsusad
ially
the effect of the combustion on the turbulent flow.
and
experimentally.
Fevre averaging
temperature probability density function the closed
set of 7 transport equations is solved. The numerical
results are compared with measurements of mean velocity, velocity RMS value and mean temperature.

A comparison between the experimental results and
numerical calculatons i made through a model which
employs a classical k - E type of closure and where
a probability density function of the temperature
is defined in order to express the mean chemical
production rate in a closed form.

NOMENCLATURE

1
P
T
u"
x
y
Yp
6
'T

injection rate
mass weighted kinetic energy of turbulence
mean pressure
probability density function
temperature
mass weighted mean velocity (x component)
fluctuating part of u (Favre decomposition)
mass weighted mean velocity (y component)
longitudinal coordinate
transversal coordinate
product mass fraction
boundary layer khickness
of
dissipation
eddy
viscosity

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
The schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 1. It consists of a 10 cm
square channel, 21 cm in length, fed with hot burnt
gas (1370 K) coming from an upstream burner, and
whose lower wall is a porous Elate. With a Reynolds
number Re which is about 5.10 a turbulent boundary
layer is formed on this plate. A fresh mixture of
propane and air at an equivalence ratio f (< 1) and
diluted with nitrogen is injected through the plate
into this hot boundary layer. Then a combustion zone
stabilized by the hot gas is obtained. The injection
rate is defined by

SUBSCRIPTS

F

b
burnt gas
chemical equilibrium
e
fresh mixture
f
w
wall
OVERSCRIPTS
-

Off vf/Pb 'b

where f and b refer to fresh and burnt gas respectively and its value is varied from 0.01 to 0.02.
The mlj stream wise velocity u and its RMS
value(ur)
are measured in the boundary layer
by means of a Laser Doppler Anemometry system and
bias corrections are made according to Durso et al.
/3/. The mean temperature T is obtained using a
chromel-alumel thermocouple.

conventional average
mass weighted average
INTRODUCTION

Turbulent boundary layer with injection and
combustion is an important problem occuring in many
practical devices. In such a configuration, the interaction between turbulence and chemical reactions
which occur within the flow can be very strong. Many
works have been devoted to the case where the fuel and
the oxydiser are not premixed /1-2/ and where it is
generally admitted that the flame sheet model is valid i.e. the flow is controlled by turbulent mixing
rather than chemical kinetics. In the present work
an experimental and theoretical study is made on the
structure of a premised turbulent combustion zone.
This zone is obtained by injecting a fresh mixture
of propane and air through a porous plate into an
incoming flow of hot gas. The purpose of this paper
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THE REACTION AND TURBULENCE MODEL
The combustion is sustained by a global reaction
between the fresh mixture M of propane-air and the
burnt product
M - P
whose order is taken to be 1.8 and
where N 2 is considered as a diluent.
Moreover the assumption is made that, in the
combustion zone itself, i.e. where the chemical
production rate w is not negligible, the change of
enthalpy h is due to the heat release only. Then,
when the Lewis numbers of the different species are
unitytand introducing an instantaneous equation for
the conservation of carbon)the temperature T can be

defined as the reaction progress variable /4/. Thus,
using mass weighted averaged quantities defined bY :42

gg g"
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-
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T

c
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where the constant C4

equation
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S

continuity

1

0

0

x momentum
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kinetic
energy of
turbulence

k

2

-

2
P
has given a value of 0.35 16/.

-
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(TY-
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T
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-ax

P
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p
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(2) a-finally

-a

.

product
ma ss

.

and following Borghi and Dutoye /8/ the last term
of this expression is given by

andThe expression of liT and
yen in table 1.

ay ay

41)

The turbulence compressible reactive flow is described by the following set of transpet equations where
all turbulent transpor& an4 dissipation terms are
closed according to a k - c model /5-6/. The general
following form for those equations is :

Tc

p

W
y

Sy

temperature

T
W
T

of k

T

\ (C1Ji
..u)
2 -2
E
CW

IT

dissikation

temperature
mean square

UT
2

fluctuation

+ U

PrTT

T

a?,2
()
T

Table I - Diffusion coefficients and source terms for governing differential
equations.
'alues of the various constants appearing in Table I
are given below :

It must be noticed that this model implies that -T
is a positive quantity and then no "counter dif-

o

fusion", due to an eventual important transversal
mean pressure gradient ap/ay, occurs /9/. This
implicit assumption has to be coa4jm or infirm

- 1.3
C
C- = 0.09

Scy- I.
PrT = 0.7
y
C I = 1.55 C 2 - 2.

C3

=

I.

by measuring the transport term v T

and PT is the usual eddy viscosity defined by

The mean chemical rates .- and . are closed
by introducing a probability density function P(T)
such that:

-

UT = C

P

re

£

3
The dilatation term C3 5

(3au
(

x

the
Y! ) of
the
y ofWw

T)
wr~. T)

eq
equa-

tion has been modeled according to Bray /7/ and represents the change of kinetic energy of turbulence
due to the hpat release. This term corresponds to a
decrease of k and u" and we found it important in
the computation. Taking an e~uaion of state into
accountthe pressure term - u" dp/dx can be written :
_04dx
- a=
dp
dx

and

w

J

T)d
dT

w
T
e•

.

-,T
Y, T

-a

T) T i (T)

dT - ;j

Y, T

w

where T. is the equilibrium temperature corresponding to a product mass fraction Y whose value is
unity. According to an extended Bray and Moss model
/10/ the structure of such a probability density
function is taken to be a uniform value between
either two Dirac delta peaks in Tw and Te or two
limiting temperatures T I and T2. In any case the

The transport term u"T is then expressed by assuming that production balances exactly dissipation in
the transport equation for this quantity. This leads
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p.d.f. lependp on three
2
by :
ted to I andI,

Moreover, it mIust be pointei out that the only
part of 1 which was measured is u" . It .is the reason
why we solved an additive equation for u ' , which,
in a closed form, can be written as

parameters which are rela-

e
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-

Cold flow

Intensity of velocity fluctuations
0.02
x- 9 c, F
at

As a first step the characteristics of the corresponding cold boundary layer with injection are
investigated both experimentally and theoretically
the flow being obtained by replacing burnt gas and
fresh mixture by air at ambiant temperature
(Tb = Tw = 290 K). This case without chemical reaction and without important density variations was
also used to illustrate the computation capability
with strong injection rates. Mean streamwise velocity and the corresponding R.M.S. value for F- .02 are
shown in figures 2 and 3. It is noticeable thatt
for such a value of F, the position of maximum u
is clearly distinct from the plate.
Experiments with combustion show that a stationnary premixed combustion zone stabilized only by the
hot burnt gas is obtained in the turbulent boundary
layer if the porous plate is sufficiently cooled by
the fresh mixture of propane and air. At an equiva-

.

TU-&
--

*

01

ep

00

lence ratio which is unity, this requirement is full

filled by diluting this injected fresh mixture with

=

nitrogen /11/. The mass fraction y2 of added nitro-

=

gen is

2J.CM

N20adenir-5=Zc

yN2

=

0.2

0

0.

yIU

2
with this value of y
the temperature T w of the
plate, which is 1000
at x = 0, is stationnary and
slightly decreases with x.

Fig. 5 -
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Velocity fluctuations profile, x
F - 0.01.
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1
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Fig. 4 - Velocity profile, x -

1y5
19 cm, F -

1
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Figures 4 to 6 show the transverse profiles of
streamwise mean velocity, streamwise velocity R.M.S.

0

value and mean temperature for F - 0.01. The thickening of the boundary layer which is a result of combustion is found to be not very sensitive to the value of F up to F - 0.02 (6 = 2.4 cm). Figure 5 shows
a discripency between the predicted u' 2 profiles and
measurements at a position which corresponds to the
maximum of heat release. This difference is due to
the fact that, as it is illustrated by figure 7 the
measured streamwise velocity probability density
function P(u) is found to be bi-modal in the zone
where the chemical reaction rate is large. This behaviour of the velocity field, which cannot be easily taken into account by our present theoretical
model, corresponds to a low frequency oscillation of
the combustion zone. This phenomenon has been already
observed in others studies of reactive boundary layers,
particularly by Cheng et al. /12/
in the case of a
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r

r

Fig. 6 - Mean temperature profile, x = 19 cm,
F - 0.01.
premixed combustion developing over a heated flat
plate.
The case with F - 0.014 is illustrated by figures
8, 9 and 10. As far as it concerns the mean velocity
and mean temperature profiles through the boundary
layer the agreement between computation and experimental results is reasonably good. However it is noticeable that the measured velocity profile exhibits
an inflection (already slightly apparent in figure 4
for F - 0.01) and which is not well recovered by the
numerical model. This effect which has been also noticed in the case of a diffusion flame over a flat
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Fig. 9 - Velocity fluctuations profile x - 19 cm,
F = 0.014.
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Fig. 8 - Velocity profile, x - 19 cm, F

0.014.

__

plate by Wooldridge and Muzzy /13/ seems to be
to a transverse pressure gradient _/3y assodue
ciated with the accelerating effect of the flame.
However pressure measurements through the boundary
layer should be performed to confirm this explanation.
The discrepancy which appears between the velocity R.M.S. fluctuation profiles is more difficult
to explain since it can be the consequence of different effects. A relative thickening of the combustion
zone invalidating the usual closure for dissipation
terms /16/ might be the cause of this phenomenon.
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Fig. 10 - Mean temperature profile~x - 19 cm,
F = 0.014.
CONCLUSION
The present work reports the first experimental
and theoretical results of an investigation of the
turbulent boundary layer with wall injection of a
propane-sir mixture. It demonstrates that there is
a good agreement between measurements and computation
up to an injection rate of 0.01. For larger injection

rates phenomena due to pressure and probably dissipation effects occur. Pressure measurements should be
performed before going further into the model. The
finding of a velocity probability density function
which is bi-modal at the location of the combustion
zone is of interest and this property could be introduced in a more elaborate model.
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LAGRANGIAN-ULERLIAN CALCULATION OF TURBULENT DIFUSION FLAME PROPAGATION$
Win. T. Asbant ad P. K. Dan
Combustion Technology Department
Sandia National Laboratories
Livermore, California 94550

ABSTRACT

than the adiabatic limit. Unfortunately, in most practical applications the
flow is turbulent and not laminar. The interplay between turbulent mixing
and chemical reaction is not well understood e.g.. see review by Murh..
1975). Even the observed "turbulent' flame speed may be unique to the
overall experiment geometry since both the turbulence intensity and lengh
scale affec
progin the
ent
freaction tone Williams and Libby I
have reviewed recent progress in the field of turbuoen combusfio
t
and find lhe
persistent assumption of gradient transport inappropriate for reacting flow
They cite several experiments where the turbulent fluxes are opposed to she
mean gradient direction. In order to avoid the gradient transport model.
this paper explores the interaction between time-dependent turbulent flow
structure and a diffursion fame.
The time-dependent turbulent flow structure has been calculated by the
discrete vortex dynamics method. This Lagrangian method has the capability
to simulate a turbulent mixing layer (Ashurst. 1979) and two-dimen-ional
separated flow (Ashurstet al., 1980). While the velocity field is described by
the
Lagrangian solution of the discrete vorticity motion, the conserved scalar
transport is calculated with a fixed Eulerian mesh. Following the work of

This paper explores the effect of time-dependent turbulent flow structure
on diffusion of a conserved scalar. The conserved scalar can represent diffusion
flame propagation when the flame sheet model is used. The time-dependent
flow structure is calculated by the Lagrangan discrete vortex dynamics method,
The flow field is two-dimensional and is confined to a square by the use of
periodic boundary conditions. The velocity field defined by the known vortex
locations determines the convection velocity of the scalar on a fixed Eulerian
mesh. The scalar convection and diffusion is calculated with a flux-corrected
transport algorithm which allows steep gradients to be computed without exceeding the scalar bounds of zero and one. The effect of turbulence intensity on
scalar diffusion has been calculated at three intensity levels at a fixed Icgth
scale. The enhanced diffusion effect can be correlated with a linear dependence
on turbulence intensity at ,red length scale,
NOMENCLATURE
1c.c2

-

constants in amplitude time function

Cf - fuel concentration
D = mass diffusivity coefficient
L = reference length unit

N =- number of discrete vortices, equals 200
Q = quantity of fuel
= position vector
- vortex core radius
S - conserved scalar concentration
t= time
- Eulerian velocity vector
= Ligrangian velocity vector
z.Y = Cartesian coordinate system
I = Lagrangian position vector
r - vortex circulation strength
6t = discrete time step. equals 0.00623?
r - reference time unit
-- vortex produced streamfunction
N4TRODUCTION
The ability to calculate chemically reacting flow involvlng 50 or 100different
reactions is now an accomplished numerical technique for laminar flow. Details
of chemical nonequilibrium structure in realistic systems can be studied (Miller
and Kee, 1977 . In addition to these steady state solutions, non-linear oscillations
have been predicted (Margolis, IM0) and experimentlly confirmed
(Stephenson, 1980) for premixed flames when the flame speed is much smaller

'This work supported by DOE,Office
of Basic
Energy Sciences.

Gr6tzbach and Schumann (1979), the conservation laws are written for finite
grid volumes and a staggered grid is used. The fluxes are defined at the
grid volume surfaces and the scalar quantities are defined atthe center of the
grid volumes. Though in the work of Grbtzbach and Schumann the effect of
subgrid-scale motion upon the fluses required a turbulence model, in this new
combined Lagrangian-Eulerian method. a turbulence model is not needed since
subgrid-scale fluxes can be directly calculated from the known discrete vortes
locations. Thus this hybrid calculational scheme has the advantage that if a
model of subgrid motion is needed, it will be needed only at a length scale much
smaller than the numerical grid size. i. ei,
at the vortex core size. Consequent ly.
the results will be less sensitive to turbulence modeling assumptions. In these
preliminary results no such model has been used and the subgrid-scale fluxes
have been temporarily ignored.
The flame sheet approximation of Burke and Schumann is used to obtain
a simple reaction system (see description in Miller and Kee. 197T). Assuming
chemical reaction rates that are much faster than turbulent mixing rates
produces an infinitely thin reaction zoAe which is spatially located wherever
there is a stoichiometric ratio of fuel to oxidizer. This assumption of infinite
reaction rate combined with the conserved scalar technique makes the combustion calculation extremely simple. The conserved scalar equation is created by
adding the specics equations together in such a way that the chemical reaction
rate terms are eliminated. Thus only a single transport equation. which has
no chemical source terms, needs to be solved (see Williams and Libby and the
work by Bilger cited therein).
For these calculations a coustant mass diffusivity coefficieut and constant
ofturresults
focuson the effect
density
have been used. Thus the current
bulence upon diffusion flame propagation. Relaxation of the constant-density
assumption will require incorporation of two effects: 1)perturbation of the
vortex produced velocity field by the volume expansion in the reaction zone.
and 2) vorticity generation from the density
gradient vector vrossed with ihe
pressure gradient vector term in the Lagangua vorticity transport equation.
The importance of such a calculation is that itwould provide the feedback of
chemical he,. -elease upon the turbulence and is the goal of future work.
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experimentally measured. Consequently, in order to charcterize the velocity
field in terms of experimental quantities, several long-time calculations have
been made to measure the root-mean-square velocity (RMS) and the velocity
spatial and time correlations. The tion correlations can be integrated to
determine the integral length sad time scales (Teunekes and Lumley. p. 252.
1972). The velocity-time correlation, or autoecorrelation, was calculated at four
equally spaced locations along a diagonal of the square for a time period of 55
r, where r is the time unit by which these results may be scaled.
Calculations with a core radius range of zero to 0.32 L were made. With
this core range, calculations have been done for three
ranges of circulation
strength: r = ±0.1. ±0.2, and ±0.4 in units of L2 1r, where L is the square
edge length. When r is ±0.2L2/r,the R.dS velocity is 0.39 ± 0.04L/- and

FLOWFIELD
The flowfield is two-dimensional and is confined to a square of side length
L through the use of periodic boundary conditions. If during the calculation
a discrete vortex leaves one edge of the square it will enter the square on
the opposite side. Each discrete vortex has a single pairwise interaction with
each of the remaining vortices. Because of the periodic boundaries, the largest
separation distance of a vortex pair in each coordinate direction is L/2. The
vortex streamfunction is
=

r

(1)

nr

where r is the distance from the vortex center. r.,, the vortex core radius,

the average velocity

and r the circulation strength. In a previous calculation of two-dimensional
separated flow in a channel, the Poisson equation for the streanfunction wa
numerically solved to determine the vortex velocity on the finite-difference
mesh. However. as described in that work (Ashurst ct aL. 19801 the meshcalculated velocity must be corrected at short range (within 3 cell lengths)
to remove non-physical mesh effects. In the current work. direct calculation
of velocity and streamfunction has been used and so no mesh corrections are
required.
To calculate the transport of the conserved scaar, an Eulerian mesh .ith n
40-bv-40 mesh size is used. The flow i6 calculated in a periodic two-dimensional
square with side length L. The distance L is used to non-dimensionalize all
length units. A reference time unit r is used to reduce all time quantities.
Thus. these numerical results may be scaled by L and r. The transport
equation r a conserved scalar s is

only the circulation parameter creates a simple time scaling relation between
the results: the velocity scales directly with the circulation strength and the
time scales inversely. Therefore, for the weakest case the RMS velocity is 0.20
and the autocorrelation decays to zero at 6 r, while for the strongest case
considered the RMS velocity is 0.78 and the decay time is 1.5 r.
The effect of the vortex core parameter was determined by reducing the
maximum core size by factors of 2two and thirty and recalculating the longtime correlation. For r - ±0.1L /: and maximum core size of 0.01 L. the
anitocorrelation decays to zero at 3 ? (about half of the large core valuei and the
RMS velocity increases to 0.32 ± 0.02L/! (from 0.2L/r). The core value also
has a large efct on the spatial structure of the flow. For the two largest core
ranges, the correlations indicate that the flow field structure is comparable to
the system size whereas the smaller core results in spatial correlations that are
one-tenth of the square edge, see Ashurst (1981).
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where D is the constant mass diffusivity coefficient (- 0.00'5L /1) and the
velocity 9 is determined from the streamfunction produced by all the discrete
vorticity. The streamfunction produced by the discrete vorticity is calculated
at the corner of each mesh cell, and the velocity through the cell face is found
by differencing the streamfunction corner values. The cell face scalar value
is determined by eighth-order interpolation of the cell values. The transport
is calculated with the flux.corrected transport scheme developed by Zalesak
(1979;. This scheme has recently been evaluated by Barr andAshurst11981)for
pure -onvection and for convection with diffusion. One- and two-dimensional
Gaussian profiles were conveted at constant speed using a Courant number
of one-eighth. For the two-dimensional diffusion case during a three unit time
period, the Gaussian profile diffused at a rate within a half percent of the
desired value and the profile kurtosis changed by only three percent. Thus,
numerical diffusion is extremely small in this method.
These good results are in sharp contrast with earlier calculations which
defined the cell face scalar value as the average of the two cell values adjacent
to that face. Those calculations produced undesirable over- and undershoots
of thc scalar in regions or steep gradients. While the scalar was conserved, it
was not very appealing to have negative values for a scalar bounded between
zero 3nd one. The advantage of the flux-corrected scheme is that desired
bounds are never exceeded.
While scalar quantities and their transport are described on a mesh. the
discrete vortices are not. and to advance the vortex locations in time the
velocity at each vortex is calculated from the known vortex locations and their
strengths. For the vortex trajectories, Adams-Bashforth two-step integration
is used. The new vortex location at time t + R is

.X'(-

+I)

= Xl) +- (121[3C

)-

. Changing
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utocorrelation decays to zero in about 3

'(t - Jt).

Assuming chemical reaction rates to be much faster than t -rbuleat mixing
rates produces an infinitely thin reaction zone which is spatially located wherever
there is a stoichiometric ratio of fuel to oxidizer This assumption of itfinite
reaction rate combined with the conserved scalar technique makes the diffusion
flame calculation extremely simple. The conserved scalar equation is created
by adding the species equations together in such a way that the chemical reartion rate terms are eliminated Thus only a single transport equation, which
has no chemical source terms, needs to be solved. The conserved scalar
will be normalized so that pure fuel corresponds to unity and pure oxidizer
to zero. The reaction zone value can be left unspecified for this ,eneral
study.
The fuel consumption rate is calculated by considering a volume which
contains an oxidizer and into which a fixed amount of fuel is introduced at
time zero. If the velocity field at time zero is turbulent. then fuel consumption
is expected to occur faster than in a pure diffusion experiment. s e zero
velocity for all time. Thus comparisons will be made with respect to pure
diffusion conditions. Because of the flame-sheet-model assumptions. the timedependent reaction rate is known from the conserved scalar time history If
the reaction value of the conserved scalar is specified, then consumption of
all the fuel occurs when the maximum scalar value drops below the reaction
value. For this study the reaction value need. uft be specified and only the
maximum scalar -lue will be recorded as a function of time for comparison
with 'he pure diffusion case.
In an idealized experiment the fuel would be introduced at a point or
along a line source of zero radius at time zero. The infinite line source will
generate two-dimensional flow in a plane normal to the line and the laminar
solution of the diffusion equation for the resulting fuel concentration is

(3)

This secoud-order scheme requires a fixed time step (6t = 0.00625c was used).
The scalar transport is advanced from r to t + t by using the streamfunction
at t and an interpolated value at I -- 6r/2. In the transport subprogram. an
Euler prediction is made for values at I + 6r/2 from those values a t. then
a leapfrog step from t to t + 6t is followed by the flux correction [equa.ions
6' through 14', 17' and 18' in Zalesak (01791. In the leap step the convec, '
fluxes are time centered but the diffusion fluxes are time lagged. sc., ti
diffusion is based on values at time t.
To start a calculation. N discrete vortices are randomly placed it the
square (in these results two hundred such vortices have been used). The vortex
circulation strength and core size are also randomly selected within a preset
range After selection. the sum of vorticity is adjusted to be zero. Different
initial conditions can be generated by making extrcalls to the random number
generator. Thus the calculated velocity field has four parameters: I) number
of vortices, 2) range of circulation strength, 3) range of core size. and 4) the
particular initial conditions. Notice that none of these parameters would be

cfl;. t) -2

2

-Q

exp[-a/4D t]

t41

where 2
Z + V and Q is the quantity of fuel. After a finite time duration
the solution will be a Gaussian profile with a finite amplitude and it is this
type that is used for the numerical calculation. So instead of using a source
of zero size, the initial distribution of fuel and oxidizer (s.e.. conserved scalari
is confined to a circle in the z, y tne whose radius is 0.2 L. where L is
the square edge length The concentrakion is unity at the circle center (pure
fuel) and decays to zero at its edge (pure oxiditerl. A cubic distribution is
used with zero concentration gradients at the center and edge of the circle
approximately a Gaussian profile. The calculations are done for a time period
of 5 r, at this time the maximum scalar value is 02. By analogy with the
source time dependence, the maximum amplitude of the scalar is expected
to have a time dependence of c/(cA
2 4+ 4D t where ci and c2 are related to
the initial conditions. The result of a laminar calculation is shown in Figure
I along with a curve fit with this functional form. The agreement with the
2
desired coelent of 0.0025L /. is very good.
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Calculations have been done for three ranges of vortex strength: ±0.1,

CONCLUSIONS

2

±0.2, and ±0.4 in units of L /r. Two hundred discrete vortices have been
used. In Figure 2. contour plots show the evolution of the conserved scalar
interacting with one of the stronger turbulent velocity felds. During this
same unit time period, the pure diffusion contours expand by only twentyfive percent and of course remain circular. At time r, the maximum scalar
concentration in Figure 2 is 0.27, whereas in the pure diffusion case the
corresponding time to reach 0.27 maximum concentration is 3.5 r. Thus if a
particular fuel-oxidiser system reacted only at this 0.27 scalar concentration,
the efiect of turbulence in this case would be an apparent fuel consumption
rate 3.5 times the laminar value,
For each range of vortex strength, an ensemble average was formed by
using five different initial conditions obtained with different random numbers
in selecting the initial vortex locations and core sizes. The variation in the
scalar contours produced by the weakest vortex field after two time units are
shown in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows the average time history of the maximum
scalar amplitude and the standard deviation about the mean. In addition.
a curve fit with the form of c 1 /(c 2 + 4D ) is shown by the chain-dashed
line. The initial time period was ignored in determining the curve fit. The
apparent values of D are 0.0039, 0.0042 and 0.0050 L2/r, in order of increasing
velocity field turbulence intensity. A plot of these values versus the turbulence
intensity yields a straight line, but the line does not pass through the laminar
value of 0.0025. This extrapolation would imply enhanced diffusion at laminar
conditions and thus must be rejected. This indicates that instead of forcing
the turbulent results to the laminar form, a higher order polynomial should
be used.
As another way to summarize the results, the laminar amplitude (Fig. 1I)
divided by the turbulent value is plotted in Figure 5. This ratio starts at unity
because of the identical initial conditions, but then shows increasing diffusion
at a linear rate. The linear slope of each curve fignoring the intial region) is
plotted versus the velocity field turbulence intensity in Figure 6. Now a linear
variation with turbulence intensity has been obtained which reduces to the
laminar value at zero turbulence intensity This result allows estimation of
scalar turbulent diffusion by knowing only the RMS velocity and the laminar
time dependence. However, the current results have not investigated the effect
of turbulent length scale. In premixed calculations of flow structure on flame
speed (Ashurst. 1981). the core range had an important effect on the flowfield
lenitu scale and flame spetd. Thus the cwrent results may also depend upon
the core range of the vortices.

The combination of a Lagrangian calculated velocity field with an Eulerian
scalar transport method allows new insight into turbulent combustion problems.
It will now be possible to use the calculated flow structure to generate probability distribution functions of scalar diffusion. These results could be used to in.
prove existing models of turbulent diffusion. The need for turbulence modeling
assumptions in this Lagrangian-Eulerian method has been greatly reduced because subgrid-scale fluxes on the Eulerian mesh can be directly calculated from
the known discrete vortex locations. In this work. the dramatic effect of
turbulent mixing upon diffusion flame propagation has been shown by cal.
culation of time dependent conserved scalar diffusion. Premnixed combustion
can also be investigated if one calculates transport equations which include
chemical reaction rate terms. Extending this work to cover heat release
effects upon the turbulence, by adding volume change and the term of density
gradient vector crossed with the pressure gradient vector in the vorticiiy
transport equation, will provide a major advance in turbulent reacting flow
analysis.
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A REYNOLDS STRESS MODEL OF TURBULENCE
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ABSTRACT
The paper deals with the application of a
Reynolds stress closure model of turbulence to the
calculation of wall jets developing on plane and convex curved surfaces. Good results are obtained for
the mean flow field, the growth rate of the jet and,
in particular, the distance between the points of
zero shear stress and zero mean velocity gradient
which increases as the result of the suppression by
convex curvature of the turbulence in the inner layer.
The turbulence field is less well predicted although
the resulta are not significantly inferior to those
obtained previously for curved wall boundary layers.
Deficiencies are identified in the modelling of turbulent diffusion and energy dissipation rate.
NOMENCLATURE
b
cf

jet slot height (Figure 1)
skin friction coefficient defined with respect
to 1 !U3
F
facior applied to mixing length for curved flow
n
distance measured normal to curved surface
n1
normal distance to half-velocity point (Figurel)
P
production rate of turbulent kinetic energy
Pij
production rate of Reynolds stress uiuj
p
fluctuating pressure
q7
2 x (turbulent kinetic energy) --T +
+ w
R
surface radius of curvature
*
surfac
radius
ne
of curvature
r
distance measured along curved surface
U
streamwise component of mean velocity
U
veloitrami
genof
an
e(ploaityflcurvature
U,,
velocity at edge of wall jet (plane flow only)
maximum mean velocity
U,
Um
Um
a - U
v
U0
U -Ut
suniversally
UJ
velocity in slot exit plane
u,v,w components of fluctuating velocity in s,n,z
directions
E,
y interdependent constants in pressure strain
model, equation (2)

'

r

empirical constant in mixing length modification, equation (I)
from surface of velocity maximum
distance from surface of point of zero shear
stress
dissipation rate of turbulent energy

INTRODUCTION
The turbulent wall jet is an interesting flow
because it consists of a wall layer and a free shear
layer interacting with each other and thus itpossesses
many of the characteristics of both. It is also an

4.1

England.

example of a relatively simple shear layer in which the
point of turbulent shear stress reversal does not
coincide with the point of maximum mean velocity but
lies inside it,
closer to the wall.
This feature of
the flow obviously cannot be predicted by simple gradient transport models of turbulence although it turns
out that for the wall jet developing on a flat surface,
the zeros of shear stress and mean velocity gradient
are close enough to one another for the difference to
be overlooked so that eddy viscosity models can be
used to describe the principal features of the flow (1).
In the case of a wall jet developing on a longitudinally curved surface the turbulence structure is
affected by the curvature in ways which cannot be
satisfactorily accounted for in terms of simple gradient hypotheses. If, for example, the surface curvature is convex the eytra strain introduced by it tends
to reduce the tur"icnce intensity and shear stress in
the near wall layer where the angular momentum of the
flow increases in the directi. . of the radius of curvature.
The reverse occurs in the jet-like layer outside the velocity maximum where turbtvlent activity is
increased by the curvature. Curved wall boundary
layers and other curved shear layers without a velocity maximum may be calculated with fair accuracy when
the ordinary plane flow mixing length distribution is
modified as suggested by the buoyancy analogy (2,3)
by a factor
U/r
F
I (i)
where U is the streamwise component of the mean
velocity, n is the co-ordinate normal to the local
flow direction, r is the local streamline radius of
and 8 is an empirical coefficient of order
tn
Fgr
sadfnto
kthfrtewl
(Figure I is a definition sketch for the wall
ten.
jet).
Unfortunately it turns out that 8 is not
constant for different types of curved
flow and this lack of generality has led to the
abandonment of (1) in favour of predictive schemes
based on the numerical solution of modelled transport
equations for the Reynolds stresses which, in the case
of curved flow, contain in exact form extra-strain
production terms introduced by the curvature (4,5).
Tdistance
he shortcomings cfeidy viscosity modelling are yet
further emphasised by the curved wall jet. Intuition
suggests, and experiment confirms, that the suppression of turbulence in the wall layer and its augmentation in the outer flow result in an inward
shift of
of the zero shear stress point relative to the
velocity maximum. The distance between these two
points is too great to be ignored, turbulent stress
diffusion assumes an important role, and local
conditions depart from the quasi local equilibrium
implicitly assumed by the simpler models. It appears

4

that the minimum requirement for a satisfactory prediction method in this case is that a transport
equation for the shear stress be solved and the
importance of turbulent transport makes this flow an
important and stringent test of transport equation
modelling,
The flow in wall jets is well documented and in
recent years a number of detailed turbulence measurements have been published. The literature has
recently been critically reviewed by Launder and
Rodi (6) for the 1980-81 AFOSR-Stanford Conference on
the calculation of complex turbulent shear flows.
Of
four studies of constant-radius convex curved flow
the most recent, and by a considerable margin the most
detailed, is that of Alcaraz (7, 8, in which a
relatively low slot height to radius ratio
(b/R = 0.0032) was used to obtain a closely twodimensional flow. The curvature was, however, large
enough to produce measurable effects on the turbulence
structure along the lines described above.
A selfpreserving form is achieved when the wall jet develops
on a logarithmic spiral; of three sets of data reviewed in (6) the most closely two-dimensional is
that of Guitton and Newman (9) which is also particularly suitable for stress model validation in that (as
in 7) hot-wire data are provided for all four nonzero Reynolds stresses.
Proposals for closing the Reynolds stress equations abound in the literature and form the bases for
numerous prediction methods which have been applied
to complex shear layers with varying degrees of
used the
success.
Irwin and Arnot Smith (10) first
method to calculate curved flow with the model of
The treatment was formally limitLaunder et al (11).
ed to shear layers with mild longitudinal curvature
by the use of the plane boundary layer form of the
mean momentum equation and the consequent neglect of
the cross-stream variation of pressure. Results were
obtained for curved wall jets, boundary layers and a
curved free jet and demonstrated the capability of
Reynolds stress modelling tc predict the influence
of curvature on flow development, although on account
of the limitation noted the agreement with experiment
deteriorated for flows of large curvature, the rate
of growth of the wall jet (9) being significantly
underpredicted.
Moreover the limited amount of turbulence (as distinct from mean field) data available
at the time of this pioneer study meant that very
searching comparisons could not be undertaken,
Irwin and Arnot Smith (10) modelled the
difficult pressure strain redistribution terms in the
Reynolds stress equations in the way suggested by
Launder et al (11):
_
q2 _a(P
P)
1
ij
3 ij
i 3 T 1J
(a)
(b)
au.
aU
2
+ -!) - Y(D
2 6ijP) (2)
axax+ axi
ij3i
(d?
c
)
(
where Pij is the rate of production of u
p

au.

au.

ax j

ax1

_

p
PiJ

l

q

2

-- LL__

uikax k

1_

u--uax k

in (2), originally due to Rotta (12) , represents the
wholly turbulent contribution to pressure strain and
the remaining three terms are the mean-strain, or
rapid, terms which Chou's (13) analysis shows should
be present. Equation (2) requires some modification
to take account of the influence of the wall M-intercomponent energy transfer; these effects were modelled
differently in (lO)and (11) but the details are
inessential to the present discussion.
Recently the present authors (5) used an abbreviated form of (2), in which only terms (a) and b)
appeared, to calculate for curved wall boundary layers
with fairly satisfactory results.The isolation of the
'anisotropy of production' term (b) , which Launder
et al (11) in their original paper recognised as the
dominant one in the rapid part of pressure strain,
permits different interpretations of Pi).
When the
Reynolds stress equations are transformed from
Cartesian to curvilinear co-ordinates there appear
extra generation terms due to rotation of axes. Although these have the same form as the other stress
generation terms: the product of a Reynolds stress
and a mean rate of strain (in this case the 'extra'
strain U/r), they d not appear in Pjj defined by
(3) when this is transformed to curvilinear coordinates*. In using the shortened form of (2) the
present authors had no inhibitions about interpreting
Pij in term (b) as being the total production rate
of uiul including terms arising from axis rotation.
The effects on model predictions for curved flow are
significant. In the local-equilibrium limit, when
mean flow and turbulent transport become negligible,
the Reynolds stress equations reduce to a set of
algebraic equations for the stress ratios. Irwin and
Arnot Smith showed that for these conditions the
pressure-strain model (2) predicts collapse of the
shear stress in curved flow when the curvature parameter S (defined in (1)) reaches a critical value of
0.1 in free flow and 0.085 when a near-wall correction
factor is applied. In contrast our simpler model,
which includes the axis rotation terms, and constants
evaluated from plane flow data, predicts (14)
collapse at S = 0.17. The measurements of So and
Mellor (15) in a boundary layer subjected to severe
stabilising curvature suggest a critical value of
about 0.15.
The present contribution may be regarded as an
extension of our previous curved wall boundary layer
calculations (5) to the rather more difficult case of
a wall jet on a convex surface. It is unnecessary to
repeat here the full description of the turbulence
model and calculation method which is given in (5) but
it may be helpful to itemise the principal features as
follows:
1.

the pressure-strain correlation of the
Reynolds stress equations is modelled by
an abbreviated form of (1)
EA(

u

au )
3

=

j

D
ijj

'ik

-

auk
N

-

c

(P
-C
-au

k

1

2)

(3)
2

(

ij

22P9
i
6
P)
3 ij

(5)

- jk

i

1 2
P is the rate of production of turbulent energy
q
and C 1 , a, Band y are constants evaluated from
simple shear flow data (the last three are simple
functions of a single empirical constant). Term (a)
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In their study of swirling jet flow Launder and
Morse (1k) used (2) and treated the equivalent extra
terms as convection terms.

-where

2.

3.

Pjj is interpreted as discussed above
and C1 and C2 are constants, equal to 3.6
and 0.6 respectively, evaluated from plane
flow data.
both term in (5) are modified by a vail
damping factor based on an original proposal by Shir (17) and extended by Gibson
and Launder (18) to account for wall
effects on density stratified turbulence.
turbulent transport of Reynolds stress is
modelled by a simple gradient diffusion
hypothesis for the triple correlations:
uiu uk
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the turbulence energy dissipation ratece,
is obtained from a modelled transport
equation identical in form to that proposed
in (11).
the cross-stream variation of pressure in
curved flow is accounted for in a marching
boundary layer procedure by assuming

agreement, though satisfactory, is not quite as good
as for the plane jet and significant differences
appear in the results given by the two pressure strain
hypotheses, particularly in respect of the ratio
6/6' which increases sharply, and continues to
increase, in the curved flow to double the plane layer
value. This increase which, as noted, is due to
suppression by curvature of the turbulence in the near
wall layer and the reverse in the outer flow, is
closely predicted by the model (5), while that of
Irwin and Smith (2) tends, relativelyto exaggerate
these effects. The predicted cross-stream variation
of mean velocity and the Reynolds stresses plotted in
Figure 5 show reasonably good agreement with the data.
Also plotted is the shear stress profile deduced from
the mean flow measurements and momentum equation; this
shows some evidence of three dimensionality in the
destablised outer layer which possibly accounts for
the deteriorating level of agreement there. As expected the Irwin-Smith pressure strain model (broken-line
predictions) again predicts higher stress levels in
the outer layer;
in the inner flow the difference
between the two models is less apparent.
Both models give fairly good results for the
shear stress and vT in the near wall layer but neither
reproduce the redistribution of energy between the
other two components and, most noticeably, the
significant increase in wTto a value greater than
tha t of u7 as the wall is approached. This phenomenon
appears to be genuine since it appears also in the
measurements of Guitton and Newman (.2) presented in
Figure 9.
The turbulence energy and shear stress balances
presented by Alcaraz provide a welcome opportunity
to test the model assumptions in detail. The most
noticeable feature of the measured energy balance
shown in Figure 6 is the important role apparently
played by pressure diffusion in the wall layer. This
ri ses
to a sharp peak inboard of the velocity
maximum where it is offset to a large extent by
velocity (triple correlation) transport of the
opposite sign. The net turbulent transport is thus
relatively small but by no means insignificant:
it
and the energy dissipation rate appear to be the
dominant terms in this region. The pressure diffusion
data reproduced in Figure 6 were not obtained by
direct measurement but by difference to complete the
energy balance.
The net turbulent transport near the
wall is quite well represented by the gradient
diffusion hypothesis (6) although the level of agree-

22 -~
-(7)
.pan
r
6.
near the wall the finite-difference solution is matched to the logarithmic law of
the wall consistent with the observed persistence of a logarithmic layer in curved
flow albeit much diminished in extent by
strong stabilising curvature,
We have also tried the long expression (2)
for pressure strain and various alternatives to the
triple correlation model (6) whose shortcomings are
exposed by the wall jet in which turbulent diffusion
is more important than in a boundary layer.
In adapting (2) to wall flow we have used the
Shir (17) correction of our other model so that the
full wall-flow version differs in detail from those
of Irwin and Arnot Smith (10) and Launder et al (11).
The additional constants involved (Cj and C defined
in (5)) are set equal to 0.5 and 0.1;
these give
approximately the correct stress levels for plane
wall boundary layer flow. Wall jet predictions are
compared with the very detailed measurements
of Alcaraz (7, 8) and those of the self-preserving
flow studied _by Guitton and Newman (9); the data
of Irwin (19) are used to check model performance
for plane wall jet flow,
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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components of Reynolds stress are shown in Figure 3.
Two sets of predictions are represented by continuous
and broken lines; the latter were obtained from the
Irwin-Smith pressure-strain hypothesis, equation (2),
the former from equation (5). The differences here,
for plane flow, are within the data scatter; both
tend to overpredict the turbulent kinetic energy just
outboard of the velocity maximum, mainly because high
values of U7 are calculated.
Otherwise the agreement
appears to be very good apart, perhaps, for the
slight discrepancies observed at the edge of the jet.
We expected good mean field predictions because
Ljuboja and Rodi (1) had demonstrated that these were
obtainable with the equivalent algebraic stress model
(which reduces to an eddy viscosity form).
It was
pleasing to find that the full stress model reproduced
so closely the distance between the points of zero
stress and maximum velocity which must have been
calculated as coincident in (1).
Turning now to the curved wall jet, Figure 4
shows the predicted development of the mean flow
compared with the measurements of Alcaraz (7,8). The

We first checked the model and calculation
method for plane flow using as a standard the selfpreserving wall jet data published by Irwin (19) .
The jet develops in a moving stream and selfpreservation is accomplished in a tailored pressure
gradient;
the maximum to free-stream velocity ratio
is 2.65. Figure 2 shows the measured and predicted
development of the mean flow downstream of the
injection slot. The symbols are defined in Figure 1
with the exception of 6' which is the distance from,
the surface of the point of zero shear stress.
The
6/61, in which 6is the distance from the surface of the mean velocity maximum, is about 1.4 and
increases very slightly with distance measured downstream, a slight departure from exact selfpreservation. This value, and the slight increase,
are closely reproduced by the model as are the growth
rate, decay of maximum velocity and streamwise
variation of skin friction displayed in Figure 2.
Profiles of mean velocity and of the four non-zero

4.3

Lnot

ment deteriorates further from the wall. Equation (6)
has been criticised because it is not compatible In
its symmetry properties since only the left hand side
is independent of the order of the indices i, j and
k. Lumley (20) has suggested that a possible reason
why it usually gives good results for wall flow may
be that it absorbs some pressure diffusion which is
symmetrical and which is not modelled explicitly.
The present
results
tend to
support
view
but we
too
hard. this
Of the
remaining
not press
the point
would
terms in the energy balance the mean flow transport
and production rate, which present no problems in
measurement or prediction, are reasonably well predicted. The discrepancies noted for turbulent transport are reflected by the significant difference between measured and predicted values of the dissipation rate outside the velocity maximum. This apparent
failure to reproduce the dissipation rate is rather
surprising in view of good results obtained for q--in
this region and may be contrasted with the much
better level of agreement obtained in this respect
with the same models for a curved (stable) mixing
layer (4). The flow in the outer layer is not unlike
that in a mixing layer but these results seem to be at
variance with those previously reported for such flows
(see, for example, the review by Rodi (21)) and with
what might be expected intuitively. The dissipation
rate was obtained by Alcaraz from the isotropic
relation:(8
r
15( N 2(
Closure of the modelled equations is effected by
solving the simple and widely used equation recommended by Launder et al (11) for the dissipation rate:
D

C£

DE

C1

-

CE2 )

(9)

qT
This equation has given good results for simple shear
layers but its usefulness in more complex flows has
recently been questioned. For example Launder and
Morse (16) identified the modelling of the source
terms in (9) as a major weakness in their R-ynolds
stress model of a swirling jet and Rodi (22) describes
empirical modifications which improve performance for
the analogous effects of buoyancy and rotation.
Hanjalic and Launder (23) now recommend the inclusion
in (9) of additional normal stress generation terms.
We found that neither of these proposals made significant differences to the predictions (4) of a curved
mixing layer and so, for the time being, we are content to retain (9) for curved flow calculations.
The shear stress balance, Figure 7, reveals
high measured rates of turbulent transport in the
vicinity of the velocity maximum which are not reproduced adequately by the simple gradient transport
model (6) where the deficiency is offset in the predictions by an equivalent discrepancy in pressure
strain, obtained from the measurements by difference.
We have experimented with alternative models for the
triple correlation without achieving significantly
better results. Figures 6 and 7 show turbulent diffuslon calculated from the invariant relationship recommended by Launder et al (11):
1
uiujukuf4=UU
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The result is to increase the net diffusion near the
wall but the change Is very small.
The final comparison is made with the data of
Guitton and Newman (9) whose nominally self preserving
wall Jet developed on a logarithmic spiral. The
results for s/R - 1 are presented in Figures 8 and

9 and show much the same level of agreement as that
noted for the other flows. The ratio 6/6' cannot be
obtained accurately from the published data; the large
predicted value of 7.0 appears to be broadly consistent with the measurements.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The calculations presented in this paper have
part of an ongoing progra
e of
research motivated by the requirement for a generally
applicable predictive procedure for complex shear
flows with density stratification, rotation and/or
streamline curvature. The work is thus a continuation
of our studies of buoyancy (18),curved free flow (4)
and curved wall flow (5) with the same turbulence
model, and it is a logTcal extension of the latter.
Moreover the wall jet possesses interesting and individual features which are exaggerated when the flow
develops on a convex curved surface. One of these,
which can only be predicted with a stress equation
model, is that the zeros of shear stress and mean
velocity gradient occur at different places. The present model accurately predicts the distance between
these two points and the extent by which this distance
is increased by the stabilising action of convex
surface curvature.
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MEASUREMENTS IN THE HEATED TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER ON A
MILDLY CURVED CONVEX SURFACE
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£curvature
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ABSTRACT

fractional change in shear stress

Measurements of mean velocity and temperature,
and of surface heat flux, have been made in a turbulent boundary layer on a heated convex surface of
modest curvature (dIR -0.01). The results show surprisingly large curvature effects on heat transfer: at
the end of the curved plate the Stanton number fell by
18 per cent of the predicted flat plate value; the
corresponding fall in the skin friction coefficient
was 10 per cent.
Profile measurements of temperature and velocity
were obtained well into the viscous sublayer,

order as the ratio of the boundary layer thickness to
the radius of curvature, turbulent flow measurements
show fractional changes an order of magnitude greater.
These effects on the turbulent velocity field are now
well documented particularly for convex-wall flow. The
survey paper by Bradshaw (1) contains details of
research up to 1973; since that date a number of
detailed hot-wire measurements in isotheral curved
flow have been reported (2-6).
In marked contrast to this activity in the study
of the hydrodynamics of curved flow the effects of
on turbulent heat transfer have received
little attention. The supersonic flow measurements
of Thomann (7), and the more recent results from an
incompressible boundary layer reported by Mayle et
al (8), show that the turbulent heat flux is affected
in the same way as the shear stress: depressed in
flow on a convex surface and augmented in flow on a
concave surface. Since, however, the corresponding
variation of shear stress is not given in these
papers it is impossible to judge whether the heat
flux changed by a greater or lesser amount. There is
no reason to suppose a priori that the changes in these
two quantities are equal; on the contrary, in the
analogous (9) case of density stratified flow the
differencesare appreciable. Measurements (10) in the
atmosphe2.ic surface layer show heat transfer to be
significantly more affected by buoyancy than momentum
transfer or, stated alternatively, that the turbulent
Prandtl number is a strong function of the stratification and increases with increasing stability. The
curvature and buoyancy generation terms appear
differently in the stress and heat flux equations
in each case and suggest that changes of the same
order might appear in curved flow (11).
An estimate of the relative changes may be made
from the mean temperature and surface heat flux
measurements of Simon and Moffat (12) because details
of the turbulent velocity field are reported by
Gillis et al (13)*. Measurements were made in the
boundary layer on a ninety degree bend followed by a
flat plate recovery flow. The test wall was constructed of individually heated segments which allowed
steady state measurement of the spanwise averaged wall
heat flux by energy balance. In two experiments
maximum values of 6/R were 0.051 and 0.077. In each
case the Stanton number at the end of the curved

NOMENCLATURE
cf
skin friction coefficient, equation (4) ,
Scp
static pressure coefficient, 2(P-Pref)/PU'pw
specific heat
q
heat flux
R
radius of curvature of plate
distance measured along curved wall
T
temperature
+
T
dimensionless temperature, equation (6)
U+
velocity
U
dimensionlcss velocity U/uT
uT
friction velocity, lTw/Q
y
distance measured nornal to the wall
y+
dimensionless distance, yuT/V
t2
enthalpy thickness, equation (2)
62
8
T
v

mcmentum thickness, equation (1)
boundary layer thickness
density
shear stress
kinematic viscosity

Subscripts
p
w

potential flow
wall
free stream

INTRODUCTION
The effects of longitudinal curvature on the
turbulence in boundary layers are well known. When,
for example, a boundary layer develops on a convex
curved surface, such as the suction surface of a wing
or turbomachine blade, the angular momentum of the
flow increases in the direction of the radius of
curvature with the result that the shear stress and
turbulence intensity are reduced to values often
substantially less than those in an equivalent plane
wall flow. The reverse occurs in the flow on a
concave surface where the turbulence is increased by
curvature.
In contrast to laminar flow, where the

is of the same

Earlier measurements (3) referred to in (12) were
made in a nearly but not quite identical wind tunnel
and show slight but significant differences in flow
conditions and results.
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section fell by approximately 34 per cent of the
calculated plane-flow value while the skin friction
coefficient (13) showed only a 30 per cent fall.
The experiment now to be described, which was
conceived before we became aware of Simon and Moffat's
work, stems from Gibson's (11) speculations based on
modelled equations for Reynolds stress and heat flux.
The model, which gives good results for heat transfer
in density stratified flow (14), suggested that the
effects of curvature on heat transfer are less than
on shear stress, with the turbulent Prandtl number
in local equilibrium flow decreasing with increasing
stability. Coincidentally So (15) obtained the
contrary result from a different model* and has since
(16) used the data of (12, 13) to support his
hypothesis. We are not, however, concerned here with
the minutae of turbulence modelling. In the present
paper we report measurements of mean velocity, mean
temperature and surface heat flux made in the boundary layer growing on a moderately curved convex plate
for which 6/R =0.01. Previously published data (4,5)
show that this degree of curvature is sufficient to
produce measurable effects and it was chosen in order
to minimise problems with secondary flow which might
be exacerbated by heat transfer. Measurements of the
mean and turbulent velocity fields have been described
elsewhere (6); these exhibit the characteristic
features of convex wall flow: a diminished rate of
layer growth and a progressive damping of turbulence
in the layer.
EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT AND PROCEDURES
The measurements were made in the boundary
layer on the lower, heated, convex wall of an open
circuit wind tunnel (Figure 1). The boundary layer
developed first on a flat heated plate 1.22 m long to
a thickness, 6, of 17 mm at the start of the curved
section, also heated, of constant nominal radius
of curvature, R, 2.44 m and length 1.22 m. The tunnel
cross section in the plane approach flow was constant
2
at 305 x 102 zus but at the start of the curved plate
the section height was increased to 105 mm in order to
reduce the negative pressure gradient on the test
wall. Figure 1 shows the positions of the traverse
stationsi
the reference free stream velocity measured
at station 1, 705 mm upstream of the curved plate,
- ±
was nominally 22.6 ms
throughout the experiments.
The boundary layer was tripped at the start of the
flat plate and the momentum thickness Reynolds number
at inlet to the curved section was 3300. The maximum

Figure 2.

Streamwise variation of wall static
pressure and temperature.

value of 6/R, measured at the exit, was 0.011 and
the free stream turbulence level was less than 0.4 per
cent throughout. Preliminary pressure tube measurements showed that the mean flow was closely twodimensional up to 150 mm from the curved section exit;
in the exit plane the two sides of the mean flow
integral momentum equation differed by no more than 10
per cent when the skin friction coefficient was
evaluated by the Clauser chart method.
The 12.5 mm thick aluminium test plate was heated
to 14 deg C abo,,e ambient with an electric blanket.
Sets of three copper-constantan thermocouples spaced
at 50 m in the spanwise direction were located at
intervals of 120 mm along the flat and curved sections.
The variation in plate temperature along the measurement length was found to be within ±0.75 deg C from the
mean, the greatest temperatures being recorded around
the start of the curved section (Figure 2). Provision
was made for inserting miniature heat flux meters at
ten locations spaced unevenly (- 150 Um) on the centre
line in downstream half of the flat plate and in the
curved section. These meters are of the SchmidtBoelter multiple thermocouple type, 9.4 mm diameter,
and were specially made by the Medtherm Corporation
in aluminium so as to be compatible with the plate
-1
2
material. Their sensitivity is 40 mV W
cm and
their accuracy is estimated at ± 2 per cent.
Mean velocity measurements in the boundary layer
were made with a flattened Pitot tube except very close
to the wall (y+ <25) where a constant temperature 5 Wm
tungsten hot wire was employed. Corrections for wall
proximity have not been made in view of the evidence
(17) that these are significant only for y+<4, or
roughly the lower limit of the measurements. Mean
temperatures at the same traverse stations were
measured with a 12 tim chromel-alumel thermocouple
of length-to-diameter ratio 580. Errors associated
with conduction to the thermocouple supports and
radiation from the heated plate were estimated (18,19)
to be less than 0.03 deg C. The thermocouple output
was amplified (x 1000) in a Precision-Monolithic
OPO7A low noise amplifier to be digitised and linearised in an Apple II microcomputer. The hot wire and
thermocouple were positioned when close to the plate
with a micrometer traverse accurate to 10 "m. The
wall temperature recorded by the thermocouple probe
differed by no more than ±0.1 deg C from the temperatures recorded by the thermocouples set in the plate.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The pressure distribution obtained from static

In which the mean strain contributions to the
difficult pressure scrambling terms, included by
Gibson (l),are omittedl

pressure tappings in the test plate before the electric
blanket was fitted is shown in Figure 2. The pressure
coefficient cp is defined with respect to reference
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Temperature profiles in the sublayers.

24

conditions at the first
traverse station and the
local potential velocity at the wall, Upw.
The integral momentum and enthalpy thicknesses evaluated from
mean velocity and temperature traverses on the
plate centreline are plotted against streamwise
distance, s, in Figure 3. These quantities are defined as
U
62
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The observed higher rate of growth of A2 is
tent with values of Stanton number
j
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The corresponding plots of T* against y+ are
presented in Figures 7 and 8.
In contrast to the
Simon-Moffat data for stronger curvature these all
show well defined logarithmic regions fitted by the
expression
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which are plotted in Figure 4. These are greater
than values of one half the skin friction coefficient
defined by

2

with K
0.41
0
and C - 5.0. Profiles in the sublayers
2
(y+< 4) are also shown in the linear plot of
Figure 6.
Here the data collapse satisfactorily on a
single curve; the scatter appears to be random and
within the margins of experimental uncertainty including hot wire positioning error (< 10 um, unit y+
corresponds typically to 15 urm).
The departure from
the U = y+ asymptote at y+ = 4 is attributed to the
wall proximity effects documented in (17) for which
no correction has been made.

(4)

Puipw
over the entire measurement length. Fluid property
values used in (3) and (4) have been evaluated at
the mean, or film, temperature 0.5(T + T ). In the
plane approach flow values of the wall heat flux qi
recorded by the heat flux meters are supplemented by
and checked against the local Stanton number obtained
by plotting temperature profiles on the thermal
equivalent of a Clauser chart. The results are
entirely consistent and agree with plane wall values
given by the correlation recommended in (20).
The
Clauser chart method has been used throughout to
calculate Cf from the velocity profiles. The most
striking feature of the results plotted in Figure 4
is that the Stanton number in the curved flow falls
more rapidly from flat plate values than does the
skin friction coefficient. Thus at the last traverse
station, s = 1 m, St has fallen to 82 per cent and
cf to only 90 per cent of their respective plane flow
values. These disproportionate effects are even more
marked upstream where in the first half of the
curved section a significant drop in St is observed
and cf is but little affected. The results are
broadly consistent with those of Simon and Moffat (12),
the milder curvature of the present experiment produces smaller falls in St and cf but not proportionately so. The fall in St relative to cf is apparently
much greater than that reported in (12) and (13) and
the effects on cf in the present case of the mild
favourable pressure gradient (Figure 2) must be
considered. The pressure gradient term contributes
up to 15 per cent of the mean flow momentum balance;
this is offset to some extent by the lower growth
rate of the accelerated boundary layer (the present
measurements of d52/dx are fully 20 per cent lower
than those quoted by Coles (21) for uniform pressure
flow) so that the net effect on cf is relatively
smll, as is suggested by the excellent agreement
with t.he flat plate correlation in the plane approach
flow.
Vigure 5 is a semi-lugarithmic plot of the
mean velocity profiles in universal wall co-ordinates
(U -y ). These all show clearly defined logarithmic
layers which are well fitted in the plane and curved
flow by
+
1
y
Uin Y+ + C
(5)
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Kt
t

n y +C

t

(6)

A significant difference from the velocity profiles
is that the 'constants' Kt and Ct change in the
curved flow as indicated on the graph, the slope
increasing (Kt decreasing) with distance along the
two profiles of the plane
The first
curved plate.
flow are fitted by (6) when Kt = 0.48, C t = 3.8 to
give an approximate value* of the turbulent Prandtl
number near the wall Prt= K/Kt = 0.85 consistent with
values estimated in the Kader and Yaglom (22) survey
of flat plate data. Towards the end of the curved
plate, however, the profiles are best fitted using
Kt = 0.4 so that the turbulent Prandtl number rises
to approximately 1.03. This result, which is at
variance with our model predictions (11) , is not as
surprising as it might have been had we not seen the
Stanford results (12, 13) which, according to So's
(16) analysis of the data, exhibit the same trend.
Sublayer profiles of T+ are presented in Figure 8.
It was possible to get much closer to the wall with
the thermocouple than with the hot wire probe and,
within the estimated uncertainty margins indicated
by the bars, the profiles collapse satisfactorily
on a si:*.i,. curve with asymptote T+ = Pr y as
y* -O.
Th.eC'e is a slight but possibly significant
difference fmom the sublayer velocity profiles of
rigu.re 6 in zhat scatter is apparently not rando.
+
hut
z c-onsistent trend for T to increase at
C
a given y4 os the curved flow develops. It is,
Loweer, i.Apossible to be quite certain about this
trend in view of the experimental uncertainty.
CONCLUSION
The results of this experiment on a mildly
curved heated boundary layer show that convex curvature depresses the surface heat flux by a greater
proportionate amount that it does the skin friction.
Mean velocity and temperature profiles both exhibit
clearly defined logarithmic regions in the curved
flow but the gradient of temperature increases as the
flow develops. Approximate estimates of the turbulent
Prandtl number obtained from the gradients in the
logarithmic layer show this quantity to increase
from 0.85 at the start of the curved plate to a
little
over unity at the end.
Measurements in the
sublayers, in the case of temperature very close to
the wall, confirm the internal consistency of the
results.
Assuming uniformity of shear stress and heat
flux in the logarithmic layer.

The work presented here is still continuing.
Hot-wire measurements of the four non-zero components
of Reynolds stress have been mad& (6) and in the near
future we intend to complete our investigation of
the velocity field by measuring triple correlations
and energy spectra. The mean temperature and surface
flux data presented here will be supplemented by
profile measurements of the cross-stream and longitudinal components of the heat flux, the temperature

17 Oka, S. and Kostic, Z., Influence of wall
proximity on hot wire velocity measurements, DISA
Information 13, 29 (1972).
18 Blackwell, B.F. and Moffat, R.J.,
Design and construction of a low-velocity boundary
layer temperature probe, ASi J. Heat Transfer 97,
2, 313 (1975).
19 Hishids, M., Nagano, Y. and Nakamura, Y.,
Temperature distribution in the turbulent boundary

variance and the triple correlations,

layer in a circular pipe, Bull. JSIE 21, 157, 1175
(1978).
20 Reynolds, W.C., Kays, W.M. and Kline, S.J.,
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ABSTRACT

*

*

apparent analogy between the stability effects of
buoyancy force in density stratified flow, centrifugal
force in curved flow and Coriolis force in rotating
flow was mentioned by Bradshaw[I 1V. The author
investigated the effects of Coriolis force on the
turbulence structure of a rotating two-dimensional
turbulent boundary layer(2,31. From the experimental
results, Taylor-Goertler type vortices were found to
exist inside the turbulent boundary layer on the high
pressure side wall. The vortex structure was broken
up at the higher rotation number(effects of Coriolis
force were stronger). The same phenomena were
observed by So and Mellor[4] inside the turbulent
boundary layer on a concave wall. The basic equations
governing the generation of the secondary vorticity
which arises when a non-uniform stream is turned were
derived by Squire and Winter[5], Hawthorne[61 and
Preston[7]. The author mentioned in 13] that the
change in the mean vorticity and the fluctuating
vorticity along the streamwise direction is equivalent
to the "secondary flow effect" and the "stability
effect" of body force in turbulent shear flows. The
author also considered that the above-mentioned vortex
was broken because the destabilizing effect became
much larger than the secondary flow effect. The
mechanism of the breaking of the vortex, however, is
not yet understood completly.
The object of the present investigation is to
make clear the effects, especially the secondary flow
effect, of centrifugal force due to the curvature of
the streamlines on two- and three-dimensional
turbulent shear flows. Thus, quantitative experiments were performed on wakes behind a circular
cylinder and a sphere installed at the inlet of
straight and curved channels.
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND MEASUREMENTS

Experimental study has been carried out to
clarify the effects of centrifugal force on the twoand three-dimensional wakes behind a circular
cylinder and a sphere installed in curved channels,
From the experimental results, large-scale longitudinal vortices with axis in the streamwise direction
were found to exist in the wakes behind the circular
cylinder and the sphere on the convex and concave
walls. Although the width of the wake behind the
circular cylinder was the same size as that of the
sphere, one pair and two pairs of vortices were
observed in the wakes behind the circular cylinder
and the sphere, respectively. The width of the twodimensional wake behind the circular cylinder,
spanning the longest dimension of the cross-section
of the channel, was nearly independent of the radius
of the curved channel. However, the unstable region
was wider than the stable region in the twodimensional wake.
NOMENCLATURE
d = Diameter of circular cylinder or sphere, mm
R - Radius of curved channel, mm
Re - Reynolds number, Uid/,
s- Streamwise coordinate, measured along axis of
channel, mm velocity at inlet of channel, m/s
U - Freestream
U, - Representative velocity, m/s
= Mean
ep velocity, mls
u' - Root-mean square value of fluctuating streamwise
velocity, m/s
y - Transverse coordinate, distance normal to wall,
mm
z - Spanwise coordinate, mm
v
Kinematic viscosity, m2 /s
INTRODUCTION

The effects of body force(buoyancy force,
centrifugal force due to the curvature of the streamlines, Coriolis force, etc.) on the turbulence shear
flows are very interesting problems in physics,
engineering and the environmental sciences. The
Fig. 1. Experimental apparatus(All dimensions are
given in mm)
I Numbers in brackets designate References at end of
paper
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The experimental apparatus employed in the
present investigation is shown in Fig. 1. Air is
delivered to awind tunnel by a sinile-stage Roots
blower, having a capacity of 0.5 m/s at adelivery
pressure of 100 kPa. The air flows through a
rectification chamber to the test channel via a 14.8
to I contraction chamber. The rectification chamber
is made up of several layers of honeycomb flowstraighteners and screens. The contraction chamber
is followed by a 210 -m length straight channel(or
curved channel), which has a cross section of 280 mm
x 50 mm(the aspect ratio 5.6:1). The origin of the
coordinates is taken at the inlet of the test channel
with the s axis in the streamwise direction, the y
axis in the direction perpendicular to the wall, and
the z axis in the spanwise direction.
Measurements of the mean velocity and the longitudinal component of turbulence intensity were made
using a constant temperature anemometer and an I-type
senser with a 5 Pm tungsten wire.
All measurements
were made at the freestream velocity of 10 m/s. The
boundary layer at the inlet of the test channel was
laminar and its thickness was about 2 mm. The freestream turbulence intensity was about 1.5 %.
A circular cylinder of diameter 2 mm, spanning
the longest dimension of the cross-section, was
installed as shown in Fig. 2-a to generate a twodimensional wake at the centre section of the
In this experiment, the Reynolds
test channel.
number was about 1250. To generate two various
three-dimensional wakes on the walls, a circular
cylinder of diameter 4 mm and a sphere of diameter 4
mm were installed at the inlet of the test channels
as shown in Figs. 2-b and 2-c, respectively.

shows the mean velocity and turbulence intensity
profiles between the side walls of the straight and
curved channels. The wakes behind the circular
cylinder at the centre section of the test channel
are two-dimensional. The boundary layer on the wall
of the straight channel is transitional. The boundary
layer on the concave walls of the curved channels(R =
200, 400 mm) are turbulent, whereas on the convex
wall(R - 400 mm), the boundary layer is laminar. It
is well known that the laminar-turbulent transition
is found to be suppressed on the convex wall, while
promoted on the concave wall by the effects of
centrifugal force due to the curvature of streamlines.
In the present results, it is considered that the
effect of the boundary layer development on the side
walls on the wake is not direct because there are
freestream regions between the boundary layers and
the wake. The width of the wake is nearly independent
of the radius of the curved channel. However, the
position of the peak velocity defect is shifted toward
the concave wall when decreasing the radius of the
curved channel. This means that the unstable region
is wider than the stable region of the two-dimensional
wake. The turbulence intensity in the unstable region
is higher than that of the stable region.
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Fig. 2. Three inlet conditions at test channels(Allprflsbtenidwls
dimensions are given in em)
Three-dimensional wakes behind cylinder and sphere
EXPE~flNTA

REULTSANDDISUS~ONSWakes

Two-dimensional wake behind cylinder
I
I
Measurements were performed at the exit of the
test channels, 208 em downstream of the circular
cylinder of diameter 2 em- and length 280 -.
Fig. 3

behind circular cylinder.

Typical mean

velocity profiles in a wake behind a circular cylinder
I1
Ii equations
.4.
. . The . basic
in. .Fig.
.
0 'S
I are illustrated
governing the generation of the secondary vorticity
which arises when a non-uniform stream is turned were
derived by Squire and Winteri5], Hawthorne[6] and
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Fig. 4. Secondary vorticities due to spanwise
gradient of mean velocity on curved surfaces
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Preston(7]. The author mentioned in [3] that the
change in the mean vorticity and fluctuating
vorticity
along the streamwise direction is equivalent to the "secondary flow effect" and the
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flows. It is considered that the secondary vorticities as illustrated in Fig. 4 arise due to the spanwise gradient of the mean velocity on the curved surfaces. Therefore., the fluid in the wake behind the
circular cylinder installed between the convex and
concave walls of the curved channel sweeps from the
concave side to che convex side.
Fig. 5 shows the mean velocity and turbulence
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z/d

"stability effect" of body force in turbulent shear

(a) At 26 diameters downstream of cylinder

S

intensity profiles at the centre section over 120 m
spanwise width. It is observed that the decrease in
the mean velocity defect in the curved channel is
greater than that in the case of the straight channel.
The width of the wake decreases with the decrease in
radius of the curved channel. The turbulence
intensity profiles with two peaks, where the
secondary flows are strong, are also observed. These
experimental results demonstrate that the secondary
vorticity, which leads to the secondary flow, is a
function of the spanwise gradient of the mean
velocity and the curvature of the streamlines.
Fig. 6 shows the mean velocity and turbulence
intensity profiles at the fixed height(y = 2 m) from
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the convex walls over 120 mm spanwise width. The
boundary layer outside of the wake is laminar for the
case of the radius 400 mm. However, the laminar
boundary layer including separation region(dashed
lines) was observed outside of the wake for the case of
the radius 200 mm. The thickness of the separation
region was about 2 m at the channel exit. The mean
velocity in the wake is faster than that outside of
the wake. The turbulence intensity at the edge of
the wake is higher than that in the central section.
From the negative correlation between the mean
velocity and turbulence intensity profiles, one pair
of large-scale longitudinal vortices with axis in
the streamwise direction as illustrated in Fig. 6 is
considered to exist in the wake on the convex wall.
Fig. 7 shows the mean velocity and turbulence
intensity profiles at the fixed height(y - 2 mm) from
the concave walls over 120 m spanwise width. The
boundary layers outside of the weke are turbulent.
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(b) At 52 diameters downstream of cylinder
Fig. 5. Mean velocty and turbulence intensity
profiles at centre section over 120 m
spanwise width

Is

on the concave wall are the same size as that on the
convex wall. However, the rotating directions of
the vortices on the concave wall are counter-wise as
compared with those on the convex wall.

in this figure, the dashed lines are the mean
velocity and turbulence intensity profiles without
circular cylinder at the inlet of the straight
channel. There is no difference between the mean
velocity profiles in the wakes on the flat, convex
and concave walls. Negative correlation between the
mean velocity and turbulence intensity profiles is
observed for the case of the radius 200 mm. From
these results, one pair of large-scale longitudinal
vortices with axis in the streamwise direction as
illustrated in Fig. 7 Is considered to exist in the
wake on the concave walls. The vortices convey the
fluid of lower mean velocity and higher turbulence
near the wall toward the outer layer. The vortices

Wakes behind sphere. Fig. 8 illustrate atypical
wavy distribution of the mean velocity behind a sphere
on a flat surface, and also the secondary vorticlties
on curved surfaces due to the spanwise wavy variation
of the mean velocity.
Fig. 9 shows the mean velocity and turbulence
intensity profiles at y - 2 m, 52 diameters downstream of the sphere over 120 mm spanwise width. The
periodic variations of the mean velocity and turbulence intensity are observed in this figure. The
negative correlations between the mean velocity and
turbulence intensity profiles are also observed. The
wavelength of the spanwise variation of the mean
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velocity and turbulence intensity is nearly independent of the radius of the curvature of the convexwall.
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these results, two pairs of longitudinal vortices
as illustrated in Fig. 9 are considered to exist in
the wake on the convex wall. As mentioned above, the
system of the longitudinal vortices is considered to
be produced by the secondary flow effect of centrif-
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Fig. 7. Mean velocity and turbulence intensity
profiles at y - 2 m over 120 m spanwise
width on concave walls
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ugal force due to the spanwise gradient of the mean
velocity on the curved surface.
Fig. 10 shows the mean velocity and turbulence
intensity profiles in the wakes behind the sphere on
the concave walls. The periodic variations of the
profiles are observed. The negative correlations
between the mean velocity and turbulence intensity
profiles are also observed. It is seen from the
results that two pairs of the longitudinal vortices
with axis in the streamwise directiov are found to
exist in the wake as illustrated in Fig. 10. The
vortices are
the same size as that on the convex
wall. However, the rotating directions of the
vortices on the concave wall are couuter-wise as
compared with those on the convex wall. Although the
width of the wake behind the circular cylinder is the
same as that of the sphere, the longitudinal vortex
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in the wake behind the circular cylinder is about
twice the size of that of the sphere.
CONCLUSIONS
This experimental study has been carried out to
clarify the effects of centrifugal force on the wakes
behind a circular cylinder and a sphere in curved
channels. Conclusions based on the experimental
results on the mean velocity and turbulence intensity
profiles are summarized as follows:
(1) The width of the two-dimensional wake behind the
circular cylinder is nearly independent of the radius
of the curved channel. However, the position of the
peak of the velocity defect is shifted toward the
concave wall when decreasing the radius of the curved
channel.
(2) Large-scale longitudinal vortices with axis in
the streamvise direction are found to exist in the
wakes behind the circular cylinder and the sphere on
the convex and concave walls.
(3) Although the width of the wake behind the
circular cylinder is the same size as that of the
sphere, the longitudinal vortices in the wake behind
the circular cylinder are about twice the size of that
of the sphere. The rotating directions of the
vortices on the convex wall are counter-wise as
compared with those on the concave wall.
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ABSTRACT

ITRODUCTION

Mean velocity and turbulence measurements are
described for a turbulent flow over a concave surface
with a strong streamwise curvature. Different kinds
of uniform shear flow are provided at the inlet to the
Three-dimensional longitudinal vorticurved section.
ces are found to occur under all free-stream condiIn an unstable free stream, turbulent intensitions.
ties in the boundary layer as well as in the free
The unstable free-stream -ondistream are ernanced.
tion affects -he structure of the bouniary layer and
of the free stream itself,

Much attention has been paid to the turbulent
boundary layer over a concave surface, s'n' .trik'ni
changes in turbulence properties can occur, even f:r a
Hoffmann & Bradshaw [1: and
slight surface curvature.
-siht
Hunt & Joubert [2] have provided data on
Data reported by Zo & Mellor 3:
face curvatures.
shows that over a concave surface, Eynolis shour
stress increases and three-dimensional vorices 'xi'.
Furthermore, because concavity increases turl te effects of a stable or unc'le
lent mixing i],
free-stream vel city oradlent on the flow otruci, ;re

*J,V,W

- - + kU
_y
k
Mean velocities in x, y ,and z coordinates

and heat transfer over the concave surface have bec-me
Castro & Bradshaw [ .
an important subject of concern.
have explored the effect of strear.ise curvature on
the free shear layer, but no data on unstable effects
has been obtained with the exception of the strongly
unstable case described by Margolis [4'.
Frevi-uc
periments done on the mixing process -f free shear
ignored the interaction w4-h the -on-ave
layer itself
boundary
layer,
indicating that free-stream i:nteration
with a strongly unstable bouniary layer is not nierstood in detail.
The ;urpose of the present paper is t-, clarify experimentally the influence of flow cnlition. uotrea.
.
from the curved test se:tion on a turbulent ct rr'.re
over a concave surfa'e.
These test fl-w -:n it
correspond to a stabl or unstable 're '-tre%'.

UP

Free-stream v

APARAUC

UTw

Free-strem vel )oity extrapolatei to the wall

x,y,z

Curvilinear o-,rdinate

NOMENCLATURE
As

Aspect ratio, h /B

B

Channel height

Cfli

Ckin friction !oefficient

h

Channel width

k

Surface curvature

R

Radius of surface curvature

Re

Reynolds numrber,

Rf

Flux Richarlsnr

UpwB,

V

2k7

n imber,

t

Fig;ure 1 shows the schematic arran.eoent of 00e
curved wall tunnel used. The tunnel is an p~n-r--rn
A flow straightener with a honey-omb
suction type.
section, three screens, and a two-dienciinal 7-n
n.'°
contraction nozzle are set at the inlet
test channel is a 300 "ra straight section a nj ' curv:e
test section with a 510 r.ot radius of concave o~r.atcre.

in x,y ,and zdirections

uv,w

Fluctuatins vel .?ties

6

Boundary layer

6

5'
z

Thickness where v'orticity is 95%
Momentum thickness

v

Kinematic viscosity

0

Density

AD.

hi-kness
of free stream

A tripping wire 0.6 mm in diameter is att,:rncnozzle throat to create a turbulent boundar: :ye-r in
-

around z-axis,

the test section. Vhile no attempt was male t- r. n
mize the secondary flow created by end-wall :'-cwcr
to separate acceleration or deceleration eff'to,. *h
use of a large aspect ratio kept secondary fI w e. -

kU
aU
aVortlcity
l+ky
1

The Reynolds ncaber based on channel
fects small.
height is 1.0- 1.1 x 105.
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RECULTZ AND L:SCUsSI0N
of uniform shear flow were proDifFer-n" k'nn.
+
via-7 a" t .o te: :hannal inlet, with shear changed by
means of 2.6 r- diameter wire grids placed normal to
intervals. Wire grid spacing
the strew. a* ur.q;!
was deterrine" - wn'c method [6].
The sane grids
cerirre.nts by reversing grid direccould be use,]
Inlet conditions obtained in the
tion in the channel.
rear. region are (i) shear free
-'ecurved -hannel 's
flow, which produced a unifor. flow in the upstrear.
strairhn
annel, i.e., the "neutral case," (ii) posi~e
hear flown
flw, produc
and iii)e nrative
flw. Ps
ye shear
at
e hear
shearflow.
co:ve sher.
Q
owhile
prou
abe sar flow rduin the
arvn
se, ion, while necative shear flows producinsa
ar uns - tble
-ee stre:..,
".urbulent velocities were measured at
! ea. a
fiv stntion- in the downstream-. direction. A hot-Wire
p- ,t was continuously traversed both spanwise and

K~

~35

linearized constant temperature type. Wire output
sirnals near a wall were not modified to compensate
for extra heat loss from the wire to the wall, since
no serie-us error was observed in the wall remote rer'on, i.e., y>s.0
maum.
Pey.%:¢idz stress measurement was made to involve
rtation of the wire around two axes. The normalwire
and
aro.und tne z-axis war rotated to provide V , V,
wire was also
-,uv in a similar method [7]. The same
2
U , TP, and
U9
rctated around the y-axis to Five
Accuracy appears to be lessened when rotating normal
and slanted wires are used [81, since slanted wire
data includes error resulting from the data processinr of normal wire.

Figure 2 shows profiles of streazwise mean veoity normalized by Up , with the free stream velocity
Up given as,

U.

U w +
l+ky
2k

,_

l+ky

where Upw and ; were determcined by a leaz' squ*armethod using velocity data measured in the free-strea.
o
v intensities C and freeus T
reg-ion. velocities
Their vorticity neste
strean
extras-lated tc the wall n L re
a,
w
the first station, x = -i7'
.are
shz.r. in :alr:e .
"Bulging" near the wall region at the strairht secrich, in an unstatle case, is produced bv. the rri
thoughcomparisons
it disappears
arrangement,
evencases,
stream.
In all
with further
a flat downor
convexwall boundary layer flow show a smaller veiocity defect near the wall, especially in an unstatle
free stream, which is quite small in comparison.
In accord with previously obtained results for
strong curvature [9,10], the tendency toward a vortexfree flow was obtained even near the concave wall
when a fully developed flow was given at a straight
section. Hunt [2] classified these flows into two
l
intaw
classifiethe
cti
Hunt [2
categories depending on curvature, i.e., inertiadominated and stress-dominated. As Figure 3 indicates,

Hot-wire signals through a low-pass filter and a
R,:"meter were recorded on a. X-Y plotter, then converted manually to digital form. The resulting data
was reduced by a computer prograr including temperature comp..sation and modification of angle characteristics of the rotating wire. Figures 6 to 9 show the
effects of RMS signal scatter on reduced results.
The severest uncertainty for U1 is 7 % and uncertainty for v 2 amounts to 6 % near the wall in an unstable
free stres.
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Table 1

Free Stream Condition at First Station

Flow Condition

Neutral

Stable

Unstable

(

sec "

0

63.8

-37.8

UW

m/sec

16.3

18.8

12.8

0

10.
34

0.30

B r/Upw
6

mM
is used

7.5

5.1

6.2'

o
o

0~

Fgr3Menvorticity profile

*tamned
*ticity

*

*
*

---

(1

Skin friction coefficient

because the buldging profiles are produced there.
Data shows that 62 in a stable flow is thicker th-ar
in other cases and that it still develops even at t.e
last station, x = 750 mms,
though other cases teni to
decrease there.
Figure 5 shows distributions of' skin friction
coefficient, Cf!2, determined from. the law of tn
wall.
Some deviation from the law of the wall was
certain to occur, thus resulting in a similar t.eency

[3] containing some doubts about ac-curacy.

(2).

UT ) dy

5

Although an exact momentum thickness should be defined

asK
fJU

u y

(u

U

) d(3),

-a~1C

~0

0o

*

Figure

~Figur

-

No"

average

vorticity inthe free-stream region is apparently mainin the downstream direction. The rate of vorchange toward zero in the free stream shows a
very slow response, while in the boundary layer or
'or an inertia dominated flow the time constant is
shorter.
iidctsdsrbtoso
oetm
thic!kness, reduced by the usual defiition,

62

NNa"

Stable

10-

~the

expression for 62 in Equation (3) becomes excessively complicated when shear flow is employed. The

U25

difference in 62 between Equations (2) and (3) was
estimated as less than 5 %when !k51 < 0.1 [111.
Mo_
rmentum thickness distributionr at the first and second-U
stations in an unstable flow is not shown in ?>Iure 4i.
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T.-urtulent normal :;tress profiles,

-WWI -- PV-V
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Figures 6, 7, and 8 present the 2profiles of nor.
, and
mal components of Reynolds stress, u,
Shear stress distribution, -uv-, is also shown in Figure
9. All stresses are normalized by Upw. In figures of
unstable case V, which denotes a thickness where vorticity is 95 % of free stream, is used instead of 6.
Reynolds stress, excluding the neutral case, shows some
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finite values in the free-stream region at the straight
section because of the wire grid at the nozzle exit.
The boundary layer on the straight wall differs slighty

-

L
A

.0

from Klebanoff's data [12], since the upstream straight
section is not long enough to provide an equilibrium
flow.
Reardinc turbulence structure within a boundary
layer, the striking feature of 7 and -T profiles is
that a maximum is observed half way through the boundSimilar maxiar," layer in all free-stream conditions.
:a located at y/6='.4 were found in mild curvature
[11 a- well as strong curvature [3],
?terwere of the neutral case.
Of though
these, their
a se cond,
fre
a-ear to exi*:.t
near the boundary layer edgee
r~axir..
"a
r
msition
of mean velocity U in the vorciir.
,:,.hereafter r
'
to as a "trough".
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Regarding the turbulence profile in the free-stream
region, turbulent intensities in the neutral and stable
cases become zero or almost zero. In contrast, an unstable free stream is associated with marked production
The Reynolds stress trend obof turbulence energy.
tained can be shown to be consistent with the argument
that each component is enhanced by an extra term due
to curvature together with a mean strain rate based on
a thin shear layer assumption. This is easily demonstrated by each production term in transport equations
for Reynolds stress given as,

J2
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-2kU
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for ;2 production
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(b) Stable

+ky),-1.
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{

I+ky

,>0

Cyclic production mechanism with
k<9

the free stream and extra strain rate.
v-w

2-

0

k

1.ky

concave curvature ;
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-]Dv -kin

-(U'ky)
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(a) Untable
+

-

-2kU

K

ay
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_

2U

"

The free

stream may cause only an additional effect, yet remark-

(5)

3W

(6),

)

SW
3V
3L}
l+k
y )f - T Ld-9
V'z LLWhen
3z 3z
3Z
for -uv producticn

T-h first term denotes the troduction in a twoziIencnal -'L-vc fliw.
2
2
Fi-cire i0 shows the production mechanism of u , v ,
and -7 t illustrate the contribution of the above
.rms to sroduo I n of turblence energy and shear
two
iniicates positive contribution
stess. The solil inA rati-o ,f the extra
an t;-o lashed 14n- n''ative.
(1+ky)
-2kU, t- -he mean strain rate,
-'rainr--e,
"y + kU, is con:i1srei a useful measure lenoting the
f -urvature
i-t
on turbulenc:e structure.
This
ratio c_:--osrons to a flux Richardson number, Rf. A
.ositi.'=-,lv firot intro-iues the u2 production by the
n-an stramr, rate, then v2 is produced by the extra
2
Finally, V goes
strain rate t hrough -uv ,-eneration.
into -v
7.eneration, like a chain reaction.
By this
-yclic production rechanism, turbulence ernergy and the
shear stress are in.reazed, where an unstable condition is applied, and vice verc.
The effect of the free stream on the production
nrchanism within a boundary layer is not so straightforward that .he mean strain rate in the boundary lay•r becomes dominant, having a higher order than that
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able production, even for spanwise component w
is
layer in an unstabe case.
observed within the boundary
2
No extra generation for w could be expected witn the
exception of the contribution by pressure fluctuation,
if the mean strain rate were confined to a two-dimensional mean flow fiell.
reason corlicating the turbulence str.,ture
is the influence of three-dimensionalongitudital
vortices first detected by Tani [13].
Their exitence
was confirmed by a ps.nwise flow survey and res,>irin wavy profiles of -ho mean and fluctuation vel -'ty,
even in the wall remc*e rerion in an ur.stable :%ze.
The spanwise locat':n selected for the exner--'nt 'rresponds to a onral -art between the
nud -norst
of a vortex at chan...
.idspan.
a mean f'w z tree-cienso
,
•
tional .err of tur
.e 'ntry -roduction an -ar:-r
stress renerat on io
as -- seord tern.
tions ') to
.
nhe % iit-,na- mean
r% i.
rates due to the v-r-m
i 4- W/' wh '. ..
a convercent or
r-nt elfe-t
fi-., with respect 1: a
plane of -yrnetr7
"
a -rest
trou
f - ,
,r
An additin
tex.
+ . '3z n -7% l+ky'Y_..
followed tIc-w
w' "ro -ur
a mechonizm of th- ,:*ra produt -r '-r
t......
in an n!tzle
E
'e.. how--.,,r,
longitudi:. i j*tr*
i'rr"ib.
makes
'ral spanwise po...n
'
"unsn.istrate tl.' thr',--oer
detail.

CONCLUS:10.i
Measurements made over a eon cav- c"irfa"_- w"i
different kinds of uniforr shear flow at the inlet
show marked effects on turbulence structure.
1n an
unstable free-strea condition, Reynolds stresses are
increased both in 'he boundary layer And free sr--t,
even for spanwise component w . The striking f-ature of V
and -u
profiles is that a rax'ra exlsts
independent of free-stream conJitins.
at y /6
- O.4
A high level of turbulen-e intensity is assc(iate
with the growth of lonritudinal vrtices.
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PREDICTION AND

MEASUREMENT OF FLOW AND HEAT

TRANSFER IN MOTORED DIESEL ENGINE SWIRL CHAMBERS
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ABSTRACT

Subscripts

This paper is concerned with the prediction and measurement of flow and heat transfer in motored diesel engine swirl chambers.
Measurements are mainly carried out by a
temperature-compensated hot-wire anemometer
and a high speed camera. Predictions are based on the solution of the finite-difference
form of the governing differential equations
for the transport of mass, momentum and energy by way of digital computers. In general,
the obtained agreement between predictions
and measurements is fairly good which confirms the accuracy of the described prediction procedure.

E,W,N,S East,West, North and South neighbouring nodes
e,w,n,s midway nodes between each node.

NOMENCLATURE
Ac
influence coefficient
Ap
equal to ZAc
CUCIC 2 constant of the turbulence model
Cpm
mean piston velocity
h
total enthalpy
K
turbulence kinetic energy
m
mass flow rates across cell boundaries
equals to (oV)0/ft old values at timet
Mn
equals to (V)pn/t new values at time
t+6t
P
pressure
p
pressure correction
u
tangential velocity
u
velocity vector at any point
r
radial position
Sp
coefficient of linearized source term
Su
coefficient of linearized source term
S
source/sink term for variable ¢
t
time
v
radial velocity
V
cell volume
f
equal to (%c/ap)T
7
effective diffusivity coefficient for
variable A
E
dissipative rate of turbulent kinetic
energy
e
angular position
arbitrary dependent variable
laminar viscosity
0ef f effective viscosity
h
density
0h,0k,a~constants of turbulence model for h,
K &
.
t
summation
for neighbouring nodes of
c
typical grid node.

INTRODUCTION
The availability of very large, high
speed digital computers has encourage efforts
to simulate the compression ignition engines.
Complete mathematical model for the calculation of the heat release in a swirl chamber
of a diesel engine is still not available.
The heat release in multifuel engines depends
to a great extent on the hydrodynamic mixing
and transport processes, the fuel atomization
and evaporation, the chemical reaction mechanism and reaction rates, heat transfer and
environmental conditions, all of which vary
inside the swirl chamber. The-fuel mixing
process perior to autoignition is important
in diesel engines, in general, and swirl chambers of diesel engine in particular. Moreover,
the mixing process controls combustion which
in turn controls the rate of pressure rise,
noise emission and pollutant formation in engine cylinders (1,2,3).
The study of pure phenomena in subclasses helps in solving more
complex combustion phenomena resulting from
multifuel combustion.
Therefore, a mathematical prediction
model capable of predicting the air velocity
inside swirl combustion chambers is required
for the development of multifuel engines as
well as saving time and cost.
There have been several experimental investigations, as a consequence of the development of swirl chambers; for the determination
of the swirl chamber parameters. However, it
was found that the study of flow is the more
accurate method for determination of swirl
chamber parameters. Theoretical investigations have been therefore reported (4,5,6).
Most of these investigations are based on the
evaluation of the intensity of charge motion
which relies on emperical correlations.
Moreover, they are based on the application of
evaluating parameters recommended from the
analysis of present swirl chambers.
Such evaluating parameters have a quite wide ranoe
that they cannot give sufficient accurate

5.1

results. Recently, Elkotb 2.)proposed a
new theoretical model based on the equality
of the moment of momentum resulting from the
ejection velocity to the swirl chamber and
the moment of momentum of the rotating air
inside the swirl chamber provided that the
air motion in the central zone is solid vortex and that in periphery is free vortex.
This model can define the average velocity
to the swirl chamber and the moment of momentum ofikhe rotating air inside the swirl chamber buU is not useful in the study of the interaction between fuel and air. Over the
past decade a fairly considerable effort has
been expended on computational procedures
with the aid of mathematical models, for reciprocating engines (9.). These prediction
procedures are based mainly on the solution
of the finite difference form of the governing differential equations for the transport

ditions on the air flow inside swirl chambers.
FQr this reason the cylinder head is modified
and a swirl chamber is constructed and attached instead of the original chamber. A sche3Patic drawing of the experimental setup is
shown in Fig.(l). A cylinderical combustion

13

of mass, momentum and energy.

__12

10

Although these attempts have been made
to predict the properties of turbulent motion
by mathematical models, no explicit consideration of the physical properties in swirl
chambers is taken.. Moreover, the shape of
the combustion chamber with its effect on
the air flow was not included.

-

Fig.l Scheme of experimental setup. (1-engine
assembly,2-swirl chamber,3-variable area port
4-injection pump,5-hot wire anemometer,6-thernocouples,7-advance angle adjustment, 8-T.D.C.
pickup, 9-tachometer,lO-dynamometer,ll-degree marker amplifier,12-loop oscillograph,
13-balancing system).

The objective of this work is to develpp a complete mathematical model for the
prediction of the turbulent flow field in
swirl chambers. Experimental measurement of
the air flow velocity is planned to satisfy
careful comparison, over a wide range, with
the predicted values to obtain reliable information about the constants of the turbulence model. Actually these constants depend on local turbulence values. This proposed prediction procedure is required to
investigate speedily and with reasonable de-

chamber of 48.5 mm diameter,Fig. (2), satisfying a relative swirl chamber volume ratio
twr
emometer

tail and accuracy the combustion of fuel with

.

various chemical properties as well as the
effect of various factors on the combustion
process needed for the development of multifuel engines.

-

cooling
jacket
couple

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
A careful comparison over a wide range
of data can give, in addition to the mean
velocity field, reliable information about
the constants of the turbulence model. Therefore an experimental setup has been built up
to facilitate measurements of the air velocity components inside the swirl chamber with
the highest possible accuracy. The experimental swirl chamber has been built up in
one of the engine cylinders of a 2-cylinder,
4-stroke, water cooled medium speed diesel
engine. The other cylinder has been used
for motoring the engine to the required regime. The engine is directly coupled with
hydraulic dynamometer for engine loading and
equipped with various instruments required
for measuring the main engine parameters.
The scope of this investigation includes the measuring of the instantaneous velocity components and finding out the effect
of various constructional and working con5.2

-oln

jr

Co

Jlnct
P"-

chn er baJ Lcylinderhead

Fig.2 Scheme of the test combustion chamber.
of 0.507 is constructed with an optically
flat fused quartz window on one of its sides.
The swirl chamber is built up with compression ratio 17. Two oblique washers are fitted on either sides of the quartz plate to
avoid stress concentration. The quartz lens
is fastened by a self locking screwed collar
facilitating easy firm and quick assembly.
The test swirl chamber is fitted with a cooling jacket supplied with glysrine from an independent circulating system to control its

.

surface temperature. Connecting ports with
various configurations are constructed to
supply air to the swirl chamber from the main
chamber. The chamber is designed such that
variation of the relative swirl volume ratio$
the connecting port area ratio (2) and the
connecting port inclination angle are possible. The intake and exhaust manifolds of
the test cylinder are separated from these
of the second motoring cylinder,
0
i The chamber is equipped with a temperature compensated hot wire anemometer to
measure the air velocity components. The
probe of the hot wire is connected to an ultra-voilet oscilograph through the compensating bridge. It is equipped also with two
ferrous-constantan thermocouples for measuring the surface temperature. The quartz
window is used to photograph the air motion
inside the swirl chamber with a high speed
camera. The gas pressure variations inside
the main and swirl combustion chambers together with the crankangle were picked by a
highly sensitive Piezo-electric transducers
and an external X-generator. The display of
the gas pressure is syncronised with the
disc displaying the signal of the top dead
centre. The data recorded during an engine
run include combustion chamber pressure, velocity
foreach
two location,
inclination
angles
of
the variation
hot wire at
crank-angle.
top dead centre and two surface thermocouples.
Because of the cycle to cycle variations in
data recorded and hence in air velocity components, it is required to examine a large
quantity of data to obtain a quite sufficient
reasonable results. Thus, a high speed multi channel data recording and processing system is applied. The output from the hot wire
anemometer is magnified and recorded by a
magnetic taperecorder. A calibration signal
is recorded at the start of recording. Thereafter, the analog signal representing the
air velocity variation at two inclination
angles are played back at a lower speed to
the analog/digital converter and digitzied
at every crank angle for 50 cycles. The
output of the 50 cycles is then processed
and an average cycle of the velocity variations is determined and recorded on magnetic
tape in digital form for subsequent processing on a digital computer to determine the
mean velocity and the random velocity,
THE GOVERNING CONSERVETION EQUATIONS
The flow inside diesc engine swirl
chambers is a transient turbulent flow. For
the case of motored engines, thermal radiation may be neglected. The flow is, thus,
governed by the differential conservation
equations of energy, mass and momentum. In
the present investigation, the swirl chamber
is cylindrical and the flow may thus be assumed two-dimensional,

The turbulent diffusion fluxes which appear in the qoverninc equations are modeled using Boussines% approach in tenns of the man flow gradients and
eddy diffusivities. These eddy diffusivities
are determined by solving additional differential conservation equations for the time-averaged kinetic energy of turbulence k and its
dissipation rate e . This kind of model was
originally developed for steady turbulent
flows L
and has been modified , to introduce
compressibility effects by analogy with th
laminar stress tensor, by Ramos L.
Within the above framework, the governing set of equations may be compactly represented in terms of a single general equation for
an arbitrary dependent variable
;

at(rpv4p)'

1

a

1

a

U(ii-

1

a

(r7

.r

(i)
1 a
i =
Cl)
e
r
where I stands for radial velocity v, tangential velocity u, total enthalpy hk and c ; t
is time; C is density;7 t and S. are respectively the effective dilfusivity coefficients
.
Equaand source/sink terms for variable
tion (1) represents also the continuity equation by replacing € by 1. The definition of
rj
S
are
in table
(1).
In
table
() and ff-is
the given
effective
viscosity
which
is
-

given Ey;
p

=

+

C

(2)

, CIC 2 ,
where
j is the laminar viscosity, C
0
h , Ok and c
are constants of the Lrbulence
.
is the
mode and are given in ref.( 9,11
velocity vector at any point in the swirl
chamber.

G=e 1
eff [r2 1

4+11 '
u
u.
+ v
(a\)2,
e +r r) + 2
2
div(i) (effdiv(l)
d
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
U

2K)

The imposition of the boundary conditions
for diesel engine swirl chambers is not as
t may seem. At chamber
straight-forward as
walls : the velocity components all obey the
no slip conditions; the walls are insulated
and hence the wall heat flux is taken equal
to zero in this stage; the turbulence fluctuations and their dissipation rate are also zero.
Wall functions are used for grid nodes adjacent to the chamber walls to avoid using many
grid lines in the boundary sub-layer( 13) . At
the inlet plane, i.e. the tangential port
which connects the swirl chamber with the main
chamber, the inlet velocity, density and temThey
perature vary with crank angle (or time).
are specified by solving an ordinary differential equation for the flow from the main chamber, or vise versa, through the tangential
L4).
port, in the manner explained in ref.
THE FINITE-DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS

The equations govering the flow in a
cylindrical swirl chamber of a diesel engine
can be obtained by decomposing the velocity,
pressure, density and enthalpy into a mean
and a fluctuating value respectively(9ll).

For the purpose of deriving the finitedifference equations, the swirl chamber is
overlaid with a grid of nodes, formed by the
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intersections of meridunal lines and circles
(Fig.3), at which the scalar variables h,K,c

sure field is known at each time step. The solution of Equation (3) may be obtained economically if coefficients A ,S and Su are computed at 'Old' time t,leavin 0 and n to be
calculated in the 'new' time t+6t. This solu-

tion approach parallels that of a parabolic
flow which is justifiable because equation (1)
is indeed parabolic in time(15). The set of
difference
equations(3)are linked through pressure differences terms.

3.

OUTLINE OF THE SOLUTION PROCEDURE
any instant of time t thee ° fields of

11At

11

Fig.3

7

9

Computational grid.

and P are stored; while the velocities are
located mid-way between the pressures which
drive them. Equation (1) is formally integrated over imaginary control volume or 'cell'
surrounding each variable and for a time increment 6t. The finite-difference approximation to equation (l)is written as
(A

p

pn= Zc Acn+ M,
Mp

o + Su
p

the variables are known, predictions for a
time increment 6t are then obtained by solving the difference equations for the *n fields
by a marching-integration algorithm. The latter then becomes the ¢O for the prediction of
the next time step; in this way the solution
is marched forward in time until the desired
period has been covered. The next section is
devoted for the solution of the difference
equations.
SOLUTION OF DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS
The energy equation is first
solved,using the old fields of h,u,',,p and ( P/at), to
yield the new enthalpy field (hn) and hence

(3)

where; Ap = Zc Ac, L denotes summation over
the four neighbouring nodes of a typical grid
node P,c denotes neighbouring node of a grid
node P, 'o' and 'n' denote 'old' and 'new'
values at times t and t+6t respectively, M

the new temperature field (Tn).

equals(pV)F/6t, V is cell volume, Sp and S
are coefficients of a linearized source term

their difference equations; P
is actually
estimated as equal to the 'old' pxessure Po.

obtained by integrating S. Ac are influence
coefficients which give the combined effect
of diffusion and convection,

The computed velocities v*n and u'n will
not, in general Isatisfy the local continuity
equation (4) but will produce a net mass source at each grid node. The pressure, density
and velocities are then corrected so as to re-

The continuity equation is integrated
to give ;
(4)
0
m
MnM0 +
p

p

c

The next step is to obtain a preliminary
set
of new velocity
v Po
nand
u n for
andesiae
new pre components
sure
nnbynewvin
an estimated new pressure fie P
n by solving

c

where mc are mass flow rates across cell boundaries. Equation (3) can be so]-ed for u,v,h,
k and cin space and time domains if the pres5.4

Ouce the mass source at each grid node to
zero in the following manner

Pn
n
n

=

P*n+p,
P*n
pn +B P

(5)
(6)

S

---

+ Dv (P' - P)
p
N
fn. ;n . Du(*pPE)
p
Utie,

V

=

-

(7)
(8)

where the * indicates guessed or preliminary
value, p' is pressure correction, $is defined as (aP/DP)T' Dv and D are evaluated from
the relevant momentm equation, e.g.Du=
subscripts N and E denote neigun (PE),
hbrin& nodes, as shown in Fig.3.
Equations(6-8) are substituted into the
continuity equation (4) to give ;
(-S)
P = cc P +
(9)
P
*and
4
) is the
Ac
u_( *n..Mo + Z in
where; AP =
p
c c *
loaep
c c~u(p
localcontinuity imbalance based on u njv~ n
and p n; Sp and Ac are coefficients which are
defined as follows
1
• n
Sp =
a
(sc mc/0c
I)

locations. Finer grid could be employed at
the expense of an increase in computational
time. The computations are started at zero
defined as the time at which the compression stroke has started. The inlet values
to the swirl chamber are taken from the previous computational method, reported in (i.5).
Computations are carried out for a diesel engine with a swirl chamber of 48.5 mm diameter, tangential port of diameter 15 mm and inclined an angle 450 to the cylinder axis, engine speed 1500 RPM,and compression ratio 17.
The
computations
outvelocity
at 20 crank
angle
intervals. are
The carried
resulting
field
computed at various times is shown in Figs.4
5 and the corresponding contours of the
.b

P

n
*n
**
9
eTN/Qe wwa~wO
n
*n *D.5B *n
.0
*n
n n vn-(.11nm*5
a,16v +1O
a ll

'~

~'e aepueO.

*

4

;

ueo

where, subscripts E,W,N,S and e,w,n,s are"
neighbouring nodes and corresponding nodes
mid-way between each node and a typical nodes
p respectively (Fig.3). In proving equation
(9) terms involve p 2 were ignored because P'
itself should be small. It should be noted
that the pressure correction equation does
not include P' of 'old' time because there
is no question of correcting 'old' velocities
and pressure fields.

-..'

mOec

BR'

-0MScs

Iso

%c

-' A: 0,

4

4

L
I

Equation (9) is solved to yeild the P'
field which is required to correct P, p, v
and u fields. The new K and c are then computed from their difference equation (3).

-25

m/sec

100 M/sec

90

162*

OTHER FEATURES
The difference equations (3) & (9) are
modified at cells adjoining the swirl chaiber boundaries to incorporate the conditions
imposed there. In addition to P',a global
pressure correction V is computed based on
overall continuity balance and is added to
the existing pressure field before solving
The
the pressure correction equation (ll.
method of solution used to solve equations
(3) & (9) is a Gauss-elimination line-by-line
double-sweep technique. While equation (3)
converges very fast, equation (9) needs more
sweeps and some times more than one iteration to reduce the residual mass errors to
an acceptable level. The modified form of
the pressure correction equation, developed
here, gives a fast convergence which reduces
the total computational time. The time increment -&t
used in the present work is
2.22xO 4 s which is equivelent to 20 crank
angle.

f

.100 rn/e

I00

Fig.4 Velocity vector plot during compression
stroke.
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PREDICTION AND MEASUREMENT RESULTS
The computational grid inside the swirl
chamber consists of 10 angular and 16 radial

%

218
-.0-10 M/IVS
- 19m/s4
Fi.5 Velocity vector during expansion stroke.
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turbulence intensity distributions (C2K/3/C ) flow velocities are low.
where Cr is the mean piston velocity (Cm7m/s), re shown in Fig.6.

t22

0

.5

3

0

4A

0

I dog.

0*

025
Dimeniedss

w=51G
Fig.6 Turbulence intensity contours
during compression stroke.
In time sequence, one can observe the
features of the flow evolution. At crank angle 180, it can be seen that the air jet exists at the tangential port with a small velocity which is principally directed from
both sides of the port to the opposite wall
surface. The flow in the swirl chamber during the initial part of the compression
stroke is almost pure radial flow. After
some time,for example at 580 crank angle,the
pressure gradient built up at the opposite
surface have already initiated rotational
flow in the bulk of the swirl chamber. Before the initiation of the complete rotational flow a vortex is noticed at the right-hand
side of the jet. Before the end of the compression stroke the radial pressure gradient
have strengthened to the point of inducing
strong flow recirculation which was observed
from the high speed photographing of the flow
field as shown in Fig.7. The strong recirculating flow inside the swirl chamber produces

0.
0.75
radial distance (r/R$)

1.

tangentiai vemeasured
Fig. 8 Predicted
locity in and
plane
3 at various radii at
200 BTDC.
-

o measured
predicted
N14000 r.P.m

100
Cftw17
E
3

o

0

0
a
-50
0

0

L
0

!
60
120
ISO
Crank angle degree
Fig,9 Predicted & measured tangential veloccity during compression in plane 3 at
0m. from inside surface.
J~~~ig.7~i Phtgah
of the flow
The turbulence contours during compresfield at
T.D.C.

a large tangential velocity component along
the chamber surface and small tangential velocity component at the centre, as shown in
Fig.8. It is noticed also that the tangential
velocity component increases during compression stroke reaching its maximum value at
about 150 crank BTDC, as shown in Fig.9. At
the begining of the expansion stroke the recirculating flow is unable to reverse its
direction to flow through the tangential port
in spite of the absence of a jet flow into
the swirl chamber, as shown in Fig.5. before
the complete reverse of the flow a vortex is
noticed at the opposite side to the port. It
should be mentioned that by this time, the

sion stroke are also shown in Fig 6 in which
it is noticed that the turbulence levels at
the begining of the compression stroke are
low. By increase of time the inflow to the
swirl chamber increases and separates, at the
begining, near to the tangential port to form
eddies at either sides of the jet. Turbulence
intensity generation is particularly strong
reaching maximum value of 1.33 near to the
entry port. Substantial decrease of the turbulence intensity has been obtained by BTDC
where a complete recirculating flow is established. This decrease of turbulence intensity presumably being a consequence of the
gradual reduction of the inflow rate by 120
crank angle as the piston approaches the end
of the compression stroke.

5.6

Figure (10) shows the variation of the
turbulence intensity along the radius (plane
3). Maximum turbulence intensity is noticed
near chamber walls while the minimum intensity occurs at a radius of about 1.0 mm.

4n6 2"

The measured values are clearly sensitive to
this inclination angle which can be defined
after the circulating flow has been
established.

"-CONCLUDING

is planed to investigate the effect
of various geometry parameters of the swirl
chamber and working conditions on the flow
field to isolate some of the important features of flow and to validate the computational procedure. The present work lays the framework for a more detailed study including
spray mixing and combustion which might well
prove helpful to the engine designer.
REM4ARKS

w

,accurately

I

EIt
1a

L
0
9

A measuring technique and a prediction
procedure for flow and heat transfer in motored diesel engines swirl chambers are preThe prediction procedure is based on
numerically the differential conservation equations for a transient turbulent
flow with heat transfer. The obtained agreement between predictions and measurements is
fairly good which confirms the accuracy of
the prediction procedure. However, the prediction procedure is currently being tested
for variables more relevant to turbulence modeling such as the turbu]once intensity and
the turbulent shear stresses.

=(1
Lsented.

Isolving
0.0

1.0

Q5

Radial

1.5

2j0 m m

distapee

Fig.lO Radial turbulence intensity distribution in plane 3 200 BTDC.
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;ABSTRACT
ABTATNOMENCLATURE
This paper presents a comparison of computations
experimental data generated specifically for the purposewith
of
computer code validation. The particular test flow presented
here was chosen because of its relevance to flows inside the
cylinders of internal combustion engines. The velocity and
turbulence measurements were made with a laser Doppler
anemometer. The computer code used in the calculations is a
time-averaged Navier-Stokes code for time-dependent threedimensional compressible flows. The turbulence model used is
a standard version of the k-c model; however, new near-wall
submodels for velocity and turbulence dissipation rate are
employed.
Calculations of the flow inside a cylindrical enclosure
containing a steady-state swirling flow reproduced the major
overall features of the flow, including the flow pattern,
recirculating flow regions, decay of the tangential momentum
flux, and turbulent kinetic energy levels. There were some
disagreements in the details of the velocity profiles but,
overall, the profiles were in good agreement with experiment.
It is worth emphasizing that the present flow has a strong
swirling component. It has been reported in other investigations that the standard k-c model does not produce good
results for swirling flows, e.g., swirling jets. Nevertheless, for
this particular swirling flow, the results obtained were quite
satisfactory.

C

constant in the viscosity model (=0.09)

CI,C2
e. ,e

constants in the c-equation (=1.44, 1.92)
strain rate tensor

-

h..
h
k

metric scale factor
static enthalpy
turbulence kinetic energy

tE
M

dissipation length scale
tangential momentum flux (see eqn. 1)
reference-run tangential momentum flux
coordinate in the normal direction
pressure
radial coordinate

Mref
n
p
r
R
Re
T

tW
z
E
rh

radius of the cylinder
Reynolds number
temperature
am
bient temperature
mean velocity components; radial, tangentiAl.
and axial
rms velocity fluctuations;radial, tangential, and
axial
area-averaged mean velocity
axial coordinate
dissipation rate of k
effective enthalpy diffusion coefficient

11
1e

viscosity
effective viscosity (= u + u T)

JT
0

turbulent viscosity
density

ohOkoC

Prandtl numbers for h, k and c (=0.9, 1.0, 1.3)

Ta
U,V,W
u',v',w'
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INTRODUCTION

The average velocity through the inlet holes (through

Swirl is often used in systems of practical interest to
provide a certain degree of control over the flow field. In
furnace applications, swirl is used to stabilize the flame and
enhance the mixing between the reacting gases. In internal
combustion engines, swirl is used in different types of engines
for different purposes: Diesel engines use swirl to enhance the
mixing during njection; direct injection stratified charge
engines use swirl to control the flow pattern Inside the
cylinder # the piston reaches top dead center, and to enhance
the mixini in homogeneous-charge engines swirl is used to
create a iore repeatable flow field to reduce cycle to cycle
variability, and to increase the turbulence inside the cylinder.
Consequently, the capability of predicting confined turbulent
swirling flows is of practical importance.
We are developing a code for predicting the detailed
flow field inside cylinders. As part of this work we have
compared calculations to detailed measurements of a steadystate (no piston motion) swirling flow in an engine-cylinderlike geometry.
DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT
As this paper is primarily concerned with the computation of the first two authors, only a brief description of the
experimental results of the third and fourth authors will be
provided,
the velocity measurements were made with a
single-component, counter-based, laser Doppler anemometer
operated in the forward scatter mode. A digital tape drive
was used to store the data, and an off-line computer system to
determine mean velocity and rms velocity fluctuations for all
three components. Frequency shift, beam-intersection angle,
and counter validation were adjusted on a point-by-point basis
to minimize measurement errors.
The geometry of the experiment is described in Figure 1.
The flow enters at one end of the cylinder through an inlet
ring with 16 equally spaced holes which are inclined at 170 to
the local tangential direction. The measured effective inlet

their effective area) was fhole = 52.45 m/s, or 29.4 times the
reference velocity. The inlet jet Reynolds number based on
the effective hole diameter (4.83 mm) was 16,400.
The
average radial velocity out through the exit slot was exit=
26.28 m/s, or 14.7.times the reference velocity.
Based on geometrical considerations alone, the flow in
the vicinity of the inlet holes would be expected to have a
radial component of ho sin 17a 0.292
h
t
component of U cos 170
= 0.6 V
and aptanel
component of Elhole cos 17 = 0.956 Elhole' and approximately
zero axial component.
However, since the inlet flow was
through discrete holes, the actual radial and tangential components downstream of the holes would be expected to drop
rapidly to a lower level as the individual inlet jets merge
together in the immediate vicinity of the inlet holes.
SET UP OF THE NUMERICAL SIMULATION
The computer code used in these calculations is a
derivative of the code MINT described by Gibeling, et al. in
Reference [11 . It is a time-averaged Navier-Stokes code for
time-dependent three-dimensional compressible flows.
Hy
making the velocities dimensionless with the average axial
velocity W, the distances with the radius (R) of the apparatus,
and the remaining variables with reference values subscripted
by D, the modeled equations of motion are given as*:
Continuity
a-

W' -

1
-

a,

7 i

J

-

0 u0 )

0 for it j, and for cylindrical polar coordinates

where h
ij

h1l = h3 3 = 1, h2 2 = r and 3 = h1 1 h2 2 h 33 .
Momentum

i
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(
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IWLIA-u=T

Fig. I Shematic of the Experimental Apparatus
hole area is 18.35 mm

where

a P

2

C

is the laminar
I
viscosity,
a

nd Re

,

-

u

2

per hole, or 293.6 mm in 2 total. An turbulence kinetic energy and c its dissipation rate.
effort was made to insure a uniform distribution of the inlet
flow over all 16 holes. The flow exits at the opposite end of
the cylinder through a narrow circumferential slot.
The
resultig flow pattern was closely axisymmetric (this was
checked by making all measurements on full traverses across
the diameter of the cylinder).
The volume flow rate through the experimental set up
was fixed at 0.0154 m 3 /s, and at that flow rate the average tb
axial velocity through the cylinder was Y
velocity was chosen in the present report as
priate normalizing velocity for presentation
nolds number based on this velocity and the
cylinder was Re = 12,130.

1.793 mls. This
the most approof data . Reydiameter of the
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"All variables are averaged variables but the symbols describing the averaging are dropped. (XoXfx 3 ) correspond to
the cylindrical-polar coordinate system (r,6,z) and (UlU
correspond to the velocities (U,V,W).
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,u3 )

The tangential velocity was also prescribed to be uniform with thin boundary layers; its magnitude was set at a

Pneu

ay-

( h)=-a
+

where

1

=2

1

a
S

h)

h
J

-

P

I

a

a P

-

level deduced from the experimental data taken in a plane
passing
through
the This
inlet holes (z = 1.99 R) and extrapolated to
the cylinder
wall.
magnitude was 30 m/s, or only 60% of
the tangential component of V hole* This immediate drop of
the inlet tangential velocity by 40%, indicates that the jet
merging and intermixing take place very close
to the wall, the
flow becoming axisymmetric almost immediately. This is a
sign that the experiment's deviations from axisymmetry, due to discrete jets are restricted to a very
small
region close to the jet inlets. It is also reassuring that the
indicated drop in the tangential velocity is about the same as
the drop in the radial velocity.

ah

rahf

h

H

RD[
+

]

e - 2/3 ekk and rh = Ue/Oh. oh is assumed to be
eo an (h=.9.positive

, For this particular case where the divergence of the flow
field is very small, the equation for the turbulence kinetic
energy and its dissipate rate are modeled as follows,
Turbulence Kinetic Energy
1 aT aJ
(.- -

k

Other boundary conditions on the inlet opening were:

.

U a k)
8 °k
8

Ree ;T-

UT
+ -2 g:_-0c
+ Wintensity
Dissipation Rate of Turbulence Kinetic Energy

(Pc)

I
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a)-,J
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-
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u

u e)
0

1
1

R-

1

_
a)
T

- hiah

1

aT
O% T7 9

UT

2
- C 2 0 -k
The equations of motion are differenced using a standard
(non-staggered) mesh, central differencing in space, and backward (fully implicit) differencing in time. The differenced
equations are then linearized in time as described by Briley
and McDonald [2], then solved using the Douglas-Gunn [3]
technique to generate an Alternate Direction Implicit (ADI)
scheme.
1

2

The physical flow situation was represented in the calculations as a cylindrical domain, whose length to radius ratio
was 2.059.
The outflow boundary was represented as a
circumferential opening in the cylinder wall flush with the end
plane. The size of the opening (slot height) was the same as in
the experiment. The calculations were found to be insensitive
to outlet slot height, except for the absolute level of the
static pressure which depended on the pressure drop across the
opening.
The inflow boundary was more difficult to set. To take
advantage of the axisymmetry of the flow in the bulk of the
domain, the individual inlet holes were not modeled; instead a
circumferential slot was used. The individual jets in the
experimental apparatus are expected to merge in a short
distance downstream from the holes, and the discrepancy
between the modeled and the real configuration is expected to
be localized and not too serious. The slot height was made the
same as the inlet hole height to match the location of the inlet
flow separation from the cylinder side wall. Sensitivity runs
with different slot heights showed that the results in the bulk
of the cylinder were insensitive to inlet slot height. Only near
the inlet opening was there an effect, the size of the local
separation from the cylinder wall changing with the slot
height.
Roundary Conditions on Open Boundaries

axial velocity set to zero, a2p/3n 2 = 0, T = Ta. Turbulence
intensity
of
the
inlet
flow
was
fixed
at
(2 k/3)1 / 2 /(U 2
V
W )
= 0.14, i.e., a fairly elevated
level consistent with the highly turbulent flow conditions
upstream of the inlet holes and with the high turbulence
generated by the incoming jets.
The dissipation
length scale was prescribed to be on the order of 0.1 times the
slot height, a typical value for turbulent flows.
Experimentation with different inlet velocity profiles, and different
levels of both the turbulence intensity and scale, showed only
a very small sensitivity of the results to these parameters.
Exit. At the exit opening, where the flow is oriented
radially outward, the simple extrapolative boundary condition
a/an = 0 was used on U, V, W, h, k and E. A prescribed
uniform static pressure (=ambient) over the slot-height was
used as the boundary condition on ti. ntinuity equation.
Near-Wall Submodels at Solid-Walls
At solid-wall boundaries, near-wall submodels were
employed to bridge the gap between the wall and the first grid
point away from the wall. The same set of submodels was
used for all solid walls.
Velocity. The normal velocity component was set to zero
at the wall. IThe velocity components parallel to the wall were
handled by a combination of two submodels. One su- nodel
was a wall function based on the law of the wall, and the other
one was a "limited slip" submodel developed specifically for
regions near flow separation and reattachment. The combination was weighted towards the law-of-the-wall submodel when
the flow near the wall was boundary-layer like (in which case
the two submodeLs are similar). When the law-of-the-wall
submodel predicted implausible (negative, or too large) wall
slip velocities, occurring typically near separation or reattachment, the combination was weighted towards the limited-slip
submodel. In this way advantage was taken of the law of the
wall wherever its use was appropriate, while avoiding unphyslcal wall slip velocities elsewhere.
k and c. ak/an = 0 was used for the k equation. The
dissipation equation at the first point away from the wall
(point 2) was replaced by

Inlet. The inlet radial velocity was prescribed to be
uniform over the slot height except for thin boundary layers on
top and bottom, with a magnitude such that the total flow rate
was the same as in the experiment. The inlet radial velocity
was 8.39 m/s, or 55% of the radial component of the average
inlet-hole velocity, Uhole'

2

14

2/2

where the dissipation length scale t2 was obtained by interpolation, assuming that the dissipation length scale varies
linearly between its value on the wall (tl = 0) and the value at
the second grid point away from the wall ('3 C 3/4 3

hol3
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k3

i

3)

h andp Fixed wall temperature T = Ta was used for the

20
I

energy equation. The boundary condition for the continuity
equation was 3 P/3 n, calculated from the momentum equation
for the normal velocity component evaluated at the walL

I

RESULTS

I

The results of the calculations are compared to the
experimental data in Figures 2-4, which show radial profiles of
the velo~ty and rms velocity fluctuation at different z planes,
where tl z coordinate is measured from the exit end-well.
The axial velocity profile (Figure 2) is seen to be in good
agreement with the experiment. The salient features of the
axial velocity profile are reproduced: a dominant peak near
the wall, reverse flow with a magnitude of about 20% of the
maximum velocity near the wall, a small second positive peak,
and practically zero axial velocity at the center. The only
notable disagreement concerns the location of the reverse

I

I

I
J

I

I
12

_--

-

-.-

-

[

0

V/W

2.4

.

--

/

0

a
a

1

I_.

-

',o

v'/W

I

d

flow peak and the second positive peak; both are predicted to

A

0.8
" 4
be farther away from the wall than the experimental ones.
I
a
The same findings apply to comparison with data at other
z-planes.
a
The tangential velocity profiles are shown in Figures 3
and 4. The calculations are seen to predict the location of the
0
0
1
0
peak tangential velocity very well, as well as the axial decay
of the velocity maximum caused by friction on the cylinder
1.
.5
0.
.5
the
predict
side wall. On the other hand the calculations over
r/R
swirl at the center of the flow, indicating a solid-body
rotation, and with angular velocity approximately constant
Fig. 3 Tangential Velocity at aIR - 1.77
along the cylinder axis.
Predicted Mean Velocity
The experimental data show a parabolic variation of
Predicted Turbulence Intensity v"W.
swirl velocity in the central region, with zero swirl near the
Symbols are the Experimental Data.
axis. It is not obvious what produces the zero swirl near the
It appears to us that the only
axis in the experiment.
mechanism that could be responsible would be friction on the center-core swirl would be lower in z-planes close to the end
two end walls, opposing the diffusion towards the central walls than in planes away from these walls, but this is not the
region of the tangential momentum of the spinning fluid near case: the experimental profiles at z/R = 1.77 and at z/R 0.31
the sidewall. However, in that case one would expect that the are practically identical between the centerline and r/R = 0.5.
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Fig. 2 Axial Velocity at /R- 0.80
Predicted Mean Velocity
- - - Preited Turbulenee Intensity,/117"W.
Symbols are the Exerimental Data.
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0.8

?~~

0.
r/R

.5

Pig. 4 Tangential Velocity at zjR 0.31
I
Predicted Mean Velocity,
W.
- Predicted Turbulence Intensity ,"l
Symbols are the Experimental Data.

1.

Several attempts were made to diagnose the source of
the discrepancy between the parabolic variation in tangential
velocity observed experimentaUy and the linear variation
obtained with our calculation. One of the attempts was to
modify the k-E model as recommended by Rodi 141, where
solid-body rotation is the neutrally stable profile. Also, the
recommended modification of Launder, et.al., (51 was tried
where the free vortex is the neutrally stable profile. Neither

.0.

z/R
V

modification changed the center core solid-body swirl results.

Since these modifications were so markedly different, and

Sconponents

neither offered an improved agreement with experiment, both
were abandoned. Finally, several runs were carried out where
the skin friction at the top and bottom walls was changed.
Again, these results did not change the shape of the tangential
velocity profiles. Thus, at the present time we regard the
difference as unexplained.
The radial velocities were the smallest of the three
2.
r~k-I
W 0.2
velocity components. Because of this they were subject to the
largest relative error experimentally (and likely also computa-1.
- .5
0.
.5
1.
tionally). Comparisons with experimental data at different
axial locations showed a similarity in shape and peaks in
Fig. 6 Contours of Turtvlence Intensity,
approximately the same locations, but the magnitudes were
Uniformly Spaced Betweenv"19 = 0 and 5
However, the absolute difoften substantially different.
ferences between the predictions and the data were not much
larger than for the other two components.
Inspection of the experimental profiles of u', v', and w'
The experimental data also include measurements of the showed that their magn'tudes are not too different from each
three components of rms velocity fluctuation--u', v' and w'. other, and so it made sense to insert into Figures 2-4 the
Since the calculations predict only the turbulence kinetic profiles of predicted ,'2Ji3/w for comparison with the data.
energy k, and not the individual fluctuation components, direct These provide some indication of the capability of the turbucomparison can be made only at planes where all three lence model to predict the intensity of turbulence.
were measured and k could be determined.
The contours of turbulence intensity, characterized bv
Figure 5 shows the comparison (made at z/R = 1.28) of the v' "7i'/
in Figure 6, show that the flow inside the chamber has
1.5
a typical intensity of 0.5-1 times the average axial velocity.
The exceptions are the regions around the flow inlet where
additional turbulence is generated due to large shear, and at
1.2

the exit where its level grows rapidly due to higher local
velocity levels. The length scale of turbulence (Figure 7) ha
fairly simple onion-like contours with a maximum of 0.14 R. a
value not too different from that found in pipe flows and
expansions.

TF
47T

.sudden

6

- ..

.3
z/R

-1.

-. 5

0.
r/R

.5

1..1

1.

Fig. 5 Profile of Turbulence Intensity
at z/R = 1.28
Experiment
Prediction, turbulence intensity ,' 7"3/;, representing the intensity of
velocity fluctuations averaged over the three coordinate
directions. The agreement is good in both the shape of the
profile and the magnitude of the intensity. The profiles show
two peaks, the one right at the wall being due to large shear
near the wall, the other to the shear generated on the
centerline side of the maxima of the tangential and axial
velocity profiles. The only area of disagreement is near the
centerline, where the flow is essentially shear-free and so the
level of k is set by convection and diffusion from other parts
This disagreement is fairly typical for slowly
of the flow.
moving, or shear-free, portions of any flow field, and is
apparently one of the weaknesses of the k-c model. Those
portions of the flow where shear is high, and which usually are
the important ones, are handled quite well by the k-c model.
These conclusions appear to hold for other simulations we have
made for a variety of different flowfields.

2.
1.
.5
0.
r/R
Fig. 7 Contours of Dissipation Length Scale
Uniformly Spaced Between I R = 0.0 and 0.13
-1.

- .5

Effect of Inlet Tangential M1omentum Flux
One of the important advantages a calculation qehem.e
has over an experiment is that, once it is set up, para.netri(
studies are much easier to perform than they would te
experimentally. Since the predictions that have been reported1
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here compared well enough with experiment to give us eonfidence in the results, it was very tempting to make a parametric calculation. It was of interest to know how the flow
would have looked if the experimental apparatus had been
constructed somewhat differently. The particular parameter
chosen for variation was the inlet flow angle, in effect the
inlet flux of tangential momentum.
Calculations were made for five different values of the
inlet tangential momentum flux: 2.0, 1.0, 0.5, 0.2, 0.1 and
0.0 times the original value, keeping the flow rate constant,
Figure S #lows the streamline patterns for half the cylinder
(the othd half can be deduced from axisymmetry) for the
different 4homentun fluxes. These results show. that reducing
the inlet tangential velocity component leads to progressively
milder curvature of the inlet flow as it changes direction from
a radial to an axial orientation. This change in curvature must
be consistent with the radial pressure gradient set up by the
swirling velocity component, which weakens rapidly as the
swirl velocity decreases. Concurrently, the size of the separation region grows rapidly, to encompass a large portion of the
cylinder volume for zero tangential velocity. The streamlines
near the cylinder wall, which were practically parallel over
most of the cylinder length in the original ease, are progressively less and less parallel.
In consequence, the radial
velocity profiles grow substantially in magnitude, and both the
axial and tangential velocity profile begin to differ to a much
greater degree from plane to plane. The tendency for the
main flow is to move away from the cylinder wall toward the
centerline.
One striking feature of the flow is the presence of
recirculating regions in the center of the cylinder. As may be
seen in Figure 8, increasing the tangential velocity component
increases the number of these regions, taking the shape of
alternating fingers protruding from the end walls. There is
one recirculating region for M/Mre f = 0.1 and 0.2, two for
e
r
0f
M/M
ref = 0.5 and three for M/Mr = 10 and 2.0. The changeover from one pattern to another with one more recirculating
region is not likely to be abrupt; it is probably a gradual
evolution.
This may be inferred from the sequence of
Figures 8(c), (b) and (a), where the development of the third
recirculation region may be observed, starting from a small
bulge on the first recirculation region in Figure 8(c). Similarly, a bulge is seen to develop on the second recirculation
bubble in Figure 8(a), undoubtedly a precursor of a fourth
recirculating region which would emerge at yet higher values
of M/Mref'
MIMf

1.
Calculations using the k-c turbulence model were
found to reproduce the major features of a swirling flow inside
a cylindrical engine-like geometry. In particular, the calculations predict well the flow pattern, presence of recirculating
flow regions, decay of tangential momentum flux due to wall
friction, and turbulence kinetic energy levels.
2.
The details of the velocity profiles exhibit some
disagreement. The tangential velocity profile is predicted to
have solid-body rotation in the vicinity of the eenterline, while
the experiment shows less ro. ,on in that region. Another
difference is in the axial velocity profiles, whose local txtrema are predicted to lie closer to the centerline than the
experimental ones.
3.
A parametric study was run in which the inlet
tangential velocity into the cylinder was varied over a wide
range, from two times the experimental value down to zero.
The results show a strong dependency of the major flow
features on this parameter. This demonstrates an attractive
feature of numerical simulations: they are very useful for
parametric studies around given, experimentally validated,
baseline configurations.
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ABSTRACT
Highly distorted time mean velocity profiles in
turbulent pipe flow, given sufficient downstream
development length, revert to profiles more typical of
established pipe flows,
A detailed study of the decay process for a wide
variety of initial conditions has been conducted. The
results obtained from this investigation reveal some
insight into the mechanism of profile decay and
distinguish interesting features associated with the
decay process.
In this paper some of this data is presented and
a description of the decay of an arbitrary initial
velocity profile is suggested.
NOMENCLATURE
D
K
(r,8, z)
R
U, V
u, v
ut, v',
utvl
u
y
A(z), v(z)

Pipe diameter
Turbulent kinetic energy =
(u
(-r
)
Polar co-ordinates, a/ae
0
Pipe radius
Axial and radial time mean
velocity components
Non-dimensional time mean
velocities U/U, V/U
Fluctuating velocity components
Turbulent shear stress
Friction velocity
Distance measured from pipe wall
Ndianmesioalredorodipates wal
Profile decay functions

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAOE
All the experimental work was carried out in an
O.103m diameter smooth pipe preceded by a well design-d 16:1 area ratio contraction. The undisturbed pipe
inlet profile was practically uniform with a thin
boundary layer 6*/D = 0.02) with a centre line
t-rbulence level ("2IU)
of about 0.05%.
The test
vlMi/)oabu0.5.Tets
Reynolds number
based on mean velocity and duct

zinlet

diameter was 2.5 x 105.
All the non-uniform profiles were generated by
gauze screens placed close to the contraction outlet.
A wide variety of velocity profiles were studied with
differing non-uniformity and turbulence structure.

Subscripts
0

and the turbulence introduced by the method of profile
generation (e.g. gauze, baffle plate, grid of rods
etc) or the preceding fluid system. Additionally
during the decay process a new turbulence structure is
established resulting largely from the presence and
decay of the high shears in the non-uniform flows and
the developing wall boundary layer.
About 10-20 pipe diameters of development is
sufficient to achieve an apparent reversion to a pipetype time mean profile (note however that variations
of the other flow quantities are still marked) though
this profile will be far removed from the classical
fully-developed profile.
In practice the fully-developed profile may never
be achieved but will be closely approached after about
100 diameters of development length.
The attainment of fully developed flow starting
from the highly distorted 41nlet condition has been
considered by the authors( ) in which interest was
focussed on the axial profile changes which occur
during the decay.
This paper also considers the decay process but
focuses interest on the radial profile changes which
occur.

Initial profile
Final, fully developed profile

INTRODUCTION

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Few previous investigations have deliberately set
Some of the results obtained from this investigation
out to study the behaviour of highly non-uniform
are presented here.
decaying flows. Many examples of such flows can be
Figure I shows the axial profiles of non-dimensionfound in previously reported work. However in most
al velocity u for three different types of profile
cases the decay process has been secondary to the main
objective (for example see Moon and Rdne
range
Rudinge(1) ,-7..Tekyt (marked cases 1, 2 and 3) over a development
hsfgr
3
(2
extending up to z/D = 76.5. The key to this figure
).
Deshpande and Giddens ), Hussain and Clark
and all subsequent figures follows figure 1.
The decay of a given velocity profile is likely
to be most strongly influenced by the initial velocity
The three different profiles were selected as
being widely different in both profile type (and hence
profile shape and its degree of non-uniformity. Other
shape) and degree of non-uniformity. Case 1
factors will have some effect in particular the
corresponds to developing pipe flow.
turbulence structure. The turbulence structure will
Figures 2, 3 and 4 illustrate the corresponding
be a result of the combination and interaction of the
plots of radial velocity v, turbulent kinetic energy
turbulence present upstream of the profile generator
5.15
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he turbulo--t
,

-jde larger than the comparable
values for case
In view of the large and striking variations in
both axial and radial directions of the various
turbulence quantities it is surprising that the time
mean flows exhibit such orderly behaviour.
The most striking comn feature which was
clearly evident from the experimental programme and
which figure 1 (cases 2 and 3) illustrate is the
occurrence of comon intersection points in at least
one radial location in each flow.
At this intersection point the axial change in
an order o.

A a4s

2.
The axial
K/U2 and turbulent shear stress -u--r/u
variation of these quantities has already been
illustrated in reference 4. It has been necessary to
limit the data included with the paper, more information on the development is available.
The wide difference between the magnitudes and
form of the various quantities for case 1 and the
corresponding values for the non-uniform flows cases 2
and 3 is very evident particularly for the development
range up to z/D - 10. This is clearly illustrated by

5.16

:" ar stress values for case 2 which
values approaching- 12, in effect

The data of the present investigation and other
,

data quoted in the literature of which references 1-3
provide some examples vould suggest that these intersection points are a feature of many flows.
Taking figure 1, case 2 as one example, for 0.5 4
< 8 at r/R - 0.87 and 0.5 the axial velocity
rebdins constant at values of 0.80 and 1.25U. Thus
the development takes the form of sketch (a). Beyond
z/D - 8 a different type of flow development is found
and only one intersection point occurs at r/R - 0.65
With a velocity of 1.05U. Again the flow pivots about
this point, see sketch (b).

.
a

.4.

*z/D

INTERSECTION POINTS
"

Many examples of common intersection points can
be found in published literature, (references 1-3
provide some examples). In the majority of cases
however they are not noted as a feature of the studied
flows.
5
Historically Preston( ) and Preston and Norbury( 6 )

.
,

sow,

,

,

*

*dimensional

established that for a pipe-type profile the nonvelocity u measured at about y/R
gave
a fixed value of 1.05. This fact they used to develop
the I radius flow meter which was designed as a simple
method of obtaining the mean velocity in pipe flows.
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Fiue3Turbulent Kinetic Energy Distribution, K/U
time mean velocity is zero. Thus, on a crude basis,
these points act as 'pivots' in the flow with the
remainder of the flow either decaying or developing
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Turbulent Shear Stress Distributions u'v'/u

To demonstrate the existence of intersection

this stage the locus of all intersection points will

points in a definitive way is not immdiately obvious,
Any valid explanation must reflect the fact that the
number and position of these points is dependent on
the initial profile and allow for the fact that the
number and position of the points can change during
the profile development,
Studying the profile changes occurring during
the decay process the changes in profile can, on a
crude phenomenological basis, be seen to contain two
main elements%

a)

be the fully developed profile.
This to some extent, provides an explanation for
the change in both position and nuber of the intersection points within the overall profile development.
Initially the position of such points is dictated by
the condition uo - I and subsequently by uo - u,.

Thedayothintano-nfrpoil
apanied byx

b)

Gro h of a typical pipe flow profile and
inevitable interactions.
Therefore, considering an initial profile developing

6o

over the range 0 s z 4 z. (where at z- the profilepi

1.

would have reached the fully developed condition) it
should be possible to describe the development in the
form:

0

K.,

O10

.0.

a

Auz . X(z)Auo+U(z)A(ub)

asTusmWJ. "W"

where
Au - u - 1

Figure 5

Locus of Intersection Points (z/D < 10)

Full line is 'fully developed' profile.
This will be recognised as a defect type formulation
and uo is the initial profile and ub is the typical

f

pipe profile existing in the absence of the initial
flow non-uniformity.
To satisfy the wall boundary condition it is
necessary that A(z) + u(z) - 1 so that:

4

tu5 - )Xz)Au
° + (1-(z))A(ub)z

1).o

The initial and final conditions will be satisfied by
X(0) - 1, A(z.) - 0 and X'(z.) = 0 (implying zero
radial velocity).
In the early development stage the decay will be
dominated by the first term in the above expression
i.e. the damping of the initial profile since (l-A(z))
will be small and the contribution from the term ub
significant only near the wall.
Thus for low values of z/D if a point is to
exist for which 3u - 0 it will occur where uo . .
Therefore, in the initial development stage the number
and position of the intersection points will be
governed by the initial profile and the number of
times and locations at which it takes its mean value,
stage the second
development
initial
Beyond the
at eastof he ame
beomesignficnt
termwil
term will become significant (at least of the same
order as the first) and the location and possibly the
number of the points will therefore change.
Raferring to figure 1, case 1 which shows the
flow development for undisturbed pipe flows it can be
seen that beyond z/D - 9 the axial changes which occur
between 0.5 t n f 1 are of small magnitude, though
more significant changes are still evident for 0 < n f
0.5. Beyond z/D - 34.5 (the location of the maximum
overshoot position) though profile changes are still

obvious these changes are of small magnitude so that
the second term will approximate to (l-X(z))Au.
Thus the development would then be approximated
by
u - A(z)uo+

(l-A(z)

,.0

0.9
0

+0.1
0.0

Figure 6

Locus of Intersection Points (z/D > 10)

Figures 5 and 6 show the locus of intersection points
obtained from the data for the development range up to
The good
z/D - 10 and beyond z/D - 10 respectively.
agreement obtained between the fully developed profile
and the data presented with Figure 6 is obvious.
An identical relationship
to equation 2 can
be is
i it
ic l romath on i nt equation
deduced
deduced directly from the continuity equation if it is
asmdta
h
ailvlct
a
eepesdi
an
t tor
sedra
separable form.
The continuity equation in non-dimensional form
g
B()

so that
u()

If .n
function o

(2)

When this stage in the flow development is reached
(and for many profiles this could be as early as z/D
9) the intersection points in both number and position
will coincide with the points for which u° = u_. At
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+
+L

Us(n)

(iv)

-

0

a(v) d;/n

(nv) can be expressed as a separable
n and 4 so that

a(nv) -

F(n) G'( ) , say, then

equation 3 will imply that
u(n) - Uo(n) - FN) (G(4)-G(o))/n

(3)

at C -

,.

where u(n) = u,(n)
S0(n)

-

1(n)

CONCLUSIONS

(G(.) - G(O))/n

An empirical description of the decay of an
arbitrary initial profile is suggested. This
description can imply the existence of comon
intersection points in the profile development. At
some stage within the profile development the locus of
these points must be the fully developed profile.
The analysis, though empirically based, can be of
direct application in the areas of profile simulation

so that
uo(q)

thus u(n)

G'r *(G(O)
, -=
1 -

-ths
)L(C)u Wv) + (l-lX(C))u.
o

()
(4)

and characterisation. Though no attempt is made to
involve the turbulence structure the data available is
ofsfiendtalndqltyobefueaset
of sufficient detail and quality to be of use as test
cases for turbulence modelling.

This is simply equation 2 written in different non-

dhis
siply
equtiona
andituldths
d
ethatt coinon
co- n
diuensional
form
and
it would thus imy
imply
inttrsection points will occur and that the locus of
such points would be the fully developed profile.
Since the basis of the development of the
expression is that in effect v can be expressed in
separable form it is necessary to consider what
restrictions will apply to the applicability of (4).
Since from equation (4)
q
o
V

X'()Un(Uo(n)u
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DISCUSSION
The assumption of a separable solution has
obvious limitations and cannot be used to describe the
behaviour of all flows. The best specific empirical
profile descriptions (e.g. following Prandtl, Karman,
Clauser, Coles) contain both a separable and a nonseparable formulation (e.g. law of the wall, law of
the wake).
The more general empirical functional description
given here, though not universal, enables the
occurrence or absence of common intersection points to
be better understood.
The existence of common intersection points is
demonstrated as being directly relatable to specific
conditions on the occurrence of zero local radial time
mean velocities.
The formulation is compatible with the
oscillatory axial profile development noted by the
authors in reference 4.
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calculations of Confined coaxial-jet flows
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nesq effective viscosity concept.
In practice, all
flows show some degree of anisotropy and the tur-

ABSTRACTreal

bulent stress is usually less directly connected with
the mean velocity field than is required by the notion
of a turbulent viscosity. As a result, the present

A solution procedure has been developed and
applied to the prediction of the flow properties
downstream of coaxial jets issuing into a confining

duct with an expansion ratio of 2.81.

*models

investigation includes solutions of transport equa-

Three turbu-

lanc moelscomrisng
mea flw cosue (wotions for the Reynolds stresses, and allows compari* eqatin
mdel
an tw Reyold-stessmodls ere
son with results obtained with the two-equation model.
A similar comparison, for bluff body flows, was incluused and the results compared with measured results
ded in the work of Pope end Whitelaw (1976) and the
obtained for two velocity ratios of 1 and 3. The
results appear to have been influenced by numerical
main features of the flow fields are correctly preeffects. As a conseqluence, the numerical aspects of
dicted by the three models with the Reynolds-stress
the present work are considered in some detail.
providing better accuracy near and inside
the recirculation zone. Discrepancies betweenThcaultosreomrdwihheesrmeasured and calculated flow properties
ofst
Haip190ahchicudraufma
two d ue fen meaono9mal stresse forud
oHadb
veloty
ticularly in regions of more than one major compoeo
w
ifrn
o
omlsrse
n
vlct
nent of the velocity-gradient tensor and near the

city ratios and at high Reynolds number. These results were obtained by laser-Doppler anemometry and
the accuracy of the results has been extensively dis-

axis of symmetry. The reasons for the discrepancies
and the consequent value of the calculation methods
are discussed,

cussed. The flow conditions at exit from the coaxial
were known to correspond to those of fully developed pipe and annulus flow.

* u~r~o~jet
~
Recirculating turbulent flows downstream of
coaxial jets, with a sudden expansion, are of relevance to many engineering applications and, in par-

The following section states the differential
equations which have been solved in finite-difference
form. The solution procedure is described in the

ticular, to furnaces and combustion systems. The
turbulent mixing which occurs in the vicinity of

third section which deals with boundary conditions

the shear layers between the two jets and between
the outer jet and the reverse flow is the main feature of the present flow. Previous calculations of
similar flows are referred to in table (1) and
make use of two-equation turbulence miodels which

and commnts on the numerical accuracy and economy.
The results of the calculations are then presented and
the paper ends with a suimmary of the more important
conclusions.
Dfeeta
qain

imply the local isotropy and a generalised Boussi-

Dfeeta

qain

The time averaged forms of the continuity an,!
momentum equations may be written in the form

au
ax~
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TABLE 1
CALCULATIONS OF RECIRCULATING JET
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Author

K
Flow
configuration

Gosman
(1974) et al

Axisymmetric
expansions

U and K

Khalil et al

Confined flow of an

U, K and W

(1975)

annular jet and sudden

Pope and

expansion
Near-wake flow
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and have been solved In their two-dimensional, axi-

symetric form. The Reynolds stresses were represented by the tirce models represented by the
equations indicated below. au,a
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Durst and
Rastogi(1979)

Separated
flow ofin aa
square
obstacle

U and K

Gosman et al

Sudden expansion flows

(1979)

and others

Hyde and Sykes

Enclosure with diver-

(1979)

gent quarl angle

Cebeci et al

Separated boundary

(1979)

layer flows

U

U, K, u2
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where I = 0.03 R. In the case of five-equation
i

-

U
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+
axkx
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(

axJ oa
C

U and W

3

turbulence models, the shear stress was also avail-

-'u
Txk)All

able since the flow was known to be fully developed.
axial gradients (/x) were presmed zero in the
exit plane of the confining tube, i.e. at x/De = 4.8
(De is the enclosure diameterl; this corresponds to
developed boundary-layer flow at the exit section
which is in reasonable accord with the measurement.
A symmetry axis was specified with V = - = 0 and
a/ay of all other quantities equal to zero at y - 0.
Zero velocities were specified on all solid surfaces.

In Model 2, Cf, = 1 and C 2 =-O so that there is no
account taken of the mean strain which is represented,
in odel 3, with C, = 0 and C
= 1. These formulations are in accordance withte work of Launder,
Reece and Rodi (1975) . The rate of dissipation is
again represented by equation 6 with
aL

U, W and K

K /2
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(D ij -j
ik

re place d by

U and K

ax~
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Backward-facing step

Confined double coaxHabib and
iWhtelaw (1979) ial jets
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ax1

Moss et al
(1979)
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26

U

channel flow

-2
8

Axisysmetric expansion
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Hutchinson

ij

aU.
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Flow in a diffuser

et al(1977)
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Models 2 and 3

Pope (1976)

g
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Partly to economize computer time requirements,
logarithmic wall functions were used to link the

ax1

thus:grid
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Calculation Procedures
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k
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C
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The equations of the previous section were solved to yield three different solutions of the flow
in the confined double coaxial jet. Measured -slo-

where subscript, p, refers to the near-wall node.

cities and normal stresses
provided the the model
ding boundary condition at the inlet to correspon-

kinetic energy of turbulence at point p, K

and E0.419
are and
the 9.8
wallrespectively.
law constant The
and value
v
take
the the
1
values
of

furnace and the dissipation rate was determined from

, was

calculated from the transport equation of PK with the
flux of energy to the solid wall set to zero. The
corresponding value of the dissipation of K, c,
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was prescribed by:--(CS1/2 Kp 3/2K
and the integral
required for the
stress equations
yp
p
/2
r.
dy = (c
V

With the small convergence factor noted above,
the errors due to the degree of convergence are negligible.
The effect of the number and location of
grid nodes is more important and, when the Peclet

p

number is large and the flow is inclined to its mesh,
donor-cell differencing is used with consequent numerical diffusion. The effects are important where
the mean flow component is not aligned with the grid
direction and the problem has been examined, for
example, by Wolfshtein (1969),
Gosman et al (1969)
and Raithby (1976).
The present number of nodes and
their distribution were selected after experiments
fewer nodes and different distributions had indicated that the present arrangement led to results

of £ from the wall to y , which is
kinetic energy or the Neynoldsgiven by:-

K )3/2P

t.n CE y( )
K

,with
0
The values of constants used in the models are shown
in Table 2. The constants of Modell. are identical
have been used
to those of Launder et al (1972) and flwsseefor
ofrecrcuatig
redctin
for he
for the prediction
of recirculating
flows, see for
cofficent
Th
(975.
hali
examle
etal
example Khalil et al (1975).
The coefficients of
of
0

Models

and

which are reasonably free from numerical errors.
grid nodes from
Thus, an increase in the number ofcalculated
depenin
432 led to
396
dn toaibe
hcdifferences
i
o
xed3
n
h
rn

dent variables which did not exceed 3% and the trend
in values
was monotonic for et
a number
of nodes greater
ta
5.Gi-eedn
aewt
1
4

3 are in accord with Launder et al

than 256.
Grid-dependent tests made with (18 x 14)
and (30 x 22) nodes and (24 x 18) grid used for subsequent results, are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 and were
obtained with the two-equation model. The calculated values are of the mean axial velocity
and the
kinetic energy of turbulence along the centre-line
and at the radial profile of x/D
o.616 and suggest

(1975),
and have previously been applied to axisymmetric flow cases by Naot and Launder (1975) and to
recirculating flow behind bluff body by Pope and
Whitelaw (1976) .
TABLE 2
CNSTANTS OF EQUATICCS
Model

1

2

that the numerical accuracy is reasonable even with
a 18 x 14 grid. Since the numerical diffusion is
likely to be greatest in the same locations where the
turbulence control is greatest, it is nearlj impossible to provide a more definitive statement.

3

Constant
C
W

0.09
1.00

cc
C

1.22

s

-

C

Cthe
C1C2

C

-

-

0o.25

o.25

The finite-difference equations were solved
iteratively by a TEACH Fortran program on a CDC 6600
digital computer.
The calculation time to convergence is shown on Table 3 for each model; the
increase in time in the Reynolds stress models, 2 and

0.15

0.15

rather

1.5o
0.40

two-equation model was 0.73 of that required by
the Reynolds-stress models.
TABLE 3

-

-

2.5o
0.40

1.44

1.45

1.45

1.92

1.92

1.92

3, is due to the solution of eight dependent variables
than for five.

The storage requirements by

COMPUTING TIME TO ACHIEVE CONVERGENCE

2

Model

Number of
Iterations

Total
Time

Time per Iteration
per grid node

sec.

sec.

In the iteration procedure, the initial values
were chosen to minimize the instability in the first
number of iterations, for example, specification of
the mean velocity satisfied continuity throughout
the solution domain. In the case of the Reynoldsstress models, the initial values were taken from
the results of solutions based on the K-e model, as
indicated on Fig. 1.

Results

Convergence was assessed at the end of each
iteration with a convergence factor, taken to be
0.1%, which equals the residual source of each
finite difference equation normalised by the fixed
flux of the relevant extensive property fed into the

The calculations are presented for two velocity
ratio (the ratio of the annulus maximum velocity to
the maximum pipe velocity, Ua/U ) of 3 and unity. The
axial distributions of the axis? mean velocity, normalised by the mean velocity value on the axis at the

solution domain. Under-relaxation was used to improve convergence. It is clear from figure 1 that
the number of iterations and, consequently, the

exit plane of the coaxial jets, are compared with
measurements on Fig. 4. The calculated centre-line
velocity distribution is in reasonable accord with

1

277

198

0.0017

2
3

299
333

373
422

0.0028
0.0029

computation time required by the Reynolds-stress

the measurements except in

models is larger than that of the K I.c model to
achieve the same convergence. The figure indicates
also that the rate of decay is much larger in the
case of the solution of Model 1 which is due
to the lesser number of equations interconnected in

downstream of the exit in the case of the higher velccity ratio where the velocity is underpredicted especially with models 2 and 3. Further downstream and
at around x/d = 4.0 (do is the annulus outer diameter) , and agan for the higher velocity ratio, the

the model.

mean velocity maximum is underpredicted by about 15%.
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the region immediately

The discrepancy in the calculationiby Yodel 1 has
been attributed (see Habib and Widtelaw, 1979) to
the incorrect representation of the turbulent diffusion process as a result of the isotropic-viscosity
hypothesis and Fig. 4 shows that the sam discrepancy occurs with the Reynolds-ttress models. This
suggests that the predicted mixing is low since the
increase in the mean velocity along the centre-line
in je case of the higher velocity ratio is attrib,ted to the diffusion of the flow of the outer jet
towards#a centre-line. The magnitude of the diecrepancip attributable to numerical accuracy can
be dsducaf from figures 2 and 3 and is small compared to that associated with the turbulence models,

The calculations of normal stress indicated that
the Reynolds-stress models were preferable but still
led to significant underprediction in the region of
r/R less than 0.3. Pope and Whitelaw (1976) observed
similar discrepancies in their calculations for the
near-wake flows near the axis of symmetry. The reason
may be the gradient assumption emodied in the
Boussinesq equation in the two equation model or in
the diffusion terms in the Reynolds stress models
which break down near the axis of symemtry. The
profiles of shear stress showed that the changes in
the sign are correctly represented and that no one
model can be identified as a clear improvement over
any other in; the upstream region. At x/De : 3.67,
the two stress models provide results which are more
than 50% larger than those of the K-c model and are
in good agreement with the measurements.

Fiq. 5 repres.nts the normalised variance of the
axial velocity fluctuations along the centre-line and
is underpredicted by all models; with the Reynoldsstress approach giving better accuracy in most
regions. The agreement improves in the downstream
region where discrepancies are less than 10% at
x/D = 4.0. The normal stress distributions predicted by the two Reynolds-stress models are nearly
the same and are not affected by tho difference in
the forms of the redistribution terms. Comparison
of measured and calculated values of the kinetic
energy of turbulence show similar trends,
The distributions of the normalised rate of
dissipation along the centreline are presented on
Fig. 6 together with values deduced from the measvrements. The rate of dissipation is overpredicted
by the three models with the Reynolds-stress models
giving smaller discrepancies. These results are
consistent with those of Fig. 4 and the overprediction in the values of the rate of dissipation may
explain the underestimated values of X along the
centre-line. The overprediction of c and underprediction of K near the centre-line are expected
to decrease the transport in the momentum equation
by diffusion processes through the decrease in the
(
effective viscosity, u
E 1t + u ) as shown from
2
the relation Wt = p c K /c, in model 1 and through
the decrease in the level of the normal stresses in
models 2 and 3. This explains the underpredicted
mixing shown by Fig. 4 and discussed above. Fig, 6
also indicates that the inlet distribution of length
scale has a large effect on the c-distribution in
the upstream region where the diffusion terms have
a large effect in the momentum equations; it has no
significant effect in the downstream region where the
diffusion effects are small,
Figs. 7 and 8 present the radial profiles of the
cilculated and measured flow properties at x/D of
shows that the two Reynolds-stress models
0.616 and
give nearly the same distribution for both the two
velocity ratios.
It can be concluded that the
difference in the forms of the redistribution terms
has little effect on the mean velocity distribution
along the radius. The results of the Reynolds-stress
models are more precise for unity velocity ratio and
show better agreement than in the case of the higher
velocity ratio. The K - c model predicts the
velocity maximuis in the 3:1 velocity ratio case more
accurately, but shows greater discrepancies in the
region of rapid velocity decay, 0.4 < y/R < 0.6. The
width of the recirculation region is undrprdicted
by the three models with the Reynolds-stress models
giving slightly smaller discrepancies and better
representation of the mean velocity near the wall.

Discussion
The results show that the mean velocity can be
represented by the three models with the maxima along
the centre-line and radius underpredicted by around
20%. The discrepancies may be attributed to the
underprediction of the turbulent diffusion and this
is confirmed by the underestimation of normal and
shear stresses and their gradients, particularly near
the centre-line.
In the case of the K - c model, the effective
viscosity formulation implies that the principal axes
of the Reynolds stress tensor are parallel to the
principal axes of the strain rate tensor so that any
change in the strain rate affects the stresses. This
instantaneous change of the Reynolds stresses with
the strain rates is not supported by the experimental
observations because the Reynolds stresses, due to the
vorticity fluctuations, require time to adjust to the
new strain rates (Warsi and Amlicke, 1976; Rotta,
1979 and Bradshaw, 1973) .
The isotropic-viscosity
formulation can, therefore, be expected to lead to
errors particularly in regions of high velocity gradients, i.e. regions of high rate of strain.
Te underestimation of the Reynolds stresses by
the models 2 and 3 may be attributed to the incorrect
representation of the diffusive mechanism. Ribeiro
(1976) suggested that the diffusive mechanism is associated with the larger scales of the motion and can
not be represented by second order closures. This
is particularly true in regions of high velocity
gradients where the local turbulent field is strongly
asymeetric and, therefore, the third order correlations play an important role on the transport of the
Reynolds stresses. These correlations have been expressed in terms of second order terms and their
gradients.
The rate of dissipation of the kinetic energy of
turbulence is overpredicted by the three models and is
attributed to the strong link between c and the mean
flow field incorporated in the models and represented
by the term G/. Dissipation occurs in the finest
scales of motion and these do not reflect the local
is connection tends to increase
mean strain field.
the local level of c, and consequently decreases the
level of the kinetIc energy of turbulence. The
replacement of G by EA (A being the anisotropy of
stresses defined as(
-2
K)2"K 2 , Zman and
I
Lumley (1979), seems physically better but does not
work well in practice (Launder and Whitelaw, 1977).
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The fo)rm of the dissipation equation was also criticized by Bradshaw (1973) and Pope and hitelaw
(1976) particularly in relation to flows with streamline curvature,
In complex flows, where there is more than one
major component of the velocity gradient tensor,
extra strain rates are added to the generation
terms. Bradshaw (1973) suggested that the Reynolds
stresses change by amounts which are much larger
than the direct effect of these strains and that
neither of the effective viscosity model nor the
Pmynolds stress models repre.sent these changes
correctly. Ir.the case of X .- c model,* the changes
in the shear stresses are directly related to the
strain rates through a factor (E vt (u/3y + e)
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ABSTRACT

0

The complex turbulent flow in a pipe with a
weakly wavy wall is studied. Experiments include
measurements of mean flow and turbulent quantities
in the air and visualizations in water. The flow
characteristics proved to be very different from tese
observed in a usual straight pipe. Moreover an unstationary reverse flow behind every crest .ias been
found. Numerical predictions based on the lowReynolds k-C model are performed in order to test
usual closure hypothesis in a complex flow. The
comparisons with the experimental measurements have
shown that such a simple turbulence model give qualitative agreement in several aspects but discrepancies remain on the turbulence quantities that are
attributed to the complex character of the flow.

V

cinematic viscosity

r(x)

wall shear stress at abscissa x
wall shear stress in a straight pipe of
radius RH at the same experimental
Reynolds number.

NOMENCLATURE
k

kinetic energy of turbulence

r

radial coordinate

R(x)

local radius at abscissa x

RHmean

mean radius of the pipe (arithmetic
between maximum and minimum radiu

RH

Reynolds number

TH

density

INTRODUCTION
Our aim is to present a study of the turbulent
shear flow in a pipe with a weakly wavy wall (fig 1).
Several approaches have been used together : an
experimental study including measurements in an air
flow and some visualizations in water, and a numerical prediction using a classical model of turbulence.
Such a flow is a complex one, indeed near ws.l curvature effects, acceleration and deceleration effects
due to section variation are important. In fact the
flow characteristics are very different from those
obtained in a usual turbulent pipe flow /l/. Besides,
the experiments have shown the occurrence of an
unstationary reverse flow downstream every crest. We
can note that in the literature only few experimental
studies are available on this subject ; we mention
for instance the work of S.T. Hsu and J.F. Kenned'

/2/.

i~=2u/
S

u

mean longitudinal velocity
bulk velocity

u
u

Several numerical predictions of the laminar
or turbulent flow above irregular boundaries of
various shapes have been made these last years including mainly studies above solid or moving waves /3/,
/4/ and constricted pipes /5/,/61.
Present numerical computation of this flow has
been made using the k-c model of W.P. Jones and
B.E. Launder /7/. These calculations of such a
complex flow are useful for testing usual turbulence
closure hypothesis and for discussing their ability
to predict the flow characteristics. Before presentation of the results we first give a brief description of experimental dispositive and conditions for
measurements in the air and for the visualizitions
in water. We give also the main informations concerning the numerical treatment.

2H/

'

-

,1 ,17

u*

turbulent normal stresses
turbulent shear stress
friction velocity in a straight pipe
of radius R at the same experimental
Reynolds number.
c
a
n
normalized
velocity
u /evHthe

vradial

component of velocity

x

longitudinal coordinate

y

distance from wall

y

normalized distance from wall y u,,/v

Pipe characteristics

dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic
energy

Mean diameter 2R. - 38.89 mm , total length
450 mm, wave length of undulation :
- 55 mm,
3 mm, number of undulations : 8. The
amplitude

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND PROCEDURES

E

wavelength
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shape of the vall undulation are discribed on figure
i.

visualizations.
NUMERICAL TREATMENT

Instrumentation
The pressure has been measured by a classical
static probe connected to a water micromanometer,
that allows to distinguish 0.02 am pressure differences.
Iongitudinal mean velocity profiles have
been mqiured with hot wire anemometer, from axis
to the v4cous sublayer. In all cases the wall
distance'is determined with 0.01 m accuracy. The
wall shear stress evolution has been obtained from
the slope of velocity profiles at the wall. A special
correction procedure, based on a probe calibration
in a turbulent pipe flow for every distance close to
the wall (y'l. am), has been used to take into account near wall effects /8/.
The variances and covariances (uT, V,
wT,
=- ) have been obtained from single wire and
x-wire probe. Moreover to define the unstationary
reverse flow region (fig. 2), we use a special probe
sketched below

The numerical treatment /9/ has been developed within the framework of the cLassical k-c
model of W.P. Jones and B.E. Launder /7/ with low
Reynolds number modifications.
Geometric description of the flow
The main difficulty stems from the undulated
shape of the wall : a curvilinear grid (fig. 3) is
well suited to describe the wavy boundary. The coordinate transformation has been defined by conformal
mapping. The shape of the wall boundary has been
approximated within a precision of about 0.2 per
cent of the pipe radius, that is about 1.5 per cent
of the wave amplitude.
Within undulation, the grid presents 22 points
in the x direction, 40 points on the radial directioa.
This latter distribution has been refined in the wall
region (half of the points are within the zone
y+ < 30), the ratio between two successive steps
remaining constant.
Numerical method
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oscilloscope
NON REVERSE FLOW

OecLtloscope
REVERSE FLOW

As it can be seen on this sketch if an
instantareousreverse flow happen, we can detect a
temperature wake on the upwind cold wire.

The set of partial differential equations
governing the flow together with those for turbulence
kinetic energy and dissipation rate has been transto be formulated in a curvilinear frame of
reference. The finite difference counterpart of these
equations is derived in the transformed plane using
the micro-integral approach. This finite difference
scheme embodies upwind-differencing for the approximation of convection terms. Shifted grids are used
to calculate U and Z mean velocity components. The
solution algorithm is developed on the basis of the
calculation procedure of W.M. Pun and D.B. Spalding
/10/ for recirculating elliptic flows. The discretized
equations, written in a linearized form are solved
by iterations using a line-by-line procedure. Solition
for all variables on a cross-stream section is performed before advancing the sweep (NEAT method). Cellcontinuity is enforced by solving a pressure correc-

tion equation but is also preceeded by a strip-wise

adjustment of overall continuity with consequent
pressure changes over the remainder of the field.
This overall correction has been adapted to curvilinear geometry. Due to the nonlinearity and the
coupling of the equations, a combination of underrelaxation and linearisation of source terms is
necessary to ensure convergence of the overall procedure. Convergence is controlled through residual
sources calculation and evolution of variables at
preselected modes.

Visualization
EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL RESULTS
A similar model to the one for experimental
study in the air has been built in plexiglas.
A dye of jame density than water is injected at
different positions of the wall. The flow is drivinby
gravity. Insantaneous pictures have been taken, (fig.4)
Experimental conditions
The Reynolds numbers based on the bulk
- 2Rdfv are
velocity 6 and the mean diameter
30 000 and 115 000 for experiments in the air flow
and numerical predictions and only 30 000 for

The pressure and velocity fields have been
measured between the 4th and the 5th crests to avoid
the entry effect and exit effect.
Numerical calculations have been carried from
the entry section down to the 4th crest, undulation
after undulation. The entry conditions at the inlet
of the first undulation have been obtained from the
steady solution in a straight pipe. The inflow conditions in the calculation domain correspond to the
values obtained at the exit of the previous undulation. The outflow conditions imposed at a crest
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location, where no recirculation happen, assume that
the second derivative of each function falls locally
to zero. This means the continuity of the variations
of the flow quantitics.

The evolution of radial distribution of
pressure is presented in fig. 5. We find that the
maximum of pressure occurs near the wall at the
section 3 and the minimum at the crest. This is in
accordance with the presence of decelerated and
accelerated flow respectively. The pressure gradient
vanishes near section 2 (fig.1). The localisation
of the inflexion point of the wavy wall is midway
between sections ) and 2 (fig. 1). The evolution of
the pressure for Reynolds number 30 000 is delayed
compared to the curvature variations of the wall.
This point will be discussed later,
Mean velocity field

stress tensor ( if i~j

Reverse flow region and wall shear stress
The existence of an unstationary reverse
flow region close to the wall after every crest has
been found from measurements with the special probe
described previously. It appears that this region
diminishes when the Reynolds number increases (fig. 2)
Visualizations (fig. 4) in water have confirmed the
occurrenreof this unsteady reverse flow at Reynolds
calnumber of 30 000. We can also observe that - the
30 000
(fig. 8) at R%
culated streamlines pattern
show a bulby deviation of the flow from the wall
115 000 the flow
after every crest, but at Adirection is closely following the shape of the
boundary.
Consequently, the above qualitative observations must be quantitatively described by the evolution of the wall shear stress. Fig. 9 gives the values
of the wall shear stress obtained from the slope of
the mean velocity profiles in the viscous sublayer.
As it can be seen, the Reynolds number influence on
these values is taken into account by numerical calculations. The underlying physical mechanisms remain
not clearly explained to-day. The increase of turbulent transfers with Reynolds number is a possible
explanation of the vanishing of reverse flow at the
higher Reynolds number. Consequently the radial
5
o0
pressure gradient at the wall (fig. 5) for RHl
is almost only determined by the wall curvature.

:

'

= (ui
TX

in a
+ 2j),
ax.

1
cartesian system)using turbulent eddy .3
v iscosity

6 and 7 gives the experimental and
numerical profiles for the different sections. We
note that, due to the presence of undulations, a zone
of dynamic equilibrium does not exist as it would be
the case for the turbulent flow in a straight pipe.
However some discrepancies appears between experimental and numerical values, though the shape of the
different profiles at the respective sections is
qualitatively the same. Of course, we have verified
that the calculated mean velocity profile using the
k-c model in a straight pipe is in good agreement
with the universel log. law. Thus, the previous
discrepancies come from the complex character of
the flow due to curvature effects. We remark also
that the use ofa calculation grid in expansion from
wall to axis diminishes the precision of results near
the center of the pipe, but our computer limitations
precluded much finer resolution

*

The turbulent kinetic energy (fig. 10) is
always higher than in a straight pipe. The experimental determination of normal stresses has shown
that the high values of k were mainly due to an incomponent compared to the straight pipe
crease of u
result /I/ and attributed to the effect of undulations.
Numerical results in figure 10 suggest that
a peak of energy begins to grow near the wall in the
zone of reverse flow and is progessively absorbed by
neighbouring regions.
The evolution of the stress is presented in
figure ]I. The most important difference between
experimental and numerical results appears on these
terms. In particular the negative values have been
calculated near the crest section. It seems that this
is a consequence of relatively high values of the
term ;- which appears in theexpression of the Reynolds

Pressure field

. "Fig.

Turbulent field

concept. This point seem to be a limitation to the
applicability of the k-t model to predict a flow
with curvature effect.
CONCLUSION
Results presented in the above sections have
shown that the flow in a wavy pipe presents many
basic differences compared to classical turbulent
pipe flow. In addition to the curvature effects, the
existence of an unsteady reverse flow region, which
is depending on Reynolds number, affect pressure and
velocity fields along an undulation, thus adding new
complexities. Comparisons between experimental results
and numerical predictions have shown that a qualitative agreement is obtained in the description of
mean flow. This agreement is rather better at the
higher Reynolds number. However, several discreparries
remain attributed to a basic limitation of the simple
k-c closure applied in such a complex flow. In order
to take into account curvature effects on turbulence
it seems suitable to refine the model by including
correction factors in the way proposed by P. Bradshaw
/]I/. In the long, Reynolds stress closures may
probably be useful in such a case, but if they are
potentially more general their precise formulation
knowledge
demands a more complete in
curvature.
presence ofof turbulent
interaction mechanisms
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ABSTRACT
Attention is focused on a complex turbulent flow
formed by merging of two two-dimensional far turbulent wakes. Slight heating of only one of the original single wakes provided the temperature trace for a
conditional sampling investigation of the interactln

able conditional sampling data in theoretical analysis.
These new methods use the intermittency function as
one of the variables.
This paper covers conditional mean flow charac..
",stics and second order correlation at downstream

process. A special four wire probe and signal pr*vsings enabled measurements of extensive number ot
correlations of predictive and physical interesk
Among significant findings are:
increased mij.r
spread of heat (temperature), enhanced latera, i. i
ment of large eddies despite decreasing turbc.zn
intensity In the merging region, increased c-r'
.
of the thermal interface, increased conditi,,:Y * *.
bulence intensity when eddies originating fi Z
single wake cross the adjacent wake.

i.:-ron
X/D - 400. Interested readers can find data
2e third order correlations, statistics of turbu"-rrk, including time derivatives at X/D = 200 and
± , References 6 and 7. Information in the vicin*,of the instantaneous thermal interface is also
.Aruted.
-i

PTABLISHOENT OF THE COMPLEX WAKE
Mutual lateral spacing of two cylinders of Ay/D
8 was chosen so that the two single "basic" wakes
were formed undistorted. This spacing should produce
no noticeable coupling of the vortex shedding phenomena (8), (9), (10), (11).
The aim was to study merger
of their farfields. Downstream development of the yelocity defect of the complex wake shown on Figure 1
indicates no interaction at X/D - 25. At that location, von Karman vortex streets have already practically disintegrated (12). At X/D - 50, the defect at
the centerline (of the interaction region) is only
eight percent of the local maximum defect indicating
weak interaction of zones of low turbulent intermittency. At X/D - 100 the centerline defect increases
to 35 percent but the region of interaction is still
quite narrow. At X/D = 200 the centerline defect
grows to 80 percent ofthe maxima and the interacting
region widens considerably. At Z/D - 400 the overall
complex wake defect profile begins to resemble the
defect of a single wake. There is a rather wide
region of weak shear aU/IY in the merging region of
intriguing portent to the turbulence structure and
production.
X/D - 200 and 400 locations were chosen for a
detailed conditional sampling study of the turbulent
structure of the complex wake. However due to limited
space only information at X/D - 400 will be presented
here.
Figure 1 suggests that at two locations chosen
there is a rather rapid transition from two single
equilibrium wakes to a complex "transient" wake on a
course of further transfiguration to a new wider
single self-preserving wake. With this in mind, we
shall mbark into presenting a few conditional insights
into the merging process. (Normalizing factors are:
6
UR - 6.46 m/s, R - 0.4227C and D - 6.2484 no).
-

INTRODUCTION
Methods of predicting turbulent flows have made
remarkable progress during the last decade thanks to
the efforts of a number of scientists and advances in
available computational power. Additional closure
equations have been conceived requiring more detailed
information or modeling of third order correlations.
The most attention is still focused on about a dozen
so called basic turbulent flows. The reason for this
interest perhaps being that almost all of the basic
flows exhibit features unique enough to frustrate
efforts to devise a prediction method of acceptable
universality at this time. However most flows of
engineering interest are "complex" turbulent flows (1)
representing interactions of two or more "basic"
turbulent flows. It is safe to assume that complex
turbulent flows are likely to possess some "new
peculiarities." Accordingly, by redirecting some of
the fundamental experimental and predictive research
to complex flows gains will be made in the knowledge
of turbulence.
The present study represents such an attempt.
The complex wake was formed by merging the far fields
of two equal cylinder wakes. One cylinder was slightly heated so that the temperature could be used as a
tracer and in conjunction with the conditional sampling technique provide detailed insight into the
intriguing merging process. Since the single (basic)
wake was studied in parallel (2) "reference" was
available to judge interacting influence of the second wake. Probe and method developed by Fabris (3),
capable of providing accurate instantaneous u, V, wB,
and at a point, was essential to the quality and
completeness of data obtained in this study.
It is encouraging to notice that some predictors
have recently made serious attmpts (4,5) to use avail-

t Present Address: Combustion Dynamics and Propulsion
Technology Division Science Applications, Inc.
Canoga Park, CA 91303
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ON

CONDITIOIAL DISCRDUNATIOtN CRITERIA

complex wake, quite similar to those in the single wake
(2). In such a way ye will be able to Infer effects
of the second turbulent wake just by comparing results
at the upper and lower aides of the thermal part of
the complex wake.
in a few cases results in the
single basic wake will be provided for batter contrast.

A number of criteria has been propoaed to distinguish between potential and turbulent fluid on instantaneous basis. Originally different combinations of
time derivatives of the stramwise velocity were used
(13). There Is no guarranty that this kind of discrimination truly detects the correct location of turbulent/potential Interface. Comparing traces of generated intermittency function and the velocity provides
some subjective judgment. Any passive scaler, such
as low level Incremental temperature, in air is diffused two orders of magnitude faster in turbulent
than in potential flow where diffusion is byanduction
only. Accordingly it seems apparent that for flow
with at least some positive production of turbulence
where potential flow is entrained by turbulent flow
the thermal Interface will coincide with potential/
turbulent interface. There were several publications
recently concerning discrimination based on temperature and velocity criteria. Generally it was found
that some Increased temperature fluid extends into
zones called "potential" based on velocity discrimination. The question is: which criteria to trust?
Of course, the definition of turbulent fluid is that
it possesses vorticity. One would have to compare
the three-dimensional instantaneous velocity vector

Bursting frequency on Figure 3 indicates virtually
the same number of heated turbulent bulges in the
merging and the single wake. However at XfD - 400 the

ture signal.

about 20 percent higher.

Even if that could be done, the vorti-

cit
veto woldshow short regions of zero vorticity
withn
"he fllyturbulent" flow (internal intermitteny)Baedupon this argument, it seems to the
author reasonable to accept that the temperature
front coincides to an acceptable degree with the turbulent/potential Interface. It appears the most natural to apply a small temperature threshold to detect
the thermal front. However, difficulties have been
reported (14) such as pronounced variations of computed intermittency factor and bursting rate with the
level of the threshold. It was found necessary to
introduce a hold time to bridge over quite short
"bursts" probably caused by electronic noise and extraneous undulations in the temperature singal.
Objections were raised (15) against bridging over
short cold spots since a number of them may represent
potential fluid rolled up within turbulent eddies,
During this study the threshold level and the hold
time were changed systematically. However, no appreciable effect on the intermittency factor and the
bursting rats was noticed. It is believed that achieved quality of the temperature signal was the reason.
Namely the signal to noise ratio was about thirty
times higher than had been obtained with standard hotwire equipment. Examination of the instantaneous
temperature trace (2) revealed that within turbulent
fluid there were indeed many tongs of colder fluid;
however, their temperature was still comfortably above
the threshold level. If the temperature went below
the threshold then it "stayed" there for a time interval longer than a reasonable hold time,

Intermittency Factor
Figure 2 compares the intermittency factors for
the single and the merging wake. Apparently on the
lower side results are very similar, as was expected.
At the upper side, additional turbulence enhances
mixing or the entrainment into the "thermal wake"
process, contributing to its more extensive upward
spreading. This upward shift Is especially pronounced
for low intermittency factor suggesting strong lateral
penetrations of crests or top portions of the heated
turbulent bulges. Plot in the probability coordinates
Is not provided here, but Figure 2 suggests that epproximate Gaussian distribution of y is retained.
Bursting Rate

Only two to four percent

of this increase can be attributed to higher convection velocity. It suggests that the turbulent to
turbulent fluid entrainment is preferential in this
case or occurs in such a way that not only lateral
undulations of the thermal interface increase but it
also becomes more corrugated.
Distribution of the Intermittent Heated and Cold Fluid
Statistical properties of heated and cold fluid
intermittent time intervals were computed. "Complete
cycle" intervals were also studied by noting the tine
elapsed between passage of the backs of two consecutive
heated bulges. Figures 4 and 5 display the average
durations and its standard deviations of the interinittent tLie intervals. General trends are as expected with the "full" intervals being the shortest
approximately at y - 0.5 location. In the interacting
region the minimum is 10.5, while at the lower side
it is 15.
MEAN FLOW~ CHARACTERISTICS
Streamwise Velocity

Conditional streamwise velocity defezt is given on
Figure 6. At the lower side, characteristics are similar to those of the single wake as described elsewdhere
(2). At the upper side, heated fluid moves significantly more slowly than average flow as compared to
results at the lower side even though the lateral mean
velocity gradients are the same. The answer should be
INTERMITTENCY RESULTS
looked for in faster lateral movements at the upper
sidu (as explained next), or that the upward erupting
Since only the lower cylinder was heated, the
heated fluid has to cross wider velocity defect region.
thermal front bounded the turbulent flow at the lower
Regarding the unheated zones, tendencies are
side of the complex wake. At the upper side the
reversed. Namely, potential zones (at the lover side)
thermal front was within fully turbulent fluid which
moves considerably faster than the conventional average,
provided the opportunity to investigate some subtle
It Is easy to find the reason In this case by noticing
characteristics of interaction between two turbulent
that at YID - 5 the cold fluid Is fully turbulent.
flows. Appropriately the intermittency function
"Fronts" of heated zones move faster than "backs" at
was defined as being one In heated, and zero in unheated both sides of the wake.
fluid. This renders results at the lover side of the
6.2

the behavior of those in

An attempt was made to check the superposition
method (16,17). However, superimposing the velocity
defects of two single wakes resUlted in an overeatimate of the defect of the merging wake especially
at its centerline. It appears that the superposition
method could provide acceptable approximation only in
the far quasi-similar fully merged wake as proposed
by its originators.

the single wake.

The Lateral Fluctuations
Figure 9 displays the variation of conditional v

that is again symmetrical. The most interesting feature in the interacting region are high R-averages in
the cold fluid penetrating close to the centerplane
and in the warmfluid at the upper edge of the wake.
The cold -Taveragesthus differ from the n7 averages
near the centerplane. The outward shift of the maxima of the fluctuations in the warm lumpsfollows the
Z.
shift of the corresponding averages of Ud and u

Lateral Velocity
Conditional lattral velocity are given on Figure
7. Comparison of the heated and unheated conditional
in the
zone velocities at the upper side with those
that
realization
the
striking
single wake (2) leads to
the Interaction of two wakes caused the lateral movements to be two to three times faster. It appears
that counter rotating eddies of two merging wakes
enhance each others lateral motion (most of it being
in the region of negligible 3U/3y and diminished
production of turbulent energy). This is contrary to
the hypothesis (16) that turbulent bulges from the
two separate wakes "collide" and bring the lateral
velocity to zero. Figure 8 illustrates the mechanism
of enhanced mixing. It had been observed (18) that
a heated interface in a uniform turbulent flow spread
faster than if the unheated co-flowing region were
potential. Here the large-scale motion adds still
another factor.
Experimental and predictive analysis of mixing
multiple jets in a duct (19) indicated the interesting and puzzling phenomenon of increased decay rate
of Jets in the overlapping region. It was necessary
to increase the eddy viscousity in order to get a
good prediction in the overlapping region. It is
believed that Figure 7, i.e. enhanced lateral movements, reveals the underlying physics behind It.

The Spanwise Fluctuations
Figure 10 shows that the unheated turbulent fluid
interestigly maintains an almost constant intensity
of spanwise fluctuations. This would indicate that
large countrarotating interacting eddies are primarily two-dimensional, enhancing each other's lateral
movement but not the spanvise movement. The heated
bulges again exhibit a high level of fluctuation at
the wake's periphery. However, the ywrm peaks are
displaced outward less than for the u and v cases,
a behavior which would be consistent with an increased degree of two-dimensionality ot the thermal front
interface. Namely, detailed information on basic
two-dimensional turbulent flows (instantaneous w trace
(2), or smoke visualized mushroom-like formations (20)
suggests (21) the existence of eddies possessing
strong streauwise vorticity out of phase 'lirection)
with the mean flow vorticity vector. Figure 10 seems
to suggest that these eddies of high _w- have diminished lateral penetration ability once they encounter
another turbulent fluid.
uv CORRELATION

FLUCTUATING VELOCITIES - MEAN SQUARES
This is the most important second-order correlation called they Reynolds shear stress. Multiplied
by p it represents the turbulent shear stress in the
momentum equation. Its product with the mean shear
aU/ay is the rate of production of turbulent kinetic
to u7 fluctuations). Its
energy (that is fed sole._1
own Production rate is -vi D'U/ay.

The Streamwise Fluctuations
The conditional squared streamwise velocity
fluctuations are given on Figure 8. The conventional
the center, and its
profile has a deep trough in
maxima are somewhat lower than for the single wake
(2) and, again correspond to the region of maximum
mean strain rate (see Ftgure&I. It is most sgni2
distribution is
ficant that the conventional u
symmetrical to the accuracy of the measurements.
Thus, the differential heating indeed had negligible
effect on the dynamics turbulence field. In addition,
the measurement technique had fully eliminated crosscontamination of signals. The cold-zone average
peaks at almost the same level as the conventional
average. However, it exceeds the conventional
average just where the cold-zone defect U had
shifted inward with respect to the conventional U
average on Figure 6. Figure 6 discloses how the-heat
zone defect curve is displaced outwards: the warm
lumps have been slowed down (stresavise) in penetrating the cold upper wake. It is curious to see how
the fluctuations in the heated lumps follow this
outward shift of their mean defect: this conditional
average is significantly higher (even when ?-average
is used) and is shifted outward. The unheated-zone
averages on the lower side of the double wake display
no such behavior because the "cold lumps" migrating
from the upper cold wake do not remain "fully cold,"
i.e. below the threshold. Thus despite the presence
of these slow "ex-cold lumps," the statistics of the
lower part of the double wake follow essentially

2

The conditional Reynold stresses are given in
Figure 11. The conventional average exhibits a wide
region of small values near the wake center. The
stress changes sign three times times as if it were
following the mean velocity graident even in this
region of interaction between opposite vorticities
and stresses of the component wakes. In the upper
part of the wake, the Reynolds stress of the cold
zones follows the conventional average but remains
more negative as the wake center is approached. T's
bifurcation apparently reflects the bifurcation of
the corresponding defect curve (and their slopes) in
Figure 6. The higher peaks in the heated bulges and
their outward shift resemble that in the u7 case and
was previously discussed. Because the "production"
depends on the product of 7 and U/ay, the outward
shift of these two characteristics for the heated
zones in Figure 9 and 6 is relevant.
Correlation U V shown on Figure 12 represents
rates of lateral toansport of the momentum defect.
It is clear that in the upper part of flow the heated
end unheated bulges transfer much more momentum
defect on a conditional basis than on the lower side
(which resembles the single wake).

6.3

mittent Region of a Turbulent Boundary Layer;
J. Fluid Mech.,41, 2, 283.
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MEASUREMENTS IN A LOW MOMENTUM JET
INTO A CROSS FLOW
by
J. Andreopoul as
Sonderforschungsbereich 80

ABSTRACT

R

Measurements of velocity fluctuations with a triple
hot-wire probe are presented for a jet in a cross flow
situation at various ratios of the jet to cross flow velocity.
Profiles of the three mean-velocity components, the six
normal and shear stresses and higher order moments were
obtained at different sponwise positions and several down
stream stations. It was found that slmost all terms involved
in the turbulent kinetic energy or shear stress transport
equations are of significance. In the lower blowing case
most of the Reynolds stresses reach their maximum value
after the bending over of the let fluid streamlines, where
the entrainment of cross stream fluid is expected to be
high. The presence of two bound vortices which enhance
entrainment has also been found in the lower blowing
case. The normal spreading rate of the jet in the near
field was equal to that of a round jet in a stagnant
surrounding while at the far field a gradual reduction
occurs to the zero pressure gradient boundary layer. The
lateral spreading rate was found to be like that of a plane
shear layer and remains constant at all the investigated
stations.
normal and lateral width of the jet respectivety
y bz
cf
skin friction coefficient
edi
pipe diameter
El, E2 , E3 hot-wire voltages

V./J

,

jet to cross-flow velocity ratio

U, V, W

instantaneous velocity components, in x, y, z
direction respectively
V
U, V, W mean velocity components
x, y, z

fxQI

coordinates (see fig. 1), streamwise, normal
and lateral respectively
boundary layer thickness
z vorticity components in x, y, z di-e--,ns
respectively
pitch ,yaw angles
&0

Subscripts
e

cross-flow at infinity

jet-flow at infinity
i
INTRODUCTION
Numerous experimental and analytical studies of the
jet in a cross flow problem are available in the literature
due to the relevance which this geometry has in a variety
of engineering applications. Depending on the jet-to-cross
stream velocity ratio, examples of this flow can be found
in turbomochinery, internal flows,, aircraft aerodynamics
and environmental flows such as plum dispersals and pipe
discharges into rivers. Few of these studies, however,
include reliable measurements of turbulence quantities
throughout the flow. Exceptions to this include investigations by Crabb (4) and Crobb, Durao and Whitelow
(5) who reported data for a relatively high jet to cross
flow velocity ratios (R = 2.3 and 1.15). Also some of the
basic features associated with larger R values as motivated
by the VTOL applications have been presented by Keffer
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and Baines (7), Komotani and Greber (8)
and
Mousa et ol (9). Ramsey and Goldstein (10) reported
measuements of film cooling effectiveness in a heated
jet and Bergeles et al (3)
indicated the non-uniformilties
of the velocity profile at the exit plane of the jet (for
low R), although the accuracy of their single sensor hotwire measurements must be taken into consideration,
The objective of the current research program on the
jet in a crass-flow case has to increase the understanding
of the flow and to obtain reliable turbulence data
throughout the flow field which could be subsequently

used for testing and improving numerical calculation
methods. The experimental program included a flow
visualisation study with dye injection and surface
streaking which have been reported on by Foss (6), and
measurements inside the discharging pipe to fully document
the cross stream effect on the pipe flow upstream of the
exit (see Andreopoulos (1)). Here it was found that the
non uniformities of the velocity and temperature profiles
within the pipe extend as far as 3 pipe-diameters upstream of the exit. The extremely high gradients in x, y,
z directions at the exit plane result in high rates of
turbulent kinetic energy production, a great part of which
is transported outwards by the mean flow of the jet fluid,
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES AND DATA REDUCTION
The measurements were made in the closed circuit
wind tunnel at the Insitut fUr Hydromechanik, University
Karlsruhe, which has a 6 m long by 1.5 m internal diameter octagonally shaped working section. A flat plate
was installed at about 0.28 m from the tunnel's floor
(see Fig. 1) and the pipe-jet flow was driven by a 2
stage-compressor through a plenum chamber and a heat
exchanger to control the air flow temperature. The brass
pipe had a 50 mm internal diameter and its exit plane
was 12 diameters downstream the plenum chamber.
Velocity and turbulence measurements were mode with
DISA anemometers and DISA miniature slant-wire, crosswire and triple-wire probes. All signals were digitized
at 5 kHz per channel and stored on mag tape for later
data reduction, to give statistical averages . The data
acquisition system and the statistical analysis program ore
fully lescr;bed in (!f
-
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This system of equations is linear with respect X2 , y 2 , Z2 ,
has three unknowns, and the instantaneous velocity components in probe coordinates can be obtained easily by the
matrix inversion method. A similar technique has been
described in (12) where the matrix was inverted using a
flow analyser device whose analog output could then be
digitized to give velocity components. The present
approach is fully digital (no linearisers used) and has the
novelty to allow the coefficients k and h to vary with
pitch and yaw angles as it has been found in calibrations.
Since the yaw and pitch angles of the instantaneous
velocity vector are not known "a oriori" an iterative
numerical scheme has been used to solve the before
mentioned system with the matrix corresponding to the true
angles. The method which has been documented and tested
by Andreopoulos (13) greately improved the performance
of the probe.
Both interacting flow fields i.e. the pipe flow and
the cross flow, were found to be developing turbulent
flows for all the investigated velocity ratios (0.25<=R!5 3).
At x/D = -4 upstream, the jet exit on the plate, where
the jet interference on the cross stream was negligible, a
friction coefficient cf = 0.0034 and boundary layer thickness or= 0.34 D at Ue = 12.8 m/s were measured. The
results which are presented here cover the case with
velocity ratio R = 0.5 and are nondimensionalized by D
and Ue . The corresponding Reynolds number forthe pipe
flow is Re = V D/v = 20500 i.e. one order of magnitude
higher than that in the flow visualisation studies of Foss
where both flows were laminar.

Sufficiently strong deflection of mean streamlines in
a shear flow can lead to the creation of discrete
longitudinal vortices. The "skew-induced" or pressure
driven secondary flows (Prandtl's first kind) decay under
the action of Reynolds stresses and their generation is
due to a n inviscid mechanism. In the present
experiment "skewing" of streamlines takes place in two
characteristic directions, namely normal and lateral.
Deflection of the streamlines in y-direction leads to the
z=
/Olx- Oct/,y vorticity which, in
generation of
regions above the dividing streamlines is positive
(Q2 .) because a)V/Dx is drastically increased in the region
over the exit and 0U/by is becoming small, (having therefore the same sign as the initial vorticity of the
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All mean turbulence quantities which
are reporled
here, have been obtained with a triple hot wire probe
DISA type 55P91. The basic feature of such a probe is
that its wires are parallel to the axis of an orthogonal
coordinates systam, so that the tangential component of
one wire is the .ermal for another and binormal for the
third. If the instantaneous velocity has components X, Y,
Z parallel to the respective axis x, y, z in probe coorinotes, then the effective velocity for each wire is given
by following:
2
+
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Fig. 1 Experimental arrangements
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approaching tube and negative (sz-) below the deviding
streamline). This negative vorticity can be added to the
negative vorticity of the oncoming boundary layer which
because of the divergence of streamlines in z-direction is
intensified by the lateral positive stretching W/l&.
Together these negative vorticity contributions form a
"horseshoe vortex" similar to that generated by the atmospheric boundary layer in front of tal I buildings. Actually,
the oncoming boundary layer separates already upstream of
the jet at the saddle point of the skin friction lines;
there the separated shear layer rolls up forming a "horseshoe vortex" which wraps around the jet exit as found in
the memurements by Andreopoulos (1) and in the flow
visualisotion and surface steaking patterns in (6) .
The lateral deflection of the streamlines is shown
in Fig. 2 where the mean W velocity is plotted as a
function of y/D at z/1? = -0.5 for various downstream
ps4i ,,nm D. Men W is
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V-velocity profiles at z/D = -0.50

x"ID2.00
x/D = 1, 2 and 4 in Fig.
indicating a rather strong
of negative OW/Idy to Qa and second the
"contribution
lateral reduction of mean V velocity i.e. aV/az 0 (see
Sx/D
*.SO
Fig. 3 and 4). Both increase the absolute value of
.x .25
-= W/y - 0V/az. This vortical field of both vorticity
XxlD=.00
components induces a positive V velocity in the "common
", /1
1
.
flow" region i.e. in the region between the vortices where
the flow is directed outward from the surface, and a
w
e ",
-°~/D=0
negative V everywhere else.
But there is another combined effect which has to be
C 11€
O4
taken into account in trying to explain the behaviour of
the mean velocity profiles, namely the downwash effect of
the streamlines, particularly evident in the outer region.
This is due to the low pressure behind the jet. In the
"common flow" region these effects are opposing each other
and the present results suggest that the low back pressure
effect is dominating (see Figs. 3 and 4) except probably
Fig. 2 W-velocity profiles at z/D : -0.5 as a function
of y/D

x/D31.0

P.

R 80.5
z/D=-00

of symmetry. It is clear that at the two upstream stations
x/D = -0.5 and -0.25, W can reach values as high as
-0.16 Ue at which point U takes values of approx.

0.5 U. (not shown here). The resulting lateral rate of
strain is therefore roughly 0.32 UW/D

If

x/D - 0

xio.600
xiD. 400

Divergence of streamlines in the z-direction in
addition to stretching of Q. vorticity can generate also
longitudinal or normal vorticity, with opposite sign than
the "horseshoe vortex", which with the reoriented and
stretched initial vorticity of the approaching flow in the
pipe form the "bound vortices". The normal "skew
induced" vorticity Qy is responsible for the vortex
shedding which is present in the high velocity ratio cases
(R > 1). However, vortex shedding, strickly speaking
shedding of 0y vorticity, is quite unlikely to take place
in low R cases, at least in the usual sense of regular
periodic phenomenon. There was at least no strong
evidence in the present investigation to contradict this
hypothesis. Strong evidence exists, however, to confirm
the existence of the pair of "bound vortices", even in the
low velocity ratio case R = 0.5, Two results
verify this: first, the change of sign of W velocity at
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V-velocity profiles at z/D

= 0.0

region downstream of the exit whert flow reversal takes
place. It is not a "close" recirculating flow region
because of the high entrainment rates from the cross flow
on the sides. This moderates significantly the reverse flow
action and the actual reverse flow region is considerably
restricted. The surface streaking patterns given by Foss
(6) which are time integrated pictures of the flow give
a good indication of the extension of that zone. However,
occacional flow reversal can happen also at different
heights from the wall. A tuft study has been undertaken
to investigate the regions in which instantaneous flow
reversal may occur. Observations show that within the
region 2 diameters downstream 0.4 diameter sponwise from
the jet and up to y= 0.1 D above the floor, instantaneous
flow reversal can occur (the probability decreases with y).
These results were used to select the measuring points at
which to operate the hot wire probe. For lower velocity
ratios another separation region was found to exist inside
the tube near the leading edge where the adverse pressure
gradient is high (see (1)).
Figure 6 shows the turbulent kinetic energy profiles
on the plane of symmetry. There are three distinct regions
which can be observed in the profiles: the near region
over the jet exit where the boundary layer is subjected to
high rate of strain aV/cx due to streamlike curveture,
2
resulting in an overshoot of q ; the immediate downstream

very close to the vortex cores, for example at x/D = 1
in Fig. 4. Here the induced V velocity is higher particularly on the plane of symmetry z = 0. In addition
Qi.varticity is intensified by longitudinal stretching
(ccelarating flow) in this region.
Fig. 5 shows the U velocity profiles at z/tD
0.
The approaching boundary layer flow is decelerating i.e.
8 /Ox is negative while V is increased considerably
(Fig. 4). In addition it was found in (1) that the mean
velocity profiles at the exit plane of the pipe were
highly distorted by the presence of the cross flow: at the
leading edge of the exit (x=-D/) V velocity is smaller
than Vi i.e. the jet flow in that port of the tube is
decelerated under the influence of an adverse pressure
gradient which has been imposed by the cross stream,
while at the trailing edge the Flow is accelerated and V
is 50 % greater than V.. The U, V profiles over the exit
from / = -0.5 to x/ 6 = 0.5 show similar behaviour
i.e. V increases with x while U decreases. Since the
jet-streamline curveture commences inside the tube, the
jet fluid in the immediate region of the hole acts like a
cover" over the jet exit. The cross stream then is lifted
up as the V profiles show and flows over and around the
sew
n er il% qete 4law velocities.
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2is produced; and the far downstream

region where q starts to decay and velocity gradients
are smaller. In the first region, where the interaction
between the two vortical fields begins to take place,
. . xID.
turbulent mixing of the two flows is important even though
. . . xID= the mean field picture indicates that the jet fluid acts

UJ-velocity profiles at z/L;
of y/D

ip
x/D -6.00

u.u as a iuncrion
b-,

x/D a2 00
xlD= 100
x/D-50

The profiles downstream of the jet-exit postulate
clearly a "wake" like region and/or a "mixing layer"
like region with more or less monotonic variationof U
with y except probably at x/D-<2 where U overshoots
its free stream value before it reduces to U.. In the
"wake" like region the longitudinal acceleration is
important and the conservation of mass requires fluid from
the sides to rush inwards towards the plane of symmetry.
The present measurements show clearly that both gradients
8V/y and aw/az are negative. In fact, checks on the
conservation of mass are fairly easy to do because
3-Dimensional velocity profiles exist, and within the
limits of graphical differentiation the results ore
satisfactory.
It is generally agreed upon that a normal yet
separates from the exit surface and there always exists a
6.10
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D
lurbulent kinetic energy prufia, at

0.0

implies immediately "negative" produrtion of turbulent
kinetic energy because of the term W' W/z in the
turbulent kinetic energy transport equation. Furthermore
tW/ must be balanced by negative values o ur/ o +
R/N. In that specific region 8V/ey seems to be fairly
small but negatve and only the longitudinal deceleration

*

Figure 7 and 8 show profiles of u at two lateral positions
z/D = 0 and -0.5 for different downstream positions.
Generally the peaks in the uv profiles correspond to
positions of maximum 8iJ/'y which is one of the main
mean strain rates in producing turbulent kinetic energy or
shear stress (u). At the plane of symmetry this term, like
80U/0y, does not change sign. However, at z/D = 0.5 it
does change sign at various positions over the exit and at
the x/D = 1. Here the sign changes do not correspond
closely to similar changes of aU/ay. Similar behaviour is
observed at the uw distributions at x/D = -0.5 (Fig. 9)
where two zero crossings of X occur at the immediate
downstream station x/ = 1 and 2, while aUG/'z is everywhere negative. The second crossing near the wall occurs

U/IE balances the lateral divergence which can lead
to increased entrainment and mixing. Smits et al (14)
found indeed high entrainment velocities in boundary
layer with strong lateral divergence, almost three times
higher than that of a typical boundary layer with same
Re. Most the streamline curvature an the x, y plane
takes place from the beginning of the interaction up to
x/Dz I where 8V/hc is becoming negligible. At that
point * starts to increase rapidly and around x/D= 2 or
shortly after reaches its maximum value at the "wake"
like region where the flow is accelerating (aU/ax>0).
This reduces the energy production, but due to sreamlinV
convergence overall production is strong
since both
8W/az and 8V/O'y are negative. The last two rates of
strain terms together with the positive UA y are mainly
responsible for the high levels of turbulent kinetic energy
which are evident at x/D- 1.
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in the vicinity of the vortex centre. However, assuming
rotation of vortical fluid by 900 , so that the eddies with
a contribution to uv after rotation contribute to uw
instead, cannot be justified by the present results, since
uv and uw profiles do not correspond in any sense. Similar
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ist the behaviour of vw at z/D = -0.5 shown in Fig. 10.
This shear stress has a magnitude almost a third of that of
X in the downstream regions but in the upstream stations
i.e. in the oncoming boundary layer, it reaches values of
the some order of magnitude of Uw.
Although this paper is not directly concerned with
calculation methods, it should be pointed out that the
eddy viscosity concept -/AWy
or even the non-isotropic
eddy viscosity -U/'iU/z as it has been introauced in
(2) are quite unlikely to give satisfactory results since
longitudinal and normal momentum will be miscalculated and the dissipation rate might be negative if localarguments are involved.
In Figures I1a and b the normal (by and lateral (b.)
of the jet are plotted as functions of x1.2 for
various values of z/D or y/r) respectively. Both have
been defined as the points where the shear stress u-vfalls
to 0.05 (G-m,,x--'c) (where uc is the assymptotic value
of the profile). First it is clear that the width b reduces
with z as doss the growth rate. The growth rateyis high
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close to the exit; roughly equal to 0.32 and is seen to be
greater than the lateral spreading rate of 3-Dimensional
on plane surfaces, which according to the review of
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Radi and Launder (15) Is equal to 0.26. At the immediate downstream region the spreading rate is gradually
reduced up to the station x/D a 5 at which point it takes
on a value similar to that of an axisymmettric jet in
stagnant surroundings. It then reduces further until the
layer growth is asymptotically reached. The
spreading rate, however, seems to be fairly
constant (0.105 '1 for all the investigated x positions and
almost equal to the mixing layer spreading rate. It seems
the bound vortices and the low back pressure greatly
the spreading of the jet in these two directions.
low back pressure opposes the normal growth of the
by causing the "downwash" effect in the streamline
as it has been shown in the V-profiles. Here the action
of the longitudinal vortices is pressumnably suppressed. The
lateral spreading of the jet, however, is likely to be
controlled by the vortices rather than the back pressure
since pressures in this direction are smoothly varying.
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Figure 12 shows the turbulent kinetic energy -2 at
x4 = 4, on the plane of symmetry z = 0. The terms
9 /*Bz, OU,'Dz, OV/dz are zero by arguments of symmetry;
the remaining terms are as following:
Advection:am
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Dissipation is obtained by difference, neglecting the
contribution of the pressure-velocity terms ru, F
and

to the diffusion term on grounds described in ( 16 ).
It is obvious that some changes to the turbulence structure
occur: The extremely high gain ".y production is counterbalanced by !oz not only in dissipation but also in
diffusion, which also shows a gait, at the edges of thjet. This confirms that t transpcrt equations can be
reduced to "mean trnport" = "turbulent transport" near
the outer edge of the jet, 4aere the measured longitudinai and lateral diffusion is small. Then it can be
easily argued that tt: entrainment velocity VE is high
although not equal to Vq = $;/42 because longit dinal
advction U1/2 q21
,.sQ:
also high.
*

*
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THE TURBULENCE CHARACTERISTICS IN THE NEAR-REGION OF THE WALL JET
ISSUED FROM A SMALL INCLINED SLOT

Masahide Hatano
Department of Aeronautical Engineering
National Defense Academy
Hashirimizu, Yokesuka 239, Japan

ABSTRACT
An experimental investigation of the turbulence
characteristics in the near-region of a steady incompressible turbulent plane wall jet of air injected
from a small inclined slot into still surroundings is
performed by use of a large apparatus which has a
height of injection slot approximately ten times
greater than that used by the previous investigators.
The present wall jet is injected under the initial
conditions of the uniform time-mean velocity distribution and very low turbulence intensity. The turbulence characteristics are obtained in detail by use
of the hot-wire anemometers within a nondimensional
downstream distance up to about 20 at the injection
Reynolds number 6 x 104.
It is found that the turbulence characteristics are less affected on the injection conditions and the existence of the corner of
small inclined slot than the time-mean characteristics obtained in the previous investigation. The
effectiveness of "Coanda Effect" is confirmed also
from a view of turbulence characteristics,
NOMENCLATLRE
b : width of the wind tunnel
h : height of the injection slot
k : wave number
Rej = Uj x h/\ : injection Reynolds number
Ru, Rv, Rw : autocorrelation of u, v, w
tu, tv, tw : time-scales of u, v, w
T : time separation
u, v, w : components of turbulence
u-, v', w- : root-mean-square values of turbulence
u,
friction velocity
U : mean velocity component parallel to the wall
Uj : injection velocity
Um : maximum value of U at a given section
x : distance measured along the wall downstream from
the corner of small inclined slot
x' : distance measured along the nozzle surface
y
perpendicular distance from the wall
y'
perpendicular distance from the nozzle surface
40.5 : half-iet-width of the wall jet
v
kinematic viscosity of fluid
inclination angle of the injection slot
INTPODUCTION
Wall jet is formed when a fluid jet is injected
from a nozzle along a solid surface. The motivation
for investigating such a flow is that the wall jet
is very important in connection with many practical
applications, such as boundary layer control on
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aircraft wing, film cooling of rocket engine and prevention of flow separation in diffuser. The another
motivation zomes from a hydrodynamic interest that
the velocity profiles show the combined feature of
free jet and boundary layer. Accordingly, a number
of investigations have been reported on this flow,
since the first paper by Glauert(l). But theoretical
and experimental investigations on turbulent wall
jet, as well as on turbulent free jet, have been devoted mainly to the mean flow characteristics in the
fully developed similar region which is formed sufficiently far downstream from a thin injection slot.
In various applications, including the upper surface
blowing wing, problems are also concerned with the
flow region near the nozzle. For the flow in this
near-region of jets, the turbulent mixing and entrainment are quite complicated and largely depend on
the injection conditions: for example, geometrical
shape of nozzle, injection pressure, velocity profile
at nozzle section, and turbulence level and distribution of flow in the nozzle. Then the simple models
of turbulence hitherto existed are not adequate, so
the analytical treatments are extremely difficult for
this near-region.
Moreover, most of the previous measurements are
confined to the plane wall jet issued tangentially
from the so-called "step slot" type nozzle. But making steps on the surface of the real applications is
usually undesirable for the reasons of increasing
skin friction and heat transfer. When the "flush
slot" type nozzle is used, on the other hand, the jet
will separate at the corner of the slot when an external flow is absent.
The present author(2-4) investigated previously
the flow in the fully developed region of wall jet
issued from a specially designed small inclined
"flush slot" using the "Coanda Effect". He also investigated mean flow characteristics in the nearregion of wall jet issued from this slot by use of
the enlarged apparatus(S).
The purpose of the present investigation is to
add the experimental results of the turbulence characteristics to the previous investigation on the
time-mea.. characteristics in the near-region of a
steady incompressible turbulent plane wall jet of air
issued into still surroundings from the small inclined slot, under the initial conditions of the uniform velocity distribution and very low turbulence
intensity at the nozzle section, by use of the crosswired probe in the same enlarge apparatus as used in
the previous investigation, with high degree of
accuracy.

EXPERDIENTAL APPARATUS AID PROCEDURE
The small inclined slot shown in Fig. 1 is especially designed by the present author and used in his
previous investigations. It has already been conflows
firmed that the jet injected from this nozzle
around the corner attaching firmly on the wall surface without separation and forms the fully developed
similar wall jet in downstream sections, even if

there is no external flow.
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Figure 2 shows the enlarged experimental apparatus used in the present investigation. It was constructed in the testing section of an open-circuit
flow-off "blower" type low speed wind tunnel, having
a 600mm x 600mm square exit nozzle with large end
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plates to prevent disturbances from the outside. The
geometrical section of this nozzle is exactly similar
to the previous one shown in Fig. 1, except that the

height of slot (h)

'

is increased to 60mm and axes are

rotated clockwise around the corner (0) by an angle
of 15 degree.
Figure 3 shows the main part of the apparatus
and the coordinate system used in the present investigation. The height of slot is larger than that
used in conventional jet studies by about 10 times.
The span of nozzle slot is equal to the width of wind
tunnel b =600mm, then the corresponding aspect ratio
of nozzle is AR - 10. Using a part of wind tunnel
exit as a wall jet nozzle assures the perfect twodimensionality of wall jet.
From Fig. 3, it can be
c-nsidered that the flow field in the small inclined
slot is identical with the one injected tangentially
from the new step slot nozzle having same slot height
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and located at the position upstream 220mm from the
corner.
This flow may be termed "two-dimensional
upper surface blowing", as the lower surface of nozzle corresponds to the ving and the test surface corresponds to the flat flap deflected downward by 15

y"

.

__2

-

t00273
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degree.
The experiment was performed at an injection velocity Uj - 15.0m/sec. which corresponded to the injection Reynolds number Rej = Uj x h/v = 6 x 104.
The turbulence intensity was measured by the constanttemperature hot-wire anemometers with the standard
cross-wired probe. The probe was mounted on the unithe probe
veral traversing mechanism which can shift
in the three coordinate directions. Figure 4 shows
the block-diagram of the instrumentation for turbulence data processing. This on-line system worked
very satisfactorily.
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Injection Conditions
Figure 5 shows the distributions of the mean yelocity and the longitudinal relative turbulence in-

tensitv at the new nozzle section
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-220mm, x'/h
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It can be seen that the mean velocity U
across the nozzle section is uniform over 75% of the
height of the injection slot, except in the thin
boundary layers on the inside surfaces of nozzle.
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More precisely, the boundary layer on the inner sur-
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face of the upper lip of injection nozzle is much
thinner than that on the lower surface. And the rel-
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turbulence intensity u'/Um in this section is
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uniform over 60% of the height of the injection slot

00

and has the intensity u'/Um - 0.0023, which is as low
as that in the empty testing section of the low speed
wind tunnel used in the present investigation.
It is0
very Interesting fact that the respective extent of
the constant velocity layer and the constant turbulence layer are different.
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Local Turbulence Intensity
The contours of longitudinal local turbulence
intensity u'/U in the near-region of wall jet issued
from a small inclined slot are shown in Fig. 6. No
distinct patterns are seen even in the region around
the corner of slot, where the negative peak value of
static pressure and the maximum value of mean velocitv
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Relative Turbulence Intensity
The distributions of longitudinal relative turbulence intensity u'/Um in the sections x'/h = -3.67
1 0 and x/h - 0 -L18.75 are shown in Figs. 7 and 8,
respectively. Proceeding from the new nozzle section
to the downstream sections, the width of the region
where u'/Um - constant becomes narrow and the minimum
intensity increases with x. The figures indicate
that the longitudinal relative turbulence intensity
develops smoothly across the corner sections and
reaches the state of similar or self-preserved turbulence at x/h > 12.5.
Figures 9 and 10 show the distributions of lateral relative tur)iulence intensity v'/Um and w'/Um,
zy show also the smooth development
respectively.
of v'/Um and w'/Um.
2

Autocorrelation Curves and Time Scales
The one-point autocorrelation coefficient, e.g.
Ru for the turbulent velocity component u, is defined
by
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sentative curves of Ru obtained in two sections are
shown in Figs. 12 and 13. A curve for the position
x' = -75mm (x'/h = -1.25) and y' = 20mm (y'/h - 0.33)
the fuller positive portion for small time separation followed by a long negative portion, which inthe feature observed in the so-called core
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correlation curve. The time scales tu, tv and tw are
nondimensionalized by 60.5/u*, where u* is the fric-
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Figure 14 shows the time scale tu, as a re~resentative. It is seen that the distributions of time
scale in downstream sections &-e nearly linear.
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region of jet.
In the downstream sections, for example at x/h - 15.83, the autocorrelation coefficients
decrease
smoothly
with
The time scales
of time.
turbulence can be obtained by
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The curves for Ru, Rv and Rw were obtained at different positions in the near-region of wall jet issued
a small inclined slot. But only several repre-
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Figure 11 indicates that the relative turbulence
intensity distributions u'/Um at the corner sections
x' - 0 and x - 0 agree very well when they are plotted non-dimensionally by use of the same scales.
Though the distributions of v'/Um and w'/Um in the
same sections are shown only by the mean curves in
this figure, the scatter of data is as same order as
u'/Um. It is clear that v'/Um is the highest inten6
sity in the main region 0.2 < y/ 0.5 < 0.8 at this
section. However, it can be seen from Fig. 8 %-10
that in the region x/h Z 12.5, the order of three
components of relative turbulence intensity is
u' > w' > v', as well as in the fully developed region of general turbulent shear flows.
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Reynolds Shear Stress
Figure 15 shows the Reynolds shear stress obtained from the one-point cross correlation of turbulence components u and v for the time separation
T - 0. The Reynolds shear stress -uv/u*L has positive value in the boundary layer region and negative
value in the free mixing layer region. The curves of
the Reynolds shear stress for two regions are

Ru

connected each other in the so-called core region and
become a single smooth curve in the downstream sections x/h ? 9.17. The Reynolds stress curves in this
region pass through zero at the point nearer to the
wall than the position of maximum velocity. This result has been observed in the previous investigations
for the fully developed similar flow region of wall
jet and lead to the difficulty that there is a definitive difference between the inner layer of wall
jet and the conventional boundary layer. This difficulty suggests that the analyses dividing the flow
field of wall jet into several layers and regions
proposed by Glauert(l) and Myers et al.(7) are not
suitable for highly sheared complex turbulent flow.
The accumulation of much more detailed and numerous
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Turbulent Energy Spectra
Figures 16 and 17 show the turbulent energ"
2
spectra of u obtained by use of the technique of fast
Fourier transformation. The spectra obtained at the
position very near to the wall in the section x'!h
= -1.25 extend up to nearly 5kHz, but that obtained in
the downstream section x/h - 15.83 extend up to 2kHz
at most. The local maximum peak In the spectra was
not observed even in the .
tion just downstream
from the corner, which indicates no separation in the
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flow around the corner of small inclined slot.
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CONCLUSIONS

*

The conclusions of the present investigation on
the turbulence characteristics in the near-region of
the wall jet issued from a small inclined slot under
the initial conditions of the uniform mean velocity
distribution and very low turbulence intensity are
suimerized as follows:(1) The effectiveness of the "Coanda Effect" is confirmed not only from a point of view of time-mean
velocity characteristics but also from that of
turbulence characteristics,
(2) The contours of local turbulence intensity are
less complicated than the isobar and the isotach
patterns obtained from the time-mean velocity
measurement in the previous investigation.
(3) The relative turbulence intensity grows very
quickly but smoothly even in the region very near
the corner of small inclined slot.

(4) The different developing features of correlation
coefficient, tine scale, Reynolds stress and energy spectra of turbulence cannot lead to the
simple characteristic scales which are suitable
for complex turbulent flows.
(5) The analysis dividing the flow field of wall jet
into several layers and regions is not suitable,
and much more careful considerations must be
necessary.
(6) It is expected, however, that the accumulation of
such a detailed experimental i.ivestigation of
these highly sheared complex turbulent flows will
lead to the comprehensive information on the turbulent flows and more useful models of turbulence
than have hitherto existed.
(7) The present investigation is directly concerned
with the specially designed small inclined slot
using the "Coanda Effect", so that the measurement is performed under the single geometrical
condition of injection nozzle. The problem is
easily extended to the wall jet on the inclined
plate where the inclination angle (e) and the
distance between nozzle and corner may be the
important variables. Further investigation on
this problem will be made in the future.
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Abstract

*

*

The change in the turbulence structure and relaxation features of the wall jet disturbed by a circular
cylinder which is placed at various distances from the
plane wall are investigated experimentally. The results show that the mean and fluctuating properties
are considerably affected by the disturbance of the
cylinder, and that both the change in the profiles of
the turbulent field and the recovery of the turbulent
structure from the disturbance exhibit different behaviour according to the locations of the cylinder.
Changes in the scale and shape of the perturbing eddy
are deduced from the measurements of correlation and
spectra. The estimation of various terms of the turbulent energy equation reveals the effect of the disturbance by the cylinder for different cylinder
heights,
Nomenclature
a:
Bradshaw's parameter (
-U/
)
b2
half width
bm
value of y at U/Um=I
d
diameter of circular cylinder
k
wave number
Lx
integral scale
p
fluctuating pressure
H,
auto-correlation coefficient
S
jet nozzle slot height
U
mean velocity in the x direction
Um
maximum velocity at any x location
u,v,w : fluctuating components of velocity in the x,y
and z direction
x
distance measured along wall from the cylinder
and in the downstream direction
y
distance normal to wall
y,
value of y at 0.5 percent of the maximum, turbulent kinetic energy
yc
height of the cylinder axis
p
density of air
V
kinematic viscosity of air
IT
eddy viscosity
*,, , m power spectra of u 2 ,v 2 and 12 respectively
subscript
(I)r
: value of (X) for the undisturbed wall jet
uperscript
('
: rms value )f (1)
1. Tntroduction
From the methodological point of view there are
two approaches to the shear flow problem. One is to
measure the natural development of the flow field and
the other is to use Clauser's black box analogy[l].
The latter was proposed about a quarter of a century

ago and proved its usefulness in the research of urbulent shear flow as a fundamental method. For example, various responses of the boundary layers to the
change of surface condition[23, pressure gradient['3,
peripheral speed of the rotating cylinder[4L and the
disturbance introduced by a cylinder[53 or a vibratinr
ribbon[C] were examined. In these studies funda.enta.
concepts, such as inner layer and outer layer, selfpreservation, large eddy, coherent structure and s on
have been utilized to describe the change of flow
field.
A wall jet consists of an inner layer akin tc the
boundary layer and an outer layer resembling a free
shear layer. There Is an interaction between the twc
layers. Although the wall jet has this complex rrnnerty, it shows a well-defined self-preservation anA it
is a basic turbulent shear flo6. Extensive studie of
the wall jet have been carried out, for exaile, see
7
Townsend[ 1 and Rajaratnan[Bl. The turbulence stru2ture of the wall jet was neasured b,.r
Irwin(with fr~e
streazr)[93, Wilson & Gcldstein(without free streani)
11C] and Kacker & Whitelaw(with free strear):ll:.
The present study is different from these exreriments since we adopt Clauser's approach, that is, a
response of a wall jet issuing in the still ar.1ent
air is analized for a disturbance. The current view
of turbulent shear flow is that it has an identifiable
large-scale structure which controls the development
of the shear layer. The disturbance has been introduced simply by a circular cylinder which sheds twodimensional eddies and makes two shear layers havinthe opposite sign of mean vorticity. The measurenrents
of various quantities reveal the variation of the nean
velocity profile, change of turbulent enerK" and
'Reynolds stress balance. The spatial correlation rats
with optimal delay time exhibit the deformation fth
large eddy.
2. Experinental apparatus and techniques
The wind tunnel used has a rectangular nczz:. 1mm in height and 300 mm in width. A wall 4et deve_:rs
on a smooth flat plate which is made fro. the alun.inium alloy and is 1.67 n in length. Side-boards are
attached to the plate to ensure the two-dimensionalit;
of the flow. The configuration of the flow field and
nomenclature are shown in Fig. 1. A cylinder of diameter 5T 0.0
nm which was made of stainless-stee:
pipe with very smooth surface was used for the experiment. The streaznwise location of the cylinder was
fixed at 350 rr- downstream from the noz:le exit. Th
half width and the thickness of the inner layer of t.c
undisturbed wall 'et was i3 =m and about 5 mm, respectively, at this station. The space between the cylinder axis and the wall was set at five different values,
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the locations yc/d of the cylinder axis being 0.5,
0.8, 3.3, 5.3 and 6.6 above the vall. Measurements
have been performed at 6 stations x/d= 6 -150 with Xwire probes and a constant-temperature anemometer.
The dissipation rate was computed from measurements
of the time rate change of the instantaneous velocity,
For the measurements of correlation coefficients and
spectra a San-ei 7T08 FFT real time data analizer and
a Bruel & FJaer 2112 audio frequency spectrometer was
employed. Reynolds number based on a cylinder diameter Us-d/Y was set at 104 for all tests. At this time
the velocity and turbulence level at nozzle exit was
30 m/s and O.%
respectively,
The experimental uncertainty of the data is estimated as follows: Primary quantities such as pressure,
length, etc., are estimated at 1 1 percent. Mean
velocity from hot wire measurements are ± 3 percent and
turbulence quantities measurements± 8 percent.
3. Experimental results and discussion
Change of mean flow field
The undisturbed wall jet shoved the self-preserving velocity profile in the region downstream from the
station where a cylinder inserted[123. Figure 2 presents a typical development of the mean velocity disturbed by the cylinder located at yc/d= 0.8, 3.3 and
5.3. At the station of x/d=6, the positions of maximum velocity deficit almost coincide with the height
of the cylinder axis. The relative magnitude of the
velocity deficit is larger in the case of the cylinder close to the wall.
Figure 3 shows the decay of the velocity maximum
which is usually selected as the velocity scale for
all yc/d. In the figure the solid line represents the
results of the undisturbed wall jet and coincides well
with the measurements of other investigators. When
the cylinder locates at yc/d= 3.3, the variation of
the velocity maximum is in good agreement with that of
the undisturbed wall jet.
If the cylinder is set in
the region yc/dS0.8, the value of Um/Uo is lower
than that of the undisturbed wall jet. In particular,
the velocity deficit has a maximum value for the case
of yc/d- 0.8. On the other hand, when the cylinder is
set at yc/dZ5.3 the value of Um/U0 is larger than
that of the undisturbed wall jet. The decay rate of
Um/Ue is almost in accord with that of the undisturbed
wall jet for each case in the downstream region.
Figure 4 shows the growth of the half width b2 /d
along the flow direction. In the figure, the solid
line represents the undisturbed wall jet and reflects

good agreement with the measurements of other investigators. The value of b2 /d for the cylinder near the
wall is larger than that of the undisturbed flow,
whereas the results indicate the opposite tendency
hen the cylinder is away from the vall. The growth
rate of ba/d with x/d almost agrees with that of the
undisturbed wall jet for each case in the region
greater than approximately x/d= 80.
From the resi-ts mentioned above, two possibilities can be inferred in the recovery process of the
mean flow field from the disturbance. Possibility 1
is that far downstream from the cylinder position the
effect due to the cylinder disturbance effectively
disappears, and the flow field becomes exactly the
same self-preserving state as for an undisturbed wall
jet. Possibility 2 is that although the flow field is
also self-preserving, its profile becomes a new equilibrium state differing from the one of the undisturbed case. In this case, we may say that the new equilibrium state bifurcates from the original one asymptotically. The present result seems to suggest possib1lity 2, according to the considerations of the results mentioned below. This deduction is probable
considering that the initial condition for the state
of the nozzle exit has a large effect on the development of the free jet[13J.
The discussion on the pressure distributions, coefficients of drag and lift of
the cylinder and the wall shear stress will be given
elsewhere.
Change of turbulent field
Figure 5 shows the distribution of the fluctuating components of velocity for yo/d of 3.3. The figure indicates that u-component of the fluctuating yelocity has a maximum value at the region corresponding
to both the upper and the lower side shear layers of
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This is due to the decrease of u and w components cornpared with the values of the undisturbed case as shown
in Fig. 3.

the cylinder up to x/d=10.
This maximum value of the
profile is larger in the case of a low cylinder position and perdures for a long distance along the profile
of the streamvise fluctuating velocity u'/Um.
The contribution to the turbulence intensity by the
disturbance shows a more pronounced peak in the profile of v'/Um. For example, at the location of x/d =
6 the result has the order v'/Um>u'/Um>v'/j[53 in
the region corresponding to the lover side shear layer
of the cylinder.
This is because the mixing length in
the y direction become larger than those in the other
directions based on the formation of the shear layer.
The peak of the profile disappears with increasing
x/d, and the distributions of each fluctuating velocity approach those of the undisturbed case.
Figure 6 shows the downstream development of the
Reynolds shear stress for values of yc/d of 0.8, 3.3
and 5.3. In the two cases yc/d of 0.5 and 0.8, the
2
distributions of T/Um have a counter S-type shape
in the region of x/del0 and show a maximum value
(r/Um2< 0) in the region corresponding to the upper
side shear layer of the cylinder.
When yc/d. 3.3, the
profile has a maximum value in the regions corresponding to both side shear layers of the cylinder. At
=
x/d 40, it is observed that the shear stress profiles
are considerably closer to, but still different from,
that of the undisturbed wall jet for each case. It
may be considered that after x/d= 120 Reynolds stress
distributions are similar respectively for every case
of yc/d, but slightly different from that of the undisturbed case in the same manner as the distribution
of the fluctuating velocity components.
Figure 7 shows the turbulent energy difference
r )/UM2 , where 1/2.q-1
at x/d- 6, that is I/2(pq- ?-is the turbulent energy of the undisturbed wall jef.
These profiles exhibit a large variation according to
the location of the cylinder axis yc/d. When the clinder is set in the region yc/d e 0.8, the energy difference shows a sharp peak in the region corresponding
to the free shear layer generated from the upper side
of the cylinder. Then the profile decreases rapidly
and again increases in the region of y/d Z 5. The
measurement indicated that the second mild peak of the
turbulent energy difference for the disturbed case was
due to the increase of v component. In the case yc/d
Z 3.3, the profile has a maximum in the region corresponding tc the lower side shear layer of the cylinder; on the other hand, at the upper side of the cylinder the profile has a minimum. It is notable that
the energy in the case of a disturbed wall jet decreases from that in the case of an undisturbed wall
jet in the region y/d 0 5-8 when yc/d
5.3 and 6.6.
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Turbulent energy balance
The measured values of normal stress and of mean
velocity gradient permit the evaluation of the production of Reynolds shear stress -v U/ey.
Typical values are shown in Fig. 8 for each case at x/d=6.
The
solid line in this figure is the result for the case
of an undisturbed wall jet.
The profiles reveal a
more pronounced variation when compared with the one
for the undisturbed case. In the case yc/dj 0.8, the
negative production of Reynolds shear stress is promoted in the region corresponding to the upper side
shear layer of cylinder, while the production of turbulent kinetic energy has a maximum value in that region. The v'aU/ay
ha. a maximum value, which is
larger than that of the undisturbed wall jet at y/b22
0.7.
When yc/d= 5.3 and 6.6, the production of shear
stress does not vary significantly near the wall and
has a positive maximum value in the region corresponding to the lover side shear layer of the cylinder,
whereas production of turbulent energy has a maximum
value in this region. In the case yc/d=3.3, the production of the shear stress has a minimum and a maximum value in the region corresponding to the upper and
the lower side shear layer of the cylinder, respectively. The production of turbulent energy has a maximum value in the region corresponding to the lover
side shear layer of the cylinder. The pressure distribution around the cylinder is symmetric with respect to the stagnation point for the case yc/d= 3.3,
and therefore the vortex shedding behind a cylinder
whose periodic component contributes strongly to v
component of fluctuating velocity exists.
The turbulent energy balance depicts the physical
process occurring in the shear layer. Although Kacker
and Whitelaw[ll) and Irvin[93 estimated the turbulent
energy balance of wall jet with a free stream, it
seems that only the authors' present experimental[143
are available for the case without the free stream.
Figure 9, 10 and 11 show the distribution of various
terms of the following turbulent energy equation for
the case yc/d=0.8, 3.3 and 5.3 at x/d=L0.
a

Fig. 6 Profiles of the turbulent
shear stress showing large
depression
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Profiles of turbule,.

energy difference between the

disturbed and the undisturbed
wall jet
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and the diffusion has been calculated as the value of
a(v'1 )/ay, so the pressure-velocity correlation has
not been measured.
The disturbance generated by the cylinder makes a
large contribution to the turbulent energy balance as
seen from Figs. 9-11. In all cases, the advection
term is very important even in the region far downstream from the cylinder(x/d:40). In the case ye/d
: 0.8, the advection shows a sharp peak in the region
corresponding to the upper side shear layer of the
cylinder, and it also exhibits a peak at the lover
side shear layer of the cylinder for the case yc/d 3.3. When yc/dZ5.3, the gain of the advection reveals a deficit in the region of the height of the
cylinder axis. The relative increase of the advection
may be caused by the large eddies shed from the cylinder.
The decomposition of the advection term indicates the large component of V-a( i /2)/- y. The production term shows a peak in the region corresponding
to the height of the cylinder axis. When yc/d= 0.8,
the gain of this term fairly increases, whereas the
gain of the production is not significantly different
from that of the undisturbed wall jet for the other
cases. The diffusion term has a peak near the region
where the production reveals a peak, and the profile
shows the same trend as that of the undisturbed wall
jet for each case. It may be considered that the
pressure-velocity diffusion has an effect on the turbulent energy balance in the region corresponding to
the upper side shear layer of the cylinder, comparing
the measured value with that obtained by the difference from equation(l). The dissipation does not show
a minimum value corresponding to the production term
and increases by the cylinder irrespective of its po-".
sition.
From both results mentioned above and that of the
far downstream location, it is noticed that the turbulent energy balance is affected considerably by the
disturbance generated by the cylinder, when the latter
is near the wall. The recovery from the disturbance
is faster when yc/d is smaller after the decision
based on possibility 2.
Reynolds shear stress balance is as important as
the turbulent energy balance, and Fig. 12 presents a
typical profile of the terms of the following equation at yc/d.0.8

Reynolds shear stress is in equilibrium in the sense
that production equals transport153. It is especially
worth noting that the production of the shear stress in
the near wall region becomes negative because the production is proportional to the mean vorticity times vi,
and the mean vorticity changes its sign in the wall
jet. The inserted cylinder makes a great change in
the shear stress balance as seen in the figure. In
the disturbed wall jet the advection term contributes
appreciably to the balance and it takes a negative value in the wall region and becomes positive in the middle of the layer. The transverse advection term becomes important in the disturbed wall jet. The importance of the advection suggests that the eddy issued
O.
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In the case of the undisturbed wall jet the advection
of the Reynolds shear stress is immaterial, and the
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for yc/d=3.3, see caption to Fig. 9
Fig. 11 Turbulent energy balance
for yc/d =5.3, see caption to Fig. 9
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Fig. 12 Balance of terms
in the U equation, see
caption to Fig. 9

This suggests that the eddies sepcylinder location.
arated by the cylinder disturbance are merged into an
eddy in the region downstream from the cylinder posiThis trend is markedly evident in the case yc/d
tion.
--3.3. In the case yc/d= 5.3, the contour line of the
0I
1
V
D

from the cylinder modifies the large-scale structure
The diffusion term is evaluated by
of the wall Jet.
the difference from equation(2) and this is balanced
by the production term of the shear stress. The disturbance due to the cylinder causes rather large increase of the shear stress production.

*
*
4"

Correlation and spectrum
The wake of a cylinder placed in a complete turbulent flow as in the present case may have a complicated structure, but it is reasonable to expect that
some dominant freqyency will appear in the power spec2
tr m. Spectra of u , v2 and w for the case yc/d =
0.5- 6.6 at x/d= 3 are shown in Fig. 13. The spectrum
, reveals more pronounced energy
of vt , that is*
This characpeaks except for the case of yc/d-0.5.
teristic
frequency equals the Strouhal frequency due
vortex shedding from the cylinder. From
to the
armin
the graph of the spectra it can be inferred that the
contribution to the turbulent intensity by the disturbance has the order v--) u-1 jiv- . This result corresponds to the variation of the spatial distribution
of the turbulent intensity component.
Figure 14 shows the distribution of the integral
length scale of the disturbed wall jet calculated from
the following definition Lx-Uf?tt(T)'dT, where U is
the local velocity and To is the time delay up to
R, (T)=0. The result in the case of the undisturbed
wall jet shown in the figure is nearly constant
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Spectra of u , v

Fig. 13
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and w

_

through the entire cross-section of the wall jet, and

V6

it takes Lx/d* 3.2. In the disturbed wall jet, the
value of Lx/d increases roughly linear with increasing
yc/d, but it is considerably smaller than in the unThis result suggests that the large
disturbed case.
eddy of the wall jet separates into the small eddies
due to the disturbance of the cylinder.
Figure 15 and 16 show the so called space-time
iso-correlation surface with optimum delay for the
ccases yc/d-0.8 and 5.3 at x/d=6. The fixed probe is
set at the same height of the cylinder axis, respectively. When yc/d= 0.8, the space-time iso-correla-
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Integral length scale

Fig. 14

-

tion surfaces are appreciably narrower than those

--

found in the undisturbed wall jet. The negative value of the iso-correlatIon line exists in the upper
part of the wall jet where the mean velocity causes an
excess compared with that of the undisturbed case. In
the case yc/d= 5.3, the extent of the space-time isocorrelation surface is still smaller than that of the
undisturbed case. The iso-correlation line Ru= 0.1
has a constriction in the region slightly above the
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iso-correlation extends cosiderably outward to look
up at the upstream which indicates the entrainment
mechanism. The extent of the iso-correlation for
positive Ut/d seems to be smaller compared with that
of the undisturbed case.

component is affected by the disturbance most intensively in the wave number space. Fourth, auto and
space cross correlations have been measured. In the
disturbed wall jet, the value of the integral length
scale increases roughly linear with increasing yc/d,
but it is considerably smaller than that obtained in
the undisturbed case. From the space-time iso-correlation surface with optimum delay, it is evident that
the large eddy size and its shape are different due to
the height of the cylinder, and the scale of the eddy
is smaller than that in the undisturbed case. Fifth,
the parameters used for the prediction model such as
PV and a4 vary significantly in terms of the cylinder
height and are not constant. Therefore, predictions
based on these models do not suffice.

Prediction model
It is significant to check the typical concepts
extensively used in the prediction model. Figure 17
shows the more popular eddy viscosity profile at x/d=
6 which is extensively used. The solid line in the
figure indicates the result obtained in the case of
an undisturbed wall jet. The profile of V4has a maximum value in the region corresponding to the height
of the cylinder and also reveals the point of singularity in that region.

-

The value of Pr is negative

near the wall, and thus the physical significance of
VT is lost. At x/d= 80, the profile is still different from that of the undisturbed case. The profile
of the mixing length also indicates the same trends
as that of the eddy viscosity.
Figure 18 shows the distributions of the function a! (m .- /q-). In reference[163, it was shown
that a, can be regarded as a constant(al= 0.15) for
wall boundary layers. The solid line shown in the
figure represents the result of the undisturbed wall
jet and agrees with the measurement of Kacker and
Whitelaw!1l. The profile of aj has a maximum value
in the region corresponding to the height of the cylinder axis. Its value is positive for the case yc/d!,
0.8 and negative for the case yc/d Z3.3. It is clear
from the figure that the profile of alis complex and
so its value is not constant. The distribution of a,
is still different from that of the undisturbed wall
let at x/d= 8C, but it is not seen in the figure.
h. Conclusions

"

The variation in the turbulent structure of a
;lane wall Jet disturbed by a cylinder and the reoover." to the self-preserving state were investigated.
Thrzuzh the experiment the following conclusions have
been obtained. First, changing the center height of
the cylinder varies the reccvery process and it is
classified for the case where the cylinder is set in
the inner layer of the wall jet and the other case
where the one lies in the outer layer. From these results, two possibilities can be inferred for the recovery process of the flow field from the disturbance
of the cylinder. Possibility I is that the flow field
assumes exactly the same self-preserving state as one
of the undisturbed wall Jets. Possibility 2 is that a
new equilibrium state which is bifurcated from the one
of the undisturbed flow will be established. Accordinr to possibility 2, the wall let more quickly compensated for its change due to the perturbation when
the cylinder was set closer to the wall. This is due
to the difference of the disturbing eddy size constrained by the distance from the cylinder to the wall.
Secondly, turbulent energy and Reynolds shear stress
budget were estimated for the disturbed wall jet.
.Tey showed a very large change due to the disturbance.
The advection terms which are unimportant for the undisturbed wall jet come to play an important role in
the disturbed case. The decomposition of the advection terms indicates that th's increase is due to the
transverse term. The turbulent energy balance is more
affect-d by the disturbance generated by the cylinder
when yc/d is smaller. Thirdly, energy spectra of ua ,
v2 and w 2 components have been measured. In these
spectra, +.
2 cler ly shows a dominant wave number which
is most prominent when the cylinder is placed at yc/d
- 3.3.
The rattern of spectra indicates the v-energy
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Measurements of velocities in the oscillatory
turbulent boundary layer over a horizontal wall have
reen made using a large oscillating water tunnel,
rhe procedure of periodic ensemble averaging, modified
by an application of a finite Fourier series for the
most probable values of theperiodic
estimation of te
averages, has p. mitt - the separation of the periodic
components and the turbulent fluctuations. From the
data separated the vertical profiles and the time
variations, of mean velocities, Reynolds stresses and
turbulent energy, are obtained,
Turbulent structure of the oscillatory boundary
layer has been studied utilizing the flow visualization technique of thin-layered milk method. Visual
studies elucidate the results of measurement of turbulent quantities and explain the mechanism of the
generation, development and decay of turbulence
occurring during each cycle of the oscillatory motion.
The large-scale features of turbulence which cause
negative Reynolds stresses are examined,

Experimental studies of the oscillatory turbulent
boundary layer date back to the work of Jonsson [1],
who determined shear stress profiles on the basis of
the velocities measured with a micropropeller only.
Later, in a similar procedure Jonsson & Carlsen [2]
determined turbulent characteristics such as shear
stresses, eddy viscosities, energy loss and boundary
layer thicknesses. But since the experimental and
data processing techniques to study the structure of
turbulence in such boundary layers have become available, attention has been forcussed to more refined
measurements of oscillatory turbulent boundary layers.
The experiments of Nino et al. [3] revealed the fact
that turbulence is generated suddenly in the decelrating phase of free stream velocity and that the profile of the velocity distribution changes drastically.
Similar observations were reported by Merkli &Thomann
[4], who performed experiments on the oscillatory
boundary layer in a circular pipe. Detailed measurements of turbulent characteristics such as mean velocity profiles, Reynolds stresses and turbulent energy

NOMENCLATURE
Fourier coefficient of cosine part
s
Fourier coefficient of csine part
ptransition
o e
a
Fouriertcefficietp
a
Free stream amplitude
Harmonics number
h

Measurements of
were made by Cousteix et al. [5].
turbulent intensities and Reynolds stresses were also
made by Kobashi & Hayakawa [6] for the purpose of
studying the effects of unsteadiness of flow or. the
mechanism and development of turbulences
in the boundary layer. Experiments by Ramaprian &
Mueller [7] showed the profiles across boundary layer,

T
t
U0
U
w1

zz
o

82
6
A
v
W

Period of oscillatory motion
Time
Free stream velocity amplitudP
Mean velocity in longitudinal direction
in longitudinal direction
Velocity
ilobeing
Velocitylflucuain
Velocity fluctuation in vertical direction

of periodic velocity and ensemble-averaged turbulence
intensity in longitudinal direction. Measurements of
Reynolds stresses were made by Anwar & Atkins 8], who
were in concern primarily with the turbulence characteristics in the tidal flow, the period of oscillation
very large, and the effect of non-steadiness of
flow on the structure of turbulence being not remark-

A measured datum
Periodic ensemble mean of data
Estimated periodic ensemble mean of data
Overall-time-averaged value of all data
ae
d
aa
Poeall
tmeaered vrof
Probe height measured from bed
Variance
Estimated variance
/
Stokes-layer thickness . (2V/W)1'
Stokes parameter - (Uo/2)(2v/w) 2/v
Kinematic viscosity of fluid

able.
Recently, the writers [9] presented the results
of detailed measurement of turbulent characteristics
and visualization of transition to turbulence, and
provided new information on the structure of turbulence. In another recent research, Nino et al. [10]
reported the spatial correlations determined for the
purpose of elucidating the coherent structure of turbulence in the boundary layer.
In spite of these significant previous studies,

radian frequency

SUBSCRIPTS
i, j
2
n

j-th sample obtained during the i-th cycle
Number of sampling during a cycle
*uni-directional
Number of sampling of cycles
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a question remains whether the behavior of generation
of turbulence to be observed at the end of the decelerating phase of free stream velocity is similar to
the behavior of generation of turbulence in the steady
flow, i.e. the behavior of burst, or
not.

Now,
this
ance
from

Another question to be elucidated is the largescale features of turbulence which are supposed to
exist immediately after the direction of free stream
velocity is reversed, i.e. at the beginning of the
accelerating phase of the free stream velocity.

the problem is to select an optimal number for
h. For this purpose we first calculate the variof Xj from X as Eq. (3) and the variance of Xj
the periodic function adopted, as Eq. (4).
m

a2 (-j)

~With

EXPERIMEMtAL APPARATUS AND DATA PROCESSING PROCEDURE

(3)

c i -

(Xj)

to elucidate
The main purpose of this paper is
detailed measurement of
these questions performing
turbulence and also visualization of disturbunces.

= (Aj2 + 9j2) / 2

(s = I,..-. h)

(4)

these variances thus obtained we calculate the
cumulative variance with respect to s as

The experiment was conducted in a LundgrenSorensen-type water tunnel. This simulates - on a
prototype scale - conditions due to the wave motion
near the sea bed. The apparatus forms a U-shaped

Var (Xj)

s

.... , h)

tube consisting of two vertical risers, each with a
height of 3.5m, and a horizontal tunnel which is l7.Sm
long, 0.75m wide and 0.24m deep. By means of a piston the water is made to oscillate in the U-shaped
tube with periods and amplitudes as desired. The
general view of the apparatus is shown in Fig. i.
The movement of the water surface in the open
riser was recorded by the use of a wave amplitude
meter. The phase angle of the oscillator) motion was

defined as Fig. 2. Velocities were measured by a Xtype hot-film probe. This probe was inserted in the

"

water tunnel, and the height of the probe above the
bed was changed with the distances 2mm between z = 0
and 20mm, 3mm between z = 20mm and 35mm, 5mm between
z = 35mm and SOmm, and 10mm between 50mm and 120mm.

Fig. 1.

General view of oscillating water tunnel

-.

:

--

In order to estimate the most probable values of
periodic averages of turbulent quantities of the oscillatory flow out of the data obtained the finite
Fourier series described below was adopted to the
periodic ensemble means of the data.

....
_.

-

Let Xi,j be a datum, in which i = cycle (i =l,
.,n),
and j = number of a datum in each cycle
(j = 1,...-, m ). All data obtained are arranged in
a matrix form as

X 1,1

X1, 2

... ..... ..

X3. M

X2, I

X2,2

..........

X2, M_

-

Fig. 2.
--..

.the

.

Definition of

phase angle of
oscillating motion

Xn,

Xn,2

..........

Xn, m

- -

_--
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Then, the periodic ensemble mean is given as

-f

r xi, j

()

,,:s

We fit a finite Fourier series with respect to j to
the periodic ensemble means obtained by Eq. (1),
finite Fourier series being expressed as

h

Rj
where

cosj +s g sin 2,
m(2-

s1: (As cos
S1m

g

m

s
I2E

.
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Fig. 3.
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Records of velocity measurement

The number for h was determined in such a way as to
make the va lue of th is cumu lative variance 99% .
Furthermore, the correlogrami was calculated from the
2
autocorrelation of
Yj- j, and from this correlogram
whether the periodic components had properly been
eliminated was checked.

T
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experimental conditions adopted in this study
are listed in Table I.
Table 1.

-

Experimental conditions
-IC

s

Ru%-1
9.6

RUN-2
9.7

RUN-3
11.5

RuN-4
13.5

U, CM/S

59.0

67.3

58.8

49.5

_

T

i

W 1/s

cm

.03

0.65

0.55

0,47

439

498

473

433

0.213

0.208

0.227

0.246

93.7

103.5

106,9

105.3
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Fig. 9 Time variation of turbulent energy (Run-l)

In these figures, Figs.4 (a) and (b)
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are for the acceleration period and deceleration period, respectively, of the free stream, and Figs. 5 (a)
and (b) are for the early stage of the acceleration
period and the finishing stage of the deceleration
It is seei, from Fig. 4 and Fig.
period, respectively.
3 that the phase of velocity advances that of wave
amplitude meter by about r/12.

Runs-2, 3 and 4 have a same free stream amplitude.
It is seen from Figs. 10 and 11 that the Reynolds stress
does not show distinct difference between these runs,
but time of occurrence of the maximum of turbulent energy tends to be delayed as radian frequency increases.

Figs.6 and 7 show the the vertical profiles and
the time variation, respectively, of turbulent shear
stresses in Run-l, and Figs. Sand 9 show the vertical
profiles and the time variation, respectively, of turbulent energy of the same run. Since only two components of turbulent velocity were measured in this
stud), the turbulent energy k was calculated assummg
the formula written below, which formula was used by
Lckelmann in his study on low-Reynolds-number turbulence [11].

Flow visualization provides efficient means for
the investigation of generation, development and decay
of turbulence in oscillatory boundary layer. For the
flow visualization the bed of water tunnel was covered
by a thin layer of milk whose specific gravity is 1.02.
The thickness of the layer was about lm.. In order to
make it possible to observe from vertically upward a
lucite part was installed in the upper wall of the
The piston-stroke was started
water tunnel (Fig. 12).

k =

w.)

(3/4) (u

Figs.stresses
10 and
~~Reynolds

FLOW VISUALIZATION AND OBSERVATION

(6)

11 show
the time
variations
of the\and
turbulent
energy,
respectively

_S

2 :

of Runs-2, 3 and 4.
It is seen from Figs. 6-Il that both the Reynolds stress and the turbulent energy are larger in
the period of deceleration than in the period of acceleration, of the free stream velocity. It is to be
noted also that appearance of the maxima of turbulent
shear stress and turbulent energy tend •to be delayed
"
as the height of the point of measurement increases,

Fig.

'"

12

-

from rest to a sinusoidal movement (Fig. 13)
fomet o aint
to-ilk
waveced
recordedophoto-.
graphically with a

The

~was

motor-driven camera
set stationary above
the tunnel.

: -- '~-

A series of pictures of Fig.14 show

7
patterns of disturboccurred on the
bed of the tunnel.
When the speed of the
water flow was maximum, i.e. when wt = r/2 no disturbance was observed on the bed. Disturbances occur after
wt = 7/2. A series of pictures of Fig. 15 are for
nearly a quarter period of oscillation having the inThis
stant of no free stream velocity wt =r in it.
of pictures was taken employing a micro-lens.

.ances.
..

.%
!-

--

oseries

-

Fig. 10.

-

-

The process of generation and development of turbulence which have been observed from these series of

Time variation of Reynolds stress

pictures are as follows:
1) The configuration of disturbances formed at first
is shown in Fig. 15 (a)
and.2) The amplitude of these disturbances increases,
the disturbances are deformed to U-shaped loops
(Figs.
14 tips
(c) and
15 (b)).
U-shaped loops move away from
of the
3) The

-

• :.,-and

J~o

•
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-:"

Fig. 11.
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''.----*-"' -- .
'5)

%'loops

~~~
.

=

the bed owing to the self-induction effect of the loops
(Fig. 15 (c)).
4) When wt approaches r, i.e. when the free stream
velocity is decelerated nearly to zero, the U-shaped
eject turbulent burst (Figs. 14 (e) and 14 (f)'.
At an early stage of acceleration period a largescale structure of eddies exists at the outer edge of
the boundary layer (Figs. 15 (d), IS (e) and 15 (f)).
6) These large eddies are decomposed into turbulence having higher frequencies (Fig. 15 (g)).
7) The turbulence tends to be relaminarized during
the acceleration period. The clouds of milk already
formed make few diffusion and are simply carried back

.

'7.

Time variation of turbulent energy
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(a0(b)t =

(d)
Fig. 14.
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Patterns of disturbances formed (Scope in actual size 64cmx69cm)(T = 1O.Osec)

as a whole by the flow (Figs. 15 (h) and 15 (i)).
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ABSTRACT

In order to study this phenomenon in a controlled

The flow field of an axisymmetric turbulent vortex raw iminging onto a flat surface was investigated
experimentally.
The vortices were generated acoustically by a loudspeaker installed in a specially designed ducting system yielding maximum intensity in
resonance frequencies.
The intensity was further
increased using a nozzle of large contraction ratio,
Thus, the system could be operated in several resonance freauencies, yielding high velocity fluctuations
at the nozzle's exit that resulted in a row of vortices whose geometrical characteristics, velocities,
and spacing were governed by those frequencies. Due
to the periodic nature of the flow, ensemble averaging was used for data nrocessing.
The results include time histories of the mean
and r.m.s. velocities in a basic period, autocorrelations, power spectra and pictures of the flow field
using smoke visualization,
The main conclusions are that this flow shows
certain similarities to an impinging jet flow in both

flow field Gutmark et al [11
used a round jet that
could be excited by a loudspeaker in a predetermined
frequency.
The flow field of this jet was studied
at different excitation frequencies.
In special frequencies the amplitude of the velocity fluctuations
issued from the nozzle were exceptionally high due to
an acoustic resonance of the ducting system.
In
addition, further augmentation of the turbulence at
certain frequencies was generated by the stretching
of the flow near the stagnation point.
Since the
relation between the heat transfer rate and the increased turbulence level in stagnation flow has been
established in previous experiments, Gutmark et al
[2]
checked the heat transfer from a plate to an
excited round jet.
In these measurements the jet was
excited at the resonance frequencies in order to get
more energy into the flow in specific frequencies.
Some of these measurements were carried out without
any net jet-flow, so that the total flow field was
created by the loudspeaker generated fluctuations at
the nozzle.
An interesting observation was that the
cooling effect of the acoustic flow was dominant up to
a relatively high Reynolds number of the jet flow.

mean and fluctuating velocities, as well as in the

turbulence augmentation by vortex stretching near the
stagnation point.
1.

The present research was carried out in order to
study the flow characteristics of the acoustic flow,
so that its high cooling effect might be explained.

INTRODUCTION
1.1

General Description

The initial motivation for this research steim
from previous works that were concerned with heattransfer from a heated flat surface to an impinging
It was established ,, those works that the
flow.
level of turbulence is increased when the flow approaches stagnation and the heat transfer rates are increased,

1.2 Literature Survey
The present flow field is similar in some respects
to impinging jet flows, and in other respects to the
flow of free toroidal vortices. The round impinging
jet flow has been investigated experimentally by some
a,,thors, e.g. Poreh and Ceruak !3],Schauer and Eustis
[ 4 j, Gutmark et al (1], Donaldson and Snedeker [5] and
Yokobori et al [61. Impingement at a short nozzle to
plate distance was reported by Sadeh at al 17].Similar
configuration was studied by Castro and Bradshaw (8].
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:

It is recognized now that vortex stretching near the
stagnation point augment the turbulence energy, and

The hot-wire probe was operated by a DISA constant-temperature anemometer.
It was calibrated

that absolute increase of the turbulent fluctuations

against the nozzle velocit, while flow was forced by

in the stretched direction occurs at low frequencies.
Recently Ho and Nosseir [9] found large scale structures in impinging jet, and these structures are very

the fan.
The hot-wire signal was sampled and proceased on a PDP 11/34 computerized data acquisition
system as described in Reference [1A1.
The calibra-

likely toroidal. Toroidal vortex chains were studied
in many papers, for instance Sallet and Widmayer [10],
Maxworthy [11], Sullivan et al [121, Yamada and Matsui
[13], or Schultz-Grunow [14]. The vortices appear to
be very coherent at least near the nozzle. They grow
slowly as they move downstream. Usually they reach a

tion was performed by the computer as well, using best
fit to A, B and n in the anemometer response equation

fully-developed stage only after 2-3 nozzle diameters.

The calibration errors were about f 2% at 10 m/s

V2 - A + B U n

and i 4% at 1.5 m/,.
Theoretical investigation of the toroidal vortices allow prediction of their properties.
Saffman [151 formulated a method for such calculations.
Although he assumed that the core-diameter is small
compared to the diameter of the vortex, his calculations are useful for comparison with the present investigation where this assumption is not satisfied.
In conclusion, vortex stretching near stagnation
points plays an important role in such flows, by the
augmentation of turbulence which it creates.
Anparently, a jet flow shows somewhat similar properties
to those of a chain of vortices, and therefore vortex
impingement may be of significant practical use.
In
the present research we study this phenomenon experimentally, using hot wire anemometry, and flow visualization techniques.
Our main objective is to understand the basic properties of the mean and turbulent
flow.
As the mean flow is periodic, the conventional
time-averaging techniques could not be applied here.
Therefore we had to develop special sampling and
processing techniques, which are described elsewhere
[16].
2.

The experiments were performed at an acoustic
frequency of 15 Hz.
The number of sampling points
per period was 256.
Ensemble averaging was used for
processing, and all the members of the ensemble were
of equal length.
The sampling quality was checked
by its autocorrelations.
The autocorrelation of the
ensemble average was periodic to less than 1% and the
autocorrelation of the turbulent fluctuations was
statignarv.
Very near to the nozzle the axial velocity is
negative during a part of the period.
We do not report measurenents .in this region due to the inherent
difficulty to identify the direction of flow from hotwire measurements.
The axial velocity became fully
positive at about one nozzle diameter from the nozzle.
2.2

Non-Dimensional Presentation

The present flow is
parameters:
f

-

governed by the following

the acoustic frequency

D -

the nozzle diameter

U

-

a characteristic velocity of the vurtices

h

-

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

2.1

Apparatus and Procedure

A schematic of the experimental rig is shown in
Figure 1. The vortex rings are issued form a 2.5 cm

the distance between the nozzle and the

plate.

diameter nozzle after an area contraction ratio of

These parameters may be arranged in the following

1:64.

dimensionless ;roups:

The nozzle is connected to the settling chamber
by a round duct of 203 mm diameter and 984 mm length.
At one of the walls of the settling chamber a 50 watt
12 inches diameter loudspeaker is installed.
Its
vib''stions produce the vortex-rings which are issued
from the nozzle with increased intensity because of
the contraction at the nozzle.

Reynolds Number
Strouhal Number

Re - -f-D
St =

Non-dimensional distances h/D ; X/D

Behind the settling chamber a conical diffuser
is installed to enable a proper connection to a blower whenever net flow is superimposed on the acoustic
vibrations.
The whole system is mounted on a latheslide enabling positioning of the nozzle in the two
horizontal directions with accuracy of 0.05 mm.

Previous works showed that the viscosity has a
secondary effect on the development of the vortices
away from the nozzle and from the plate.
Thus the
Strouha. number is the dominant dimensionless parsmeter for this flow. This is illustrated in Figure
2, which shows the local Strouhal number (based on
local peak velocity) along the axis versus the initial
Strouhal number, for various acoustic frequencies and
intensities.

A flat round plate, 1 meter diameter, is installed perpendicular to the nozzle's axis.
The
plate can be moved in the vertical direction with an
accuracy of 0.25 m.
The hot wire probe is protruding through a hole in the center of the vlate. The
probe may be moved through the hole in a normal direction to the plate.
The accuracy of the hot-wirds
location was ± 0.25 mm.

The resulting lines correspond to different normalized distances from the nozzle (X/D).
A single
functional relation is sufficient to describe the behavior at each distance, apart from X/D - 3.10, 3.16,
which are very near the wall.
The discrepancy at
these two locations can be attributed to the high
measurement-errors and the increased dependence on
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viscosity near the wall.

tion in the lateral direction where profiles from different axial locations are similar.
The mean velocity is normalized by its center-line value, U, and the
lateral coordinate Y is normalized by the Iateral
distance to the point where the mean velocity drops to
half its value on the center-line (Y4).
The profiles
are compared with the mean velocity profiles of a developed axisymmetric-jet and of a developed plane
mixing-layer.
The former fits the present results
in the outer part of the profile and the later in the
inner part.

In most of the measurements the Reynolds number
based on the mean absolute nozzle velocity was 7326.
This corresponded to Reynolds and Strouhal numbers
based on the peak velocity at one nozzle diameter
from the nozzle of 16 600 and 0.0375 respectively,
3.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
3.1

*

Flow Visualization

Flow visualization by dry ice was used to clariIn Figure
fy the basic characteristics of the flow.
3 a fully developed vortex can be recognized beginning
at X/D - 1.
In the radial direction it extends to
r/D - 1.5, which means that its core diameter is about
1D.
Figure 4 shows the spreading of the vortex on
the plate.
The vortex diameter is decreased in this
region.
The vortex was axially-syuiretrical when
viewed from the nozzle direction,
3.2

3.3

The root ensemble meAsquare (R.E.M.S.) axial
2
velocity ( j >)i, non dimensionalized by the peak
velocity <Ur> is shown in Figure 9.
All profiles
were shifted so that the location f't - 0 corresponds
to the location of the peak mean velocity of each velocity trace.
In this way the relative fluctuations
intensity of the leading and trailing edges of the
structure can be compared.

Ensemble Averaged Velocity
The highest relative values of the R.E.M.S.
were measured at the leading edge of the structure
reaching a level of 20% near the nozzle and 35% near
the plate.
At the location of the peak mean velocity
there's a dip in the normalized R.E.M.S. and another
maximum in the R.E.M.S. follows in the trailing edge,
but at a lower level.
The tail of the structure at
each location has a low constant intensity.
One
exception is the profile closest to the plate at
X/D - 3.16 where the maximum intensity is located
after the veak mean velocity and has a high value of
more than 40%, which might lead to large measurement
error.
Another source of error in this profile is
the very low mean velocity in this region which is of
the order of 1 m/sec.

Figure 5 depicts a typical hot wire signature,
and the loudspeaker input signals.
The hot wire
signature is positive at all times.
High frequency
turbulent fluctuations appear following the peak in
the velocity.
A remarkable difference between the
signature of the leading and trailing edges of the
vortex is apparent.
A typical nhase shift between
the two signals is evident.
This nhase shift was
found to depend on the distance from the nozzle and
from the axis by analysis of many hot wire signatures,

"

1

The ensemble-average mean velocity variation of
a flow-structure on the axis, at different axial locations is given in Figure 6.
The velocity profiles
at each location are shifted so that the peak value
of each curve coincides with the others.
The normslized time is
f-t ; when f is the forcing frequency
which equals 15 Hz in the present case, and t is
the time, starting from the peak.

The distribution of the axial fluctuating velocity component at X/D = 2.75 is given in Figure 10.
All the nrofiles measured in various Y/D feature the
same double-neak structure.
In most cases the peak
in the accelerating side of the vortex is higher than
the one corresponding to the decelerating side.

>

*

Ensemble Averaged Fluctuating Velocities

The mean velocity <U
is normalized
by the
>
peak velocity, which is termed <Urn .
The valuesof
<U>
change from 10 m/sec at X/D - 1.25 to about
7
lm sec near the plate.

3.4

The overlapping of the velocity profiles at different X/D locations along the axis stems from the
similarity of the profiles.

The Autocorrelation of the Fluctuating
Velocities

The autocorrelation of the axial fluctuating
component is given in Figure 11 on the axis in Jifferent
aal locations.
All the autocorrelation curves have
a typical shape of an isotropic developed turbulence.
The autocorrelation decays to zero after less than 10%
of the large structures period.
Then the curve has a
small negative dip, followed by a positive low peak.

The lateral variation of <Um> in different
axial locations is given in Figure 7.
The velocity
is normalized by its value on the center-line.
The
velocity profiles are also compared with the calculated velocity profile of an inviscid vortex-ring whose
2
total circulation is
1 - 0.32 m /sec.
The shape of
the calculated profile fits quite well to the measured
one at X/D - 1.25 especially in the inner and outerpart of the vortex, but not near the core where the
viscosity cannot be neglected.

The variation along the axis shows a slight
narrowing of the autocorrelation in the downstream
direction, followed by an increased width near the
wall.
3.5

Further downstream the vortex is stretched and
entrains more fluid from the ambient air and thus the
profile becomes broader and with a more even distribution of the velocity.
Near the plate (X/D - 2.75)
at the outer part of the vortex the velocity measured
has a higher contribution of the lateral component.

Spectral Distribution of the Fluctuating
Axial Velocities

The spectra of the turbulent fluctuations was
calculated from the Fourier Integral of the autocorrelation using Wiener-lhtnchine relation:

Figure 8 shows the time-averaged velocity varia-
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p(f) -

4

R(T) cos2rfT dT

The gradual development of the turbulence towards the plate on the axis is shown in Figure 12.
In the beginning most of the energy is concentrated
in the low frequency fluctuations of the order of up
The slope
to 5 times the large structure frequency.
in the high frequency range is sharp and thus the
energy level of the high frequencies is low.
As the
plate is approached this slope increases until an
inertial subrange can be detected implying that the
turbulence becomes more developed and energy is flowing to the higher frequencies.
CONCLUSIONS
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ON THE PULSATING FLOO IN A PIPE

L. SHEMER AND I. viYGNAN3KI
DEPARTMENT OF FLUID MECHANICS AND HEAT TRANSFER
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
TEL-AVIV UNIVERSITY, RAMAT-AVIV, TEL-AVIV, ISRAEL.

The paper descrioes measurements carried out in

ABSTRACT
velocity and
pressure
in pulsating pipe flow and a comparison
measurents
is made between steady and pulsating flows aL identical Reynolds numbers in lam.inar and turbulent regimes.
The analysis of the experimental data shows
that the response of the turbulent structure lags
behind the pulsating flow. An eddy viscosity model
and the reis proposed,
this effect
for numerical
allowing
are presented.
solution
of the
sults
The

paper

describes

NOMENCLATURE
Sc
D

econected
o rispe
tra efficientston
-aipeiamry fun-canged
frequency
xmixnequength
-- ixing length
length of the pipe
:pressure
coordinatewihsnl
-radial
=radius of
the pipe

f,
I.
L
L
p
r
R

=UD/v
Reynolds number
=timre
:period of pulsations
=axial velocity
=friction velocity
=bulk velocity
:radial velocity
:axial coordinate
:rialu-cor t
radius-vectorA

Re
t
T
u
us
U
v
x
x
-.

ireek Letters
S

-

:=Rvav frequency parameter
-kinematic eddy viscosity

moscillating eddy viscosity
--Isciatlx
eddy viscosity
:complex eddy viscosity
:fraictlon coefficient
s
:phase angle (with the appropriate
subscript denotes the angle between the subscript
quantity and pressure)
6
:relaxation time
sshear stress
T
r stcycl freq
c
s2 f cyclic frequency
os
Subarpluts and
amplitude of oscillations
or
critical value
Scritical pase a
gper
(.e.a)denotes
phase average
(overbar) denotes time-mean
A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE APPARATUS AND DATA PROAERING Eflow
CE$SINQ

pipe description
flow in inar of
aand pulsatirg,
fully developed,
turbulent regures.
A detailed
an
ysc i
aived
A
riuint raity
t
a brief account is presented ere
Champagne (1973);
A straight and w ooth
for the sake of completeness.
aluminum pipe 3.3 cm in diameter and 17 m long was
byaadhigh pressure
used.nThe meae flowawasnsuppliede
re(5 ate.) compressor and regulated by a precisio
ed etieen te
watrodby
iressance
(uato
gulator. High resistance was :ntroducei between tr.e
compressor and a large settling chamber in order
that the flow rate would be independent of pressure
oscillations and the flow regime in the pipe. As a
source of pulsations a valvless piston pump, conto the settling chamber, was used. The pisdiameter was 9 cm.,and its displaceuent could be
from 3.5 to 7.5 cc in 17 steps.
The puap
!as driven by a 1.5 hp variable speed motor permitting a change in the period of pulsations betwee.
0.5 sec and 5 sec.The repeatability of the time period was better than 0.35.
Velocity measurements
were made witr
single
x-wire or
with a rake of 9 hot wires distributed
direction
at
distances
evenly in the radial
L r/R:O.12 between the neighbouring wires; so that
when the location of the first wire was on the
center line, the 9-th wire was located at r/R20.97.
Velocity signals from the hot wire anemometers were
digitized by a 12 bit analog to digital converter
and processed on a PDP 11/60 minicomputer. All velocity measurments were taken at the exit plane of
the pipe.
pressure transducer
(Vadyne
DP 215-30)
placed at the wall of the inlet nozzle monitored the
instantaneous static pressure at the entrance of the
An optical senses-witch mounted on the
pipe.
flywheel of the piston provided a trigger signal,
which was used
as a phase reference. Both pressure
and trigger signals were processed digitally.
The period of the oscillations was measured by
Two factors determined the sampling
the computer.
frequency which depended on the period of the oscil1)the number of samples per channel per
lations:
period had to be a power of 2 for the purpose of
2) the maximum posusing a Fast Fourier Transform;
Sible rate of continuous data processing and recording on a magnetic tape provided an upper limit on
the total sampling rate which could not exceed 23
KHz.
Thus. 1024. 2048 or 4096 points were sampled
period per channel, depending on the
frequency
of oscillations. The lowest sampling frequency useJ
was 00 Hz. In laminar flow 56 periods were measured
for each set of parameters while in turbulent
the number was 240. In both Cases a consecutive periods were sampled thus enabling one to oo-
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tain spectral information for frequencies lower than
those of the forced oscillations,
Most of the .easursents were made at mean Reynolds nu.ber 400O0.The choise of Re was dictated by
two main reasons: 1)to ensure that there is no back
flow at any radial location, and 2) to assure that
the relatively low sampling frequency is adequate
The influence of the
for measurents of turbulence.
sean Reynolds num.ber on the flow was tested and reported by She.er (1981).
ReyThe undisturbed flow was lasinar at all
nolds nuf.oers and frequencies used. Turbulence was
triggered artificially by a perturbance (a cylinder
2.5 mIr in dia.eter) which was inserted diametrically
The
into the pipe 20 diamieters froi the entrance.
disturbance caused the steady flow to beco.e fully
When
turbulent at all Reynolds numbers above 3000.
the cylinder was pulled out of the pipe the flow becase laminar, which enabled seasursents in las.inar
or turbulent flow while keeping all other control]aole parameters, like mean velocity, displacement
a plitude of the piston and frequency of oscillations, constant.
The periodic nature of this flow suggests the
flow variable g(3,t) into 3
dec(r.position of any
co .onents (riussain and Reynolds (1970))

presented was taken at Re=400. period T=1.34 sec
and a relative amplitude of bulk velocity fluctuations UI/n:20%.

of

the

,

05

, 05

i,/R0

5

, P

1 Tiffe-sean velocity profiles

part

fully developed la.inar flow, because of the resulting linearity of the Navier-StoKes equations, out in
turbulent pulsating flow it indicates, that tre tiffe
mean Reynolds stresses are not affected by the har.onic oscillations.
The friction coefficient A , calculated frorr
Darcy's for.ula
p/p : AL/D -2

(2)
Averaging experimental data at fixed phase angles
determines the value of <g>.
Assu .ing that the flow is not only periodic,
but also harmronic, restricts the oscillating part to
a single Fourier coa.ponent, thus
<F( , € )>:Re(g (x)exp(i(w t+ € ))
1
F

(3)

where gI(x) is the amplitude of pulsations and 0
is the initial phase angle of the quantity g. Al

did not show any difference between steady and pulsating flows for both lartinar and turbulent regimes.
flow
The seasured friction coefficient in laminar
13%, than the theoretically
was higher by about
predicted value of 64/Re. In turbulent flow, the
measured value of is in fair agreement with the values quoted in the literature for smooth pipes (see
H.Schlichting (1975)).
Phase Averaged Values:

phase angles referred to, in this work, are related
In general, the time dependent
to the pressure.
variables can be expanded in Fourier series, so that
the right hand side of Eq.(3) becomes the leading
term in the expansion.

Laffinar vs.

ruroulent Flow

Typical time dependencies of the phase averaged velocities
in a tubulent pulsating flow are shown in
Fig.2 and the concom.itant reference pressure oscillations are shown at the top of the Figure. Each
velocity trace is normalized by the ti.e mean velocity on the center line of the pipe. The uppermost
velocity trace corresponds to r/R=O (i.e. the velocity was treasured on the center line) and the botto.
trace represents the velocity at r/R=O.97. During a
fraction the period the pressure at the inlet of the

EXPErIMENrAL RESULT3
Velocities

b

three measured turbulent velocity are
shown; one of the profiles was taken in steaJy flow
at Re=O4000, while for the other two the amplitude of
No significant difference
pulsations was varied.
could be observed between steady and pulsating time
mean velocity profiles whether in larinar or turoJlent flows. This result could be anticipated in

The difference
and g'(x,t) is the ran:b74 part.
between pulsating and non-pulsating turbulent flow
is detersined oy the existence of <g>, which vanishes
in the steady case. From the definition of
the phase mean carponent <g> it is clear that the
following relations must hold for the temporal mean
values

Pulsating

C steady flow
&U/0-20% TI 34tec
OU /0-35%, T-134sec

o.l.
20%,T1

-,abolc

In Fig.1

Ii.
l
1121
g(x,t) dt
-Tf
<g(A, d)> is the contribution of the periodic
at the same point
at a given phase angle
1 9
- ;
N(x))
"= (g(_,€) =N

vs.

a

05

a) Larrinar Flow
b) Turbulent Flow

variable

g(;)

Stead

a

05

Fig.

Mear. Flow:
Pressure

*

*

(1)

g(Xt):g(x) <.(x,d )>+'(xt)
where g(x) is th time mean value
g(x,t) at point x
T

Ulat
0

.

I.

M/"'
10

and

a

pipe is lower than at the exit pointing to the existence of an adverse pressure gradient. The velocity
however does not reverse itself at all radial posi-

Fig.1 represents time sean velocity profile
measured by an x-wire in laitinar pulsating flow and
normalized by the center-line velocity. The profile
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tions and all phase angles. The validity of the assUption that pressure and velocity oscillations are
harmonic may be checked by representing the ensemble
averaged signals in Fourier series.

sitive to the influence of the entrance region. The
phase lag on the 8 enter line of the pipe in laminar
flow is ugually 90
and it decreases to approximately 45 near the wall.
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2 Phase averaged velocities and pressure

The "power" spectra were calculated, and the ratio
of the first two coefficients c(2 w)/c(
), i.e.
the coefficient of the fundamental frequency and its
first harmonic, was determined. For moderate a.plitudes of velocity pulsations, this ratio was less
than 3% thus providing the justification for the
harmonic assumption.
At high amplitudes, in
turoulent pulsating flow, partial relaminarization occurs
making the contribution of the second harmonic more
significant.
The harmonic character of pulsations enables
one to represent the instanteneous velocity by an
exponential for, (Eq.(3)), and aleviates the necessity of describing the temporal and spatial changes
in velocity by plotting a large number of phase
averaged velocity profiles. Two functions can fully
describe the phase averaged component of the velocity at the imposed frequency: (1) the amplitude distrioution ul (r);
(ii) the phase angle 0. (r) relative to the phase of the pressure oscillations. The
fully developed lam.inar pulsating pipe flow depends
or Re and on a dimensionless frequency parameter
0 2R77vwhich is referred to at times as Woaeraley
number.
In the absence of viscosity, the pressure,
being the only driving force, is in phase with thE
acceleration of the fluid. The velocity lags by 90
behind the acceleration, and thus also lags behind
the pressure. The radial distribution of the phase
angle is shown in Fig.3 for Rez4000 and for various
periods of oscillations. The solid lines show the
theoretical prediction of Uchida(1956). while the
crosses and the triangles give the measured phase
angles in fully developed laminar and turbulent
flows,
respectively.
A good agreement with theory
was obtained for the laminar case, with the excepaion
of the very low frequencies which are most sen-

0

05

I/ft

•.
05

0

Fig. 3 The radial distrioution of
and turbulent flows.

u

in laminar

In turbulent flow the results appear to b_. ry
different.
The frequency parameter o R
/v no
longer controls the flow because the relevant viFcosity is no longer v but some turbulent exchange
coefficient c . which is orders of magnitude larger
than v .
The effective a is thus much lower, and
the angle
u in the central region of the pipe decreases more quickly with increasing period than in
the corresponding laf.inar flow. In contrast to laiinar flow, however, the phase lag increases towards
the wall;
the qualitative nature of this result was
noticed by Ra.aprian and Tu (1980).
A more detailed
explanation of this phenomenon, based on a simple
turbulent model will be discussed later.
The qualitative difference between laminar and
turbulent pulsating flows also exists in the radial
distribution of the amplitudes of the velocity oscillations.
In laminar flow, the maximur. amplitude
of the velocity oscillations occurs in the Stokes
layer near the wall, as noticed already oy Richardson (1927/28), while in turbulent flow the maximum.
amplitudes occur in the center of the pipe. The radial distribution of the measured amplitudes of velocity oscillations in leminar and turoulent flows,
resulting fro, identical forcing, is shown in Fig.4.
The theoretically calculated amplitudes in laminar
flow Which were matched on the center line (Jchida
(1956))
are shown also in Fig.4 for comparison. In
turbulent flow the amplitude is uniform in the central region of the pipe, but decreases rapidly near
the wall.
The amplitude of pulsations in laminar
flow also decreases near the wall.
Increasing the
mean Re or decreasing the frequency of oscillations
leads, in turbulent flow, to a more uniform distribution of the velocity amplitudes.
The Effect of Forcing on Turbulence
There is no doubt, that some information related to the structure of the turoulent flow is lost Dy
the conventional and phase locked averaging
proce-
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dure. The oscillating part of the velocity during a
single period, measured by the hot-wire rake and
compared with the signature of the pressure oscillation, is shown in Fig.5.

the amplitude of the pulsations of u. which in turn
deduced from the oscillatory component of the pressure drop.
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Normalized in that way, the amplitudes of the Reynolds stress appear to be independent of the ampliof the pulsating oulk velocity. jualitatively,
the radial distribution of the amplitude of <u'v'>
reselmbles the tire sean u'v', both are proportional
to the radial distance r in the central region of
the pipe, but the pulsating <u'v'>, attains a .aximuff.
value closer to the wall, than the time t.ean Restress.
The phase of <u'v'> lags behind the pressure
and attains a minimu. (Fig.6c) not far fror. the wall
(0.7<r/R(O.8). The location of this minimurr. depends
the amplitude of the forcing.
AN FDDY VISCOSITY MODEL FOR TIME DEPENDENT FLOU3
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In pulsating

pipe

flow,

the

amplitudes

and

phase angles of the oscillating pressure, velocity
and shear stress are mutually dependent.
Therefore
the qualitative difference in the radial distrioution of *
between laminar and turbulent flows
(Fig.3) r~sults from the different behaviour of the
oscillating part of the shear stress in aoth regimes.
The oscillating parts of the laminar and
turbulent velocity profiles at high values of a are
vaguely similar, suggesting that a proper use of an
eddy viscosity model may provide a qualitative
answer for the behaviour of the oscillating turbulent flow, in particular for the vastly different
radial distribution of the phase.
The eddy viscosity for the time dependent part
of the flow is different from the eddy viscosity for
the steady flow.
Following Maruya.a
(1974)
and
using the Prandtl's mixing length approach, the expressions for the shear stress and the eddy viscosity are:
3u
2 au 2
2 au

0
Fig. 5 Perturbation velocity during one period of
oscillations
A partial laminarization of the flow is observed
during the time at which the velocity is low. The
amplitude of the turbulent fluctuations increases
quite suddenly while velocity is high, out it decreases gradually during the decelerating portion of
the cycle.
Time averaged Reynolds stresses -u'v'
which
were measured by an x-wire, are independent of the
flow pulsations (Fig.6a); this was inferred earlier
from the si.ilarity of time-mean velocity profiles,
The fact that the time mean pressure drop along the
pipe is independent of forcing, also indicates, that
the pulsations have nearly no effect on the mean Reynolds stresses.
The radial distribution of the oscillating part
of the Reynolds stresses0 for two amplitudes of pulsations is shown in Fig.6 . The measured values of
<u'v'> were rendered dimensionless when divided by

-

p

t ()

;

where I is the mixing length.
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Introducing

(4)

the

de-

distribution, and the equation relating the shear
stress to velocity gradient has to be modified in
order to include a lag in response-time of the Rey-

composition for the steady and time dependent parts
of the phase averaged velocity u:i-<u> and substiI into Eq.(4), and neglecting terms of sectuting

nolds stress:

ond orde, _".AIds:
P12 (au2 + 22 2

<u>
r 3r
thus implying that the eddy viscosity of the
lating flow is:

~

~ar

E 2 2 Du
s 2
W-2 - 2,
2c

BT

= a(au/Zr)

(5)

<u'v'> -

(6)

Substituting
one obtains:

The use of eddy viscosity suggests that the
shear stress is proportional to the instantaneous
value of the local velocity gradient, irrespective
of to the rate of change of the phase-averaged flow.
A careful examination of the experimental data reveals, that this is not always a valid assumption.
Frou the definition of an eddy viscosity one obtaines
;<u>
-

-

(10)

into
<

the

Eq.(10) the notation of (3)
-

Cl v
-iarctg(L)
u> (11)
(
ee,/].+.2e2
which gives an expression for the oscillating eddy
viscosity:
Cl- V
-iarctg(4e)
E
V +
-e
1(12)
V1+W28
Eq.(12) indicates that the arguent of the corrplex eddy viscosity, as well as it's absolute value
are frequency dependent. At high frequencies relative to the relaxation time e(we >>I) the absolute
value of the eddy viscosity for the oscillating flow
and the Reynolds stress becomes independecreases,
dent of the phase angle. Thus, the turbulence depends on the mean flow only, while the pulsations
are governed by the molecular viscosity and are in
this sense laminar; although the mean flow remains
fully turbulent.
As mentioned earlier, the phase difference
between <u'v'> and a<u>/a r is known accurately at
one the radial location only, where the phase of the
velocity gradient equals to the phase of the velocid, at
The expgrimentally measured
ty itself.
at
attains a min2iJr
sec and U /U 20
T:1.34
ciR=3.72, and the phase difference between the veloradial
at this
equal ).
stress
and the
city
position
to 30Rtynolds
(see Fig.3
andisFig.6
The relaxaf, - V
uv>"-+1

Driest (Launder and Spalding (1972)), the relation
between C and C is not as simple. In order to obtain the eddy vIscosity which represents the dependence of the shear stress on the velocity profile,
the radial distributions of the velocity gradient
and of the shear stress were calculated for two
slightly different values of the friction velocity
u, from equations of Van Driest. The eddy viscosity
for the oscillating flow was then calculated followIng Eq.(6) from the e2uatior:
(r/R)au
A(au/r)

-r

<u'v'>
I Tr

The second term on the right hand side of Eq.(10)
of the Reynolds stress,
represents the "inertia"
which may be large whenever the change in <utv'> is
rapid in comparison with a characteristic time 6
but vanishes for an infinitely slow processes.

oscil-

The simple model of Prandtl which uses a constant
length-scale, gives for the time dependent part of
the shear stress an eddy exchange coefficient
C
•~~~~w
which is twice the conventional, steady eddy viscosity.Frlie~
For a more complex model, like the one of Van

(eI-v)

<u>

(E-

<uV>(

-- r

The phase angle of the Reynolds stress is thus related to the velocity gradient ;<u>/ar. With the
radial distribution of both amplitude u (r) and
$ (r) of the velocity oscillations
phase angle
"nown, the time 8ependent velocity gradient is:
i(wt+¢ )
e
i
Di.u
19
"
Br
- +

tion time 6 , obtained from th2 Eq.(11) is therefore
6 =( r/6)/(2 -n/T)=0.12 sec. Although the relaxation
should in general depend on the radial positime,
tion, it is convenient to assume it to be constant
across the pipe. The relaxation time therefore is a
universal constant for a given mean Reynolds number.
Narasimha and Prahbu (1912) used a similar approach
to calculate the influence of the finite relaxation

The phase angle of a<u>/Br may thus be calculated
from Eq.(9). The experimentally observed radial dependencies of ul (r) and t (r) are slowly varying
function of r with the exception of the wall area,
thus the differentiation of these curves will inevin a large experimental error,
result
Itably
Consequently, an accurate evaluation of the eddy
viscosity for the oscillating part of the flow from
the measured values of <u'v'> and a<u>/ar seems impossible In practice.
There exists, however, a point, at which the
4 (r) attains a minimu, resulting in
phase lag
4u(r)/ar0 at this particular radial position, and
the phase angles of a <u>/ r and <u> are Identical
shows a
(Eq.(9)). The experimental data, however,
difference in phase of <u> and <utv'> at this, as
rom
well as at other radial locations. It follows
that the turbulent part of the eddy
from Eq.(W).
viscosity for the time dependent flow, has to be a
eomplex function which incorporates a phase-shift
between a<u>/ar and <u'v'>. The turbulent structure thus lags behind the instantaneous velocity

time on the development of the turoulent wake in
response to a steep change in pressure gradient.
Neglecting the dependence of the relaxation time on
the transverse coordinate proved, in their case, to
have no significant effect on the results of the
calculations nor on the agreement with experimental
data.
Following equation (12). one may define a critical frequency of pulsations fr: w/2r s1/2r :1.3
inthe modulus of -iscpractically
Hz. At w< w
dependent of ?%equency and equals to a limiting eddy
At
exchange coefficient for very slow pulsations.
eddy viscosity decreases to
a
i oscillating
the
2
d
When W >
its value at . - 3.
i
/
in
01/rn,
the a3rlitude of oscilliaons
))I
(wB)
shear stress decreases rapidly with increasing frefor a given value of 3 <u>/a r. The corresquency
ponding critical period of the pulsations is, in
this case, T :1/f :O;75 see. For the turbulent
for the oscillatstructure to bstome Fozen (i.e.
Ing eddy viscosity to vanish) the frequency of puls may be
sations has to be much higher than fcr'
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On the other hand, even at
deduced from Eq.(12).
the oscillating eddy viscosity still introf<f
duce
a significant phase angle between <u'v'> and
;<u>/ r, thus influencing the balance among inertia, pressure and viscous forces (Sheeer (1981)).
The eddy viscosity
for the infinitely slowly
oscillating flow was obtained by modifying Lhe Van
The resulting
Driest model according to Eq.(f).
complex eddy viscosity was substituted into the Navier-Stokes equation which was solved numerically.
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Fig. 7 The calculated radial distribution
of u1 (r) and uCr)
The results of the calculations are presented
in Fig.7, showing the radial distrioution of the air.plitudes and phase angles of the oscillating velocity.
The calculations were performed for mean
Re=4303 and T=1.0 see. A qualitative agreement with
the experimental results was achieved in this way.
The calculated radial distribution of € is similar
to the experimental observation.
The calculated
angle slightly decreases with increasing distance
frof. the center line, and increases near the wall.
It should be noted that efforts to use the real
rather than co.plex value for the oscillating eddy
viscosity resulted in the calculated radial distribution of
$ which reserbled tu in laminar flow,
and decreased Yonotonically with increasing r/R.
The calculated values of C(r) differ fro. the
experimentally measured angles, implying that the
theoretical model is not sophisticated enough to
provide an exact balance between viscous, inertia
and pressure forces, and perhaps it is not adequate
for the low Reynolds number used. Nevertheless,
even the very simple model which accounts for finite
response-time of the turbulent structure to the rapidly changing mean flow appears to be qualitatively
correct.
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ABSTRA:T

Measurements in turbulent channel flow with

(

force! velocity oscillations of small amplitude have
been performed over a wide range of frequencies. The
results show that the mean flow and the mean turbulent
intensity are not affected by the forced oscillations.
The amplitude and the phase shift of the periodic
velocity fluctuation follow the laminar Stokes solution at high frequency. A low frequencies near the
wall the gradient of the amplitude becomes steeper
than in the Stokes flow and the phase shift decreases
to slightly negative values. Further from the wall
a phase lead is again observed. The results also
show that the phase averaged longitudinal turbulent
intensity is not simply proportional to the velocity
oscillations ; the amplitude ratio is position and
frequency dependent. It is shown that the Stokes
thickness (+ nc-dimensionalized with the mean viscous subiayer thickness is the important parameter.
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INTRODUCTION
Many flows of practical importance in aercdynamics, hydrodynamics, turbomachines, tic-fluid dynamics

amplitude of nth mode of q
frequency of forced oscillations
characteristic frequency of turbulence
frequency
of validation of the laser
Doppler signal

)sz

)/e.

(

are unsteady. Yet, in the turbulent regime these
flows are not well if at all understood even in the
simplest case as the flow over a flat rlate.
Experimental investigations of unsteady turbulent boundary layers have so far been rather scarce and
have yielded little information on the wall layer. For
instance, such vital information as the aplitude and

f
it
v

0nq

)+

FRA0CE

phase shift of the wall shear stress is almost completely lacking. On the other hand, several turbulent
closures developped for steady flows have been applied
to unsteady flows but their predictions of the wall

shear stress differ considerably from one another giwing even different trends for its phase shift towards
large non-dimensional frequencies (fig. 6 of ref. 6).
Since there is little experimental data available
with which the various predictions can be confronted,
it is difficult to evaluate the merits and defects of
the various models.
The need for measurements in unsteady turbulent
boundary layers is also patent and has been stressed
times in recent years. The purpose of the present
many
investigation
is to provide some data in this field an-

to contribute to the understanding of unsteady turtulent
flows.
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from the random scatter. It should, finally, be remarked that the present measurements correspond to
amplitudes of the forced oscillations on the centerline of 5% or less. For larger amplitudes the statistical scatter would be relatively smaller,
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In the two high frequency runs
7 the amplitude and the phase follow the liminar Stokes curve quite closely. In particular there is a large
phase lead near the wall. The scatter of the data
points is sufficiently small that the extrapolation
to y = 0 is significant yielding a 450 phase lead at
the wall as in laminar flow. KARLSSON (4) mentions that
the largest phase lead obtained was 350 at y = 2,01"
for 4t 11 inferred from his data. The corresponding Stokes flow at the same distance gives a phase
°
lead of 36 which confirms the present high frequency
results despite the difference in 4. . PABIF et al
(9) also find a steep raise of the phase with a lead
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different since he measured a phase difference at
the wall of about 1&0' for
'l. The present
7 case was run precisely in order to be as
cldse as possible to ACHABIA's experimental conditions.
Sc plausible explanation for the large discrepancy
he :wc exgerimentZ jhas teen
in the phase angle between
--
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ar.7--':-"Cec agree qualtativey.

The main features of the high frequency
behaiour may be understood if it is recalled that
in the steady turbulent wall flow the turbulent
s ear-stress is sma ller than the viscous one for
c 12 and if it is observed that the thickness of
y
. Hence, below
the vscous Stokes layer is about 2
(as U is mainly subjected to viscous
y = 12
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Featve.ar.litude.of fundamental
the percdc velocity oscillations
vs
. 0 .. .
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t
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w e>. 0 4_ ,
0, iar S
- .
floA.

diffusion and if 21'<12 than the amplitude and phase
of : reach the outer values before the turtulence
can actively affect them. It is seen that the present
high frequency cases ( = 5,5 and 7 approximatly
satisfy this requirement.
The evolution of
in the low frequency
cases is more complexe. In the proximity of the wall
a steeping of the amplitude gradient with respect to
the Stokes flow is clearly noticeable for
= 16,6
an- ?,-. This is to be expected s-nce most c. the
variations of u are in the fully turbulent part
of the inner layer. Yet, it is surprising that there is
so -it-:e difference between these two cases though the
values differ ty a factor of 2,5. For large values of
j
one would expect )4/'g near the wall to become
in-ependent cf 4;
. This does not seem to happen or
then the value of 59,L is still too small. It should
be remembered that tecause of the physical limitations
of the pulsating device the amplitude on the centerline was only 2% in the latter case. But it is doutful
that at such low levels the amplitude itself influences
,he flow.
The evolutions of the amplitude for y > 0,5
at the two lowest frequencies are strikingly different.
For
=
,6 2'aqi keeps roughly the same value untie mplitude reaches the outer level as in the

the points around the fundamental mode (see fig.
There is quite a bit of disagreement on the phase
among the various experiments but it is felt that an
a;rreciable part may just come from measurement inaccuracies.
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high frequency cases while for
= 39,L
the shope of
MI
decreases abruptly a behaviour reminiscent of
the mean velocity's.
*+
The intermediate case y = 12,2 is somewhat
varies as in the
puzzling since near the boundary 1i
high frequency cases whereas further away it evolves
nearly as in the lowest frequency case.
increases the phase shifts away from
As e
the ±aminar Stoles curve. In particular, the phase lead
at the wall tends to zero and becomes negative. Extra16,6 is hazardeous
polation to wall except for C=
because of the scatter of theSdata especially for
*- 39,4. In this latter case the eduction of
from the turbulence is much slower because of the small
value of the centerline amplitude and it has been observed that the phase is quite sensitive to the scatter of
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These observations are confirmez ty fig. ; where one
turbulent intensity variaticns are referred to tr.e.cal amplitude of the velocity. It is a.st see- that the
relative intensity near the wall reuches atut
51- a
value which is twice as large as that of the rato
of the mea.s which tenus to.2L according to
ECIEL-N (3).
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Periodic variations of the turbulent intensity
The amplitude of the fundamental mode of
the periodic variations of the turbulent intensity
for four cases are show. on fig. 8 and ' respecti*.'ely with respect to uC and +A1 . As c u/u&
,
A1
/uc
tends to zero with y , reaches a maximum
an
slowly decreases tc zero as y increases.
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oince the amplitude of the run
= 3?,L is 2,5 times
s.aller than in the others, it may be seen that for
the maximum value of the ratio
,> i

Al/I

:he oscillations of the turbulent intensity is also
larger than the forcing of the mean flow. It is clear
also that these oscillations are much smallex at
high frequency as shown by the values for t
= 7.
.his seems to confirm partiajly the argumentsabove
concerning the requirement .4Fs>5 for the turbulence
tc be affected by the forced oscillations.
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ABSTRACT
A new computational procedure for the solution of
the unsteady incompresrible ensemble-averaged boundarylayer equations is presented. The procedure uses standard second-order accurate finite-difference techniques
in the temporal and streamwise marching directions and
splined-cubic Hermite polynomials together with orthogonal collocation in the stream normal direction. This
latter procedure is fourth-order accurate on a nonuniform mesh. The turbulent shear stress is modeled by
means of a scalar eddy viscosity obtained from either
the Cebeci-Smith model or the Glushko one-equation
model. Any other turbulence model embodying the
scalar eddy-viscosity assumption may in principle be
incorporated without modification to the solution procedure of the main code. The numerics are verified by
comparing the results of the present method with other
numerical and aalytic solutions for laminar flow with
an oscillating free stream. The-complete code, includIng the two turbulence models, is demonstrated by comparing it with other numerical solutions, and with
experimental data for oscillating flow over a flat
plate and for flow with an oscillating pressure gradient. The results of these comparisons demonstrate
that the numerical procedures are satisfactory and
that the correct qualitative behavior of unsteady
turbulent boundary layers can be predicted with simple
turbulence models.
INTRODUCTION
Although unsteady boundary layers have always
been important, there appears to be a recent and substantial increase in interest in these flows on the
part of both experimentalists and theoreticians. This
is a result of the fact that both instrumentation and
computation have advanced to the point where many
believe they may be usefully brought to bear on the
unsteady problem, and to the fact that future highperformance air- and rotorcraft will require the
reliable prediction of dynamic flow parameters.
This is not to say that one can expect to predict
an arbitrary unsteady turbulent flow reliably but
rather that the art of calculation has advanced

sufficiently to permit the economical evaluation of
various unsteady turbulence models, with some assurance that the purely computational aspects of the
study are under reasonable control.
The present method uses splined-cubic Hermite
polynomials to represent the stream-normal variation
of flow parameters, with the coefficients of these
polynomials determined by orthogonal collocation. The
streamwise derivatives are represented by classical
second-order accurate finite difference approximations
and the temporal variation-cum-linearization is accomplished by either a Crank-Nicolson method or by
second-order accurate finite differences with NewtonRaphson iteration. The choice of iterative or noniterative time marching is made by the user. The
result is a hybrid finite-element finite-difference
scheme which is fourth-order accurate in "Y" and
second-order accurate in "X" and "t."
The high accuracy in the stream-normal direction is consistent with
the boundary-layer assumptions and permits accurate
solutions on a relatively coarse mesh.
The present numerical method is a substantial
improvement over that of Ref. 1, since it provides the
same accuracy with a matrix block size half that of
Ref. 1. Applied to the same problem, this would yield
a factor of 8 in speed.
In the present paper the new method is applied to
turbulent unsteady flows by means of the ensembleaveraged, unsteady boundary-layer equations. In addition, it is assumed that the characteristic frequency
of the turbulence is sufficiently remote from that of
the mean motion to preclude significant interaction.
A scalar eddy viscosity is assumed to provide the
relationship between stress and strain tensors. At
present, the Cebeci-Smith model (2) and the Glushko
turbulence energy equation model (3) have been considered. This latter model has been chosen because it
is the simplest model that explicitly includes time
dependence.
ANALYSIS
The ensemble-averaged incompressible unsteady
boundary-layer equations incorporating a scalar eddyviscosity relation between stress and strain may be
written as:
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where uijk , Uijk, Uijk , etc. are the node point
values of Z, etc., and their derivatives and Ni's
are the cardinal cubic Hermite polynomials on the unit
interval, shown in Table 1.
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Cubic Hermite Polynomials
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In the stream normal discretization we represent
ap, /
o2o/im 2, te , and
/so in Eqs. (2) by their
approximations in terms of cubic Hermite slines,
That is,
U( ,.
U+ ZkN'~h
uijkhl(s)
u[jkN(shj

N.(s)

The X-derivatives are eliminated bv the substitution of second-order accurate finite-differenco approximations, and the temporal derivatives are treated in
either of two ways.
For attached laminar flow, the
time marching is carried out by a standard CrankNicolson method with the usual linearization. If the
flow is turbulent or separated (i.e. ,contains backcond-order
is e
flow th
the time
time differ
differencing e
is done by second-order
accurate backward differences with Newton-Raphso.
iteration. The rationale behind this dichotomy is
that despite the additional work required by the iteration scheme, the interchangeable module for turbulence
modeling is more readily accommodated within the iterative procedure, and the linearization error in the
neighborhood of a moving separation point may be
significant in comparison with the temporal truncation

The resulting linearized
algebraic system is
advanced one time-step, or one iteration, at each
X-station, by the solution of a 4 x 4 block tridiagonal
system having N blocks along the diagonal, where N
is the number of mesh points normal to the wall.
The boundary and initial conditions are prescribed
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as follows:
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in the present code by calling for steady similarity
solutions.
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is given in Ref. 5.

1+k(sh

I
uijk 7j- (S) + UijkN (s)
j
!+'
N'()
ij+lkh (S) + lj+104
2i

y

These relations (3) are substituted into Eqs. ()
which are then collocated at the 2N - 2 Gauss points
to yield 4N - 4 partial differential equations in
X and t. The theoretical background for this procedure

aue
9

distinguished from the mean
field as feldflow)
in the turbulence
velocty
velocity field.

( ,n,T)

=

= S (Y)

-

ue

and F is the dimensionless eddy viscosity. This
latter parameter is taken, in the present study, from
either the Cebeci-Smith algebraic model or the oneequation model of Glushko. This latter model uses a
single differential equation to describe the transport
gof
turbulence kinetic energy in conjunction with an
algebraic length scale equation. It is the simplest
available model that explicitly admits time dependence

+ uij+lkNS(s) +

s =

h4

N3(s) = 6(0 - 2s)
N*(s) = 2(3s - 1)

where

)

N(s) - 6s(I - s)

N4(s) = s (s -1 )

(2)

1) x

N;(s) - 3s(2s - 2)
N'(s) - (s - 1)(3s-

2

+ (2
+

I

N(s)

2. At t - to for all X and Y, we prescribe
Uijk, Vijk, Uljk, and Vijk. This can be accomplished
in the present code by calling for steady nonsimilar
boundary layer solutions.

Vijk

3. At
O.
0

Y = 0, for all

At
, Ymax
+ 0.5y x(B
x and ViN k +0.5U
8.27

X and t- 5ijk - 0 and

for all
X and t, UiNk ' 1.0
t+
1) - 0.

Note that the algebraic system solved in u, U. V.
and ' requires four boundary conditions as opposed
to the three boundary conditions required by the differential system. The additional condition, on V' at
Ymax, above is obtained by collocating the continuity
equation at the outer boundary.
The 4 x 4 block tridiagonal matrix has a particular sparcity structure which characterizes these
collocation methods. This structure, shown schematically in sketch (a), has been exploited by the construction of a new block solver that is sli3htly more
than twice as fast as the usual dense block solver.

*0000

Xxxx
XXXX
XXX
Xxx

I ,'
uI
26/C

A+A

-

11 8

t + P.)]

where

au

Pt =

+ x=

t

ue

vue

-

"-

uTUT
In Ref. 6, the outer eddy viscosity is modified by an
intermittency parameter as

XoOO 0000
OXO0
XXXX 0000

XXXX
0000
0000

viscosity is modified by incorporating a pressure
gradient correction into the parameter

o

F.0

where
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L
And in Ref. 7, the outer eddy viscosity is written as

0000
0X
X X
X XX
XXxX 0000
Xxxx
0000
xxx
xxxx

O00005555

=

o

o

XXXX

where
1.55

0000
xxxxxxxx
0000 xxx XXXX x
XX0000
X0o 0o
Xxx x 555
x
X XX X

0000

+ r
and

X X XX

r

oxo01

exp(0.243 Z1/2 - 0.293 Z)]

0.5511 -

where
Sketch (a).

Schematic of matrix structure; x's denote
nonzero entries.
to the mean
The turbulence model is introduced
flow portion of the code only through the values of
Z and aZ/9n which are provided by the EDDY subroutine,
As a result, the model may be exchanged for any other
eddy viscosity model without major structural changes
to the code.
In the present version of the computer code, we
have two subroutines defiring the eddy viscosity and
its derivatives. The first, denoted Eddy 1, embodies
the Cebeci-Smith model (2), which can be written as

Reg
Z

-

Based on steady-state experience, for the range of
flow parameters considered here, none of the above
modifications would be expected to have a first-order
effect on the predicted quantities.
The second EDDY subroutine, Eddy 2, embodies the
unsteady Glushko model (3).
This model relates the
eddy viscosity to the turbulence energy described by
the equations
De + u -e

e

+ Z(Xr)

e

vE(r)- u+

- mmin
Zo

- Cv I + r(Xr)]

10

S
2

where
ei

"

r

£i
1

[0.4 y(1 v

y+/A+)]2 3u

-

V

E - H(r)r

r
0

0

a*ro
H(r)
= U

Ir ru
0

-L - 0.75
o-

1

and
A

+

-

for all

0

0.75 < -<
1.25
r o0

1.25 1ro

26
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Note that if

0 <0.75

-o

where
+

<

0 < y <0.23

+03)/2.61

0.23

- Z)/2.42

0.57 <

y < 0.57

+07

the eddy viscosity damps to zero

y. This model is very close to those of

Refs. 4, 6, and 7.

I\1.48

In Refs. 4 and 7 the inner eddy

8.28

< 1.48

Aerospatiales/Center Etude Recherches de Toulouse
(ONERA/CERT) (11), and Southern Methodist University
(12). In the past, only Karlsson's data were available and they were used as a test for computational
methods. In the present paper, comparisons are made
with the data of Karlsson (13) which provides a common base for comparisons with.
-r computational
methods, that is, Refs. 4, 6-.
nd 14, and with the
data of Parikh et al. (10). A. nough solutions have
been obtained for both the Cebeci-Smith and Glushko

The constants used were a = 0.2, ro - 110, C - 3.93,
and A - 0.4 as suggested by the author (3).
He also
proposed the boundary conditions
y = 0

e - 0

This latter condition is required by the form of the
equations for large y.
RESULTS

To verify the numerical accuracy of the present
method, the oscillating laminar flow over a semithe
infinite flat-plate was solved. Figure 1 compares
phase lead of wall shear as predicted by the present
method with the prediction of Cebeci and Carr (8) and
with the low- and high-frequency asymptotic solutions
of Lighthill (9).
The reason for the leading phase
angle is that, for unsteady flow,
-p
= 1Ue
aUe
-x = --F + eUe lx
and the low momentum flow near the wall tends to
follow aue/St which, for harmonic variations of ue,
leads ue by 3/2. The small differences between
the results of the present method and those of Ref. 8
are probably due to differences in the temporal interation scheme used to generate the phase angle from
the computed unsteady wall shear stress,
Having established that the method is numerically
accurate, we can now consider the more interesting
problem of the prediction of unsteady turbulent flows.

turbulence models, time and space limitations preclude a detailed discussion of all the results. In
the
experiment
the discussions
that comparison
follow, thewith
emphasis
will and
be placed
on the
Cebeci-Smith model.
Data of Karlsson
Karlsson (13) measured the turbulent boundary
layer on the wall of a wind tunnel with a rectangular
cross-section that varied from 12 - 18 in. at the
inlet to 13 - 19 in. at the outlet. The mean veloci:.
was 15 to 17.5 ft/sec and the unsteadiness was introduced by four parallel rotating shutters in thi tunnel
exit plane. This gave rise to a free-strean velocity
of
Ue
ue(t) - uo
+ -cos
_t
U
where ue is the instantaneous edge velocity and uc
the average edge velocity. Amplitudes (Lue/uo) varied
from 0.08 to 0.34 and frequencies from 0 to 46 Hz.
The hot-wire signals were processed to yield
t+T

As in the steady-state case, the only way to
assess the utility of an unsteady turbulent boundarylayer code is by comparison with experimental data.
Unfortunately, only a relatively small amount of data
is available for unsteady turbulent boundary layers
and, as always, a substantially smaller amount of
reliable data.

u(y)

There are, however, several programs under way
to remedy this situation, notably at Stanford (10),
Office National D'Etudes et de Recherches

B(y)

f
t

A(y)

u

t

Au(y)

'rt
1

=

ut+d
u

--

U(Y)

(Y) sin
u(Y)

-

t+T
f

u(y,t)sin

t dt
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Phase angle between edge velocity and wall shear stress for an oscillating flow over
a flat plate.
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where T is the period of the, assumed, purely harmonic oscillation. Note that these three parameters
u, A, and B with the turbulence intensity r(y)
constitute the sum of the Karlsson data. Any other
parameter must be deduced from those cited above with
due appreciation of the experimental accuracy circa
1959.
The predicted results that are compared with the
above data were obtained using the following procedure: at time - 0 the code was run in the steadystate mode (i.e., D/at - 0) with Ax - 0.58,
v - 0.00016, u. = 17.5, and instantaneous transition
at x - 1.16. That x, for which Cj a 0.0034 was
chosen as the appropriate value for ata comparison,
The code was then run in the unsteady mode with a
A(.t) of 10 deg through two full cycles with the
appropriate data-reduction integrations being taken
over the second cycle. Parametric studies were
carried out with regard to time- and space-step size
and will be described subsequently. The starting
turbulent energy profile for the Glushko model was
taken from Ref. 15.
Figure 2 shows the phase lead between wall shear
and edge velocity for an oscillating flow over a semiinfinite flat plate. This figure was first presented
by McCroskey (16) and subsequently, with additions,
by Cebeci (7).
All of the predictions and the experimental data are for the Karlsson experiment. The most
disturbing thing about this figure is that the methods
of Telionis and Tsahalis (6), Cebeci (7), and
McCroskey and Phillipe (4) are all finite-difference
methods in which essentially the same turbulence model
was used; hence, they should produce nearly indistinguishable results. The fact that these very similar
methods produce substantial scatter indicates that the
parameter 0. is very sensitive to the integration
time-step. This conclusion is verified by comparing
the present results obtained with a time-step of 10 deg
of arc and the Cebeci-Smith model, with additional
results, at a reduced frequency
= x/u o of 8 with
L(.t) of 20 deg and 30 deg of arc, shown as the error
bar of Fig. 2. We should note that this time-step is
the time-step used in the data reduction procedure and
not that used in the boundary-layer calculation itself,
The in-phase component of velocity is similarly sensitive, and the presentation of data in this form tends

to give an erroneous impression of the accuracy of
predictions. Since this uncertainty is a function of
the time-step used in the data reduction procedure,
it may well exist in the analogous procedure applied
to the experimental data. In addition, if the angle
OT is computed from the relation
1
ir
t
B(y)
y

A(y)

o

it can be extremely sensitive to the stream normal
nodal spacing in the near-wall region because of the
rapid variation of 0 as y -o.
This can be clearly
seen from Fig. 3. The data appear to reach a maximum
near the wall, but these values are questionable since
they are ratios of parameters each of which is tending
to zero.
In contrast to the above, the mean velocity does
not seem to be particularly sensitive to either amplitude or frequency, as can be seen in Fig. 4.
Figure 5 compares the predictions of the present
method with Karlsson's data for a frequency of 2 Hz
and an amplitude (Auo/uc) of 0.176. The distance normal to the wall is normalized on the experimental
boundary-layer thickness. The difference between mean
velocity profiles predicted by the Cebeci-Smith and
Glushko models are typical of the differences obtained
in steady-state calculations at matching values of
Cf. The predicted in-phase components A(y) are in
substantial agreement with each other and in qualitative agreement with the rather badly scattered data.
The predicted out-of-phase components do not agree
nearly so well and, surprisingly, the Cebeci-Smith
model appears to be in better agreement with the data,
although both models provide the same qualitative
behavior.
Figure 6 presents essentially the same information
for a frequency of 7.65 Hz and an amplitude of 0.073.
Again, both models agree qualitatively with the data,
with the Cebeci-Smith model in somewhat better agreement. Comparing Figs. 5 and 6, we note that as the
frequency increases, both the predictions and the
experiment show a distinct thinning of the region
characterized by significant phase shift. This behavior is analogous to the reduction in the depth of
penetration with increasing frequency in the laminar
flow over an infinite oscillating plate.
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distribution or drag coefficient, an accurate unsteady
calculation scheme is necessary.
Data of Parikh, Reynolds, and Jayaraman
The experiment of Parikh, Reynolds, and Jayaraman
(10) is again the unsteady flow over a tunnel wall.
The edge velocity is given by the relatio

(1/2)U

ue = 0.73 m/sec

varies by more than a factor of 2. It is clear that
the mean velocity, which can be predicted easily with
a quasi-steady method, is meaningless and that if one
seeks to predict, for example, the unsteady pressure
1.0

Ue

17.5 (+0.176COSwt)

2!T

T

150

-

---

320

Cf.
°

0.00480

.5

/
/

.5

ao(x - x.)
ue
where

-e

0

( - cos

t)

x > x0

ueo = 0.73 m/sec; x o = 2 m, ao = 0.05 ueo

Figure 9 shows a comparison of the measured and
predicted mean velocity profiles at x = 2.583. Note
that for 0 s w/2r
2 z these profiles are independent of frequency and equal to the steady profile
under the mean pressure gradient. The agreement is
everywhere within about 5%, which is quite reasonable.

0.00174

-

x < xo

L = 0.6; and w/2- = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 2 Hz. At
x = 2.0 m, the end of the steady flat-plate flow, the
experimental and predicted velocity distributions are
compared in Fig. 8. The agreement is quite good, as
would be expected for a steady flat-plate flow. In
fact, since no matching procedure was used, the results
are substantially better than might be expected.

- 2Hz

0

1.0

Comparison of predicted and measured velocity components at 7.65 Hz with an amplitude of 0.073.

To provide the reader with some feeling of the
magnitude of the dynamic effects, we present in Fig. 7
the extremes of the computed velocity profiles for
the conditions of Karlsson's experiment (Au/uo = 0.176
and
/2r = 2 Hz).
These results show that nontrivial
excursions in velocity occur and that wall shear-stress

y/8

.5
A, B

__

I

1.0

U/U6
Fig. 7 Comparison of predicted extreme velocity profiles for Karlason experiment; 2 Hz, Aue/u o - 0.176.

The present method fails rather badly to predict
the skin-friction coefficient, as presented in Ref. 10.
This may be due in part to the method of determining
the skin-friction in Ref. 10, that is, a Clauser plot
which ignores phase differences between velocity and
shear stress. Our predictions indicate a 25 to 30 deg
phase lead, whereas the data seem to show a significant
phase lag; in addition, the predicted variation of
((Cf) - Cf)/Cf is strongly asymmetric (see Fig. 10 in
Ref. 10).
We do, however, predict an attenuation of
amplitude ACf/Cf at 0.25 and 0.5 Hz. At 2 Hz and
higher frequencies, however, the amplitude increases
with increasing frequency.
8.32
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Fig. 8 Initial velocity distribution for the experiment of Ref. 10.

Fig. 9 Comparison of predicted mean velocity distribution with the data of Ref. 10.

Finally, Fig. 10 presents the predicted variation
of skin-friction coefficient at a frequency of 2 Hz
and an amplitude a - Auo/ue - 0.15. In Ref. 10 it
is noted that this amplitude is sufficient to cause
separation during a part of the oscillation cycle.
To avoid semantic entanglement as to what constitutes
separation, we note merely that the predicted skin
friction is negative for 130 < wt < 180* where Cf

is based on the undisturbed velocity Uo = 0.73 m/sec.
No indication of the Goldstein singularity, at l=
0,
was encountered in these calculations.

4.0-

3.0

CONCLUDING REMARKS
One of the major conclusions of the present study
is that there is not only a pressing need for additional experimental data, as always, but also an

rw
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Fig. 10 Predicted variation of skin friction for
a - 0.15; 2 Hz.
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equally pressing need for a consensus as to what kind

5

Prenterr P. M., Splines and Variational

of data are required and how they should be presented.
The present authors would strongly advocate the use of
ensemble-averaged velocity profiles at discrete cycle
points as being the nearest thing to common ground
between prediction and experiment.

Methods, John Wiley and Sons, New York, 1975.

The present numerical method is both accurate and
efficient aud appears to provide a good qualitative
description of the behavior of unsteady turbulent
boundary layers with the simplest of turbulence models.
One must bear in mind, however, that the streamwise
pressure gradients considered here are quite mild.
Since the largest variations of parameters occur in
the near-wall region, which is also the most difficult
region for measurement, we can make no clear quantitative assessment of the turbulence models considered
here.

7 Cebeci, T., "Calculation of Unsteady TwoDimensional Laminar and Turbulent Boundary Layers with
Fluctuations in External Velocity, Proceedings of the
Royal Society, London, Series A, Vol. 355, 1977,
pp. 225-238.

Finally, consistent with earlier studies by
authors cited above, we find that the present method
can predict the unsteady flow in regions with negative
skin friction without difficulty.
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DYNAMICS OF AN UNSTEADY TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER
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Abstract

P
*

*cies

The response of a well-defined, steady, flatplate turbulent
boundary layer subjected subsequently to two types of oscillations of the freestream velocity in the test section is studied in
this investigation.
In the first case, the freestream velocity decreased linearly in the test section in a time-dependent manner such that the magnitude of the streamwise gradient of the free-stream
velocity varied sinusoidally from zero to a maximum
value at frequencies ranging from zero to approxiIn the second case,
mately the bursting frequency.
the mean free-stream velocity decreased in the test
section in a nonlinear fashion independent of the
oscillation frequency, while the amplitude and phase
of the free-stream oscillations varied along the
streamwise direction in an arbitrary manner, dependIng upon the oscillation frequency.
Detailed measurements are reported for the first case.
It was
found that the mean velocity and mean turbulence
intensity profiles in the boundary layer were unaffected by the imposed oscillations.
The ratio of
the anplitudE of the periodic velocity component in
the boundary layer to that in the free-stream, although as much as 1.7 for quasi-steady oscillations,
becomes unity over the outer region of the boundary
layei at high frequencies.
Also, at high frequenof imposed oscillations, both the boundary
layer thickness and the Reynolds stress distribution
across the boundary layer becomes frozen over the
oscillation cycle at their mean values.
Only the
mean velocity profile measurements were carried out
the
despite
that,
It was found
in the second case.
large streamwise variations of the amplitude and
phase of the
free-stream oscillations, the mean
velocity profile in the boundary layer once again
remained independent of
the
imposed oscillation
frequency so long as the mean free-stream velocity
distribution remained unchanged.

the inlet to the unsteady region is a standard,
steady, flat-plate turbulent boundary layer.
It is
then subjected to controlled oscillations of the
free stream.
This feature is especially important
from the point of view of a computor, who needs precise
specification
of
boundary
conditions
for
computation of the flow.
Free-Stream Boundary Condition of the Present Experiment
The free-stream velocity distribution
u_(x,t)
for the first case in the water tunnel built for
this work is shown in Fig. 1. u.
remains steady
and uniform for the first two meters of boundary
layer development.
It then decreases linearly in
the test section; the magnitude of the velocity
gradient varies sinusoidally from zero to a maximum
value during the oscillation cycle.
The mean freestream velocity distribution in the test section is
thus linearly decreasing and corresponds to the dis0
tribution at the cycle phase angle of 9U , while the
amplitude of imposed free-stream oscillations grows
linearly in the streamwise direction, starting at
zero at the entrance to a maximum value of
a. at
the exit.
Hence,

u.(x,t)

u,

-

-

o

x <o

a0(X-xo)rt
- cos wt],
L

x ° < x < x° + L

The important parameters of this problem are
the amplitude parameter a - a /u_ o
and the
frequency parameter:
a86 . fdo/u .0" Here
f
w/(27)
and
60
is the thickness 6? the boundary
layer at the inlet to the unsteady region. In the
present experiments:

Introduction
u.,° -

Unsteady
Stanford
the
of
objectives
The
Turbulent Boundary Layer Program are: to develop a
fundamental understanding of such flows, to provide
a definitive data base which can be used to guide

turbulence

model

development,

and

0.73 m/s,

60 - 0.05 m,

0 < a < 0.25,
It should be

to provide test

frequency parameter

cases which can be used by computors for comparison
with predictions.

0 < f < 2 hz,

0 < 86 < 0.14

mentioned

that

the

value

86 at the so-called

of the

-bursting

frequency" in turbulent boundary layers is about 0.2
[2].
Thus the imposed oscillation frequencies used

in the present experiments cover the range from
quasi-steady
(f
0O) to values approaching the
bursting frequency.
The results reported here are
for one non-dimensional amplitude, a - 0.05.

Due to apace limitations, work of other Investigators will not be summarized here, except to note
that all the previous experiments are characterized
by unsteady flow at the inlet to the unsteady region. For a comparison of the present experimental
parameter range with those of other investigations,
see Reference 1.
The distinctive feature of the
present experiments is that the boundary layer at

In the second case, the mean free-stream
velocity distribution was nonlinear along
x but
was independent of the oscillation frequency, as
shown in Fig. 2. The amplitude of the imposed free8.35

r

< u >,
the phase average velocity, is deterHere
mined by averaging over an ensemble of samples taken
at a fixed phase in the imposed oscillation. In the
present experiments, with harmonic oscillation of
the free stream, the response at points within the
boundary layer is almost sinusoidal, with higher
a may
harmonics contributing less than 5%.. Hence,
u
also be extracted from the instantaneous signal
by cross-correlation with a sine wave in phase with
A digital correlator (HP 3721A)
the oscillation.
was used to determine cross-correlations leading to
Currently a DEC MINC-11
the
i data reported here.
laboratory minicomputer system is used 'or automatic
data acquisition and processing, allowin the deter'
mination of phase averages of u and u

stream oscillations near the test-section exit was
c%,parable to that in the first case 5%). However,
the growth of the amplitude from n~arly zero at the
test section entrance to the maximum value at the
exit was nonlinear and frequency dependent, as shown
Furthermore, the phase of the freein Fig. 3.
x
stream oscillations varied dramatically along
and was also dependent on the oscillation frequency,
The net result at high oscilas shown in Fig. 3.
lation frequency was a strong departure of the
velocity
distribution
free-stream
phase-averaged
from a linear one accomplished in the first case
(see Fig. 4).
Experimental Facility
The
Figure 5 is a schematic of the fa ility.
16:1 nozzle contraction is followed by a 2 m long
development section, where the test boundary layer
A constant head and a
is grorn on the top wall.
constant flow resistance provide a constant flow .
The free-stream velocity in the development section
by bleed from the
x
is maintained uniform along
bottom wall.

The measurements reported here were taken at a
fixed streamwise location near the end of the test
section at x - x. = 0.568 m.

The linear decrease in free-stream velocity in
the test section, as desired in the first case, is
accomplished by uniformly bleeding off some flow
through a perforated plate which forms the bottom
The holes in the perfowall in the test section.
rated plate are sized such that the pressure drop
across them is large compared to the dynamic presTo make the amplitude and
sure in the test section.
phase of free-stream oscillations dependent on oscillation frequency, the holes were made larger so
that the pressure drop across the perforated bottom
plate became small compared to the dynamic pressure.
Each of
The remainder of the flow exits downstream.
these two flows exits the tunnel through slots in an
oscillating plate. The design ensures that, regardless of the ;osition of the oscillating plate, the
The
total fiow area of the slots remains the same.
sluts are the controlling resistance of the entire
By sinusfluid circuit, hence the constant flow.
oidally oscillating the plate, a periodic freetest
distribution is established in the
stream
section, while the upstream flow in the development
section remains steady.

The mean velocity profiles measured with the
6 = 0, 90',
oscillating plate in fixed positions
These
1800
are fit by dashed curves in Fig. b.
represent phase-averaged profiles at zero frequency,
(a
At this amplitude
i.e., quasi-steady profiles.
0.05),
the response of the boundary layer is
almost linear, so that the profile correspondin6
e = C
lies nearly midway between the
to
E = 90'
90'
profile represents the
profiles. The
and 1800
The
mean profile for quasi-steady oscillations.
profiles at a
0 and
90'
difference between the
fixed y-location represents the amplitude of quasisteady oscillations at that location in the boundary
layer. Note that the quasi-steady amplitudes +n the
boundary layer are larger than the free-stream amplitude.

Results and Discussion

The mean velocity profiles measured under osare
and 2.U hz
cillatory conditions at 0.5 hz
shown as data points in Fig. 6. Note that the mean
velocity profiles at various frequencies are identical with the profile measured under stationary
It may
condition with pulser angle set at e - 90'.
be concluded that the mean velocity profile (at a
fixed amplitude
a - 0.05)
is independent of the
0
imposed oscillation frequency in the entire range
The same behavior persists all the way
< f < 2 hz.
up to the wall.

Measurement and Data-Processing Techniques
Pitot tubes are used foc mean velocity measureUnsteady velocity
ments in steady flow regions.
measurements use i single-Thannel, forward-scatter,
bragg-shlfted DISA laser anemometer in the tracking
mode.

This behavior of the mean velocity profile may
be explained by an examination of the governing
Use of (1) in the momentum equation and
equations.
time-averaging yields

the inFollowing Hussain and Reynolds (31,
stantaneous velocity signal from an unsteady turbulent flow may be decomposed into three parts:
u

-

u + u + u'

-

-

-u -u

- 1

-

ay

(1)

p

ax

y

u
1(3

Equation (3) may be recognized as the equation governing an ordinary turbulent boundary layer, except
ft
which represents
fir the addition of the term uv,
Reynolds stresses arising from the organized oscillations.

Z is the time-dependent,
"
is the mean,
where
u'
is the
organized (deterministic) component, and
random fluctuation. -T is determined by long-time
a is of a periodic nature
Here
u.
averaging of
and may be determined by first phase-averaging the
instantaneous velocity signal and then subtracting
out the mean.
Thus,
<< u >-

Linear Phase-Averaged Free-Stream
Distribution

Case (i):

The time-mean
shown

(2)
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to be

pressure gradient
ip/ax
may be
the imposed oscillation

independent of

frequency and, except for a higher-order term,
f - 0
at
e
is the same as that obtained for
90.
Therefore, the mean velocity field will
frequency-dependent if and only if one or both
the following happen:
"

0

it
=

be
of

u'v'
is
The distribution of Reynolds stress
altered under oscillatory conditions and is
dependent on the frequency of imposed oscillations.
The Reynolds stress uv arising from organized
fluctuations
I
becomes significant compared with
u'v'.

We shall now argue that neither of the above requirements is met.
Figure 7 shows the measured
distribution of
u'
under stationary condition
with the pulser at r~sff900
( the mean position) as
well as those measured under os illatory conditions
Is
Note that
ul 5
at frequencies up to 2 hz.
independent of the imposed oscillation frequency
and, further, that it is the same as that measured
at
f = 0 and
6 = 90.
We believe Chat the same
which at present we cannot
would be true for u'v',
measure.
Figure 8 gives a comparison between mea-

Under
0.5,
and

tions.
The present data on tiv
were obtained by
separate LDA measurements of
u and
v and their
respective phases.
It may be seen that the contribution
of uv
to total Reynolds stress is insignifican ofve
a
ot total eneondastryesss
n
e,
Hence,
Ticant over almost the entie boundary layer.
u'v,
is
negligible,
independent
found at f

independent of
frequency and
uv
is
and so the mean velocity profile is also
of frequency and is the same as that
- 0 with 0 = 90.

The behavior of the periodic component
next be examined. We denote
-

al(y) cosrut + O(y)]

a

At high frequencies, the combination of the
and
* in the
asymptotic behaviors of a/a, .
outer region together with the fact that the mean
velocity profile is unaffected by imposed oscillations, has the effect of freezing the boundary layer
thickness. This is shown in Fig. 11, where the
< 6.99
phase-averaged boundary layer thickness
is plotted as a function of the cycle phase angle
for several frequencies.
The quasi-steady behavior
at
e - 0, the
of
< 6.99 >
is quite obvious:
boundary layer in the test section continues to
develop under a zero pressure gradient and is the
As the
thinnest at this point in the entire cycle.
phase angle is increased, pressure gradients of
increasing adversity are imposed on the boundary
layer, causing it to thicken.
The maximum thickness
°
6 - 180
under the maximum adverse
is attained at
f = 0, 6 oscillates
pressure gradient. Hence, at
1800 out of phase with

uv
at 2 hz with data on
v
sured values of
obtained by Anderson E4] in a steady adverse pressure gradient boundary layer at comparable condi-

V

0.25 hz. The effect of increasing the frequency is
to reduce the phase lag in the outer region, but to
introduce large phase leads in the region very close
to the wall.
Clearly, the asymptotic behavior of
the outer region for high frequencies is once again
a zero phase lag with respect to free-stream oscillations, as in the quasi-steady case.

will

(4)

a,
measured in the
The profiles of amplitudes
boundary layer and normalized by the free-stream
a, .
are shown in Fig. 6. The profile
amplitude
for quasi-steady
(f
0)
0
oscillations was determined, as explained earlier, from the mean velocity
f = 0 with 6 = 0, 90,
and
profiles measured at
Note that, during
180*
(see Figs. 6(a), (b)).
quasi-steady oscillations,
the amplitude
in the
boundary layer exceeds the free-stream amplitude by
as much as 70%.
It may be mentioned that data for
f - 0.1 hz, not shown on Fig. 9, do indeed come very
close to the quasi-steady behavior.
As the frequency is increased, the amplitude
The
ewithin the boundary layer is attenuated.
f
is increased and
amplitude appears to drop as
then rise again.
At high frequencies, the amplitude
in most of the boundary layer is the same as in the
free-stream; near the wall the amplitude of the
periodic component rapidly drops to zero.
The phase differences between the boundary
layer oscillations and free-stream oscillations are
shown in Fig. 10.
For
f - 0
there is no phase
difference.
The largest phase lags in the outer
f region of the boundary layer were observed at

u,.

oscillatory
2.0 hz, two

f - 0.25,
conditions at
things happen: a significant

phase lag develops from quasi-steady behavior and
the amplitude attenuates with increasing frequency.
For the
f - 2.0 hz
case, the variation over the
complete cycle is less than 1% and the boundary
layer thickness is practically frozen during the
oscillation cycle.
It may be shown by a simple argument based on a
mixing length model of boundary layer turb:'lence
that the freezing of the boundary layer thickness at
high frequencies is also accompanied by freezing of
the Reynolds stress over the oscillation cycle.
To
prove this, we hypothesize that the phase-averaged
Reynolds stress distribution may be related to the
phase-averaged velocity profile in the same manner
as for a steady boundary layer, i.e.,
8 < u >
2 a < u >
- < u'v' > - E
ay
=
m
y
m
y5)
Now, in the outer region of the boundary layer, the
mixing length L may be modeled as
A < 6.99 >

-

where

X

< u >

Now,

is nearly a constant.
-

u + u

-

(6)

u + aI(y) cosiwt + 0(y)]

(7)

However, in the high-frequency limit,
a,(y) - a 1,. -

const ,

< 6.99 > -

6.9

*(y) - 0 ,

(8)

and

- const.

9

Therefore

ay

u >

.

(9)

ay

Combining the above, one finds
2
2Fa1
92 1j(
< u'v'>
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i.e.,
the phase-averaged Reynolds
outer region also becomes frozen at

s.Lg~s

in

the

3.

The amplitude of the periodic component in the
boundary layer under quasi-steady oscillations
(f
-0)
is as much as 70% larger than the
imposed free-stream
amplitude.
However, at
higher frequencies the peak amplitude in the
boundary layer is rapidly attenuated toward
an
asymptotic behavior
where amplitudes In the
outer region of the boundary layer become the
same as the free-stream amplitude, dropping off
to zero in the near-wall region.

4.

Quasi-steady boundary layer velocity response is
in phase with the imposed free-stream oscillaIncreased,
phase
tions.
As the frequency is
lags begin to develop in the outer region of the
boundary layer. The magnitude of this phase lag
reaches a maximum and then decreases with increasing frequency until an asymptotic limit is
reached where the outer region once again reNear the
sponds in phase with the free stream.
wall, however, large lead angles are present at
higher oscillation frequencies.

5.

A consequence of (3) and (4) above is that the
boundary layer thickness becomes nearly frozen
oscillation cycle at higher 'frequenover th
cies.

6.

A consequence of (3), (4), and (5) above is that
the Reynolds stress distribution in the outer
region of the boundary layer also becomes frozen
over the oscillation cycle at higher frequencies.

-u'v'.

Experimental evidence of this stress-freezing
behavior was obtained by measurements 2of phaseaveraged normal turbulent stress
< u,2 >.
The
*quasi-steady
(f - 0)
profiles of
< u 2 >
are
shown in Fig. 12 for three phase angles
e - 0,,
90% and 180%
Note that the distribution for 900
lies nearly midway between~toefr 0
n
80
The distribution of
< u' > for
90*
is the same
u,2,
as seen earlier.
distribution of
00
and 900
the difference between the
curves in Fig. 12 represents t~ie amplitude of quasi< u'
>
at any point in
steady oscillations of
This amplitude was determined
the boundary layer.
graphically from Fig. 12 and is plotted in Fig. 13
f - 0.
Under oscillatory condifor the case of
the amplitude of the normal stress oscil-~
in the boundary layer attenuates as the
is
increased
oscillations
of
imposed
frequency
hz,
the amplitude of
f -2.0
At
from
f - 0.
stress oscillations across the boundary layer is
almost zero over the outer region, as seen in Fig.
is almost frozen over the
i.e., the stress
13,
oscillation cycle.
*
Case (ii): Arbitrary Phase-Averaged Free-Stream
Distribution
as

the

1:Therefore,

*tions,
*lations

r

In this case, the phase-averaged free-stream
as shown
distributions become frequency-de pendent,
However, the mean free-stream distribuin Fig. 4.
tion remained almost the same as that shown in Fig.
Acknwegnt
at all frequencies employed.
The mean velocity
old5et
profiles in the boundary layer were measured at theThsreac
is
aredot
tSanrd
n
same axial location as in Case (i).
Fig. 14 shows
coprtin resarh
isd carerite
snout
atSafor
hi
ine
that the mean velocity profile was still
unaffected
coprtnwihaduer
hesnosip
fte
e
AAAe
h
aoaoy
eoehnc
Am
by thie imposed oscillations at frequencies ranging
The
and the Army Research Office.
search Center,
This shows that the mean
from zero to 2.0 Hz.
authors wish to express their gratitude to Drs.
velocity profile is dependent only on the mean freeLarry Carr and James McCroskey (AML), Mr. Leroy
velocity distribution ahead of the measurePresley (NASA- Ames), and Dr. Robert Singleton CARD)
ment station and is independent of the amplitude and
for their continued assistance.
distributions of the imposed oscillatory component in the free stream.
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Conclusions

1. Parikh,

The conclusions from our
may be summarized as follows:
1.

experiments

to

2.

This behavior of the mean velocity field is a
consequence of two observations: Ca) the timeaveraged Reynolds stress distribution across the
boundary layer is unaffected by the imposed
oscillations and is indeed tha same as the one
measured with the free-stream velocity distribution held steady at the mean value; and (b) the

Reynolds
velocity

stresses arising from the organized
fluctuations under imposed oscillatory

conditions are negligible compared to the Raynolds stresses due to the random fluctuations.
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Influence of Strouhal Number
on the Structure of a Flat Plate Turbulent Boundary Layer

J. Cousteix
J. Javelle
R. Houdeville

Aerothermodynamics Department
ONERA / CERT

2 av. E. Belin 31055 Toulouse Cedex

ABSTRACT
The development of an oscillating turbulent
boundary layer is studied along a flat plate. The
Strouhal number, based on a fictitious origine of the
boundary layer, varies from 1.5 to 18. Systematic
measurements of the velocity profiles are carried out
and are presented in the form of the harmonic analysis of the velocity, as well as of the displacement
thickness. It is shown that any quantity, for example
the phase and the amplitude of the displacement
thickness, oscillates as the Strouhal number increases. The period of this oscillation can be correctly estimated from a small perturbation development of the Von Karman momentum integral equation.
The evolution of the phase of velocity profiles
near the wall is carefully examined. An estimation of
the harmonic analysis of the wall shear stress is giyen, assuming the validity of the law of the wall and
the law of the skin friction coefficient.
The evolution in time of the u-component of the
kinetic energy of turbulence and of the correlation
coefficient, are presented in a typical case.

ting to undertake the study of the response of a turbulent boundary layer over a flat plate,to an oscillating external velocity field. The simplicity of the
boundary conditions, fixed walls and periodic external
velocity, allows an extensive and systematic investigation of the boundary layer. This simplicity is also
helpful for comparison with other experiments and with
predictions.
In the present experiment, the range of the
Strouhal number is quite large, between 1.5 and 18,
and the velocity profiles are measured at close intervals of Strouhal number,to obtain a detailed description of the response of the boundary layer tc the
perturbation induced by the oscillation of the external velocity.
NOMNCLAT'RE
f, T
U
X.Y
X0
S
H

INTRODUCTION
The study of unsteady turbulent flows has developed greatly during the last few years, due to the
improvement in prediction methods and closure models.
Although the number of experimental investigations is
also increasing, there exists a lack of experimental
data to validate the theoretical work and also, to
obtain a better understanding of the physics of the
phenomenon. For these reasons, it was felt interes-

rcf7
1i
U.=U/UT
61

0
T
Iu
p
AF
OF

C)

-C >

frequency and period
longitudinal velocity
longitudinal and normal coordinates
distance from the ficticious origin
of the turbulent boundary layer
Strouhal number Srwm o/e=2xfXo/iTe
shape parameter
Reynolds number
Rx=UeX/u
skin friction coefficient Cf=wT/iPeU
e
2
Y*=yUT/u
displacement thickness
momentum thickness
shear stress
dynamic and kinematic viscosity
density
amplitude of F
F
phase of
time mean value
ensemble average
random fluctuation

This work was sponsored by the Direction de I& Recherche et Etudes Techniques under Grant DRET n* 80.432
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(lot n* 6).

Subscripts
o
I

e

w

MEASUREMENTS
time mean value
complex amplitude
external value
value at the wall

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND FLOW PARAMETERS

:

*

The boundary layer under consideration develops
on a 8m long, .22 m wide and .15 mm thick flat
plae. The aspect ratio of the elliptic leading edge=
0
is 6. A transverse wire, .8 mm in diameter and located 70 mm from the leading edge of the plate, trips
the transition of the boundary layer.
The pulsation of the flow is induced by a simple
rotating butterfly valve, located 1.3 meter downstream the trailing edge of the flat plate. This
valve generates a periodic pressure loss in the sucticn facility. By choosing the r.p.m. of the butterfly corresponding to the resonance frequencies of
the wind tunnel, sinusoldal variation of the external
velocity is easily obtained, with a small harmonic
distortion within a few per cent of the fundamental,
c
The variation of the Strouhl number
a
be obtained, only by changing X, which corresponds to
a displacement along the plate. Practically, a variation of S from 1.5 to 18 is achieved by choosing two
combinations of w and Ue. Table I gives the parameters of the two experiments, as well as a description
of the external flow fields in terms of their harmonic analysis. In both experiments, the mean velocity
remains constant in the X direction, but the relative
amplitude of the fluctuation decreases linearly by a
factor 1.5 at f - 38 Hz and 3 at f- 62 Hz, over a
distance of 700 mm. At 38 Hz, the phase difference
between the two extree mec surement stations is very
small, but it reaches 45* at 62 Hz, which corresponds
to a travelling wave with a celerity equal to 450

AND DATA REDUCTION

Measurements of the longitudinal component of
the velocity are done by constant temperature hot
wire anemometry. The average velocity is defined using
a conditional sampling technique. U being the instantaneous velocity. p the phase angle in the cycle and
n the number of the cycle, we have
N
<O>=0
U=<U>.u' and
<U> - U(nT.P) with
2

The u-component of the turbulence energy is <U >
by definition.
In practice, the rotation of the butterfly valve
which induces the pulsation of the flow gives the
2
phase information.<U> and<u' > are obtained at 2.
instants per cycle by averaging over 60C cycles /1'.
AVERAGE FLOW FIELD
Mean Flow Field
For both experiments, corresponding to f = 38
and 62 Hz, the average flow field has been compared
with the steady configuration at the same Reynclds
number. Fig. I presents only the results obtained at
f - 38 Hz. No influence of the unsteadiness of the
flow can be detected at the considered Strouhal numbers, namely between 1.5 and 8.Results corresponding
to the case f - 62 Hz extend this conclusion up to
S = 18. The skin friction presented in the figure
has been obtained using the technique of "Clauser
plot", which consists in fitting the experimental
velocity profiles by the law of the wall. The results
are in good agreement with predictions using an
integral method. Moreover, the slope of
agrees
well with the estimated values of the skin friction
coefficient, which indicates a good two-dimensionality of the flow.
Harmonic Analysis Of The Velocity

e(X)

m/s.
For the calculation of the Strouhal number, a
difficulty arises due to the definition of the origin
of the turbulent boundary layer. This origin is calculated from the mean momentum thickness, obtained at
the first measurement station by using the steady
flow flat plate approximation
(1)
0.0221
-X,
R1/6
X0
The quantity X0
gin.

observed periodicity along X can be interpreted as
the response of the boundary layer to the perturbation induced by the pulsation of the external flow.

in the figures refers to this ori-

u,_ _

sin(WPue)
62

38

F (Hz)

T (Ms)

16.8

21.9
l/U@ - 0.0743 (XO- 0.047)
0.152
7.6 0(X- 0.047)

ue
X0 (in)
() XpIU
R X,
-LfmX /6 (!r-)

Profiles of the relative amplitude of fluctuation and of phase shift with respect to the external
velocity, are presented in figures 2 and 3 for several stations along the plate. A slight overshoot of
LU/Ue exists mt the first station. It increases
to reach 20% at Xo - 0.34 m. Farther downstream, it
decreases and disappears completely at Xo - .54 m.
Then, this evolution repeats. If the boundary layer
is considered as a resonant mechanical system, the

0.14

0.118 - 0.114 ( - 0.047)
88.9 0(0- 0.047)-+ 6.66(;0.047)

0.2 106

to 0.77
to 8.35
to 1.1 106

0.137
to 0.762
3.2
,to 17.8
0.15 I0 6 to 0.87 106

350

to 120

270

1.52

to 90

Table 1 :cternal velocity and main paramters of the flows
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By assuming the existence of a travelling wave
which affects the successive profiles, the convective
.The
celerity of this wave is of the order of .75 iJ
results obtained at 62 Hz lead to the same interprea
The evolution with Strouhal number of the profiThe voltionwit
numer also
ofStruha
the velocity,
f th displays
prfiles of the phase shift

Using the Strouhal number S - WX/Ueo instead
of X, equation (4) has a solution of the form
,U
]
o ( Cf)
--=eexp[(-i Ho 0 .O(
The period of 81 is equal to 2x/Ho- 4.5, which is
.rclstohexprmnayobrvdauef
close
to the experimentally observed value of 5.More-

a periodicity. similar to that of the profiles of
. An interesting feature of the profiles
AU/AUe
is the maximum phase lead observed around
PU -Ue
y* = 50, corresponding to the logarithmic region of
the velocity profile. Simpson /2/ has also observed
an extremum in the logarithmic region. This property
will be interpreted later.
Integral Boundary Layer Thickness

over, the above calculation shows that the damping
factor is strongly dependent on the chosen skin friction law.
Skin Friction Coefficient - Phase Shift Near The Wall

The relative amplitude of fluctuation of the
displacement thickness 81 , divided by the relative amplitude of the external velocity,and the
phase difference with respect to Ve are presented in
figure 4. All the experimental results obtained at
ONERA are plotted with those of Karlsson /3/. For
the sake of uniformity,
is calte trbuent
aStrouhal number
sinthe orginof
ictiiou
culaed
culated using a fictitious origin of the turbulent
boundary
layer. Despite
large
differences
in theand
initial conditions
and the
transition
process,
inal o nition
roan
ero
transitio
the
nrce, pa although the Strouhal number is not the unique paremeter to take into account, an overall good agreement
is observed between the various experiments, especially the phase difference with respect to the external velocity. In experiments, this last quantity
is measurable with a better accuracy than the relative amplitude of oscillation.
The striking result is the periooic oscillation
of the quantities with a small damping as the Strou.l
of number
umher
uncreaes.
hi sclldapion
as been preprouhal
increases. This
oscillation has
viously observed for the shape of the profiles of
relative amplitude and phase shift of the velocity,
Its period is close to 5. This means that it can be
detected only if the boundary layer is measured at
close intervals of Strc -hal number, which was not
the case in the pioneering experiments of Karlseon.
The general feature of the response of the
boundary layer to the oscillation of the external
velocity, can be easily illustrated from a small
perturbation expansion of the Karman's equation
petubi.exn2oe .1 r)hWOO
H2(consequence
f 2W
X
OX at
By assuming that all the quantities appearing
in equation (2) can be written in the form :

t f *tO

)

Law of the wall
Direct measurement of the wall shear stress
being particularly difficult in unsteady flow, it can
be interesting to deduce it by using the technique of
"Clauser plot" as in steady flow. To do this, the experimental velocity profile is approximated by the
law of the wall, which is supposed to remain valid at
every instant of the cycle. Following law has been
used
U4=n2LnY* .C(
with X - 0.41 and C - 5.25.
In figure 5, profiles measured at a giver. location
different instants during
a cycle, are
to but
u attdfeetisat
uig•cce
r
plotted in semi-logarithmic coordinates. At each instant, the value of Ur which gives the best fit with
equation (6) is used to calculate y* and U* . A good
agreement is observed between the experimental velocity profiles and formula (6) over a rather wide
range of y , as in steady flow.
The above method of determiningUJ has been used
to obtain the harmonic analysis ofTW presented in
figure 6. The phase shift ofTw with respect to U.
remains
less
than 20
degrees As
andregards
decreases
when
the small,
Strouhal
number
increases.
the
readthe
reate amplu e f cuaion of
relative amplitude of fluctuation of w , the wgeneral
trend is an increase, tv which an oscillation with a
period equal to 5.5 is superimposed. One can again
notice the weakly damped response of the boundary
layer to the perturbation of the external flow.
It has been shown by Simpson /2/ that the existence of a logarithmic region of overlap, between
the law of the wall and the law of the wake,implies
that the velocity phase shift remains constant in
such a region. In fact, this conclusion is a direct
of the assumption of the existence of a
general universal
law of the form
U =(Y')
(7)
in which time does not appear explicitely, but only

t

, and the modulus of f1 , the
complex amplitude.being supposed small compared to
fO , the Karman'F equation reads
(3)
A% = _ _._ (61, 6 Us)
Uleo
Ueo
2
dX
To close equation (3), it is assumed that the
shape parameter remains constant and that the skin
friction is a function only of Re and H,or equivalently in the present case ofQ and Ue, but is not

in U* and Y* through UT •
A small perturbation expansion of (7) leads to
the following equations, for the time-mean velocity
and the complex amplitude

explicitely a function of time. Then, equation (3)

velocity profile obeys the steady universal law,

becomes :

which is not surprising. Equation (9) shows that the
velocity phase shift is constant and equal to the
phase of the shear velocity, or equivalently to the
phase of the wall shear stress /2/.
Experimentally, the velocity phase shift is
nearly constant in the region where a logarithmic
behaviour exists. Acutally, a local maximum of the
velocity phase lead occurs around Y* - 50. Despite
the fact that the experimental velocity phase lead
decreases rapidly near the wall, the phases of the
wall shear stress determined by assuming the valil-

i±LHo

d .
dX

Ui

Ue ,Cf

2

W-eI0

-

-

-

(OCI
2 -T

eo

iWHoOo @l

Ueo

-

(4)

8.43

_o = f(YU. o)

UTO
U
U1 =UrlIf(y

o)

YU.iodf]

(9)
U dYV
Equation (8) only indicates that the time-mean

dity of the law of the wall, compare well with the
maximum velocity phase shift. This can be seen in
figure 3, where the triangles correspond to the
phase of Iw .
A possible interpretation of the above results
is that a universal law, such as eq. (7), does not
cover the whole wall region, from y - 0 to the
logarithmic region, but covers only this last region
in the immediate vicinity of the wall where U - Y
.
In other words, it is possible that the buffer layer
does not obey the universal law (7).
Sublayer region

lJRBULENCE QUANTITIES

Figure 8 shows two cycles of the evolution in
time of the u-component of the kinetic energy of turbulence, divided by its mean value. The distance to
the wall corresponds to a constant value of Y/6 equal
to .8,and the distance between two successive stations is equal to 5 cm. The stars indicate the ins2
tants when <U' > is maximum. The fact that they are
along the dotted straight lines, the slope of which
corresponds to .85 Ue, leads to a result similar to
that obtained in steady flow from space-tire correlation measurements.
The existence of the universal law of the wall,
An other interpretation of the results of figure
which is indicated from figure 5, implies that the
8 is that the free edge of the boundary layer cs'ilmaximum phase lead of the velocity, observed in filates at the frequency of the external flow,and can
gure 3, is equal to the wall shear stress phase
be represented by a travelling wave, the celerity cf
shift. For the coherence of the results, the phase of
which being equal to .85 Ue.
the velocity must increase in the sublayer region.
An important turbulence parameter is the correThis can be supported by considering the boundary
lation coefficient. In the closure models for calculayer equation written in the sublayer region
lation methods, it is more or less explicitely assu1
P
(w.U)_o
(10)
med constant. The evolution in time of this coefficient is plotted infig. 9 for two cycles at increa-v
0Y
P x
sing distances from the wall. Except in the exerral
and using a small
mBy setting
perturbation expansion, the ohase of the velocity
region where< U'V'>
vanishes, the correlation coefremains constant and equal to the value comficient
9
is given by :
1
tanO
*
*
)w-u
-..(
Ueo YLr 1
iCfiT'e1I
11)
monly found in steady turbulent boundary layers,which
wU7o2
IT'WiI/Uwo uCOW-W
is 0.45. This result tends to prove that, up to
eo
Strouhal number of 5, the development of the turbuThis equation shows that the velocity phase shift is
lence is not strongly affected by the unsteadiness of
not constant near the wall, but decreases as y inthe flow.
creases. Substitution of typical experimental values
indicates that for f - 38 Hz, the velocity phase
CONCLUSIONS
shift decreases by about 6* between Y*- 0 and Y*
- 5. This decrease is about 13* for f - 62 Hz. The
The experimental study of the response of a turvalues so obtained agree well with the experimental
bulent boundary layer cver a flat plate to an oscillaphase differences plotted in figure 3,the measurement
ting external velocity field has confirmed that the
point closest to the wall corresponding to Y* betmean flow field is not affected by the unsteady efween 10 and 6, depending on XO . The actual behaviour
facts up to Strouhal number equal to 18. A possible
of the velocity phase shift near the wall can be
interpretation of the measurements is that the bounthought of, as given in the figure 7.
dary layer responds to the perturbation induced by
In the above discussion, it is assumed that the
the pulsation of the external flow as a mechanical
scaling parameter UT which appears in the law of the
system with a small damping.
wall, is equal to
p
. If it was not the case,
Although no direct measurement of the wall shear
stress has been done so far, an estimation of this
the velocity phase shift would be constant in the
parameter can be obtained by assuming that the law of
logarithmic region, but not equal to the shift of the
the wall remains valid. A consequence of this assumpwall shear stress phase.
tion is that the phase of the velocity near the wall
is constant, and equal to the wall shear stress phase
shift. Actually, a maximum of phase lead is measured
at y* around 50, but the velocity phase lead
decreases near the wall, which tends to prove that the
buffer layer does not remain a universal function indeAn Expression For The Velocity Phase Shift in The
pendent of time.
Logarithmic Region
To obtain this expression, it can be assumed
that, at each instant, the skin friction coefficient
obeys the same law as in a steady flow (4)
(14)
t
s
as
1 Law
o 2e1/2
(12)
U61 . D
/ with eand

G .

V

2 G - 4.25 C 2 + 2.12
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ABSTRACT

v' = standard deviation for vertical fluctuating
velocities.
x, x=
position vector and components from the release point.
X, Xi = position vector and components relative to
the centre-of-mass and normalized with 7.
X. = co-ordinates of the cloud centre-of-mass.

Concentration distributions that result from
contaminant release from an elevated source are
found from the solution of the convective-diffusion
equation prior to the encounter of an appreciable
amount of contaminant with the ground. The important role of the variability of diffusivity in diffusion problems in the atmosphere is clearly exposed.

2

x M= down wind location of the maximum value of

ground-level concentration.
z = non-dimensional vertical distance from the g
v;.2.

NOMENCLATURE
ai,bi,c., di = coefficients in a Taylor series expan11
1
sion of <. and u.

INTRODUCTION

a, a, y = non-dimensional diffusive parameters.
C(x,t) = contaminant concentration.
Diik(t) = coefficients in Gram Charlier expansion,
4 = non-dimensional dispersive-parameter,
F, P, Q
conveniently defined functions,
h = release height.

The problem of contaminant release from an elevated source within the earth's boundary-layer is
of particular practical importance. The customary
procedure (10, 15, 16) for modelling atmospheric
diffusion in to assume 'eddy diffusivities' where
the principal axes of the diffusion tensor are aligned with the vertical, lateral and streamwise
directidns. For an instantaneous point source the resulting equations governing contaminant concentration C(x,t) are:

Hijk(

= Hermite

polynomials.

I(x ) = diffusivities.
M

(t) = moments of C(x,t).

R, rij = correlation coefficient matrix and elements.
a(t)

o=

aC _(uC)

standard deviation of C(x,t).

X_3x

standard deviation of wind angle.

D

k'

aC

X_

9

2

C
;

w

T
non-dimensional time scale,
U(X1 ), U(x 1 ) = mean velocity profiles, the former
xelative to the velocity at the release position.
u.
friction velocity.

whenJ

C(,t)d'(x

= 1,

all
space
and

C(x,0) =(x

1

) 5(x2 ) 5 (x3 ).

(3

The downwind direction x is measured relative to
U(O)t so that the velocity profile is
1(xl

9.1

= u(x11)

U(O)

(4)

and the latenrfl direction x and vertical direction
x are meastaved from the release position. x2 = 0
il a plane oc" symmetry. The large amount of work
based on (1) can be found summarized in (16) for example howevenr the bulk of this work is applied to

the steady

when a Taylor series expansion about the point of release and truncated after quadratic terms for K (x
is used and an arbitrary but finite number q of
terms for u(x1 ) is used. That is
2

:iune model for specific forms of u(x

Kl(X1)

= a0 + aIx I + a2x I

(7a)

and K (x ). Me intrinsically nonstationary charac-

ter of tAe dic3fusion of a cloud in a turbulent shear
flow suggest-s that (1) will be approximate and that
the solutioirs to (1) be closely checked with experiment. Some Ciscussion on this type of approximation
It is desirable to assess the
is found in (11).
validity of ( ) by comparison with experimental
measurementF; that are taken before the contaminant

2

=

0

bX

bx

2

(7b)
2

e3

(X )

= co

X1

c2x1

(7c)

dix

u(x

(7d)

I=

has encountf .rrd the viscous-dominated or rough
boundary regran immediately adjacent to the ground.

,.

Not only is -ne detailed flow structure very uncer-

It is apparent that, because of the plane of symmetry

tain in thi.s negion but its presence will have a
dominant ef- _t on the subsequent cloud evolution.
Thus 'near-sbysrce' or 'small-time' solutions to (1)
are requiret lor a sensitive assessment of the basic
modelling.

x2 = 0

r also compelling practical reasons,
There
related to tne deposition problem, for the investnear-source diffusion from an eevof
igation
.
•17.a-d)
ated source within the earths' boundary-layer. Although some :asight is available (mainly for groundlevel release) from a Lagrangian similarity analysis (4,5) teextension of this theory to encomps
resea
-,S)
tt
eleex
te so
odp
to
pass
-release froa in elevated source would appear to rquire a dis a
downstream that is large with resnce
level conceatt-htion occurs(10,

will describe, locally, all reas na le function- and only as the cloud size grows in time will
and d. in
a. b., c.
coefficients
higher ordered
be required
for an adequaie
ripreseniation.

M
= 0.
(80
m,2nl,p
The Taylor series expansion for K.(x ) and

~

For example, as t - 0 only a.,b and c are importa-c)
In the atmosphere the 8uadpatic trms in
ant.
represent first approximations to the deviations
from the linear values occurring in neutral stratification. The inclusion of x terms in 7a- c) does
not permit the simple recursion relationships of (6)
so that it is preferable to write the solution to (l

--

as

The 'm 2-rod of moments' (1,1") is used in a new
way to inve-s--,ate the 'small-time' dispersion problem with va.!'ble diffusivity as set out in (1),
(2) and (3) . First all of the moments of the concentration d;itribution C(x,t) are found from (1)
and the momnrvs are then used to construct C(4,t)
using a gen,erlized Hermite polynomiai expansion.
Although a .-rtat deal of information is contained in
the first ft-, moments of the distribution, important
considerat;:n such as the value and spatial location of the Fiximum concentration are not. Advocacy
of the use ;-,the Hermite polynomials in the asymptotically .urge time dispersion problem is found in
i-) and for lie fluctuation problem in relative turbulent dif'u .on in (8,9).

C
t.

..
all
space

with the initial conditions (3) and the understanding that T is kept sufficiently small so that
-a -di
will apply at each point throughout the cloud of
contaminant. The simple recurrence relationship .6
is ideally suited to recent developments in coe-uter
software that provide analytic solutions to such
equations (2).
With the moments Mt nn(t) determined from the
is
solution of (6) a Gram-Cha-Yier series for Cx~t
constructed (12,1l4

Defin

m(t)
1l2 C(x,t)dV(x)

'm,n,p~t)

1=23C(X,t)
(5)

allspace
ore derive

(83R7

-e

ma %I
1'
2ml
p

- n(n-)b(ln

*

2

p

bmlnp

~pl)c *c.]
CI

P(P').[c, %;n,p-2

H.
"

"
1lO)

(m-l)aM
,np

ient matrix. H..k () are Hermite polynomials and
their coefficien
D. (t) are convenently expressible as functions oi.4he moments of C(x,t)

n~p

bMm 2n.2 p
Because
1m (x,
0)Oof the plane of symmetry in this pron-

cle
m.l,n,p-2 +2
m.,(np-)

=0o

D.
i=l

,
i i k
=0

where g(X = xTRx is a quadratic form in the standardi:ed variable X and R is the correlation coeffic-

-[im-fla

PL

~

- .on (1) the recurrence relationship

i,n,p(t)
-

such that

n: moments as:

m.;,n,p-l
n
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III.

PRESSURE PARAMETERIZATION FOR SINGLE-POINT

in which the paranteterization Of

Wloecular te-l,

and the laterad direction x and vertical direction
x are meastjvad from the reease position. x = 0

when a Taylor series expansion about the point of release and truncated after quadratic terms for K (x
is used and an arbitrary but finite number q of'

il a plane wi symmetry. The large amount of iork
based on (1) can be found summarized in (16) for example however the bulk of this work is appied to
the steady rltme model for specific forms of u(x
and i (x ). Mte intrinsically nonstationary charicter oi tAe "fusion
of a cloud in a turbulent shear
flow suggesrm that (1) will be approximate and that
the solutioms to (1) be closely checked with experiment. Some Liscussion on this type of approximation
is found in (11).
It is desirable to assess the
validity of '(1-by comparison with experimental
measuremente; 1hat are taken before the contaminant
has encount~wid the viscous-dominated or rough
boundary reigcan immediately adjacent to the ground.
Not only is r e detailed flow structure very uncertain in this cegion but its presence will have a
dominant efSet on the subsequent cloud evolution.
Thus 'near-stairce' or 'small-time' solutions to (1)
are require(, or a sensitive assessment of the basic
modelling.

*erms for u(x1 ) is used.
(x)

= a0

That is

+ a x+

2

a x2

(7a)

2
K 2(Xl) =bo
K3(X 1

bx

bx

2

= c o + cx 1

u(x

=

il

(7b)

1

+ c2x 1

(7c)

(7d)

dx.

It is apparent that, because of the plane of symmetry
x = 0
2
M
m, 2nlp

= 0.

(8)

The Taylor series expansion for

.(x

) and

U(x ) will describe, locally, all reas6na6ie functioni and only as the cloud size grows in time will
ordered coefficients ad
a., b.,
and d. in
crprenain
b,, c.
d
ffrcin
rdere
(ga
rpreaniation.
(7a-d) be required for an adiqua
as t - 0 only a , b and c are importFor
ant. example,
In the atmosphere the uadfatic t~rms in (Ta-c)
represent first approximations to the deviations
from the linear values occuring in neutral stratification. The inclusion of x terms in 7a-c) does

There atrialso compelling practical reasons,
relatedhigher
igation of iti,near-source diffusion from an elevated source vithin the earths' boundary-layer. Although some insight is available (mainly for groundlevel relea se from a Lagrangian similarity analysis (4,5) ttheextension of this theory to encompass
release froji an elevated source would appear to require a distarce downstream that is large with respect to the Ldistance at which the maximum groundlevel conce-rtation occurs(10),

not permit the simple recursion relationships of (6)
so that it is preferable to write the soluticn to (I)

~as

The 'menitd of moments' (1,17) is used in a new
way to invesr;ate the 'small-time' dispersion problem with va -zxble diffusivity as set out in (1),
(2) and (3) . First all of the moments of the con-

C( ,t)

(
J
all
space

centration diitribution C(2,t) are found from (1)
and the mommrrs are then used to construct C(2,t)
using a gemarilized Hermite polynomial expansion.
Although a g7ntat deal of information is contained in
the first few moments of the distribution, important
considerati-uni such as the value and spatial location of the .rximum concentration are not. Advocacy
of the use .Pvthe Hermite polynomials in the asymptotically lijce time dispersion problem is found in
(7) and for Ae fluctuation problem in relative tur-

with the initial conditions (3) and the understanding that T is kept sufficiently small so that (-a -d)
will apply at each point throughout the cloud of
contaminant. The simple recurrence relationship (6)
is ideally suited to recent developments in computer
software that provide analytic solutions to such

b-ulent difu_; n in (8,9).

solution of (6) a Gram-Ce

equations (2).
With the moments M,

(t) determined from the

aier series for C(4,t) is

constructed (12,14) such that

Defin.in4 moments as:
m XPC3(x,t)d%'(x)

"-4.n (t) :

~
Qt
'11a2
(873 J j

(5)

al

e

space
one derive-s -om

(1) the recurrence relationship

2,n,p

• n (n-1) [b(:1en-2,p
- p(p-l)fc ,I
.:.n,p-2
* p

i=l

+ c M
I ml,n,p-2

where g(X) = XTRX is a quadratic form in the standardi:ed variable X and R is the correlation coefficient matrix. Hi. k(X) are Hermite polynomials and
their coefficienK D
(t) are conveniently expressible as functions oPjhe moments of C(4,t)
Because of the plane of sN-mmetry in this problem (x=
0)
2

c M
C2 m+2,n,p-2

D,0

(6)
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(t)H ijk( )

b2Mm+2,n-2,p ]

d .11
1
m-1,np-

-

Dk

(10)

+ (mll)aN
ma M
ma-l,n,p
1
m
2m,n,p]
b1N1ml ,n-2,p

_I i+i
i~j+k
=0

1,npt)

l

g(

ink-

(11

and

ORDERS OF MAGNITUDE OF D

(t)

ijk

r

= r2 2

r

=

r23

= 0.

r

(12)

It is useful to define
3at
2
a20ab
1

Thus the inertia tensor for the contaminant cloud
C(X,t) fill always have principal axes [0,1 ,0]T,
11,0,1],
[lO,-1]T and with relative magnitudes along these principal axes of 1, 1 + r (t),
1 - r _(t) respectively. The Gram-ChPlier series
expanlion for i~j+k < 3 in (10) is simply the (generalized) Gaussian distribution

T2

J

S(t - T)C{x,t)dT

a cI
= (a-b)
a

2a a
2 = (02)
a1

(18)

For a typical release in an atmospheric boundary
layer at height h

(13)
(

Finally, before proceeding to the problem specifics, it is to be noticed that the solution of (1)
for an instantaneous point source is generic in that
solutions to continuous plume models and line
sources and distributed or non-uniform and time dependent source emissions are retrieved by superposition from (9) by
C(x,t) =

.

a.V)

=

3 2
ad
(=7 ) ,
a1c0

2

-g(Q)
C(X,t) =

at= (-_
2

2

a0

b0

c0

u.h

a

b

c

u

1
d

1

I

u-

*

d

u
,
2kh'

(19)

where u. is the friction elocitv
and k is Vor Kar2
man's constant, so that a-, y
and 2 are of order
unity. The non-dimensional time scale T has the

(14)

interpretation that for the gradient
where S(t) is the appropriate source emission rate
(3).
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ANALYSIS FOR m+n+p

a0

i

(20"

a

then

The moments for which m+n~p 5 2 in (5) determine the trajectory of the centre-of-mass of the
contaminant cloud and the terms of the inertia tensor and give rise to the Gaussian distribution (13)
when used in (10). The first moment, calculated
with (6), (7a- d) and setting q 7 2 in (7d), is for
example
a1
2a~t
0=
-(e
- 1).
(15)
00 a2

or, t = 0(l) is the non-dimensional time required
for an appreciable amount of cloud material to
reach the ground. It is clear from (18) that a, y,
B all refer to diffusive effects while C, which contains d 1 , is a measure of relative dispersive effects.

It is impractical due to the length of the expressions to reproduce more of these moments he.-.

The Gram-Charlier expansion (which follows in
5) shows that the convective effects, as indicated

2

by the presence of C in the coefficient appear at
lowest order of T in the term

The trajectory of the centre-of-mass of the
diffusing cloud remains on the x2 - 0 plane and has
the parabolic form

I

2

r

-2

(16)

(22

while the effects of a linear gradient in K

al

appear

to lowest order in T as
-T
D30 0 = T

provided that

t<a-l

,

3 =-- -

2a d
2 2

a0t
aot
2
=
2h
2ha 0

223

(17a)

Y2)
2

2 '1
,2

DI20

2Q

Q

-Z

=

QF

(23)

Here, for convenience, the following definitions are
made.

and
(3/2)(ald, + 2a0 d2 )
<2ad2d
a 2 (ald 1 + 6aod2 )

2

= _r

2

1(17by
(7=

I1

2
2 ,

22
= 1

a2

2
, F

= 1 4 y2

. (24)

This clearly shows the sequence of events in that a
non-constant diffusivity will always be of consequence before the effects of dispersion are experienced by an evolving cloud of contaminant. (See
(6) for a comparison with r - constant case).

Thus the parabolic form of (16) provides one salient feature of all solutions to (1) which should
be readily observed by experiment.

9.3

MARGINAL DISTRIRUTION ALONG THE VERTICAL DIRECTION

In figure 1 (26) is compared with a numerical
solution, using a Crank Nicholson method, for various values of B and T. The numerical solutions
were checked by decreasing step sizes in space and
time such that satisfactorily reproducible and accurate results were achieved. When 8 - 0, (26)
provides a good representation for all practical
times (that is prior to the encounter of an appreciable amount of contaminant with a boundary which
occurs at approximately T < .1 in the numerical solution).
It is only when B is approximately 10 that
higher order terms than those used in (26) are required for T greater than about .05. From a review
of measurements in (16), where a source height of
SOm provided observed values in the location of the
maximum value of ground-level concentration xm of
between 300 and 1000m, it was shown that

In order to more closely examine the diffusive
effects, the marginal distribution--that is when
(10) is integrated over x7 and x3 , along the vertical direction x, (which is the most interesting
since it is along this direction that the diffusivities vary) is investigated. Here, instead of using
central-moments in standard form as the marginal
distribution for (10) would literally imply, a
slight departure is made in that a conventional onedimensional Hermite polynomial expansion is used
(13) but with a space variable non-dimensionalized
as
Z
Z2

(25)
-

.76 <
There results

"22

C(Z,T) = e

H 3(z
[I + T(H (z) +

)

(z)
+ H4 (z) + _

+2 2 3

8

)
(ional

H 4 (z)

Equation (28) corresponds reasonably to both (21)
= .3
and the numerical estimates above (i.e. T
which of course must be smaller than the range in
(28) since this represents the time at which the

wl

T the location of the maximum value of concentration
is rather permanent (i.e. z
0).

wall becomes important).

3

-3
s"0

.4

eoe

motn)

24

.4

0
t-.038
z

(28)

h

uie 1 that although the skewness is increasing with

-0

(27)

location xm is approximately given by
.7 < tv < 1.4.

Tho advantage in using the representation given in
(26) is that the co-ordinate frame remains fixed in
space (i.e. z = 0 is the release position at all
time) as opposed to the use of central moments where
(t)
does not, It is interesting to notice on FigS does nothouh
Iths
is interestingto
cein Fig-

-3

1.38.

By taking the root-mean-square value of wind angle
a to be approximately o
vl/U(h), where v' is
te root-mean-square value of vertical velocity
fluctuations at the source location, a non-dimenstime for released contaminant to reach the

v2T
2
+ T (H

h
xm

0
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-3
.- 0

.4

0
r-.105

3

.4

.1
3
J -3.69

0
r -. .33
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3.

-. 01
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0
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FIGURE 1. A COMPARISON BETWEEN A NUMERICAL SOLUTION (-) AND A GRAM CHARLIER SERIES EXPANSION (SOLID LINE)
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FIGURE 2. GRAM CHARLMER EXPANSION FOR CONCENTRATION C(XT) AS GIVEN IN EQUATION (10) WITH EQUATION (29)
AND ot= Y
m3I. SOLID LINES ENCLOSE CONCENTRATION VALUES FROM 90% (IN'NERNOST) TO 10%I(OUTMOST) OF THE MAXIMUM VALUE OF CONCENTRATION LOCATED BY 0.

It is important to notice here that the quadratic terms in K 1 in (7a) as indicated by 6 in (28)
only occur at O(r-)-- that is along with the convective effects shown in (22), whereas the linear terms
in o1 take effect at O(r).
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Departures of C(X.,)
from the Gaussian form of (13)
result from the terms in (10) with the coefficients
given in (29). These departures first occur at
0(r) from the D300 , D1 2 0 and D02 coefficients. In
fact, since the r 1 3 term that governs the growth along the principal axes of the cloud inertia tensor
2
is O(T ) its contribution will only be made following the distortion caused by D3 0 0 , D120 and D1 0 2 .
On Figure 2 the evolution of C( ,T) with
=y=a=1
and 8 = 0 is shown. Quite significant departures
from the Gaussian form of (13) (which would appear
as concentric ellipses aligned with axes at fortyfive degrees from the axes given in Figure 2) are
apparent at small values of T.
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PASSIVE EMISSIONS FROM POINT SOURCES IN TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYERS
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ABSTRACT

6y , 6 Z

Measurements have been made of mean concentra-

CC,

tion, concentration fluctuations and turbulent fluxes
for two passive plumes from an elevated and a ground
level sourr in a turbulent boundary layer. For the
concentration fluctuations, results are presented
for the variance, the integral time scale and
probability density functions and the effect of the
ground on these is highlighted. The balance of terms
in the variance transport equation is examined and
it is shown that most of the production of fluctuations occurs very near the source, then the level of
fluctuation decays, roughly in accordance with a
balance between advection and dissipation. For the
turbulent fluxes of concentration, results are
presented for the vertical and lateral fluxes, and
the associated behaviour of the vertical and
lateral eddy diffusivities deduced. The balance of
terms in the transport equations for the fluxes are
examined. The essential differences between vertical
diffusion from ground level and elevated sources and
between near field and far field behaviour are shown
to be due to the relative importance of the advection
and diffusion terms in these equations.
NOMENCLTURE
C
Cm
C0
c
ct
c
c
D
H
p(c)
p
U
U
e
u,
v, w
u,
x, y, z
z0
z
a B

mean concentration
maximum mean concentration at any downstream station
ground level mean concentration
fluctuating concentration
rms fluctuating concentration
maximum rms
peak concentration exceeded less than
1% of the time
molecular diffusion coefficient
boundary layer height
probability density function of
concentration
fluctuating pressure
mean velocity
mean velocity at edge of boundary layer
velocity fluctuations in x, y, z,
directions
friction velocity
spatial co-ordinates in longitudinal,
horizontally transverse and vertical
directions
roughness length
source height
constants in pdf
intermittency factor (proportion of
time with C > 0)

Ewc, cvc

plume
half widths
directions
- in lateral and vertical

2-

dissipation of c , wc and vc, respect-

ively
K ,
eddy diffusivities in lateral and vertiy' z
cal directions
v
eddy viscosity
o0
density
a
plume lateral spread
y
T
integral time scale of concentration
fluctuations
An overbar denotes a time averaged quantity
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, due to an increasing interest
in environmental problems, considerable attention has
been focussed on means of predicting concentration
levels downwind of point sources in turbulent boundary layers. In practice, predictions are often
required for dispersion in complicated flow fields
influenced by buoyancy effects, buildings, topography,
etc. By restricting consideration to a passive
release into a known boundary layer flow, problems
associated with the behaviour of the flow and with
source momentum and buoyancy are avoided. Yet, even
in this simple case, many aspects of the dispersion,
especially the behaviour of the concentration fluctuations and fluxes, are poorly understood. Despite
this, zhe recent tendency has been to attempt to
overcome the inherent flaws in the simple gradient
transfer approach to dispersion modelling by moving
to higher order models, i.e. modelling the transport
equations for the fluxes themselves (e.g. Lewellen
and Teske, (1); El Tahry et al, (2)). There has
been little experimental evidence to guide this work
and it has been clear for some time that thorough
experimental studies of plume structure and development were required. It is hoped that the present
paper will go some way towards fulfilling this need.
A natural development of higher order models
lies in the prediction of concentration fluctuations.
This is a problem of considerable importance in
assessing the likely effects of air pollutants on
plants and animals or the hazard from releases of
toxic or inflammable gases and in studying some of
the chemical processes within plumes.
There is an important distinction to be made
between elevated and ground level sources. For a
ground level source the vertical scale of the plume
always exceeds that of the turbulence, so that
vertical dispersion progresses in a 'far field'
manner and, consequently, can be adequately described
by simple gradient transfer or similarity arguments.
This is not the case for an elevated source, or indeed,
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for lateral spreading from sources at any height. It
has also been found experimentally (Robins and
Fackrell, (3)) that many of the statistical quantities
associated with a ground level plume exhibit an
approximately self preserving form, at least until
the plume begins to fill the boundary layer. An
elevated plume can also be self preserving whilst it
remains fully elevated, but at some stage in its
growth the influence of the ground will begin to
its structure until, eventually, it comes to
resemble a ground level plume. In the present work,
a ground level source and a source at 0.19H (where
H is the boundary layer height) were studied. The
elevated source height was chosen as being roughly
representative of many full scale emissions and
because it enabled examination of the change in plume
structure from a fully elevated one towards a ground
level form within the downstream distance available
in the wind tunnel.
Because the main concern is in providing
experimental information to aid prediction techniques.
results will be presented solely in terms of dispersion in the laboratory boundary layer. However, much
of the paper should be of direct relevance to short
range dispersion in the neutral atmospheric boundary
at least for full scale quantities averaged
over fairly short times, of a few minutes to about
one hour. In addition, both the flux and fluctuation
results should be of wider interest, with, for
example, some application to combusting or reacting
flows.
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

similar to this, except where the values are small,
when the errors will be greater.
RESULTS
Flow Field
The boundary layer used in these experiments was
artificially thickened using the method evolved by
Counihan (4). A detailed discussion of the structure
of such boundary layers is given by Robins (6), from
which it follows that the flows are indistinguishable
from naturally grown boundary layers beyond a certain
distance from the devices used for thickening. The
sources in the present case were located to satisfy
this requirement and, consequently, the flow field may
be assumed to be an ordinary, equilibrium, zero pressure gradient boundary layer, with
height H - 1.2 m,
roughness length, z0 - 2.4 x 10-4 H and friction velocity, u* - .047 Ue.
Mean Concentration Field
Figure 3 shows the variation of maximum mean
concentration, Cm~, with downstream distance for ground
level and elevated sources. For the GLS, the maximum
at any downstream station is always at ground level.
For the ES it ap -oaches the ground, being at ground
level for the furthest downstream position; ground
level concentrations, C0 , are plotted separately.
Also shown, are the vertical and lateral plume half
widths, 6, and 6 ; where the half width is the
distance in whicK the maximum concentration falls to
half its value. The lateral half widths are roughly
the same for both sources nd increase proportional
to x near the source and x

*than

far downstream in

agree-

The experiments were undertaken in the
ment with statistical theory. The ES vertical half
Marchwood Engineering Laboratories' 24 x 9.1 x 2.7 m,
width shows simlar behaviour, but the GLS vertical
open circuit, wind tunnel. A 1.2 m high boundary
halfwidth appears to have a power law dependence,
layer was generated in the tunnel by the method of
consistent with similarity theory, approximately
Counihan (4). Plumes from sources at two different
xO. 75 , over all the distance covered by the results.
heights were studied; z.IH = 0.19 and 0. For the
The ES vertical halfwidth is significantly larger than
majority of the study the ground level source (GLS)
the GLS one.
consisted of a horizontal tube, 15 mm diameter,
Vertical profiles of concentration for the ES
aligned with the flow and placed just above the
can be reasonably well represented by a reflected
roughness elements of the floor. It emitted at the
gaussian form, although far downstream and for the
average velocity of the flow over its height. The
GLS the form
elevated source (ES) was an 8.5 mm diameter tube,
Cep(.9 (zS) 1.5)
similarily arranged, emitting at the velocity at its
C
(-63 z/z(1
0 ex
height. Specifically for the investigation of the
gieabterf .FobthGSndE
teltrl
importance of source size,a variety of sources were
groives abete flsit.Fo s rothe GLSaad
el
Stelaera
used, their diameters ranging from 3 to 35 mm; all
prfe atalplum staion wereh clsel gaussiaecnsan
being small compared to the boundary layer height.
wtheatera plum haftidtan
fudtob.ontn
The source gas consisted of a neutrally buoyantwih
egtat nysto.
mixture of propane and helium, the former being used
FlcutnCoetrin
rudsfrtnnigta
Futheren arnetertica
as a trace gas for concentration measurement.
tningne tato
l
theobered atisotic ofoanfluctua
Fluctuating concentration measurements were
eedntit obot sensoruatn sorcentdimen
filae
made with a modified flame ionisation detector
o
(8)).e Foren
fiend arbiepdn(7) tChat an Slan
system. A detailed description of this system,
o
8)
ulia
n
7) hti
ri
sinth
including its use in conjunction with DISA crossed
te present work, the former was fixed as described
hot wires to obtain the fluxes, is given by Fackrell
by Fackrell (5), but the latter was varied over a
(5). The -3dB point of the frequency response of
the sesin
oncntrtio
proe ws aout300Hz.range of source sizes which would normally pass for
Thsawdthe
mosoeergtinflctations
prb
a
bu
0 andin
zpoint'
sources in experimental work. Figure 2 shows
Thisallwed
ost nereticflutuatonsandthe
he
behaviour of the relative intensity of fluctuations, c/Cm, with source size and downstream distance.
vebr fngete mcaeastued, e
soelthhexcuintl
ulthughexcudig
te vry fne cal stuctre.For the ES the effects of source size are large, with
Signals from the concentration probe and the hotth
inesygrw gtoamxumq teerte
wires were all processed digitally to obtain theth
inesygrwgtoamiumqte erte
required statistical quantities, with enough samples
sourc aitnuithnbdeaig butoo
the ietl sthe a
being taken to achieve good repeatability. Noo
itnusabefo
h
xeimna
cte
n
at
a fairly constant
stays
intensity
the
relative
corrections for high turbulence levels have been
measured.
level over the downstream distance
applied to the hot wire results, since turbulence
flappttet
ingl plumte
of the
aation
ESsgEstediat
levels were fairly low, resulting in errors of less
lpigpum
10% in the shear stress. The accuracy ofESsgetdhaandpioofhe
model of Gifford (9) might provide a reasonable
concentration and flux measurements is probably
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description of the fluctuation behaviour, at least
near to source. The model developed, described in
more detail in Fackrell and Robins (10). uses the
theory of Hay and Pasquill (11) to predict mean plume
spread and that of Smith and Hay (12) to predict
instantaneous plume spread. At the source they both
are the same but then increase at different rates.
The lines in Figure 2 are predictions due to this
model for source sizes corresponding to the experimental ones. There is only one disposable constant
in the theory, relating real source size to an
initial gaussian spread and it requires as input a
specification of the turbulence intensity and transverse integral scales at the source height. The
agreement with the ES results is really quite good for
such a simple model even in the decaying region.
However, the model cannot be applied to a ground level
source since it makes no allowance for velocity shear
or the surface boundary condition,
The presence of the surface was found to have
a pronounced effect on the concentration statistics,
The condition of zero (or very small) transfer to the
ground (;C/az-.0, z-,O)appropriate to most atmospheric
plume situations, makes the behaviour near the ground
quite different from the situation more usually
considered of high (heat or mass) transfer to or from
the boundary. It follows that modelling approximations that have been made in the latter case, assuming
local equilibrium near the wall, cannot necessarily
be applied to plume modelling. The behaviour near
the surface of the variance and integral time scale
of the concentration fluctuations is illustrated in
Figure 3, by results for the GLS (which are also
representative of the behaviour of elevated plumes
once they are influenced by the ground). The
variance has a similar profile at different downstream
positions with a maximum at about 0.7 6z"
There is a
decrease in variance values near to the surface,
although we cannot say whether c7 actually reaches
zero since measurements were not made amongst the
roughness elements themselves. The integral time
scale of the fluctuations, obtained from spectra,
increases slightly with downstream distance and is
substantially greater near the ground than higher in
the plume. The increase in value near the ground is
much greater than the decrease in mean velocity, so
that a length scale obtained by multiplying T by the
local mean velocity would still increase towards the
ground, in contrast to the turbulent velocity length
scales. The impression given by the concentration
signals and from spectra is that the intense small
scale eddies near the ground are more effective in
mixing and reducing smaller scale concentration fluctuations, leaving the fluctuations due to large scale
plume meandering relatively untouched,
The presence of the ground also has a significant effect on the probability density function,
p(c), obtained, as illustrated in Figure 4 where the
non-dimensional form c'p(c) is plotted against
(c - C)/c'. For an elevated plume the pdf's
obtained are roughly of the form shown for x/H - 0.96,
although the exact shape and intermittency factor
obtained will vary with downstream distance and source
size. This form is well represented by a power law
distribution, p(c) - ac-B, given by the flapping plume
theory referred to earlier, as indicated in the figure.
After an elevated plume contacts the ground, the
distributionsnear the ground have a tendency towards
a more gaussian form, as illustrated by the results
for x/H - 4.79. Further downstream, or with a GL
source, the near surface pdf's are very close to
gaussian, although higher in the plume, where the
intermittency factor is lower, the power law shape is

-

---- ---

still , tAinea. Despite this wide range of pdf shapes,
it was fuund that the peak concentration, defined as
the value exceeded for less than 1% of the time, c1 ,
had a fairly constant relation to the rms c', such
that cl/L' = 4.5 to 5.0. Thus, if the rms can be
predicted,fairly reliable estimates of the peak concentration can be made.
For the boundary layer flow examined, the variance
of the concentration fluctuations obeys a transport
equation of the form
c
-IC
C
-2c
U. {2 uc -'
2Zc -*
2c -C

c

2

+

+

{

ax

ay

+vc
2wc
-. 2t
- 0
c
az

(2)

where E - D -c.
-Lc and D is the molecular diffusion
c
axj
;x.
coefficient.
The terms represent respectively;
advection of c7 by the mean velocity; generation by
gradients in mean concentration; diffusiovify turbulent velocity fluctuations (> molecular diffusion);
and dissipation due to molecular diffusion of the fine
scale concentration fluctuations. All the quantities
in this equation have been measured directly except
the dissipation, which can therefore be obtained by
difference, as well as being deduced from the inertial
subrange behaviour of spectra as described by for
example Bradshaw (13).
Results showing the relative
importance of the terms for two stations on the centreline of the ground level plume and at 3 stations on the
centreline of the elevated plume are given in Figure 5.
Except for the elevated case at x/H = 1.92, where
diffusion is important, the resultant balances are
dominated by advection and dissipation. The production was found to be small relative to the advection
in all the measurements (unlike cases with high heat
transfer at the surface).
Checks at positions off the
centreline, where the production is increased by a
C/By term, still showed the advection term significantly larger. The near source measurements for
C/Cm given in Figure 2 suggest that most of the production of c7 occurs very close to the source and the
overall level of the fluctuations is decaying there6
after. Indeed, the value njc y~z, roughly proportional to the integral of c over the plume, or the
total flux of variance, monotonically decreases with
increasing downstream distance from the nearest point
of measurement x/H - 0.21. The overall level of the
fluctuations is set in the production region near the
source and this may pose problems for the numerical
modelling of equation 2, since it implies that the
near source region will have to be modelled in fairly
fine detail.
Concentration Fluxes
It is the magnitude of the turbulent fluxes, wc
and 7c-, which determines the rate of spread of the
plume in the vertical and horizontal. Yet despite their
importance, there have been very few reports of turbulent scalar flux measurements directly related to the
present study. Most measurements that have been made
are of heat fluxes in cases with high heat transfer to
or from the wall and, as already indicated, a passive
scalar with no transfer is a significantly different
situation. Note that, since the mean concentration
field, away from the immediate vicinity of the source,
is observed to be source size independent, the time
averaged turbulent fluxes wc and vc must also be,
Figure 6(i) shows the variation with downstream
distance of the vertical flux on the centreline of th.
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plume from the ES. The flux profiles develop from
being anti-syimetric about the source height (.19H)
near the source, towards a GLS profile, indicated by
the dotted line. The LS results (not shown explicitly for clarity) were all fairly close to this line,
which therefore represents the self preserving form.
The lateral variation of wc at any downstream position
was found to be close to gaussian and similar to that
of the mean concentration. The usual first order
closure models wc as - < 3C/3z, where <z is the eddy
diffusivity. The GLS profile for wc together with the
mean concentration vertical profile described by
equation 1, yield an eddy diffusivity which is
independent of downstream distance and proportional
to the eddy viscosity, such that vt/K z = 0.8. However,
for the ES, the vertical eddies are not limited to
the plume size, so the eddy diffusivity will be a
function of downstream distance. This is illustrated
in Figure 6(ii), where, although there is some scatter
because of the difficulty of estimating 3C/z near
the ground, the growth in eddy diffusivity with
downstream distance can be seen.
Within experimental error it has been found that
the lateral profiles of mean concentration at any
downstream station are similar and independent of
z. This suggests that C - C(x,z)f(n), where n - y/o
and
v (x). In addition, the results for w
y
indicate that its lateral variation is closely similar
to that of the mean concentration, so that writing
wc- wc(x,z)f(n) should be a reasonable approximation.
It is shown in Robins and Fackrell (3) that these
assumptions lead to an expression for the lateral
flux at any position of the form

It is expected that final term will make by far the
dominant contribution to this difference term and
henceforth the two will be treated as being identical
(e.g. see Launder, 14). Results for two stations on
the centreline of the GL plume are given in Figure 8.
At both stations, a balance between production and
the difference term dominates, advection and diffusion
being much smaller. Also shown ade wc balances for
the ES at 3 downstream stations on the plume centreline and in this case near to the bource, advection
and diffusion are the same order as the other terms,
only becoming much smaller at the furthest downstream
position.
A transport equation similar to equation 4 can
also be derived for the lateral flux vc and vcbalances obtained for the GLS and ES plume are given
in Figure 9. In both cases, there is an approximate
balance between production and the difference terms
only at the position furthest from the source. Closer
to the source, the diffusion and, in particular, the
advection become equally important. Note however,
that for both the vertical and horizontal fluxes,
where the advection and diffusion terms are
significant, they do oppose each other, so that
their nett contribution is smaller than either
term separately. This implies that the diffusion
term must be accurately modelled to keep the error
in the nett contribution small. In general, whenever
plume dimensions are less than the local turbulence
scales, any eddy diffusivity term will be fetch
dependent, so that using a fixed eddy diffusivity in
the diffusion term will lead to errors in that term.
By comparing predictions of first, second and third
order models for plume dispersion in isotropic
turbulence, Deardorff (15) has shown that the result-

Y YC

v dx
a
y
If the function f(n) is gaussian, as the results
suggest, and an eddy diffusivity form for vc is used,
then equation (3) further implies that the eddy diffusivity, Ky
U/2-da 2 /dx, i.e. a function of x only.

ant error in mean concentration prediction using a
fixed eddy diffusivity in the higher order models can
be as great as that from doing so in the first order
closure. We suspect that the same will be true in
the simple boundary layer flow we have examined.
Therefore, there may not be a great deal to gain from

This is the same relation as that obtained from

higher order modelling in such flows, although it may

statistical theory for dispersion in a uniform wind,
except that in the present case U varies with height.
Equation 3 has been tested for the GLS and ES in
Figure 7. Although there is some scatter, allowing
for likely errors, the results provide fairly good
confirmation of equation 3; in particular, the
results at each station are fairly uniform with
height.
There is an increasing trend towards the use
of 'second order modelling' in the calculation of
turbulent dispersion, i.e. the modelling of transport
equations for the fluxes themselves. It is hoped in
this way to account for the advection and diffusion
of the fluxes and so make a given calculation set
more generally valid. The transport equation for the
vertical flux, wc, as applied to the present two
dimensional boundary layer flow, is

be of advantage in more complex flow situations.
Finally, note that, whenever there is a balance between
the production and pressure-concentration gradient
terms, a fixed eddy diffusivity behaviour should result.
For example, modelling the latter term as wc/7 where
T is a time scale, leads to wc = - w-T !C/3z, the
standard eddy diffusivity closure.
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The terms represent respectively; advection; production; diffusion due to turbulent velocity and
pressure fluctuations; dissipation; and a pressureconcentration gradient correlation which acts to Limit
the growth of the fluxes. With the present measurement system it is not possible to measure those terms
marked by an asterisk and they have been lumped together as a difference term to balance the equation.
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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATIONS

The parameterization of pressure effects on
triple
pretatiosshon o prese
ertan
triple correlations is shown to be an important
part of the closure problem.

It is now widely known that the turbulent
transfers which take place in convectivel\ driven
flows do not follow the simple Boussinesq edfv viscosity assumption, i.e. in many cases the turbulent

Based on arguments relevant to homogeneous
and isotropic turbulence, it is argued that pressure effects are not only of relaxative nature,
In the case of turbulent thermal convection, a
parameterization scheme including non-linear and
rapid effects is proposed and used within the framework of a third-order model. Comparison with
experimental results by Ferreira (10) indicates
thatxherntapd
are
ts of pressure
esrer effects
0) indiprtesens
that the rapid part
represents

flux of a property 'a' is oriented from regions
with low 'a' toward regions with high 'a'. This
"counter-gradient" turbulent transport has been
documented experimentally for the case of a mean
property like the mean temperature T (1) and also
for the for
case
seconpordatr
like
the
like the
antity
asecod-oder
aseheoff a
eddy kinetic energy e
(
e.ry
uu'. (21. Parameerization methods and numerical simulation techniques
for
convective
flows
have
gone a significantly different consequently
development atundercoinase o ur
the
which occuren
one
p

an important contribution to the budget of triple
itprevntsthedevlopent
corrlatonsandtha
correlations and that it prevents the development
of spurious stable stratification in the interior
omodel,

pared to the one which occured in

NOMENCLATURE

simulation of a variety of shear flows in different
geometrical configurations (e.g. 3), while it has
been shown that the numerical simulation of the
most simple convective flows requires the use of
sophisticated turbulence models (e.g. , 51.

Eddy kinetic energy (per unit mass)

.

h

Depth of the turbulent layer

i

Snuare - root of (-1)

These models are presently based
(i) either on Lumley's idea that Boussinesq
diffusivity assumption can be properly genein order to account for buoyancy effects

,2,2,E, Wave-vectors in Fourier space
SWreddy
pralized
t

Time

T

S-

w

and can then be used to relate, in matrix form,
third-order correlations to the gradients of seccndorder ones, in the framework of a more or less conplex model (6, 7)

Convective temperature scale
S

(u',u'2 ,u'3 )

(u',v',w') = Fluctuating
velocity

(ii) or on the explicit use of rate cquations

for the triple correlations (8, 9).

(%,a- I to 3) Fourier transform of the
N

fluctuating velocity field
Convective velocity scale

Coefficient of thermal expansion

Both of these methods require the knowledge
and parameterization of quadruple correlations,
molecular and pressure effects on third-order tens.
The two former problems are usually solved by retai
respectively the quasi-normal approximation
and the assumption of isotropic dissipative scales,
while the solution of the latter is based on the

Bu
c pidea
Buoyancy parameter

that pressure effects are indeed relaxative
processes. One is then lead to the introduction of

Kronecker symbol

a relaxation time which directly determines the
value of triple terms in Lumley's method, while

(XlX
(x,y,z) Position
3)
Sz 2 ,x
eigtning
z

the case of pure

shear flows. It is indeed known that even simplified second-order models, like the so-called "k- "
can be used quite successfully for the

Height

Eddy Kinetic energy dissipation rate
Kinematic viscosity

the use of rate equations invelves not only the
above linear relaxation but also allows for more
sophisticated, basically non-linear, pressure rela-

Constant density

xation effects.

3.13

t

'-,

(uuuu>-Z.uu)

uu7 is

the fourth-

The purpose of this paper is to study these
prvss,,re
,,fects
,n third-order
orrelations.
Up to now ,milar studies have been based

where

xther on theoretical consideration, or on i'irect
experimental eviden'ce since Lhe only availab.e
labrat, ry mea ureents were quite scarce ir-d
.
r-;r-;ct,.J o t
4'-'aed case of penetrative
.,,
another different physicaL phenonon ki.e.
atrainment of overlying stably stratified fluid into underlying turbulent convective
',yer) leads to ,Jditional complexity and does not
allow f r inambiguous determination of pressure
effe. is. In this respe,
the recent experiment by
F
-,3r- -" , , .
.I use in the present
st...: e, 't
-ff,
,m the same difficulties
since it Jeals with r- - penetrative convection
berween riiz n,,ndar.es. This experimental study
has the f~rcter idvantage of inclucing more precise

(3)
%
k
, iS.
a geometrical tensor taking into account advective
and pressure effects, the former being traced to the
Kronecker symbol f.. and the latter described by the
term involving k- (inverse Laplacian operator in
k-space). The fact that pressure effects are always
associated with k- 2 makes it easy to trace their
effects. By considering Eq. (2) one is then lead to
the following conclusions concerning the effect of
pressure fluctuations (i) they are responsible,
together with advectivr effects, for a linear relaxation of triple correlations. It has indeed been
shown (I) that the term involving fourth-order
cumulants were damping terms which could be approxi-

<uuuu> c-

or.er cumulant, l
a symbol representing additional terms obtained by the indicated permutations
of indices and wave-vectors, and

thermn..etric and velocimetric measurements of nume-

mated by -A#,Lr.e()

(A 1 )i,(I

{a )

,5.)A

rous triple correlations. Unfortunately, the price
to pay for the reduction of complexity due to penetrative conveclion is the introduction of another
viscous layer at the upper boundary. Our study will
consequently be restricted to the interior of the
convective layer, where it can be safely assumed
that turbulence is fully developed, and will not
deal with the adjacent viscous sublayers.

where the eddy-damping rate LL(k) is proportional
to a typically positive geometrical coefficient
B (krs) constructed from the geometrical tensor D
of Eq. (3)
(4)
[
5
1 WgS
t
1 J.Z

11. PRESSURgE RELAXATION

(ZL
ZZ)
kfs
0
4
where A is a totally symmetric quartic positive
for k,r and s being the legs of a triangle
4
4
4 +
2
2
2
2 2
= -k - r - s
+ 2 kr
+ 2 k a
+ 2 r s
Distinction between
advective (A) and pres-

IN HOMOGENEOUS TURBULENCE

Before turning to the subject of convective
flows, it is of interest to recall and summarize
some general properties of the effects of pressure
fluctuations on triple correlations.

The closure problem associated with pressure
effects is mainly due to the fact that these effects
are non-local in x-space and involve convolution
integrals over the whole domain of the flow. It is
consequently of much help to introduce two-point
correlations in order to solve, at least formally,
the above closure problem. Due to its inherent com plexity, it is unfortunately almost impossible to
use this formalism in any case different from the
simplest, but of much theoretical interest, case of
homogeneous turbulence. In this case, and using
Fourier transform Q (k) of the velocity field u(x),
the exact rate equations for double and triple correlations read (e.g. 11, 12)
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where the advective
part is positive
2
B(A)(k,r,s)= 5k2r &1k2r 2s 2
as well as the pressure-pressure interaction part
2
B(P)(k,r,s)= (k +r 2 -s2 ) 2 ,/4k 2 r2s 2
(7)
and where the pressure-advection interaction part
is typically negative
(8)
/
is
,'')''
(ii) they tend to reduce the magnitude of triple
correlations, since their contribution leads typically to a decrease of the terms involving products
0s..i

"

(~A

sure (P) effects in Eq. (4) leads to the partition
of the geometrical coefficient into
B(k,r,s) = B(A)(k,r,s)+B(AP) (k,r,s)*B(P(k,r,s) (5)

of double correlations in Eq. (2).
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This coefficient is typically positive since
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other terms, the above arguments do confirm that pressure fluctuations mainly destroy triple correlations. They also show that (unfortunately!) pressure effects are more complicated than
the usually assumed relaxation to isotropy, and
that they are not the only mechanism responsible
for damping triple corrolation, and consequently
preserving the realizability conditions see
the discussion by Andr6 and Lumley in (13).
In the more general case of convective flows,
necessarysimplicity will nevertheless lead us to
adopt a parameterization of pressure fluctuations
based on a relaxation assumption, but we shall keep
in mind that it would not be reasonable to ascribe
every possible unphysical growth of triple correlations to an underestimated pressure-induced relaxation.

I1.

PRESSURE PARAMETERIZATION FOR SINGLE-POINT
HIGH-ORDER MODELING

in which the parameterization of molecular terms
is based on the assumption of isotropic dissipative scales

8...

The simulation of turbulent convective flows
which are inhomogeneous alon'i the vertical cannot,
at least at the 5resent tine, be undertalen in the
above presehted two-noint closure framework.

%.E"

We shall not go here into all details of the
model, its description for the simulation of convective flows being given in Andr6 et al. (16), to which
the interested reader is referred.
We shall simply recall that the rate equation
for triple correlation read, with usual assumptions
and standard notations
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IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND SENSIVITY STUDIES

(10)

%

Z'1
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c8 . 8.0 ; c 9 - -0.67; clo-6.0 ; c1 1 =0.2

3-=T*

L

(17)

where the value of c is determined from the realizability constraint l5 ), 3 c9 = c 10 -c8 .
(1)
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T

Some "computer optimization" and sensivity
studies, which will be reported later, have been
used to determine the 'best' values of the constants
c 1 0 , and c,,
C9,

-

1T 7

I

where the 'c -term' corresponds to diagonal part
and 'c1 -terms' correspond respectiand the tc
vely to he non-linear and rapid parts.
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small importance in the intedcr of convective layers,
pressure transport being significant only close to
walls or in stably stratified layers. The diagonal
part will be modeled as a source term following
Launder's (17) recommandation. Finally the tracefree part will be modeled as a redistributior terr
including a 'slow' return-to-isotropy contribution
and a 'rapid' contribution, proportional to the
anisotropic part of the production tensor. These
two contributions come respectively from the nonlinearntrbutond oyn
prts f
the o on'
linear turbulent and buoyant parts of the Poisson's
equation for fluctuating pressure (see
.nT p
With all these assumptions, and in the particular case of convection in the abse'=e of mean
shear, the pressure terms will be given by, in general agreement with the developments of preceding
section:

i

~ a
,4

split them as in (15), into three parts
diffusive,
and trace-free parts. We shall neglect
the diffusive part since it is very likely to be of

i

-

-

l

Turning now to the pressure terms, we shall

The model we shall be dealing with is a thirdorder model already used for the simulation of various
shoud be noted here
turbulent flows (15, 16). It
- that the realizability conditions (8)which were used
in the earlier simulations are not necessary anymore
for the present study. Indeed, the refinements we
shall introduce below for the closure assumptions
prevent triple correlations from becoming too large
and overshooting their maximum permissible values
derived from generalized Schwarz's inequalities.

-

(13)

u

T

point of view. A possible alternative would be to
rely on the so-called "modal method" (e.g. 1diagonal,
relon theclle
smdalifito" (eg
he4
in which the simplification due to the use
of a relatively crude and prescribed horizontal structure allows for high resolution along the vertical,
There is then no need for sophisticated turbulence
closure, turbulent transfer being then explicitely
described.
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price to pay,
is the
but thisfrom
these Unfortunately,
are less satisfactory
the theoretical

;

0
-

One has then to turn to the much more efficient single point closures.
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5-d

The corresponding results, normalized with the
aid of Deardorff's (19) convective scaling _,re.,=
u'w',
s I to 4 for respectively w,
w4T, in F.,
_0
and w'T . It must be noted here that the experimental results by Ferreira (10) which appear on
these figures have been rescaled. The velocity scale
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of otof corresponding
exact value
to each particular
we used theexperiment
instead
a mean value
as in the results shown by Ferreira. This did lead

contradiction with the developments of Section 2 and
would also lead to much underestimated calculated
triple correlations in the case of other turbulent
flows like the asymetric channel flow of Hanjalic
increase
and Launder (20), see (16). Any significant
of c being ruled out, one has then to look for
anotger pressure mechanism to efficiently destroy

to a change in the dimensionlgL.Lsults by as much
and u'2-w'.
as 20% in the case of w

triple correlations. This is the main reason for the
introduction of the rapid linear part described by

W2
w

used in convective scaling depends in fact on the
Since this coefcoefficient of thermal expansion o
ficient varies significantly (almost linearly) with
temperature in the range we are concerned with

the 'c 1 1-term

between our
It can be seen that the agreement
measurements
numerical results and the "corrected"
by Ferreira (10) is quite satisfactory in the convecinterior, with the only possible exceptia
tie a.r
that w lT is slightly overestimated. This effect
could maybe be ascribed to the fact that parameterizations (13) and (15) of molecular and pressure
effects in q. (10) are not completely consistent
with realizability conservation. Indeed, realizability constraint (18) is sufficient to insure that
2
Tw' T' Ot- 0 whenever w' = 0 but is not to lead
0.
to uLT'/Dt=0 when u'

Another justification for the introduction of
rapid linear pressure effects is as follows. For
I7near the middle of the
stationary conditions,
mdxie., the
convective cnosr where wnd reaches
budget for w T' reduces to [see Eqi. (10) with
i-j-3 and (13), (15) and (18)]:
t---lvT

.

-tii

.

.:%(4.
4
2

induce
ions consequently
These parameteri
'
'
an overestimation of u'IT and v IT which in turn,

Adapting to the triple correlation w' T' an
argument developed by Wyngaard and Cot6 (21) for the
double correlation, or kinematic heat flux, w'T', it
can be said that the introduction of rapid effect
(c l-term) decreases the magnitude of the buoyant

,.
through the c-term describing return-to-is
(see Eq. (15), lead to an overestimation of wV'T

the
that
allowing
contribution
in Eq.
,
/
-w
of tUM
values in
larger
with (19),
budget balances

Although a plausible explanation has been found, it
has not been possible to derive, at least up to now,
a completely satisfactory modification of parameterization (15).
It should also be noticed from Figs. I to 4
that, despite the fact that viscous wall layers are
not taken into account in the simulation, the numerical results are still in agreement with experimental data close to the lower boundary.

i.e. with smaller values of "b/b)
5 or, in other terms,
with enhanced unstable stratification. This argument
has indeed been verified by running numerical experiments with C1 1 =, and by noting that, in such
cases, spurious stable stratification (positive
1?/al) did appear in the lower half of the convective
layer.
V.

Convective turbulent flows exhibit a lot of
peculiar features : existence of countergradient
transfer, presence of organized large-scale structures, importance of pressure effects. It is believed that these features are closely related to each
other, the key mechanism being probably the appearance of quite regular mean motion at larger scales,
even at very high Rayleigh number. These large structures develop in already turbulent flows and are
probably the result of secondary instability mechanism (see e.g. 22 for review). They bear some
resemblances, from the morphological and also maybe
mathematical points of view, to the more familiar
convective patterns observed for much smaller
number. Their physics and dynamics are
however basically different since in this case the
dissipative phenomena are due to the 'background'
smaller scale turbulent motions, instead of being
due directly to viscosity. One can then question
about the relevance of 'direct' numerical simulations for the study of these convective turbulent
Can they shed some light on flow dynamics ?
Can they be of interest for the development of closure schemes and parameterization techniques ? Whatever their precise type is, either "modal" (14) or
"three-dimensional" with either subgrid-scale parameterization (e.g.
23
) or large eddy
simulation techniques (24), they are restricted to
relatively small equiva-lent Rayleigh number.

The sensitivity of model results to a + 20%
modification of constants c8 , c,, and c, is shown
in Table I (c9 being always determined from (18)).

C

c

8

c
10

1
11

-

-201"r+201/o -20/5 +2

+47%

-28

+ 6% - 5

W2T'(z/h=0.5)

+3

-3%

+ % - 2%

w'T'"(z/h=0.5)

+21%

w'-(z/h=0.5)

Mc
-2(

+2(1/-

+ 3%

--

20F,% + i% -

1%

+

-Rayleigh

% - 1%

* 7

- 5,

.-

T1(Z/h=0.5)

Less1%
/h= )than

-

=

+

-flows.

I : Sensitivity of model results to
TABLE
changes in the constants
It can first be checked that an increase in the constants leads to a decrease of triple correlations
(and vice-versa), in agreement with the general idea
of damping by pressure effects. It must further be
noticed that c8 is the easiest constant to determine
since it strongly influences the results, with the
increas_gfc
Iolimi-n
only exception that any significant
detriraio
5
an
to an important deterioration o
lesad
wou
rofiles without improving singificantly te
wTprofile. Such an increase of c , i.e. of the
I
linear relaxative effect, would furtfgermore be in

They indeed can only deal with narrow turbulent spectra due to the 'limited memory size of
Despite this limicomputers. Despitan
presntl
available copuer.
presently avilbl
tation concerning their true physical signification,
it is believed (but at least hoped !) that they vill
help for the understanding of many of the effects
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associated with large-scale convective structures.
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K

Absorption coefficient for raca:i:.
of frequency

ABSTRACT
We apply two-points closures to study radiative cooling in homogeneous and isotropic turbulence. They should provide a systematic tool in
this study.
The radiative dissipation of temperature inhomogeneities intervenes as a linear dissipative term
in the equation of advection of temperature fluctuations.
A critical regime is studied which could not be
analyzed by phenomenological models. In that regime,
a balance occurs between the radiative dissipative
term and a non local part of the transfer term. It
creates an "intertial-radiative" subrange, where the
slope of the temperature spectrum is steeper than -3.
NOMENCLATURE
B

(T)

PT

Radiative dissipative term
Radiative Prandtl number
Critical radiative Prandtl number

T (k,t)

Temperature - variance transfer term

Thermal Prandtl number
2
R
?c v-/&Q 3. Ratio of dissipation time scales
R=
v/k1 0
Reynolds number
e
Time
t
T
Temperature

T NL (k,t)
*

Non local temperature variance transfer term

U
2
v . (U.U N

Fluctuating velocity vector

Corrsin-Obukhov constant

CK

Kolmogorov constant

Cp

Specific heat at constant pressure

0

d

Unit vector specifying the travelling
dirction of A ray
N(k)/k
Radiative diffusivity

0

Molecular thermal diffusivity

D

Renormalized radiative diffusivity

D e
0
E

Eddy-diffusivity

Temperature variance spectrum
Net flux vector of radiative energy

G0

Green's function of the radiative
transfer equation
Square-root of (H)

Density of the absorber
Stefan constant

f
e

(k) Tr(k)
(k) Characteristic times of advection,
--D 'R
molecular diffusion, radiative
diffusion
T kpq
Characteristic time of triple correlation relaxation
(k,t)

Non linear flux of temperature
variance
Molecular temperature variance

D

(x,d,t) Specific intensity

k, ,q,
D
kI

(k,t)

eDensity

Turbulent energy spectrum

F

k

fl

Temperature fluctuation
Frequency
Kinematic viscosity
Non linear flux of kinetic energy

a

~-

E

I

Critical eddy kinetic energy dissipation rate

£c

Da

i

Eddy kinetic energy
Eddy kinetic energy dissipation rate

C

DR(k)

*

Planck's function

P=
R

0

N(k)
/D (O)
R
R
0 /D

decay rate

Wave-vectors in Fourier space

Injected flux of temperature vari
Radiative temperature variance decay
rate
2
(k,t)-k E (kt) Spectrum of the temperature
7R

Corrsin-Obukhov wave-number

0

Wave-number of injection

ip

Komogorov wave-number

Kp

Planck mean absorption coefficient

KR

Rosseland mean absorption coefficient

k
.ft (k,t)<
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o
- *0

gradient variance

dk'k'E(k',t)
Average value

Flux of temperature
gradient variance
of

1 I
D(a/Nt
I. INTRODUCTION

2Dk

d.

V

I

I

2. RADIATIVE DISSIPATIVE TERM.

(kd)B

(I (k.t))

(5)

_

)

G0 (k,d) = K0 / (i d.k + K

(6)

From the spectral intensity I , it is then
possible to comptute the radiative flux and its divergence according to
i k.F(k,t) - i fdjk d I(k,d,t) d d
o (dl
1

(7)

Equation (2) is then obtained by using a linear
approximation for the Planck function B
T (x,t) = < T > + 0(xt)
B
B)
+
(x,t) (8)
B (< T ,)
)
Bj T(x,t) - B. (T
AT
no contribution to the evolution of fluctuations.
From (5)-(8), it follows that (11)

A

and introduces a linear dissipative term in the
equations for the rate of change of temperature
fluctuations 0 (x,t).
In the Fourier space, this equation and the
one for the 5pectrum of temperature variance EL.'
in homogeneous and isotropic turbulence read:

ik
k

(4)

G . being the Green function

MIN)

01
ai~~ T!t,.fc

-

(x,dt)-B (T(xt))

:fo_

ALRI
, k,

(f

le, ) (
/(p

(K,:

.ts

(

,v]

T

(9)

In the "grey atmosphere" approximation (K
this expression reduces to (8) :

Long-wave radiative cooling is described (6,e.
by the divergence of the radiative flux F

N(k) Q(kt)
k0t

I

0

Some consequences of the appearance of such a
subrange are discussed.

2

-K

(k,dt) = G

inertial" range ( - 5/3).

+ D k ) 0(k,t) = *(/t

-

where K#
the coefficient of absorption at frequency
, is proportional to the mean concentration
V f >
of the absorber, and has the dimension of a
wave-number. B., is the Planck function wich is the
appropriate source term in case of loc..' thermodynamical local equilibrium (L.T.E.).
Fourier transform. of equation (4), respectively to x, leads then to

PR smaller than t=is critical value, radiative dissipation becomes of prime importance.
Local and non-local interactions, as analyzed
by Lesieur and Schertzer (10), are discussed relatively to their influence.
For radiative Prandtl number P larger than
P
. local interaction are dominan as in the usual
inertial-inertial" range (i.e. inertial for the
temperature and velocity fields). Simple henomenological models of non linear transfer of temperature
variance may be used (it) to model the pertubed temperature spectrum.
On the contrary for lower P , non-local interactions become predominant and lead to the existence
of an "inertial-radiative" subrange.
In this subrange, which is included within the
velocity inertial range, a balance occurs between
radiative dissipation (which is not of a pertubative
nature anymore) and a non-local part of the nonlinear transfer of temperature variance,
The temperature variance spectrum has then a
slo'e notably steeper ( <-3)*ianinthe usual "inertial-

* I

Ee(k,t) - -2 N(k) E,(k,t)+T,(k,t) (3)

where T*(kt) is the non-linear transfer term of
scalar variance, D. the molecular diffusivity, and
N(k) is the radiatLve dissipative term. It is worthwile to notice that N(k) modifies the Green function
of (2), so that it intervens implicitely in the expression of T@(k,t). We will precise this point later.
The reason for this relatively simple radiative
term is that the radiative transfer equation (e.g. 12)
is linear with respect to I9 (xd,t), the specific
intensity at point x of rays traveling in the direction d (Idj - 1)

Two-point analytical closures have been successfully developped for the study of a passively advected scalar as the temperature field
see Leslie (1)
for review, and (2) - (5) for new developments .
These closuces should provide a systematic tool
for the study of interaction between turbulence and
long-wave radiation. Coantic (6) analyzes extensively the importance of this interaction in the context of geophysical flows. This interaction seems
especially important in nocturnal planetary boundary layers Andrg et al. (7), since the radiative
destruction rate of temperature variance, X, is
then of the same order as the molecular oneT(.
We first discuss a direct derivation in [he
Fourier space for the divergence of the radiative
flux. Due to the fact that the radiative transfer
equation is linear, Fourier space is rather convenient to obtain such a result, which has been first
obtained by Spiegel (8).
A phenomenological approach, slightly different
from the one used by Schved (9), points out the existence of a critical regime.
We characterize it by a critical "radiative
Piandtl number" P c For radiative Prandtl number

g.)

2

A

K [4 - (N/
k

4 a

T)

/

-K),

(.4,-,(A/k)(
(10)

3

C

Though the approximation of grey atmosphere is
not too badly suited for the case of stellar atmospheres (12), it is not accurate enough for the earth
atmosphere. In this last case, the dependency on
frequency
of the absorption coefficient K # may
classically be taken into account by statistical models of absorption bands (13). The frequency spectrum is then divided into independent bands of frequencies &,
In each band, K
is considered as
the cumulatie absorption due to randomly distributed lines of absorption, each line having a ran-

(2)

v(j,t) O(j,t) d
p + I

9.20

domly distributed intensity. Accurate modeling of
N (k) can thus be performed (13) for water vapour
in the case of the earth atmosphere for infra red
radiatior. As a first approximation, and following
Simonin (14), K
will be taken as its average value
K. in the 1 -th band of characteristic frequency 4j:

Figure
I
indicate, in log-log plots, thc
behaviour cf N (k) in the precited cases and will be
further commented in the next section.
At this point, we have to emphasize that we have
neglected the fluctuations of the concentration of
the absorber, as usualy done (13).

Aa
IT)
(4nlec (
A
We will refer to this last approximation, in the
rest of the text, by the expression of "non grey
atmosphere".
In each case, it is possible to define the two

3. PHENOMENOLOGY
Classicaly (e.g. : 3), the local characteristic
time of turbulent advection is :
Y
)
(16 )
(
(

T e(k

classical limits (6) :
(i) the opaque limit

0
O

..o

,: (11 ;A k R
%
D ( ) ' 1 ; o ft(0 3, v AC,v
(ii) the transparent limit:
~

N( I

f'{ &) NJ

;

A

N( ).- *

,

while the molecular-conductive and radiative ones

(12)

are respectively :4
(Do

[(17)

T~ ( )

where D. is the molecular diffusivitv. Recalling that

k(13)

the thermal Prandtl number is defined by
" /
/(
PT =
DO(18)

We may define a radiative diffusivity at each
2
wave number ,a{x).
by :
h/ (&) /

g

it

( 7 being the kinematic viscosity) we may define a

(14)

In the case of a grey atmosphere, the Planck
mean absorption coefficient K and the Rosseland one,
KR, are both equal to K.
P
On the contrary, Goody (13) indicates that for
the case of water vapour absorption in the lower
104.
atmosphere, one has : K/K R .

"radiative Prandtl number" PR by (see equation 12)
(19)
The inverses of theses times are plotted in
. A critical regime is obtained when
figure I
the two curves Te(k) and T-R(k) are approximately
tangent or intersect.
cnThe possible point of tangency gives a certain

kc
0,'

critical wave number kc

10-

#A

c.

& Lol
o

j(&

/Ak

-

/3

(20)

(in case of a grey atmosphere : k = 2.4768.. .K).
When an intersection occurs, we obtain a subrange [ k , kg7 inside which radiative effects are pre-

............ A ..........

sumably of prime importance, because r Rk) is the
IO.4

/
10.71

/T

'maxR

•' em

t

.

1e7
.
(0))aZ,( S

7

from Goody's computa-

In the case of a grey atmosphere, using crude
(but rather accurate) approximations of N (k) corresponding to its two limits (equations 12 and 13) we

2.2

26
26

may approximate k

and kt by :

"" /Defo)"',

characteristic times (normalized by

l:

.D

that we may estimate P _*10tions (13), when PT%1.

/

k/ki
F

smaller characteristic time. The first point of interk is on the side of opaque limit (small k),
the secons one, k , on the side of the transparent
limit (large k). bf course, if the intersection of
Me (k) and T W(k)occurs at a wave-number k' smalcharacterizes the
let than kt, k t , instead of k
end of the precited
subrange. It must be noticed,

0section

'

(

L/C

In any case (grey or non-grey atmospheres), the
D (0) k2

".;--:

non

y

*e

and T"
is obtained
case of tangency between "
" of the rate of destrucfor the critical value

.

tion of turbulent energy satisfying [k c being defi-

-

ned by (20)

The main effect of this difference between K
and KR is that there exists a large subrange of P

.7

t(2

wave-numbers such that :

C

(I'
P
(213)
(15)
As we will see later, the indicated value (2/3) will

and for E lower than E, we have a critical regime. The relationship (21) can be adimensionalized,

be of prime importance,

by noting that in any case we may write

9,21

w'I

)

A/KC

l(0)

As noted earlier (1.,

(2W

K being some characteristic absorption coefficient,
of
ancd, in the same time', some wave number (because
as soon noted). In our study, we
its dimension,
2

KC

choose

p

in case of a non grey

atmosphere k I may be near of k V
of F(k)
This explains the linear dependency
2
on Log (k/kI) observed on figure .. Equations (30)
and (27) explain that the radiative dissipation
spectrum is rather flat in an area preserving plot
(

. Using the classical relations

It

).

)

(e.g.

-1
is the Kolmo(where Re is the Reynolds number. k
gorov length-scale, kI is the wave number of injection turbulent kinetic energy),one obtains for the
critical relationship:

(

...

=

X

(23)
Pc

..

j

being what we call the "critical radiative

Prandtl". The existence of the subrange r k ,k .7
is obtained when r is replaced by ( in (23?.
the radiative
convenient way to say it, is that
Prandtl is lower than its critical value defined by
(23) for the given Reynolds number and ratio of scales (K /k ). Otherwise, we could speak of a critical
:
Reynolds number, or a critical rat'c

N

4. LOCAL INTERACTIONS

C

cis

26

Cc.o.

(26)

being the Corrsin-Obukhov constant. The

( () =

-

2 WLk) E0 t ) 4

t fmean
It follows that :
".
"-

'r-

. C o

,

J4a'

In the physical space, non local interactions
interactions between very different scales. In
the Fourier space a precise definition can be given

,,

(e.g. : 10),

.1(28)

I!

(31)

where a is some fixed parameter defining the ampLrude of non-localness.
Suppose now, as the local analysis of the preceding section shows it. that around k the slope of
temperature spectrum becomes steeper. The main
contribution for the non-linear flux I (k,t), k ko

)

I

i.e. a triad (k, p, q) is non local if:

min (k,p,q) / max (k,pq) a ,NI

i.e. a slight modification, with respect to the
usual inertial-inertial range.
It may further be approximated, for non critical regime, in noting that in a certain subrange
[k I , k ) around k we have (due to the definition
of tis wave numberc, see (21)
ths wthe
of1
(29)
aIc
Thus

k/,c'
k 1,

5. NON LOCAL INTERACTIONS : AN "INERTIAL-RADIATIVE"
SUBRANGE

(27)
.

Nik]

12

intervening in ; (k) are no more locally divergent.
Lousely speaking, what is on the left of the spectrum may wheight more than the rest on the right.
point is totally missed by phenomenological models leading to (25), even if T" is replaaccount the dissiced by a time scale taking into
pative one (15).

variation of the flux X (k), with respect to k, is
due to the radiative dissipation as a quasi-equilibrium is obtained by an injection of a flux ?( of
temperature variance at wave-number kI :

a

|6

ly no more guarantee that the local interactions
predominant. For instance, if the slope of the spectrum becomes steeper than -3, the spectrum of the
Og (k) is then concentrated
temperature gradient
in scales larger than ko-. Thus, some integrals

.4 il
-This

1

the spectrum may largely change. There is consequentare

S(

,

1

x

fi.3 : weak radiative effet (grey atmosphere)
1 O f 10 - 3
c/
:
PR
K - 2.k I ; PR
; - - : globaltemperature
flux
global energy
......
local temperature variance fluxvariance flux ; - . : non local one
(or P near of P c)
As soon as t is near of
equations (28) or (30) shows that the exponent of

Dimensionnal analysis, or examination of the
local divergence of this flux in the framework of
two-point closures (5), leads to :
(25)
to Ta
Et ((5-')
or :

"

I

e

(i.e. for "small" radiative

, oriance
'
expected that the transfer of
ceractions,
c
in Fourier space is dominated v I
n'c 'i.e- (e.g. 2
as in the case of a simply a
s
such as
or 5 ). .at is to say, tri..... ;-...
tion for the
r.
give the predomir ,..
k -p -q
,' i>,0the non-linear
non-linear transfer term T
flyx of temperature variance in scales smaller than
0
:
(24)
t',t)
T
S(J ()

----

E:.

-ia-O..
Rc

"....

For wave-numbers smaller r- ......
tive Prandtl P larger than it!,

.'

are given by non local triads of interactions (k, ,
corresponding to triple correlations,&(k)O(p)(1))

.)

).((with
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P4co cqw(

Using the techniquedevelopped in Lesieur and
it to (3), as partialy
Schertzer (10) and applying
done in Larchevique et al. (3), the
NL correspondirg
t , created by the
flux
local
part FDNL of the non
non local interactions, is of an "eddy diffusivity"

10

type,ie.b1

q/
where E (k,t) is the energy spectrum and
is the characteristic time of relaxation of
correlation CO(k) e(p) U (_)>.
In the velocity-inertial range, we have, following Larchevque et al. ( 3) :

Ic

TA

oat

I0i

Nil) tI tpj
T,(1) -t

0fi~le
.=
4- 1C44

\

/
"

(34)

By derivation, with respect to k, (33)leads to
the non local part of tne transfer term :

T
De

,)
(21- F_

)

~

e

r

.

e(|,k

35)

(kra) being the eddy-diffusivity, taking into

f(A,'

):

3Lfj

,,

E

(

:
(36)

As soon as k is larger than ko, i.e. N(k)!P.', (%e
-k,p,k may be approximated by :
4
(3)
P -C(

,

)

k/

26

2

spectra for non grey atmosphere

(K c = 2 ki, PR
0 ) : Due to (37), we have
oh
)
(,
) <
N

E(k,t); ,

<

-

.4,,

: E (k,t)
4J(41)

(Nr being the "renormalized radiative dissipative
term), we may approximate (38) by
(

On the other hand, we may introduce the "renorDRr (using the renoralized radiative
malizaton
languagediffusivity"
(16) - (18) D
Dr
ft

1

if6

account the influences of scales smaller than
- l
:
(k/a)
on the scale k

It,

)

(

)
3I)

cf, (42)

)11,(k,I I
k(&)
- 0 (,

N(

(43)

As noted earlier, equation (40),
the non-local
equilibrium described tends to create an apparent
range near k t , if this wavenumber is far enough in the transparent limit, i.e.
N(k ) % N( v). For k > kt, a real inertial-inertial
to kD , the Corrinsubrange takes place up

I
(37)
~,"inertial-inertial"

DKk)

It must be stressed that, equation (37) gives
a false appearance of a simple addivity between the
inderadiative diffusivity and an eddy-diffusivity,
This is clearpendant of the radiative diffusivity.
ly not the case: an increase in DR implies (34,36) a
e. We will coment later this impordecrease in
tant point.
DRe

of
Obukhov wave-number. In this range the flux A
temperature variance which is cascading towaras kD
is of course the part of the flux which is left

is the leading part of
If we suppose that TNL
0
the transfer term T0 , its , alance with the radia-

after destruction by radiative dissipation effects,
and which will be destroyed by molecular diffusivity.

tive dissipation can be written, with the help of
(35, 36 and 37), as :
o
3 8)

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Above the critical radiative Prandtl number P

Equation (38) ensures the existence of an "inertial-range" between k and k :
Er,
t)
(39)
.t
Because of (36, 37), (38) could be roughly approximated by :

for which advective and radiative time scales are
equal, see (23), radiative cooling has only a slight
pertubative effect on temperature variance spectrum.
It introduces a small exponential coi ction (a small
power correction near k , N(k ) -k L1) to the
5
spectrum. This
temperature inerFial range
k range survives, though the flux of temperature va-

e

21) J

(tAt)% (4/3)CK f(40)
where we use the convergence of .,
(k )

o,/

l

i.e.

riance is no more constant as the radiative dissi-

40)'

pation occurs through all the range. The analysis
made in section 4, see (28), leads to the following
estimation of the molecular dissipation of temperature variance
D, compared to its injected flux X
iec4,te flu
ed
v
, I ON
/
)

jL(k) .

0

After k , (40) indicates a return to k -5u3
law which is reached around kt, if this wave-number
is far enough in the transparent limit (r Qo).
Figure 3 shows that in the subrange [ k0 ,kt .7
the exponent of the temperature spectrum remains
nearly equal to -3, because r remains itself nearly
equal to 2/3.

L
For PR lower than PRC, i.e. larger radiative
dat e
larger a
pc
diffusivity. the

diffsivtythespectrum is largely affected by the

appearance of an "inertial-radiative" subrange. Non
local interactions predominate and determine the
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behaviour of the temperature spectrum. The slope of
the spectrum being nearly a constant steeper than -3.
In the case we have studied, water-vapour in lower
atmosphere, this exponent remains very near to -3.
For different absorbers, or different conditions,
the value of this exponent could be very different
because it depends largely, see (38) - (40), on the
behaviour of N(k), the radiative dissipative term.
And, for instance, if N(k) is steeper than the
one we used, non-local interactions will be more
effective than in our study.
In any case, the variance of the temperature
gradient is mainly concentrated on scales larger
or smaller than k -'(if, of course, an
than k
inertial-inertial subrange still developps for k )kt,
i.e. if ktwk D )'
scle does

lager
th
beaviur o
th
On te oherhand
by rh aitier
afedaiu
othsem tood mh

6. Coantic, M.F., "Interaction between Turbulence-and Radiation", An Introduction to Turbulence
in Geophysics, and Air-Sea Interactions, AGARD ograh
No.232, 1978, pp. 175-236.
7. Andr6, J.C., De Moor, G., Lacarrere, P.,
R., "odeling the 24-hour
Therry, G. and Du Varhat
Evolution of the Mean and Turbulent Structures of
the Planetary Boundary, Layer", Journal of Atmospheric Sciences, vol. 35, No. 10, 1978, pp. 18611883.
8. Spiegel, E.A., "The smoothing of temperature
fluctuations by radiative transfer", Astrophysical
Journal, Vol. 165, 1957, pp. 202-207.
9. Schved, G.M., "Influence of Radiative Transfer on certain Types of Motion in Planetary Atmospheres", Advances in Heat Transfer, Vol.14, 1978,
pp.

249-280.
10. Lesieur, M.,

Schertzer, D.,

"Amortissement

autosimilaire d'une turbulence A grand nombre de
Reynolds", Journal de Mdcanioue, Vol. 17, No.4,1978,

of gmuch affected by radiative
ransfe inte cse
Thus the
rathoatmosphere.
ratio of dissipation times609-646.
/1.F
K
2.2) in stationnar
remains nearly a constant CR
case. This is not the same for non grey atmosphere,
where R may reach 3.5. This difference seems to rely
on the fact that in non grey atmoshere the opaque
us the
limit (small k) is ver slowly reachedb
balance, which occurs between the "beating-ter" and
the eddy-diffusivi y in the large scales (see (.)

Coantic, M.F., Simonin, D., and Schertzer,
D., "Effet du rayonnement infra-rouge sur la turbulence de temperature : Ftructure spectrale et taux
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14. Simonin, 0., "Les interactions turbulence-

It must be stressed that a cumulative effect of
radiative dissipation and molecular one, as model e
by Andr6 et al. (7) remains doubtfull due to our remarks on the way the radiative diffusivity is renor-

rayonnement dans les basses c-uches de l'atmosph~re
claire", rapport D.E.A., Ecole Nationale Sup~rieure
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de Techniques Avancges, Paris,
15. Hill, R.J., "Models of the scalar spectrum
for turbulent advection", Journal of fluid Mechanics,

effects, the characteristic times of eddy-diffusivity
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corresponding study made by Kraichnan (46) in the
case of low thermal Prandtl number.
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malized

(37).
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TURBULEN/CE MEASUREMENTS IN AN AXISYTIRIC BUOYANT JET

Fumimeru Ogino, Hiromi Takeuchi,

Masaru Ohki and Tokuro Mizushina
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ABSTRACT

= time-averaged value

Measurements were made of the turbulent fluctuations of vertical velocity and temperature in vertical round buoyant jets. The jets were heated water
jets with exit densimetric Froude numbers ranging
from 1.3 t6 3240. Measurements were carried out with
two film probes.
One probe was maintained at a constant temperature and the other was operated as a
resistance thermometer.
The axial variations of the intensities of velocity and temperature fluctuations and of the streamwise turbulent heat flux in the established flow
region of the buoyant jet are presented.
It was f3.md
that they were well correlated with a scaling law
pruposed by Chen and Rodi.
The radial distributions
of the three turbulent properties are also presented.
The results show satisfactory similarity profiles in
both non-buoyant and plume regions but there is a
certain difference in the shapes between the two
regions.

INTRODUCTION

= time-averaged temperature, K
_ ,Fr(TmT)/(ToT_ )
=#
rcomprehensive
U
= time-averaged velocity in x-direction, m/s
Urn# - /FrUm/Uo
u
= fluctuating velocity in x-direction, m/s

The vertical buoyant jet discharged intc: a uniform ste.gnant environment is one of the mzst L..
tant flow patterns related with the environmental
heat transfer.
A number of methods have been proposed for calculating the practically important cases of turbulent buoyant jets, ranging from simle empirical
formulae to complex models involving prtial
differential equations.
The more advanced methods attempt
to model details of the turbulent motion (1-3).
However, they have not yet been tested widely for
buoyant jets because of lack of sufficiently reliable and accurate experimental data.
Measurements have been made of the time-averaged velocity at the axis of the vertical round bucyant jet by Ogino et al. (LK)and time-averaged terierature by a number of experimenters, the results
showing that the measured values follow a scaling 1aproposed by Chen and Rodi (5).
Only few data on turbulence quantities are
available and they are restricted mostly to the nonbuoyant jets.
For the plume, both velocity and teperature fluctuations have been measured by George
et al. (6) and Nakagome and Hirata (7).
Those experimental results have been reviewed in detail by then
and Rodi (1).
The purpose of this paper is to present more
result of the measurements of vertical
velocity fluctuations, temperature fluctuations and
streamwise turbulent heat flux for the vertical round
buoyant jet in a uniform temperature ambient.

urn# =

EXPERIMEMTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDUYRE

NO,2IGCLA T)RE
= discharge nozzle

Fr
g
r
Re

=
=
=
=

diameter,

m

U0 '-/[ (To-T.)dOg] = discharge Troude number
2
gravitational acceleration, m/s
radial coordinate, m
doU0 0 /i 0 = Reynolds number

T
Tm

u-=
Z;6 m#
X
=
#
X
x
=
8
-

e
#

LB.
p

F

,/

/U 0

streamwise turbulent heat flux, mK/s
= Fr!m/(U
0 (T 0 -T_)]
vertical distance from virtual source, m
X/dc-vFr
vertical coordinate, m
coefficient of volume expansion, 1/K
temperature fluctuation, K
2

/Fr /6m /(T 0 - T.)
= viscosity, Pa.s
3
= density, kg/m

Subscripts
m
- value at jet centerline
O
- value at jet discharge
- ambient value
Superscripts

The experimental apparatus is shown schematically in Fig. 1.
The test tank was constructed of
transparent acrylic plates with internal dimensions
of 2 m long, I m wide and 1 m deep. Wall thickness
was 2.0 cm.
Filtered city water was used as ambient fluid and
its temperature was kept uniform during the measurements. For jet flows, three contraction nozzles of
different diameters, 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 cm, were used,
so that a wide range of Froude number was covered.
The jet fluid was also city water which was heated in
a heater and of which temperature was regulated at

310 - 330 K in a head tank.

Flow rate was measured

by a calibrated orifice meter.
The velocity and temperature were
measured with
two I-type film probes (TSI 1210-20W) at neighboring
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locations in the flow. The spacing of these two
probes was 1 mm. The velocity signal was obtained by

by about 10% at r/X-0.l (9).
Rey.,olds numbers at the nozzle exit ranged from
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m
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dagrm

QVelocity
I

Outpt fn

Temperature

I

]Statistical

Fi.2
Fig. I Schematic drawing of the experimental

Computation

Block diagram of data acquisition system
sad data reduction pro.ed-ure

apparatus
1 Test tank, 2 Contraction nozzle, 3 Probe

support, 4 Traverser, 5 Needle valve,
6 Orifice meter, 7,9 Head tank, 8 Heater

22o0 to 4390 and the discharge Froude numbers were
1.3 to 3240.
ECRI..NTAL FISULTS .ND

a constant temperature anemometer (DISA 55M10), while
the temperature signal was obtained by a constant
zurrent anemometer (DISA 55LM20) operated as a resistance bridge. The outputs from both anemometers were
stored in a data recorder (TEAC R-400) and converted
to digital signals (FACOM U-200) with a frequency of
200 z.
.he velocity-temperature calibration curve was
then used for calculation of the actual velocity
signal from the instantaneous constant temperature
anemometer output. A block diagram of the measurenent procedure is shown in Fig. 2.
The frequency response of the temperature probe
-was estimated to be roughly 400 Hz (2). For comparizon, the estimated frequency of the energy containing eddies was roughly 40 Hz and that of Kolmogorov
=zroscale was about 300 Hz. Since the velocity
probe was operated at constant temperature, its
frequency response was orders of magnitude better
tnan the temperature probe.
An error estimate by measured values of skewness
and turbulence intensity indicates that the measured
values of .MS of vertical velocity fluctuations may
be inderestimated by about 3% at the jet axis and

Axial Variation of the intensity of the Vertical
Velocity -uctuations
The measured values of the relative intensity of
vertical velocity fluctuations at the centerline of
the buoyant jet are plotted in Fig. 3 along with the
experimental results of other investigators
,!0-.3).
As discussed by Chen et al. (3) the turbulent
intensity first decays and then increases in the zone
of flow establishment. The initial decay is due to
the fact that the flow at the nozzle exit is uniformly
flat and is being accelerated by a buoyant force. In
this condition there will be no generation of turbulence. When the turbulent kinetic energy generated
in the mixing layer reaches the centerline by diffusion, the turbulent intensity increases and after the
flow is established it then decays again.
The experimental results of the authors,
Oosthuizen (13), Nakagome et al. and the result of
Corrsin et al. (10) obtained in the jet of large
temperature difference at the nozzle exit confirm this
expectation, whereas the experimental results obtained
in the jet of small temperature/concentration difference by Corrsin et al. and Mcuaid et al. (11) show
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DISCUSSION

il

the continued increase of the relative intensity of

data. For comparison between the decay of the intensity of the axial velocity fluctuations and that of
the time-averaged centerline velocity, the mes-ured
result of U m is also depicted in Fig. 4. Three regions shown in Fig. 4 are respectively non-buoyant,
intermediate and plume regions and the demarcations
three regions have been determined by the timeaveraged velocity and temperature measurements by

0.4
rt Cd

WO

rta
tal

0.3-

OoothumenOIof

0.20.1

Ogino et al. (4).
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Fr.
368

It is seen from Fig. L that the e erimental data
fall on a single curve and the ratio Vum /Um is con-

,

133
747

0

stant, the value being 0.2Z, over the whole range
from non-buoyant to plume regions. The empirical
equations of the intensity of the axial velocity
fluctuations are given by
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Fig. 3 Axial variation of relative intensity of
velocity fluctuations
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Um# = 1.3 (X#)
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5 < X#

vertical velocity fluctuations because they have been
obtained in the jet with negligible buoyancy.
However, all of the results show that the relative intensity approaches to a constnat value beyond
x/d D of 20 to 30. The asymptotic value of 0.23 is
presented by Oosthuizen and 0.28 by Chen and Rodi (8).
The axial variation of the RMS values of the
velocity fluctuations at the centerline of the established jet flow region, normalized with the scaling
law proposed by Chen and Rodi (2), is shown in Fig. L.
The abscissa is the normalized distance from the
virtual source which have been determined from a plot
of (:O-T)/(Tm-T)
vs. x/d0 at the region of 4<,id,
20 as the intercept of the resulting straight line
and the x/dO coordinate,

I.

-

_ 5

un# = 0.76 (X#(

-

(3
')

It should be noted that eq. (3) is not conclusive
because of insufficient data in the plurne region.
However, an analysis by Chen et al. (3) predicts that
the turbulent kinetic energy is proport.ional tc
2 , 3
(X#), suggesting the intensity of the axia. velocity fluctuations to be proportional to (X#7 ° "
The dashed line depicted in Fig. L show the variation
of um# calculated from the result of Chen et al.,
which predicts higher values than the present exp.erimental data in the intermediate and plume regions.
Axial Variation of the Intensitv of Temrerature
Fluctuations
The experimental result on the axial variation
of the relative intensity of temperature fluctuations
is pre le
t e in tFi. 5.
is presented in Fig. 5. For comparison, the results
of some other investigators (6, 7, 10-12, li-i
are
shown in Fig. 5 including the measurements of
concentration fluctuations.
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temperature fluctuations
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Fig.

4 velocity
Axial variation
of normalized intensity of
fluctuations
vtotic

The experimental results of Oosthuizen and
Corrsin et al. show a fair agreement with the present

Although the results show much larger scatter
than the results on that of velocity fluctuations, the
relative intensities of temperature fluctuations for
smaller Froude numbers seem to attain higher asympvalues while those for larger Froude numbers,
the jet with negligible buoyancy, the lower values.
Chen .ad
2 Rodi (8) have recommended as asymptotic value
of Vem /(Tm-T.) 0.21 to 0.24 for the non-buoyant jet,
but the relatively high values of 0.35 to 0.4 have
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A

been reported by George et al. and Nakagome et al.
for the plume. This fact suggests that the relative
intensity of the temperature fluctuations at the
centerline of the buoyant jet may vary from about 0.2
in the non-buoyant region to about 0.3 - 0.4 in the
lume region.
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Fig. 7 Axial variation of nornalized strea;wise
turbulent heat flux

Fig. 6 Axial variation of normalized intensity
of temperature fluctuations
In Fig. 6 the normalized intensities of temperature fluctuations in the established region of the
buoyant Jet are plotted against the normalized distance from the virtual source. The present experimental lata and those of Corrsin _t al. fall again
closely on a single curve and empirical equations are
given by
X#4x
()
(x#)
.#= 1.2
:<# 5

1

~

1.0

I

k-

Fr

I

Fr.

13.3
VV 3.68
43.1

(5)
= 3.5 (X#)-5/3
5 _
:e listinction of the nor-buoyant and intermediate
re*;ior.s zaanct be noted in the decay of the intensity
;f te==eratu.re fluctuations within the accuracy of

0
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,20.1

.e&asr=eents.
The tir'e-w',eraged temperature at the centerline
a also ti'edin Fic ;. 6, -_romwhich it is seen
.'tterltve intensity of the tempsrati:-e flucuati~ns varies from 3.25 in the non-buoyant region
to .37 in the .lu.e region.
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Figure 7 shows the axial variation of the streamwtse turtUent heat flux at the jet axis. The experimental data are correlated into a single line in the
clot of Fig. 7nd no distinction is observed between
empirical equation is expressed
three regions. The
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George et al. reported the value of the correla9.28
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streamwise turbulent heat flux in the non-buoyant
region as usually observed in the jet with negligible

tion coefficient of the streamwise heat flux being
0.65 at the jet axis and this value is in good agreement with the present experimental data in the nonbuoyant and plume regions as shown in Fig. 8.
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of vertical velocity fluctuations

01

Fig. 6. The solid lines are obtained from eqs. (l) -rX
The calculated line in the plume region is not
(6).
conclusive because the empirical equations for the
plume region are based on the insufficient data.
The experimental data of the ratio umem/Um(Tm-T_)
are also plotted in Fig. 8 along with the calculated
lines. The ratio varies approximately in proportion
to X1/3 over the whole range of the buoyant jet.
Rad'l Distributions of the Intensities of the
Vertical Velocity and Temperature Fluctuations and
the Streamwise Heat Flux
The radia, distributions of the intensities of
vertical velocity and temperature fluctuations and of
the
* streamwise turbulent heat flux are shown in Figs.
9, 10 and 11, respectively. These turbulence properties are non-dimensionalized with Um and Tm-T. and
plotted against the non-dimensional lateral distance
r/X.
The results show satisfactory similarity pro2 and ue in both non-buoyant and
files of/u- ,
plume regions, but the shapes of the profiles are
different between the two regions. The profiles in
the plume region are narrower than those in the nonbuoyant region for all three turbulent properties.
There exists off-axis peak in the profiles of the
intensity of the temperature fluctuations and the

Fig. 10

Nkio

A

.tia

tl

m
ee

l

Radial distributions of relative
intensity of temperature fluctuations

buoyancy (10, lj, 15, 17, 18), whereas nearly constant
values are observed over the center portion of the
jet in the plume region.
For comparison the experimental results obtained
in Figs.of9,the10
investigators
by
andother
11 from
which it isare
seenalso
thatshown
the shapes
of the
thepsapes
tht
andi11 fr
littlelevel
turbulent properties
for three experimenters,
profiles different
for the
except vary
between
of the dimensionless properties as was discussed already by considering the values at the axis.
CONCLUSIONS
'l) The intensities of the vertical velocity and
temperature fluctuations and the streamwise turbulent
heat flux at the axis of the vertical round buoyant
jet are correlated well with the same scaling law as
that used for correlating the time-averaged centerline
velocity and temperature.
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The ratio

/'jmiUm(Tm-T)

veries approxi-

mately in proportion to XI / 3 over the whole range of
the buoyfnt0,et.
(3) The radial distributions of the intensities
of the vertical velocity and temperature fluctuations
and the streamwise heat flux show similarity profiles
in both non-buoyant and plume regions, but there is
a certain difference in shapes of the profiles
between the two regions.
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ABSTLACT
e

vertical co-ordinate
= T - T>
Kinematic viscosity m2 /s
Disturbance kinematic viscosity n-s
= (xs-xo)/U.(t-t,)
(x, = -0.I ' , r' nondimensional longitudinal co-ordinate
Velocity potential m2 /s

Velocity and temperature fields associated with
a turbulent spot developing in a laminar boundarv
laver reveal a number of similar features. With
ensemble averaging periormed with respect to a particular feature of the spot, the similarity between ensemble averaged longitudinal velocity and temperature
is examined by considering the respective equations
for these ensemble averaged quantities. The pressure
gradient associated with the spot disturbance may be
significant while the measured diffusivities of mementr and heat for the disturbance indicate values for
their ratio which are significantly larger than unity.

v

NO .C LAThLF

Averaging Symbols

c
f

<.-

h
P
Pr
R*
T
,T
t
U
u
%
v
W
x
xs
Y
a
ad

Pressure coefficient
A non-dimensional function, f' = <U>/U. - 1
= U./'].
Spot height, maximum height
of M contour Y/-T m
2
Kinelatic pressure m /s
Molecular Prandtl number
Reynolds number based on U. and momentum thickness derived from <U> profiles
Temperature °K
= T, -1,. 'K
Time
Instantaneous longitudinal velocity m/s
= U - U
m/s
Instantaneous normal velocity m/s
= V - <X'> m/s
Instantaneous spanwise velocity m/s
Lcngitudinal direction m
Distance from spark m
Normal direction m
Spanwise direction m
Molecular thermal diffusivitv m2/s
2
Disturbance thermal diffusivity m /s
=
(z-:o)/U.(t-to) (to = -0.02 s, z o = 0 m)
non-dimensional spanwise co-ordinate
= (y-yo)/Uf(t-to)
(yo = 0 m) non-dimensional

'd
I

Subscripts
Q
o
t
w

Laminar
Evaluated at virtual origin
Turbulent
Evaluated
wall
Evaluated at
in free stream

Ensemble average
Conventional average
Ensemble average relative to lardnar value
11
<U> - 1, and T = <T - T,).

INRODUCTION
In recent investigations [Van Atta
Helland (
Antonia ct aZ (2)] use was made of a passive temperature-tagging technique to provide some insight into
the structure and mixing processes within a turbulent
spot. The spot was artificially generated in a laminar
boundary layer which developed over a heated flat platt.
Temperature measurements obtained in these investigations complemented previous velocity measurements of
%Wgnanski et ,f (3) and Cantwell r! L: (4).
Contours
of the ensemble-averaged temperature disturbance measured relative to the laminar undisturbed (Pohlhausen,
profile Tj(y) were found to be strongly anti-correlated
with corresponding contours of the longitudinal velocity disturbance, measured relative to the Blasius profile Uj(y). Using the conical similarity co-ordinates
introduced by Cantwell c, ,:,(4), Van .tta , Helland
(1) observed a striking coincidence of the maxima and
minima in the temperature disturbance contours meas-
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ured on the centreline of the spot with the two stable
foci or points of accumulation in the particle paths
calculated by Cantell
_z' (4).
The positions of
the temperature maima could not howeter be satisfactorily explained in terms of the centreline particle
paths.
In the present paper, ensemble averaged velocity and temperature fields are compared in a manner
similar to that used in considering the analogy between momentum.and heat transfer in a fully turbulent
boundary layer over a heated flat plate. Equations
for ensemble averaged temperatures and longitudinal
velocities are first examined and measured values of
disturbance diffusivities for momentum and heat are
subsequently presented and discussed.
ANT)CONDITIONS
EXERIEEN-AL ARRANGEET

V

=

V>

.

v

T

=

<T>

+

e

where u, v, e can be identified with the background
(random) turbulent fluctuations.
Experimental estimates of <U>, <\'> and <T> were obtained by first determining the leading edge of the spot and then anplying
the ensemble averaging operation after aligning individual realizations of U, V and T with respect to the
leading edge. Using the above deconposizion, the omentizn and temperature equations for the disturbance
(organized) field can be written, at least on the plane
of symmetry (where <W> is assumed to be :ero, of the
spot

n, c,were
Conical similarity co-ordinates
introduced [Cantwell et al (4)] in an attempt to describe the unsteady velocity field associated with the
spot in terms of c, n, and 4 only. Although conical
co-ordinates are used to present data in a later section, it should be noted that the modified similarity
co-ordinates proposed by Sokolov et al (5) leads to a
better representation of the velocity and temperature
fields than the conical similarity transformation.
For the present experiments, the virtual origins (x0,
Yo, z0 , to) were found [Antonia et al (2)] to be
approximately given by (-0.10 m, 0, 0, -0.02 s).

In the presence of the quasi-periodic disturbance
due to the spot, U, V and temperature T are written
-

<U>

<----

u

,

,

=

9

U
" -'

a<T>

U
U

at

-

;y

a,T>
)
;y

-

a<T>._
;.

+

-<T

v 't

;v
Note that, although the laminar boundar- layer develops
with zero streawise pressure gradient, the (knematic,
pressure gradient appears in (1) as a result of the
organized pressure field produced by the spot. The
quantities <uv> and <-e> may be interpreted as the
shear stress and heat flux that arise from the background fluctuations which rise on the disturbance. If
disturbance diffusivities for momentum and heat, denoted by vd and ad respectively, are introduced such that
-

<U(3,
vd

.

ay.

a<T>
-d aax'
0

<ve>

the ratio Vd/t may be identified with a Prandtl nu ber
turbuen d
ran e in arto
the caT/only used
T in azeropresure
turbulent Prandtl number Prt
a zero pressure
T
in
An exact analogy between U and
gradient turbulent boundary layer, with identical
origins for the momentun and thermal fields, would
require that both Pr and Prt are equal to uaity.
Similarly (1) and (2), with assumptions (3) and (4),
suggest that an exact analogy between <U> and <T>
requires that a<P>/ax is zero, v = a or Pr = l, vd =3d
and that the momenttun and thermal fields associated
with the disturbance have identical origins. This last
requirement is approximately satisfied in the present
case since the laminar momentum and thermal layers have
the same physical origin.

The general similarity between velocity and temperature disturbances, relative to the laminar profiles,
is in evidence in Fig. I which shows contours of U/U.
and i/AT obtained at xs - 1.06 m. The height of the
spot is taken, somewhat arbitrarily, as the maximun
height (- 2.25 cm) of the 1%contour of T/AT. Time
t* - 0 corresponds to the arrival of the spot's leading
edge at the wall while at* is the time taken for the
spot to travel past the measurement station at the wall.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AID DISCUSSION

EQUATIONS FOR MESMBLE AVERAGED VELOCITY & TDIPERATJRE

U

+

U> ?,>

a U>

A detailed description of the experimental
arrangement is given in Van Atta 8 Helland (1) and
Antonia 7: -:£(2).
It is sufficient to indicate here
that the spot was generated by discharging a spark
between the tips of two sewing needles, separated by
about 2 rinin the : direction and protruding about
1 rn in the y direction, mounted in an insulated plug
0.29 m from the leading edge of an almiinium plate.
This 1.2' cm thick plate, heated by 0.1 rn thick heating pads bonded to its bottom surface was mounted
horizontally in the working section of the low turbulence wind tunnel in the Department of Applied Mechanics & Engineering Sciences at U.C.S.D. The turbulent
spot developed along the plate under a small favourable pressure gradient. All measurements were
made at
a nominal free-stream velocity U. of 11 ms- 1 and a
nominal value of 10 C for the difference LT. U and V
were measured at distances xs from the spark of 0.54,
0.84 and 1.12 m with a miniature DISA X-wire while T
was measured with a 0.6 am dia Wollaston wire. A
series of U-T measurements was also made at xs = 1.06m
using a single horizontal hot wire with a cold wire
mounted parallel to and 1 mn below the hot wire. Mean
velocity and mean temperature profiles were in good
agreement with the Blasius and Pohlhausen profiles.
Hot and cold wire signals and the square-wave spark
generator signal were recorded on a four-track FM tape
recorder. These signals were later played back and
digitized using a 12 bit analogue to digital converter,
at a sampling frequency of 3200 H: into a digital
computer. The frequency of the square-wave used to
trigger the spark discharge was 1.5 Hz. Approximately
500 spots were recorded for each value of y but, in
the final analysis of the data, only 200 spots were
used.
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Contours of U and T at xs = 1.06 m.
Solid and broken curves refer to U and T respectively. (t* = 0 corresponds to an elapsed
period of 130 ms after the spark is fired,
at* = 76 ms).
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The approximate correspondence between the locations
of the minimum value of U/U. and maximum value of T/AT
is in agreement with the conclusion of Van Atta
Helland (1) who compared their T contours with the U contours of :ilberman e- _ (6). A quantitative measure
of the (negative) correlation between U and T can be
obtained by making the rather crude supposition that a
fluid particle is displaced, due to the spot disturbance, from one height to another with no change in its
temperature
streanwise
the particle
is displacedor
from
height yjmomentum.
to height If
Y'2, disturbances
relative to the laminar values at Y2 may be written as

TZ(Y2) - T10'")
t(y T

-T

=

g(YO

-

-0.1

-0.2

0

0.1

02

U

Fig. 2 Relation between T anJ U at x. = 1.06 m.
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when Pohlhausen's solution (TZ-Tj)/T = I - UZ/U. is
assumed (for Pr = 1) and Uj/U. =~f(y). Present measurements (Fig. 2) indicate that T/6T = -0.6 U/U .

/
/

The ratio (Tw-<T>)/T is plotted against <U>/U.
in Fig. 3 for different values of
at x. = 1.06 m.
Although these data were obtained at a particular value
of x but different values of time from the spark, it

/

/
0

o

/
"

0

should be noted that conical similarity was found
[Antonia et aZ (2)] to provide an approximate description, in terms of C and n only, of
and T contours on
the plane of symnmetry of the spot. The Reynolds number
R* is relatively small (Fig. 3) at the leading and
trailing edges of the spot and is largest at a value
of t which corresponds roughly to the maximum height
of the spot. The distribution at R* - 1910 appears to
show the largest positive deviation from the line of
unity slope. The distribution at R* = 1910 is compared
in Fig. 4 with distributions obtained in a laminar
boundary layer and a turbulent boundary layer. The
laminar results were obtained using the present experimental arrangement while the measurements in the

U 0
Fig. 3 Ensemble averaged temperature 's velocity at
x5 = 1.06 m, 4 = 0.
v,
=- 0.53, R* = 720; *, 0.59, 1240, +, 0.6;,
1660; 6, 0.67, 1910;
, 0.71, 1230; o, 0.,t,
670. Broken line has a slope of unity.
slightly heated turbulent boundary layer? with :ero
IThe momentum and thermal layers has approximately the
same origin.
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pressure gradient were obtained at the University of
Newcastle [Subramanian ' Antonia (7)).
Distributions
iFig. 4f for both the laninar and turbulent boundary
layers are in reasonable agreement with the line of
unitv slope. (Note that the tmity slope in Figs. 2
or 3 is not related to the slope of -1 given by the
equation U,/U.
= -T/aT). As the distributions in the
turbulent boundary layer were found to be insensitive
to the particular value of mmenttan thickness Reymolds
number R. tvalues in the range 990-'100 were examined),
the departure of the spot distribution in Fig. 4 from
the other distributions is more likely to be due to an
insufficient relaxation time required for the establishTnnt of nearly self-preserving conditions rather
than an insufficiently large Reynolds number.

<p> - p.
Cp

l- )f'

=

..

2U

where the prime represents differentiation with respect
to C and <U>/U- = 1 + f'f). By integrating experimental values of <11>measured outside the spot, Cantwell et a: (4) obtained an experimental variation of
c with r- shown in Fig. S. The potential flow disturbKnce produced by the spot was measured hy 'an Atta t
a: (8) at different distances above the snot. The
measurements indicated that -U> was a function- of v
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Fig. 4 Comparison of ensemble averaged temperature vs
velocity in different flows,
+, laminar boundary laver (v = T ,
x
U T
R*= 630; 7, turbulent boun ary" ayer (y _ T,
x a U), R* = 3100; L, turbulent spot (y = <T>,
x = <U>i, E = 0.6-, R* = 1910. Broken line
has a slope of unity.
An estimate of the magnitude of a<P>/ax, the pressure gradient associated with the spot, can be obtained in a manner analogous to that used by Cantwell et
a.' (4). The free stream flow is assumed to be described by the linearized unsteady Bernoulli equation
<P>

=

_
at

+

U(<U> - U.)

where P. and U. are the undisturbed free stream pressure and velocity while * is the velocity potential
(<U> - ao/ax). With the asstmption of conical similarity, Cantwell et aZ (4) show that

U (t-t0 )

05

_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _
06

07

08

09

Fig. 5 Distributions of the pressure coefficient c,
and the ensemble averaged disturbance U aboe
the spot.
cp: - -,_present;
- -- , Cantwell
(4); -,
U/U. at xs = l.0o m, y = 3.IS cn.

+

-

/

-

+

f(&)

..(6)

as well as &. It follows that the calculated distribution of cp by Cantiell - 2: (4) is not =niversal,
at least in the sense that it cannot be regarded as
independent of y or n. The potential disturbance
measured at y = 3.18 cm (xs = 1.06 m) was used for the
present calculation. At this value of v the positive
and negative potential flow disturbances for the lon'itudinal velocity are largest. This disturbance coresponds to the distribution of f'(r) in Fig. 5, to
obtain an appropriate estimate of P>/:x for the purpose of comparing terms in (1. After nunerically
integrating f', cp was calculated using (-). The resulting cp distribution (Fig. 5) exhibits a small maximUt (E = 0.73) near the leading edge of the spot followed by a larger mininum and a second maximu, these
latter two extrema being roughly equal in magnitude.
This cp distribution is in qualitative agreement with
the measured wall pressure distributions (the validity
of the comparison requires that a<P>/8y is negligible)
by Coles 4 Savas (9) and Niautner 4 Van Atta (20).
Cantwell et aZ (4) had concluded, on the basis of their
calculated distribution of cp (Fig. 5), that "streamwise
pressure gradients within the spot are probably not important for the dynamics". It was later suggested by
Coles 6 Savas (9) that a<P>/ax is appreciably smaller
than a<P>/ay. The maximum value of acp/a , inferred
from Fig. S is about 0.14 while the magnitude of
1a(<uv>/U .)/an1 in the outer part (n > 2.5 . 10- 3 ) of
the spot, as inferred from the results at C - 0 at Fig.
6, is approximately constant and equal to 0.30. This
observation seems to suggest that the pressure
2

! '
and

The amplitude of (<U-U.) decreased with increasing y.
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Gad-El-flak - -,2 (12) and Perry ,, s.a spot consists of several vortices ra" 'r t!.a: -nz
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large vortex structure as suggested
(14).
Temperature and velocity trace
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gradient's influence on the flow need not be negligible since the first and third terms on the right of
(1) can be of similar magnitude.
(Fig. 6) of
En~emble averaged distributions
3
-<uv>/U at
= ±3.2 x 10-2 are almost identical
but
-0 . The experidifferent from the distribution at
mental uncertainty in <ye> is larger than for <uv> and
the distributions of <ve> (Fig. 7) at ; = ±3.2 x 10-2,
while in reasonable qualitative agreement with each
other do not exhibit the quantitative agreement of the
<a> distributions. Values of vd/ad, estimated from
the ratio (<uv>/<ve>)/(a<T>/&<U>) using the distributions of Figs. b, - and the measured values of <T>/
<U> are shown in Fig. 8 as a function of n. The magnitude of vd/od for t in the range :3.2 x 10- decreases from about 8 in the "hot" region of the spot
10

0

10

8
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ABSTRACT

U
I.,

The method of quadrant analysis of velocity
signal obtained near the wall ( _
3) j has been
applied to a transpired turbulent boundary layer, and
the effect of transpiration on the statistical fea-

tures of turbulence has been reexamined from the
structural view point,
Near the wall, the contribution from ejection
to the mean Reynolds shear stress -,
becomes smaller
than that from sweep when the injection rate is increased. Another result as to the contribution from
ejection to ou suggests that the region responsible
for the burst moves outward from the wall as the
injection rate is increased. These results explain
why the magnitude of second-order correlations of
velocity fluctuation reduces in this region with increasing the injection rate.
At positions not so near the wall, on the other
hand, the contributions both from ejection and sweep
become larger with transpiration. Thus, the increase
of the second-order correlations of velocity fluctuation found .n this region can also be explained.
Additionally, the mean bursting period and the mean
duration of ejection and sweep events are also discussed, in connection with the average strength of
one ejection or sweep event,
NO.OENCLATURE

= Friction velocity
= Fluctuating velocity components in t!it
streamwise and normal direction,
..
'
= Root mean square values of , and.
Z:'
= Mean Reynolds shear stre-s
o.-*
= Instantaneous Reynolds shear strest
specified to i-th quadrant
-u"-'.
= Fractional contribution to o fro _'-th
quadrant
<ow>-; = Average strength of the event siecifted
to '-th quadrant, defined b. L,'.2
= Normal distance from the wall
.
= Nondimensional distance from thc woia,
6
V

= Boundary layer thickness
= kinematic viscosity

Subscripts
i
0

= Quadrant number (
1^= Value kith
or h 0

INTROD'UCTION
Statistical studies have been made ona transpired turbulent boundary layer b> Fulachier 1 .
Andersen; et al.(2), Pimenta et al.l3' and the -resc-n
authors (4,S). One of the well-kno-n facts of t:n.boundary layer is that the wall shear stress and tnt
wall heat flux can be reduced by" transpiration, and

F

Te
.s
L.

Ltj

= Injection rate
= Hole si:e
= Hole si:e defined by Eq.I
= Number of samples of the instantaneous

the transpiration cooling is an effective method t,
protect the surface from the hot stream (t'. Related
with this fact, the Ret'olds shear stress -:." anu
the intensities of streamwise and normal fluctuating

product 1,2-'
= Number of occurrences of the event specified

velocity components, .' and
' , decrease near the
wall as the injection rate is increased. On the

to -- th quadrant
= Total number of samples of the instantaneous
product uv
= Mean perioO of ejection
= Mean period of sweep
= Mean duration of ejt-tion
= Mean duration of sweep
-78
= Duration of one event specified to i-th
quadrant
= Freestream velocity

other hand, however, the opposite occurs in the outer
layer; -a:, a' and 2" increase in the outer layer
with increasing the injection rate 14,.
The above mentioned change in the statistical
features of turbulence quantities with transpiration
should have a relation with the mechanism ef tur!,ulence production. In the non-transpired turbulent
boundary layer, the bursting phenomenon related to
the production of turbulence has been intensively
investigated by many researchers, for example, hallacc
et al.(7,8),

Lu and

illmarth (9), Sabot and Comte-

Bellot (1V), Blackwelder and Kaplan (11), Nakagawa
and Nezu (12), Brown and Thomas (13) and Chen and
Blackwelder 114). However, there have been rarely
found the structural studies in the transpired turbu-
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lent boundary layer.
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In an usual turbulent

boundary

layer without

A turbulent boundary layer is formed on a bottom

transpiration, for example, the bursting event responsible for the production of turbulence kinetic
energ' occurs most severely in the region very close
to the .,all, i.e.
-* 13
13,lSI .. \ question may,
thus, arise if the same occurs in the transpired
turbulent boundary layer. If tb, characteristics of
the bursting phenomenon in the transpired turbulent
boundary layer are the same as that in the nontranspired case, the above mentioned change in magnitude of the statistical quantities of turbulence with
transpiration is difficult to understand.
To get better understanding of a transpired
turbulent bourdary la.&-, some structural studies
haxc been initiated. 1he present study shows the
results of the quadrant analysis of fluctuating
velocity signals near the wall, and presents some
probable explanaton for the above mentioned features
of the statistical turulent quantities.

LX P~i~
P

flat plate in a low speed wind tunnel, whce crossection is 300 mm'300 mm.
Porous part of the plate
starts 1200 mm downstream from its leading edge and
covers the length of 9o0 mm further dotmstream.
Through this porous plate, air is blown uniformly
into the developed turbulent boundary layer. The
upper wall of the wind tunnel is movable and, Irior
to the experiments, the upper wall is carefully
adjusted so as to remove the pressure gradient in the
streamwise direction.
The injection rate ! is defined as the mass flow
rate ratio of the injection gas to the main flow:
F= (;')/ 1 '(c:),, where "' and :' are the mean veloct'
components in the streamise and normal directions,
respectively, and
the densit' of the fluid.
ihe
subscripts L and e denote the values at the ,all an.;
at the freestream. The injection rate distributin
uniformly over the porous plate is varied in thre
steps; 0.0, o.0021 and 0.004-.
The freestrca "e.'c.t% is always kept constant equal to S.0 m s. The
measurements are carried out at the station (,S; T=
downstream from the starting position of ;necton
where the transpired turbulent boundary layer is in
a state of fully developed condition. At thnis
station, the Reynolds number based on the momentum
thickness is in the range between 25,0 and 40
depending on the injection rate.

\L PROCEPLULRI

roe experimental apparatus used in this study
is the same as that previously used (4), except that
the temperature field is homogeneous in the present
case. Iherefore, only a brief description is given
on it belo,.
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The measurements of fluctuating velocity signal
are made with the hot wires ( X-type probe ) operated
at an constant temperature of overheat ratio of 0.40.
Each hot wire consisted of Swm diameter tungsten wire
with copper plated ends has an effective length of

2.0
"o

1.0 nm. The spanwise separation of two wires is 1.0

1.

mm. Velocity fluctuating signals both in the streamwise and normal directions, a and v, respectively,
are recorded on a digital-magnetic tape recorder by
using an A-D converter. Each signal is sampled at a
rate of 10 kHz over 60 seconds, and the digitized
data are processed with a computer FACOM NI-200 at
Data Processing Center of Kyoto University.
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Following Wallace et al .(7) and Lu and Willmarth
(9), u-v plane quadrant analysis is applied in the
present study to the transpired turbulent boundary
layer. Every in tantaneous product u:, is classified
into one of the four quadrants in the u-v plane
according to the four combinations of the signs of
., and :.
Fluid motion specified by each quadrant
may be called as follows.
Quadrant
Quadrant
Quadrant
Quadrant

I (
_'(
3
4

>0 and :0
)
',<0and
>0 )
< 0 and '0
)
>
0 and
< 0 )

Outward interaction
Ejection-like motion
hallward interaction
Seep-like motion

4

c

0F.0,0047
0 Lu & Witmarlh

0

so

1IS
*

1-ig.4

Ratio

,v ,G

with H= (

shear stress than those specified to other quadrants
1 and 3. For example, about 50 percent of ." rcsult>
from such ejection-like motion ( Quadrant
and
sweep-like motion ( Quadrant 4 ) as exceed:ng a
threshold, above which there is no contributicn fret.
the quadrants I and 3 to u:.
Similar features hanc
been pointed out by Lu and hillmarth for a turule.:
boundary layer without transpiration ;01, which
corresponds to the case of F=0.0 ( Fig.1 ) of t:nc
present study.
Figures 1 through 3, therefore,
demonstrate that these features are not altered
transpiration of a fluid through the permea'ile

At the same time, a threshold parameter H is
introduced to classify the magnitude of the instantaneous Reynolds shear stress into two parts; inside
a hole '-,:
':,'"
and outside the hole K:' > 'v'.
Here, .' and ." are the root mean square values of
local velocity fluctuation signals
and :,. Signals
of small amplitude
'- <
':'
) are stored in the
hole, while the remaining signals of large amplitude
,.-->'' ) are classified and stored in one of
the four quadrants in a way mentioned above. Analysis is carried out at various values of 5.
In the present study, attention is paid mainly
on Quairant : and Quadrant 4.
The former corresponds
to such a fluid motion that the low momentum fluid
ejects outward from the region near the wall, and the
latter such a fluid motion that the high momentum
fluid sweeps out the wall region, respectively,
These events will be found to produce almost all of
the Re-nolds shear stress during bursting in the
present case as in the non-transpired turbulent boundary layer.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figures 1 through 3 show some results of the
present quadrant analysis. These figures for different injection rate include thL results obtained at
three positions from the wall. The coordinate of the
figures,
Y"-z/-, is the fractional contribution to
the local statistical value of the Reynolds shear
stress aT from the signal specified to the quadrant i
and exceeding a hole size of the threshold parameter
h'which corresponds to the abscissa. One of the
curves ( dotted line ) shows the time fraction occupied by the signal inside the hole, and the other
solid line ) shows the contribution from such signal
to a:'.
Each figure shows that about a half portion of
the time is spent with such weak signal as contributang almost nothing to Av. On the other hand, such
fluid motions as specified to the quadrants 2 and 4
are found to produce larger instantaneous Reynolds
10.9

Studying each figure more carefully, ho.eve"r
a few interesting points can be pointed out concerning with the effect of transpiration on structr'
features of turbulence. In Figure 4 is plotte tn.
ratio
/
between the contribution to
fro.
the ejection-like motion and that fro- the swc'-k
motion obtained with 5=0.
In the figurc,
where :, is the normal distance from the i,al, .," tnL
friction velocity and v the kinematic viscosit.-.
For comparison, the values of this ratio for a nontranspired case obtained by Lu and illmarth ar a!SC
plotted. The present results for a case of
0.
are in fairly good agreement with their results.
With increasing the injection rate, the ratio
'.>
is found to decrease. especially near the %%all,
and in the case of 5=0.00"
the contribution fro..
the sweep-like motion is larger than that fror, the
ejection-like motion.
In the region of large a*,
on the other hand, the ratio is nearly equal to 1.0
independent of the injection rate, which indica:c>
that the contributions from ejection-like and se'like motions are almost the same at any injection
rate.
As seen easily from the fractional contribution
from the different events to ,' shown in Figures 1,
2 and 3, the small amplitude events contributing
almost nothing to : occupy a large fraction of tine.
In order to eliminate such signals and discriminate
the ejection and the sweep more clearly, here is
tentatively introduced a threshold level
' defined
as follows;

T uvio

1.
SvWe

______________Ejectaos

F-00

u'i
:I

0
0

F=z0 07
,sher"
is the number of the samples of instantaneou. product .,:'.- specified to the quadrant ' with
zero threshold.
In Figure S are shown the ratios -' .=2
and
' 7.
Corresponding to the values
7f
' , / ,4
found to be almost unity at large
position at any
iniection rate in Figure 4, first of all,
' Ia',
and
7:
Are found in this figure to take almost
constant value of 0.47 at such positions at any
inrection rate. In the non-transpired case, the
ejection specified to the_quadrant 2 is found to
contribute much more to :"than the sweep does in the
region of small .*. At the injection rate of F=
,.02,1l, the contribution from the ejection is still
larger than that from the sweep in the region of
small .,
but the difference betteen them is smaller
compared to the difference found in the case of
-"=.). The contribution to - from the ejection
still decreases when the injection rate is increased
further. At 5 = ,.004-, the ratio
,
distributes
almost uniformly over the entire .' rtsgion presently"
studied and takes a value around 0.4-. On the other
hand, at 7= O.004-, the contribution from the sweep
looks to be larger than ,.1 at smaller .* position.
The combined effect of the reduced contribution from
the ejection and the auomenteJ contrihution from the
sweep is a cause of such a f:-ct found in Figure 1
that the ratio
Is -. ,ller than unit-.- in the
30 at the high->t injection rate of the
region .
present feat'ures
study.
ft
Turning
to Figures
1 through
on the
magnitude
of -'': 3,
another
is foundback
contribute a little
to 77in the
and ..':..These

R

skU

0.5-

50

0
f ig.5

The most interesting result can be drawn from
and 4 ) is
- '
' 7
Figure b, "here the value of
plotted for three cases of F= 0.0, 0.0021 and U.004-,
in the form normalized with a:,. uLj is the statistical value of z,:'
obtained in the impermeable case,
and it distributes almost uniformly over the entire
j position studied in the present experiment. In
the region of + larger than 50, the values of .2"-ui
and
4' become larger as the injection rate F is
increased. This corresponds well to the increase of
-au',a' and v' with increas'.g F in this and further
outer regions. Additionally, at F=0.0047, both 7'2Z
and 7:';41decrease toward the wall in the region
130. This matches the fact that -ui, u' and v'
-+
decrease in such a region close to the wall when F
is increased.
The tendency of u 2g and u%4 ' decreasing toward
the wall found at F=0.0047 sugests a possibility
that the region responsible fc the bursting event
moves outward from the wall as F is increased. In
low Reynolds number oil channel flow without transpiration, Wallace et al.(8) found that the ejection
is not so significant as the sweep at a position much
closer to the wall than the position where the intensive burst principally originates and that the sweep
is the only event occurring in such a region. At two
positions of + smaller than 40, I727 is found to be
smaller than %4 in the present case of F=0.0047.
This agrees with the finding by Wallace et al., if
10.10
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non-transpired ase and much less in the transpired
Scase. These features discussed above suggest that
the coherent fluid motion near the wall can no longer
remain the samc in nature as that of the non-transpired boundary" layer when F is raised above :ere.
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actually the position responsible tor the bursting
event has moved outward to the region of ., larger
than 50 in the case of -=0.004-.
The mean periods of the ejection i, and the
sweep TS, and the mean duration of these events, 2.-and ATy, are shown in Figures 7 and 8. The mean
period and the mean duration are obtained as follows.
A portion of such data as continuously specified to
the quadrant 2 or 4 with a threshold hi is taken as
one ejection or sweep event. The mean duration of
such sequence is examined and is denoted as the mean
duration ot the ejection &Te or the sweep 6:8. The
mean period of the ejection 'e or the sweep 7a is
defined as the ratio between the total time observed
and the number of occurrences of each event detected.

The results are normalized with the parameters
4

of the outer layer; the freestream velocity Uc and

4b
0

2

Doa

0

D

0 -

I
I.

o

a
o

OF0.0
F O 0021
oF=0O047

the injection rate. These results indicate again
that the large scale motion in the outer layer reto the triggering of bursting phenomenon near
the wall (18).
The results distribute almost uniformly in the boundary layer both for the ejection
and the sweep, but Te:'/6 ( or LTeLc'!i ) for the
6
ejection is a little larger than Ts / ( or
for the sweep. This result would probably depend on
the threshold used in the present study', which differs between for the ejection and for the sweep.
Since 6 does not vary so mucl within the range
of F presently studied, these figures show that the
bursting period and its duration are not affc,' ed
remarkably by transpiration. The present authors
have studied the turbulent length scales in the samc
boundary layer, among others the longitudinal and
integral scales and the differential scale
In the
of streamwise velocity fluctuation (5).
reference, it is found that the large scale moti.n: of
turbulence in the outer layer is not affected b

0

transpiration. The results between the bursting
period and the structure of large scle motion ma.
therefore, be consistent with each other.

0A

o
olates

0
0
Fig.7

the boundary layer thickness 6. This kind of nor7aization is effective, because the normalized results
are found to be independent of the injection rate.
The same was found also for the bursting period
measured wit.i the correlation function method (17).
It was pointed out there that the bursting period
normalized with the time scale of the outer layer
6
/Ue is independent of both the Reynolds number and
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Keeping in mind that the bursting period and its
duration vary little with transpiration and reminding
that
'
and ZP>. become larger at large ., position
with increasing F, it is easily inferred that the
strength of one ejection event or one sweep eent
increases at ?+> 50 as the injection rate is :ncreased. Figure 9 confiams the above conjecture,
where the average strength of one event is plotteJ
for the ejection and the sweep. The strength idefined as follow;
1
Ni

1

f

u id
ttik

i=l0

Ifo
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5

where
is the duration of one event corres';ondin
to the quadrant
ad .'
aI
the numcr of occurrcnces of
the event.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

S

&
a

boundary layer have been discussed.
Some qualitative features about the fractional

...

Distributions of the strength for the ejection
<uv>2/uv 0 and for the sweep <uv> 4 /uv as a
function of y+

contribution from each quadrant are found not to be
altered by transpiration, and the mean frequency and
of the ejection and the sweep normalized
with the time scale of the outer layer are found being
almost the same independent of the injection rate.
However, the remarkable features suggesting the change
in nature of the coherent motion of the fluid near
the wall with transpiration have been pointed out.
A well-known characteristic of turbulence in the
a' and -" increast
transpired boundary layer that -a:,
position, but decrcis
with transpiration at large
10.11

near the wall has been related to the change in
nature of the coherent fluid motion,
In the region close to the wall, the contribu-

11 Blackwelder, R. F. and Kaplan, R. E., "On
the Wall Structure of the Turbulent Boundary Layer"
J. Fluid Mech., ol. 76, Part 1, 197%, pp. 89-112.

tion from the ejection becomes smaller than that
from the sweep with inLreasing the injection rate.
In the non-transpired case,__the fractional contribution from the ejection to uv decreases monotonously
with increasing distance from the wall. Against this,
in the highest case of the injection rate studied,
it decreases as the wall is approached. This result
suggests that the region responsible for the burst
moves outward from the wall as the injection rate is
increased. These are guessed to be the causes of the
fact that the Reynolds shear stress and the intensities of velocity fluctuation decrease with transpiration in this region.
Except near the wall, on the other hand, the
contributions both from the ejection and the sweep
increase with increasing the injection rate. The
average strengthes of these events also increase in
this region. Therefore, the increase of the Reynolds
shear stress and the intensities of velocity fluctuation in this region is due to the intensification
of the bursting with transpiration.

12 Nakagawa, H. and Nezu, I., "Prediction of
the Contributions to the Reynolds Stress from Bursting
Events in Open-Channel Flows" J. Fluid Mech., ol.
80, Part 1, 1977, pp. 99-128.
13 Brown, G. L. and Thomas, A. S. W., "Large
Structures in a Turbulent Boundary Layer" Physics
Fluids, Vol. 20, 1977, s243-s252.
14 Chen, C. H. C. and Blackwelder, k. F.,
"Large-Scale Motion in a Turbulent Boundary Layer:
A Study using Temperature Contamination" J. Fluid
Mech., Vol. 89, Part 1, 1978, pp. 1-31.
15 Corino, E. R. and Brodkey, R. S., "A \isual
Investigation of the Wall Region in Turbulent Flow"
J. Fluid Miech., Vol. 37, Part 1, 1969, pp. 1-30.
16 Kim, ii T., Kline, S. J. and Reynolds, h. C.,
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THE MECHANISM OF TURBULENT
MASS TRANSFER AT A BOUNDARY

JAY A. CAMPBELL AND THOMAS J. HANRATTY
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
URBANA, ILLINOIS

ABSTRACT

x

Longitudinal coordinate, m

The fluctuating concentration field is calculated from the mass balance equation using measured
values of the fluctuating velocity fieid. It is
found that the concentration boundary-laver acts as
a filter in that only velocity fluctuations of much
lower frequency than the most energetic velocity
fluctuations are effective in transporting mass at
large Schmidt numbers. Two parameters characterizing the velocity field emerge as being quite important. These are the limiting behavior of the spectral density function of the normal velocity fluctuations for frequency approaching zero and a scale
characterizing the spanwise mixing.

y

Normal coordinate, m

z

Transverse coordinate, m

Greek Symbols
i

Velocity gradient at the wall in x-cirectico,
/s
Velocity gradient at the wall in v-direction,
I/ms
Velocity gradient at the wall in z-direct:on,
I/s

NOMENCLATURE
Thickness of Nernst diffusion laer, .

3

C

Concentration of transported species, mole/m

CB

of transported species,
Bulk concentration
3
mole/m

D

Molecular Diffusion Coefficient, m2/s

Superscripts

k

Fluctuating Part of mass transfer coefficient.

+

K

Mass transfer coefficient, n/s

N

Mass transfer rate, mole/ms

n

Frequency, 1/s

Re

dl:"
Reynolds number = -

S

Schmidt number

TB

Period of coherent structure, s

u

Fluctuating part of velocity in x-direction,
m/s

u*

Friction velocity, m/s

v

Normal velocity, r/s

w

Transverse velocity, m/s

Wk

2
Frequency spectrum of k, m /s

W

Frequency spectrum of

Laterial dimension of coherent structure,7
Kinematic viscosity, m-/s

Denotes variable made dimensionless with u* and

BAC}K, y'@:

-

In 1904, Nernst suggested a mod,: for reiatn
turbulent mass transfer at a boundar, tc the con%e tiv
flow. He pictured a stagnant laver of thickness
existing near a boundary and a well mixed regi. cutside this layer. If the concentration of d ffusn,
species is CB in this well mixed rEgic., and i zro
at the wall then the the rate of mass transfr ,cr unit
area, N, is given as

-D

2

, 1/ms

-

"

- ;

I7

(I1

where D is the molecular diffusion coefficiet.
Hydrodynamics controls the mass transfer rat
,
controlling the thickness 6.
A number of attempts have been mad, to offer
alternates to the Nernst diffusion laver concept whic!
recognize that the flow close to the wall is not
stagnant. These include surface renewal models, the
assumption that the eddy diffusion coefficient is pro
portional to the eddy viscosity and various pseudosteady state eddy models. All of these theories are
inconsistent with recently obtained measurements of
flow close to a wall and of the fluctuations in the
local mass transfer rate to a wall.
Studies of the velocity field have revealed the
existence of coherent structures close to the wall
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N =D"- CB

w.
are approximately homogeneous in the flow
direction, and which have a lateral dimension of
= 10 and a neriod of T = 100 [4].
Studies of
.luctu.tions in mass transfer rate reveal fluctujt! ns of very larg, amplitude which have a period
it least an order of magnitude larger than T+ at
a Schmidt number of 1000 [6,7,9].
This period in're-s with increasing Schmidt number. As with the
fluctuating velocity field close to a wall, the
:lu~tuations in the rate of mass transfer reveal an
.loneatd structure.
At the Second Symposium on Turbulent Shear Flows
mo,, 1a for the mass transfer process was exrd
,ih11used structural information on the
,,
'eld
obtained in recent experiments to
rulatr, mag transfer rates to the flow. The time
dependent mass balance equation was solved for a
r~zular periodic flow field with period I = 100 and
'itl a lateral wavelength of + = 100.
The implication o7 t'is

analysis is

that the observed

enough voltages the current flowing in the electrolysis circuit is proportional to the mass transfer
to the test section. A series of circular wires (j..
mm in diameter were mounted flush with the wall of
the test section in an array in the circumferential
direction. These were insulated from the test section
by a thin layer of epoxy.
By measuring the current
flowing to one of these electrodes the local fluctuations in the mass transfer rate could be determined.
ANALYSIS
From an order of magnitude analysis, Sirkar and
Hanratty [8] have argued that molecular diffusion is
important only in the v-direction and that the concentration field is approximately homogeneous in tne
flow direction. The time dependent mass balance
equation can therefore he written as

quenc. concentration fluctuations close to the wall
ire not contributing to the transport of mass. The
R.vnolds transport coefficient is assumed to be
associated with concentration fluctuations of period
TB which would exist a distance away from the wall.
This calculation was not successful in explaining available measurements. Consequently we have
explored a different approach. The results of this
new work are reoorted in this paper. The chief
difference is that the assumption of a velocity field
periodic
mass
balance equations are solved using actual measurements of the fluctuating velocity field close to the
Of particular interest is the solutior using
wall.
filtered velocity signals since this reveals whether
high frequencv velocity fluctuations are playing any
role in controlling the mass transfer rate. New
measurements of the structure of the fluctuating mass
transfer field and of the structure of the low
frequency velocity fluctuations close to the wall are
also presented.

'C

.C

-

low fre-

_.C

+ w -

+ v -

C
= D

(3)

For large Schmidt numbers the concentration

oundar-

layer is so thin that w and v may be approximated bv
a Taylor series expansion so that
and
v =

(z,t)y

(5)

From the continuity equation the following relation
between .(z,t) and .-(z,t) is obtained if the flow is
direction:
+ 2

= 0

(6)

Consequently the mass transfer rate is related to the
velocity field either through the specification of
I(z,t) or of .(z,t).
As a first approximation the influence of spanwise mixing and of the variation of the flow field
in the z-direction were ignored. The ecuation

EXPERIMENTS
7- + v(t)
The experiments were conducted in a vertical

+

five level flow system which provides a straight
entrance length of 15 m for a 20 cm circular test
section [7].
The test fluid consists of an aqueous
solution of potassium iodide and iodine.
The velocity gradients at the wall were measured
in a Plexiglas test section which had an array of 20
pairs of rectangular electrodes mounted flush with
the wall around the circumference of the pipe. Each
pair was in a chevron arrangement with the two electrode making an angle of 150 to each other. The
electrodes formed the cathodes of an electrolysis
cell at which the following reaction occurred:
-2).

I

+ 2e-- 31

(2)

At large enough cathode voltages the measured current
can be related to the velocity gradient at the wall.
The sum of the signals from two of these electrodes
gave the component of the velocity gradient in the
direction of mean flow, a, and the difference gave
the component in the spanwise direction, y [4,5,7].
At Re - 20,000 the group of electrode pairs covered
a distance of ?z+ - 100 and the distance between two
pairs was -z+ - 5.
In the mass transfer studies, the test section
was a nickel pipe plated with platinum. This constituted the cathode of an electrolysis cell. At large

C = 0
= C

*.

- .

D

()

y = 0
large y

B

was solved using actual measurements of :(t).
These
were obtained from the determination of -.'-z using
two pairs of flush mounted mass tranfer probes in
chevron configurations. The calculated variation of
the mass transfer rate, N, with time was found to be
similar at Schmidt number - 1000 for an unfiltered
8(t) and for a 5(t) for which -90% of the energy was
removed by using a low pass filter (see Figures 1 and
This suggests (1) that the fluctuations in the
mass transfer rate are being caused by low frequency
velocity fluctuations and (2) that the rate of mass
transfer is being controlled by velocity fluctuations
of much lower frequency than the elongated flow
structures that dominate the wall region. Similar
conclusions have recently been reached by Campbell
[2] who presented solutions to a simplified version
of (3) which is linear in the fluctuating quantities.
Solutions of (7) give approximately the same
dependency with Schmidt number as found in measurements of the average mass transfer coefficient,
K, and. the mean-squared value of the fluctuationsin
K, k7
However, the calculated values of k and K
are of incorrect magnitude. This suggests that
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C

t)

length on the same order as that observed for the
mass transfer fluctuations. (See Figure 4.)
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spanwise mixing must be taken into account. The
*saiemiigmtbetknitacon.
Tegradient
influence of spanwise mixing was assessed by measuring the fluctuations in K simultaneously at multiple
wall locations. These revealed a slowly varying
pattern with a wavelength approximately equal to
f=
100. (See Figure 3.)
In order to see whether

.

: 70

At^7

Instantaneous values of the lowpass filtered
spanwise component of the wall velocit.
versus spanwise direction for
c
i e i e
sral consut

In order to include the effect of spanwise
variation of the flow, equation (2) was solved with

this result is consistent with the finding that the
mass transfer is being controlled by low frequency
velocity fluctuations, measurements were made of s z
at multiple wall locations. These were treated with
a low pass filter so that - 90 percent of the energy
was removed. Variations of the filtered signals in
the spanwise direction had a characteristic wave-

v

(t) cos- 2 '-

The calculation is not very
+

sensitive to the selection of
i -(t) is normalized so as to give a value of v- t-at agrees with
measurements. A comparison of calculated valuvs of
K and of k" with experiment showed showed good
agreement.
(See Figures 5 and 6.)
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4

4

Io-

2

--7
a

Solutions of (7) have revealed good agrement
the calculated spectral function for k at
frequencies and preditions based on the
solution to the linear equation presented by Sirkar
and Hanratty [8].

,between

"

Mo
ularge
2D Model Results
DatO of Show

4K

W

k0

(n)

(0)

'.W

(2-n+)

3

(9)

Therefore, a comparison of the measurements of
Wk(n) by Shaw and Hanrarty [8 with (9) allowed the
evaluation of W:(O) as

1+

No

W+((,) = .010

1 1 11

The measured
't) used to solve (3) and (7) had
I0).
)
This suggests
a W (0) smaller than given
that the measurements are in error because of the
averaging of small scal mtons and because of th
This was corrected by
,u/.x in (-).
neglect of
multiplying the measured -(t) with a constant factor
selected to give a value of W-(0) in agreement with
(10).
Equations (3) and (7) were solved using finite
difference techniques which employed upwinding of the
advection terms. The on dimensional equation used
an implicit method. The two dimensional study used
an alternating-direction-implicit method. The calculation was carried out on the Univercitv of
Cyber CDC 170/175 Computer. The average
computation time for (4) with 10,000 times steps
and 20 grid points in the normal direction was 12
seconds. The consistency of the finite difference
schemes was tested by varying the number of grid
points in time and space and by varying the initial
conditions. Both numerical schemes have been shown
to be unconditionally stable [1].
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Comparison of experimental data and results
of 2D model for the Schmidt number variation
of the average mass transfer coefficient
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ACONCLUSIONS

The goal of a theory for mass transfer between a
fluid and a solid is to identify properties
of the fluctuating velocity field which are important
to develop a relation between K and these prop-

Aturbulent
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Fig. 6

Comparison of experimental data and results
of 2D model for the Schmidt number variation
of the relative intensity of the mass transfer
coefficient

METHOD OF CALCULATION
The spectral density function for 8 is represented by W; and is defined as

erties. The results of the calculations and experiments summarized in this paper present a picture of
the process quite different from classical thieory.
It is found that at large Schmidt numbers, the
concentration boundary-layer close to the surface
acts as a filter so that velocity fluctutations of
much lower frequency than the most energetic velocity
fluctuations are causing turbulent transport. As the
Schmidt number increases, smaller and smaller fractions
of the turbulence energy are effective in determining
the magnitude of K.
The filtering of measurements of )(z,t) made at
multiple locations on the wall reveal no difference
in the lateral scale of the low frequency components

of Y(z,t) and the unfiltered signal.
We therefore find that the mass transfer process
is related to the velocity field through WE(O) and
a length characterizing the lateral mixing.
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where all quantities have been made dimensionless
using wall parameters. It is found that for large
Schmidt numbers only the low frequency portion
of Wt (n+ ) for which it is constant, W1(O), is
important.
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and

TEMPERATURE

R. A. A\NTONIA

Department of Mechanical Engineer in.
University of Newcastle, N.S.1%., 2308, Australia

ABSTR CT
Results obtained with a calculation method that
includes a two-equation model for the turbulence and
a turbulent heat flux equation model are compared with
the exlperimental results of a sudden change in surface
heat flux or wall temperature. Temperature profiles,
heat flux distributions and temperature fluctuation
distributions are in reasonable agreement in the case
of a sudden decrease in wall heat flux, but the agreement is only qualitative in the case of a sudden
decrease in wall temperature. The calculation method
yields practically the same results when a constant
turbulent Prandtl number is used instead of the
turbulent heat flx
equation model,
INTRODUCTION
When the temperature difference across a turbulent boundary layer is sufficiently small the temperature may be treated as a passive marker of the layer
and hence a useful aid to the study of transport
mechanisms in the layer. Several experimental results
have been reported on the response of a turbulent
boundary later to sudden changes in the surface temperature or heat flux and where the temperature is such
a marker. Antonia et aZ (1) considered a sudden increase in wall heat flux while Fulachier (2), Blom (3)
and Pern- and Hoffmann (4) carried out experiments with
a sudden increase in wall temperature. Subramanian
and Antonia (5) examined a sudden decrease in wall
heat flux while Charnay et aZ (6) considered a sudden
decrease in wall temperature. In all these investigations, the momentum boundary layer developed with
nominally zero pressure gradient and was approximately
self-preserving immediately upstream of the change in
surface condition. For the experiments of Subramanian
and Antonia (5) and Charnay et aZ (6) the flow upstream
of the change was slightly heated, as illustrated in
Fig. 1. Origins for the momentum and thermal layers
were approximately coincident and the layers were
approximately self-preserving immediately upstream of
the change in surface condition.
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Browne and Antonia (-1 fou,.! tha ,
cal:
mean temperature T(.
and hea: flux ro:ve
downstream of a sudden increase in wall term. ILh
were in reasonable agreement with the availa ".( meafurements when the distance xs, measure' do,r.treathe change, exceeded about 2i,., (1- is the 'ux
.
layer thickness at the positior of the cha..C.
Antonia and Danh (8) found that a distancef
,.f t
10 6, was required before reasonable agreement t,a_
obtained between the calculation of Bradsha.:
Unsworth (9), based on assuiing a constant turh !]no
Prandtl number Prt (= 0.911, and the measurement>
of T(y) and T(y) downstream of a sudden inzreasc
wall heat flux. For this experimental situatlor..
calculation of Launder and Samaraweera 'l', wh.
used a transport equation for 7S, was in o0d aZe ment with the measured vs profiles for x, - I, - '
indicated poor agreement with the measured mea. :c-r,erature profiles at all values of x.'- ithe last
measurement station was at 42.91.
In this paper, attention is focused on the ca.cn.lation of the flow downstream of a sudden decrease in.
surface heat flux and a sudden decrease in wa'l C7!erature. The results from the calculations are cn~nare.!
with the experimental values reported by Subramanian
and Antonia (5) and Charnay Ea
-:
(6. The particu'ar
calculation method used here is the two-equation model
of Wilcox and others (11, _12, 13) which also includes
a transport equation for v6.
EXPERIME\TAL CONDITIONS
These are shown in schematic form, in Fig. 1. In
all cases the streamwise pressure gradient was negligible.
COMPARISON BEAEN CNLCULATIONS X\D Ti1tI
RESULTS OF
SUBPA.\I.X\N AT A\ONIA (5)
Figures 2 to 5 compare calculations i
,th the
experimental results of Subramanian and Antonia
For the mean temperature profiles, Fig. 2, two points
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Comparison between calculated heat flux distributions and measurements of Subramanian
and Antonia (5).
k, experiment xs/.o = 1.0; o, experiment
x./60 = 18.6; -, calculation.

tions are still discernable and qualitatively similar
to those closer to the step. The few measurements
indicate that the profile merge points coincide with
those obtained by the calculation.

need to be made. Firstly, it is difficult for the calculation method to simultaneously match the boundary
layer thickness, wall heat flux and wall temperature
upstream of the surface change, bearing in mind the
fact that the effect of the trip used in the experiments could not be satisfactorily included in the calculations. Secondly, it is possible that the expeiimental wall heat flux at the surface downstream of i..e
change was not quite zero. Mean temperature profiles
very near the wall were not made but the mean enthalpy
flux, obtained from the measured
U(y) and T(y) profiles
seemed consistent with Qw = 0. In the calculation, it
is of course straightforward to equate Qw to zero
downstream of the change,

The agreement between calculated and experimental
growth rates of the internal layer is shown in Fig. 4.
Here 6. is the thickness of the internal layer and is
inferred in the calculation as the_point where the
local y- profile merges with the ve profile as x /60 =
0, while the experimental 6i was inferred from te
merge points of the 8 profiles. In both cases, the
streamline displacement is taken into account in an
approximate way by normalising y with the local
boundary layer thickness 6.

The - calculations, Fig. 3, highlight the growth
of the internal layer downstream of the change. At
large distances downstream (xs/&0 = 310) the distribu-

Calculated and experimental values of 7-._Fig. 5,
are in reasonable agreement.
The calculated 9- values
were estimated using the equation suggested by
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The strea,,ise decay (not shown here) of the ma imum value of (7-j 1 tends to be exponential while the
maximum value of
decreases a little more rapidly.
A comparison of these decay rates with the growth rate,
corresponding to a sudden increase in heat flux, see
Browne and Antonia (7), suggests that the relaxation
distance of the flow may be larger in the case of the
sudden decrease in heat flux.
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COIARISON BETWEEN CALCULATIONS kND ThI RESULTS OF
0GARINAY et a
(6)

Grow-th rate of internal laver downstrearo from
a sudden decrease in heat flux.
best
-fit line t e.rinental data of
Subrarmanian and Antonia Si; o, calculated
values.

Charnay et
present mean temperature, 7T and
distributions downstream of a sudden decrease in
wall temperature and a comparison with calculations
in a manner similar tc that for the sudden decrease in
heat flux was carried out. Unfortunately the quantitative agreement was poor, although qualitatively
were obtained for distributions of T,
similartrends
-- and e2 across the internal laver. The nean te7,erThe .main pro'iccattire results are shown in Fig. .
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experinent

experiment x,f
ment xs/60 = 14.3: -,
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B

U:

K..y

2
V+ W2) and B is a coefficient
where q = ,(u
For a fully developed temperature profile, Fulachier
found experimentally that B remained remarkably constant, equal to 1.5, for a major part (0.04 < y/6
0.9) of the layer. Calculations corresponding to
Fulachier's case (cf. Fig. I) using a B of 1.5 gave
profiles in close agreement with his experimental
result,.
For the calculation curves of Fig. 5, a B
value of 1.3 was used. By increasing B from 1.0 at
small alues of v/ to 1.5 at large values of y/6 it
was possible to obtain much better agreement than Using

-

=

*

ex1pe4 i

calculation.

seems to be the difficulty of reproducing the initial
conditions, i.e. the temperature profile upstrear
of the change. The Charnay :- a: profile at this
point is not in agreement with the general shape ohin apparently similar experiments by others,
rained
t
for
example the method
experiment
(Fig. 1)
Fulachierprofile
(2 '.
theof Fulachier
reproduces
The calculation
reasonably well.
EFFECT OF USING CONSTAkNT TURBULENT PRk\TTL N.UMBER IN
TIf CALCULATIONS
The calculation method normally uses a diffusion
type of equation for -' to obtain estimates of T'-- fo,input into the energ- equation. An option is to use

10.20..

hll

A'

Comparison ketieen calculated nean te-erat-urc
profiles and neasurements of Charnay .-- -- , experiment xs/!- =
ex.,erinel
= 2.04;

Fulachier ;2)

•~~~

Y'

72z

.

.

.- ....-

a constant turbulent Prandtl number, Prt, and obtain
X' frTom -h
I.,a
eing the eddy diffusivity ofI
heat -t 'irt . The eddy dtusi\ite of momentum .t is
obtained from the ti,c-equation model o the calcula-/r.
tion method.

'

\n interesting result %as that the mean temperature profmles, the e distributions and the 5- distri1utions ,ere practically identical whether the equation for V7 was used or whether a constant turbulent
P'randtl number, 0.89 in this case, was used. This is
best illustrated by considering the results obtained
from calculating the boundary layer downstream of a
sudden increase in heat flux case, since Antonia
: jli measured vt profiles at several stations downstream from the change. The experimental set-up of
\ntonia - a" is shown in Fig. 1. The results are
shown in Fig. - and good agreement is observed between

-, S,

/r04

06-

"-,

Y

W

Fig. 8

when using a heat flux model to calculate the
K. (1) flow.
-)ntonia

06

v/5 in the outer region. However, measured distributions of Prt obtained in the range 2.3 < xs/1. , 42.?
could be considered to be in better qualitative agreement with the distributions of Fig. S. It iould appear
that the relatively large uncertainty in experimental
values of Prt would make it difficult to prescribe the
variation of Prt across the thermal layer ,a constant
Prt does not seem unreasonable!). The good agreenent
between the calculations and experiment (Fig. - for
small values of Xs/o is surprising in view of .hc nonequilibrium nature of the flow in this region. The
budget of
, measured by Dane (14) indicates that the
diffusion term may become significant in comparison
with the production and destruction terms. More work
is required with regard to both experiments and models
to determine the magnitude of each term in the ve equation,'especially for small values of x,! -.

06
A
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,

C

0 "o\
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Turbulent Prandtl number distributions obtained
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ABSTRACT

SUBSCRIPTS

Results from both the experimental and
theoretical study of turbulent boundary lay-

0 - zero injection
e a outer edge of the boundary layer

era on porous and perforated surfaces with
angled injection and suction are presented.
Effects of the velocity ratio and injection

UJ= wall
1.

Introduction

(auction) direction on mean and turbulent
flow behaviour are shown

Injection or auction through permeable con-

NOMENCLATURE

struction elements is consiaerea to be one
of the most effective means of controling
flow structure and heat- and mess transfer
in turbulent boundary layers. The most of

60

inJection(euction)

&
C=

critical injection parameter
flow friction factor 2'tw,/,IeUe

studies on this topic deals with flow and
heat- and mass transfer behaviour for the

turbulence energy

case of the normal injection (suction).

E

-

parameter 2F/C

50

f= dissipation rate E3/2/L

The questions of the injection(suction)
with angles other than 900 have been studied

F= velocity ratio Vu/Lt e
H,,Hz = boundary layer formfactor

46,/52,6316,

2

K

pressure gradient factor -/LLe(de/dX)

boundary layers. Results for turbulent flows

. length scale
L,Y= streamwise and crosswise mean velocity
P -

puch less and relate generally to laminar

components
pressure

with c( i 900 have been obtained for the down
stream injection through perforated surfaces
only [ 1,2].
The experiment, were conducted in the wind

Re,- turbulent Reynolds number EL/)

tunnel. The test section was a square chan-

X,- astreamwise and crosswise coordinates
a = hole axis inclination angle relative

nel of 40 x 40 mm with the movable upper

•

5,.S
•

Tw
u

wall which allowed to control the stream-

to the surface
boundary layer thickness

wise pressure gradients [ 3]. The porous
and perforated plates with the uniform per-

displacement, momentum and energy

meability of 135x40 were used with hole

thicknesses correspondingly

axis inclination angles relative to the aurface 0( - 150,20025,45,75and 900. The per-

turbulence intensity

*- turbulent diffusion coefficient 02E4I

forated plates had holes of 0.40 mm stag-

a kinematic viscosity
- turbulent shear stress

gered with the streaomwie and lateral spacinl equal nearly to the hole diameter.The

wall friction

porous plates were fabricated by the rolling
procedure using packages of stainless steel
wire nets.

relative flow friction factor CI/Ci.

The isothermal fully developed turbulent
boundary layer (the Reynolds number baaed on
10.23

the permeable plate length was 2.10 5 ) was

0-

measured in the range of velocity ratio

U/u',

F =(-4.7 ; 6.5)*I0" 2 under the adverse

az 9

/

05

and accelerating presure gradients with

P. 40,

K -

(-2.2
4.8).10g.
The velocity field and turbulent fluctuations were measured using the thermo-

a-023
V-027
0

0-497

anemometer "DISA 55 D" in 5-7 sections of
permeable plates.
2 Experimental results for the

, t

4

injection

V

The experimenta withdpA = 0 showed

that for a week injection

(6C0.2),

as

4

the velocity ratio increases the mean velocity profiles tend to be less filled (Fig.
1,a), the turbulent fluctuation velocities
near the wall decrease and their maximum

5
50

a

shifts into the outer region (Fig.1,b) for
all angles oL and for both cases of the
porous and perforated plates.The comparison

075

Pig.1 The profiles of the mean

of the mean velocity profiles showed that

and turbulent fluctuation velocities for the porous angled inject-

the effects of the weak injection with the

angle o(k 900 on the mean flow differ a little from those for the normal injection with
the same F *This finding can be explained

ion with dP/dcA

- 0

derable tangential momentum and, in addition

by the fact that the injectant momentum is

to the flow deceleration due to the normal

small as compared to that of the free flow.
Hence,only the injection flow rate has a

component of the injection momentum, the

crucial effect on the boundary layer irres-

induced. (Pig. 2,c).
Under the conditions of the strong in-

acceleration of the flow near the wall is

pective of the angle and supply way (pores,

jection with o(>900 the mean velocity profiles take the S-ahape as for the normal

perforations).
For a moderate injection (0.2<,/6e1),
the change of the velocity profile filling
up with

F

angle

: the profiles are more filled at

;

injection, i.e. they have a flex poirt in

tends to depend on the injection

the normal case, a reverse flow in the up-

o( < 900 and less filled at o( > 900 on
compared to the normal injection, this trend
does not depend on the injectinn way.
For a strong injection

the outer region. However, in contrast to

6 c ), with

stream direction is induced near the wall
(Pig. 2,a). The presense of the reverse flow
on the permeable wall for the strong injection

d(4900 the character of the velocity pro-

&

>

evidences the change of the

wall friction sign, i.e. the realization of

file deformation with F in the inner region
over the porous and perforated plates reversea as compared to the norml cose,i.e. the
filling up of the profiles increases, tio
effect is higher 'or smaller injection angleg. This result can be explained by the
fact that the injectant has here a consi10.24

the critical injection condition ( .0).
Thus,an intensive circulation near the wall
appears,inside of which the streamline
UL a 0 is located.
The measurements showed that the boundary layer both on the porous and perforated surfaces grows along the plate with the

u.

~

-

W ~l~=02

is different
injection parameter 1£
for various ang~es:t~e value of C1 decreases
> 900
gnlower at C' < 900 and fester at )(
am compared to the normal inje. tion(Fig.3).

U.the

U.

o45.

~

2*
-

-

general for all o( correlation of

-A

*

-)

4.h.alfito

it

/

;

e(0.ection

neto

a@

-Leontiev equation [4] for the normal inwith a correction of the critical
parameter. on the injection angle;

\
21

h

meter is found in the poper.The correlation
can be fitted by the well-known Kutateladze-

*

145

*s,~TfeiTflwhere
4.*.5

.3~.7

,

,,

C)

and

0.480 0965,gw
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0.W
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Fig.2 The flow development
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enadtru
the

velocity profile deformation.The separation

ai-

of the boundary layer and the appearance of
the reverse flow region are observed for the
lower velocity ratios than in the nongradient flow,especielly in conditions of the
upstream injection.
In the case of the downstream injection, S-shaped velocity profiles do not form.

L-e
-

Q3

F4,,
'-064

As the velnocity ratio increases the mean

02

velocity profiles tend to be less filled,
the fluctuation maximum rises and shifts

4

XS"
1

045'2
1

1

from the wall.For velocity ratios F >
1.7a10 "2 the profile filling up increases

0
Fig.5

across the whole boundary layer in the presaence of the adverse pressure gradient and
in the inner region only if the pressure
gradient is absent.The injection into the

velocities near the wall fordP/d3>0
filled than for e( = 900. It can be explained by the contribution of the stresamwise

flow with the adverse pressure gradient

suction velocity component which is direct-

causes the appearing of the second mean

ed up the main flow.As

velocity maximum at

downstream suction) the velocity profiles

-0.015. (Fig.5).
=/

0OZ
004. 0,06 00 V/S
The profiles of the mean

o< -

1600(the

The flow under the accelerating pressure gradient with moderate velocity ratios
is characterized by decreasing velocity pro-

become more filled than for o4 a 200
which is due to the streamwise suction camponent down the flow. For the normal suc-

file filling up for all injection angles.

tion ( 0( = 900) the velocity ratio inc-

For a strong injection, the profiles tend to
be more filled in the outer region of the
boundary layer. The mean velocity profiles
for the downstream Injection differ from
those for the normal case in the vicinity

rease results in the moot considerable decay of the turbulent fluctuation.The fluctuation maximum shifts towards the wall at
o. > 900 and from the wall at
C< < 900.
The level of turbulent fluctuations for the

of the wall only (Fig.4): their filling up
is higher and the rate of fluctuation decay
is much more intensive.Por the upstream injection,the velocity profile filling up

upstream suction increases in the outer region of the boundary layer.Both for the
downstream and upstream suction, the mean
velocity profiles are less filled than

decreases more rapidly than for
o< a 900
and 0< a 150 and the fluctuation velocity
distribution becomes more filled. The boundary layer separation,however,was not observed for all velocity ratios studied.
3

Experimental results for the suction

Fig.6 shows mean and turbulent fluctuation velocities profiles on the penforated
plates for the suction with e(* 900 for the
nongradient flow. The measurements showed
effects of the suction angle on the boundary
layer growth.As
o( a 2 0 0 (the upstream
suction) the velocity profiles are less

10.26

o< - 900.
The measurements on tne porous plates
with c,4 - 150,750, 900,1050 and 1650 did
not show considerable differences for all
coses mentioned.It is explained by the fact
for

that the pores are so small that the sucked
fluid jets can not turn at the corresponding
angle.
The comparison of data for the porous
and perforated plates shows that for equal
velocity ratios,the mean velocity profiles
on the perforated plates proved to be more
filled,i.e.the suction through a perforated
plate is more effective as compared to the
porous suction.

Pig.7 shows mean and turbulent fluctuation velocity profiles for the suction
through the porous plate in flows with ad-

verse and accelerating preaure gradients.
The strongest effects of the auction on the
boundary layer is in evidence in the very
vicinity of the wall. The magnitudes of the
fluctuation maximum both under the adverse

-

6
40 0

-

+-0
-0,7
FO

and accelerating pressure gradients for the
same velocity ratios differ a little from

o2o° -07
0.5 -05

K401'.
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-
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Fig.6.The profiles of the mean and tur0

bulent fluctuation velocities for the
perforated angled auction

Pig.7
each other. However, in the outer region of

the boundary layer, the level of velocty
fluctuations in the presence of the accele-

04

02

06

08

/

The profiles of the mean

(a) and turbulent fluctuation
velocities (b) for porous normal

suction under pressure gradients

rating pressure gradient decreases with

velocity ratio stronger than in the case of

,

the adverse pressure gradient.
Fig.3 shows the measured flow friction
factors for the porous plates in the flows

with dP/dx >0, dP/dx
Although

C4

,4

/*- 72

0 and dP/da = o,-,

depends on the pressure gra004

dient the relative flow friction factor

depends only on
and for I~l4

:for I6I , 4 W
+
/'=4e'&/4).

04

0

7

0.25

0,50

75
0,

y/

Pig.8 The profiles of turbulence
energy in the parallel plate channel

10.27

4

Prediction of the developing flow

pear for some suction velocities which is

in a osrallel olate channel

typical for the flow with the suction under
the adverse pressure gradient (fig.7).
The subsequent increase of the suction
results in the disappearance of the

The report presents also the prediction
of the flow behaviour in the entrance region
of the parallel plate channel with the nor-

velocity

mal ( . 900) injection and suction for
the conditions corresponding to the experiments described. An accelerating pressure

Pig.9 shows the experimental values
of the formfactor H for the nongradient
boundary layer in the contracted and expandad channels for
04 = 900 as well as a

gradient is induced in the channel by the
injection and adverse one - by the suction,

injetio andadvrseone
bythe ucton.
A three-parametric turbulence model is used

predicted correlation (the curve 1) for the

for the turbulent transfer description. The

forefa

model is based on the transport equations
for turbulent energy.Reynolds shear stresses
and dissipation rate. Using the boundary

segrdein the

turbulent energy maximum near the wall.

parallel plate channel. It is seen that the
parfallt

layer approximation one governing equation
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF A TURBULENT BOUNDARY
LAYER STRUCTURE IN THE REGION OF A GAS SCREEN
Yu.V.Baryshev, A.I.Leontiev and N.K.Peiker
Institute for High Temperatures, Moscow, U.S.S.R.

averaged velocity,

ABSTRACT
-

The paper presents the data on expe-

ness;

rimental investigation of the structure and
-

integral characteristics of a subsonic tur-

J

bulent boundary layer in the region of a
gas screen downstream of a permeable sec

T

=
-

- longitudinal and trans-

verse coordinates;

y

- permeable plate length;
- dynamic boundary layer
thickness;
- dimensionless coordi-

U,v

nate;
- averaged velocity pro-

6

- injection intensity;
- tangential stress;

- friction coefficient;
- Reynolds numbers oalculated using longitudinal coordinate and
momentum loss thickness;
- friction efficiency parameter in the region
of a gas screen

0
w

- undisturbed flow parameters;
- wall;

I

- end of the permeable section;
standard conditions;
- turbulent

0 -

t

Porous cooling is currently one of the

most promising methods of thermal protection.
Some attempts have been made to use this
method for decreasing the temperature of gas
turbune vane surfaces, MHL generator channel

jection on the axes X
and y , respectively;
t+

0

cinematic viscosity;

Indices:

NOLM;CLATURE

X

v(Jv)/uk

C
Re,,Re

tion over a wide range of injection intensities, J, from 0.003 to 0.04. The data
have been obtained ondistribution of local
friction coefficients, averaged velocities,
their pulsation components and turbulent
shear stresses over the entire range of the
injection intensities investigated,

Xy

momentum loss thick-

- dimensionless velocity;
cv') - longitudinal and trase-

verse pulsations of the
10.29

walls etc., where it is difficult to create
continuous permeable surfaces. Hence the in-

terest in realization of protecting proper

-

ties of a "cold" boundary layer downstream

locity, 50 m/sec;

of the permeable section, i.e. in the re-

3.6

gion of a gas screen,

lance degree, 0.2# 0.3%. The measurement

As a rule, a turbulent boundary layer
is

developed

downstream of the permeable

106;

Reynolds number per 1 m,

temperature, 290# 300 K;

turbu-

model consisted of a permeable section 0.16
m long,

and an impermeable plate with the

surface in the region of a gas screen.
It in known that the turbulent boun-

length 0.22m, erected immediately downstream of the injection section. Description of

dary layer equations in the general case

the experimental set-up of a similar model,

are not closed, while for solution of ape-

supply and injected air control system is

cific problems one of the techniques of ap-

given in more detail in /1-2/.

proximate closing of equations is used.

For measurements, the LISA thermoane-

Closing is usually based on information on

mometer 55 MOI with the high-speed bridge

M0I

and auxiliary devices were used. The

integral characteristics and structure of

55

the turbulent boundary layer. The lower-

distance from the wall to the probe thread

order moments are of greater interest, sin-

was determined using the cathetometer i-8.

ce their values define the turbulent boun dary layer properties having an explicit

Before and after conducting the experiments, the thermoanemometer indicator was

physical sense,
Moments of the first order are repre-

calibrated in the working position in the

sented by the values of velocity, pressure
and other quantities, one-point central moments of the second order determine the
turbulence energy and the transfer of amount of motion, heat and impurities, while
two-point moments of the secoad crd r make
it possible to judge about the correlat 2n.
of different-value pulsations at the unevenly-spaced points, thus determining the turbulence spectrum.

/2/ made it possible to maintain stable calibrating dependencies during several hours
of the set-up operation. When taking measurements, special attention was given to the
equality of temperature of the injected air
and that of the main flow, in order to avoid
a possible effect of temperature nonuniformity over the boundary layer cros- section
on the measurement results /3/.
Calibration experiments without injec-

This paper presents the results of

wind tunnel. Careful clearing of the flow

tion have shown that a developed turbulent

experimental investigation of the structure

boundary layer with a universal profile of

and integral characteristics of a dynamic

the averaged velocity in a viscous sublayer

boundary layer downstream of the permeable

and the wall law, flows onto the measure-

section over the wide injection intensity

ment section.

range, J= 0.003-0.04.
The experiments were conducted on a

Figure 1 displays the measured profiles
of averaged velocities in the region of a

small continuous-operation subsonic wind

gas screen. It is clear that in the absence

tunnel (Institute of Mechanics of the Mos-

of injection the velocityprofile is satis-

cow State University), the working section

factorily defined by the universal profile

of which consisted of a rectangular channel

in a viscous sublayer /4/:

with the cross-section dimensions 0.07

0.075m2 and the length 0.6 m. The upper

x

9*

U4

au/+
+= L,

(r)

LrryI-L

wall was a model, and the lower one was
flexible and allowed variation, depending

and the wall law /4/:
us:
5, 750
+55

on the injection intensity, of the working

Accordingly, the local friction coefficients

part height and profile,

while maintain-

(2)

calculated from the measured gradients of

ing a constant static pressure along the

averaged velocity

entire length of the working part. The flow
parameters were constant and equalled: ye-

(Pig.2) are well described by the friction

10.30

in

a viscous

sublayer

law /5/. With an increase of injection in-

tensity, velocity profiles deviate from the
wall law, while maintaining universal dint-

Measurements of turbulent shear stres-

ribution in a viscous sublayer. The larger
the injection intensity, the larger the difference between the experimental and universal profiles end the greater the effect of
jet turbulence,
Measurements of intensity distributions of turbulent pulsations of averaged yelocity demonstrate (Fig. 3) that with an increase of injection intensity an increase
of pulsation components is observed, with

ses have shown (Fig. 4) that in the absence
of injection the stress maximum is located
on the wall and coincides with the local
coefficient. With an increase of injection
intensity, the friction stress on the wall
noticeably decreases, while in the boundary layer it is considerably increased, reaching the maximum displaced from the wall.
In this case, the effect of injections essentially decreases in direct proportion to

their intensity maxima forced back from the
wall. In the absence of injection, longitudinal pulsations have a pronounced maximum
near the wall, while the transverse pulsations maximum is diffuse and displaced further from the wall with respect to longitudinal pulsations. Under the injection con ditions, a similarity is observed in the
character of longitudinal and transverse
pulsations and coincidence of their maxima,
which proves that the turbulence near the
wall is isotropic during injection and that
there are no elongated vortex stmetures as
is the case in the absence of injection. Generation zone of turbulent pulsations is

the distance from the permeable section
(Fig. 5).
On the whole, the experimental date
obtained demonsrate a strong effect of injection on the averaged and pulsation characteristics of a turbulent boundar: leyer
in the region of a gas screen. Analysis of
these data makes it possible to define more
accurately the local and integral properties of the flow downstream of a permeable
surface.

Efficiency in the Fresence of Longitudi-

considerably expanded in the external part

of the turbulent boundary layer which is a
transient region between the pulsation generation zone and free flow, the turbulence
structure is universal, which is proved by
measurements of averaged velocities.
In Ref / 6 / it is shown that introducing of the parameter of friction efficiency in the region of a gas screen, characterizing momentum transfer in the boundary
layer
-

(3)

Cy

04.
makes it possible to generalize the experimental data on friction by a common depen dence similar to the calculation of the gas
screen efficiency / 6 /:

Sf~
(
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*
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AgSrACT
The strongest indication of an ordered structure
in the similarity of plane jet flows is the welldocumented (but controversial) apparent "flapping"
behavior. Previously, the negative correlation
between probes placed on opposite sides of the jet
centerline has been attributed to the periodic displacement of the mean velocity profile centerline
about its average position,'i.e., a flapping motion,
The present investigation Is directed at evaluating
the premise of an essentially two-dimensional von
Karman vortex street as being responsible for the
apparent -flapping" behavior.
NOMENCLATURE
b
Cf
C,
Cu

-

velocity halfwidth, m
dimensionless structural frequency coefficient
dimensionless structural wavelength coefficient
dimensionless structural convection velocity
coefficient
- jet exit slot width, m

D

1

fym
fs
I
is
n.
Re
RI
R,
us
UAU B
LA,U B

Co

u,
Xk

y
Ym
z

crossing frequency, sec
x interface
- maximum
interface crossing frequency, sec
-structural passage frequency, sec - 1features
= intermittency
- structural pattern wavelength, m
= vortex density, m
- UoD/v - jet Reynolds number
- correlation coefficient based on intermittency
function
- correlation coefficient based on velocity
fluctuations
- structural convection velocity, m/sec
- velocity fluctuation, m/sec
- velocity fluctuation intensity, m/sec

has been traditionally considered as random phenomena
actually is much more deterministic. 7n particular, a
growing body of experimental evidence is accumulating
which demonstrates that much of the physics of turbulent shear flow may be controlled by a finite set of
coherent large-scale eddying motions. The relative
importance of these large scales has been emphasized
in several recent review articles (e.g., References 1,
2, 3, 4, and 5). While the acceptance of the nonrandom aspects of turbulence is common, it is by no
means universal (see References 6, 7, and 8).
Rowever, the presence of the large-scale structures and
to some extent their importance have become experimentally established facts.
The goal of the research described herein has
been to examine the fully-developed plane turbulent
Jet for evidence of the effects of the large-scale
structures characteristic of that flow. During the
course of those measurements, the apparent presence of
an antisymmetric and periodic vortical structure was
noted. Its features suggest an ordered, twodimensional vortex street pattern similar to that
found in two-dimensional mixing layers and wakes (see
References 9 and 10) as illustrated in Figure 1.
If, in fact, the vortex street structure does
exist in plane jet flows, there are several of its
which should be evident from experimental
-,..
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-
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-

-

-
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- streamwise vortex coordinate, m
- lateral coordinate, m
- lateral position of maximum interface crossing
frequency, m
- spanwise or homogeneous coordinate, m

y -intermittency

-

.....
-..

- jet exit velocity, m/sec
- mean longitudinal centerline velocity, m/sec
streamwise coordinate, m

6
A

"
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fato

separation distance, m
- integral lengh scale, m

\

.-

2

kinematic viscosity, m /sec
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INTRODUCTION

.

.,

In recent years, there has been a gradual shift
in the approach to turbulent fluid mechanics research.
It is becoming increasingly clear that much of what

,.
,,,r

.!..

-I4

In particular, measurements relatea to
measurements.
the large-scale structure should contain indications
of (a) structural similarity, (b) spatial coherence
and periodicity, and (c) two-dimensionality. The
discussion of the experimental results that follows is
centered upon the extent to which these structural
features are indicated.
S
EXPRIENTAL APP
All measurements for the presently reported
investigation were made in the two-dimensional jet
apparatus depicted in Figure 2. The test section consists of a 1.27 x 30.4 cm vertical slot in a 91.4 x
30.4 cm wall. The flow is bounded above and below by
parallel horizontal surfaces extending 120 cm in the
downstream direction. For all measurements, the Jet
was operated at a constant Re - 1.74 x 105 based upon
the exit slot width. The apparatus has the capability
for heating the jet flow to a temperature in excess of
the ambient. This feature was utilized for making
intermittency measurements where heat served as a
passive contaminant in the turbulent flow (see
A constant overheat of 12 C was used
Reference 11).
for measurements involving the intermittency function.
Otherwise, the overheat was zero.
Fluctuating velocity and temperature signals were
derived from the outputs of TSI 1050 series anemometers operated in the constant temperature and
constant current modes. The temperature signals were
used with an original microcomputer based circuit to
formulate continuous, real-time intermittency functions. Cross correlations of velocity fluctuation
signals

were made using a TSI analog correlator and

true rms voltmeter. Correlations of the intermittency
function were determined with the aid of an original
digital circuit. Detailed descriptions of the intermittency formulation and correlation techniques are
given in References 12 and 13.

It is assumed that the geometry of the interface
is controlled by the underlying turbulent structure.
Hence, similarity in that structure should also be
evident in the interface characteristics such as
intermittency and crossing frequency. Transverse
distributions of the intermittency fraction and normalized interface crossing frequency at x/D - 15, 20,
30, 40, 50, and 60 were shown in Reference 11. They
closely follow the relationships:
1
=

1YYm

erf.-(----

-

f

f"

exp[- 2 .4m

Ym
where for x/D > 10 in this

m
b

-.

b
D

Structural Similarity
Structural similarity is a requirement if the
large structures are to play a consistent role in the
energy transport dynamics throughout the fullydeveloped or self-preserving region of a plane jet.
Experimentally, this characteristic is indicated when
the streamwise variations of length, velocity, and
frequency scales of the largest structures are compatible with global mean flow scales. In particular,
for plane jet flows, length scales should vary as x,
2
velocity scales as x 1/ , and frequency scales as
x-3/2.

(2)

jet:

x
=.098(

D

+ .619)

(4,

These distributions exhibit similarity in that the
curves from various longitudinal positions collapse on
the y/b coordinate.
The mean interface position is given by the noint
of maximum crossing frequency. At that location, the
intermittency fraction is noted to be 0.6 rather than
0.5 as would be required by a symmetric distributi)n
function.
Similar observations have been made by
other investigators (e.g., References 14, 15, and 16)
oteinsigor(e.,Rfecs1415ad16
with the explanation being that the interface is more
sharply folded in its troughs than on its crests.
In
the present investigation, this feature is additionally taken as an indication that the interface and
underlying large eddy structure maintain qualitatively
similar shapes at all streamwise positions in the
fully-developed region since
f-m is maintained.
The streamwise variation
crossing frequency was given
f D
= 2.09(x/D
Uym

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

1)

- .1l)J

the I - 0.6 value at
of the maximum interface
in Reference 11 as
-3/2
- /
(5)
+ 2.3)

0

Furthermore, it was demonstrated in Reference 13 that
the dimensionless maximum crossing frequency coincides
with the apparent flapping frequencies of Cervantes
[17].
Strong support for the assumption of relatedness between the interface geometry and the underlying
structure is given by that comparison. Rather than
"flapping" frequency or interface crossing frequency,
the term structural passage frequency or simply,
structural frequency will be used throughout the
remainder of this report.
From similarity arguments for the plane jet, glofrequency scales should vary as x- 3 /2 . This beha-

-9
Ebal

vior is verified by the structural frequency data and
.'(5).

If a dimensionless frequency is formed from the
structural frequency, velocity halfwidth and mean
center velocity, a flow constant, Ss - fsb/Um,

..

investigation and those deduced from other reported

,Z
II

,,
"

measurements of "flapping" frequency are given in
Table 1. The relatively close agreement suggests a
iestability mechanism which drives the
large-scale structure.
veloFrom similarity arguments, the convection
- /2

-universal

II•,

city should decrease in proportion to xI
Ua
(i)-1/2
-- - Cu
0

11,2

.--._ = z
-. .;s,
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.

... .m
.'.
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.. ...... ..
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, i.e.,

(6)

or the ratio of the structural velocity to the mean
centerline velocity should be a clearly defined
constant. The classical technique for the determination of convective velocities is to determine the
space-time
correlation function for velocity
probes
separated in the mean flow direction.
By noting
the
separation distance and the corresponding time delay
which yields the peak correlation coefficient, the
whic

u
s
o

yildsthepeakcorelaioncoeficintthe

jet.

with the underlying structural pattern.

Cervantes 1171 measured a convective velocity of
"flapping" motion.

In addition to

the equal

spacing of the probes on the opposite sides of the jet
centerline, he also introduced a streamwise separation. By observing the shift of the negative peak
correlation, the convective velocity was estimated in
a manner analogous to that of Young and Ott. The
experiment was repeated for two values of the lateral
spacing with the results given in Table 2. Again, the
convective velocities are noted to be nonconstant.
For the present investigation (in collaboration
with Moallemi [22]), the convective vel(city of the
large eddy structure was determined through a combination of flow visualization and calculations based
upon similarity scaling relationships,
Considering the vortex street model of the large
eddy structure, the structural convective velocity,
wavelength, and frequency are related by u s - tsfs or
Table

.

(7)

Comparison of (6) and (7) reveals that Cu - CtCf.
If
the
constants. Ct and Cf. are determined experimenthcosasCanCfarderiedeeretally, then Cu may be deduced and should have a
constant value in the similarity region of a plane

convection velocity may be determined from their
ratio. A variation of the basic technique is to low
pass filter the velocity signals prior to forming the
correlation function. In this way, only the largest
scales contribute to the correlation. It is expected,
therefore, that the indicated convective velocity is
more closely tied to the velocity of the large-scale
structure. Measurements utilizing both techniques
have been made by Ott and Young with the results
summarized in Reference 21 and Table 2. The difficulty with the results of both techniques is that
theuindiathed convecutve veofotis ecrqese istat
the indicated convective velocities decrease monotonlcally away from the jet centerline. There is no clear
choice for a single velocity that may be associated
the

-3/2
C

From table
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.5

2.6 x 10

.2
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The factor of 2 is a consequence of there being two
vortices in each wavelength of the pattern. Consider
a vortex instantaneously located at the streamwise
station xO. The next downstream vortex location
should be at x1 , such that
.,It
1
I =
n dx
s
Sum.ary of Structural Related Convective veloc:t:e
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written as Xs/D - CI(x/D), then a corresponding vortex
density may be defined as
2
D
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Bradbury !181
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Investigator
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44-71

C.C8 - 0.14*

(8)

graphs. In calculating the corresponding wavelengths,
provision
be made for the
fact the
thatphotographic
the pattern
is
growing must
and decelerating
across
frames.
If a dimensionless vortex pattern wavelength is

y/b

0.1 - 0.2
~~.66
,.5.

0.1.

derived from knowledge o' the instantaneous locations
of selected vortices in the fully-developed region of
a plane jet. This coordinate data was provided by
Moallemi [22] who used a smoke-wire flow visualization
technique to silhouette the vortices and allow their
instantaneous locations to be determined from photo-

s/
x/D

fsb/Um 5

-

or Cf - 2.36.
Th p
r

Table 2.

Su-oarv of Reported Structural Frequencies
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for points A and B separated by 6x, 6v. and

0

If the locations, xO and xi, of the two adjacent vortices have been determined from flow visualization,
then (10) may be used to determine the wavelength
coefficient, i.e.,
nx
1correlations
( )
= 2 Zn( 0).
0
If the locations of N vortices can be determined from
a single photographic frame, then N-I estimates of
CZ may be made using

been reported in References 14, 16, 17, and 19.
The correlation measurements which result from
both longitudinal and lateral separation of the velocity probes are presented in Figure 5 in the form of
an isocorrela ion contour map. The map provides a
graphic illustration of the instantaneously antisvmmetric velocity and periodically repeatable structiral
pattern. The actual distance over ahich the neasureable flow org3nization exists (x/D B 20 to 45) is
quite remarkable and strongly supports the pouibiit:.
of a vortex street eddy pattern.

x
vk nsdx
0

k

(12)

and

C

(13)
3

N-i.
.
,

kl2.

2Zn(
x(
= k
0 ),

Two-Dimensionality

The above procedue w3 followed with the
results given in Figure 3. It was found that due
to the finite downstream length required for selfpreservation to be established, the wavelength
coefficient is a function of x that approaches its
similarity value asymptotically. The asymptotic
value found is CZ - 0.5.
With CZ and Cf thus determined, the convection
ve.ocity of the large vortices is
-i/2
-.l8(5)

U

U0

and

The vortex street structure of a fully-developed
plane jet flow should exhibit a certain degree of todimensionality in the turbulent velocity field, as
well as in the interface geometry. Quantification of
the degree of two-dimensionality is acconplished
experimentally by comparing characteristic streanwise
and spanwise integral length scales. These length
scales are derived from correlations of velocity and

(14)
-

0

a

0.5.

o

A vortex street structure in a fully-developed jet
flow should exhibit specific spatial relationships for
the instantaneous velocity field. In particular,
sides
on opposite
positioned
rotating vortices
counter
the centerline
would Produce
antisymm
etric trans-

~~~of

verse distributions of longitudinal velocity. Additionally, there would be a periodically repeated
pattern in the velocity Ield.
The existence of the spatial relationships
described above may be tested experimentally through
measurements of cross-correlations between longitudinal velocity fluctuations at separated points in the
flow, These correlation coefficients are defined as
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Spatial Coherence and Periodicity

;

z.

The instantaneous asymmetry of the longitudinal
velocity distribution is evidence by the distributions
The most obvious
of Ru(O,6 .0) given in Figure 4.
feature of the distributions are the strong negative
between the velocity fluctuations on
opposite sides of the centerline and extending well
into the intermittent regions. Similar results have

7

L

u)AuB

U

(10)
(UN

)y

X

6

.
.Y

I
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the degree of structural two-dimensionality characteristic of the plane mixing layer, (e.g., References
6, 7, and 23).

intermittency and are defined as
Ax -

R(6,0,O) dcx

(17)

CONCLUSIONS
R(Ox,0y,6 z ) dd

A-

z

From the experimental tests of the validity of a
vortex street model for the large scale structure of

(18)

z

turbulent plane jets, the following conclusions are
found:
t) The global variation of length, velocity, and
frequency scales are compatible with similarity
requirements.
2) The large, vortex-like motion is periodic.
3) The coherent, vortex-like motion extends

The velocity correlation coefficient is as given in
(16) and the intermittency correlation is similarly
defined as
(IA-YA)(IB-YB)
(19)
(IAY )1(1BYB),
R (6x,6 y,6 Z)
A A
B~
Figure 6 illustrates typical correlations of the
intermittency function at x/D - 30 and y - 0.5.
Similar measurements were taken for 10 < x/D < 60.
The corresponding integral length scales and their
variation with streamwise position are given in Figure
7. Once again, the self-preserving variation of all
intermittency length scales is evident. From Figure
7, it is apparent that the longitudinal and vertical
length scales are approximately equal, i.e., Al - A
Al and Al/b 5 .5. The near equivalency of integral
length scales in the intermittent region has also been
noted by Moum, et al., (15].
The integral length scales within the turbulent
jet core were determined at x/D - 30, y/b = 0.0, O. 5,
and 0.5. In this case, the integrations with respect
to o, and 6, were

limited

.R o
0

-x2.

.47 and Au z

b -

-

to the intervals over which

Another unexpected

negative lobe in the

.23,

*

A
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-

the correlations were positive. A typical result is
plotted in Figure 8. The average length scales determined from the correlation curves Au/b 5 .65 and Ah/b
.28, thereby indicating Au/A 5 2, which is
surprising considering the measurements in the intermittent region. However, the results are consistent
with those reported by Everitt and kobins [16], i.e.,
Au/b -

0
o

0

,

(C.

.. 0,)

1

-,

which 5lsu gives Af/AJ
x

featur7

of

Igure

11 is

(O,.,6,) .'.rrelation.

0 A',

the

Three

possible explanation
are nffared
1) A combination of streaniise tilting of the

¢

large vortiLes and the stroamwisc periodicity of the
velocity field results in a nega.ive R(0,0,z) correlation.
2) The vortices undulate periodically along their
length and the negative lobe in the correlation is an
indication of the first half wavelength.
3) There is a lack of coherence of the vortices
in the vertical direction so that the correlation is

dominated by the near isotropic smaller scales.
negative lobe is then the result of continuity

<
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requirements.

Based on the comparison of integral scales alone,
the degree of two-dimensionality characteristic of the
large structures is quite limited.
However, three

points must be noted. First, the flow visualization
experiments by Moallemi [221, as well as the correla-

-.

tion contours of Figure 5, strongly suggest a flow
structure with significant coherence in the zdirection.
Secondly, there is a real possibility that
the parallel bounding surfaces intended to maintain

the two-dimensionality of the mean flow may actually
inhibit the two-dimensionality of the

o
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flow structure.

Even at an x/D as small as 45, the streamwise wave-

,

.ength of a vortex street pattern would approach the
separation between the surfaces used.
And finally, a
similar contradiction exists between visualization
results and inferences from integral scales concerning
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across the entire width of the flow and for considerable up- and downstream distances.
4) The structural organization inferred from the
measurements has the instantaneously antisymmetric
characteristic expected of a vortex street structure.
5) Only a limited degree of two-dimensionality
may be inferred from the measurements.
The presence of these large coherent structures,
aligned as in a vortex street arrangeme-",
suggest the
need for a re-evaluation of the classical descriptive
models which exclude any deterministic aspects of the
instantaneous flow.
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EDUCTION OF THE "PREFERRED MODE" STRUCTURE
IN THE AXISYMMETRIC MIXING LAYER
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ASTRACT

StD -

n asurements
In an attempt to educe the preferred mode coherent structure of the unexcited axisymmetric jet,
criteria for conditional measurements are examined,
It is found that the structures are best educed by
triggering on the positive peaks of a reference signal
obtained from the high-speed edge of the mixing layer.
Positive a-peaks are superior to negative ti-peaks for
trigger, because the separation between the trigger
probe and the structure is larger in the latter case.
The improvement in the eduction achieved by threshold
levels higher than twice the standard deviation of
a is offset by increased experiment time. Above this
level, use of a window in the threshold is also of the
and
marginal utility. The signals from the high-

[7]. The detailed measures of this structure showed essentially no dependence on the initial
condition but a mild dependence on the Reynolds
number. However, the question remained as to whether
or not these structures, 'enhanced' by the excitation,
truly represented the ones in the unexcited mixing
layer. This motivated the present work where eduction
of the large-scale structures in the natural axisymmetric layer is attempted via conditional sampling.
In this paper, we will primarily focus on the
considerations given to the criteria for eduction.

low-speed sides are poorly correlated. Consequently,
a criterion based on the simultaneous occurrence of
peaks and troughs of two reference signals obtained
from the two sides failed to educe the structures in
the axisymmetric mixing layer. Tearing and fractional
pairing, augmented by the axisymmetric configuration,
apoear to be responsible for a significantly poorer
e~uction of the structures from the low-speed side.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

INTRODUCTION
Large-scale coherent structures are the focus of
many contemporary studies in turbulence. This emphasis stems from the expectation that these structures can serve as the building blocks in newer
theories of shear flow turbulence.
Many of the large-scale structure studies have
been carried out in the circular jet near field where

0.3 and educed via phase-locked hot-wire mea-

The objective was to arrive at a simple eduction
scheme for educing the preferred-mode structures in
the axisymmetric mixing layer.

The experiments were carried out in a 7.6 cm circular jet; the nozzle boundary layer was tripped
with a sand-paper ring located at 4 cm upstream from
the exit plane. The efflux boundary layer was fully
turbulent as confirmed by the profiles of the longitudinal mean velocity and turbulence intensity and
the t-spectrum. The jet exited with an axisymmetric
top-hat mean velocity profile. Most of the data presented in this paper pertain to a jet Reynolds number
of ReD = 110,000 and to the downstream station of
x/D - 3. Data were obtiined from standard linearized
constant-temperature hot-wire (DISA) anemometers.
Data acquisition and analysis were performed by the
laboratory mini-computer (HP2100S) together with a
magnetic tape and automated probe traversing mecha-

the structures are found to be quasi-periodic [1-5].
One of the techniques frequency employed in these
studies has been controlled excitaton, which helps the
formation of the sturctures at controlled phases and
thus permits their investigation through phase-locked
measurements [1,2,6].
This technique was also employed by us to study the 'preferred-mode' structure
evolution as well as its dependence on the Reynolds
number and initial condition. The 'preferred-mode'
structure was induced by controlled excitation at

rijms. For further details of the procedures. see
ref.
RESULTS
Figure 1 shows the variation of the centerline
longitudinal turbulence intensity uc/Ue for different
Strouhal numbers (StD) of excitation; the excitation
amplitude (u;/Ue) measured at the center of the jet
exit plane was 2%. The data show that the maximum
3
growth of the imparted disturbance occurs at StDO0. 0,
and the trends with different StD are in qualitative
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agreement with the data of Crow and Champagne [1).
The insert in Figure I shows variations of the rms
amplitude of the fundamental (ul/Ue) along the Jet
centerline for three StD and confirms that the maximum growth of the fundamental occurs at StD - 0.30.
This value of the StD at which the fundamental receives the maximum amplification is accordingly
called the 'preferred mode' of the axisymmetric jet
(1,6].
The StD value that produces the maximum disturbance amplification depends on whether the total
or the fundamental of the fluctuation is considered,
For example, excitation inducing stable pairing (at
StD
0.85) can produce total fluctuation levels considerably higher than that at StD - 0.3. Thus, even
though Crow & Champagne defined the 'preferred mode'
on the basis of the total fluctuation intensity measured on the jet centerline, StD a 0.3 is still the
preferred mode when it is redefined on the basis of
the fundamental amplitude (6].
The spectral evolution on the centerline of the
unexcited jet is shown in Fig. 2 for 0 < x/D < 8.
The quasi-periodic passage of the large-scale structures is 'felt' on the jet axis downstream of
x/D = 1.5. The quasi-periodicity in the structure
passage, as evident from a clear but broadband peak
in the 0-spectra, is lost beyond x/D = 8. The frequency of the spectral peak shows a gradual decrease
from about StD
0.55 at x/D = 1.5 to about 0.30 at
x/D = 5. Similar data at a few other ReD over the
range 5 x i0 to 106, all having initially turbulent
efflux boundary layers and top-hat mean velocity profiles, showed essentially similar variations as in
Fig. 2. The mechanism for the 'roll-up' of an initially fully turbulent shear layer remains to be explained. Since the peak in the spectrum on the centerline occurs at the same StD ( 0.55) at all ReD,
this roll-up should not be viewed as an instability
of the initially turbulent shear layer, but rather
the formation of the 'Jet column mode' structures
inherent to the axisymmetric configuration.
The frequency of the spectral peak gradually decreases with increasing downstream distances. Such
frequency decreases were also observed by others in
circular jets [2,9], as well as in a plane mixing
layer [10].
In turbulent plane mixing layers and in
the initial region of axisymmetric jets with laminar
boundary layers, the role of vortex pairing in producing a gradual decrease in the frequency has been
clearly demonstrated. However, in the present case
of an initially turbulent axisymmetric mixing layer,
since the shift in the spt 'ral peak frequency from
x/D = 2 to 5 is not even by a factor of two and the
shift is gradual and not in any discernible step
(Fig. 2), whether vortex pairing is the mechanism
for the apparent frequency decrease remains to be
established. An alternative mechanism is more likely. Noting that the quasi-periodicity under consideration scales on the jet diameter and the initial
roll-up occurs at StD
0.55, let us assume that frequencles in the range 0.1 < St D < 1.0 are all amplified by the jet column. Different frequency components (and corresponding large-scale structures)
occur in the flow at different instants. A lower
frequency component receives maximum amplification
at a larger axial location [1,6].
Thus, in a
time-average measure like the 0-spectrum, the dominant
frequency must decrease with increasing x and the
peak in the spectrum at a given x is determined by
the disturbance that receives maximum amplification
at that x.
The observed initial 'roll-up' at StD a 0.55 may
appear to be in conflict with previous results which
showed that StD a 0.3 was the 'preferred mode' of the
11.8
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The following points should
axisymmetric jet [1,61.
clarify this apparent anomaly. First, the 'preferred
mode' has been defined from excitation studies,
which mostly used relatively large (nonlinear) amplitudes of excitation. Second, the dominant frequency
component in the natural jet clearly depends on the
axial station of measurement (e.g., StD - 0.45 observed at x/D = 3 in (8] and (111).
Thus, the 'preferred mode' determined from the artificial excitation corresponds to the 'terminal Strouhal number'
in the natural jet; this is the structure with the
StD receiving maximum amplification at the end of
the potential core. In other words, the 'preferred
mode' corresponds to the dominant structure in the
natural jet before its breakdown near the end of the
potential core, beyond which the velocity signal
ceases to indicate any quasi-periodicity. Third,
a slight ReD dependence of the preferred mode St D
has been observed even in excitation studies. Especially at lower ReD and in jets with initially
laminar boundary layers, the preferred mode StD
increases with decreasing ReD. This should account
for at least some of the higher values of the preferred mode found in the literature 12,7,12].
There is, of course, a difference between the
natural jet and the jet under artificial excitation.
While artificial excitation induces one single
large-scale structure (corresponding to the frequency
of excitation), an assortment of structures randomly
occur in the natural jet. The attractiveness of the
excitation in large-scale structures studies is the
precipitation of a single structure at controlled
phases and elimination of the other structures,
which permits application of relatively simpler
techniques like phase-averaging to derive the details
of the structure. If the 'enhanced' structure under
excitation represented the corresponding structure
in the natural jet, then structure properties
corresponding to different frequencies could be obtained via controlled excitation, and then a suitable
distribution of these structures could be used as a
model for the flow.
However, it is possible that there may remain
some differences between the artificially induced
structure and the corresponding structure in the
natural jet. Especially, if a high level of excitation is used to induce the structure of interest,
it may produce noticeable differences. These motivated the present study where we attempt to educe
the naturally-occurring structures via ccnditionally
sampled measurements. These measurements are
carried out in the jet with fully turbulent initial
boundary layer at ReD = 1100,00. The axial station
chosen for the measurements is x/D - 3 where the
spectral footprint is relatively the most clear
(see Fig. 2).
The measurement technioue is schematically shown
in Fig. 3. Four 'simultaneous' velocity signals
from a reference probe on the high-speed side
(y/D = 0.25; U/Ue 0.99), a reference probe on the
low-speed side (y/D = 0.85; U/Ue f 0.10), and Q and
9 signals from a measurement X-wire probe, are
recorded by the computer onto the digital magnetic
tape. The reference signals from the high- and
0
low-speed sides will be denoted by rl and r2, respectively. Keeping the two reference probes fixed,
the measurement probe was traversed at 15 y-stations
under remote computer control, and similar velocity
traces were recorded at all stations. These data
were later analyzed for eduction of the structures.
The peaks of rl were first used as triggers for
accepting sample functions of 0(t) and V(t). Each
accepted record of 0(t) and 9(t) consisted of 64

*

data points with 31 points preceding and 32 points
following the trigger. Ensemble averages <u> and
<v> obtained from the accepted realizations were
further processed to obtain the coherent azimuthal
vorticity Qz [=(1/(0.5Ue))<v>/at - 3av>/ax] distribution in a (T,y) plane; T denotes time with respect
to the trigger. The nz data are nondimensionalized
by the frequency fm such that fmD/Ue - 0.45. The
time axis is nondimensionalized by the corresponding
period Tm (-l/fm). Note that in the computation of
0z, Taylor hypothesis has been invoked using a convection velocity of 0.5Ue [13].
Because of the close
resemblance of Rz contours with the streaklines and
the sensitivity of these contours to the detection
criteria, we have used Qz contours as the primary
measure of the educed structure as well as the bases
for evaluation of the conditional sampling technique.
z distribution obtained by using the Orl-peaks
discriminated by the threshold level of 2o (i.e.,
rl > 2a criterion) is shown in Fig. 4; (o denotes
the standard deviation). The corresponding distribution obtained by triggering on the negative peaks
in rl below a threshold level of -20 is shown in
Fig. 5. The relative locations of the triggering
points are shown by the + signs. The longitudinal
spacing of the structures and their transverse extents
in Fig. 5 agree quite well with the streamline
pattern obtained by Yule (4) who used a similar negative peak criterion in a 5.08 cm diameter jet at
ReD = 43000. However, the positive peak criterion
clearly results in eduction of the structure having a
higher peak vorticity and consequently, larger number
of closed contours (Fig. 4).
Since a larger core
cross-section and a higher peak vorticity represent
better approximation of the most energetic structure,
the rl > 2a criterion is clearly superior to the
tirl< -2a criterion,
Lesser smearing occurs with the positive peak
criterion because the educed structure center at the
instant of trigger is physically located at the same
x as the reference probe. On the other hand, when
triggering on the negative peak of Orl, the reference
probe is located half-way between two structures,
Thus, in the latter case, the structure is educed
when centered away from the trigger. The farther
away are the measurements from the trigger, the more
is the phase jitter, resulting in smeared out educed
structures. In spatial measurements, this effect
would be equivalent to in-teasing loss of phase reference with increasing separation between the reference probe and the measurement probe. This is why the
positive peak criterion produces less smearing,
In using an amplitude-dependent trigger criterion, one must consider the selection of the optimum
threshold level. If the threshold is too high, most
of the peaks (or troughs) and thus most of the structures will be rejected. Thus, for a given data
volume, threshold levels above a certain value will
result iiithe acceptance of too few realizations and
thus produce a lot of scatter in the ensemble averages. In order to obtain convergent ensemble averages, a prohibitively large experiment time may be
required at higher threshold levels. On the other
hand, if the threshold is too low, the acceptance of
dissimilar structures of different scales and
strengths will result in unacceptable amounts of
smearing. Furthermore, different levels of the peaks
i
in r rl suggest that either structures of different
strengths move past the probe, or thiestructures
might be of the same strength but are at different
transverse locations as they move past the probe,
For either reason, only structures corresponding to

reference signal peaks falling in a narrow window
level should be ensemble averaged.
Figure 6 shows flz contours obtained by using different threshold levels (A ) discriminating the
irl-peaks. Values of A in Figures 6(a)-(f) are 0.5,
1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, and 3, respectively. The window
criterion has been used for Figs. 6(a)-(d) such
that the 6r1-peaks were above Ao but below 1.2Ac.
For the levels 2.5a and 3o in Figs. 6(e) and (f),
use of the window criterion does not produce any
noticeable difference from the contours shown which
are obtained by the simple Cirl> Ao criterion.
There is a significant smearing at the lower
threshold levels. Thus, the structures which cause
the larger peaks in irl are clearly educed only when
peaks above a cettain level (say br > 1.5o) are used
for trigger. Comparison of the peak vorticity shows
that the smearing effect is less at higher threshold
levels, as to be expected. Thus, the area enclosed
by the nz/fm - 7 contour increases as the threshold
level is increased. A higher threshold level, therefore, yields better eduction. However, improvements
at threshold levels above Url - 2o do not appear
significant. Furthermore, to obtain smooth contours
with large threshold levels one requires excessively
large experiment times. For a threshold level of 2o
or higher, the window criterion also produces marginal improvements (for example, compare Figs. 6(a)
and 4), and thus is not warranted, considering the
additional computation time. As a compromise, we
conclude that the arl > 2a threshold criterion yields
the optimum result.
While the structure educed with the reference
probe at y/D - 0.25 was shown in Fig. 4, those educed
with the reference probe at y/D - 0.1 and 0.33 are
shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b), respectively; the threshold criterion of rl > 2a is used in all three
cases. Note that, although the structure center
occurs closest to the trigger location in Fig. 7(b),
the peak vorticity level is less than that in Fig. 4.
This is because the reference probe is inside the
shear layer (U/Ue = 0.95) in the former case, and
turbulent fluctuation in the refernece signal introduces some randomness in trigger and thus smear the
educed structures. On the other hand, for y/D = 0.1,
the structure center is farther away from the trigger
location in y and as a result the educed contours
are also smeared out. Thus, while the reference
probe needs to be as close to the structure as
possible so that a sharp footprint is sensed, it cannot be within the structure itself since small-scale
fluctuations will introduce smearing in the eduction.
Efforts to educe the large-scale structure using
the low-speed side signal Ur2 as trigger failed.
On the low-speed side, the potential footprint
being extremely weak due to the axisynmetric configuration, the r2 signal is dominated by random turbulence; this would suggest unavoidable smearing
associated with triggering from the low-speed side of
the axisymmetric mixing layer. The large peaks and
ti
troughs in rl and Ur2 were found not to bear any
discernible phase relationship. This was observed
visually from a large number of simultaneous traces
Of Qrl and Dr2 as well as by a joint probability
computation of the occurrence of a r2 peak relative
to a rl-peak. The lack of correlation between rl
and Or2 is clearly demonstrated in Fig. 8. The
(time-average) correlation co-efficient of the two
signals is shown for -24 < T < 24 ms. The magnitude
of the co-efficient is everywhere below 0.05. The
small oscillation in the middle are within measurement uncertainty and are not repeatable.
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These data thus indicate that, unlike in the
plane shear layer at a low Reynolds number studied by
Browand and Wiedman [14], any conditional sampling
measurement based on a joint criterion on arl and 4r2
in the axisymmetric mixing layer will not succeed.
Note that Browand and Wiedman not only found definite
phase relationship between the peaks in the high- and
low-speed side signals but even used the phase relationship to educe different stages of the structure
evolution. The present data clearly indicate that
the dominant structures in the axisymmetric jets,
which scale on the jet diameter and are independent
of the initial shear layer state, are very much
characteristic of the high-speed or the potential
core side only. Presumably, because of the axisymmetric configuration, the structure signatures are
dilated on the low-speed side and thus are not detectable.
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CONCLUSIONS
It is shown that the quasi-periodic large-scale
structures in the near-field of a high Reynolds
number axisymmetric jet with fully turbulent initial
condition can be educed successfully using a simple
criterion of triggering on the extrema of a single
wire reference signal. Best eduction is achieved
when the reference probe is placed on the high-speed
edge of the mixing layer (where U/Ue = 0.99). Eduction on the positive peaks of frl is clearly more
successful than when triggered on the negative peaks.
Between the two, the structure center occurs
closest to the positive peaks but is time-shifted
relative to the negative peaks, and thus are smeared
when the latter is used for trigger. Smearing is
larger with increasing separation between the trigger
location and the structure center owing to the increasing loss of phase reference (or jitter).
Progressively higher thresholds produce sharper contours
of the structure properties, and hence less smearing,
but threshold levels higher than twice the standard
deviation of the signal are not worthwhile because
the improvement is marginal at the cosr of prohibitively increased experiment time. There is no
significant correlation between the high- and
low-speed side reference signals Orl and Or2. Thus,
us( (-f a joint criterion based on frl and (r2, or use
U
0
r2 alone, are not effective in educing the
la-ge-scale structures. This is due to a significantly *_eaker organization of the structures on the lowspeed side believed to be due to processes like tearing and fractional pairing [15] augmented by the
axisymsetric configuration.
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LARGE SCAL.E MOTIONS IN TURBULENT WAKES
J.H. Gerrard
Department of the Mechanics of Fluids
University of Manchester
Manchester M13 9PL, U.K.

ABSTRACT
Wake flows are divided into two categories;
those of class 1 are produced by bluff bodies and in
these the large scale motions in the wide near wake
are the result of interaction of the separated
boundary layers; class 2 wakes are without large
scale motions in the near wake as in the wake of a
slender streamlined body with turbulent boundary
layers.
Principally by flow visualisation results the
transition to turbulence in a two-dimensional class 1
flow is discussed as also is the development of the
wake far downstream. A parallel is drawn between
the developments of oscillating laminar and
turbulent wakes.
Wakes of class 2 are discussed and the conclusion reached that the necessary experiments, as far
as large scale motions are concerned, have yet to be
performed.
In two-dimensional class I wakes the persistence
of large scale motions is demonstrated. It is concluded that it is not yet proved whether large scale
motions are spontaneously produced far downstream in
wakes of class 2.

Townsend (1) recognised that the large eddies in
turbulent shear flow were responsible for the lateral
spreading of the turbulence. At that time it was not
suspected that the large eddies may possess an
ordered motion. The methods of investigation were by
hot wire probes and statistical methods.
In that
measurement environment low frequency motions which
are developing at a slow rate and which contain only
one fifth Of Lhe energy of the fluctuations are
easily smoothed out or lost altogether.
This

Wynant and Browand (8), Dimotakis and Brown (9), Yule
(10), Hussain and Zaman (11) and Huasain and Clark
(12).
Through this work order was gradually
discovered amongst the chaos of the turbulent shear
flow. The resultant situation is that there are
doubts about the possibility of self preservation in
turbulent shear flow. The intrinsic nature of
turbulent large scale motions is in doubt, that is,
do they appear as a natural consequence of the interactions of turbulence of smaller scale with each
other and with the mean shear or are they the
remnants of the transition process? This leads to
the question of when large eddies are expected to be
present and when not.
In the last ten years there
have been many investigations addressed to this
problem. Measurements have ranged over various flow
'types',
two-and three-dimensional jets, wakes and
mixing layers.
In terms of self preservation the
flow type determines the range of turbulence Reynolds
number, RT, but it became apparent that self preserving shear flows are not so simple that a broad classification in terms of only RT is possible. Bevilaua
and Lykoudis (13) suggest a hierarchy of self preservation starting from self preserving mean flow
profiles and eventually including higher and higher
order moments until asymptotically one attains
equilibrium fully developed flow with all moments
self preserving. Knowing, a priori, which order of
self preservation a particular flow will possess
cannot yet be determined.
It is clear that there are
fundamental differences between the various flow types
and turbulent shear flows is a class which has subdivisions. Axisymmetric flows are more complex than
two-dimensional ones.
This is so even at low Reynolds
numbers.
There has been controversy regarding helical
and loop vortices in sphere wakes. There are two

Townsend (2) recognises in his 1979 paper. Turbulent
self-preservation was found by Reynolds (3) and

classes of turbulent wake flows, (I) those in which
turbulence is principally produced by mixing down-

ciclrcylinders, because, they said, though the
truetenergy containing eddies responded to the
apidstrains and reached equilibrium relatively
qucky the large scale motions acted independently
oftesmall scale motions and did not so respond.
Ithslong been recognised that to understand
truetshear flows visualisation of the flow is
Asuie
wit
order to discover what has to be measured,
Aswih thrtypes of investigation time was needed
to see how to use the technique most advantageously
and there have been retrogressions as well as
advances. The succession may be traced from 1958 to
1981 through the works of Grant (5), Kline and
Rundstadler (6), Keffer (4), Brown and Roshko (7),

lence results principally from boundary shear and the
quasi-regular vortex shedding is absent.
We will concentrate on flows of class Wi. In
particular we will consider turbulent wakes far downstream and their large scale motions. Bevilaqus and
Lykoudis have investigated the wakes of a sphere and
a porous disc of the same drag. They find that it is
some distance (20 diameters) behind the disc before
large scale motions appeared and these had smaller
transverse spacing than the ones behind the sphere.
They attributed the large scales in the disc wake to
an active instability of the shear layer. One
wonders whether this could be the same as Townsend's
suggested mechanism. This work is the closest
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approach to a definitive experiment to determine
whether large scale motions are spontaneously
produced by straining fully turbulent flows. That
there are doubts about the interpretation of their
results we will see later,
Hussain and Clark (12) describe the types of
interaction of large scale structures in turbulent
wakes. These include pairing, partial and fractional
pairing, slippage, tearing and breakdown or decay.
We will find these descriptions useful later.
What I intend to do now is to draw comparisons
and recognise similarities between low Reynolds
number laminar oscillating wake flows and their
higher Reynolds number turbulent counterparts. The
development will be more clear if I admit that my
feeling is that we can make more than a little
progress by viewing the smaller scale turbulent part
of wakes with large scale motions as purely random
and having the effect of an eddy viscosity,
We will concentrate on the two-dimensional wake
of a bluff body and describe the several transitions
to the various scales of turbulence which occupy the
whole Reynolds number range from about 40 to greater
than 105. The circular cylinder wake is the most
fully investigated flow with large scale oscillatory
motions. We will also describe what happens far
downstream in laminar and turbulent wakes. Event-

Departure from linear vortex lines produces a
velocity field which is self-contorting. The vortex
lines become mixed up and tu.bulence of a scale which
is large compared with th- i.,itial vortex spacing is
produced. A sketch ills'*-ating the knot is shown in
figure 1. rlow visuasatiou is produced by dye
warhed off the rs.r of the body. This dye mostly
accumulates n'ar the vo- P- centres.
140 < Re - 500
In this range turbulenL fl'
is prduced by two
additional mechanisms. An instAbility .n the process
of vortex .ormation is triggered ,y uisturbances in
the free stream or by feedback from the wake irregularities. This results in periods of irregularity in
the rolling up process which lead to the intermittent
occurrence of streamwise vorticity at all points
along the span. Flow visualisation leads us to
describe "fingers" of visualised vorticity pointing
back towards the cylinder from the near wake vortex
formation region. These lead to turbulence of a
scale commensurate with the vortex spacing. This
production of irregularity in the wake is special to
this Re range.

ually there will be suggestions for further work.
THE PRODUCTION OF TURBULENCE IN WAKES OF THE FIRST
CLASS
The mechanics of the transition to turbulence
and the resulting length scales produced depend
upon the diameter based Reynolds number, Re, of the
flow past the body. Transition will be described
and discussed for the ranges of Reynolds number
which are listed below. This will be illustrated
with flow visualisation photographs mostly taken
from Gerrard (14) and with some hot-wire oscillograms.
Re < 180
In this range there is only one mechanism for
the production of turbulence. The mechanism persists
at higher Re but it is more clearly in evidence at
low Re. Rarely are the vortices shed from a cylindrical bluff body straight and parallel to the body
axis. End effects, which can be minimised only in
certain circumstances, produce streamwise vorticity
at the ends and along the span of the wake. Spatial
nonuniformity of the flow or of the body intermittently produces what we have called "knots" which
are localised regions of streamwise vorticity.

3

*

1

4

5
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Figure 2.

Fingers.

At the upper end of this Re range turbulence of
smaller scale is produced by mixing of the fluid from
outside the wake into the vortex street. This mixing

of outside fluid into the wake takes place at all
Reynolds numbers but results in transition only at Re
within this range and above. The induction of out-

side fluid in a transverse flow is attended by a

e
Figure 1

2

3

4"

"

reduction of the vortex spacing ratio and the transition to turbulence within the vortices. Flow visualisation shows that this approaches the cylinder as Re
increases and occurs :lose behind the body at
Re > 350. The turbulent scale is less than the
vortex sizes. The mechanism of the production of
turbulence from mixing of fluid from the two sides of
the wake has not been fully explained. Figures 2 and
3 show the filament lines which indicate the mixing.
At these low Re the vorticity will have diffused
over larger areas than occupied by the filament lines
so that fluid of oppositely signed vorticity comes
into close proximity in the mixing process as

6

Knots produced by spatial nonuniformity.
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indicated in figure 3. Thib represents a seed of
instability which at high enough Re results in

vortex shedding. Vortex shedding is due to the
interaction between the separated shear layers and

turbulence production.

depends on their precise position and strength: it is
thus sensitive to small disturbances. The strength
and position of the shed vortices varies from cycle
to cycle and with position along the span.
DOWNSTREAM DEVELOPMENT INTO THE FAR WAKE
most experiments on turbulent wakes far downstream of the body have been performed on wakes of
the first class which have become turbulent by the
processes described above. We will consider the
downstream development of large eddies at both low
adintermediate Reynolds numbers and sho that the
development is essentially the same at different Re.
The work involves flow visualisation in a towing tank
and follows the observations first made by Taneda (16).
The towing tank isan appropriate facility in which
to study wakes far downstream because the wake r-'ves
slowly (at ca. 15% of the body speed) and so remains

___

I
Figure 3.

obaervable in the tank long after the body has made
In fact one may observe the wake until
traverse.
comes to rest provided the background motions are
The wake is constrained by the walls of
tank and lateral growth continues until inhibited
Observations of the wake made
by the side walls.

Filament lines and entrainment paths
te wke.its
for votexin
for te
votexin
wkeit
Re , 350minimised.
Re
350the
The

sclesareprouce
malestturulet

in

the transition to turbulence which takes place in the
free shear layers before they roll up into vortices,
The
ofthistrasiton
recrsor
ae te trnsiion
waves observed by Bloor (15).
Flow visualisation
shows that the mechanism of turbulence production in
the transition wave vortices is similar to that at
lower Re in the main vortices in the wake.
t R of1000to 000are
ranitin
Thewaes
They
wavesce
trasiio
ateReuentd
of 1000 too200ear
seen to interfere with the vortex shedding.
In this
It is
range the region of vortex formation is long.
trbuentoscilatng ake
byafolowd
someime
o
wihde
osltn
wake
asometimesflo by a turbulent

*with

*turbulence

y washed off the towed body will be
viail b
presented at Re at which the wake is essentially
laminar, but oscillating, and at which the near wake
apastruet
u
is
bevtoswr
reotd1na97S5teisb..Angotpolsi
195
The vortex street can be seen to grow in scale
by processes in which the mechanisms described by
In this
Hussain and Clark (12) can be recognised.
a th voics re ejened
As he otx
increases in age its vorticity becc'es more spread by
viscous or turbulent diffusion. WTh .-;e vorticity
fields of adjacent vortices overlap interaction

ensues. When pairing takes place the combined vortex
execute large oscillations until further downstream,
to occupy no greater area than the individuals
The transition in this near wake region is from aseems
which combined. The resultant vortex is thus
diffuse in-line arrangement of vortices to the
It will be shown that these
effectively younger.
staggered arrangement of discrete vortices. The
large scale motions outlive the smaller scale
results of Bevilaqua and Lykoudis (13) on the wakes
turbulence so that the final state of the wake appears
of a sphere and a porous disc show a similar
similar.
transition in the appearance of the envelope of the
If the laminar large scale motion is represented
wake. It would be interesting to repeat their
expeimet intwodimnsios.
n tis cse lowby
an Oseen vortex of strength
K with velocity
2
experimendstrbuioIntiras
lw
tw (1 ctexp(-ins
/4't)KI27r
one thradu
finds that
within
is cotie
727trofuteior
visualisation is easier to interpret. The work of
aiu
scnandwthnhe
72oftevrity
Brown and Roshko (7) shows that the two-dimensional
of the maximum velocity which is equal to
isunstblein he sme ort
aye miing
turblen
t
.Sgnfc
exa
1weetithvo
If the axisy-2.480
of way as a laminar mixing layer.
interaction will take place at 25 wavelengths of the
mietric turbulent wake is similarly unstable this
vortex street spacing (ca. 125 diameters) down the
could account for the appearance of the wake boundary
wake at Re - 100. At higher Re eddy diffusivity
its delayed waviness in the work of Bevilaqus
takes over from molecular diffusion and its magnitude
and Lykoudis (13).
The akeof acirula
cylnde issteay a Re
increases with Re. Approximately, therefore, we
less than about 40.
Complete transition toexetasmlrieacon
itneatllR.
A
the vortex street scale grows it appears to remain to
does not occur until the transcrirical
a first approximation in a vortex street configurationl.
aout3
ofRe16t weretheboudar laers
rang
rang
abut ofRe
3106whee
a
th bondar laers
We infer therefore that there are only small
are turbulent before separation (a class (ii) wake
vrain
ntesrnt
n
oiino
h
lafta the
Itdpoisn
vorities in the nearwe.t
as
a
flow). This whole range of Re may be regarded
dontea
flro
tht
raesultig
largie saletructuare
Even the
range of transition to turbulence.
dwsra
the
ofal
atrvotrex reetiarefotoplt
dlomen
turbulent wake, at higher Re still, begins to be
xstetreotculdoth
organised again and vortex shedding reappears.deeomnofavr
energy cascade of the other turbulent eddies.
There remains a further cause of irregularity
Previous measurements reported as an incidental
which can produce large scales at all Re and this
part of a paper on the three-dimensional structure of
serves as an introduction to the next section. The
wake (Gerrard, 17) show the same effect in a wind
irreulaitie
ar assciaed wth he ipreisethe
tunnel of the decay of high frequency and persistence
irtreularties requassociatedmiwih teheampis fe
natue o thefreuenc
deermningmecanis ofthe
of low frequency when the two scales are uncoupled.
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The wind tunnel flow had an oscillation at the very
low speeds of these experiments. The resulting
oscillogram from a hot-wire in the near wake showed
a shedding frequency of 6k Hz with a 200 Hz
sinusoidal modulation. At 450 diameters downstream
a vortex street at 200 Hz was observed: The 6k Hz
primary vortex street oscillation had decayed to
immeasurable size.
To conclude our discussion of wake flows of the
first class in which we see a certain amount of
parallelism between oscillating laminar wakes and
turbulent wakes at higher Re we mention the same
similarity in another flow.
Photographs of the
spread of a jet from a slit in the two conditions
above show that the low Re motions still present in
the high Re flow could account for the similarity in
the rate of spreading.

CONCLUSIONS

There have been many experiments on the wake of
a thin flat plate which is one wake of the second
class. The turbulent wake produced by the separating
turbulent boundary layers is reported to tend towards
a self-preserving turbulent state. No measurements
seem to have been continued far downstream in this
flow. Self-preservation is expected when the scales
of the wake motions are all coupled and there is a
continuous transfer of energy down the cascade of
energy scales from large to small. If the large
scale mo tions are decoupled from the smaller an
equilibrium fully developed turbulent flow is not
expected.
In the wake of a circular cylinder at
transcritical Re (3 to 6 106) the wake is relatively
narrow at its start and is the result of the
coalescence of separating turbulent boundary layers.
The turbulent structure of this wake has not been
investigated.
There is a parallel with the wake of
the same body at Reynolds numbers of less than 40.
In both cases the near wake is dominated by
diffusion, viscous diffusion at low Re, small eddy
diffusion in the turbulent wake.
CThere are also
larger scale three dimensional motions in the high
Re case). Though the laminar wake can be made to
oscillate by disturbances, if it does not oscillate
at the body it doesn't start to oscillate further
downstream. Is this the case with the turbulent
wake or may it develop the oscillations associated
with large turbulent eddies?
In hypersonic wakes large scale motions have
been found to be absent when turbulent boundary
layers produce a turbulent wake but they do appear to
possess large scale motions far downstream
(Finson, 18) . On the other hand Behrens (19) found
the appearance of a vortex-street-like array of large

The study of turbulent shear flows has in some
respects suffered from having b~een first approached
with the ideas and techniques developed in
homogeneous isotropic turbulence.
The whole subject
of turbulence research has given the impression of
struggling for a breal 11rough which hasn't been
forthcoming.
It wasn't surprising that the Boundary
Layers and Turbulence meeting in Kyoto in 1966 sent
a message to G.l. Taylor noting that the subject of
turbulence was essentially still where he had left it
in 1938.
In the particular field of large scale motions
in turbulent shear flow there has over the years
seemed to emerge from the chaos of turbulence the
view that there are more regular deterministic
structures.
The question of whether the large scale
motions can appear spontaneously from an equilibrium
fully developed turbulent shear flow has still to be
answered.
They have not been unequivocally observed
to do so.
It has seemed that the practical and
theoretical tools appropriate for the investigation
of grid turbulence have not been well suited, at
least by themselves, to the study of large scale
coherent structures.
We have concentrated here on two-dimensional
wakes which, over the whole Reynolds number range,
are the most fully investigated flows. Bluff body
wakes are peculiar in that they possess a series of
transitions to turbulence of different scales over a
vast Reynolds number range. There are some
similarities between large scale motions in a
turbulent wake and the oscillatory motions observed
at much lower Reynolds numbers. An understanding of
the turbulent wake is to be expected from a study of
the unsteady laminar wake because in many wakes the
large scale motions appear to be decoupled fromi the
smaller scale motions. There are cases where the
relationship between the fluid motion and molecular
diffusivity is similar to that between the large
scale motions and eddy diffusivity.
Equilibrium fully-developed self-preserving
turbulent flow is only possible if the full range of
eddy sizes are present and interacting. If large
scale motions are decoupled from the cascade of eddy
sizes at smaller scales self-preservation is not
possible unless one admits the possibility of
separate self-preservation of two uncoupled ranges of
scales. This is only possible if the large scale
motions are part of a fully turbulent range of scales
and can pass on mean flow energy to the smallest
scales which is an apparent non sequitur.
In an oscillating wake in which "turbulence" of
a scale larger than the vortex street spacing
certainly exists in the near wake it appears that the

eddies far downstream in a hypersonic wake at high Re
which he could attribute to an instability of the
wake of the bow shock wave,
At low Re Taneda (1978) has produced a circular
cylinder wake which is free from oscillations. This
was achieved by a rotational oscillation of the
cylinder about its axis at a frequency much higher
than the normal shedding frequency. If the same
(unexplained) effect is present at higher Re a
turbulent wake free from large scale motions could
perhaps be produced.
It appears that there remain some twodimensional wake flows which are free from uncoupled
large scale motions upon which experiments could yet
be made.

interaction between these scales and the vortex
street results in a more or less ordered large scale
structure. The low frequency disturbances contain a
small percentage of the energy at the shedding
frequency and determine the scale but not the nature
of the downstream development. As far as the large
scale motions, into which the vortex shedding
develops, are concerned the turbulent smaller scales
have a similar effect to that of viscous diffusion at
lower Reynolds number.
It is concluded that an experimental investigation of the far wake flows of the second class
formed by the coslescence of two turbulent boundary
layers yet remains to be performed. In such flows
large scale motions appear to be absent in the near
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wake.
It is possible that the large scale motions
produced in the manner suggested by Townsend take a
long time to develop in a turbulent wake initially
free from large scales. There is only a finite
time before the small scale motions in a wake decay
and so a spontaneous development of larger scales
that is conceptually possible may never occur in
practice. A crucial point in the possible
production of large scale motions would appear to be
whether a turbulent flow is unstable in the same
manner as the corresponding laminar shear flow.
In a two-dimensional wake there are various
turbulence production mechanisms the effects of
which it would be difficult to separate experimentally. Whilst it would be possible to model the
downstream development of the vortex street on a
computer and thus demonstrate the effects of
disturbances of different sorts, a numerical model of
a fully turbulent flow which would form a clean
model in which to look for large scale motions does
not at present seem feasible.
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vortex.
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Phase averagze technique. A practice which becomes
more and more usual (8) (1) (12) is to obtainth
averaged parameters OF the coherent structures by ensemble averaging each individual signal conditionned
to the crossing ot the vortex and referenced to a ph&se origin (T- 0). This phase average operation, snalcojs

-_',

Tne following fun.tiorzf Sne phase angle are de

to that of the periodic case, is denoted
N
=
(tn + T)
function of T

fined
(i)

;

F(T) = <:(t)>

F;i> =

>
>

=

nz 1

For satisfying the double condition of statistica. stability and time resolution the values of the

02T) is the probability for the flow to be turtulent.
F(s) and B{s) are respectively the grosabilities for

phase averages are calculated over a number N of approximately 2300 periods and are displayed on 512
discrete points around the phase reference (T = I

a front or a back edge of a turbulent zone to be observed.

point 256) at a sampling

The results

frequency of 10 KYZ. Each

period of vortex shedding represents

113 points. As

the averaging interval is larger than a period, the

same point of the signal is averaged several times
but at different phase angles.
Turbulent time intervals analysis. Boundary intermittency is very marked in the woole near wake and
it is necessary to take acc:-.t of this aspect in the
dynamics of the coherent structres.
The intermittency functocn Is cauc-J'ated from the
second derivative of the vel:city signal using a ceontered difference scheme. On the trace of the signal,
figure I, a large contraso is apparent between turbulent sequences, that is enhanced i.. tne second t-ime
derivatie. A given threshold
can be defined to
separate smoth parts

from turbulent

Velocity field. The phase average cf the velocity
fluctuation is given in figure 5. Wino.n toe accura-y
range of the experimental procedure, it san be onsodered as nearly periodic with respect to toe osase angle as far as the first periods surrounding tn. ;aLcse
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see (13) -. In this technique minimum time inter-als
are prescribed for turbulent intervals (0.2 ms) and
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for non turbulent intervalr (1.5 ins).
Conventional mean values of the intermittency
factor y and the crossing frequency f.,are presented.
Phase averages of the inter attency signal or its
front indicators [P(t) and P(t)]describe the distri-

Fourier analysis of the phase average
tal ; UI tst harmonic.

:3

b..ticn of turb.lence at a given stage of the developiment of the averatt structure.

that on the axis the fundamental mode has no contrtion and the first ha.-mnic is observed as a ccnse-
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funiaen-

The Fourier cor,:nents are fcur d the vary in toe
same way in both approaches. It is worthwhile nolr

-iuenze Df toe sytmetry cf the vortex street with resto the axis.
-el

tency Iistributicn ices not fall -.nier a minim,.m value i.e to b:sses in [nase isck ani to larger trtulent time intervals.

time intervals analysis. Reynolds aveledced from tne intermittency funeore:.:und to behave ifferently from those in
thnefar wake. it is obvious from figure 7 that the
"-r-,ent

cai-zei carameters

4

by LA RUE and 13BY (h) or
FABRIS (15) is no longer valid in the near wake. The
of intermitten.y on the axis are substancially
•.aes
different
from .rity nd seems to fall down abruptly
at the external edge of the wake. Similarly the crossing frequency fy -fig.8- is not gaussian, it takes a
n:n ::ero .,a-,-e at t!-e axis and reaches its maximum
"aL e in the wake, a value which if of the order of
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insight in the organized pattern
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of a turbulent event is well localized with resect to
phase angle and it is deduced that the r
eie
of a turbulent vortex must be a regu'lar sharp
surface. 2ut for the back of the vortices t-e
,ation is not the same as a more spreaiei
is observed. For both fumnctions, simlar features tc

the phase average of internittency are found :n!erning the double distributions due to the alternate
influence of the vortex rows.
Concerning the spatial evolution of these zarame,ecs,
spase lags due to convection of the structures
are usel to deduce the convection v.elcoitv -f .52 -rZ

I
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wavelength of 4.2 D which agrees we.-
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Crossing freq.eny profile
The phase averaged values of tne intermittency

function are displayed on figure 9 and the first cono~nto emerge is that the distributions are also
perisiic showing a severe control of the vortex shedding mechanism on the presence of turbulence. In the
external parts of the wake the value of intermittency
is found to be very low over a large part of the period and in this region only localized turbulent edges of the vortex cross the .otherwise unperturbed
potential flow. Near the axis a double distribution
is observed that is due to the deep engulfment of potential flow between the turbulent vortices beyond
the axis. The zone where the opposite vortex row effect is observed can attain transverse stations of
Y/D - 0.67 or 1.14 for sections X/D - 2 and 4 respectively. Conversely in this central zone the intermit-
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Comparing the results for the velocity field to
t
oseaof
the
resence f tue
eit
fllows that the phases of the development of the structure thet the intermitte
level o
w otestructo the accelerations of the phase averaged velocity
and that the fronts of turbulent events are mainly
ald
ea
the
r
mnts of t
e vent
Tre is
localized near the maximum of the velocity. This is

like HUSSAIN and ZMAW '2). the vorticity vector
) it is possible t, ottain
by takin& the curl of
the transport eq,aticr for this quant:ty.
<.
a
>
a
a

due to the fact that the accelerations derive from the
crossing of the high speed potential flow and the
turbulent breakdown occurs when the influence of the
low speed internal part of the wake is sensible,
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Thus, the unsteady tirbulent flow is governed by
the same equation as the laminar case, except for an
added term (*) standing for toe turhulent effects.
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Conclusion to the experimental part

+

The averaged structure of the turbulent vortices
emerges from the experimental analysis performed here.
It is fou.nd that the phase average is nearly period'
with respect to the phase angle for both the velocity
field and the presence of turbulence. It exists evidences for the entrainment mechanism of large size
pockets of potential flow to which the turbulence
seems to be transferred from the internal organized
vortices. The transfer must be more important near
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the axis where the interaction is stronger and in
this process the back edges of the vortices seem to
be more amenable to diffuse their turbulent caracter.

only governing para.-er, it m~ay be inferrea t.-%a-._

APPOAC-i

turb'ulent-flcw behaves in a similar we.
possible to notice ta
- ''a

Based on the aforementioned experimental analysis
the instantaneous motion could be viewed as a combination of "phase coherent" pattern and "phase incoheGenerally, the first strucrent" random fluctuations.
ture areassoiate
tures are associatei to !arge-scale Jetermistic characters and the last ones to the fine-scale turbulent
motion. Then, an instantaneous flow parameter (xi,t)
can be decomposed according tc :2,(6) :
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for a two dimensional flow.
The initial conditions correspond to a flow a,,
rest and the boundary conditions are those of n: slip
on the wall and a mixed Ssuman-Ciriohlet condition at
infinity, allowing vortices to go free~y cut of the
downstream bcundary (1__*"ec.
A passive scalar transport equation can be adjoined,the tempera'ture for instance, being of som.e
interest here for a slghty heated cylinder.
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It is nevertheless more convenient to introduce,
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where <0(xi,t)> is the phase averaged value of ¢(xi,t)
and O(xi,t) is the random contritution. While it is
possible to assume in some circumstances that the
phase coherent motion is unsteady and spatially twodimensional, it is clear by contrast that the random
contribution O(xi,t) is essentially three dimensional.
Using this decomposition (2) the equations for
.nsteady flows are
,1
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crb~i.ste system, are approximated by cen-.rc icar
ere
ace firnite difference -cnemes. An Alternating
:A.:.1.) method is used for the
t:-.nn~rt equaticns and the Poisson equation is solved
method.
optimized
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time step Cy1"the
it each
by Deis given
procedure
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ymeters

The results are given for a Reynolds number of
"17 since the corresponding Strouhal number (0.19) is
-bite closed to those _f the turbulent case. (Fig.12)
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oty contors and streamlines.
cortex cheding cfechanism is clearly appaa lculated from the instanon: -he vavelenght
low is gi::en on table 1 together with the
flng iconvection velocity,
e

-anrt

number under study. The measur-ed phase averaged parareflect the periodic structure predicted by a

constant viscosity model. However, it seems that such
a model would probably be unsuitable for predicting
the coherent structures of the turbulent flow everywc-ere.

res'-ts

Ft-

CONCLUSION
On a qualitative basis the comparis n proves that
t
ar
a of
the
omparis
n
stat
the approach of the organized modition b) ,n nsteady
two dimensional method is valuable for the Reynolds

Wavelenght
Wea S
h/D

Convection ye
looity Uc/Uo I

.....0.73
0.83
-.?0
0.82
"
0.810
Table 1.
7--* tne examination of these results shows that
.ne 4:fferences etween two first laminar cases are
zroot.er t an tno se :f the two last flows (laminar
.e
dan
turbulent Re = 52300).
e deep penetration of potential flow inside the
ke
icus from figure '2. However the temperatur"- at:ns "fig.r2) are more suitable for picturing
t.e .. .erent
vortices. Temperature, as a passive sca-. r.
_a .r. curently :sed for the evaluation of the
inter:ttency f
anction
an: is considered as a marker
:f the flIw 't ca. be observed that the flow pattern
exhibits te
same unsteady features that have been
ceas.red creviocsly in the turbulent wake.
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A THEORETICAL MODEL OF THE COHERENT STRUCTURE OF THE TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER IN ZERO PRESSURE GRADIENT
Z. Zhang and G.M. Lilley
University of Southampton,

SUMMARY
A self-generating deterministic coherent structure is shown to arise in calculations on a model of
a turbulent boundary layer. The solution commences
with the evaluation of the linear damped periodic
eigen mode for the vertical velocity perturbation
which leads to an initial growth in the vorticity
perturbations. These lead to changes in the Reynolds
stresses and hence to a distortion of the time
dependent mean velocity distribution. Our analysis
in this respect is somewhat similar to the Benny-Lin
investigation of the non-linear interaction of two
symmetric oblique waves in unstable laminar boundary
layers. The distorted mean velocity profile leads to
a strong growth in the Reynolds shear stress, provided the initial disturbance exceeds a certain amplitude
of the order of 5% of the freestream velocity. The
numerical results display a spanwise periodic
structure with a spacing of the order of 100 wall
units and have the form of side by side ejections and
sweeps. The maximum distortion in the mean velocity
occurs near y+ - 20 over a wide range of Reynolds
numbers. It is concluded that the distorting mean
velocity profile in the inner region of the boundary
layer is grossly unstable and will lead to a catsstrophic breakdown of the flow into smeller scales,

England

which therefore represents the high production of
turbulent energy and its dissipation. This process
is self-generating and occurs randomly throughout the
turbulent boundary layer.
INTRODUCTION
During the past 25 years experimental studies
of the incompressible turbulent boundary layer have
shown that over a wide range of Reynolds numbers the
seemingly random structure of convecting, distorting
eddies is nevertheless controlled by repeating,
coherent large scale structures which occur naturally
and at random.
Many theoretical attempts have been made, based
on quasi-laminar linear perturbation theory, to
uncover the production and subsequent development of
these coherent structures. These have met with only
limited success. Some non-linear approaches have
been attempted such as in Landahl (1973), Walker (1974
and Hanratty (1979).
A detailed commentary on these
methods is described elsewhere, Zhang (1981).
In this work we describe a new approach which
is based on the full equations of fluid flow in which
the smell scale turbulence is modelled using an eddy
viscosity. Although it is shown that the first order
mode is damped, nevertheless there is an initial linear
growth in part of the flow structure leading to a
strong non-linear interaction and consequent distortion
to the mean flow.
The distorted mean profile suffers
a secondary instability and subsequent breakdown of
the flow within a streanise length scale of the order
3 to 5 boundary layer thicknesses and which is a weak
function of Reynolds number. Our work also describes
the formation of streamsise vortices which suffer the

f
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turbulent flow (Reynolds (1972); Smith and Cebeci
(1974)). We have used the Smith and Cebeci model
for both the steady and unsteady mean flow. Although
other models may have certain advantages, including
that of a time dependent eddy viscosity, we believe
that the model we have used is plausible and reflects
most of the observed features of turbulent flows.
Finally, we note that the non-linear interaction
arising from the linear growing modes and the subsequent development of the secondary perturbations
and mean flow distortion have a related form to the
Benney-Lin analysis (Benney and Lin (1960); Benney
(1964)) of non-linear interactions of a pair of
sy unetrical oblique linear waves in unstable laminar
shear flows.

secondary instability and breakdown referred to above,
The model is incomplete in that the breakdown of
the flow arising from the secondary instability is
only described qualitatively. In addition, no
attempt is made to model the mean growth of the
boundary layer and the necessary entrainaent of
irrotational fluid from the freestream. Since our
model describes the self-generation of unstable and
repeatable flow structures as a result of instabilities that arise within the inner region of the
boundary layer, the neglect of such features as
boundary layer growth and entrainment are, we believe,
not of prime importance in the determination of turbulent boundary layer flow structure. However, these
features and those relating to the break-up of the
secondary instability are subjects for further work.
The preliminary work leading to this model was
completed when one of us (CGM) was a Visiting
Professor in the Department of Aeronautics and
Astronautics at Stanford University (1977-1978).

ANALYSIS
Mean flow
The turbulent flow in the boundary layer is
assumed to be incompressible (density equal to unity)
and Newtonian so that at all (x,t) the basic equations
for the unsteady flow are:-v"
Ia _
2
0
; -xj
- vV vi + .L p6ij + vivj

DESCRIPTION OF MODEL
In order to model the self-generated cell-like
structure, which we refer to as a coherent structure,
in a turbulent boundary layer, as described in Fig.1

The ensemble average taken over an infinite number of

X2

00

Break-upinto

,realisations

of the flow reduces these equations to:-

i

U lturbulence

-l-"V2-

fi9

2

K

<vi> - Ui ;,<p - P and with vi - i+ u.-,
<vivj> - Uij + u.u.
We assume the mean flowi
velocity Uis goverled by Prandtl's boundary layer
approximations for a two-dimensional mean flow so that
2
d
>>
The
(UIl, U
) with
>
and ax2
ax
where

flow outside the boundary layer is constant and equal
to Uo
For the purpose of evaluating Ui we introduce an
empirically derived eddy viscosity yr for which Cebecci
and Smith (1974) suggested the following formula:
Surfacey+2
Fig 1

Development of streamwise vortices and the
lift-up of wall streaks and their subsequent
break-up. ( After Kline and Rurstodler) (1959)

-

I - exp(-

~,26

20-<-6))
L
2
O).yc
)
yc<y'<

(3)

where K is von Karman's constant
K1 - 0.0161 - 0.355 exp(- 0.243zi - 0.298z)]

-

-R
- 1
4r5
based on the
and Re, H are the Reynolds number -,
factor
momentum thickness, e and the form
a.-L
respectively. In equation (3) uv - Ulu and y+The
V
where UT - /Tw/P is the shear velocity. The

with

These are as
we have to make several assumptions.
follows: (a) the large scale features of the cc'terent
structures are treated as an ensemble average ci
perturbations to the turbulent flow, (b) threedimensional linear perturbations are introduced which
are composed of a series of eigen functions of a
modified Orr-Soierfeld equation, (c) distortions
to the man flo &rise from non-linear interactions

fomno-inarine
toth ma fowars

K y du"
'
vdy
Kl Re H

z

same formula for vr will be used below for the
determination of the Reynolds stress when the mean flow

sufradstto.

acin

suffers a distortion.

between the linear perturbations, (d) the distorted

mean profile, which is time dependent, suffers a
secondary instability resulting in a flow breakdown,
(e) non-linear distortion and energy considerations
will lead to a finite maximum amplitude for the
secondary instability. All the characteristics
of our model, except (e), have been treated in the
following sections. An important aspect of our
delWe
is the use of an eddy viscosity to model the small
scale random disturbances in the flow as well as the
non-linear interactions. Several forms of eddy
viscosity have been used in predictions of unsteady

1

j

j

+

In the present case:

( ).
(4)

(

axij

The unsteady flow model
next assm that the turbulent boundary layer
develops at each position a repeatable coherent
structure which is self-generating. These structures
occur randomly in space and time. The coherent
structure is of finite amplitude and during its
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aU"1)
- 0
with =

development a measurable distortion of the man flow
occurs. At any given station within the boundary
layer we therefore take a conditionally sampled
ensemble average of the flow field such that its
trigger is associated with the commncement of a nay

We next find the Fourier Transformation of these

equations with respect to the spatial coordinates
xl. X3 where

coherent or cell-like structure. At the comencement of the coherent structure the flow is such that
its ensemble average velocity is Di and its Reynolds
. During the development of the
stress is Uj=
coherent struclure the conditionally sampled
s
ensemble average (written f f) show a slow variation
in velocity in space and time given by f v i
Ui(xt) and a fast fluctuation ui,(x.t) Where
iUi(x,t) + ui'(x,t) and#~ vjvj T - UiUj
that ofReynolds
assum
S caemodelled
x,t). We by
the use
the samestress
eddy ui'uf
viscosit

U(1)
"i(

-3(

-.

and a similar rel6tion for

61
i.

with i(aUl

+ 6U 3 )

"

E• ( 1 )
) +(x

2

i(2)(xt)
(x ,t)

+ E

(

- ij v1

)

(16)

2

i

vT T1

2

[--S

1U -6 2

U2 -i

- k

2

-

2

]2

. 2- k

(v+vT)

2

2
2
2

U2

2

_k

2

"

2
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vT

1_

-k2b...v1t

2

++1 0e2
k

(17)

d
+(

( 8)

(10)

M(a,;x 2 ,t)exp i ( Xl + Sx3 )dadS

-

a7!2

(8)

-l)
becomes
The equation for Ui
1
ap( )
dul
C
)()
* ,4
4,l(X2) 3
1 i+ 6ilU2
+ T
()2

(15)

it can be shown that since we are dealing with oblique
waves, our set of equations for U1 , U2, U3 and P
These
reduce to two equations in U2 and n only.
equations are

(.~

where c is a small parameter. In our flow model
T - 0 and Ti - _dl(x2)6il. When substituted into
equation (6) we find the zeroth, first and second
order approximations give respectively the mean fIcw,
the linear perturbation and the secondary perturbation to the mean flow.

(a

2

f_

*

Linear perturbation

(1)

and n

evidence that a third order analysis will lead to
improved results. Thus, the conditionally sampled
ensemble averaged velocity and pressure are written:-

F-

+

-X

Nevertheless, we have no

+

(13

U- 82

a perturbation scheme taken up to second order. A
higher order analysis may have certain advantages

Ui(1) (x,t)

U2

L3

therefore simplify our model b) the introduction of

Ui - 'i(x)

isP

(7)

The mean flow distortion Ui - Ui - Ti is governed
both by large scale disturbances of order of the cell
size and the more rapidfluctuations vhich generate
the Reynolds stress ui ui' which itself is governed
by the large scale distortion.
So far our model is completely general but
being noa-linear is incapable of solution. We

over that adopted here.

k2j

(14)
Dx2
where k - 0 + 52 and primes denote differentiation
with respect to x2.
If we introduce the vertical component of the
(
(5
aU3
u1
where Tim

.(v+x)Sij

0

2
'-

(,+vT)

26i413)

U

2

Ti

aUj

+ (_in
P"

1U

and most plausible. Vence in
the simplest
ap0
above is ote
terms of these conditionally sampled ensemble
averages, equation (1) becomes

with

V

2+

D.
aul
S x," is the conditionally sampled2

+ Uiatl-

+,

gvn).

3

rate of strain tensor. This
ensemble averaged
(5)
ui'uj' - vr sij
assumption that \T is governed by the mean flow is
apeand
u remainder of the analysis
Sij - auto theK
where
not
critical
although other approximations may be used, that

aUi
.PA

U16

U2

vr, as was used for the mean flow analysis leading to
the evaluation of Vi. Thus we write

_here

(11)

axj

ie
2

+

In addition T
63

-

i0x-'262-

/

iBi k

(i
2 + io
g812

/k2

2

6-

(18)

1 29 ( 1
(19)
(20)

Our method of solving these equations is as
that at time t-0 an initial
We assu
follows.
1
disturbance (Ui( )(x 2 ))is prescribed. The stability
of that disturbance is then
and ultimate growth
investigated. Now the general properties of
equations (13) with constant viscosity and with
appropriate boumdary conditions have been investigated by several authors. It has been shown by
Murdock and Stewartson (1977) and Mark (1976) that
the linear operator of these equations has a finite
discrete set of eigen modes as well as a continuous
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spectrum and moreover the continuous spectrum has
higher damping coefficients. We have found similar
properties for our equations, with the terms in the
eddy viscosity included by direct numerical
calculation. Hence we deduce that for any small
finite initial disturbance, it is only the least
damping mode that can dominate the later development
of the disturbance. Thus we choose
E2 - 4(,S;x2)exp(-iwt)
(21)

H(x2,t;m,-B)- - H(x2,t;a,8)
Thus
Ul(m,-B) = Ul(C.B)
U(,)
= -U 3 (nB)

02(0,'S)

02(0,8)

-

showing that 01 , 02 are even functions of B wheregs
U3 is an odd function of S. These properties of Ul.
U2, U3 will be used in our consideration of the nonlinear interaction vhich is treated in section 3.4
below.

where 0(0,6;x2) is the least damped eigen function
of the modified Orr-Somerfeld equation derived from
equation (17) above. The eigen value is w and we
write
C a
(22)

Second order perturbation and mean flow distortion
The equation for the secondary perturbations is
derived from equation (6) above, and is
_L Ul a
U(2)+
U2(2) ap(2)
6
t
ilt U2
-1 alXli
li
_
( )+
a
VT)
(3)(27)
xUiT)Uj

for real a. The real part of w is the frequency and
ci < O denotes a damped mode. The least damped mode
is denoted by ci*(a,8;R) where R - U.6/v.
Unlike the equation (17) above for 02 the
with the
vorticity equation (18) is ihomogeneous
It has also been
forcing term - iBUl'02(0,$;x2t).

spectrum to that of the Orr-Sommerfeld equation

with au
(28)
t
(1
1
hee(U(() U *(l))habendrvdfosctn3.
) has been derived from section 3.3
where

and thus there are a finite number of discrete eigen
modes plus a continuous spectrum. Furthermore, we
have found numerically that the least damping mode
of the vorticity equation usually has a larger damping
coefficient than that of the Orr-Soierfeld equation.
Hence, only the particular solution from the forcing
term can play an important role in the later development of the disturbance which we will show involves
a non-linear interaction. The particular solution

for the least damped eigen mode. When we make use
2 of
the symetrical properties found for Ul(l)and V ( )
w2it
for Ll)
a
etrical properties
ethe
and the antfsyoietracal properties for U3(11 with
respect to 8, we find the following average properties
for the Reynolds stress Ui(i)Uj(1)produced by
numer ca end streamvise wave number n
(w)
)
nm
2
+UieC)cos x3 ; i,j-lor2
UI(1 )A(n,B)(UiUj
oLU(1)

shown by Murdock et al that the spectrum of the
linear operator of equation (18) has a similar

of equation (18) is in the form:

where the amplitude function H satisfies the equation
2

(a

a +

at

1
2
-i(U-c)H-(VV
k J e2 i
22

(x2)
(24)

oak
3

3(1)(1)
U3

Uk (1)U3 (1)

=

2

A a,B)(O

+U^*kU
3)inex3cos3;-lo2

where A(a,B) is related to the amplitude of the
initial disturbance. These values of *'e first order
Reynolds stresses are all independent o. xl. With

0

The inviscid approximation to equation (24) shows
that at the critical layer where U1 - Cr we find

U(

H(x

U3 (2)

-

A(ca,B)(

p(2)

-

A(a,B)(po + Pl cos 2Sx3)

2

,t)

.

exp(-cit)-l)

(25)

showing that for small time r
t.
This linear growth in the amplitude of A has
also been found in a related problem investigated by
Gustavsson (1980). We find moreover from the nser-

" A(nB)(ulO
(2) - A(a,8)(

are included, a similar growth in the vertical

component of vorticity during the initial period and

-

u2 1
u31

i8U)exp(- iwt)

It is easy to show from the Orr-Somerfeld equation
that
- *(x2,t;n,6)

and from equation (24)

ulO-

0

0

+(v+vT)

Iu
.2'pliu

ul21 "
31

2

- 4S ul
48u21+ 28u 31l
- 8S2u 3 1 - 2Su 2 1 "

U1,;2/
(26)

+v

03 - (i04 + iaH)ep(- iwt)

*(x2,t;Q,-S)

u 3 1 sin 28x 3 )

I

a 10
at ull -

that such linear growth makes an important contribution to the developing non-linear interaction. Our
solution for the three components of velocity can
therefore be written:

62 - 0 exp(- ict)

Ull cos 28x3)
u21 cos 28x 3 )

+

when we substitute these valuesainto~equation (27)
above we find writing &ij - UiUj + UiLj that

ical solution of equation (24), when viscous terms

e1 " (ia$

(29)

A(n,8)2U 3U 3 sin Ex 3

these Reynolds stress properties the solution of
equation (27) has the form
(2)

with the initial and boundary conditions
H(Ot) = H(',t) - 0 ; H(x 2 ,0)

U3

033 -

(23)

= H(x2,t)exP(-iwt)

ull '
2u2l"
- 31""

j

-

;12 /2
8(13
22'/2
+ 8;23
"
2
*

;

I

2O121
132/2
+S33
with Po - ;22/2
(31) and u2 1 +28u 31

0

(32)

where primes denote differentiation with respect to x 2
The initial and boundary conditions are
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(2 )
(2)
(2)
Of particular interest are the equation for the

1

2

,30

growth of the streanwise2 component of vorticity
C(2). aU3(2)/312 - ?U2( )/3x3 which can be found

tJa

from equation (30) above, and the time dependent
distortion of the streamwisa component of velocity
2
given by c U1 (2).

ult

B.
tU11
24VIPUmI

a

3L T2

OLL.asMI

Secondary instability associated with the mean flow
distortion
VARIATION OF PHASE SP D
MITH WAVE NU1SUR
derived from the e
t
of W'llmarth and
Wooldridge (1962) and others.
fO.1

The stability of the 'slowly' varying time
dependent conditionally sankled enseable averaged
2
mean velocity distribution Uldil + 2 Ui( )(x 2 .t)
can be determined for different values of the initial
disturbance amplitude. The equation we use is the
modified Orr-Sonm-rfeld equation (17), including
the terms in the eddy viscosity vr, as used above in
the determination of the eigen modes for the linear
perturbation. The only difference is that Ul and
2
are to be replaced by U1 + £2 U1 ( ) and its
second derivative with respect to x2 .

Mean flow distortion
The distorted mean velocity profile during the
initial development of a coherent structure is
shown in Fig.4 for two initial disturbance amplitudes

*R=40000

NTJMERICAL METHOD
All the numerical calculations were performed

on the ICL 2970 at Southampton University.
We use an orthogonalized Rumge-Kutta integration
scheme to evaluate the eigen values and elgen
functions of the modified Orr-Soin.rfeld equation
for the least damped mode of the mean flow and for
the most unstable mode of the distorted flow

%

I'

o

velocity profile.
An explicit finite difference scheme was used to
solve the parabolic partial differential equation for
the vertical vorticity component. The same
integration scheme was used to solve for the velocity
distribution,

RESLITS
Stability characteristics of the mean velocityprofile
It was found that the mean velocity profile (a
typical profile is shown in Fig.2 for R-40.000) was

L R40000

0-NO OISTORTION
I-NITIL 0I TUR . 10%
2-I1TIRL DtSTUR . 152
whilst in Fig.5 the distortion and its second
derivative are shown for an initial disturbance of 5%
of the freestream velocity. It has been shown that
these distortions are qualitatively in agreement with
the experimental results of Blackwelder at al (1972)
and others where results of conditionally sampled flow
velocity profiles have been obtained throughout the
complete development and decay cycle of coherent
structures. It is shown that the distortions are
quite marked for initial disturbance amplitudes as low
as 5% of U.. When the initial disturbance amplitude
exceeds 10% of j. the calculations show a tendency to
flow reversal in the region close to the wall ;thin
the complete cycle of the coherent structure foL.- tion.
Since experimental results do not show flow reversal
we can only assume that ou.rresults for 10% initial
disturbance or less are of significance in forming a
composite picture of the development of the coherent
structure.
Fig.5 shows that the maximum distortion occurs

°O

'

near the wall and for the case shown is at y* - 16.
.This

FIG.2
NRVELOCITY PROFILE
stable, in agreement with the results of several
authors, over a wide range of Reynolds number, R =
t.6/v, from 6000 to 400,000. However, our results
are, we believe, new in that the term involving a
variable eddy viscosity are included in the modified
Orr-Somirfeld equation. We found that the least
damping modes have phase (wave) speeds ranging from
0.66 to 0.75 IL for wave numbers o6* up to 2 and 8*
up to 3.5. These results, as shown in Fig.3, are in
fair agreeuent with the corresponding wave speeds

result is
numbers.

typical for a large range of Reynolds

Secondary instability arising from mean flowdistortion
In Fig.6 we show the results of phase speed and
damping coefficient for R " 40,000 and for various
values of ad*. Our numerical results show that when
the initial disturbance amplitude is of the order of
5% or less, the distorted profile is always stable
throrghess the dite
pofe
isl st
ble
throughout the cycle of a coherent structure. owever,
when the initial disturbance amplitude is of order 102
when R - 6000 changing to 5% when R is greater then
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2
40,000 the distorted profile becomes unstable within

A

2

U

the time to reach a maximum distortion. This time is
shorter as the Reynolds number is increased.

In Fig.7awe show typical results for the decay

I

of the least stable (linear) mode from an initial
disturbance of 10% of U., together with the initially

linear growth of H. In Fig.7b we show typical values
of the mean flow distortion as functions of xtu,/v on
the aasmption that the spatial growth can be determined approximately from the calculated temporal
growth and assuming the convection speed is equal to
the group velocity, which in our case is nearly equal
to the phase velocity. In Fig. 7c the secondary
instability is shown to lead rapidly to a breakdown
of the flow and occurs within a distance of about
XlU /v - 2000 following the comncement of the
coherent structure.

Z/z
14 TRAV EK PLANE
FIG.@ STEA4L 114$
1
(362100
et al (1978).
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ENTRAINMENT AND MIXING IN PULSATILE JETS
V. Sarohia and L. P. Bernal
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California 91103

ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

A subsonic axisvmmmetric jet with time-varying
velocity profile has been experimentally investigated
to determine the influence of pulsations on jet
growth and entrainment. The kinematics of the entrained flow were studied by marking the fluid with a
sheet of CO gas at approximately the jet spreading
angle. The influence of the frequency and amplitude
of pulsation on the jet flow was inferred by measuring the mean and fluctuating velocities by constant
temperature hot-wire anemometry. The enhanced grc.
of the pulsatile jet as compared to the steady jet
was accompanied by a circumferential bulk transport
of the fluid entrained by the organized vortices.

Recent investigations(') have revealed that augmentation in the thrust of an ejector can be improved
by pulsating the primary jet. It was further observed
that over a wide range of primary jet Mach numbers,
this improvement in ejector performance was independent of the frequency of pulsations but was directly
proportional to their amplitude. To enhance the
understanding of the relationship of pulsations to
ejector performance, preliminary experiments were performed on entrainment and mixing in pulsatile jets and
are reported in this paper.
Experimental investigations by Binder and a
2
3
Favre-Marinet, Bremhorst and March , Crow and
4
6
Champagne , Leister5, Platzer, et al.
and Wvgnanski et
7
al. have demonstrated without doubt the importance of
organizing the jet with large-scale vortices in order
to achieve an increased rate of jet growth and hence
increased entrainment of ambient fluid.
In the following section, the influence of pulsations (time-varying
complete flow) on the jet growth and entrainment is
further investigated. The kinematics of the fluid
entrained by the pulsatile jet was also studied and is
reported below.

NOMENCLATL'RE
b

width of the jet

d

primary nozzle diameter

f

frequency of pulsations

M

nozzle exit flow Mach number

e

static pressure
p,

ambient pressure

po

stagnation pressure

Q

S

volumetric jet flow
sUd
':-fd
L
non-dimensional frequency

u'

longitudinal velocity fluctuation

U

longitudinal mean velocity

Ue

nozzle exit flow velocity

X

longitudinal distance from nozzle exit plane

Re

EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES AND INSTRLMENTATION
Subsonic jet flow was generated by expanding air
at room stagnation temperature through an axis-mmetric
convergent nozzle which has an exit diameter d of
2.54 cm. The flow before entering the plenum chamber
could be modulated from 20 Hz to 1500
Hz by first
passing the flow through a pneumatic transducer. The
time-varying primary jet velocity profile (complete
jet flow) was achieved by utilizing this pneumatic
transducer. To avoid any changes in the mean mass
flow rate which may result by the introduction of
these modulations, a choked flow condition was maintained in the air supply line upstream of the pneumatic transducer. Constant temperature hot-wire anomometry was utilized to determine the mean and the
fluctuating velocity components of the pulsating Jet.
The data was plotted on x-y plotters and subsequently
digitized and processed on the mini-computer dat" acquisition facility.

spacing between the vortices
Z

gas density

i

gas viscosity
11
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The jet flow was visualized by injecting C02 gas
into the plenum chamber of the nozzle air supply.
Still shadowgraphs were taken with a spark source that
had a time duration of approximately 1.0as.
Visualization of the entrained fluid alone was also made by
taking spark shadowgraphs of a sheet of fluid marked
with C0, gas. The results of this flow visualization
work are discussed in the following section.

tuating velocity components in the jet. One wire was
fixed and located in the jet at X/d
0.5 and was
utilized to control the amplitude of free-jet pulsations. The second wire was traversed across the jet
at various axial locations to measure the mean velucity, U, and the velocity fluctuations, u', normal to
the wire.
The influence on the free-jet growth rate of the
pulsation frequency is shown in Figure 7 for various
values of the non-dimensional frequency, fd/Ue .
These
results were obtained for a series of mean velocity
profiles taken at various axial locations, X'd, at a
fixed Mach number, Mexit = 0.2. Throughout these experiments, the rms value of the longitudinal velocit:.
fluctuations, vu/Ue were kept at 10% at the nczzle
exit. This entrainment is associated with the engufing action of the large scale vort.ces. As can he
seen in Figure 4 at -!dn5 an interaction between the
ring vortices occurs which results in an increase
vortex spacing.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Flow Visualization
Spark shadowgraphs showing the jet growth without and with upstream pulsations are shown in Figures I and 2 respectively. The Reynolds number based
on the nozzle exit diameter and mean velocity was
Re = 0.9 x 105. In Figures 4 and 5 in which the mean
,mass flow rates were equal, the spreading angle of the
jet is significantly enhanced by the flow pulsations.
By the nozzle design and its contraction ratio of 25,
the flow was kept laminar at the nozzle exit. As is
evident from Figure 1, the roll-up of the shear layer
into discrete ring vortices is evident with the flow
rapidly becoming turbulent within less than a diameter downstream of the nozzle exit. The spanwise
coherency of the initial laminar instability waves is
evident in Figure 1. Organization of the jet with
upstream pulsations is quite evident in Figure 2. The
non-dimensional frequency, fd/Ue was 0.3.
It is clear
from Figure 2 that the organization was axisymmetric.
Observation of vortex spacing in Figure 2 leads to the
conclusion that the vortices convected approximately
at the mean velocity with spacing X/d
1.1 where X
is the spacing between the vortices. Figure 2 also
shows that the wavelength remains constant up to
X/d - 5.

The decay of center-line velocity in the present
experiments at low non-dimensional frequency of excitation, fd/Ue < 0.05, does not seem to influence the
growth of the free jet. For fd/Ue > 0.05, the influence of excitation is to increase the decay of :he
centerline velocity. Present results further showed
this enhanced decay to be independent of the pulsation
frequency at least within the accuracy of the present
experimental results. The above results were further
supported when the influence of various pulsation
frequencies on mean velocity profile growth and Jet
entrainment were determined as shown in Figures 8 and
9. Up to X/d = 14, as discussed above, the growth of
the jet and its entrainment at low pulsation frequency
were not influenced by the pulsations.

The changes in entrainment of the jet with and
without primary jet pulsations were observed by
visualizing the entrained fluid marked by CO 2 gas. A
slit of CO 2 gas was introduced at the jet spreading
angle all along the jet. Typical results showing the
instantaneous behavior of the entrained fluid without
pulsation are shown in Figure 3 and with pulsations
in Figures 4 and 5. Figures 4 and 5 indicate a sharp
interface between the entrained fluid and the organized vortex structure in the jet. From a close look
at the entrained fluid in Figures 4 and 5 as compared
to Figure 3 it is inferred that the bulk of the entrainment occurs at localized regions within the jet
and shear layer for pulsatile jets as compared to
non-pulsatile jets.

The entrainment with pulsations is significantly
larger even at the lowest values of x/d explored. The
results presented in Figure 9 indicate that the pilsatile flow yields a constant increase in entrained mass
flow up to x/d 1, 5 where it experiences an additional
increase presumably associated with the vortex interaction observed in Figure 4.
The relative large amplitude of forcing used in
this investigation results in significant changes in
the evolution of the vortices. The formation process
is dominated by the forcing with the KelvinHelmholtz free shear layer instability appearing as a
ripple on the interface between the jet and the surrounding fluid. The interaction process apparent in
Figure 4 was not observed in a previous investigation
4
with lower forcing amplitude.

Influence of Pulsations on Free-Jet Growth
Typical results from hot-wire anemometry of the
longitudinal velocity fluctuations are shown in Figure 6. The results obtained by traversing two hotwires relative to each other at a fixed distance from
the nozzle and by looking at the phase of the vuloLty
fluctuations, showed that the pulsations were axisymmetric in nature.
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HOWTIME DEPENDENCE

AND VARIABLE FROUDE NUMBER CAN EXPLAIN MORE RAPID

ENTRAINMENT OF THE TWO-LAYER SYSTEM IN ANNULUS EXPERIMENTS

J. W. Deardorff
Department of Atmospheric Sciences
Oregon State University
Corvallis, Oregon 97331

ABSTRACT

and fluid velocity of the turbulent layer. There
are then no tangential end effects, the flow is

New experiments on the entrainment rate of a
turbulent mixed layer that is stirred by a surface
2
shear stress (u. ) permit a new interpretation of
annulus experiments for either the two-layer system
(2LS) or the system with a stratified outer layer
(SOL). The new experiments included measurements of
the velocity jump (Au) across the interfacial or
entrainment layer, and the entrainment rate was
found to depend on both Au and u. in a product form.
The greater entrainment rate for the 2LS than for
the SOL is found to be associated with greater au
with the 2LS, for given values of density jump, Ap,
and u,.
This paper attempts to explain why, in the
two different types of experiment, greater Au values
occur for the 2LS for given values of 6t and u,.

fully developed, and the tangential mean pressure
gradient is zero. The various investigators hope
that centrifugal effects are minimal and that the
entrainment interface is nearly horizontal in the
mean.
In order that centrifugal effects not be too
severe, rather small screen rotation rates are used.
The first such experiment by Kato & Phillips
(I, abbreviated KP) employed a linearly stratified
outer layer (abbreviated SOL). The approximate relation they found is
we/u . = 2.5R,

-

(i)

where we is the vertical entrainment rate, u. is the
friction velocity at the rotating screen surface,
and RT is an overall Richardson number defined by

NOMENCLATURE

R= B/u.

2

(2)

English
where B is the overall buoyancy parameter:
B
g
h
R
Rv
t
t'

u
u,
we
z

stabilizing buoyancy parameter
gravitational acceleration
depth of well mixed layer (does not include
mean interfacial layer)
overall Richardson number based on surface
shear stress
overall Richardson number based on interfacial
velocity jump
time
dummy time variable
tangential flow speed
friction velocity
eltrainment rate
height (distance from rotating screen)

B = gh

with Po being a reference density of one of the
layers, Ap the magnitude of the density jump between
the turbulent and non-turbulent layers, g the gravitational acceleration, and h the mixed-layer depth.
Using the same annulus, Kantha et al. (2,
abbreviated KPA) explored the two-layer-ystem (abbreviated 2LS) wherein the non-turbulent layer is homogeneous and not stratified. (In both the 2LS and
SOL configurations a density jump, !L, exists or
develops.) They found that the normalized entrainment is considerably larger (roughly by a factor of
2) for the 2LS than that given by (i) for the SOL.
The discrepancy was disturbing and unexplained; it
was speculated that internal gravity waves in the
SOL may sap enough turbulence energy from the mixed
layer to reduce significantly the entrainment rate.
They also noticed that, for a given R1 , we/u . was
reduced when h/br is greater, where Ar is the annulus
gap width, due to the influence of sidewall friction.
They therefore attempted to extrapolate their results
to the limiting case oc no sidewall friction.
Using an annulus only half as laige, Kantha (3)
also explored the entrainment rate in the 2LS. He
found w /u, values significantly smaller than those
of KPA lor the same system but otherwise following
roughly the same R, dependence. Confusingly, his
we/u . values lay closer to those of KP than KPA.
Relatively strong sidewall friction could be invoked
as the cause of the reduced entrainment rates.
An explanation for the discrepancy between the

Greek or other symbol
A
Lr
p
-

/.o

change in property across the edge of the mixed
layer (except Lr)
annulus gap width
density
reference density
mean value

INTRODUCTION
In the past 12 years there have been several
experiments on the rate at which a turbulent mixed
layer, stirred by the action of a surface shear
stress, entrains an adjacent non-turbulent outer
fluid layer of contrasting density. This topic is
most conveniently studied within an annulus equipped
with a rotating screen to provide the shear stress

12.1
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SOL and 2LS results was provided by Price (4) and
Thompson (5).
They assumed that the inverse Froude
number, Rv, was constant (of order 0.6) during most
of the entrainment period, where
R

= B/(Au)

2

where lap/zl is the constant linear stratification
of the outer layer.
In all cases, initial conditions included i(0)
0, and at all times u. = 1.41 cm s I and Lr = 22.8 cm.
For the 2LS, W(O) = 5.4 cm; for the SOL l(0) = 0.5 cm
-3
-1
cm . Only one SOL
and (1/p )I p/azi = 7.67 x 10
Rr increased with
because
was
necessary
numerical run
time and covered the range of R values from the five
2LS runs.

(3)

and au is the magnitude of the velocity jump across
the entrainment interface. The Rv = const explanation involved the mixed-layer momentum and salt mass
budgets, and predicted a factor of two greater values
for we/u. for the 2LS than for the SOL at a given R .
In Price's words, "The factor of 2 arises because T
half the available momentum supply (screen stress
minus sidewall drag) must be used to accelerate the
mixed layer in the linearly stratified case in order
to maintain Rv constant as B increases with h. All
of the available momentum supply is used to accelerate entrained fluid in the two-layer case, where B
is constant."
In the absence of sidewal friction,
Price and Thompson also r edicted an R ' dependence
for Re/u. in the laboratory.

MODEL RESULTS
The numerical results are displayed in Fig. I on
a We/U. versus RT diagram. Included are the data
from the actual KP and KPA experiments simulated.
The model, using (5), does predict substantially
greater entrainment rates for the 2LS, indicating
that R was smaller for the 2LS at the same RT value.
In addition, the agreement with different experimental
results than those from which (4) was derived is
probably as close as can be expected. However, the
use of (5) did not produce quite as large an entrainment advantage for the 2LS as that observed.
.

In recent annulus experiments by Deardorff and
Willis (6) Rv values were measured for the first
time. They were found to vary from about 0.7, the
smallest value they could achieve in their apparatus,
to over 10, depending largely on how great h/Lr was.
That is, with relatively large sidewall damping Au
was kept small, forcing Rv to be large. Rather than
reject all data for which Rv was greater than about
0.6, they found that their observed entrainment rates
could be fit by the relationship
we/U . = O.33Rr -h" -

i
+

+

The exponent in the Rv dependence, determined from
their 2LS data using turbulent salt water underneath
non-turbulent fresh water, is not yet known to an
accuracy better than + 10%.
Eq. (4) is based-on the use of the depth, h, of
the well mixed layer as length scale. It was found
that, typically, h 2 0.8h 2 , where h, is the outermost depth reached by mixed-layer fluid at any given
time. Thus, h 1 0.9h 2 can be considered a more
representative mean mixed-layer depth. Then (4) converts to
Rv
-

(based on F)

g

(4)

dependence was derived solely from the
This R
arguments of Price and Thompson, but the circumstance
of Rv = const is considered to be only a special case.

we/u. = 0.47R

For the SOL, B was diagnosed from
2
h
B =(g/p)lap/az~

We
Ut++
+

++

-

\

10

.
I0

Figure 1.

(5)

Details of their experiments and findings are
presented in Deardorff and Willis. Here the emphasis
is on explaining why Rv should tend to be larger in
laboratory SOL experiments, with consequently reduced
w /u. values, than for the 2LS, assuming that in both

i02

R

3
10

Entrainment rate normalized by friction
velocity versus R calculated numerically
from a model obeying (5) for the case of
the stratified outer layer (SOL, solid
curve) and for S two-layer systems (2LS,
solid circles). The corresponding experimental data from KP (+) and from KPA (E)
are also shown.

Fig. 2(a) shows the main dimensionless timedependent results for the case (R)2LS = 36.2, In
this case we see that sidewall friction has had little
effect on the u/u, values at the small times at which
the simulated KP and KPA runs are compared. Here, u
is the mixed-layer mean velocity which is slightly
larger than ILu!, due to some viscous propagation of
momentum beyond the mixed-layer interface. Both
follow the expected 1:1 line of u/u. - (u,/h)t
for no sidewall friction at small time. However, when
(Rr)SOL reaches 36.2 (it grows with time) a smaller
dimensionless time has elapsed for the SOL than for
the 2LS when the latter's Rv has reached a minimum
value. This appears to be the appropriate time to
evaluate the 2LS entrainment rate, since 2LS data

cases the entrainment obeys (4) or (5).
THE MODEL FOR TESTING (S)
A time dependent numerical-model was constructed
which obeyed (5) and predicted h from
t
R(t) = 9(0) +
We(t')dt'.
0
-results
The mean mixed-layer momentum, u, was obtained from
the momentum budget taking entrainment and sidewall
drag into account.
For the 2LS B was taken constant, equal to its
initial value, such as to yield constant R values
(in 5 different runs) of 36.2, 70.3, 150, 192 and

f
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driven Entrainment Experiments," J. Fluid Mech., Vol.
90, 1979, 509-529.

occurring before this minimum Rv is reached are
usually rejected because the we values are then so
small. Thus, u/u. is greater, at small times, for
the 2LS than for the SOL, for the same R T because
of a somewhat gteater dimensionless period of acceleration experienced by the 2LS. Hence, by (5) and
(3) this difference is amplified into a substantially
greater entrainment rate relative to u,.
At larger times sidewall drag is an important
factor because /Atr is, and had recently been, larger
for the SOL. Fig. 2(b) shows the model results at
that stage, for the case (RT)2L S = 292. The dimensionless times at which (Rr)soL reaches 292 and
(R, SOL dips to its minimum value are then roughly
the same, but (W/&r)soL is substantially larger
because of its earlier history of faster entrainment.
Thus, wall friction by this later time has reduced
(u/U.)SQL below that of the 2LS, thereby again
increasing (Rv)soL and decreasing (we/u.)SOL relative
to the 2LS. This second explanation takes over well
before the first leaves off.
In a recent study by Kitaigorodskii (7), it has
also been concluded that we/u. should depend on both
Rv and R,, and that!9/az should not affect the
entrainment rate if the latter is expressed as a
function of both RT and Rv . However, at and before
the time of that study there was no experimental
guidance on the Rv dependence of we/u..

5 Thompson, R, 0. R. Y., "A Re-examination of
the Entrainment Process in some Laboratory Flows,"
Dyn. Atmos. Oceans, Vol. 4, 1979, 45-55.
6 Deardorff, J. W. and Willis, G. E., "Dependence of Mixed-layer Entrainment on Shear Stress and
Velocity Jump," to appear in J. Fluid Mech., 1981.
7 Kitaigorodskii, S. A., "On the Theory of the
Surface-stress Induced Entrainment at a Buoyancy
Interface (toward interpretation of KP and KPA experiments)," Tellus, Vol. 33, 1981, 89-101.

SUIMARY
The entrainment rate in rotating-screen annulus
experiments was found to depend on the velocity-jump
scale, Lu, as well as upon u.. By treating the
inverse Froude number Rv as a variable, the influence of sidewall drag was taken implicitly into
account by its influence on Rv. The dependence
found is we/u. = 0.33Rr- Rv 1-4.
This relationship was used to predict relative
entrainment in simulation of some KP and KPA experiments. In the two-layer-system (2LS) smaller Rv
values are predicted to occur than in stratifiedouter-layer (SOL) experiments, under the different
conditions at which RT is the same. Hence, the
entrainment rate is greater for the 2LS at the time
at which the comparison is made. The distinction
disappears when both velocity scales are utilized,
as in (5), to diagnose the entrainment rate.
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ON THE INFLUENCE OF BUOYANCY
ON THE TURBULENT EKMAN LAYER

URBAN SVENSSON
DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES ENGINEERING
(TECHNICAL) UNIVERSITY OF LULEA, SWEDEN

VVTTeff = laminar, turbulent and effective viscosity
- fluid density
p0k.O
- constants in

ABSTRACT

A one-dimensional mathematical model of the
stratified ocean surface layer is presented. The

turbulence mode'
€
cylmnrtubetadefcivShit

model is verified against laboratory measurements of
the entrainment rate across a density interface. The
reduction of the entrainment rate by the earth's
rotation is predicted and a comparison with earlier
models of this problem is made. Field measurements
are used or testing the performance of the model in
more complex situations.
The study indicates that the mathematical model,
and in particular the turbulence model used, is
capable of predicting all the essential features of
the flow situations studied. It is the author's view
that improved results could not be obtained by
emplc,-ingamore advanced turbulence model.
NOMENCLATURE
B
D
f
g
k
N
Ri 0
S
U,V
u,v,w
U,

-

x,y,z

= coordinates

E

=

=

=
=
=
=

buoyancy parameter
depth
Coriolis parameter
gravitational acceleration
turbulent kinetic energy
buoyancy frequency
Richardson number
salinity
components of mean velocity
components of fluctuating velocity
friction velocity

= coefficient in density-salinity relation
dissipation rate of k

12.5
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O'OT'yeff = laminar, turbulent and effective Schmidt
number
- shear stresses.
TxEy
INTRODUCTION
The present paper deals with the structure and
dynamics of the stably stratified ocean surface layer.
It is a continuation of a study of the homogeneous
Ekman layer, Svensson (23); henceforth to be referred
to as paper I. In paper I a mathematical model was
formulated and verified against laboratory measurements. Different turbulence models were discussed as
well as predictions of the homogeneous Ekman layer.
The present study extends that mathematical model to
stably stratified situations.
Earlier models of the surface layer may be
divided into two groups: 1) Integral models, Kraus
and Turner (8); Pollard et al. (19); Garwood (2) and
2) Models that use turbulent transport coefficTents
Mellor and Durbin (14); Marchuk et al. (13); Kundu (9).
Integral theories are simpler to use but, as pointed
out by Mellor and Durbin (14), disconnected from
available information on other turbulent boundary
layer flows including neutral flows. The present
model belongs to the second group but differs from
earlier models both in formulation and, particularly,
the extent to which it is verified.
The mathematical formulation of the problem is
outlined in Section 2 together with some basic
assumptions and a discussion of the ,,ay to include
terms due to buoyancy. Results are presented in
Section 3 starting with a verification study of the
shear-induced entrainment experiment by Kantha,
Phillips and Azad (6). Thereafter the much studied
problem of the deepening of a linearly stratified
layer under the influence of the earth's rotation is
considered. Finally in section 3, field measurements

are used for testing the performance of the model in
more complex situations. Section 4 finishes the paper
with a discussion and some conclusions.

k2
vT

C

(6)

1

where CP is an empirical constant. Transport equations for k and E may be derived in exact form
from Navier-Stokes equations and thereafter "modeled"
to the following form:

MODEL FORMULATION
Basic Assumptions
lae study will restrict attention to horizontally homogeneous flows, which means that terms con-

taining gradients in the horizontal plane are
neglected. Boussinesq's approximation is employed and
it will also be assumed that no mean vertical velocity is present. The effect of the earth's .rotation
f These
is describd by the Coriolis parameter,
assumptions are in geophysical fluid dynamics well
known as characterizing the planetary boundary layer
equations.

2

2.'

=

at

z

7"

vTgo
+ oT

f-

S
z

k)

z

Hk
(

'T

az

2
+ (- ) I +
+U)

9z
(7)

-

Momentum Equations
Within the assumptions made the momentum

K
a
veff K
E
2
.-- - ()+C
-E--4,()
at
az
aE az
1Ik
a7
2
+ C3 T € oa TS- C2(C

equations take the following form:

where

at
at

2

az

3

T

)

u

is the effective viscosity ("T v)
aieffT+
g gravitational acceleration,
a coefficient in density-salinity relation, a
aE
and aT Prandtl/Schmidt numbers, and C , C,
empirical constants.
and C
Te terms on the right-hand side of (7) and (8)
describe diffusion, production due to shear, production or dissipation due to buoyancy and dissipation
due to viscous action, respectively. While the k-C
model for homogeneous conditions can be claimed to
be well established, there are a few different lines
of development when it comes to buoyancy affected
flows. Gibson and Launder (3) neglected the buoyancy
term in the C-equation but derived an extension of
(6) which includes buoyancy effects. Hossain and
Rodi (4) found that the buoyancy term in the Cequation was needed for the vertical buoyant iet,
while the horizontal one was predicted satisfactory
Sasahny,

- -az

av
t

a

+ ')- + fV
a,
+ aV

_

(1)

) - fU

(2)

where z is the vertical space coordinate, positive
upward, t the time coordinate, f the Coriolis
parameter, U and V mean velocities in the x
and y direction, respectively, 7w- and W the
Reynolds stresses and v the molecular kinematic
viscosity.
The surface wind stress, r, specifies the.
momentum flux at the surface, thus:
(-

-

aU)
z z

az Z0
V

az z.0

x(t)
(3)
P

by putting

C3 -

0.

(t)
P

which demands that

where P is the density of water. The present
analysis assumes an infinitely deep ocean, with zero
velocities at the lower boundary. To be able to appl y
a numerical model it is, however, necessary to
specify a depth, D , where zero velocities are
prescribed, Thus:
(U(t))z. -

= (V(t))f-

z--D

For a further discussion of the

buoyance term in the C-equation, see Rodi (21). The
inclusion of buoyancy effects in the k-C model is
clearly still a matter for basic research. For geophysical flows there is, however, a common situation

0

(5)

The depth of vanishing motion must of course be
chosen large enough not to influence the predicted
results in the region of interest.
Turbulence Model
The turbulence model used is, except for the
buoyancy terms, the same as in paper I and will
therefore be only briefly described -inthe present
paper.
The kinematic eddy viscosity, vT , is calculated from the turbulent kinetic energy, k , and
its dissipation rate, E , according to:

C

> 0.

The situation in mind

is the unstably stratified boundary layer without
any significant mean shear. In this situation the
C-equation would otherwise lack a production term
which of course is unrealistic. The buoyancy term in
the C-equation thus seems to be essential in geois therephysical flows and a nonzero value of C
fore required. The actual value of C
used is 0.8
which was found to ensure maximum agriement when
predicting the experimental results given by Kantha
et al. (6). Also the unstably stratified boundary
layer experiment by Deardorff et al. (1) was used
when the value of C was optimized. For details
see Svensson (22). Rdi (21) has optimized C3 for
horizontal buoyant flows and found that C = 1.0
ensures maximum agreement with available e~perimental
data on entrainment velocities. The difference between
the values adopted is of no practical significanre.
The reason for not making use of the extension of (6)
given by Gibson and Launder (3) is simply that (6)
should not be replaced until it proves to be insufficient. The predictions to be presented in this
paper did not call for this extension. For further
details about the k-C model, see Launder and Spalding (11, 12).
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Entrainment generated by a surface stress.
Development of mixed layer depth as a function
of time for different Ri-numbers, o-measurements, -calculations.

Salinity

RESULTS
A Laboratory Fxperiment

Within the assumptions made the transport equation for salt, S , reads:

a

Veff 3S
Oef f z

7

(9)

is the effective Prandtl/Schmidt number
where o
for salt.f~he value of
oeff is not well established
nare
needed for its
and some rather ad hoc assumptionss atn
adenfr its
determination. One such assumption is that laminar and
turbulent contributions to the effective exchange
coefficient are additive, see Patankar and Spalding
(17). Thus:
Veff
0

eff

v+

(10)
0

a

T

= 0.63 (1 * 0.2 B)/(I

2

layer of 3.3pth B. , resting over a quiescent denser
layer. The development of the mixed layer depth, D(t),
is studied for different initial and boundar-: conditions in order to determine the dimensionless
entrainment velocity ,
Ue/U , , as a function of an
overall Richardson number. The formulation of th.
Richardson number reads:
D. guo

(13)

U,

+ 0.06 B)

(11)

where
k as
2
B
-

An experiment which closely simulates the shear
induced entrainment in the atmosphere and the ocean
has been reported by Kantha, Phillips and Azad (6),
see also Kantha (5). The salient features of the
experiment may be described as follows. At tim, t = 0
a shear stress is applied at the top of a homogeneous

Rio

where o is the laminar and aT the turbulent
o is well
Prandtl/Schmidt number. The value of
known, but oT needs further consideration. Launder
(10) has, starting from the exact transport equations
for Reynolds stresses and turbulent heat flux, derived
an expression for a_. With the constants used in
modeling of the exacT equations the formula reads:
o

Entrainment generated by a surface stress.
Velocity, density andeddy viscosity pro'files
for Ri = 146.4 , t - 150 S.

will provide a way of calculating ceff I but it is
emphasised that fLrther studies of hav
7
is
affected by buoyancy are needed.

For the predictions to be presented it will be
assumed that density variations are caused solely by
changes in salinity. The inclusion of other buoyancy
affecting variables into the model is of course
possible.

as
at

Fig. 2

C'L-

(12)
(

is a buoyancy parameter. The expression will thus give
oT = 0.63 for nonbuoyant flows and have a limit of
2.1 for strongly stratified flows. Launder showed
t at this variation is in accordance with available
experimental data. The expressiors (10), (11) and (12)

12.7

where Lp is the initial density jump between t._
two layers. For a description of the experimental setup, see Kato and Phillips
t).
In a l calculations the shear stress,
r , was
fO.19 N/m and the initial depth, D. , 0.05. m.
These conditions are the same as in 6ne of the experimixed layer deepening
mental series. The predicted
for different Ri-numbers are displayed in Fig. 1,
together with the experimental data. The mixed layer
depth has to be defined in some way, especially since
the model predicts the cot.tinuous vertical variation
of different variables. Two different definitions
were tried: 1) the depth where the laminar viscosity
exceeds the calculated eddy viscosity, and 2) the
depth of maximum density gradient. The two definitions
gave essentially the same depth for Ri
up to 150,
for
while definition 2 gave a somewhat lower U /U
higher Ri -numbers. The choice of definition is of
course a gatter of taste, but judging from the profiles of velocity, density, and eddy viscosity shown
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Entrainment generated by a surface stress.
F. Fig.
3will
101

Entrainment velocities versus an overall
Richardson number. The shaded area represents
the results by Kantha et al. (6), the dashed
line is Price's analysis and the solid line
present predictions.
in Fig. 2 it is clear that the "turhulence-alternative" offers a more precise definition. So, this is
the definition used in Fig. I and also in Fig. 3,
where the entrainment velocity versus the Richardson
number is displayed. The dashed line in this figure
represents Price's (20) interpretation of the experimental data. He consi-dered in detail the frictional
influence of the sidewallsThe
cluded that the sidewall correction made by Kantha et
al. was too small. The present predictions are seen
to be in close agreement with Price's analysis and it
is concluded that the model predicts the entrainment
process in a satisfactory way. As a part of the calculaion, te enrgybalncewas
tuded.Thefied.
culations, the energy balance was studied. The
partitioning between the different components is of
special interest in integral theories of the mixed
layer dynamics. The energy balance for the present
case is shown in Fig. 4. It is interesting to note
that more energy is spent in creating the velocity
field than to change the potential energy of the
system. Only a small amount is stored as turbulent
kinetic energy, while the bulk of energy supplied is
dissipated. The supplied energy was calculated as:
t
supplied energy =

i
0

where

• U dt
s

(14)

U
is the surface velocity,
Isrestricted

The deepening of a rotating boundary layer
In paper I it was shown that the depth of
vanishing motion is about U,/f for the homogeneous
steady Ekman layer. This depth is thus an upper limit
for the deepening of the linearly stratified boundary
layer to be investigated in this section. In fact,
one would expect the depth to be significantly snaller
if a local Richardson number criterion is the relevant
parameter for the deepening.

12.8

Entrainment generated by a surface stress.
The different components in the energy balance.

Mathematical models describing the response of a
linearly stratified layer to a suddenly imposed surface stress under the influence of rotation have been
presented, among others, by Pollard et al. (19),
Niiler (16), and Phillips (18). As these model-s prcduce rather consistent results within themselves, they
Teprmtr
hrceiigtecs
be used for a comparison
with the presentr model.
h
The parameters characterizing the case at, tves
Coriolis parameter, f , the surface fricticn jlccity, U, ,
defined by:
2
N = _5)

and the initial buoyancy frequency,

N

0 ;z

Earlier investigators found that, due to rotation,
e d

ntable I the
b
i
r
predicted by different
U, - .0173'm/s, N =

laver dephs a t
= -/f
m
models,
3 - Iare given for
and f - 1.2-10
5 "10-s

as
s-1

As can be seen the estimates are quite consistent.
present model does not a priori assume the exit
en of a
t completely
mdel
mes
avr
ad thetedefinition
eistence
mixed
layer and
of the layer depth is, as discussed earlier, therefore
somewhat arbitrary. The two definitions mentioned
earlier gave however for this case the same result
5 itlayer
is found
that the predicted
de-,th
easily identiwas therefore
mixed
wellFig.
and theFrom
fe
F
F
5 is
i
found th
teredictedin
at t = t/f is about 42 m, which certainly is in god
The mixed laer depth as a function of tim is
displayed in Fig. 6. The solid line is the forua:

D(t) = 0.9

U,
[2-3 cos (ft) + cos
2 3
3
f / N1/

3(

)

16

given by Phillips (18) and the dashed line represents
present calculations. The agreement is almost perfect
and it can be concluded that the model presented predicts the same behavior of the wind mixed laver as
other more established models. Phillips model is
to t < 2 t/f , but the behavior after
this time is of course also of interest. Predictions
were therefore extended to 4 r/f. As car, be expected by considering the inertial oscillations, the
depth increases after 2 m/f and is once again
haltered at 3 r/f,
see Fig. 6.
Also for this case the components in the energy
balance were estimated. The energy supplied was calculated according to (14). This indicates that the
energy input is sensitive to the surface roughness,
since a logarithmic law is known to be valid close to
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Fig. 5 Deepening of the wind-mixed layer. Density
profile (a) and eddy viscosity profile (b)
after r/f seconds

Fig. 6 Deepening of the wind-mixed layer. Mixed
layer depth versus time
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Formula
. u*/(Nf)

37.5

06F

Fig. 8 Measured and predicted distribution of
Reynold stresses. For meaning of symbols, see
legend to Fig. 7
equation. Also the predictions by the present model
will show this discrepancy, which McPhee and Smith
attribute to form drag. Another unwanted effect in the
measurements

Pollard et al. (19) hmax=2

2

0.2

.- 7×04"
-

Fig. 7 Measured and predicted mean flow velocities.
Shaded area represents measurements, dashed
line predictions with density profile "frozen" and solid line predictions with salinity
as a prognostic variable
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was indicated by a weak stable strati-

fication throughout the boundary layer. The authors
suggest that convective effects can be the cause of
this. In order to investigate the importance of this
stratification the predictions to be presented were
carried out both with salinity as a prognostic variable
and with the density profile frozen at the shape given

Niiler (16)
-Phillips (18)

h
=1.9(u,/Mf) 1/2
max
1/6 u
21/3
hmax-0.9 2' u,/(f N) /

425

by the measurements, see Fig. 4 in the paper by McPhee
and Smith.
Nondimensional profiles of velocity are compared
in Fig. 7. The poor agreement for the lateral v~locity

41.9

component, discussed earlier, is discouraging even if

the surface. Assuming a hydrodynamically smooth surface, which is an idealization, it was found from the
predictions that roughly 2 % of the energy supplied
pretons 2ha r/fwas spent on increain
en
the
penenergy.
ptial
Comparison With Field Measurements
A most impressive series of measurements of the
turbulent boundary layer under pack ice has been reported by McPhee and Smith (15). Mean current, density and turbulence quantities were measured simultaneously throughout the entire boundary layer. A
strong pycnocline bounded the mixed layer at a depth
of about 35 m. Friction velocities were calculated
from the measurements of the Reynolds stresses and
found to be about 120 m/s.
McPhee
Smith
their data ndr
and
Mcpre
he and
andlt
Smithalso
lso analysed
panay
eteratar
compared the results with recent planetary boundary
layer models. They found that the measured lateral
velocity component deviated both from theoretical
models and from what could be expected from a consideration of the magnitude of the terms in the momentum

it may be attributed to the measurements. It is interesting to note how the small stable stratification
(L r 0.1 over the layer) has a clearly recognizable
influence on the velocity profiles. Reynolds stress
profiles are in satisfactory agreement as can be seen
in Fig. 8. The predicted stresses do however cease
somewhat faster than the measured ones. The same discrepancy is even clearer in the comparison of turbulent kinetic energy profiles, see Fig. 9. A possible
explanation may be that internal waves contribute to
the measured fluctuations in the deeper parts, while
this effect is not represented in the model. The
effect of a mild stratification is also clearly demonstrated in Fig. 10, where eddy viscosity profiles are
displayed. The predicted maximum eddy viscosity is
seen to be reduced by 60 2 when the density profile is
frozen. McPhee and Smith calculated th eddy viscosity
values from the peaks in the measured spectra of the
vertical
velocity
fluctuations
and The
considered
obtaned values
as rough
estimates.
agreementth,with
asica
thied
pr esspritonsh stimteefore agooden
the present predictions is therefore as good as can
be expected.
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Measured and predicted turbulent kinetic
energy distribution. For meaning of symbols,
se legend to Fig. 7
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

05

Stratification is known to add a number of complicated phenomena to turbulence, i.e. energy radiation, strong anisotropy, step-like density profiles
etc. These effects are not taken into account in the
mathematical model and the predictions are therefore
surprisingly good. A possible explanation is that the
gross features of the mixed layer are governed by the
momentum balance and the conversion of mechanical
energy to heat and potential energy. This conversion
is described by the turbulent energy equation and
thus represented in the model. It is, however, too
early to regard the above mentioned phenomena as unimportant and further investigations are thus needed.
The conclusions emerging from this study can be
summarized in the following points:

Fig. 10

Measured and predicted eddy-viscosity distribution. Dots represent meesurements, lines
as in Fig. 7

and vertical jets", In: Heat Transfer and Turbulent
Buoyant Convection, Hemisphere Publishing Corp.,
Washington, D.C., 1977.
5 Kantha, L.H.: "Turbulent entrainment at the
density interface of a two-layer stably stratified
fluid system", Geophys. Fluid Dyn. Laboratory,
Technical Report 75-1, 1975.

* An extension of the k-E model to stably stratified
flows has been tested and found to reproduce the
observed dampening of turbulence in a realistic way.

6 Kantha, L.H., Phillips, O.M., and Azad, R.S.:
"On turbulent entrainment at a stable density nterface",Journal of Fluid Mechanics Vol. 79, 1977, pp.
753-768.

* Entrainment velocities across a density interface
were predicted and regarded to be in satisfactory
agreement with the experimental results by Kantha
et al. (6).

7 Kato, H. and Phillips, O.M.: "On the penetration of a turbulent layer into a stratified fluid",
Journal of Fluid Mechanics, Vol. 37, 1969, pp. 6-.3655.

* Rotation was found
todethsandtrasint
decrease the entrainment
rate.
Maxmummixd
eveopmnt
Maximum mixed layer
depthslye
and transient development

Kraus,of E.B.
Turner, J.S. : "A one-dimensional8 model
the and
seasonal
thermocline 1. The

were predicted and found to be in agreement with
models particularly designed for this problem.
McPhee and Smith (15)
* Field measurements reported by
were used for a final test of the model. All the
essential features of the boundary layer were predicted accurately by the model. It is the author's
view that improved results could not be obtained by
employing a more advanced turbulence model.
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SEDIMENT TRANSPORT IN STRATIFIED TURBULENT FLOW

B.A. DeVantier and B.E. Larock
Civil Engineering Department, University of California, Davis

ABSTRACT
A mathematical model of sediment laden, density
affected turbulent flows is presented. The finite element
technique is used in conjunction with the Newton iterative
method to solve the resulting partial differential equations.
velocity
and
The
model
satisfactorily
predicts
concentration profiles for, unidirectional open channel
flows. It is concluded that the model can justifiably be
extended to multi-dimensional flows.
NOMENCLATURE
a
A
c
d
e
E
f
F
g
G
k
K
i
N
P
Pr
p
q
r
s
S
t
U
u
V
v
v
v
B
V
%
*
x
y
z
y
r
6
C
rl
Kc
X

Distance from Wall to Edge of Computational Grid
Surface Area
Constants for k-c Model
Free Surface Height Above Bed
Characteristic Roughness Height
Turbulent Dispersion Coefficient
Volume Fraction of Sediment
Finite Element Residual
Gravitational Acceleration
Buoyant Production of k
Turbulence Kinetic Energy
Constant in Law of the Wall
Outer Unit Normal
Basis Function
Pressure
Production of k by Bulk Fluid Motion
Turbulent Pressure Fluctuation
Vector of Nodal Unknowns
Relaxation Factor
Surface Force
Channel Slope
Time
Bulk Fluid Horizontal Velocity
Bulk Fluid Horizontal Velocity Fluctuation
Velocity
Velocity Fluctuation
Point Velocity, (tPhase
Point Velocity, B Phase
Pexamine;
Volume
Bulk Fluid Vertical Velocity
Bulk Fluid Vertical Velocity Fluctuation
Streamwise Coordinate
Transverse Coordinate
Vertical Coordinate
Turbulent Dispersion Constant
Finite Element Domain Boundary
Kronecker Delta
Dissipation Rate for k
Density Difference Ratio
von Karman Constant
Sediment Volume Fraction Fluctuation

A
v
p
o
r
0
W
i

Mean Sediment Volume Fraction
Fluid Kinematic Viscosity
Fluid Density
Density Ratio
Shear Stress
Surface Volume Fluctuation Correlation
Intrinsic Property Tensor
Finite Element Domain

Subscripts and Superscripts
Bulk Fluid
b
e
At Element Level
I
Frictional
i
Summation Subscript
j
Summation Subscript
n
Latest Iteration Value
Previous Iteration Value
o
s
Sediment
T
Turbulence (subscript)
Transpose (superscript)
T
a
Fluid Phase
B
Solid Phase
Viscosity
lJ
INTRODUCTION
An accurate description of many environmental and
industrial processes depends upon a good prediction of
sediment transport behavior in fluids. Often sedimer,*
concentration gradients create density gradients in the bulk
fluid which give rise to density currents or stratified floh.
Since many problems of practical interest can not be
represented as unidirectional flows, a transport mode,
which can be applied to multidimensional flow problems
is needed. It is the writers' goal to use the present model
for prediction of these more complicated flows. These
,
preliminary results are restricted to the prediction o
concentration and flow properties for a unidirectional case
for three reasons: the nonlinear equation set is relativelh
simpler to solve for this case; the interplay and effects
of individual physical processes are simpler to identif) and
data from controlled laboratory experiments are
available for such flows, and are not available for more
complex flows.
MODEL THEORY
Sediment transport is a two-phase flow phenomenon,
and a proper mathematical description of it must include
the motion of particles as well as fluid pdrcels. Following
each sediment particle through a flow domain is
conceptually possible but is totall) impractical, so some
sort of statistical description or averaging is required.
Statistical descriptions such as those proposed by Buyevich
and Shchelchkova (2) are proper and somewhat more
12.12
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Here the last term is the volume-averaging equivalent of
the turbulent stress term in the time-averaged NavierStokes equations. The other termns are

computationally realistic, but they require correlations
which are very difficult if not impossible to obtain for a
The writers have found the volume
general problem.
averaging technique proposed by Whitaker (12) and
corrected by Gray (5) to be preferable in a sediment
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0

and

(Pavi)

(t)

(7)

f vai. jdA
VA

-

0(1)

0

i

ij -

1

If an averaging volume is chosen, Figure 1, which
includes moving fluid and particles, the equations describing
the fluid motion are

@-

(6)

-P6ij)Iajd
=

08i

transport description.

which are surface momentum exchange terms.
When the mass conservation equation for the fluid
is volume averaged and incompressibility is assumed, then

(mass conservation), and
avai

(atcv i

a

P + Pg
a
agi

"

(2)

ax.

j

Although the Einstein
conservation).
(momentum
summation convention is employed, the subscript a is not
summed but is used to denote a property defined only in
the a phase.

0

i/

If the phase average velocity of the solid particles is
defined as the p phase momentum divided b) itsmass arc
the particles are also assumed to form a continuum, then
for the B phase one obtains
a. (fB<v >B) = 0
B 6i
ax.
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Fig. I Schematic of volume averaging region
The volume averaging theorem of Slattery (1_2) is
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a is an intrinsic a-phase tensor
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where the subscript b denotes bulk fluid properties, and
the bulk velocity vector is

B1
[(L-f )pM <vai>

-

.

f p8<v1i>B]

(13)
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1
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i
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6ax.
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%hen the averaging theorem and this definition are applied
to the momentum conservation equation, the result is
>

+ P

For conservation of momentum the result is

property of

-

a(f<v

)

The phase average pressure in the 6 phase is the result
of the continuum assumption.
The motion of the bulk fluid may now be describeG
if equations (8) and (9), and (5) and (10) are combinec.
order-ofand
manipulation
algebraic
Considerable
magnitude analyses leads to this relation for conservation
of bulk fluid volume"
a <Vbi> - 0
(Il
bi

indefinite order; the last term is a surface boundary
integral computed only on the a-B interfacial area, and
I ai is the unit normal from the a phase. The volume
average of the property t,

(9)

volume averaged momentum conservation equation for
particles is

SThe
.

()

=

(5)
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Pb = Oa'fB) 4 foBo

(14)

Here it is assumed that the 8 phase velocity and the
a-phase velocity differ only by v., or

v 5 i>=B> <vi >e-

Vs6i3

(15)

right to be negligible, and the first term on the right is
modeled by the gradient transport relation

where vs is the suspension settling velocity, which is a
measured function of concentration, with the x 3 -direction
being vertical. This relation should be valid when particle
relaxation times
are small.
A third equation for
conservation
of particle
massAtweqaintrunc
chas

a

>)

<v

I

x3

]

[f (I-f )v

(16)

0

is obtained by considering the volume fraction dependence
in equations (8) and (9).
Equations (I), (12), and (16) are quite similar to
an equation set proposed by Barenblatt ().
These three
equations are valid for a suspension in any flu.' for which
momentum
exchange
due to particle collision is
insignificant and a constitutive relationship is known.
However, when turbulent flow is considered, these
equations are totally impractical to use. By defining the
time averages of volume averaged quantities as
V i = <vbi

>

I

T SvT

and A%

P=

Xv.i

where E. is a mass dispersivity coefficient to be discussed
l
A two-equation turbulence model,
moltek the k- model,
od,
been proposed and tested by Rodi (7) for densityaffected flows; the primary dependent variables are the
turbulence kinetic energy k and its dissipation rate c. This
model is used herein. The steady state transport equations
for k and c respectively are

k

V
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The time-averaged equations for steady flow then become
(volume
a_
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axV
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the Reynolds decomposition can be expressed as
<Vb,> = V1 -vi , <P>=P+p , and f

(23)

ax i
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(20)

G

(-)v

ax
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(27)

/

(28)

=

Here VTTs is the kinematic eddy viscosity, Pr is the shearproduction of k, and G is the buoyancv-nduced
The turbulence kinetic energy k is defined as
k

-

(29)

)

and the turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate is

E

'T

(30)

vx
'
VxT
ax.

€-

)

(momentum

j

Values for the empirically determined coefficients c , cl'
cE2 , c 3 , Ok and cc will be given later in Table 1.
viscosity concept is
turbulentfluctuation
the velocity
terms as

The usual closure problem is visible in the overbarred
terms in equations (20) and (21). Because no data exist
for the correlation in the last term of equation (21) and
measurement is not feasible, it is currently assumed that
it may be lumped with the turbulent shear to form an
effective viv. which can be determined by a k-c model
for density-affected turbulent flow. The direct effect of

modelthe
In thetok-cmodel
introduced

buoyancy in the momentum enuation is seen in the term
nAgi, where

dispersivity factor as

av
+

V

v-

j

-T

ax.

_2 k

ax.

(31

ii

The turbulent viscosity is also used in modelling the mass

Es = yvT

(32)

n = PB/pc, -(22)
The

Boussinesq

approximation

of

neglecting

density

gradients except in buoyancy terms is used, as well as the
approximation that the pure-fluid density is approximately
that of the bulk fluid.
The sediment conservation equation (20) has two
terms which must be modelled to close the equation set.
An order-of-magnitude analysis shows the last term on the

As noted by Graf (4), it is not clear whether y is a true
constant or even if the relation defined by the combination
of equations (23) and (32) is valid. This form of modelling
the turbulent dispersion term has been chosen, however,
because some experimental values do exist for y, and the
inclusion of a transport equation for 3
would increase
i
the complexity of the model to a point where
multidimensional flow computations would not be practical.
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MODEL APPLICATION TO UNIDIRECTIONAL FLOW

3)
clai uJ/(ga)

(4 0)

Gnverning Equations and Boundary Conditions
Steady, unidirectional, open channel flow containing
suspended sediment can be modelled with the stated
equations when the following assumptions are made:

z

(a)

--

for the purpose of determining the streamwise pressure
gradient, pressure can be assumed to be hydrostatic, and
so the streamwise gradient can be approximated as the
product of gravitational acceleration and the slope S, (b)
flow is in the x direction and there is no gradient of any
variable in the x or y direction, and (c) the free surface
These
can be modelled as a plane of symmetry.
assumptions reduce the relevant equations to a set of four
scalar equations in four unknowns:
0 = gS -(

(x-momentum)

z

0J(
0

k

[Pr+(I-cc 3 )G]

c i

£

-

c

2

Z
a

(33)

I

)

A

)

(36)

Numerical Solution Methods
The nonlinear partial differential equation set is
solved by Newton iteration as applied to the Calerkin finite

U
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' T az

element method by Schamber and Larock (9).
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2

e is the element domain; the boundary

terms are only integrated over the portion of the element

'a
and

f
+

where i is the von Karman constant, e is the characteristic
roughness height, and u. is the friction velocity defined
as the square root of the bed shear stress over the bulk
density. The constant K is determined from Nikuradse's
(6) experiments with sand roughened pipes (the channel
bed is assumed to be sand roughened). Rodi (7) suggests
that the near-wall boundary conditions on k and c be
2

c
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F

k22
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Ni
fQe
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N uw It dr

e

F i(PrG**£d1
.f
Fk

r

iz

e

A proper set if boundary conditions will complete
the problem description. In wall-bounded turbulent flows
the computational region can not extend all the way to
the wall (see Figure 2), so a law-of-the-wall boundary
condition is applied at a distance a from the physical
boundary. This boundary condition is

U

aN
U
(-NgS-i VT
)f

FU

k-c model constants

c

The eJement

residuals for this problem are

(37)

The values of the constants in this equation set are those
suggested by Rodi (7) and listed in Table I. Vanoni noted
(I) that other researchers have determined values for y
from unity to 1.5, so the writers have arbitrarily set y at
1.2 .
Table I.

Schematic of flow domain

boundary A is set to a prescribed value A0 . Since the
free surface is modelled as a plane of symmetry, there
can be no flux of k, c, or A across the boundary. Nor
can there be a momentum flux across this boundary; hence
uw is zero here.
The vertical bulk velocity % is zero
throughout
the flow.

(35)

The horizontal velocity U does not appear in equation (33)
as written, but it is inclJded in the turbulent stress term
-

Computational Space

These equations arise from the assumption that a is in the
constant-stress
so that
the kinetic
energy
Pr is balanced layer
by the
dissipation
E.
At the productior
near-wall
(c transport)

(yv T L

i#-rrri1rJrI

Physical Flow Space

Fig. 2

(34)

2
Lk

az)

0A [A(I-A)Vs] +az
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(k transport)
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U

k2 ac

C
-F
0

c

0

Free Suflace

boundary r. which coincides with part of the global domain
boundary r'.
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The Galerkin weighting functions are chosen

to be the S-node basis functions Np, and Lz is the vertical
boundary unit normal. The element discretization of the
flow domain is shown in Figure 2. Since the values rather
than the derivatives of k, c, and A are prescribed at the
near-wall boundary, boundary integrals need not be
calculated there. Boundary contributions at the vertical
boundaries are zero because It is zero, and the f ree
z

reported by Vanoni (10) and Einstein and Chien (3).
Predictions of the numerical model presented herein have
been compared with measured data for six cases which
cover a wide spectrum of volume fractions and sediment
settling velocities. Concentration profiles for the six cases
over the lower 30% of the flow are presented in Figure 3.
Einstein and Chien measured concentrations in this domain
only, because their equipment was designed to measure

surface boundary integrals are all zero due to the no-flux
conditions there. Thus the only nonzero boundary integral
appears in equation (41), and it is nonzero only at the
lower boundary.
The law of the wall is then applied,
following Schamber (8):

high sediment concentrations, and concentrations decreased
rapidly above this region.
Overall the model does
reasonably well in predicting concentration profiles;
however, accuracy of the predictions decreases as the
bottom volume fraction of sediment increases. This is to
be expected because the order of magnitude analysis
contained the assumption that volume fraction is 0(0.1)
less. This is not, however, the only possible explanation
for these predictions. Particle collisions or damping of
turbulence due to particles affecting the turbulence length
scales could increase the effective settling velocity, which
was determined from a quiescent settling test. Modelling
the free surface as plane of symmetry will also cause
sediment concentration to be a little higher than is proper,
because turbulent dispersion will not be damped near the
surface.
The effect, however, should be small, and
changing the model to account for it would require a

-

"N uw Z dr
re i

N. Cf
ror
ebed

z

(45)

dr

where U is obtained from equation (41) with
c

) -2

In (K

(46)

e
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Newton's method for this problem can be written
aF i
aqj
q

higher

Aq1
-Fi
aj=-F

where

qj =uj,

ki, E., A
I 10.30 I

1

order

turbulence closure

for turbulent

sediment

dispersion.

(47)
(48)

0

is the column vector of nodal variables. The superscripts
"o" indicate that these quantities are evaluated with data
for q, from the previous iteration. The nodal variables

02
*.I

can then be updated with
0.20
qj

= qj

(49)

qj

+r

ft.ft
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LEGEND

As an example, one (typical) term in the Jacobian in
equation (47) is
aF'j

a
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2
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i

Convergence of the computational scheme was not
particularly sensitive to closeness of the initial estimates
to the final converged solution. A single constant value
%as used for U, and A was estimated to decrease linearly
with z to 98% of A0 . Based upon nondimensional data
for k and E appearing in (7), E was assumed to be a
function of z-

,
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Fig. 3 Comparison of measured and predicted
volume fractions

and k was chosen to be a linear function

The model did remarkably well in prediction of the

and z.
Two-dimensional eight-node isoparametric elements
were used even though the problem is truly one-dimensional
because the intent is to apply this model to two-dimensional
flows in the near future. All variables were approximated
as quadratic in the element.
Pressure need not be
approximated because its streamwise gradient is assumed
to be constant.

mean velocity, considering the uncertainties involved in
determining the input data required by the model. Figure 4
is one example of good agreement.
The shape of the
velocity profiles were predicted well except for those cases
involving a high sediment volume fraction, and the values
of mean velocity are also predicted reasonably well. The
near-wall velocity is not predicted as well as it might be,
because the characteristic roughness height is taken to be
the largest sieve diameter sand grain glued to the flume
bottom.
It is well accepted however that the roughness
height is not a physically measurable quantity but an
effective value. Correct prediction of the shape of the
velocity profile is more important than the actual value,
because none of the equations have any convective terms

of z-

I

RESULTS
Controlled measurements of mean velocity and sand
concentration as functions of depth in a flume have been

12.16

and only derivatives of U appear. Figure 5 presents the
worst velocity prediction obtained; in this case, which has
the highest volume fraction, the near-wall velocity
prediction is in error and the velocity profile is too flat.
The next lower volume fraction case also has too flat a
velocity profile but is less in error. Damping of turbulence
by stratification makes the velocity profile less flat, but
this effect is not nearly strong enough to be a complete
explanation. Apparently some other mechanism is causing
the velocity profile to be less flat as well. A probable
mechanism is additional shear due to particle collisions;
however, if particle collisions were considered, the
assumption that the bulk fluid is Newtonian would have
to be reevaluated.

CONCLUSION

Vanni
Case 17
K Velocity
0 Volume Fraction

1.0

0.3

profile using the clear water values of flow variables as
constants in the sediment transport equation. When this
is done for Vanoni's case 14, the concentration increases
5-10% throughout the flow field, which is the proper trend.
The effect of uncoupling the equations is a slight decrease
in the velocity profile.
This trend was observed
experimentally by Vanoni (I)
and Einstein (3) in
comparisons of clear water and sediment laden flows.
The numerical computations were accomplished on
a CDC 7600 computer in 9-10 CP seconds, with all variables
converged to 8 significant figures.
A nine element
descretization was used for Vanoni's data and ten elements
for Einstein and Chien's data. Subdividing and doubling
the number of elements produced no change in the results,
so they are grid independent.

Based on its predictive ability for unidirectional
flows, the present model should be applicable to
multidimensional flows. Because the model does less well
at high volume fractions, improved modelling of particle
interactions and a modified settling velocity appear to be
needed
to improve results. Because the correct trends
0--e
noted
when velocity and concentration equations are
and because the dispersion mechanism has been
iested by cases which have no convection effects, the
v.-iters feel that extension of the model to more complex
flows is warranted.
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

A technique of conditional sampling is used for characterizing the

Since Brown and Roshko's [1] well known flow visualization experi-

coherent structure of the three-dimensional velocity field in the mixing

ments some ten years ago, numerous subsequent investigations have con-

layer and that of the near pressure field of an unexcited jet of Reynolds

firmed the existence of distinct coherent eddy structures in free and wall

s

number 2.1O . The sampling technique is based on the use of a trigger

bounded turbulent shear flows. The configuration of jet mixing layers,

probe (hot wirel of fixed position inside the potential core, and the co-

the structure of which exhibits strong analogies with that of the flow

herent part of the turbulent signals (hot

cases examined by Brown and Roshko, have been the object of an increa-

wire or microphone) is extrac-

ted by means of ensemble averaging. Phase shift corrections have been

sed researrh activity [2] to [5, especially since it has been recognized

applied in order to improve the efficiency of the extraction. Typical re-

that coherent structures could there significantly controute to entrainment,

suits concern the convection velocity of the structures, the characteristic

turbulence production and aerodynamic jet noise [6]. The main purpose of

Strouhal number and the energy consent of the recovered coherent part

the present investigation is to characterize these structures in the near

compared to the total energy of the 'signals. The coherent fluctuations

mixing layers of axisymmetric unexcited jets by means of appropriate

are found to be highly anisatropic, the radial component being the most

techniques of signal processing. The final

energetic one, The phenomenon of vortex pairing is clearly evidenced,

tative information in order to provide a better general understanding of

goal is to gather more cluanti-

The pressure field outside the jet is shown to contain an ordered wave

the physics of the coherent large scale phenomena in natural (unexcited)

structure with the wave center located in the near region of the mixing

shear flows and to establish guide-lines for subsequent tentatives of nume-

layer.

rical modelisation or direct simulation.

D

diameter of the jet

Relevant parameters characterizing the behaviour and the strength
of the structures are : their characteristic Strouhal numbers and the corresponding convection velocities, the energy content relative to the cohe-

E

turbulent energy

rent motion compared to the total energy of the turbulence, the location

I

frequency

of the pairing process, the level of anisotropy of the coherent fluctua.

pressure

tions,... These parameters depend in general on the initial conditions of

Reynolds number. U, Div
Strouhal number, f D U

the flow ; the Reynolds number of the inner jet. the velocity of the
outer flow, the initial turbulence level in one or both of the flows.... The

t

time

study of the effect of these various initial conditions has also been inclu-

T

characteristic period

ded in the present investigation.

x, y

coordinates in the axial and radial directions

x

axial position of the detection probe

visualization experiments in jet flows, the detection of the coherent struc-

u. v. w

velocity components in the axial, radial and circumferential

tures as well as their detailed investigation is complicated by the high le-

directions

vel of

Ue

velocity of the external flow

layers at moderate and high Reynolds numbers. The conventional statis-

U
77

velocity of the jet
non dimensional radial coordinate defined as in= ly - D/2)/x

tical methods become then inefficient and more elaborate procedures employing conditional sampling are required. They are generally based on the

V

kinematic viscosity

use of a reference probe maintained in a fixed position inside the poten-

a

rms value (of u if not otherwise specified)

tial flow adjacent to the turbulent shear layer to be explored. This probe

7

delay time

NOMENCLATURE

p

-

RD

.

S

i

Despite of their quasi deterministic nature as revealed by numerous

random

turbulence prevailing

in fully turbulent jet mixing

is assigned to detect the quasi periodic passage of the large vortex structures imbedded in the turbulent part of the flow and to trigger sampling
from the main probe at a definite phase with respect to the occurence of
particular events recognized as being relevant to the vortex structure. The

Symbls :
signal

coherent part of the main signal can then be extracted by ensemble averaging the individual samples. This procedure which is due to Lau and
Fisher [21 has been widely used in studies of jet mixing layers. It is howver not completely unambiguous if applied to unexcited flows. This is
due to the apparent lack of eddy coherence as well in the spatial as in
the temporal sense owing to small deviations (from the mean) of the individual trajectories of the structures. to different individual life histories

14.1

and to fluctuations of the individual conviction velocities. To overcome

for further procesing. The number of summations was in this case of the

this supplementary difficulty, phase shift corrections may be applied

order of 16,000. For further details,

mee 9] and 1101. More recently, the
signals have ben procasad entirely by numerical way, thus allowing phase
jitter
corrections to be applied. This isachieved by time shifting the in.
dividual samples before ensemble averaging. The amount of the time shif
ting is determined by maximizing the cross
correlation between the individual Ifiltered) samples and the ensemble average. The process is initiated
by ensemble averaging in a first step unshifted samples. Due to time and
storage constraints, the number of summations was reduced to approximataly 2500. The educed signals are further Fourier analysed in order to determine the characteristic period T or the corresponding Strouhsl number
S = D/Ul T, from which the enrgy content can be deduced by calculating
the mean square value of Z"(-,over a characteristic period.

to

the individual samples before ensemble averaging [7]. 181, allowing the ef.
ficiency of the eduction process to be highly improved.
Most of the results discuSsed in the following ware obtained in the
reference caseof zero outer flow at a jet Reynolds number of 2.10 s . In
an early stag of this work, single hot wires were used in order to study
the influence of the longitudinal position of the detection probe inside
the potential core, the effect of the jet Reynolds njmber and the secondary to primary velocity ratio on the level of the relative coherent energy of the signals. Also the effect of phase shift corrections have been
examined in this part of the study. In subsequent stagescrossed hot
wire probes havebeen used (with and without phase shift corrections)
allowing the radial and circumferential velocity components to be investi.
gated too The energy and shear stress contribution of the coherent motion
could thus be determined as well as its anisotropy. Measurements in the
near pressure field outisde the reference jet ware also performed in order
to characterize the coherent pressure waves and their contribution to the
near field pressure intensity,

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures 1 to 4 are relative to the single hot wire (u-component)
measurements and concern the influence of various flow conditions and
procedures on the coherent energy contribution. This is expressed here
in terms of the ratio (3'/o) of the rms values relative to the educed usignal and to the original u-signal. Figure 1 shows for the reference jet
conditions the influence of the axial position (x'l of the detection probe.

EXPERIMENTAL SET- UP AND PROCEDURE

The experiments were carried out in a coaxial jet facility aquiped
with two concentric nozzles of exit diameter 3 and 10 cm respectively,
with contraction ratios of 16 for the inner jet and of 7.5 for the
outer jet- Each of the nozzles is supplied separately with clean air of controlled (ambient) temperature proceeding from a high pressure storage
tank Before exiting through the nozzles the flows pass through settling
chambers equipped with turbulence screens in order to control the initial
level of turbulence in the exit plane.

Three different positions lx'/D = 1, 2, 3) have been examined showing
that the results are nearly insensitive to this parameter. The main probe
=
is maintained at a fixed y-position ly
D;2) as it moves downstream in
the mixing layer. A maximum contribution of the coherent pan of about
20 % (in rms units) is seen to be extracted with the basic (uncorrected)
procedure. The maximum is quite flat and occurs in the near region of
0

In the present study only turbulence-free jets have been studied, i.e. with
residual turbulence levels lower than 1%in the exit plane. The maximal
velocity of the inner jet has been fixed at 100 m/s, the corresponding jet
5
Reynolds number being of 2.10 . Most of the experiments have been done
in these reference conditions. Variation of the Reynolds number is achieved
by decreasing the jet velocity. The velocity ratio Ue/Uj can be varied
between 0 and 0.5. for the reference conditions of the inner jet. The external nozzle can be prolonged by acylindrical duct of adjustable length in
order to avoid the outer mixing layeto interact with the inner layer to be
explored,

x

!
0.s

2
x,

3D

0

g
0
2
6
Fig. 1 - Rms contribution of the coherent structures for the referenc. case

For the detection of the velocity signals standard hot wire techniques were employed using linearized constant temperature anemometers
(DISA type 55 MI. The pressure fluctuations in the near field were detected by Bruiel and Kjaer IB&KI microphones of 1/8" equiped with the
proper electronics of B& K. All fluctuating quantities were tape recorded

the mixing layer (about x w 1 D). Figure 2 shows the effect of the jet

on a SCIHLUM BERG ER tape reco rder at the m axim um speed of 1.52 m/sm.e

The principle of the signal processing is as follows :The detection
probe 0
ismaintained at a fixed position in the potential core, generally
on the axis at an axial position of x = 2D. Itdetects there the quasi
periodic fluctuations of the axial velocity induced by the large vortex

Reynolds number. A noticeably higher level of coherent energy contribution is extracted for the lower value of the Reynolds number reflecting a
smaller damping effect on the developing instability waves owing to the
a p n f e t n t e d v l p n n t bii y w v s o ig t h
lower level of random eddy viscosity. No significant
difference is observed
between the two modes of detection examined here (reference probe fi-

I&

structures of the mixing layer. Th eduction proces is initiated by identifying peaks of signal
with amplitudes exceeding a given level (of the
order of the rms value of signal 0
1. At each event of this kind, a sampleof a fixed length is taken from the main probe (D and eduction is
achieved by ensemble averaging a large number of those samples. One ob
which represents the trae of the cohetains thus the educed signal u'lr
rent structure in signal 0 - This procedure is repeated for different positions of the main probe Ihot wire or microphone).

A

)

Ro =

0./
-1R

In the first stagesof the study (wee(91, (10i), the peak selection
was performed by means of an analog circuit and the ensemble average
carried out with a numerial( correlator of the type SAICOR A3 which
was triggered by the peak silector. The correlator delivered 400 equidistent values of u 10r
which could be transferred into a computer (HP 2100)

0

W

2

2.10

s

c.

Fig. 2 - Effect of the jet Reynolds number on the rms contribution
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Zq

= x). Figure 3 show

xed at x' = 2 D or moving with the main probe, x'

that increasing the velocity ratio Ue/Ul (for the fixed standard value of U, )

O

produces a highar level of relative coherent energy with the maximum occuring farther downstream. This could be due to the fact that the turbu.
lent damping effect decrease$ while the shear layer becomes Ie instable

()

as the external velocity increases. Again here, as in the previous figures,
the influence of the detection mode (fixed or moved detection probe) is

0.5
a

insignificant. The improvement of the extraction due to phase shift or-

o x'-

2D

•-0.-.I

o
-0.1

o

o__0

0

0

0.1

0.2

goeo
0

Fig. 4 - Effect of the phase correction on the rms contribution.
axial distribution,
b) radial distribution lx = 2 0)

0

0 •a)

0

2

0

to be analysed simultaneously. Figure 5 shows for the reference jet the
ensemble averaged (phase corrected) signatures of the u and v components
for various axial positions of the main probe (at a fixed radial position

0.5

0y

l •--

= 0.5 D). The detector Probe was held at a fixed position on the axis
( x' = 2 D) allowing convection of the structures to be detected. Both si.
gnatures exhibit very similar features : downstream convection of particuphases at a definite speed and doubling of the period as x exceeds

~lar

0

2 D. Close to the nozzle where the Strouhal number is of the order of
0.8. the convection velocity (identical for i3 and 7I is of about 0 45 U,.
whereas farther downstream the (common) value is close to that usually
deduced from space time correlations (0.6 U,). The drop of the characte-

2 ,..

05

ristic Strouhal number from the upstream value of 0.8 to the downstream

[

Ui
a
'so

0

O

2

0

,

0

0

4

2

Fig. 3 - Effect of the velocity ratio Us UJ,on the rms contribution.
rections ;s cleariy evidenced in figure 4 for the standard conditions of the
let, as well for the axial distribution as for the radial one (at x = 2 D).
The correction produces a much higher level of the coherent energy con-

-----------

tr butiOn especially in the central part of the mixing layer, where the values are roughly doubled. As the potential core is approached, the phase

-s

correction has a smaller effect and the -l/o - ratio tends to the limiting
value of 1, as should be expected. The crossed wire experimeits allow

Fig. 5 - Wave diagram for the u and v :omponents.

the longitudinal and radial (or circumferential) components of the velocity
value of 0.4 is more clearly evidenced in figure 6. where the lines of cons-0
o

sm
stondard

0

with

tentvalues of the power spectrum of " and ;" (in arbitrary units) are
in the x - S plane. The main features of both figures are quite si.

toshows
methiod

phase

milar in the initial region lx < 1) the coherent energy is concentrated
at S = 0.8, whereas downstream of x = 2 D the dominant Strouhal hum-

correclion

ber is roughly half that value, suggesting that vortex pairing occurs bet-

0.5

ween these two regions. The transition is seen to take place farther downstream for the v • component than for the u . component showing that
vortex pairing is a complex and non local process which deserves further
detailed investigation.
Figure 7 shows the axial evolutions of the relative coherent rms le_ _

0

2

4

_

_

_

for the three velocity components. Characteristic features are the high

__ Xvels

D

relative contribution of the v . component (excepted in the very near re-
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e.Lim

gion of the mixing flyer) and the low level of the w - component suggesting that the coherent motions are approximately two-dimensional.
It can
be noticed further that the maximum of the v - contribution occurs farther downstream that, "l,,t of the u - contribution This appears to be

0.2

o
*

s"
standard
method
with phase cor'rection

consistent with the resuits of figure 6 relative to the location of the
Strouhal number jump. The results for the u - component are also com-

pared here to those obtained with the single hot wife.

0.1

s .129

~UJ

u component

v component

0.6,

0.6.

_.0.0_.

______-_____________

0.2
0.6.

0.21

72

02,
2

S

D
2 8 - Energy contribution of the ooherent structures
Fig.

0.1.
C2
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6
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Fig. 6 - Lines of equal power spectrum of u and v.

D

__V

0

2

4
1

Fig. 7 - Rms contributions for the three velocity components

r£

S-1C

- - - single wire

Figure 8 gives the axial variation of the coherent energy contribution to the overall turbulent energy. Phase correction is seen to lead to
much higher values than the standard method, the results being consistent

2

0

with those presented in figure 4 for the rm ratio of the u - component
The maximum of the energy contribution of about 20 % occurs in

4

Fig. 9 - Anisotropy of the velocity fluctuations

the

a) random field,

near mixing layer (x = 101 and apl tars therefore to be closely connected

b) coherent part.

to the phenomena of dortex pairing evidenced in figure 6. Further downstream the coherent energy decreases rapidly. Figure 9 illustrates the enisotropy of the coherent motion (Fig. 9b)

in comparison to that of the

overall random turbulence (Fig. Sa) showing again that the coherent motion is highly anisotropic and dominated by the v - component, excepted

0.

in the very near region, where the u , component prevails. In contrary,
the w - component remains very small over the whole region implying

77

quasi two dimensionality of the coherent motion. In figure 10, the contribution of the Coherent shear stress (defined as u7 I to the overall turbulent stress is compared with that of the energy. Both quantities are re-

lative to the uncorrected method Positive contributions to the shear stress
0

of a level comparable to that of the energy contribution occur only in a
=
limited region centered at x
10D Further downstream the contribution
is much smaller and becomes negative, but this particular behaviour needs
more detailed investigations than could be done in this preliminary

Fig. 10 - Contribution of the coherent shear stress.

study
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

The near pressure field outside the jet has been investigated in de*
.

*

tail in the domain x 4 12 D, y

8.5 D. in order to determine how the

Detection and detailed investigation of coherent structures in natural

coherent structure of the pressure may be related to that of the velocity
in the mixing layer. Figure 11 shows the lines of equal rms values of the

turbulent free shear layers are and remain problematic owing to the high
level of random turbulence and to the large dispersion in the characteriS-

global

lunconditioned) pressure signals : the total pressure level is mexsimum neer the jet boundary. where it exceeds 120 dB, and decreases ra-

tic properties of the individual structures. The latter difficulty can be efficiently subjugated by exciting the flow periodically in order to organize

gulerly toward the outer region, the highest levis being found in the
region facing the potential core. The power spectra of the educed pressure

and to regularize the structures. But if this artifice is to be discarded in
order to preserve the natural features of the turbulent structure, then

signals revealed distinct peeks occuring at the structures' characteristic

phase-shifting the individual pattern by optimizing the cross correlation

Strouhal numbers (0.4 and 0.8) and also at harmonics IS = 1.2 and 1.6)
demonstrating clearly the existence of a close connection between the

with the ensemble average can significantly improve the eduction process.

coherent structures in the mixing layer

rent part of the turbulence in natural jet mixing layers using this techni-

An attempt wes made in the present study to characterize the cohe-

nd the coherent part of the pres-

sure field. The contribution of the coherent component to the overall
pressure intensity wet determined from third octave bend filtered signals

que. It wes possible thus to describe quantitatively the contribution of
the coherent motion and to examine the effects of various initial condi-

with the filter centered at the characteristic Strouhal numbers. The relative

tions applied to the flow.

3

coherent part expressed in terms of the ratio p/op of the corresponding
rms values les found to increase slightly with the distance from the axis.

The most significant results can be resumed as follows . In so far as
the level of the extracted coherent energy is concerned, it can be noticed

Maximum values above 0.3 are reached in seved, isolated areas at axial

that

locations between 2 0 and 5 D. The conditional sampling procedure adopted here allows as for the velocity signals, to follow in space and time

.
i the position of the detection probe appears to be irrelevant to
the energy level,
ii) substantial benefit is achieved by phase alignment of the samples.
iithe Reynolds number and the ratio of external to jet velocity
have a siginficant influence.
The convection velocities of the structures and the Strouhal numbers

6

,are

sharply defined by the method and vortex pairing is clearly evidenced.

~The

4

use of crossed hot wires allowed the three energy components to be
specified. The coherent motion is found to be highly anisotropic in com-

\

parison to that of the random turbulence. The radial component is predominant and the circumferential negligeable, so that at a first approximation
the coherent motion can be qualified as two dimensional The first pairing
process occuring in the near region of the mixing layer between roughly
1 0 and 2 0 downstream of the nozzle is associated with a high energy le,

.

--

--

.-

--c

vel approaching 20 % of the overall turbulence energy and with a high
peak value of the relative coherent shear stress. It seems further to be

,A.

closely connected to the generation of the coherent part of the sound
field outside the let Further detailed investigation of this particular rheno-

Fig 11 - Lines of equal pressure level in the near field.

menon is however needed to assess and to clarify these connections
particular phases of the educed pressure signal. Figure 12 shows in the x.
y plane lines of constant time delay - relative to a particular phar-e of the
p . traces. It can be seen that this phase propagates at sound velocity
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A THREE DIMENSIONAL TIME DEPENDENT SIMULATION OF TRANSITION
AND EARLY TURBULENCE IN A TIME-DEVELOPING MIXING LAYER
by *

*

A. B. Cain* W. C. Reynolds

and J. H. Ferziger**

ABSTRACT
The primary focus of this study is the physics of
the transition and early turbulence regimes in the
time-developing mixing layer.
In particular, we deal
with the sensitivity of the mixing layer to the disturbance field of the initial condition, the disturbance field and the complete computation is
three
dimensional.
The growth of the momentum thickness,
the mean velocity profile, the turbulence kinetic
energy, the Reynolds stresses, the anisotropy tensor,
and particle track pictures of computations are all
examined in an effort to better understand the physics
of these regimes.
The amplitude, spectrum shape, and
random phases of the initial disturbance field were
varied.
A computation simulating the full NavierStokes equations was carried out but the grid (16 x 16
x 33) was too coarse for complete resolution. For this
reason most of the cases were "Large Eddy Simulations"
using the filtered Navier-Stokes equations.
In "Large
Eddy Simulations" an assay of the subgrid model was
made by running two cases with identical initial conditions, one with a subgrid model and one without.
The model lowered the kinetic energy by roughly 5% but
otherwise had little effect.
Due to computational
limitations, all cases address the early or near field
of the mixing layer.
NUMERICS
In the time-developing mixing layer we have
planes of homogeneity.
In these planes we use the
standard discrete Fourier method for obtaining spatial
derivatives in the two homogeneous directions.
For
the direction of the mean gradient we developed a new
non-uniform grid discrete orthogonal function expansion which retains the efficiency of the fast Fourier
transform but allows us to treat the region from minus
infinity to plus infinity with very high accuracy.
The time advance was done with the 4th order RungeKutta scheme,
PARAMETERS OF IMPORTANCE
We shall now define the dimensionless quantities
represented in the figures and discussions,
1.

2.

*

U(z,t) = <u>/au
mean velocity, where
< >
indicates an average plane of constant z and Au
is the velocity difference across the layer.
2
9(t)
f/4- U2(z,t)] dz; 90= 6(0)
Momentum thickness

3.

Z

=

z/9

4.

T

-

tAu/8

5.

0

-

6/00

Normalized vertical distance
0

Nondimensional time
Normalized momentum thickness

6.

u' i = Ui

< ui >

7.

k(Z,T)

*

8.

B

I

-

< u u

fd [<u?

ij

ith component of turbulent
fluctuation
2
>/(Au)
Turbulent kinetic
energy
-

uu)>

Id
]dz

<
<uu'>dz

-

Integrated Reynolds stress anisotropy tensor
9.

K(Z,T)

-

k(Z,T)/k(O,T)

Turbulent kinetic
energy distribution

The mixing layer is studied in the laboratory by independently controlling the speed of two parallel
streams separated by a splitter plate.
As Fig. I
illustrates, the boundary layers merge as the splitter
plate terminates to form a free-shear layer.
The
spatial development is characterized by a parameter,
u I u2
u
1
2
As
X goes to zero, the spatial development beccmes
insignificant and the far field is essentially a timedeveloping mixing layer, as seen by an observer trav2
eling at
(ul+u 2 )/ . Unfortunately, the near field is
dominated by the splitter plate wake for small
X.
X =
Though the spatial development is maximal for
1,
at least the near field has a single inflection
point and probably behaves more like the early timedeveloping layer depicted in Fig. 2.
INITIAL AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
The boundary conditions used are the same in all
cases and are periodicity in the streamwise and spanwise directions and no stress conditions at
z - t-.
The mean flow initial condition is an error function
velocity profile and the mean flow Reynolds number
based on the velocity difference across the layer and
the momentum thickness is 12.
The grid is proportioned such that 14 modes are amplified according to
linear theory. Nine runs are studied in detail; there
are 7 different initial conitions, 3 different amplitudes, 2 different spectrum shapes, 3 different sets
of random phases.
The filtered, homogeneous, isotropic turbulence spectrum of Comte-Bellot and Corrsin
(1971) is the spectrum input to the initial disturbance field for all but Case 11. In Case 11, all the
amplified and ten of the most slowly decaying computational modes (linear theory) hav a non-zero initial
All other decaying computational modes
amplitude.
(linear theory) have no initial amplitude.
For further details of the initial conditions, see Cain et
al. (1981).
Table I provides a more detailed characterization
of the different cases.

*
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Table I
Descriptions of

dO/dx is

compared

to

the

time

growing

layer

using Taylor's hypothesis giving:
I d6
I d6
2X dx
&u dt

Case #

Amplitude

Random
No. - t

2

High

I

4

Low

1

5

Medium

1

The computa0.035 and an asymptotic rate of 0.019.
tional cases had early growth rates peaking as high as
0.048 with later declines to as lcw as 0.014.
Hence,

6

Low

2

the computation is
behavior.

7

Medium

2

8

High

2

9

Medium

I

10

Medium

I

11

Medium

3

quantity

Descriptor

Significance

Low:

k(0,0) - 3.2 x 10

Medium:
High:

k(0,0)
k(0,0)

Amplitude:

..

rate
;ases Run

Random No. set 1,2,3.
.

Mansour, et. al. (1978; Table 1.1) examined the growth
rates of many experiments and found asymptotic growth
rates
8 ranging from 0.015 to 0.022.
Winant and
Browand's (1974) layer had an initial growth rate of

3.2 5 10
3.2 x10

-4

with

the

experimental

Turbulent Kinetic Energy
Figure

4

shows

the

growth

in

the

turbulent

kinetic energy at the center of the layer for five
medium amplitude initial disturbance fields.
All
cases show a similar early growth and all overshoot
the expected far downstream values by roughly 5b,,;
this is consistent with the experimental observations
of Bradshaw (1966) for laminar boundary layer cases.
Case 10 is identical to Case 5 except no model was
used in Case 10. The high amplitude initial condition
also overshoots the expected far downstream value as
Fig. 5 shows.
This result is not consistent with
experiments in which the boundary layer(s) are turbulent.
The discrepancy was initially believed to be
due to the high obliqueness of boundary layer turbolence; however, data provided by Kim and Moin (198,)

-6

=

consistent

.

-

With the exception of Case 9, all cases are large
eddy simulations (i.e., filtering was used).
The filtering was done in planes of
homogeneity
ix~z)

show that the most excited mode in boundary layer
turbulence would be weakly amplified (linear theory)
by a tanh mean velocity profile.
Perhaps the ampli-

using a Gaussian convolution filter.
In Case 9, no
filtering was used in an attempt at a full simulation
of the discrete Navier-Stokes equations.

fication is too weak to result in an overshoot of
turbulent kinetic energy.
Alternatively, the large
structures of boundary layer turbulence may not be
amplified by the free-shear profile.

No subgrid scale model was used in Cases 9, 10,
and 11.
All other cases employed a modified Smagorinski subgrid scale model,

Some interesting oscillatory behavior is observed
in the turbulent kinetic energy profile history, depending on the initial amplitude.
Figure 6 shows the

The initial conditions of Cases 5, 9, and 10 are
identical, allowing the influence of filtering and
modeling to be determined.

turbulent
energydisturbance
profile of amplitude.
Case 10, a Note
case that
with noa
medium initial

RESULTS

is characteristic of
T - b6.b7
the early profile at
the eigenfunctions of the linearized equations and is
narrower than the fully developed profile (Spencer
1971).
The vortices for the last two times resemble
Spencer's.
Though not shown, the turbulent kinetic
energy profiles for small amplitude cases are iitially too
proi
am
enarrow
ases
tially
broad; foe
they then become
and againiagain to
broad before settling down to the proper asymptotic
width (in
z/0) after the layer has thickned by 3.5
times. In contrast, the profiles for cases with high
initial amplitude go monotonically to the asymptotic
shape before the layer has even doubled in thickness.

Mean Velocity Profiles
In self-similar coordinates, the initial mean
velocitybeakdow
profile persists
in all
until the y
nu-8
meris
(aterthe
aye cases
ha thckeed
merics break down (after the layer has thickened by 8
to 10 times). Thus in the computation self-similarity
in the mean velocity profile is achieved from the
start, in contrast to the spatially-developed mixing
layer studied in the laboratory, which does not have
near-field similarity.

attempt was made to make the initial profile at all
realistic.
The initial profile is much too broad and

Momentum Thickness

The Anisotropy Tensor

3
figure
shows the growth of momentum thickness
for the five medium-amplitude cases (5, 7, 9, 10, 11).
The most striking difference is Case 11 which grows 30
to 43 percent faster than the other cases.
This is
due to the initial disturbance spectrum being concentrated in the wavelengths most amplified (according to
linear theory).
This is in contrast to the other
cases which have
broader
initial disturbance spectra.
The experimental
momentum-thickness
growth

Figures 7 and 8 show the behavior of the anisotrnpy tensor for medium amplitude Cases 5 and 7.
These cases have the same initial energy spectrum and
differ only in the random phases between Fourier
modes.
Yet the anisotropy tensors are radically
different in the first 8-fold thickening of the layer.
Thus,
while Case 5 might be
"fully developed"
for
T > 200,
Case 7 is not even close to being fully
develnped at
T - 350.
The authors consider the
anisotropy
tensor
an
important
measure
of
the
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turbulent structure.
Its sensitivity to initial
conditions is a clear indication of the etrong
sensitivity of the structure to initial conditions,
since Cases 5 and 7 differ only in their initial
random phases.
A significant observation regarding the effect of
initial disturbance amplitude on the anisotropy tensor
is shown in Figs. 7, and 9. Cases 5, and 4 are identical in all aspects except the amplitude of the initial disturbance field; Case 5 is initially one hundred times as energetic as Case 4. Figure 9 shows the
behavior of the anisotropy tensor for Case 4; note the
strong early dominance of the streamwise component
followed by a period of dominance by the gradient component.
This is in contrast to the medium-amplitude
case (5) of Fig. 7, in which the gradient component
matches the streamwise component briefly, but never
dominates.
The high-amplitude Case 2 shows a dominance by the streamwise component at all but the
earliest times.
We thus conclude there is an increased likelihood of a period of dominance by the
gradient component of the normal stresses with decreasing initial disturbance amplitude.
Cases 6, 7,
and 8 have the same trend, but it is not as strong.
Particle Track Pictures
We have tracked intersections of the grid shown
in Fig. 10, initially placed in the plane of homogeneity at z - 0.
This provides important insight into
the processes of streamwise vortex formation in the
,ixing layer (Konrad 1976).
Figures 11, 12, 14, 15
show the development in time for Case 6, a small
initial disturbance case.
Since the initial disturbance amplitude is small, the initially vertical lines
in Fig. 10 are essentially vortex lines.
Look at the
distortion of the 3 left-most lines in the time sequence and a mechanism for the secondary instability
of the mixing layer is suggested.
The secondary
instability is the array of counter rotating vortices,
documented experimentally by Konrad (1976).
These are
aligned with the stretching direction of the primary
straining field, which, in turn, is due to the dominant spanwise vortices; the spanwise vortices are a
result of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. The mechanism for the secondary instability is due to spanwise
irregularities in the stagnation line of the straining
field.
Figure 13 illustrates the proposed mechanism.
Vortices A and B create the straining field shown by
the arrows.
In a view normal to the stretching plane,
the stagnation line may be wavy, due to spanwise variations in strength or position of vortices A and B.
This waviness in the stagnation line would result in a
portion of the mean-field vorticity forming the secondary vortex structures.
The present calculations
suggest a secondary vortex circulation of between 12
and 5U% of the primary vortex circulation. Figures 14
and 15 (spanview ,f 14) show the onset of a pairing
which is essentially uniform along the span of the
vortices.
This is not quite as coherent as the pairing observed by Browand but more coherent than the
"helical pairing" of Bradshaw. Figures 16 and 17 show
Case 11, which is closer to the "Bradshaw helical
pairing'.

OTHER INFORMATION
For a complete report of this work, see Cain et
al. (1981). Key points documented there include:
1)

The subgrid scale model has hardly any effect on
the results, while filtering has a major effect.

2)

A new spectral method which uses the Fast Fourier
transform has errors orders of magnitude smaller
than the standard finite-difference methods.

3)

Application of boundary conditions
domain can strongly alter results.

to a

finite

CONCLUSIONS
The results of these computations show that the
mixing layer's development can be strongly affected by
the initial disturbance field.
The mean velocity
profile is not affected by the disturbance field in
the time developing case but it may be in the spatially developing case in which the flow originates with
boundary layer(s). The momentum thickness growth rate
is strongly affected by the initial disturbance wavelengths.
We observe an oscillatory approach (of the
turbulent kinetic energy profile) to the fully developed profile if the initial disturbance energy is low
and a monotonic approach if the initial disturbance
amplitude is high. The anisotropy tensor is the most
sensitive measure observed and may not reach fully
developed values in a tenfold thickening of the mixing
layer.
Particle tracking has proved an excellent aid
in understanding the physics and suggest the mechanism
by which the secondary instability is created.
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SPATIAL GROWTH OF WAVY DISTURBANCES IN A
PLANE SHEAR LAYER BETWEEN TWO STREAMS
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E. Hartford, CT. 06108
J. D. Lin
Civil Engineering Department
University of Connecticut
Storra, CT. 06268

ABSTRACT

The present study is directed toward understanding the development of two-dimensional wavy disturbances in plane shear layers. The study was further
restricted to high Reynolds number shear layers with
small-scale low-intensity turbulence in the shear
layer at the onset of the disturbance location. This
class of flows occurs in clear air turbulence and -any
propulsion applications.

An experimental study was conducted to determine
the developing character of wavy disturbances put
into shear layers between two constant velocity
streams. The measured characteristics include the
growth or decay rate of the disturbances and the
distribution across the shear layer of the fluctuating strearwise velocity amplitude, the fluctuating cross-stream velocity amplitude, and their
chase aneles. These measurements were obtained for
a variety of disturbance frequencies in a free shear
layer with Reynolds numbers of the order 104. A
companion analytical study of the stability of an
inviscid shear layer was conducted to guide the exp-rinental effort and to correlate the results. The
analysis was conducted for both the experimentally
determined velocity profiles and the previouslystudied hyperbolic tangent profile. Good agreement
was obtained between the results from the experiment and the inviscid stability analysis.

Previous free shear layer experimental studies
have been directed toward understanding the development of a shear layer with relatively low initial
Reynolds numbers
(e.g., Ref. 1). These shear lyers
have generally had rapid growth of natural occurring
turbulent structure. One of the impetuses for the
present work was the desire to determine the requ;irement for impeding or enhancing the development of the
large-scale turbulent structure in a plane shear
layer.

Much of the current interest in fluid dynamic
stability is generated by the need to predict when an

The objective of the present study' was t, dc:~rmine the character of develooing wavy disturban~e5
put into the shear layer between two adiacent -:re=mn.
This was achieved by (1) measuring the spatial grcwth
rates and disturbance velocity profiles, an!
(2) numerically solving the linearize( invis,-d sta-

ama'otdable

bility equation for the spatial growth rates and the

INTR DUCTION

large-scale mixing situation will occur.

7nese situations include the onset of clear air turbulence and mixing in some ocean circulation patterns,
.here is also
t
:echnolcgy

a continuing

anal'sis

disturbance velocity profiles
velocity profiles.

of

the neasure9

mean

need t, develop improved

2nd ongineering

design criteria

areas such as aerodynamic

in

E. ERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT

noise reduction,

:et
mixing, boundory layer transition
and heat transfer, and olas7a containrent for fusion nuclear reactions.
7h
c -7Iete fluid dynamic stability problem

Flow System

for any of

The motor, fan, and plenum of the system were part of

the prevlouslv -entioned areas

is extraor-

A sketch of the flow system is

shown in Fie. 1.

dinarilv coe-licated.
Each problem is three-dimensanal, viscous, and often has boundary conditions

a conventional open circuit wind tunnel.

that presently -ake a co-plete analytical solution of

of the same wind tunnel.

the steady-state flow field difficult, if not

fro

impossible, to obtain.
Fortunately. many fluid
dynamics problem areas have one or two factors which

porous media was used to restrict the flow into the
test section in a prescribed manner.
A porous media

doninate the flow.

assembly consisting of open-pore polyurethane foam

Therefore, an understanding of

section

and hot wire probe

The test

traverse were also part

However, the syste

differed

conventional open circuit wind tunnels in that

the physical situation can be obtained from a simplified model or experiment.
The approach that much can

(manufactured bv the Scott Foam Co.), perforated
plate, and screens was assembled to provide the

he learned from a simplified flow has been taken by

desired velocity ratio and initial shear layer

nmost other fluid stability investigators and will be

thickness.

followed in this work.

layer velocity pr(,file allowed the instability
14.13
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Using porous media to generate a shear

characteristics of a high Reyn, ids number, Re
(Ul-U 2 )8/v, shear layer with a relatively low

streamwise, U, and cross-stream, V. velocities in the
plane of the two-dimensionality. A General Radio
wave analyzer and a recording wave analyzer were used
to measure the amplitude of the hot wire signals.
The equipment was connected as shown in Fig. 3. The
hot wire probe was held in place with an airfoiltsp was attached to an electrishaped clamp. Thr
assembly and digital counter
cally driven lead =
and the hot wire 7as traversed across the shear layer.

-

initial turbulence level to be studied in detail,
Disturbance Generator
Wavy disturbances were generated by vibrating a
The
steel ribbon in the center of the shear layer.
ribbon, l.O-in.-wide and 0.O03-in.-thick, was
stretched across the test section and held in tension
with springs, as shown in Fig. 2. The spring tension
was increased on the ribbon until the natural frequency of the vibrating ribbon was more than four times
the highest frequency used for any flow disturbance
condition. Stroboscopic illumination showed that the
ribbon was vibrating in a uniform manner across the
test section. For all flow conditions, except those
where the disturbance frequency was approximately
equal or greater than the neutral stability frequency,
the peak-to-peak amplitude was less than 0.030 in.

VIRAI'?N5

TENSION
SPRING

,RB5Z3

['
l

'

-

B;;55

Ii

Measuring Equipment

Figure 2

SKETCH OF UPSTREAM FN)

OF TUNNEL SHOWING

DISTURBANCE GENERATOR

A 900 series hot wire anemometer manufactured by
Datametrics was used for the experiments. The set
consisted of two constant temperature anemometers withlinearizers, a sun and difference circuit, and a true

TuNNE,

RMS voltmeter. Cross hot wires, constructed of
platinum with a 0.0005-in.-diameter and 0.18-in.-length,
were oriented at *45 degrees to the mean flow direction. The X wires were oriented to measure the
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figure I

Mean and fluctuating streamwise velocity meaHOIWIRE PROBE
surements were obtained (Figs. 4 and 5).
The mean
AND PROBE
TRAvERSE velocity profiles have the same approximate shape for
MECHANISM
a distance of 5 ft from the inlet. However, the tur-

SKETCH Of"FLOW SYSTEM &qSEMBLY

bulence intensity in the undisturbed flow varies in
both the strearwise direction and across the shear
layer. Note that the turbulence intensities outside
the shear layer decrease at x - 3 and 5 ft to approximately one half their respective values at x -I it.
The turbulence intensities decrease from 2 to I per14.14

cent in the faster velocity stream; they decrease from
I to
percent in the slower velocity stream. The
peak turbulence levels in the undisturbed shear layer
increases to 1.4 ft/sec in the shear layer which
corresponds to turbulence intensities of 6 to 14 percent based on the local velocity and the shear layer
velocity difference, respectively. The latter value
is comparable with the turbulence levels in other
undisturbed free shear layers.

10

z-

given in Fig. 6.

W

,

0

LL

Velocity profiles were also obtained at five
The profiles for the
spanwise locations at x = I ft.
three center and one of the end profiles were virtually identical. The largest variation from the
centerspan near one wall of the tunnel was 1.8 ft/sec
in the faster moving stream. The conclusion from
these measurements was that the flow had a sufficient-

'

STREAMWISE FLUCTUATION VELOCITY u -f'sec

a:____________________

I

I
J

Disturbances were put into the shear laver with
various amplitudes and frequencies.
Equipment
limitations precluded exciting at frequencies less
than 10 Hz. The upper limit of the frequency range
was determined by increasing the excitation frequency until a frequency was reached where the input
disturbance would not grow.

Figure 6

4

5

the 40 Hz u' component is
component.

Filtered signals from the wave analyzer were
obtained (Fig. 8) and used to obtain the phase angles

c

between the excitatiin signal and the streamwise and
stream velocity components. This type of data

P Dcross

O
1
W.LW6

was also used to obtain wave velocities. At v = 6.2
and 6.8 in., the filtered traces for the u' component
-shift in phase angle and amplitude. Note that cvcle-

z

to-cycle variation for the v' component generally
less than 10 percent fror the mean value and

6vary

that little

phase shift occurs.

The relative amplitude variation of the u' and
signals across the shear laver were obtained by
continuously traversing the hot wire probes acrosc
the shear layer and recording the wave analyzer output (Fig. 9).
Note that the u' disturbances vary
rapidly across the shear layer whereas the v' distur-

_v'

_

a
24

Figure 4

3

2

laver (y - 6.2 and 6.8 in.)
less repeatable than the v'

11

0

1

DISTANCE FROM INLET PLANE x*-fl
VARIATION OF SHEAR LAYER WID0H
ITH
DISTANCE FROM INLET PLANE

velocities of the 40 Hz disturbance frequency dominat the unsteady flow. Near the center of the shear

SYMBOA

0

I

during approximately ten cycles of the disturbance
ribbon vibration are shown for each velocity -omponent.
Note that at the upper (y = 7.5 in.) and lower
( = 4.8 in.) edges of the shear lay,both disturbance

in the shear layer for U1I/12 = 1.7 and an excitation
frequency of 40 Hz (Fig. 7). Voltage traces obtained

..

C
0

I

Streamwise and cross stream hot wire traces were
obtained for a variety of flow conditions and excitati n frequencies. Unfiltered traces were obtained
from the hot wire anemometer system at five locations

CC%

1,7 V
1.7

U1/U 2
UlIL 2

Disturbed Flow

(n

1_2

0_

04

21

lv large two-dimensional region to examine the growth
of planar disturbances.

-L2,

0A D

.

-

I.

Lz

I
DISTANCEFROM

it 8

the
A shear layer width was defined to compare
experimental results with previous analytical results
and the present numerical results which will be discussed later. The F ,wth of the shear layer half
width, defined as L - 0.5 (UIU)/(UIy)mx, isz

E

SYMBOL

.
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28

bances generally have a monotonic decrease fro- a
peak near the center of the shear layer. The peak
amplitude of the v' component was used to determint
the disturbance growth rate.

STREAMWISE MEAN VELOCITY u-tt/sec
VEL
Y PROFILES FOR Ul/U2
1.7 AT
FIVE STREAMWISE LOCATIONS
14.15

-

.--.-

-,

Disturbance growth rates were obtained for a
range of disturbance frequencies. Typical data are
shown in Fig. 10 along with the experimentally
determined spatial growth rate. The faired curves
through the disturbance amplitudes were a lways
started at least one wavelength downstream of the
disturbance input location. The growth rate, ai,
is determined from a semi-logarithmic fit of the
data. Note that for f = 20, 40 Hz and one disturbance amplitude at 60 Hz, the growth rates are
positive. For the second input amplitude at f
60 Hz, and for f = 70 Hz, the amplitude of the
disturbance tends to decay. A sunmmary of all the
data obtained for the velocity ratio U 1/U 2 = 1.7
is presented in TABLE I. Most of the previously

y=48 in

y=68 i
VA

55 in

y=75in

y

&

W

undefined parameters are defined in the table.

6.2 in.

y

Exceptions include: *, the experimentally determined disturbance wa elength, and Vp*, the experimentally determii sd phase velocity. The

DIS7URBANCE GENE

'.

-

-0

parameters ar and ai 3re the real and imaginary
parts of the experimentally determined nondimen
sional wave number.

E

--

a)Figure

8

TYPICAL TRACES FROM WAVE ANALYER OF

INSTANTANEOUS u' AND v' HOT WIRE SIGNALS
OBTAINED AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS IN SHEAR
LAYER,

f=40 Hz

a) STREAMWISE VELOCITY FLUCTUATION

b) y=55 5n

e) y=75 in.

C) y =6 2 in

Figure 7

b) CROSS STREAM VELOCITY FLUCTUATION

TYPICAL TRACES OF INSTA!NTANEOUS u' ANT) v'
HOT WIRE SIGNALS ORTAINED AT VARIOUS

LOCATIONS IN SHEAR LAYER AT x = 2.6 ft
Ratio of u' to v' constant for each photograph; voltage level varied for each

photograph;

1

103

f=40 Hz

Figure 9

LINEAR STABILITY ANkLYSIS

DISTANCE FROM TUNNEL
FLOOR y.,n

1

TYPICAL PROFILE OF u' ."D v' AMPLITUDE

ACROSS SHEAR LAYER FROM RECORDIvG WAVE
ANALYZER. f-40 riz

A linear inviscid stability analysis of planar
shear flow was conducted for the experimentally
determined velocity profile and for hyperbolic tangent velocity profiles with the velocity ratio
U / 2 = 1.7.

The inviscid stability analysis was based on
the Rayleigh equation
v "

14.16

(U"/( -c)

+

2)

v*

(1

7

with the spatial growth constraint, i = 0 for disturbances of the form vl(y) exp (tax-i3t) where
I ++ i A,, and c - A/a. The
+ i ,
a- sP

f

velocity profile was nondimensionalized by L and

-

=

16.67
20

4.8
3.5

to - 0.5 (Ul-U2) in the form U - 0 + f(y/L) where
4i (UI+U 2 )/(l-U 2 ). The equation was numerically
integrated between two boundary conditions outside
the shear layer using the

Runge-Kutta method.

exp(ay) asy

-

(2)

-

This results in the relationships

(3

(L) below and above

the center of

(n
-

-0.95
-0.67

0.75
0.69

2L

'"

l'-.

_iL

_-fL/_

-0.059
-0.039

_f',

1.19
1.31

1.036
I

__I_

20

4.0

-0.79

0.71

-C.047

1.35

1.036

30

2.0

-1.38

o.56

-. 06..

1.50

C.7'_7

30

2.e

-o.94

0.62

-o.049

1.17

C.7 7

30

3.3

-0.77

0.68

-0.04

"

.717

40

2.6

-0.91

0.62

-. 0.37

2.36

C.55-

i.

C.3

I

.

05

0.5'.

-026

6

1.5

-0.37

0.50

-

.15

Z.64

2.1:

.366

.

I

below and above the shear layer, respectively. This
boundary condition was imposed 3 or 4 shear layer
half widths

_f_"

t

Two types of boundary conditions were used for
solution of Eq. (1).
The first type of boundary
condition used an asyvmetric wavy disturbance below
and above the shear laver of the form
va-A,

1

x

6:

the

shear layer. The second type of boundary condition
was to set the normal component of the wavy disturbance to vanish on the walls of a planar duct, i.e.,
+

70
i
TABLE I

)Ul

.5

-C. J61
0.'.2
.
.309
SLt.MARY OF EXPERIMETAL RESULTS FOR FLOW
CONDITION UI/U 2 = 1.7 "'ITH EXCITATION
= 26.4 ft/sec; U 2 - 15.4 ft/sec;
2 )/2 = 5.5 ft/sec

Uo = (UI-U

a) f= 20 HZ

Calculations were made for the hyperbolic
tangent velocity profile in a free shear layer wit'
the asymmetric boundary condition and compared with
Michalke's results (Ref. 2).
The nondimensional
orofile for this case is U = ltanh(y'L) and
corresponds to a plane jet discharging into quiescent
fluid. The numerical results from the present calculation procedure agreed with the Michalke results to
third decimal value.
Calculations were also made
for a shear layer between two walls with the wall
spacing, d = 9L. Imposing the v, = 0 boundary condition at these locations caused the disturbance spatial

44
4Th

/S

32
36

E

C)1=60 Hz

'

32-the

24

-

growth rate to decrease approximately 10 and 1 percent
for Pr = 0.1 and 0.2, respectively.
The conclusion

2L

-

23

I
'6

____L

I

'i~J
C,

d

'=40 HZ

= 7D Hz

-r

~-

40

j

0.2, the
from these calculations was that for Pr
growth of wavy disturbances in the present experiment

j

was equivalent to the growth in a free shear layer.
The locations d = ±9 were equivalent to the distance
of the walls from the center of the shear layer in

jI,

A~

j

Therefore, all the calculathe present experiment.
tions described in the subsequent section were made
with the asymmetric boundary conditions (Eq. (2))
rather than'the wall boundary conditicn (Eq.())
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OF EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL RESULTS

ireduced

frequency is presented in Fig. 11.
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2 241f
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5

DISTANCE FROM INLET xl-ft
Figure 10 5TREA5MISE VARIATION OF MAXIMUM v'
AMPLITLDE IN SHEAR LAYER AT SEVERAL
EXCITATION FREQUENCIES

velocity measurements in Fig. 4 at x -

3 ft.

The

dashed line is the analytically determined spatial
growth rate for the hyperbolic tangent velocity
profile with the respective maximum she.r rate

14.17

7,4

The

experimental growth rates were obtained for a range
The solid line
Initial disturbance amplitudes.
in Fig. 11 is the analytically determined spatial
growth rate for the curve-fitted profile of the

and velocity differences. The data for tl/U2 - 1.7
are in good agreement with the analytical results
for the curve fitted profile. Note that the
largest differences between the analytical results
for the tanh profile and the curve fitted profile
occur as the growth rates decrease toward zero.

-
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The measured nondimensional wave velocities are
also compared with the mean shear layer velocities
(Fig. 12).
The wave velocity is close to that
4
but greater at Or - 0.8 (the
predicted for atr0.

.
0

z

neutral stability value).

Z

A comparison of the experimental and analytical
disturbance velocities and phase angles are presented
in Figs. 13 and 14 for f - 20, 30, and 40 4z and
UL/U2 = 1.7. The experimental and analytical disturbance velocities are normalized with respect to the
peak cross stream velocity, v', in each profile. For
the 20 Hz excitation, the v' profile has the correct
shape but an amplitude variation of the order of 10
percent from the predicted profile. The u' profile
has the peaks and valleys of the profiles at the
cross stream locations predicteo but has smaller
variations from the mean. For this excitation frequency, the shape of the profile does not have a
significant effect on the theoretical shape or relatire amplitudes of either the v' or u' disturbance
velocity profiles. Matching the asymptotic shape of
the v' profile rather than the peak value may have
resulted in improved experimental/analytical profile
comparisons for this profile. The predicted phase
angles are in fair agreement with measured values,
These phase angles were graphically determined from
oscilloscope photographs similar to those in Fig. 8.
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Figure 12 COMPARISON Of EXPERIMENTAL WAVE VELOCITIES
WITH ANALYTICAL RESULTS
The analytical disturbance velocities for f=
40 Hz predict the v' disturbance with the sa-accuracy as the cases for f = 20 and 30 Hz. The -'
analytical disturbance profiles also predi-t thcorrect relative magnitude of disturbances; however,
the detailed relationships vary. Note the significant difference in the predicted phase angles for
the tanh and curve fitted profiles for f = 40 Hz.
The phase angles for the curve fitted profiles are
in good agreement with the data above and below the
shear layer, while the measured and predicted phase
angles differ considerably near the center of the
shear layer. Recall from Fig. 8 that rhe phas,
angles varied significantly frorncycle-to-cycle in
this region. The cycle-to-cycle variatioe (or ncnstationary effect) may also cause soe of the
differences between the measured and predicted 2iiturbance u' velocity profile for f = 20, 30, aod
0

02

04

06

40 Hz.
The experimental disturbance velocity profiles
for f = 30 Hz have peaks and valleys at the relative
Although the exact details of the ,' dist--rlocations predicted for this frequency. The shapes of
bance velocity profile were not predicted, thle
the u' disturbance profiles are a stronger function
analysis did predict the major changes in the proof the velocity profile than those for f = 20 Hz.
file shape over the range investigated. Examinaticn
The general character of the phase locations are
of the filtered and unfiltered hot wire signalq
predicted; however, the details of the phase angle
(Figs. 7 and 8) for these velocity profiles in.carte
shift are significantly different and may be caused
that nonlinear e.fects probably were not i7portant.
by nonparallel or other effects.
However, the analytical results were obtained here
0 8l
I
on the basis of parallel flow theory and further
I
I
-I
Iexamination
of Fig. 6 shows that the rapid growth :f
• j

I"

_

the shear layer warrants inclusion of nonparallel
effects in the analysis.
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CONCLUSION
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The experimental study showed that, when a hizh
Reynolds number plane shear laver is excited with

TANH,4

2
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-

two-dimensional disturbances. the disturbances will
grow with a spatial growth rate and contain the disturbance velocity distributions and phase relation-

0

-
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generally predicted by two-dimensional inviscid
stability theory.
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ABSTRACT

nondimensional coordinate measured from virtual origin.

Simultaneous velocity and temperature measurements in the
thermal mixing layer downstream of a partially heated turbulence grid
are reported. The temperature data are in good agreement with earher results. The velocity-temperature correlations are new and permit
a systematic assessment of an earlier similarity theory for the region
far downstream of the grid. By selecting the virtual origin appropriately and by reconsidering the role of scalar dissipation in that region.
agreement between measurement and prediction with respect to temperature intensity and two mean lateral fluxes, that of temperature
and of temperature intensity, is achieved.

Kolmogoroff frequency
nondimensional, asymptotic
2
fluctuations. T' /fTj
Kolmogoroff length

I
If

Reynolds number, U

T

temperature

u.

v

U
i"~

~

~

x
~~~X•,x

empirical constant in model for scalar dissipation

i'

similarity variable, 9 R4
kinematic viscosity
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r,

effective turbulent exchange coefficient
similarity variable. _T--1 2

X@

scalar dissipation

Subscripts
intensity

of

temperature

o

conditions in fully-heated stream

INTRODUCTION

mesh length of grid

RV,

Greek
03
77

NOMENCLATURE
thermal diffusion coefficient
D
power spectral density of temperature fluctuations
E,
f.
I

f

spatial coordinate measured from the centerline of the mixing layer
nondimensional transverse coordinate. y/,V

From a fundamental point of view one of the most interesuing

velocity components in the x- and y-directions

turbulent flows involving the transport of a passive scalar is the thermal mixing layer downstream of a turbulence grid which has an
appropriate number of its elements heated, e.g.. the horizontal rods in
the upper half of the tunnel. There result two streams, one full%

mean flow velocity

heated so that it has a uniform mean temperature T_ and a second

spatial coordinate measured from the grid
ato
l.oche
lcation oof irtual
virtual onralphabeasuordrom
oriin measured from gridhs
grid

unheated so that its temperature may be considered zero. The statistgi between
adtu
h salayer
ical properties te
of theeoiycrepodt
temperature in the mixing
these
two streams vary in both the streamwise and transverse directions
those of the velocity correspond to the usual grid flow and thus
vary only in the streamwise direction. The purpose of the present

/v,

TThe authors are listed in alphabetical order.

~.while

study is to provide data on both the temperature and velocit% in this
flow and to compare the experimental results with a similarmy soluion
for the thermal mixing layer.
The layer in question has been the subject of several investigalions. The earliest experiments are due to Watt and Banes (II and
15.1
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Foss et al. (2) who measured the mean temperature and the temperature intensity. The former authors deduce that the measured

Calibration of the Probe

distribution of mean temperature is consistent with a constant thermal
diffusvity In a theoretical analysis of the thermal mixing layer based
on the data of Foss etal.(2) Libby (3) reaches a similar conclusion
by applying the Prandtl-Kolmogoroff model of turbulent transport.
Keffer et al. (4) use an array of horizontal rods and study the mixing
layer which results from heating only those in the upper half of the
tunnel They employ the techniques of conditioned sampling to
obtain zone averages for the mean temperature and for the intensity
of the temperature fluctuations. Finally, LaRue and Libby (5) provide additional data on the temperature characteristics including probability density functions of the temperature at various locations in
the mixing layer and statistical information on the thickness of the
superlayer between heated and unheated fluid

A triple sensor probe consisting of two hot-wires in a Xconfiguration and a cold-wire is used to measure two velocity cornportents u and v and the temperature T. The two hot-wires are
approximately mutually perpendicular, are nearly symmetrically
oriented relative to the mean streamwise flow, and are placed in a
vertical, i.e., x-y, plane. The cold-wire is mounted 0.2mm upstream
of the midpoint of the X-wires and is aligned in the z-direction The
hot-wires are made from tungsten of 2.54 Am diameter approximately
0.51 mm long. The cold-wire is platinum with a diameter of 0.625
A'm and a length of 0.5 mm. A heating current of 180 $a is passed
through the cold-wire.
The probe is calibrated directly for velocities. temperatures and
flow angles from 4 to IIi m/sec, 19 to 31 °C and -1:
5 degrees respeclively. These ranges are adequate to cover all turbulent data obtained
from the mixing layer. Calibration is performed both before and after
the two sets of measurements are made The inversion scheme is
based on King's law for the hot-wires and on a linear equation
between voltage and temperature for the cold-wire.

The distributions of mean temperature obtained by the several
investigators are in excellent agreement Such distributions are usu-Tr where T and 37
all) given in terms of a similarity variable fare the usual Cartesian coordinates nondimensionalized with respect
to the mesh size of the grid denoted M and where i is measured
from a virtual origin determined experimentally from one or more
characteristics of the flow We show that the conclusions drawn from
similarity forms of the statistical characteristics of the flow are in
some cases sensitive to the selection of this origin.

Spatial Resolution and Frecuencs Response
The spatial resolution of the triple sensor is estimated to be

The distributions of the intensity of the temperature fluctuations obtained in the various studies cited earlier are usually given in
terms of (Fl 2 T_ and are somewhat more interesting. All expertments indicate that the peak intensity occurs in the middle of the
mixing layer and is essentially constant in the streamwise direction
despite the decay of the temperature intensity in the fully heated
stream. The data of Foss eta. (2) and of LaRue and Libby (5)are in
excellent agreement with respect to this peak value while that given
b% Keffer et a. (4) is 251o lower due perhaps to the different
configuration of rods used in their study. The value of the peak ternperature intensity predicted by the simple gradient transport theory of
Libby (3) is 40% higher than that given experimentally by Foss et al.
(2) and by LaRue and Libby (5) The latter discuss in some detail the
possible sources of this discrepancy without resolving the issue. In
fact the present study is largely motivated by interest in this
discrepancy and by the need for data on both the temperature and
velocity characteristics for its resolution Accordingly. measurements

0.5 mm while the Kolmogoroff length, /,. is estimated to ars
between 0.25 and 0.49 mm. Therefore, the Kolmogoroff length is at
most one-half the characteristic length scale of the sensor This resolution is adequate for the present results.
The frequency response of the two hot wires and of the cold
wire is estimated to be 22 kHz and 3 kHz respectively. The effecti'e
digitizing frequency for the signals from the three sensors and their
derivatives is 7400 Hz. From an estimate of the Kolmogoroff frequency, fK we conclude that our digitizing frequency is I 45 to 2 84
fA and is thus adequate.
General Description of the Flow
The
turbulence
turbulence
rods 0.665

measurements are carried out in a low-speed. lo%.
wind tunnel having a 76 cm x 76 cm cross-section The
grid consists of eighteen horizontal and eighteen vertical
cm in diameter with a mesh size, M- 4 cm The tunnel

of ivo velocity components, u and v in the usual notation, and of the
temperature T measured relative to the temperature in the unheated
stream are made at various locations in the thermal mixing layer
dossnstream of a turbulence grid with half of its horizontal elements
heated electrically

and grid are described in detail by Va- Atta and Yeh (7) and Sepri
(8). In the separate sets of measurements, nine of the horizonta!
rods are heated electrically Each rod consumes I kW of power and i,
heated to about 200'C above ambient. There results a mean temperature T_ in the fully heated stream of 3.21 :±0.06°K

To sets of measurements are made: in one set the horizontal
rod, in the upper half of the grid are heated while in the second those
in the lower half are heated. We find that within the scatter of the
data the results from the two sets are the same and thus that. as
estimated b% Keffer. buoyancy does not play a significant role in the

The tunnel is operated in an open circuit mode by installing a
flow deflector downstream of the test section. The mean velocit. L.
of 7.8 insec is monitored by a pressure transducer connected to a
Pitot static tube mounted in the unheated stream The temperature
in the unheated stream is measured by a platinum resistance ther-

thermal mising layer.

imometer placed alongside of the Pitot static tube. This temperature Is
2

found to be constant to within .k5 x 10- °C dunng periods of data
collection.
ARRANGEMENT AND TECHNIQUES OF THE
EXPERIMENT

The apparent freestream variations (rms) of velocit and tem.
perature in the wind tunnel without the grid in place are found to be
0.01 m/s for u and 0.01C for T These apparent intensities are dt
both to electronic noise and to residual fluctuations in the tunnel

In this section we discuss the triple sensor probe, the experimental set-up and data collection techniques used in this study.
15.2

Probe Positionif.

The seven data points obtained from the two sets of measurements yield the value x-6M. This value is consistent with that

The three sensor probe is mounted on a motorized support. A
counter provides an output establishing the probe location in the yenical, i.e., y-direction relative to a reference height determined manually from the tunnel floor. The accuracy of our y-coordinates is
± 0.5 mm.

found by Van Atta and Yeh (7)and Sepri (8) in experiments involv.
ing the same grid, fully-heated, but is not in agreement with the value
of xo--9.8M found by LaRue and Libby (5) This discrepancy is
indicative of the dificulties of determining virtual origins on the basis
of the limited data usually available. We note that such discrepancies
suitably are not significant if measurements are made at stations

During a data collection period the probe is traversed downward
in steps of one cm and held fixed at each position while data is
recorded for one minute. After a complete pass through the mixing
layer, the probe and probe support are manually moved to the next
streamwise station and the procedure repeated.

which are far downstream. Moreover, they do not appear to be
significant relative to comparison among the various sets of experimental results for the thermal mixing layer provided x. is determined
in a consistent fashion. Thus we use the value x. - 6M determined
conventionally to present our data and to compare them with previous
results and with the predictions of similarity theory We then show

Data are collected at four x-stations for the first set of measurements, namely at 21. 36, 51 and 67 mesh heights downstream of the
grid. For the second set data are collected only at the first three of
these stations.

that an alternative determination of the virtual origin changes
suficiently the display of data to yield reasonable agreement with
theory.
Mean Temperature

Data Collection and Reduction

Figure I shows the mean temperature distribution obtained from
both the present and previous expenments. We retain the virtual orngin of 12M used by Libby (3) for displaying the data of Foss ei a/ (2)

We record the following voltages: Those from each of the three
sensor circuits and their time derivatives obtained by analog
differentiation; the voltage yielding the temperature in the unheated
stream- the output from the Pitot static tube determining the mean
velocity; and the voltage from the counter related to the probe posttion. Voltages are stored on tape by means of a FM tape recorder at a
tape en
e
uen of kz. msct
axthe

and make no correction to the s-values given by Keffer eta?. (4) We
see that all sets of data agree remarkably well withi each other We
but
defer discussion of the prediction of the mean temperature profile
theory of Libby (3) adequately describes these results provided that
Reynolds number UM/i,, arising in the theor) and determining
the thermal diffusivity v, is appropriately chosen.

After being low-pass filtered at 1830 Hz. the voltages on the six
channels corresponding to the output from the three sensors and their
derivatives are digitized at a rate of 3700 samples/sec/channel and at
a playback tape speed of 19.05 cm/sec. There results an effective
sampling rate of 7400 samples/sec/channel. As a result of the various
steps from recording to digitization the real time increment between
samples is 135.1 jAsec. At each probe position one hundred records
consisting of 1024 samples are digitized so that the results correspond
to 13.8 seconds of data and to about one hundred thousand samples.
The var'ous time series which result are analyzed on a CDC 3600
computer using standard software.
co
e uThe

Temperature Intensity. A similar comparison is sho ,n in Fig. 2
where
the
o
s of
atatre inensity-in
that
/T
given by the fo.r sets of data are shown. We obsere that
the results of the present study agree very well with those of Foss
eral. (2) and LaRue and Libby (5) but that there is a discrepancy
with the data of Keffer etaL (4) as mentioned earlier. Itis also to be
noted that the intensity predicted by Libby (3) is considerably greater
than all the experimental data. We discuss later the reasons for this
discrepancy.
intensity profiles are not strictly similar. This is most obvious in the fully-heated side of the mixing layer. Theory suggests that
the temperature intensity in this flow involves two separate components, one representing a simple diffusion of temperature intensity
across the mixing layer and thus decreasing in importance with the
downstream distance and a second representing production of fluctuations by the mean temperature gradient and thus constant. It is
important to note that all the experimental results on the thermal
mixing layer, both the earlier and present results, relate to the far
downstream region where the first component is significant only near
the fully heated stream. Thus in comparing measurement and prediction based on the similarity solution we consider only the second

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The results of the two sets of measurements are identified with
the acronyms THG and BHG for top and bottom heated rods respecti'el) We discuss first the temperature data and then those involving
the velocity components.
Virtual Origin
It is convenient to present the data in terms of the similarity
variable -. /i 2. We take the origin of the j-coordinate to be the
point where T-(1/2)T,. The streamwise variation of this origin
relative to the tunnel floor is negligible, being less than ± 1.13cm.
As indicated earlier the .r-coordinate is defined
)

component.
ig

where x,, is the location of the virtual origin measured from the grid.
Although r,,
can be obtained in a variety of ways, we first follow standard practice relative to grid flows, adopt an idealized rate of decay of
the temperature intensity in the fully-heated stream and use our data
avirualoriin.need
hatintesit
toobtin
relaiveto
relative to that intensity to obtain a virtual origin,

Moments of Temperature fluctuations

We have analyzed our temperature data to determine the skewness and the kurtosis of the temperature fluctuations. The resul- .,re
essentially the same as those presented in LaRue and Libb. (5) and
not be repeated here, In fact the agreement between the two
sets of data is remarkably good. In this regard it is worth noting that
there is no significant difference even for these higher moments in
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the data obtained with the horizontal rods in the upper half of the
tunnel heated and with those in the lower half heated. Thus buoyanc) is ineffective and temperature istruly passive.

velocity components alone are of little interest and thus are not considered further.

With respect to the higher moments we note that we have calculated and plotted the probability density functions of the temperature
for all of the probe locations The) are full) consistent with the
results given in LaRue and Libby (5)and are thus not presented here.

The most interesting correlations of the velocity and temperature relate -o the two mean fluxes, r'-T and s'T' ,which appear in
the conservation equations for the mean temperature and temperature
intensity We find that reasonable similarity is achieved for these
fluxes and that their distributions are qualitatively as expected on

Temperature Dissipati.o_

physical grounds, e.g.. on the basis of gradient transport. We defer
for the moment presentation of these results.

In Fig. 3 we show the distribution of the nondimensional parameter involving the temperature diss:pation. namely x..iM/L 'T as
obtained in the present stud' and as given b. LaRue and Libby (5)In
accord with standard practice the dissipation is determined using
Taylor's hypothesis and the assumption of local isotropy of the small
scales so that

COMPARISON WITH SIMILARITY THEORY
We now turn to comparison between the data of the previous
section and the simple theory of Libby (3)The staning point in making such a comparison is the selection of the Reynolds number
R, - (UMI/,,) on the basis of the mean temperature distribution
shown in Fig. I. We have

6D n

I + erf
Ae have checked the accurac) of our determination of )r, by comparing values of the integral-J

(2,r.([E,(.fldf with (I/2)(dT/a,)

2

from a number of locations in the mixing layer We find that the two
values do not differ bimore than IU, In the integral fm,,,
is the
maximum frequency of interest and E.(.f)
is the power spectrum of
the temperature
Several aspects of Fig 3 call for comment First the relative
constancy of the dissipation parameter across the mixing layer implies
consistenc, of the data with the usual model for the temperature dissipation. namely with ql :T,'I where q is the turbulent kinetic energy
and I is a measure of the scale of the large eddies. It is useful for
later developments to exploit this near constancy and to assume
further that a constant denoted in Libby (3)as 1 can be assigned the
dissipation parameter throughout the far downstream region. In
reference 3 Libby argued that i-

,-. -where
2R 12 - Rf -.The comparison between Eq 12)with
Ru-142, the original value used in reference 3. and the data mdicates excellent agreement and encourages further comparison
We next take up comparison relative to the mean flux i
which enters the conservation equations for the mean temperature
and the temperature intensity. Two points of view can be adopted in
making a prediction of this quantity if gradient transport with a constant thermal diffusivity is assumed. vC' can be calculated from
Eq. (2) by differentiation Altemativel), if Eq (21 is considered an
adequate empirical representation of the mean temperature. then the
conservation equation in similarit) form for that temperature yields b%
integration without further approximation a solution for the fluv
Either point of view results in

I but we see from Fig. 3 that

nonunott values are indicated We note also a significant discrepancy
between the 41values obtained in the present study and those of
LaRue and Libb) (5) the former being smaller by as much as a factor
of three Because of the appearance of i in the definition of this dissipation parameter, the presentation of the data in ne form shown in
Fig 3 issensitive
tothe selection
of x..
Final). the present data relative to the skewness of the temperature derivative, a measure of the isotropy of the small turbulence
scales, are in accord with those given by LaRue and Libby (5)
Although subject to considerable scatter this skewness is generally
negative. implying that the factor 6 in Eq. (I) can be somewhat in
error However, it is reasonable to assume that in the absence of any
significant spatial variation of this skewness the constancy of the dissipation parameter and thus the selection of a value for 41are not
compromised by this error but that values of B differing somewhat
from those shown in Fig 3 are defensible

-(2
2

2-. w

{

U Tr

4-(

4

%:

The comparison between the prediction of Eq (3) with Ri,- 142 and
the experimental data clearly shows a significant discrepancy of
roughly 60% It follows that an important term. that associated with
production
of temperature
in the balance equation for
T'2 is in error
and thus thatfluctuations,
further comparison
between prediction
and measurement is not worthwhile until this discrepanc. is removed
The value of simultaneous temperature and velocit% data is now ob%f.
ous. The 40% error in peak intensit.\ shown in Fig 2 and mentioned
earlier can now be attributed at least in pan to an error in the produ,tion term.
Several explanations of the discrepancy are possible If the flow
is sufficiently nonsimilar, our calculation of the mean flux based on
the a priori assumption of similarity is in error Howes er. the mean
temperature profiles such as those given in Fig I indicate within the
usual experimental error a satisfactory degree of similarity It does
not necessarily follow that the mean flux is also similar since a small

VelocI._
and Velocity-Temperature Correlations

degree of nonsimilarity in the mean profiles could lead to significant

At all probe locations the ratio of the intensities of the fluctuati7ns of the two velocity components in the form (t"/
) iS found o
be close to I I indicating, as is to be expected, near isotropy of the
v.elocit
fluctuations
In addition the correlation coefficient
i "l 'Y"
1 "yields negligibly small values. The data involving the

nonsimilarity in the mean flux. From a careful examination of this
possibility
we we
must
look elsewhere for the source of
our error we
As conclude
indicated that
earlier
remove
the discrepancy b%revtsirg
the location of the virtual orgin The suggestion is made that the
proper virtual origin for the thermal mixing layer is the one making
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the measured mean temperature and mean flux profiles consistent
with the conservation equation in similarity form and not the one
appropriate for the decay of the temperature intensity in the fullyheated stream.

dissipation, at least in the far downstream region, but show that the
level differs significantly from that associated with /-I. We conclucle that the classical model for dissipation may be inappropriate for
the mixing lay-r close to the virtual origin. Additional experimental
results are called for in order to examine this issue

A new virtual origin is found by adjusting x. and the Reynolds
number Rw so that measured and predicted profiles of the mean temperature and mean flux of temperature in terms of the left side of
Eq. (3) agree. We find that x.--30M and Rw-271 leads to the
results for the mean flux shown in Fig. 4; the agreement relative to
the mean temperature is essentially the same as shown in Fig. I with
different values for these two parameters. We see from Fig. 4 that we
have achieved consistency between measured and predicted fluxes.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
We provide additional data on the temperature characteristics
and new data on the velocity-temperature correlations in the thermal
mixing layer downstream of a partially heated turbulence grid. The
temperature data are largely consistent with earlier results The
velocity-temperature correlations offer no qualitative surprises but

With this advance we take the next step in attempting to bring
measurement and prediction of the temperature intensity into agreement We find that even with the correct production term disagreement such as indicated on Fig. 2 prevails and that a reexamination of
our considerations relative to the scalar dissipation is required. If we
do not set 4l equal to unity but accept the implication of Fig. 3,
namel. that nonunity values thereof are appropriate in the far downstream region, then we must consider the following revised equation
for the temperature intensity
Y/

2

--

-

e
21re

I - 2l1

permit a detailed examination of the discrepancy between measurements and predictions of the temperature intensity based on a stmtilarity solution for the thermal mixing layer, It is found that the usual
method of selecting the virtual origin which is implicit in such solulions, namely on the basis of the rate of decay of the temperature
intensity in the fully-heated stream, is inappropriate By selecting the
virtual origin so that the conservation equation for the mean temperalure yields a mean flux of temperature consistent with experiment and
by taking the level of the dissipation of temperature fluctuations into
account, agreement between measurement and prediction with respect
to the temperature intensity in the far downstream region of the
thermal mixing layer is obtained. Our experience and the simplicity
and accuracy of the similarity solcion indicate that the thermal mixing layer is a useful flow for the assessment of predictive methods

(4)

2

2

where l - It)- T !T?,.Since 11 describes the asymptotic
behaior of -he temperature intensity. i.e.. the behavior for values of
.A such that T (7 - ±io).0, Eq. (4) is to be solved subject to the

involving passive scalars.

boundary conditions
I'[ (0) - I1 (0) - 0.
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of the data from earlier experiments would lead to corresponding
agreement. Note that the value of 4-2.25 is not inconsistent with
our experimental results, if the present data shown in Fig. 3 are
altered to account for the revised virtual origin, it is found that
1 4 < 0 < 2.1 Our earlier discussion of possible errors in the determination of i1 , suggests that the selected value of 4 is reasonable.
The disagreement between the data and prediction on the fully-heated
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MODELLING OF HOMOGENEOUS TURBULENT SCALAR FIELD

DYNAMICS
B.A.Kolovandin, N.N.Luchko and O.G.Martynenko
Heat and Mass Transfer Institute, Minsk, U.S.S.R.

ABSTRACT

3/2

__________

The problem of universal (with respect
to the turbulent Reynolds and Peclet numbers)
modelling of a turbulent passive scalar field dynamics (e.g. temperature or concentration of a contaminant) by means of the
second-order model has been studied. In the
first part of the paper, a possibility of
universal modelling of a homogeneous and
isotropic velocity field dynamics using a
one-point model of the second order is discussed. The second part deals with the problem of invariant modelling of a homogeneous
and isotropic passive scalar field in the
asymptotic cases of small and large values
of the turbulent Reynolds and Peclet numbers.
To check the adequacy of the asymptotic model suggested, a comparison is made of the
numerical results on degeneration of a homogeneous and isotropic passive scalar field
with the known laboratory experiment data o
degeneration of temperature pulsations in
the wake behind a heated grid. Finally, in
the third part of the paper one of the variants of universal modelling of a turbulent
pascive scalar field for arbitrary values of
the turbulent Reynolds and Peclet numbers
and the molecular Prandtl number is sugges-

,

S-

wt
u
e
turbulent Reyiahe
q/
in whnh R, nolds number, Xuj 5-q2/Eu, the squared
Taylor's microscae of turbulence.
The problem of modelling of homogeneous
using theh
ysrdcdt
)(2 dynamics
moetmeutos
isotropic turbulence
and
momentum equations (1),(2) is reduced to the
modelling of Fu as a function of RX, provided
that the function is universal. For wellknown reasons [2] , this problem cannot be
solved analytically (a solution exists 131
only for the case of weak turbulence, characterized by small values of RX ).
To date, some attempts have been made
[4-8 of semi-empirical modelling of Fu(RX)
using both the limit invariant Loitsyansky's
relationships [91, j2a - consti, forjr
and Saffin's relationships
is the
=const, for Rl (here, Lu=5q '
energy-containing vortex scale) determining
asymptotics of the interaction function at
RL O and R17-:
lim F= 14/5, lim Fu = 11/3,

u

U

R

(3)
0

R

P co

ted.
Lodelling of a Homogeneous VelocitU Field
D.Ynamics
For a homogeneous and isotropic velocity field the one-point second-order model
may
be
a be given by [I] :
q2 +2 U==0,
(1)
+ F

(R )C2/q
uu u-

by
Pu=const,u/ given
( u- ) .

(2)

0,

q oo P~ l 2 (Pu- 2)-2/(Fu-2 ).

where q= u, is the
nul~dEAetic
turbulence energy 6 u * V(aui/dXk)' is the kinetic energy dissipation rate, and

the function of interaction of differentscale velocity pulsations, where
I3/

su n (bur/aXr7/

C lu

(s)

'oC q /(Pu-2)6 u o ,
(6)
is the origin of turbulence degeneration according to the law 5), i.e. the virtual origin. Comparison of (4) and (5) yields

-2

(ur/axr)2

-2-2/Fu
q e•

o -2 -2)

where c., is the integration constant, and

+ 33)R,

(S

Pu(RI )

and treatment f the experimental data on degeneration of
in the wake behind a grid by
means of the power law
q-- - A(T + Tor-n
(4a)
0
Note that (4) is the consequence of the exact
solution of the sstem 1I)-(2) with the initial conditions z (%.O-q , Eu(t-O)neuo at

,

15.7

ni-2/(Fu-2)

J

+ 2C

which means that the asymptotic values of

t

kinetic energy degenration exponent On", socording to (3), are the following:

t

+

t

-0,

(9)

or,
P

)

Fet(

.

-

0O,

(10)

,

tu

where Ctnae (at/ xk)2 is the function of

Sn - 5/2,
R X --0R

smearing" of scalar pulsations, and
Ft(R;X ,PX)- 2/3 F3(3/2St 5 x )RXI I

7)

im n= 6/5
--'

Treatment of the experimental data 111-16]
using the relationship (4) shows (see Fig.l)
that for an isotropic velocity field, Fu

the interaction function of different-scale
velocity and scalar pulsations, consisting
of the third-order inertia moment

really is the universal function of RA ,
the simplest approximation of which is given
byFu(X
a-bl+ PuR 2)

SbX

)21/2
2t(at/aXr.2aur/0Xr
/(1t/3Xr)2.(u
ftr/xr

(

and the second-order "molecular" moment
1/2

where, according to (3), a=ll/3 and b13/15,

S---2)2/( t/aXr)2"(BuraX-)2
(J2t/ rII
S

while the numerical value of the constant
Pu or related constants in the alternative
approximations [5-71 should be chosen from
the condition of optimum agreement of a corresponding approximation
RX with the experiment
.is

L2(11)

6

Tu 2 2

the scale ratio parameter, X-6t/6
tsquaredTaxor's
scale of scalar field,
L
Lt
6qt t /6.t, energy-containing "vortices"

.

*

scale of the scalar field, ro
/aC , molecular Prandtl number.
Ft=const, the system (9)-(10), allowing for the asymptotic solution 5 for the

3.i

jAt

velocity field, has the solution

_.

2,l2°lt(Fu-2)/ LFt-(Fu'2

IIt
'°
. ..
Fig.l Dependence of the interaction function Pu on the turbulent R ynolds number
:0 - TI31 o - [I 16J0- [14] ;
o

5

-

6

r=

at moderate values of

1

Pu=ll/3;

26

-

"

(12)

3C o

-

-

+

0

2t(

Et(t=.[Ft-(Pu-2) 1'2(Fu_2)j . ( .%)-i,

Pu-14/5.
in which T o is determined by the relationship (6), i.e. it is assumed that the virtu-

Eodelling of a Homogeneous Scalar Field
Dynamcs
iixention of the above approach to the
modelling of a homogeneous and isotropic

al origin of degeneration of the velocity
field and of the scalar one coincide, the
constant 02t being identically equal to zero
proceeding from the condition at infinity.

passive scalar field dynamics is not a trivial problem, as could be assumed apriori.

Since the solution of (1 must aqtisfy the
two initial conditions, tq(T-0)-to and

Indeed. treatment of the known experimental
data ?17-20] according to the "law"

et(=O)=O

±o, from the second relationship
(12) it follows that Ft must be the initial
conditions function, i.e.

FB=((+ -2)+2r o
t

by
shows that (see Fig.1 in the paper [21]

(13)

.

(F2)+2r.

Warhaft and Lumley), that the exponent me
Thus, unlike Fu the function of Ft canof the isotropic temperature pulsation dege- not be a universal function of RX and P
neration, in contrast to the exponent "n"
The experimental data [18,21 displayed n
of the soalar pulsation degeneration, at
Fig.2 confirm this conclusion.
R)>>1 and P >>1 is noninvariant to the iniAllowing for (13), the solution of (12)
tial conditons. Paradoxical as this fact
can be represented as
may appear, it nevertheless can be predic__
F -2
2
ted apriori by means of asymptotic analysis
of homogeneous and isotropic scalar field
dynamics on the basis of the following onepoint second-order model suggeste earlier

t2

2"

* 2Cti

y B.A.Kolovandin and 1.I.Vatutin 1223 :

.I

._

(+Tor-u.r

1(a)

*a

15.8

I

I

o

0

rWarhaft

(b) (14)

example, the paper by Newman,
(15) (see,
and for
Lumley [24] ) are probably doomed
to failure.
Since according to (13) and (19) the pa1 and P >> 1 are nonl>
rametrs Ft and yt at R
invariant the equation for 6 t In the form
(11) or (15) is not acceptable for modelling
of scalar field of strong turbulence. The
invariant equation for Ft at R >>1 and

,o

.

P,>>l may be obtained by determtning of r
using the condition (14 b) and the equations
(),2) and (9). It is easy to show that it
is of the form

S...--

I ,

e++
S

100

lowin

(2
W

+,t *CZA
2- 2

0,

first suggested by Lumley

(23)

lt, i.e. t

e/t=r/(Fu-2).('t+%o)

a 2 + (Pu-2)/ro

or
(23)

(
r - ro=[Fu - 2 -tFl]/(pFt

t

2)

a homogeneous scalar field at
.

~

cnt(4

t
The relationship (24) is the extention to
the arbitrary values of the rate-scale parameter r of the invariant relationship suggested earlier by Corrsin [25].
Universal Modelling of Degeneration of a
Homogeneous and Isotropic Passive Scalar
Field

(17)

(is)

So, in the case of weak turbulence (R%<l,
P -<I) the parr-meter Yt is independent of
the initial conditions.
Bearing in mind the expression (13)
J
for Ft and the relationship (16), one may
conclude that with the turbulence being
strong, the parameter Vt is not invariant
to the initial conditions, i.e.
*t

(22)

R
'>>l, r)">>1of
generation

to the Corrsin's invariant of the final
stage of degeneration. In this case,
r - 3/5

2r/(F -2)
(22)

(15)

(Pt-2)=const,

- 10/3

-2/(F(2 )-2)
t

leads to the invariant relationship for de-

corresponding at

Pt

(21)

()

Indeed, at Yt= const, the solution of (9)(I,5Y is given by
0

= 2

3

t 2 .=c (Fu_2)/r

(16)

t2+t -2/Yt a

(
(20)

Solution of the equations (9), (20) given by

, in wbicb

Pt a F/r

o

it

only to the asymptotic case of strong tuibulence, i.e.
and Px>l.2
As to the case of a "weak" scAlar field
when Rx<l and Px<1, it can be modelled by
the following system of equations:
=

-

F(2)

tained on condition that Ft-const, refers

a0

E

2 - /3,

F(l) Fu

A consequence of (13) I'sthe noninvariant
nature of the product t, )'At,rejecting reference of this solution to the final stage
of degeneration. Thus, solution of (l4),.'ob-

+ 2E

p(2)

+ P0

t

which

Fig.2 Dependence of the interaction function Ft on the turbulent Peclet number
Pt=PJ.I54:ffl-Ll8] ; 0 -21 2
-1-/3 (r[1);]- - - - tu.

t

et

FielLet us assume that at arbitrary values
of RX and P), , obviously related to each
other as
R2 . (5r/60).p2
>6
the equation foret is given by (20), provided that F t and Ft are some of universal
functions of the turbulent Reynolds and Pecaclet numbers when at R) -oo and P, 4o,
cording to 21),
F(2
(25)
t2%w 2,
Ft . (Fu-2) w5/3,
and at RX - 0 and PX -0,

(19)

and (17),

That is why the attempts to construct a universal second-order model of the scalar field for Rl>>l and P,>>l with the equation
15.9

according to (15)

(l)0'
p(2).1
(
t
Allowing for these asymptotics, we now represent the functions considered in the form:

PU_2
-(1).
_(4/*f(Rx
(27)

t

p(2). 2 +(4/3)-f

2 (R,

),

corresponding to those of the experiment of
Warhaft and Lumley [21] . Comparison of numerical and experimental data given in Fig.3

(27)

in which the functions fl(RX ,6)
and
f2 (RX, 6), acc ording to the asymptotic re-

-

.

lationships (26),(27) at moderate values of
must have the following limits:
lim fl1, lim f 2 al,

lim f5No, lim f 2 MO
R X-0.C-

RX -0 00

RX-O. 0

RX -.0

--

Besides, according to the soluti ns of (2,
(23), in which,
inwhic,for
fr u27)
(7)Fig.3
(23)allowing
alowng

Q mparison of numerical modelling of
/t using (9)-(20)-(27)-(28) at

3fl/f2,
the ratio fl/f2 must decrease with an increass of the molecular Prandtl number, and increase with a decrease of 6, which corresponds to the intuitive physical picture of
a scalar field degeneration in liquids with
different physical properties.
The above-mentioned conditions, specifically, are satisfied by the following approximations of the functions considered:
2
f = 1/(1 + Pt "
RA),
(28)
f2 ),

2

31/(1 + Yu

where the constants

X

t

and 9u deter;

rate of changing of the fun

pu =

u a 1/150, a = 3.52, b - 0.72,

A

ions P

e th

zj~n

and P

6=
•r =
0 -

0.73 with the experiment [213
m a 1.29, r= 0 96,* - m = 1.83,
2.06, r = 1.54;
1.37; + - m
m = 3.2, r - 2.39.

shows their complete agreement at any of the
considered values of r. Figure 4 displays
the numerical experiment results on a scalar
field degeneration at different values of 6
and different initial values of the parameter r. The absence of experimental data on
X/M >300, unfortunately, made it impossitle
to verify the adequacy of the approximation
(28) with respect to both the rate of approach
of the degeneration process to the equllibrium (r -1 ), and the degree of the molecular Prandtl number effect on degeneration

,Sh) of t-2
f

between the asymptotic values of (25) and
(26) in the course of degeneration of t .

and
u may be deThe relation between
termined from the condition of existence of
an equilibrium scalar field degeneration regime at moderate values of R ,and P) , which
is characterized by the approach, in time,
of the r parametr to 1, at6=1, (this regime was discovered by Newman and Herring
26] during numerical modelling of homogeneous vector and scalar field degeneration
carried out on th basis of the "test-field"
Kreichnan's model), by the obvious relationship
= -(4/3.f( r - 3f,/f2)

I
Fig.4 Numerical modelling of the parameters
n and r evolution at different values
of 6 and two different values of r
(the curves are labelled by the values
.
of the molecular Prandtl number,

(EJ.2)

2

in the form
3 JU/5.

Discussion of Results

In order to check the adequacy of uni-

versal modelling of a homogeneous and iso-

tropic scalar field dynamics based on the
rmodel equations
)l()
of the velocity fi-

inthe form (8) and
eld, assigning Fu R36
e tions (9),(20 with Pt (Rx p) and
FPj'R,
) being assigned in the form (27),

energy of eof kinetic
1. Degeneration
turbulence
in homogeneous
and isotropic

tublneihognosadiorpcy-

locity field is self-similar i.e. may be represented by the power law (Ia) in the asym( or)
eatu>1

aturbulence
<pttc stateof e
100, P has a platform
skows that at R)
coinciding with the asymplotic value F
o11/3, wih

28), a numerical experiment has been con-

ducted on degeneration of a homogeneous and
isotropic scalar fij]d.lith the assigned
an 6to,
initial values of i i too
u o, uo and
15.10

chesp

to

n

F

=

0 -R < hich corresponds to np 6/5.cA
n
oinhe
asothas alaFo
0
1i
14/5,
a
Pu
value
asymptotic
Uhe
with
ciding
which corresponds to n - 5/2. With the tur-

values being moderabulent Reynolds numb
s not self-similar,
te, degeneration of H
hence the power law (4a) may be used for
treatment of the experimental data only in
a local sense, i.e. over a narrow range of

of the exponent m at large, moderate and
small values of Rl, and Px,
is quite similar
to the character of variation of the exponent
n with a decrease of R) , with the only difference that the value of m (and hence of F t

RX variation.
For second-order modelling of the turbulence, the information on degeneration of
a homogeneous anisotropic velocity field is
very important. As shown by Batchelor [27],
the weak turbulence asymptotics, n=5/2, in
this case is unchanged. At the same time,
the preliminary experimental data of Taeker
and Ali [28] , demonstrate that the strong
turbulence asymptotics is not invariant to
the anisotropy degree. For modelling of beII,III),the numerical
haviour of FU(RB,
experiment on degeneration of homogeneous
anisotropic turbulence following the scheme
DNS [29] for small and moderate values of
R X, and for Rx>>l, according to the scheme

or Ttp), unlike that of n at R ">I and P%-1
is hot invariant to the initial conditions.
In this respect the behaviour of m(R.,P.,ro )
and F (RPP,,r ) is somewhat similar to the
behaviour of nR,,II,III) and Fu(R,,II,II1).
In its turn, the turbulence anisotropy must
probably create an additional invariance of
the parameters m and Ft .
Our study of degeneration asymptotics
of a homogeneous and isotropic scalar field
shows that it is impossible to use in an
1)
asymptotic second-order model (Rx>l,,,P
the equations forEt either in the form (10)
or (15) just because the functions Ft(R,,r )
and yt(R.,PN) are not universal. A universal
asymptotic equation for E t is given by (20),

TFM [26) may prove very useful,
2. Degeneration of intensity of a homogeneous and isotropic scalar field is selfsimilar i.e. is represented by the power
law (4 b only in the asymptotic state of

the solution of which results in the invariant relationship (24) for degeneration of an
isotropic scalar field in isotropic turbulence.
3. It should be noted in conclusion

turbulence, RX>>1 and P>>l, or RX4-l and
Pk<<l. Asymptotic v, ue of the exponent m
of degeneration of tq at Rx>>l and Px>>,l
unlike the exponent n of turbulence energy

that the attempt we have made to construct
on intui$ ve grojnds the interaction functions of Ft and Ft for the arbitrary values
of 6 is pT liminary. For°.a more valid model-

degeneration at Rx>>l is not universal but
depends on the initial conditions, i.e.
m=m(r0 ). For the assigned value of ro, the
value of m is constant, until Ft-const. It
is probable that at large values of RX and
P;.
Ft, 1 ke Fu, has a platform with respect to T tor R, ). The curve Ft(P ),,calEu,
culated from the numerical values of q
t2
and Et, is shown in Fig.2. The result
(14), i.e. m= nr o and r = ro at Rx>>l and
PX>>I, is confirmed by the experimental dabut contrata of Warhaft and Lumley [21]
dicts the results of Newman anA Herring[26]
Larcheveque et al. [30] and Nelkin and Kerr
[311 , accoreing to which the dependence of
m (and, hence, of Ft and Ipt) on the initial conditions is the manifestation of atran,
sient nonself-similar degeneration of te
whose relaxation towards equilibrium (m en,
r -. 1) occurs very slowly. In contrast, we
showed that the dependence of m (and Ft) on
the initial conditions is the attribute of
a self-similar degeneration regime of a sca-

ling of Ft (R,
) and Pc (R,,6) re-able
experriental data on scalar field degeneration at different 6 to the weak turbulence
asymptotics studied by Corrsin L253and Deissler [32] are necessary. ?or solution of this
problem, numerical experiment according to
the scheme DNS may prove invaluable.

lar field at Rx>>l and P,>l, beginning with
T=Co and stretching until F =const (see
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION;

In a turbulent flow .where the mechanisms and/or
the importance of the generation processes of turbulent kinetic energy, k, and mean square scalar var2
iance, c , are dissimilar, no simple connection
exists between the turnover time scale of the fluctuating velocity and fluctuating scalar fields. To
allow the computation of the turbulent scalar field
in these situations a means of calculating the
scalar time is required. Here, in an extension of
work by Newman, Launder and Lumley [3], the time
scale is obtained via a proposed transport equation
for the dissipation rate of mean square scalar
variance. The modelled equation has been applied
successfully to the calculation of the spread of a
thermal mixing layer in grid generated turbulence,

In non-isothermal, turbulent shear flo-s such
as a weakly heated jet mixing in stagnant surruurcings or the boundary-layer flow along a heated hall,
velocity and temperature fluctuations can be regarded as being created by analogous mechanisms,
each associated with the entrainment of free-stream
fluid at a different velocity and temperature frou
that within the shear flow. lioreover, in the balance equations for the turbulent kinetic ener.v, k,
and the mean square temperature variance, cl, -e
find that the generation terms display not only a
similar variation across the shear flow but also
a comparable degree of importance relative tc transIn view of this
port and dissipation processes.
correspondence it is hardly surprising that the
ratio of turbulent time scales associated with tne
velocity and thermal fields should exhibit strong
similarity. Beguier et al. [I showed fron a
survey of several such flows that the time-scaleratio R (defined as 7cc/kcc) was approximarcly
equal to U.5; here, E and c denote respectivel,
"
the rates of dissipation of k and c by molecular action.
In fact the implied constancy of R has been
basic to nearly all modelling work aimed at
calculating scalar variances whether the scalar
in question be temperature, chemical species or
some other passive marker. By supposing a cnnstant
R the level of cc could b- obtined in terms of the
other quantities appearing in the definition of R.
The supposition of an invariant value of R becomes
less tenable, however, in cases where the terms in
the respective balance equations for th, scalar
and mechanical fields are different in character.
Warhaft and Lumley's [2] experiment of the decay
of temperature fluctuations behind a heated mandoline provides a striking example. The value of
R in any experiment remained essentially unchanged
througout the development length; its level, however, strongly depended on the proportion of the
total number of wires that were heated.*
It ias
to allow the calculation of such phenomena that

NOMEy:CLATURE
C
c
c
c,

cD,

c

c,

k
M
R
T
U i,ui
-

v

time-niean temperature
temperature fluctuation
constant appearing in c-equation
constants appearing in cc-equation

2

x
xi
t
y
LC
£
ec

kinetic energy of turbulence - uiui
spacing of the turbulence grid
time-scale-ratio
time scale
mean and fluctuating velocities in direction xi(tensor notation)
y-direction component of Reynolds normal
stress
distance in mainflow direction
x measured from the virtual origin of the
turbulent field normalized by m
Cartesian coordinate (tensor notation)
cross-stream distance coordinate
y measured from the point where C -AC/I2,
7ornalized by M
mean temperature difference between the
heated and unheated fluid
dissipation rate of turbulence energy k
dissipation rate of

__-__

B
By altering the proportion of the wires toat
were heated, the ratio of the length scales of
the thermal and velocity fluctuations could be
varied.

dimensionless cross-stream coordinate;
fl - Y/Cf.9-7.1) where numerical subscript
denotes values of C/SC
kinematic diffusivity of C
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Newman et al. [31 devised a transport equation for
cc thus removing the need to prescribe R. The present contribution is a continuation of that line of
development. The flow of particular interest £s
grid-turbulence development downstream from a halfheated grid 14,51. While the turbulence energy,
lacking a source, decays monotonically with distance from the grid, the mean temperature gradient
sustains the level of -c at an almost constant
level.

This blended form, suggested but not used in 13]
differs from earlier studies that have adopted

k
T - constant _

The latter form has been used for comparison in the
present work where the constant in equation (7) has
been taken as unity in order that, in local equilibrium (where R r 0.5) the time scales giver by
equations (6) and (7) should be the same. The
velocity field is homogeneous in the studies of
ref. [4] and [5); the level of turbulence energy
is thus obtained from:

THE CLOSURE MODEL
The development of the mean square variance
c2 of a fluctuating scalar in a stationary uniformdensity turbulent flow is described by the following
couple d syster. of equations for the mean scalar C,
2
for c itself and c

x.

E2

3x

a

2

c( -)
C2k

where the quantity cE2 takes th

C

iUjC- -

Ux

U
Ujx

(E)

(
(8)

E

Lk-

au C

axj.

U

(7)

C

value l.t wnic.

produces a kinetic energy level proportional to x
raised to the power -1.25.
In the flows consider2

ed v , the mean square velocity fluctuations in thc
direction of the inhomogeneity (y), isthe only
stress component to enter. Experimental care has
ensured that the turbulence produced by the gric

at
U
ax

S . -

+ (-X Ic
i
ax

3x

lc

ax

ui)
ax j

Z

is very nearlyv

E'2"-

C

3,c

-

(3)

where
is the kinematic diffusivitv of C. In
ref. [31, which was concerned exclusively with
homogeneous flows, the unknown source/sink terms
in equation (3) were approximated by:

S

Sc

CpI
c

2
2

_
c
CD I _ucC
7 CD2k

ax

isotropic; we have accordingly,

taken.
v

2

= 0.65k,

a relationshinwe assume applies throuhuut
calculation domjain.
(4)

Set 1
Set 2

= CcC u u T rx,

The two best documented experiments of the
thermal mixing layer in a homogeneous turbulent
field are those of Keffer et al. 14) and La Rue
and Libby [5].
The former employed a grid of
horizontal bars 9.5 mm in diameter with centrts
spaced 25 mm apart while the latter adopted a
biplanar square mesh of 6.7 mm diameter rods wit
In each experiment the upper half
40 mm spacing.
of the horizontal rods was uniformly heated
producing a sharp step in temperature along a
vertical section just downstream from the grid

Where cc takes the constant value 0.35 and T denotes
a time scale that blends both mechanical and scalar
contributions
2

tc
cturbulent
C

0.8
2.Q

THE TEST FLOWS COXSIDERED

It

T -

2.02
2.2

D2

2

u ic .c C u
uj UT-ac
T axe
(5)

Si

2.0
2.,'

cDlI

The former are employed in the stud- of New.-an
et al. (31 while the latter are the ones givn'.
the best agreement for the cases considered' ;gre.

s

-_

L1x
a k

th.

Two sets of values have been adopted fcr tke
empirical coefficients in the t equation
c
Cp 1
i
cpl

for conditions where mean strain is absent.
Reference [31 adopts constant values for the coefficients cpl and cDlwhile cD2 is made a function
of the anisotropy of the turbulent stress field.
In the present work all three coefficients take
fixed values since the turbulent stress field is
nearly isotropic for the flow situations examined,
The scalar fluxes are approximated as follows:

--c .cuuTc-

(12

(6)

(figure 1). As the flow develops downstream
mixing blurs the interface between the
hot and cold streams, producing the s-shaped
distribution of temperature indicated in figurv 1.
The effective turbulent diffusivity in grid turbulence is only a weak function of x and thus
the mixing layer spread very nearly as A
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The numerical simulations of these experiments
have been based on the GENMIX two-dimensional parabolic computer program of Spalding [6] using 50
lateral nodes to span the region of thermal inhomogeneity. Unfortunately no experimental data are
reported in the vicinity of the grid to serve as
starting conditions for the computations. We2 have
accordingly adjusted the initial levels of c and
E in the heated stream to produce so far as possi le agreement at the first station for which data
are reported. It is thus principally the subsequent development of the mixing layer that reflects
the success or otherwise of the chosen model. In
the case where the purely mechanical timescale k/c
was used to represent the diffusion process only
the peak value of c2, not the complete profiles,
could be satisfactorily matched with the initial
data.
Keffer et al. (4] report profiles only at 41
In figure
bar spacings downstream from the grid.
2 one notes almost complete agreement between
experimental and computed profiles of mean temperature and rms temperature fluctuations; Set 2
coefficients were used in the Cc equation. The
development of the temperature fluctuations downstream along the line where the mean temperature
is the arithmetic mean of that of the two streams
(n - 0), shown in figure 3, indicated a slight
2
increase of c with distance, again in accord with
reported measurements. On the same figure is shown
the corresponding development of Ec]lnOwith x.
We note a marked decrease in this quantity. Now,
2
both k/ and c increase at about the same rate (see
Thus conventional approaches to approxifigure 3).
mating cc, which assume that quantity to be proportional to £c7/k, would thus give a virtually uniform
-c in marked contrast with the behavior here found.
The experiment of LaRue and Libby [5], using a
bi-plane grid leads to higher levels of temperature
variance at the initial station which are mimicked
in the numerical simulation by ad3usting appropriate2
ly the initial levels of c and tc" The experinents show an almost invariant profile of temperature variance when plotted as a function of 7/E2
(i being the distance, normalized by M, measured
foom the effective origin of the turbulence field,
6 mesh widths upstream of the grid). In particulthe maximum intensity of temperature fluctuations
V1c/AC is essentially uniform at O.2Z. This
behavior is extremely well reproduced by the
computation with the coefficients of set 2 as seen
in figures 4-7. The coefficients proposed by Newman
et al. also give a fair account of the development
though the peak intensity slowly decays with distance
downstream. By comparison, the computed development
employing the -echanical tinescale k/c leads to far
too rapid rates of dispersion. The computed
evolution of the tine-scale ratio R obtained with
s't 2 coefficients is shown in figure 8. There is a
virtuall', linear, unabated growth of this quantity
with distance in both sets of computations. Both
produce parallel lines of evolution, with no
evident tendency either for the curves to converge
or, indeed, for asymptotic level of R to be reached.
It must be remarked that his development is somewhat surprising and not vet confirmed by experiment.
2
If one takes the view that c /SC does reach an
entirely self-similar shape independent of x, it
follows from equations (2), (5) and (6) that

-2c
c

k

_If_
.2
c

2

and so R Q(E/k2) 6 . Now k2/c is proportional to the
effective turbulent viscosity and this, as we have
remarked is known to change only slowly in grid
turbulence.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
It has been shown that the transport equation
for cc proposed in ref 131 does allow the correct
simulation of the evolution of the scalar field in
the inhomogeneous flow behind a half-heated grid.
A number of uncertainties remain and one should,
for the present, exercise due caution in applying
the equation to flows substantially different in
character from those considered here or in ref 13).
There is an urgent need for a detailed mapping of
velocity and scalar statistics in the vicinity of
the grid in order to provide a more precise set of
starting conditions for the numerical simulation.
The absence of such data at present clouds our
ability to judge the satisfactoriness of the proposed equation.
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STRUCTURAL FEATURES OF A UNIFORMLY DISTORTED
HEATED PLANE TURBULENT WAKE
J.G. Kawall and J.F. Keffer
Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada

ABSTRACT

x,y,z

The development of a uniformly distorted,
passively heated cylinder-generated wake is investigated experimentally. Characteristic local length
and intensity scales for the flow are determined from
the experimental data and compared to theoretical
expressions derived on the assumption that the uniformly distorted wake is a self-preserving flow. It
is found that, although the scales based on mean
(streamwise velocity and temperature) profiles and
the half-intermittency point length scale are in
reasonable agreement with predictions, the scales
based on root-mean-square profiles and, in particular,
the scale characterizing the lateral extent of the
large-scale, intermittent turbulent bulges of the flow
deviate from the predicted behaviour, signifying that
the distorted wake does not really undergo a truly
self-preserving development. Evidence is presented
indicating that this lack of self-preservation is the
result of amplification, by the distortion field, of
coherent structures within the flow. The signatures
of these organized motions - which are, in fact, the
turbulent bulges - are identified by means of coherence
functions and phase spectra.
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NOMENCLATURE
D
o
-

-"

n
T
,
t
U
Ud
U"
u

-

110

-

u0 .

-

u,v

-

x8

-

cylinder diameter, mmi .
length scale based on a mean streamwise
velocity profile, mm .
length scale based on an RMS streamwise
velocity profile, mm .
length scale based on a mean-square streamwise velocity profile, mm .
length scale based on an RMS temperature
profile, mm
frequency, Hz .
local mean temperature, K .
free-stream temperature, K .
time, s .
-1
local mean streamwise velocity, ms
.
-1
mean velocity defect, ms
.
1
free-stream velocity, ms-1
RMS streamwise velocity, ms
intensity scale based on a mean streamwise
-1
velocity profile, ms
.
intensity scale based on an RMS streamwise
velocity profile, ms'
.
fluctuating velocity components in the x
-1
and y directions respectively, ms
.
streamwise distance between the cylinder
location and the beginning of the distortion
mm .1.

Ao
o
€

- Cartesian, streamwise, lateral and spanwise coordinates.
- half-intermittency point length scale, mm.
- coherence function .
- intermittency factor
- local mean temperature difference, K
- RMS temperature, K .
- intensity scale based on a mean temperature
profile, K .
- intensity scale based on an RMS temperature
profile, K .
- characterictic lateral length of intermittent turbulent bulges, mm.
- phase spectrum

INTRODUCTION
The problem of whether a classical free turbulent shear flow can undergo a simple self-preserving
deve ipment when a specially aligned strain field is
imposel upon it has been considered by relatively few
investigators, (1), (2), (3), (4).
It is, nonetheless, a problem of both practical and intrinsic interest, inasmuch as the reaction of the flow to such
a strain field can provide information on the basic
structural features of the turbulence.
In the present work, attention is focused upon
the spread of a heated cylinder-generated wake
subjected to a constant and uniform rate of strain.
The strain field was aligned in such a way as to
distend the flow in the spanwise direction and simultaneously constrict it laterally - without applying
any strain in the streamwise direction. The heat
input level was kept sufficiently low so that the
temperature could be considered a passive scalar
contaminant. Length and intensity scales based upon
the lateral distributions of conventional mean and
root-mean-square (RMS) streamwise velocities and
temperatures and length scales based upon intermittency factor distributions were determined. As well,
one point coherence functions and phase spectra of
simultaneously-measured streamwise and lateral velocity signals, pertaining to various lateral locations
within the vertical centre-plane of the flow, were
examined. We note that coherence functions and phase
spectra are important statistical tools in the study
of turbulent shear flows, as they serve as a mea's
of detecting the presence of coherent structures in
such flows, (5), (6), (7), (8).
DESCRIPTION OF THE FLOW
A definition sketch of the flow is shown in Fig.
The imposed strain field was effected by means of
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a distortion duct with exponentially varying sides
and a constant cross-sectional area (see Fig. 2).
The flow within such a duct is subjected to a pure
strain rate in the cross-stream directions but is
not accelerated in the streamwise direction.
It can be shown (9) that if the uniformly
strained wake is capable of undergoing a selfpreserving development, then, in the plane of symmetry of the flow (z - 0), all characteristic
length and intensity scales should be (essenticlly)
directly proportional to exp [-a(x-xs)/2], where "a"
is a positive strain constant for a given distortion
duct and "s" pertains to conditions at the entrance
to the distortion duct.
DEIINITIONS
The intensity scales based upon the mean and
RMS (streamwise velocity and temperature) profiles
are given by the center-line values of Ud, U', 0
and C'; and the length scales based on these profiles
are defined as one-half the distances between the
(positive and negative) lateral locations where the
various variables assume one-half their center-line
values.
The length scales derived from the intermittency factor (-y)profiles are (i) the so-called
half-intermittency point, 7, which is the distance
between the center-line of the flow and the lateral
location where y = 0.5, and (ii) the characteristic
lateral extent of the large-scale, intermittent
turbulent bulges of the flow, u. This latter is
given by:
(yo
2
2
2
y',(y)dv - Y
+ y
,
jY®
where yo is the lateral position where y first
attains its maximum value of unwt l and
aofe y., the
position
at
which
y
becomes
zero.
The one-point coherence function for u(t) and
v(t), which describes the coherence or degree of
correlation bescrie uthe ander
v)
e
a
reey n,
correlation between u(t) and v(t) a frequency n,
+s 2 as:
Cuv(n) + Quv(n)

ruv(n) =
Euu(n)Evv(n)
Here, Cuv(n) is the co-spectrum and represents the
correlation between in-phase components of u(t) and
v(t) at frequency n; Quv(n) is the quadrature
spectrum and represents the correlation between 900
out-of-phase components at frequency n;
Euu(n) and
Ew(n) are the normalized autospectra of u(t) and
v(t) respectively.
The one-point phase spectrum, which describes
the phase relationship between the Fourier components
of u(t) and v(t) is given by:
71
-1
uv(n) = tan
n)
u
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The wake was generated by a circular heating
element (referred to as the cylinder) of diameter,
D, equal to 6.6 m, mounted horizontally in the
center of a variable-speed, open-circult wind tunnel,
This tunnel, which is fully described by Kawall (9),
has 3 test sections, viz, a pre-strain section,
straining section, similar to the distortion duct
described previously, and a post-strain section. The
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tunnel was operated at a speed, U , of about 10 ms 1
which resulted in a cylinder Reynolds number of
appro::imately 4200.
The temperature and velocity signals were measured by means of DISA 55 M anemometer systems in
conjunction with cold-wire (resistance thermometer),
normal hot-wire and X-wire probes. The temperature
data were obtained with the cylinder heated to a
sufficiently low level so as to ensure that the velocity field was not affected by the temperature filed.
The velocity data were obtained with the cylinder
unheated in order to simplify the signal processing.
All measurements were taken in the vertical centerplane of the tunnel (z - 0) at x/D values of 65, 81,
89, 96, 135, 154, 173, 188 and 212. The first 4
values corresponded to positions within thepre-strain
region, the other 5 values, to positions inside te
distortion.
The anemometer signals were low-pass filtered
and sampled digitally at rates such that the problem
of aliasing was effectively eliminated. The digital
data were analysed subsequently on a 370-165 digital
computer.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The normalized mean profiles for the velocity and
temperature fields within the pre-strain and strain
regions are indicated in Fig. 3, from which it is
clear that these profiles are self-similar. Figures
4 and 5 show the streamwise variations of the mean
profile length and intensity scales. The agreement
between the measured and predicted voriations is seen
tO be quite good, implying that the mean temperature
and streamwise velocity distributions are selfpreserving within the distortion.
An inherently more sensitive test for selfthe beha,'our
of the flow The
is provided
preservation
the RMS quantities.
normalizedby distributions
of P.MS streamwise velocites and temperatures are
depicted in Figs. 6 and 7. It is apparent that these
profiles are not strictly self-similar. Thus, the
detailed structure of the distorted wake examined here
did not attain the self-preserving state (selfsimilarity being a necessary condition for selfpreservation). Figures 8 and 9 show that, within the
distortion, the ILMS scales decrease at a rate significantly smaller than that required for self-preservation.
In Fig. 10, RMS streamwise velocity length scales
obtained in this study are compared with those found
by Reynolds (1) and by Keffer (2) for similar flow
situations. (Note that io in this Figure represents
one-half the distance between the half-maximur meansquare velocity points and is, therefore, not equal
to k;).
It can be seen that at all downstream locations, the present scales are larger than those of
the other studies. This is probably because xs and P
were, respectively about 50% and about 40*& greater
for the present experiments than they were in the
case of the Reynolds-Keffer experiments. Yet, the
data obtained here and those obtained by Keffer
exhibit much the same trends (with respect to the
predicted scale behaviour). On the other hand,
Reynolds' data and Keffer's data, which were determined
under essentially identical experimental conditions
are quite different both in trend and in magnitude.
We may infer from this that the detailed selfpreservation claimed by Reynolds, as revealed by the
turbulence (i.e. RNS) quantities, does not really
exist for these flows.
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have the same meaning as in

2 w0

The normalized intermittency factor profiles
were found to be self-similar and well-represented
by the Gaussian distribution function (9). The
streamwise variations of the lateral length scales
(Y and a) that characterize these profiles are
presented in Fig. 11. As expected, Y (being a messure of the gross width of the flow) conforms well to
In contrast, o
the "self-preserving" behaviour.
the characteristic lateral extent of the largescale, intermittent turbulent bulges, deviates cowpletely from the predicted variation. This behaviour
of a clearly lends support to the view (based on the
RMS scale results) that uniformly distorted wakes do
not attain a truly self-preserving state.
In Figs.-12 and 13, we present representative
one-point uv coherence functions pertaining to the
pre-distorted flow and the distorted flow respectively. One notes that these functions exhibit
frequency-centred activity, i.e., more or less broadband peaks, especially in the highly intermittent
flow regions (where y is much less than 0.5). One
point uv phase spectra show that there are definite
phase differences between the Fourier components of
the u and v signals, for the same frequency ranges
within which there is significant coherence; for
frequencies beyond which the coherence is essentially
zero, these phase differences become random. Typical
examples of such spectra, pertaining to the distorted
wake, are depicted in Fig. 14. A comparison of this
latter and Fig. 13 shows that, near the core region
of the flow (where y = 0.99), the coherence between
u and v is due to Fourier components that are
essentially 1800 out of phase; whereas, in the highly
intermittent region (y = 0.1), the coherence is due
largely to Fourier components that are 90* out of
phase, the implication here being that, in this
region, the co-spectrum is virtually zero for all
frequencies (so that the Reynolds shear stress, uv,
is zero) but the quadrature spectrum is relativcly
large (i.e., the 900 out-of-phase Fourier components
of u and
v are relatively highly correlated)
over a certain frequency range. We can infer from
these phase and coherence results that coherent
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structures exist within the flow , (5), (6), (7), (8).
Wthssee thttelarge-scale bulges are (relathey can be amplified by the imposed strain field.
It is clearly evident from a comparison cifFig. 12
and Fig. 13 that the bulges become much more organized within the distortion: on the average, the
magnitude of the coherence function increases and the
frequency-centered activity becomes more localized,

I
0.

.

1.00

'\I
I

-

I
%#

c (Fig. 11) leads to the conclusion that the imposed
strain field does, indeed, effect an amplification
of the bulges - as was originally suggested by
Keffer (2).
And it Is for this reason that the uniformly distorted wake fails, in practice, to undergo
the predicted self-preserving development.
It should
be pointed here that Keffer (2) had speculated that
the turbulent bulges occurred in a periodic fashion.
But, the results of Kawall and Keffer, (10), (11),
concerning the motion of the turbulent/non-turbulent
interface, have established that these coherent
structures arise randomly within both the undistorted
wake and the uniformly distorted wake.
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ABSTRACT
Earlier measurements of some components of the
in a nearly homoturbulent diffusivity tensor V.
geneous turbulent shear flow wieh constant mean
are
temperature gradient parallel to the mean shear
now supplemented with measurements of additional
components in the same flow but with mean temperature gradient perpendicular to both mean velocity
and mean shear. A Lagrangian analysis provides expressions for all components of Dc and comfirms
is non-diagonal and nonthe expectation that 'D
symmetric. The available data agree well with the
theoretical estimates. Independent estimates of
flj , based on a numerical simulation of homogeneous shear flow as well as on a rapid distortion
t:pe analysis, are also reported.

A

turbulent diffusivity tensor
Lagrangian velocity correlation moment
mean temperature rise

L.

Lagrangian velocity integral time scale

4P

quasi-Lagrangian

velocity integral time scale

mean velocity
L

*

X.

X

X

(

,

t

)

a
Lagrangian coordinate
.

temperature fluctuation

Suffixes
root-mean-square value

L)

time-averaged quantity

()

vector quantity

INTRODUCTION
The most widely used approximations in the
modeling of turbulent heat transport are based on the
and
assumption that the turbulent heat flux, -V-T.
k
are
: -X
the mean temperature gradient
proportional. It has long been known that such a
relationship is often wrong in principle, yet can be
a useful hypothesis in practice (e.g. Corrsin, 1974).
Even a simple scalar proportionality coefficient
("turbulent diffusivity" or "eddy diffusivity") has

.OMECLATURE
i

fluid point position in Lagrangian coordinates

Eulerian velocity fluctuation

sometimes been successful in rough predictions of the
mean temperature field in some shear flows, but it has
been found inadequate for the general modeling of nonisotropic turbulence. The appropriate form of the
diffusivity concept, if it is to be used, is a second(Batchelor,
rank "turbulent diffusivity tensor",
1949), defined by

v,

Lagrangian velocity fluctuation

1949), defined by

V

quasi-Lagranglan velocity fluctuation

As a specially simple example of the detailed
we consider
determination of the components of
a homogeneous turbulent shear flow, eg. a flow with
and
1, /a
a constant mean velocity gradient
-i.sL
transversely constant turbulent stresses

=

Cartesian axis; L I is the streamwise
z - is the direction of mean
direction,
shear
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and velocity integral scales. This flow retains
many of the crucial features of more complex comon

K '

turbulent shear flows while allowing a relatively
simple analytical Lepresentation and eliminating

boundary effects.

We shall present measurements of

some
" components in such a flow, as well as
estimatel based on analytical, numerical and semi-

r

-2.2

jI

r1

1.0
0

empirical results.

More sophisticated analytical models of scalar
transport have recently been reviewed by Launder
(1978).

where
r
ratios.

is

.lJ

OEfforts

0
/-

I

factored out in order to emphasize
are under way to create in the same

The nearly-homogeneous turbulent shear flow
achieved in the wind tunnel experiments of Harris,
Graham and Corrsin (1977) and of Tavoularis and
Corrsin (1981) presents a mean shear sufficiently
large to allow the attainment of an asymptotic
(though evolving) state over an appreciable part ofj
the test section, corresponding to non-dimensional
total strains (,/C,)
d , IA
in the range 4.5
to 12.5. In these experiments, the (typically anisotropic) turbulent velocities and the integral scales
increased monotonically downstream, but both preserved a reasonable transverse homogeneity over a
central core much larger then the integral scales.
The shear-stress correlation coefficient was roughly
flow
This
t j .'
z-1f.Ths
-1
T/,4
lo (occasionally
(ccsinaly
constant,
1
with minor var ations) will be considered in the
following.
c
The dir ect measurem ent of all
)'
copnns
would require the generation of mean temperature
Y . In
gradients in all three directions, X =,
the case with
constant
c
, and
(Tavoularis and Corrsin,
0
IL3Z
1981), it was found that, like the velocitv fluctuations, the temperature fluctuations seemed to be
approaching an asymptotic state, with mean squared
values and their integral scales monotonically increasing downstream. The two non-zero heat tlux
correlation coefficients
TA',)and K)
were roughly 0.56 and -0.44 respectively. The third
component of the heat flux vector, ideally zero by
symmetry if the fields were perfectly generated, had

the negligible normalized value of

flow field a mean temperature field which, at least
locally, will have
of/px,\

I,5

V

>>

-T/

This would allow direct evaluation of the remaining
three components of
'D.
A THEORETICAL EXPRESSION
A quasi-Lagrangian analysis of fluid point
dispersion in stationary, homogeneous, turbulent shear
flow (Corrsin, 1953, 1959), was exploited by Riley
and'
al IL D
and Corrsin (1975) to estimate
.
At
same viewpoint allows estimation of the individual offthe non-st=etry
emphasizing
thus vector
components,
diagonal
of ])
The heat flux
can be expressed as
-

u

ttl

-"A,

c

*z

+
+

V 5)
I

xx

a

}

Z (3)

and
is the Lagrangian velocity fluctuation
where V
is dethe quasi-Lagrangian velocity fluctuation v #
fined as
y t'. .X_,]
Ju,
- c"o IXL
For large times, the resulting asymptotic expression for D', is

[7

F V+"

H,a""
T-,-

2

7c'2.
T
o'...-~ The two non-zero correlation values give two com[
=
-,
i4
0
ai .
1
I4
.
and D,,
ponents of the diffusivity tensor D,._
It turned out that
,,
I It
. L>O)-o
(..
- '1
0
which is roughly the same as the empirical relationship estimated by Yaglom (1969) and Corrsin (1974)
with I..being the Lagrangian integral time scales,
from atmospheric and laboratory boundary layer data
th
hl, Lagrangian correlation moments and
respectively.
derined as
New experiments have now been conducted in the
r
same flow field, but with the mean temperature gradi
1
ient normal to the mean velocity gradient:
bT/Z
, and
, 11 Xa. 0
D
.
" I
3 *Cs.r. >C
The degree of transverse homogeneity achieved was
Obviously, expression (5) is in general nonnot as good as that in the previous case, but seems
diagonal and non-symmetric.
adequate. The mean square temperature fluctuation
again increases monotonically downstream. The only
VARIOUS ESTIMATES
significant non-zero heat flux correlation co-efficient was V
/(9'u' ) Z-.Jf
. The other two componEquation (5) is a theoretical result for the
ent, which should gave been zero by symmetry if the
impossible case of homogeneous, stationary shear flow.
fields had been perfectly generated, had aprec bly
further, the Lagrangian and quasi-Lagrangian quantities
M2/(do')
r -ci

7,1T

smaller coefficiens:llt,1X@'K)and

IFi4

/'( )

in (5) have not been measured in the nearly homogeneous

were 0
,(0,05). The new turbulent diffusivity component evaluated was:[> 3 % 1,6 J) .
In conclusion, the e2isting-tirect measurements
of 'D., components were

,J
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shear flow described above. Nevertheless, it seems
worthwhile to test (5) crudely by invoking connections,
both exact and speculative, with Eulerian quantities.
Lumley (1957) has shown that in homogeneous turbulence
Lagrangian and Eulerian one-point moments are equal;
can be replaced by Eulerian
and
v
thus

data. Next, we speculate that the statittical properties of V
are the same as in its original Eulerian
coordinates, and finally we assume that the T 'S
and M 's can be approximated by their Eulerian
counterparts in a frame travelling with the mean flow.
With experimental Eulerian data inserted, we get
the theoretical estimates

(5.7-15-0)

_-9

07

equal) decrease monotonically from the isotropic
value 10.
DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
A re-evaluation and comparison of the results
represented earlier appears
necessary. The existing measurements (equation 2), which however do not
include the Dilcomponentsare in fair agreement with
the theoretical estimates (equation 7).
Similarly,

the "experimental" values in a numerical simulation
(equation 8) are close to the corresponding estimates

ri

-2.9+1.3

1.0
O O

0

0

0 D

D2 (7)

(equation 9).
These two results support the validity
of the theoretical expression (5).
The components of
DijI

.

1.1

,

zz
is bracketed because the net negative
value seems physically unlikely; we shall discuss
this point further in the next section. The second
and third columns are in reasonable agreement with
the direct measurements, equation (2).
Alo D,./9zt
is not too far from its estimate of 2.0 by Gee and
Davies (1964).
Another test of the theoretical estimates in
equation (5) can be made by appeal to a crude simulation of homogeneous turbulent shear flow outlined by
Riley and Corrsin (1971; details given by Riley, 1971).
The direct "experimental" values are

1

L.10
.

in the numerical simulation demonstrate

qualitative similarities with the experimental ones,
but the individual values are different. Recalling

j2

(

D-....
Z

that the simulation corresponds to a flow (Champagne,
et al., 1970) with mean shear about one third of that
in the present experiment, it appears that the diffusivity ratios, like the principal stress axes, depend
on the total strain imposed on the turbulence. More
specifically, the present results support the speculation that the low-shear values of
1.
should
be closer to the isotropic ones than are those in the
high-shear case.
A negative value of
V11
(equation 7) appears
at first glance to be contrary to the intuitive notion
of diffusivity. However, although errors resulting
from extensive extrapolation used in the
M 42
estimate and from the appreciable downstream jnhomogeneity over a "12- time scale may be significant in
the present '),, estimate, the rapid distortion
analysis also predicts a negative
V, I
. An explanation can be provided by the theoretical expression (5).
Approximating the velocity autocovariances
by exponential functions and replacing Lagrangian and

quasi-Lagrangian velocities with Eulerian ones, (5)
is simplified into

DZftz09DZ

values

btteseparate

-.

were not computed. For comparison with (8), we can
estimate the asymptotic theoretical terms of equation

(wL

2

L~)

0

(5), using the appropriate Lagrangian and quasiLagrangian values determined from the simulation:

0.7

-0.7

00
Since the relative magnitudes of turbulent

(J

()

.0

01

'0
0(2

0

0

stresses and of integral scales in different directions

11

1.7

There is good agreement between (8) and (9).
-t.1 D 2 in (9), not far from
D, Also,
n/41,
the "experimental" value.
components
Finalyindpenent
stiate of
). coponnts
estimates
Finally, independent
can be tased on a rapid distortion type analysis by
Isotropic turbulence
Kczlov and Sabel'nikov (1977).
is subjected to uniform shear rapidly enough for the
non-linear interactions to be neglected. The resulting diffusivity ratios do not demonstrate any
n"VL
asymptotic trends in the reported range.
exceeds 13 at the higeet total strainswhileD 1 1/ )&
increases slightly from the isotropic value 1.0 to a
maximum of about 1.4, then it decreases monotonically
with a value -2.5 at the highe t total strain. The

ratios

/ D1. 2D..and Dt., 7L%2. (assumed to be

are only weak functins of mean shear, it seems
plausible that, for large enough dD1 /;tZ
, the
(negative) second term in
DII
may have magnitude
larger than the first term.
Another consequence of (10) is that the degree
, expressed as the ratio
of asymmetry of
is also a function of mean shear. Although
Z
even
study,
present
the large
not observed
possible
that,in for
enough
dU,it41"d
X& appears
,
1
possbloe thatifor large eog
wi,
will always remain
may become positive, while
negative.
The present estimates apply mainly to a hypothetical homogeneous turbulence with a uniform mean
shear, but the results should also be applicable to
the wider class of nearly parallel flows with small
transverse inhomogeneities and slowly variable mean
For --mple, (Tavoularis and Corrsin, 1981)
gradients.
was roughly the same in
Dl /'.D 2
the ratio

the nearly homogeneous turbulent shear flow, in a

15.26
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turbulent boundary layer at one momentum thickness
distance from the wall, and in a turbulent pipe flow
at half the radius distance from the axis.
This work was supported primarily by the
Natioaal Science Foundation, Program on Atmospheric
Sc ienceas.
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Heat flux measurements in several specially designed turbulent flows with inhomogeneous temperature
field are presented and analyzed with the purpose of
evaluating the performance of the gradient transport
models (GTM) as well as several of the generalizations. One of the flows considered is a uniform gridgenerated flow; two others are shear flows with transverse homogeneity and a constant mean velocity gradient. The fourth is the wake of a circular cylinder
in which an asymmetric temperature field is created
by heating a combination of thin wires located offaxis. A GTM with a constant turbulent diffusivity
adequately describes the turbulent heat flux in all
three homogeneous flows, while in the inhomogeneous
flow, forcing gradient transport to the measured heat
flux results in negative diffusivity over a part of
the flow. Direct evaluation from the present and
other measurements shows that none of the generalizations of the GTM is adequate. It is suggested that
the large eddy transport in inhomogeneous shear flows
is the possible cause for the failure of the GTMS,
and thAt its apparent success in symmetrically heated
free shear flows is largely due to the imposed boundary conditions.

Virtually all the "classical turbulent theories"
model turbulent transport of momentum, heat or a passive contaminant by linear mean gradient models. This
hypothesis, probably attributable to de St. Venant or
to Boussinesq, has appeared in different forms - usually incorpcrating an ad hoc estimate of the proportionality coefficient, the "eddy viscosity" or "eddy
diffusivity" (for example, (1,2)).
In spite of the enormous development in turbulence modeling witnessed over the last two decades,
the simplicity of the gradient transport models (GTM)
- often with enough adjustable parameters - appears
to be responsible for their persistent use in some
areas of engineering practice, especially in meterology and oceanography. Among other things, gradient
transport models require that the characteristic scale
of the turbulent transporting mechanism must be small
compared with the dimension characteristic of the inhomogeneity of the mean transported quantity. It has
been pointed out many times (3-5) that nearly all
turbulent flows violate this basic a rZri requirement, and yet a reasonable degree of success has been
claimed for the gradient transport models, especially
in free shear flows. Therefore, a study directed
towards determining the reasons for this (apparent)
success of the GTMs appeared to be wcrthwhili; this
is one of the goals of the present study.
Several instances can now be quoted which, over
the years, have demonstrated the inadequac is of the
GTMs (6-15). Mindful of these inadequacie to turbulence, several formal generalizations havI been proposed (5, 16-18). Alternatively, it has be n thought
that formal generalizations do not addres/ themselves
to the heart of the problem, and so someK;
,X 'corrections' - which could even be drastic L have also
proposed, for example (19). However, the val-

NOMENCLATURE
d
D
h
Lf

=
-

diameter of the cylinder
turbulent diffusivity
height of the wind-tunnel test section
half the distance between half-maximum 6' points
- longitudinal integral length scale

Lg
Lg

- transverse integral length scale
- half the distance between Ta/2 points
mx hbeen

M
q'

- mesh size of the grid
- (Uiui)

T
u,

- mean temperature rise above the ambient
- velocity fluctuation in the direction i

U
Vi

-

w
x,

- wake defect velocity
- coordinate axes; i-l is along the flow and i-2
is along the direction of maximum shear.
temperature fluctuation

idity of any of these models in more than one situation remains to be tested.
This is the second purpose
of the present study. For this purpose, we designed
several simple experimental configurations in some of
which simple gradient transport models worked well
but in some of the others did not.
Presentation of
the experimental data in these flows - with a possible
relevance to turbulence modeling and the computation

mean velocity in the direction i
- characteristic bulk convection velocity
c

of complex turbulent flows forms yet
of our paper.

another purpose

FLOW CONFIGURATION

Suffixes

Figure I shows a schematic ripresentation of the
experimental configurations used here. The wind tunnel was of the open-return type with a nominal test
section 30 cm x 30 cm, and about 3.65 m long. Air

o
- centerline value
max - maximum value
- root-mean-square value
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flow was created by two axial fans in tandem.

An

INSTRUMENTATION

essentially constant pressure field was created
by adjusting the vertical walls.

Mean velocity Usc along the tunnel centerline
was measured with a pitot-static tube. The mean yelocity profile U1(x2) and the velocity fluctuations

;,

~~~ fK',

k'2
L,

and u. were measured with a DISA 55P51 gold-plated
X-wire probe, with sensing elements 5 um in diameter
and 1.25 am in length, powered by two DISA 55D01 constant temperature anemometers; D.C. power supplies

I

*sence
g,
anad,
,o~~
eaed
(01 Ond
.- oim
meanweoc,,y,,.ol
N~o,
isotropic
turbulence

were used to minimize the noise level.
aoo.t

The mean tem-

perature profile T(x 2 ) and the reference temperature
of the grid were measured with two Fenwall
GC32M21 thermistor probes. The tempera-

_upstream

- =OElectronics

ture fluctuation 8 was measured with a DISA 55P31
U,
-

platinum wire probe with the wire length of 0.4 mm
and diameter 1 Pm. The temperature wire was positioned vertically at a distance of about 0.5 mm from the
nearest wire of the X-wire probe, and was operated at

-

Shea, gene'ato,

au/a
(o)Momogeneous sheor flawwr pos'h.e

Zt
(c( Homogeneo

U,

a constant current of 0.3 mA on a home-made constant
current source (21).
The operating current was low
enough to render the velocity sensitivity of the temperature wire negligible. The temperature contamination of the velocity signals was eliminated by correcting them with the instantaneous local temperature
measured with the temperature wire (22). The vertical
position of the piobes was adjusted with a variable
speed motor and a gear mechanism.
All signals were amplified and low-pass filtered
at an upper cut-off frequency of 5 kHz. The signals
were also corrected for noise assuming that the noise
was statistically independent of the signal. The
signals were digitized and processed on a DEC PDP
11/40 digital computer.
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Fig. 1.

RESULTS IN HOMOGENEOUS FLOWS

Schematic of experimental set-up
Mean Velocity and Mean Temperature Distributions

Three homogeneous flows and one inhomogeneous
shear flow were studied. One of the homogeneous
flows was the uniform flow produced behind a squaremesh biplane cylindrical-rod grid with 2.54 cm mesh
and solidity 0.36. The mean volocity was nominally
uniform across the test section. The temperature
field was created by electrically heating each of
the horizontal rods of the grid separately, so that
the desired inhomogeneous mean temperature field
could be created (Figure la).
The two other homogeneous flows with nominally
uniform positive or negative mean velocity gradient
were created by placing a shear generator 20 mesh
sizes downstream of the turbulence-generating grid
(see Figures lb and 1c). The shear generator is an
array of horizontal non-uniformly spaced cylindrical
rods (20) and could be inserted in the tunnel such
that dUl/dx 2 could be positive (Figure lb) or negative (Figure 1c).
The temperature field was created
exactly as in the uniform flow case.
Lastly, the inhomogeneous shear flow studied
here is the wake of a circular cylinder (d = 1.1 cm)
in which the temperature field was produced by heating three thin parallel wires (diameter 0.127 mm)
mounted asymmetrically with respect to the cylinder
on a wooden frame which could be inserted (see Figure
ld) at any of the three locations (xj/d - 1.2, 2.3,
and 46) downstream of the cylinder. Also, the spacing between the wires, their transverse location with
respect to the cylinder and the heating current in
each of the wires could be adjusted independently to
obtain within limits any desired mean temperature
distribution,

Measurements were made at x1 /M = 60 and 128 but,
in most cases, only those made at x/M = 60 are reported here. In all the cazes, there was a significant region of two-dimensionality in the mean quantities.
Figure 2 shows the distribution of mean velocity
and mean temperature rise for the three homogeneous
flows. For the uniform flow experiment, the mean
velocity was uniform across the test section to within
about 2% of the centerline velocity of 17.2 m sec-'.
The grid mesh Reynolds numter was about 29100. The
two other flows had roughly linearly varying mean
velocity profiles (except for the last point in each
case on the low velocity side).
The centerline yelocity U10 in both cases was 16.0 m sec , and
dU,/dx 1 was 17.9 m sec '.
2
In ll three cases, the mean temperature distributions were quite similar. The maximum mean temperature rise of 2.7Cwas low enough to -onsider heat as
a passive scalar. This was also verified by noting
that the measured root-mean-square velocity intensities with and without heating were essentially the
same. A measure of the inhomogeneity of the temperature field is given by the parameter (dT/dx 2 ) L /T
In the present experiments, this parameter was IstVmated to be as high as 0.5, signifying a sizeable
inhomogeneity.
Root-Mean-Square Intensities
Figure 3 shows the transverse distribution of
the normalized root-mean-square velocity fluctuations in the central two-thirds of the tunnel height.
For the uniform grid flow, both u and u: are uniform
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Figure 5 is a plot of u2 against the corresponding local values of dT/dx 2 . Data are presented
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for x /M-60 and 128.
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A 6th order polynomial was fit-

ted to the measured mean temperature distribution to
u/U

*
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The estimated error bounds for both
obtain dT/dx,.
quantities are shown in the figure. It is clear that
a gcadient transport model with constant diffu-
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The ratio uj/u;

1.15, quite compar-

able to that inother similar flows (23). For the shear
flows, on the other hand, there is a ±12% variation
in u;/L 1 , and about ±8% variation in u;/U,0 .
present purposes, these distributions are considered
sufficiently homogeneous in the transverse direction.
On the average, uj/u; T 1.23. At x /M - 128, the
turbulence intensity distributions 4re homogeneous
to a somewhat better accuracy. Figure 4 shows the
transverse distribution of the normalized root-meansquare temperature fluctuation.
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ASYMM4ETRICALLY HEATED WAKE
Measurtments were made for several configurations
of the heating wires and the wake generator, but results are presented here only for that shown in Figure
6. Measurements were made only at one station
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dT/d2, IC/m
Fig. 5. Variation of heat flux with mean temperature
gradient for the homogeneous flows
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r
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0
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Transverse variation of turbulence intensi-

to within ±5%.

60
2/
M

100).

It would have been desirable to have

,

,

made the measurements further downstream (where the
flow would be self-preserving to a better degree of
approximation), but the limitations of accuracy in
heat transport measurements for small T led to this
choice. Figure 6 shows transverse profiles of normalized velocity defect w/w o (wo w 1.78 ms-1 ). u'/w o ,
T. 6'/Tmax and Lf/d; here Lf was obtained by evalusting the area up to the first crossing under the autocorrelation function of u (24) and converting the resulting integral time scale to a length scale via
Taylor's "frozen field" approximation. It Is seen
that even at x1 /d = 100, the presence of the wires in
the wake results in a slight asymmetry in the velocity near the maximum defect region, and stronger
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are
1

positive and (though small) of the right magnitude to
counteract locally the negative values of
-uiu'-7
U1 /;x2 . However, this conelusion is negated by
other measurements (10,26) in which all the production
terms except -u 2 (au2 /ax ) were measured. In these
two latter cases, the magnitude of the negative values
of the total production is very small indeed. Lastly,
we may mention Hinze's (16) conclusion that even if
the sum-total of production terms is negative, it does
not imply energy transfer back to the mean flow.
In the heat transfer case, there are fewer
T
measurements of the F -production terms (14,19,27),
but the balance of evidence does suggest that the
total thermal production terms
-uT

03

0

./

=
12

04

0

./o

asymmetries in u and Lf profiles.
Figure 7a shows a plot of the heat flux -u 2 e and
the mean temperature gradient aT/x 2 at several points
across the wake. Clearly, there is a small but finite
region (the shaded region in the figure) in which the
heat flux and the mean temperature gradient are of
opposite sign implying negative diffusivityor heat
transport against the mean temperature gradient.
A more direct demonstration of the inadequacy of
the GTMs is given in Figure 7b which shows that --U_"
when plotted against T/ax forms a closed loop. (If
a GTM were applicable the loop would collapse on to a
single curve through the origin; if the diffusivity
were also constant, the curve would be a straight
line.)
For the discussion to follow, the rough correspondence between the various key points of this
loop and their physical location is indicated by the
use of the same letters A,B,C,D and E in Figures 7a,b
and the inset to Figure 7b. Large negative x /d (say,
around A in the inset) correspond to the vicinity of
the origin in Figure 7b. As x /d increases (algebraically), both T/x2 and -u8 increase until at B the
(positive) maximum value of aT/ x2 is reached. Beyond B, aT/ x decreases but -u2 does not keep pace
with 3T/3x and is finite and large even in the vicinity of C wfiere aT/ax is small. For even larger x./d,
2
2T/;x is negative (path
CD) until the negative maximum of the temperature gradient is attained at D;
around D, -u 2 0 is still decreasing (see Figure 7a),
however. The path DE constitutes the return to
DT/ x = 0 as x 2 /d approaches large positive values.
aorresponding regions in which the turbulent
momentum transport -u1 U 2 occurs against the direction
of mean velocity gradient have been observed in many
different flow situations (6-16). These regions have
been called regions of "energy reversal" (9) or, more
commonly in the later literature, as regions of "negative production", although the appropriateness of
either term has been questioned. For example, it has
been pointed out (25) that the total production terms
are givenb -u uM avi/axA. and that in the regions
where -uIu2 (au1 /4x2 ) is Aegative, the other produc-
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Fig. 7. Variation of heat flux with mean temperature
gradient for the asymmetrically heated wake
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forms reasonably well. However. the significance of
a model with a coefficient whose sign itself is uncectain is not clear. In Townsend's model, the correction due to the bulk transport is a constant number
on the right hand side, and this can only translate
the closed loop without either shrinking or enlarging
it.
The effect is shown in Figure 8f for two values
of the correction,
and .in Figure 9f for one.
20
. .

add up to negative values in some small flow region.
In the present wake, mean temperature profiles were
not measured sufficiently closely to evaluate aT/)x 1
accurately, but rogh estimates suggest that the inclusion of -u r, T/x does not alter the sign of
total production in any substantial way.
TEST OF GENERALIZED MODELS
For lack of space, we shall restrict to testing
the performance of these models without discussing
the basis of their formulation. Specifically, we
consider the following models which, in order, are
the GTM and models due to Corrsin (5), Lumley (17)
(19) - BFK
Kronenburg (18), Beguier-Fulachler-Keffer
for short-and Townsend (28):
- D 0T/--:,)

Z7
-

-u,

-

7 RG

D (T/)x,)

D (;T/-x 2 )

=

+Kx
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Fig. 9.

Our experiments have emphasized that the GTM
which appears perfectly adequate with a constant diffusivity for the homogeneous flows cannot handle inhomogeneous flows even qualitatively. The chief difference between the homogeneous and inhomogeneous
shear

are responsible for a sizeable fraction of the transprocess, and it is in the modeling of these ef-

<port

--

fects that none of the generalizations of the GTM
earlier has had reliable success. One of

-

r

------

"--*

flows is the dominance of the large structure

in the latter; it appears that the large structures
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All models have been considered to the first order of
correction. Fzr convenience in evaluation, we have
here replaced D by Lf u,; a more appropriate definition would presumably differ from the present one by
a constant factor that is immaterial in the present
context.
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Fig. 8. Test of generalizations of GTM for the present asymmetrically heated wake

that a turbulent shear

004

Any improved alternative to the GTM must be
capable of collapsing the closed loop in Figure 7b on
to a single curve or nearly so. From both Figures 8
and 9, the models due to Corrsin (5) and Lumley (17)
appear to aggravate rather than improve the situation.
The Kronenburg model appears to work reasonably well
for the mixing layer data (19), but has poor

U 0 T0
002

performance in the present flow. For testing model
(A using the present flow data, we have replaced q'tv
2

+ u 2 ).

V/2(u 1

O005O
005

0

This introduces an uncertainty in

the precise value of KA, which should be -0.11 according to (19).
Several values in the vicinity of -0.11
were tried, but the performance of the model was worse
than that of GTh for all negative Ke . There is no
physical or mathematical reason why K must be only
negative, and so we tried positive values as well.
Figure 8e shows that for K9 - 0.015, the model per-

of
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I
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Fig. 10. Variation of heat flux with mean temperature
gradient in a symmetrically heated co-flowing jet (29)
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flow is essentially a consequence (and not the cause)
of these transport-efficient large structures and
their mutual interactions. If this view is correct,
an altogetherly different approach, which does not
even invoke a mean field, is necessary before the
problem can be resolved.
Finally, we examine briefly the reason that the
GTM seems to work well in free shear flows. Figure
10 shows a plot of u2 8 vs (aT/ax 2 )- now appropriately
normalized - for one half of a symmetrically heated
It is again seen that the data
co-flowing jet (29).
form a loop instead of a single curve. However, the
flow symmetry about the centerline forces both u.0
and 3T/3x 2 to be zero at the same point, so that the
return part of the loop is now constrained to go
through the origin. This results in a much smaller
loop than would be the case if asymmetries existed.
This is the reason for the apparent success of the
CTM in symmetric flows.
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ABSTRACT
Laser Doppler measurements of velocity distributions and reattachment lengths behind a singlebackward facing step mounted in a two-dimensional
test section are reported together with heat and mass
transfer data at the wall downstream of the step. The
measuring techniques to obtain the wall values are
also described in the paper. Measurements are
presented in laminar, transitional and turbulent air
flows in a Reynolds number range of 70 < Re < 8000.
The experimental results show that the various flow
regimes are characterized by typical variations of
the separation length with Reynolds number. Differences between the location of the reattachment line
and the lines of maximum heat and mass transfer are
stressed.
The measurements do not only show the expected
primary zone of recirculating flow attached to the
backward-facing step but show additional regions of
flow separation, on the wall of the test section located opposite to the step and downstream of the
primary separation zone.
NOMENCLATURE
Da

Diffusion coefficient for ammonia in air

h

height of inlet duct

H
Re

height of outlet duct
Reynolds number, Re = Um*(2h)/v

a

(H-h), step height

Sh

Sherwood number, Shs=i.(2h)/D A

Um

V

try is one of these techniques. It has been employed
by the authors to obtain measurements of velocity
distribution and reattachment length behind a single
backward-facing step mounted in a two-dimensional
test section. This test section is shown in Fig. 1
which provides the major dimensions and also illustrates the flow straightener and settling chamber
with inlet test section used to obtain a well
controlled inlet flow. The laser-Doppler anemometer
consisted of a single-channel optical unit with a
double Bragg cell frequency shifting module. A 15mW
Helium-Neon laser was employed and light in the
forward direction was collected for the measurements.
The signals were evaluated by a frequency tracker
and also using a transient recorder combined with a
digital computer.
In addition to velocity measurements, quantitative investigations of the transport of scalar
properties to the wall were performed in the region
downstream of the step using three different
techniques described in section 2. Mass transfer
measurements were carried out using a technique
developed by the first author, e.g. see ref.l. Heat
transfer measurements were performed using a flash
mounted hot-film and a heated insulated element nounted into a copper plate. It is explained in section 2
that the electrical energy supply to this element can
be taken as a measure of the local heat transfer
obtained for constant temperature wall conditions.
Results of the authors' measurements are
summarized in section 3. For more detailed information, suggestions for improving the measurements, and
detailed discussions of the results, the reader is
referred to a more extended report given in ref. 2.

time and bulk average inlet velocity
mass transfer coefficient

EXPERIMNTAL TECHNIQUES

viscosity of air

Laser-Doppler Anemometers

kinematic viscosity,

,) p/r

A LDA-system incorporating a 15mW He-Ne laser, a

density of air

transmission optics with a double Bragg cell
frequency shifter and a light collecting system for
forward scattered light, was employed in the present
study. This is shown in Fig. 2 which also shows the
signal processing equipment consisting of two cohsptely different systems. One system incorporated a
frequency tracker to measure the Doppler frequency
whereas the other is a transient recorders followed
by a digital computer. The transient recorder based
processing system was applicable over the entire
Reynolds number range. The tracker based system could
not be applied at higher Reynolds numbers. It was found
to yield erroneous results in the reattachment region
of the flow.

INTRODUCTION
Investigations of momentum, heat and mass
transfer in separated flows require the employment of
various experimental techniques to quantitatively
measure those properties that are of importance to
practical engineers and to research workers actively
involved in studies of transport phenomena in flows,
New experimental techniques have recently become
available and have reached a state of development
which permits non-intrusive measurements in laminar
and turbulent separated flows. Laser Doppler anemome-
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ABSTRACT
Laser Doppler measurements of velocity distributions and reattachment lengths behind a singlebackward facing step mounted in a two-dimensional
test section are reported together with heat and mass
transfer data at the wall downstream of the step. The
measuring techniques to obtain the wall values are
also described in the paper. Measurements are
presented in laminar, transitional and turbulent air
flows in a Reynolds number range of 70 < Re < 8000.
The experimental results show that the various flow
regimes are characterized by typical variations of
the separation length with Reynolds number. Differences between the location of the reattachment line
and the lines of maximum heat and mass transfer are
stressed.
The measurements do not only show the expected
primary zone of recirculating flow attached to the
backward-facing step but show additional regions of
flow separation, on the wall of the test section located opposite to the step and downstream of the
primary separation zone.
NOMENCLATURE
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Diffusion coefficient for amnonia in air
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height of inlet duct
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height of outlet duct
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Reynolds number, Re
(H-h), step height
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Sherwood number, Shs=.(2h)/D
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time and bulk average inlet velocity
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try is one of these techniques. It has been employed
by the authors to obtain measurements of velocity
distribution and reattachment length behind a single
backward-facing step mounted in a two-dimensional
test section. This test section is shown in Fig. 1
which provides the major dimensions and also illustrates the flow straightener and settling chamber
with inlet test section used to obtain a well
controlled inlet flow. The laser-Doppler anemometer
consisted of a single-channel optical unit with a
double Bragg cell frequency shifting module. A 15mW
Helium-Neon laser was employed and light in the
forward direction was collected for the measurements.
The signals were evaluated by a frequency tracker
and also using a transient recorder combined with a
digital computer.
In addition to velocity measurements, quantitative investigations of the transport of scalar
properties to the wall were performed in the region
downstream of the step using three different
techniques described in section 2. Mass transfer
measurements were carried out using a technique
developed by the first author, e.g. see ref.1. Heat
transfer measurements were performed using a flash
mounted hot-film and a heated insulated element mounted into a copper plate. It is explained in section 2
that the electrical energy supply to this element can
be taken as a measure of the local heat transfer
obtained for constant temperature wall conditions.
Resultsin of
the authors'
measurements
summarized
section
3. For more
detailed are
information, suggestions for improving the measurements, and
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detailed discussions of the results, the reader is
referred to a more extended report given in ref. 2.

mass transfer coefficient

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

viscosity of air

Laser-Doppler Anemometers

kinematic viscosity,

=

/c

A LDA-system incorporating a 15mW He-se laser, a

density of air

transmission optics with a double Bragg cell
frequency shifter and a light collecting system for
forward scattered light, was employed in the present
study. This is shown in Fig. 2 which also shows the
signal processing equipment consisting of two completely different systems. One system incorporated a
frequency tracker to measure the Doppler frequency
whereas the other is a transient recorders followed
by a digital computer. The transient recorder based
processing system was applicable over the entire
Reynolds number range. The tracker based system could
not be applied at higher Reynolds numbers. It was found
to yield erroneous results in the reattachment region
of the flow.

INTRODUCTION
Investigations of momentum, heat and mass
transfer in separated flows require the employment of
various experimental techniques to quantitatively
measure those properties that are of importance to
practical engineers and to research workers actively
involved in studies of transport phenomena in flows,
New experimental techniques have recently become
available and have reached a state of development
which permits non-intrusive measurements in laminar
and turbulent separated flows. Laser Doppler anemome-
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Figure 1: Schematic of air tunnel and test section (mm)

Measuring Techniques for Mass Transfer
Quantitative measurements of the wall mass transfer were carried out with a method developed by the
first author and described in ref. 1. The method is'
based on the colour-change that occurs on filter
paper soaked with a manganese-chloride solution. If
this paper is located downstream of the step and a
known dosis of ammonia is added to the flow, the
ammonia will be absorbed at the surface of the soaked
filtered paper and the following reaction will take
place.

Ow.

N

A.0
PRO

*20
+

O3+ H2C

GF2NH

NR4 OH ap
4I

NH4 + OH

2NH4OH + MnCl2 - 2NH Cl * Mn(OH)
4
2

HnO

2

This equation shows that manganese-dioxide remains on
the surface of the filter paper yielding a change in
colour. The intensity of this change is dependent on
the amount of anonia transported to the wall, and,
hence, a measure of the local mass transfer coeffi
cient or the appropriate Sherwoood number.

P_.

Figure 2: Data acquisition and processing system
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Measurements of Heat Transfer

d

Heat transfer measurements were performed in a
specially designed test section constructed out of
Perspex. The wall on which the step was located
consisted of a copper plate with heating elements to

0
0

sCK

ots.-176

0,
0

0

o

00

0

the copper plate, a separate small copper element was
inserted which also contained heating elements
thermally isolated from the remainder of the plate.
This element was heated so that its temperature
agreed with the temperature of the surrounding copper
plate. The energy to the surface element was measured
and from it the local heat transfer coefficient was
deduced and the corresponding Nusselt number
computed. The copper plate could be moved in the
longitudinal direction in order to allow the
measuring element to be located at various distances
downstream of the step.
Heat transfer measurements were also carried out
from a small hot-film element positioned in a metal
wall kept at the temperature of the fluid. The data
from this element were compared with measurements of
the velocity gradient at the wall in order to confirm
that the conditions required to apply Reynolds
analogy between heat, mass and momentum transfer are
not satisfied in separated flows.
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Figure 4: Velocity proiiles for Re

1095

dimensional irrespective of the aspect ratio chosen
for the test section geometry, see ref. 4.
Figs. 5 and 6 present a summary of the results
of the local mass transfer measurements carried out
by the authors for the region downstream of the step.
The local Sherwood number is plotted as a function of
the longitudinal distance normalized by the test
section width downstream of the step. At Reynolds
numbers in excess of 400, the longitudinal Sherwood
number-distribution shows two maxima up to Reynolds
numbers of approximately 4000. With increasing
Reynolds numbers, these maxima move closer to the
step as indicated in Fig. 5. In the fully developed
turbulent flow region, only one maximum exists. This
is shown in Fig. 6.

RESULTS OF VELOCITY AND SCALAR TRANSPORT MEASUREMENTS
anemometer
The application of the laser-Doppler

3

also permitted accurate measurements of the reattachment length as a function of Reynolds number. The way
in which such measurements can be accurately
performed has been described by Durst and Tropea (3).
Their method of measurement was employed on both walls

Shs
I

20

of the two-dimensional test section downstream of the
step. Various regions of separations were found on
both walls of the test section with longitudinal dimensions as given in Fig. 3.
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Figure 5: Mass transfer in backward-facing step flows
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Figure 3: Circulation regions at the upper and lower
walls
Measurements of detailed velocity profiles were
also performed at various Reynolds numbers and
throughout the entire channel. Fig. 4 shows an
example of such measurements for a Reynolds number of
Re - 1095 indicating the two regions of backflow; one
region attached to the backward facing step and the
other located on the wall opposite to the step. It
was observed that the occurance of the upper region
of separated flow causes the flow to become three-
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Figure 6: Mass transfer in backward-facing step flows
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More detailed results of mass transfer measurements are presented in ref. 5 where also the locations of the maxima and minima of the Sherwood number
distributions are explicitly given as functions of
Reynolds numbers. Comparison to other measurements
are provided and differences explained,
Measurements of heat transfer are only reported
for the hot-film element. Figs. 7 and 8 show examples
of measurements of heat transfer obtained from the
hot film. The diagrams also contain the variation of
the velocity gradients along the wall. Both figures
clearly indicate that the Reynolds analogy relating
heat
the local wall shear stress to the local
transfer is not applicable. This indicates the diffithat arises if hot-element wall sensors are
culty
terine
id velocit i
nor
s e
used to determine fluid velocity information, e.g.
the location of reattachment,
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The reader is referred to ref. 5 for more
detailed measurements of heat transfer with the hot
element mounted into the cupper plate described in
section 2.
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Thereafter, predicted separation length differed
severely from those obtained in the measurements. The
predictions also showed the second separation region
at the wall opposite to the step but its shape and
location differed from those of the measurements.
Its difference was carefully investigated and it turned out that the entire flow field turns three-dimen-

tions. In addition, measurements are extended into
the turbulent range up to Reynolds numbers of 5 x 10

.

3

1

In addition to the measurements summarized in
this paper, flow predictions were carried out using
computer programs to numerically solve the twodimensional Navier-Stokes equation. Comparisons
between predicted results and measurements showed
good agreement up to Reynolds numbers:

sional at Reynolds numbers for which the upper separation bubble occurs.
The second author and his students are continuing
the work described in this paper. Measurements at
different expansion ratios are planned for the laminar
flow regime together with detailed numerical predic-
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VELOCITY CHARACTERISTICS IN THE VICINITY OF A TWO-DIMENSIONAL RIB

by
D. Crabb*,D.F.G. Dur&o* and J.H. Whitelaw
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Imperial College, London SW7 2BX
ABSTRACT
Measurements of the velocity characteristics
of the flow in the vicinity of a single rib have
been obtained with a laser-Doppler anemometer. They
show, for example, that the reattachment length is
around 12.3 times the rib height for a 23.5 mm square rib and demonstrate that it depends on the length
of the rib and ratio of boundary layer thickness
to rib height. Measurements with hot-wire anemometry in the region of the shcar layer indicate rapid
changes in skewness and small peaks in energy spectra which would not be represented by eddy-viscosity
assumptions.
1. INTRODUCTION
The present paper is concerned with the flow in
the vicinity of a single, two-dimensional rib and is
relevant to a wide range of practical problems including wind breaks, trains and roughness elements.
(An earlier and less complete version was presented
in reference 1). It describes measurements of velocity and turbulence characteristics of this flow
and is intended to contribute to understanding of
the related turbulent transfer processes.

time-averaged property and not necessarily representative of all features of the flow. The variaticr, cf
length with geometry does, however, indicate a -onEiderable dependence of the flow on its upstren 2harsnteristics which include the geometry and the ratiz of
boundary-layer thickness,
, to bluff-body heicht, H,
at least for small values of the latter quantity.
The measurements referred to in the previ s
paragraph, with the exception of those of Bradshaw
and Wong, are confined to mean properties: an th.zse
of Bradshaw and Wong, obtained by hrt-wire anencc:rw,
are limited to regions of relatively low turbulence
intensity. The more recent meas.,rements of Moss,
Baker and Bradbury (10) obtained with the p-isei-wire
method, and those of Restivo and Whitelaw I1l anz
Dur~o and Whitelaw (12), obtained with iaser-:cF-'er
anemometry, suggest that accurate measurements can
now be made in regions of high turbulence intensity.
The laser-Doppler aremometer also ren.c'es doubts asas
It
p reinterenc efes
w
Te
f
tful to note that, in the annular-jet easurefets
:f
DurO and Whitelaw, theh length ofthe recore..
region was approximately one disc dian.eter.
The present measurements were
(ombination of laser-Doppler aneno-cr*
-

Recent attempts to calculate the properties of
the flow around obstacles, for example those ofoPope
and Whitelaw (2), Vasilic-Melling (3) and Castro and
Robins (4), have shown that the results do not agree
well with corresponding measurements and that the
latter are not available in sufficient detail to
In general,'
allow the discrepancies to be explained.
present knowledge of the velocity and turbulence
characteristics of high-turbulence and recirculating
flows is much less than that available for boundarylayer flows even though the former are at least as
important. This imbalance is due largely to the
availability of appropriate instrumentation.

- b b"
anemometry and flow visualisaticn. The v'.
was used to provide a visual Lrpression cf part,:ziar
aspects of the flow, observatic: :f surface streaks,
obtained with impurities suspende: I. an c
scuJtln,
z
were used to confirm tEe two-dirensionall: of the
Lae
ttachnent loe
and to oserm te
w
aneooery ale reasrehent lineara
Do
anemometry allrwed measfrements cf :near a
Doppler
ru- velocities Jn all renions cf tlhfflow inzl*__4n::

Previous measurements in the vicinity of rids
have been reported, for example, by Tillman (5) and
Plate and Lin (6) and are confined to values of
mean velocity and wall pressure. In both cases,
the reattachment length, normalised with rib height,
was of the order of 15 although one rib was of square cross-section and the other of triangular crosssection with a surface orthogonal to the oncoming
flow. Similar measurements around a thin obstacle

the results presented and disc..ssej in sections 3 and
4. Bief conclusions are presented in sectio

(a fence) by, for example, Good and Joubert

re i.a-

The flow configuration, experimental metnhccs a7c
procedures are described on the followino sectoon ano

2. FLOW CONFIGURATION, EXPERIMENTAL METHC:$ ANPROCEDURES
Most of the measurements were obtained witl a
single rib, 23.5 mit square, located 430.0 mr dcwnstream of an emer-paper trip in the 0.4t n x C.s r

(7) and

Sakamoto et al (8) indicate recirculation lengths
of around 13, and the backward facing-step measurements of Bradshaw and Wong (9) indicate a length of
around 6. Of course, the reattachment length is a

Combustion Engineer, Rolls-Royce Motors, Crewe,
Cheshire.
* Professor and Head of Department of Mechanical Engineering, Instituto Superioz Tecnicz, Lisbon.
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t
tioe. Hot-wire anemometr e was use ,e..z
onte'. sties.
cations of lower turbulenet

wind tunnel previously used, for example, by Kacker
and Whitelaw (13) and Vasilic-Melling (3).
To study
the influence of boundary layer thickness, the same
rib was also located 187.3 mm from the trip, a 70.5
mm wide x 23.5 mm high rib was used to provide an
indication of the influence of rib dimensions. The
two-dimensionality of the tunnel has been extensively tested by previous authors and the present ribs
were carefully located across the full 0.46 m width
of the tunnel and orthogonal to the flow. The area
contraction ratio of the tunnel is 7.1 to 1 and, together with the carefully located upstream screens
and honeycomb, ensures a free-stream turbulence intensity of around 0.6%. The present measurements
were obtained with a free-stream velocity, Uo, measured upstream of the rib, of 18 m/s with a corresponding rib-height Reynolds number of 2.7 x 104. The
ribs themselves had sharp corners and were rigidly
attached to the base plate of the tunnel; the imposed blockage ratio was 12.8.
The use of neutrally buoyant, helium-filled bubbles to visualise details of the flow was used here
with a probe arrangement in accordance with the design of Button (14). It comprised a tube, of outer
diameter 6 mm and with two concentric tubes of lesser diameter. Helium flowed through the innermost
tube with a low velocity; liquid soap passed slowly
through the first annulus; and air, at approximately
the external stream velocity, through the outer
annulus. Careful control of the flow rate of helium
allowed the rate of flow of bubbles to be regulated,
In the present experiments, the helium-bubbles were
released into the stream upstream of the trip and
at various distances from the base plate. The flow
patterns were lighted from above and recorded with
a 35 mm camera. Flow patterns, on the base plate
of the wind tunnel, were obtained with thin layers
of oil with suspended
particles.
The
spead
wa sprecad
Te oil
ol was
uspededparicle.
of ol wth
evenly over the base plate both upstream and downof the rib and the flow patterns were formed
strea
after the fan had been running for a short period
ofexposures

3. RESULTS
The two-dimensionality and symetry of the f.w
were examined by hot-wire anemonetry anj flow .'s.alization. Values of mean velocity and the rms of
the corresponding fluctuations were measured in several planes, in the vicinity of the reattachmtent
line, and across a 200 mm wide central zone; th(
various profiies were identical within exptri-menta:
uncertainty. Surface flow-visualisation results
were obtained with the square rib located 41'.' mr.
downstream of the emery-paper trip and confirmed
the
flow i the cnrl onE
of the
nsina
tw
two-dimensionality of the flow in the central one
third of the tunnel. The separation lines, upstrear
and downstream of the rib, and the reattachment lirc
were clearly visible; they were straight in the
central region and curved towards the side walls tc
give shorter reattachment lines downstream of the
rib and larger separation regions upstream and dcwr.stream.
Figure I consists of three phctocralhs, of heiure
1rc
s
ofete
hrora
or enumber ofof
a layrpe
from three
traces, selected
lium-bubble
prints,
and intended
to indicate
feat~res
..t.ra.
time was 5 ms for
the
a andflow.
b and The
10 exposure
ms for c.
Photograph a shows sev'eraI
irshiwn of trC
ra
g.e
and prvs
exoue
and provides a general impression f the
flow suggesting that the range of instantanec.s values of reattachment length is consideratle. Th
trajectory of bubbles immediately above the r-1 s.l gests that a region of recirculatin could exist
there and this is confirmed by phctoaraph h. Phgraph c indicates, at closer range, the bubble traces
in the vicinity of the shear layer above tI rib.

The hot-w~re results were obtained with a crossed hot-wire probe (DISA 55P61), two anemometer
bridges (DISA 55MGI) and linerarizers (DI&N 55DI0)
interfaced with a 12k storage PDP 8E mini computer
and a Racal T700C magnetic tape system. The final
interpretation of the results was made on a CDC
65:- computer. The output signal from a single
channel arrangement with a straight wire probe (DISA
55A25) was used to obtained spectrum measurements;
in this case, the analogue signal was processed by
(n-del 1564-A) spectrum analyser.
a General ai
IGRadiol
a
tindicate

Measurements of longitudinal velocit': ane the
non-dimensional normal stress were obtained in the

The laser-Doppler nexiometer comprised an Argon
ion laser (Spectra Physics 164) operating at 488 pm
One
200 mW.
an", approximately
an~lappoxiatey
20
m.
Oe channel
cannl of
o a
a twowo-absence
component water-filled acousto optic cell, based on
the arrangement deocribed by Durgo and Whitelaw (15)
and operated with a frequency shift of 21.0 MHz, was
used to divide the laser beam into a zero and +1 order beams of approximately equal intensity. These
two beams were focussed to an intersectir . region
and backward-scattered light collected through the
same lens. This collected light was focussed by
another lens, via a mirror, onto a pinhole imediately prior to the cathode of a photomultiplier (EMI
9E1SB). The resulting control-volume has a diameter
of -.12 mr. and a length of approximately ".85 mm.
re resulting Doppler signal was processed by a spec-
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trum-analyser counter similar to tzat described by
Durgo, Laker and Whitelaw (16). The discrimination
level of the analysis system slightly reduced the
control volume dimensions. Io provide a measurable
particle-arrival rate, the wind tunnel was seeded
with kerosene smoke generated by an evaporation (ccr.densation) arrangement. The resulting droplets were
smaller than 5 om in diameter and allowed the construction of a velocity probability distribution ir
less than 10 minutes. The average quality of the
signals processed, corresponded to a signal-to-ncise
ratio of approximately 20 db. It is estimated that
the mean velocity values are precise to 2% and the
turbulence intensity values to better than Si.

of
Ficure
central plane for the flow conditions
and are presented in Figs. 2 and 3. These on Fir:.
the flow characteristics upstrea7 and dow.stream of the rib. The main profile two rib
upstream of the rib may be compared with the measrements
the same location,
but
nt h
u in
oain
rmnsotieobtained atttesm
of the rib.
It is clear that, at this loc tion,flow
the torib
has already
an effect
and ca.s,.
the
respond
to an had
effective
adverse
presscrc
gradient. This pressure gradient is confirmed b%
the wall static pressure distribution on Fi. 4.
The values of velocity measured in the free strear
also indicate an influence of the rib altho'uh the
blockage ratio is small. The distribution of normal
stress at x/H = -2.0 has the form appropriate to an
adverse pressure gradient with turbulence intensities
at all measuring stations.
less than >,
Immediately upstream of the rib, i.e. xh
the measurements show a region of separated flcw

II

FF7

Fig. 3

which is confined to the near-wall region. It is
clear from the measurements, and also from the surface flow visualization, that the time-averaged line
of boundary-layer separation occurs at a value of
x/H of less than -1. The normal stress resu.lts suagest an upstream influence of the rib in that the
distribution tends to be discontinuous at yH
1.
For values of y/H less than 1, the turbulence intensity, a/U, increases rapidly to an infinite value
at y/H of around 0.14: at this location, the instantaneous velocity is continuously changing sign and
has a mean value of zero. The normal stress has a
maximum corresponding to a turbulence interns:tv
slightly in excess of 100% and ccincides with- the
inflection in the mean velocity profile. The turbulence energy spectra shown in Fig. 5 at y/H = I.'
(i(/U= 25%) is similar to that associated with"
developed turbulent flows.

• - ..

Fig. 1

Photographs of the flow using helium bubbles
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The flow on top of the rib, Fiz7. 3, indicates a

of near-wall separaticn from, the leai.n ezc7e
to trailing edge. The zero mean velocity strear.-ine
is 0.14 and 0.28 rib heights above the rib at ".l&
rib lengths and the trailing edge respectively. The
normal stress profiles achieve increasincly hich
values and have a maximum value immediately dcwnstream of the rib, as can be seen frer Fic. 7. Fiz
re 3 shows that the maximum values of norrn.a2 stress
located close to the points of maximnr. cradient

S7

21

Mean velocity and normal stress profiles on
top of the rib

"are

of the mean velocity profiles.
In the recircuiaticn
zone the turbulence intensity has ninr~r. values

Fig. 2

Mean velocity and normal stress profiles upstream and downstream of the rib
Fig. 4

16.7

Wall static pressure distributicn

around the maximum reverse mean velocity in each xplane and the normal stress is comparatively uniform.
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In contrast
I of Fig.
5, theanemometer
power
spectra
obtained to
fromspectrum
the straight
hot-wire
at x/H of 0.5 and 1.5, spectra 2 and 3, close to the
region of maximum normal stress, exhibit maxima
around 200 Hz. Spectrum 2 also indicates a shift of
turbulent flow fluctuation towards the higher frequencies compared with those measured upstream of the
rib; this is consistent with the large shear, caused
by the presence of the block, destroying the larger
eddies. Downstream of the rib, the sequence of spectra 2, 3 and 4 shows a shift towards the lower frequencies. This variation of eddy scale can also be
identified from the helium-bubble visualization as
is shown in Fig. 1c; the traces over the block show
the presence of much higher frequencies than those
observed elsewhere. Velocity probability distributions were also measured with hot-wire probes and
typical results are shown on Fig. 6.
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The curves referenced 1, 2 and 3 demonstrate a
change from positive to negative skewness in a relatively short distance. This variation in the sign of
skewness is usually associated with locations of lar-
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ge gradients and inflection points in the mean veloci011L

ty profile. Distributions 5 and 4 are probability
distributions of a U-component of velocity associated
respectively with positive and negative values of V
compcnent and measured at the same location as dis-
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1. They indicate opposite skewness sugesting that, when the velocity vector is upwards, the
flow is associated with lower U-component velocities;
the reverse holds for negative V. Contours cf joint
probabilitv: distributions of U and v, similar to those
presented by Ribeirc and Whitelaw (17), wculd indicate
asymmetry about the point of zero U/c. and V/--, and
higher densities in the first and third quadrants.
of distributions 5 with 2 and 4 with
sggests that the flow carries information fron previc'.s
locations; when the flow moves upwards, the probatility characteristics are similar to those measure4 at
regions; when the flow moves downwards, the
probability characteristics correspond to those in
upper regions. The most probable velocities of distributions 4 and 5 correspone closely tc the twz sma-l
kinks of distribution 1.
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Velocity probability distributions:
obtained with hot-wire anemometer
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4. DISCUSSION
*

0

The profile c of Fig. 2(i) indicates that the
zero velocity streamline beginninq at the front edge
of the block has a reduction in height (zero ve'ocity
at y/H of 1.10 compared with y/H of 1.34 at the trailing edge) caused by the sudden pressure decrease behind the block. The zero velocity line is still at
y/H of 1.10 at x/H of 6 and moves to the reattachment
point which, for this case (6/H - 0.55), is approximately 12.3H behind the leading face of the rib. The
shape of profile f, figure 2(il, obtained 1-h down-

*C
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stream, indicates that the mean velocity at this
location has already been entirely positive for
some distance. For a boundary layer thickness to
block height ratio of 0.34 (distance from the trip
- 187.3 mm) the measured recirculation length was
around 12.9H and indicates the small influence of
6/B. The measured reattacksnent distances are smaller than those presented by Good and Joubert and
Sakainoto at al Sakaotoat
and this
be explained by the
ad
ths cannot
cnno
l
beexpline bythe
differences in the ratio of boundary layer thickness
to block height (0.34 and 0.55 in the present case
compared with 0.612 and 0.427).
However, it has
also been found that the rib width has a much larger
effect on the length of the recirculation zone
7
length; for 6/H = 0.55 and L/H = 3 (i.e. L = 0.5 mm),
the reattachment line was located at 10.2H downstream.
It may be expected that the reattachment distance
will be longer, therefore, for fences than for square ribs and to be much shorter for a backward-facing
step. The difference between the present results
and those of Tillman suggests that differing rib
geometry may not be the complete answer; however the
blockage ratio used by Tillman was much larger (117)
and probably accounts for the differences with the
present results.
The calculated results of Vasilic-Melling suggest
that the length of the rib should have only a small
influence on the reattachment length. This is not
confirmed by the present results which show that the
trajectory of the zero velocity streamline is initially dictated by the rib height and upstream boundary thickness, but the length of the top surface
of the rib affects the trajectory and the length
of downstream recirculation. This is confirmed by
the slope of the dividing streamline which, in Fig.
3, reduced between 0.25H and 0.5H and increased
again from 0.5H to 1.OH; the increase is due to the
presence of the downstreai recirculation zone extending over the top face of the rib, see Fig. 1. The
stronger recirculation region immediately downstream
of a fence causes a greater initial slope of the
dividing streamline and results in a longer reattachment length such as observed by Good and Joubert and
Sakamoto et al. The shorter reattachment length of
Bradshaw and Wong (6H) downstream of a backward facing step, is consistent with the zero velocity
streamline leaving the trailing edge almost horizontally which conforms with the above argument. Between the large recirculation zone downstream of the
rib and the downstream plane of the rib, a second
and smaller recirculation region can be identified,
Fig. 2(i)c, with an opposite rotation to that of
the main recirculation. At 0.5H downstream of the
downstream face of the block, this recirculation
extends vertically to 0.7H from the surface. The
corresponding turbulence intensity profile, Fig.
2(i-.,c has, therefore, two points of discontinuity
and two minima.

of opposite sense. An influence of boundary-layer
thickness to block height ratio on the recirculation
length has been detected but is much less than that
due to the length to height ratio of the rib.
(2) The trajectory of the streamline dividing forward
is clearly ncnrs
influenced by
the length
ofromhbackward
i
n flow
ofrsta
fpeiu
of the rib and confirms that in contrast of previous
calculations, the reattachment length should be different for a rib and a fence.
(3) In the vicinity of the shear layer above the rib,
hot-wire measurements indicate small peaks in the
energy spectra and rapid changes in the skewness factor which would not be represented by eddy-viscosity
type models of turbulence.
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TURBULENT SHEAR FLOW BEHIND HEHISPHERE-CYLINDER PLACED ON GROUND PLANE
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ABSTRACT

ings, cooling towers, stacks, and other structures.
The bodies hitherto investigated are divided mainly
into two groups : the tall bodies of high aspect
ratio H/D (for example, tall building, stack) and
the short bodies of low aspect ratio (for example,
sphere, short circular cylinder).
Hunt [1] studied
the flow past a building, Peterka-Cermak [23 measu *d the mean velocity defect and turbulence in
the wake behind a building, and Okamoto-Yagita [3]
investigated the flow past a circular cylinder of
finite length placed on a ground plane.
On the other hand, Schlichting [4] studied tre
flow past a sphere concerning with the surface
roughness, Klemin-Schaefer-Beerer[5] measured the
drag of a sphere placed on a ground plane, and
Okamoto [6] investigated the flow past a sphere
placed on a ground plane. Moreover, Sforza-Mons
[7] studied the wall wake behind a rectangular plate
placed on the leading edge of a flat plate, and
Okamoto et al. [8] investigated the flow past a
cone placed on a ground plane. Among the bodies of
low aspect ratio, sphere, circular cylinder, and
hemisphere-cylinder (a sphere whose lower half is
replaced by a circular cylinder) are often seen at
the fuel-tank yards and the electric power plants.
This paper presents an experimental investigation of the flow past a hemisphere-cylinder.
Since a hemisphere-cylinder is seen to be the
hybrid of sphere and circular cylinder, the result
of a hemisphere-cylinder was compared with that of
a sphere and a circular cylinder of aspect ratio
one, which was measured in this experiment.

This paper presents an experimental investigation of the flow past a hemisphere-cylinder (a
circle whose lower half is replaced by a circular
cylinder).
The experiment was carried out in an
N. P. L. blow-down type wind tunnel having a working section of 400 x 400 x 2000 mm in size at the
Reynolds number 4.74 x 104.
The drag and lift coefficients were determined by integration of the surface pressure. It was
found that the drag coefficient of a sphere placed
on a ground plane is deducted 7.5 percent by fitting up the lower half of sphere with a cylindrical skirt. The velocity and pressure distributions and turbulence intensities in the turbulent
shear flow behind a hemisphere-cylinder were measured. Since a hemisphere-cylinder is seen to be
a hybrid of sphere and circular cylinder of aspect
ratio one, the results of a hemisphere-cylinder
were compared with those of a sphere and a circular cylinder of aspect ratio one.
1. NOMENCLATURE
b
CD
CL
Cp
D
H
n
P
P,
P0
r

:
:
:
:
:

Re :
St :
U :
U. :
u',v',w'
X, Y, Z
a
6

e
v
P

Position of peak velocity defect [mm]
Drag coefficient
Lift coefficient
2
Pressure coefficient = (P-P=)/(pU ./2)
Diameter of cylinder [nun]
Height of cylinder [mm]
Frequency of vortex shedding [Hz]
Static pressure [Pa]
Free-stream pressure [Pa]
Stagnation pressure [Pa]
Radial distance from center axis of
cylinder [mm]
Reynolds number - U.D/
Strouhal number - nD/U
Time-mean velocity in X-direction [m/s]
Free-stream velocity [m/s)
:Velocity fluctuation in X, Y, Z
direction [m/s]
Coordinates axes [mm]
Latitude angle Idegree]
Thickness of shear layer [mm]
Longitude angle [degree)
2
Kinematic viscosity of air [Im/s]
3
Density of air [kg/m ]

3. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE OF MEASUREMENT
The experiment was carried out in an N. P. L.
blow-down type wind-tunnel having a 400 x 400 mrs
working section of 2000 mm length. The ground plate,
an aluminium plate of 4 rmm thickness, was set with
a spacing of 25 mm from the lower wall of the tunnel

2. INTRODUCTION
Most of the investigations of the flow past a
three-dimensional bluff body placed on a ground
plane have been performed concerning with build-

Fig. 1. Schema of apparatus and nomenclature
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exit in order to avoid the boundary layer developed
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on the tunnel wall, as shown in Fig. 1. The model
was placed at downstream distance 500 m from the
leading edge of the ground plate. The thickness of
boundary layer at the model position was about 4 mn.
The origin of coordinates was taken at the bottom center of the model with the X-axis facing down-

0s

stream, the Y-axis to the right of downstream, and
the Z-axis vertically.
A hemisphere-cylinder and a circular cylinder
used in this experiment are shown in Fig. 2. Two
kinds of model of 70 ms and 40 mm diameter were used,

-

01C

the former being used for measurement of the surface

pressure and the latter used for measurements of
velocity, static pressure, and turbulence intesity

of the flow.

There was no blockage effect even for

a model of 70 ms diameter, because the blockage ratio
in this case was 0.026 which is less than the limiting value 0.05 obtained by Farell et al. [9].

Fig. 3. Surfape pressure distribution on upper
hemispherical part of hemisphere-cylinder

The pressure holes of 0.5 mr diameter were bored
with the angular spacing of a10 degree on the surface of a hemisphere-cylinder in the vertical plane

8=0.

Measurements of the surface pressures for any

values of 8 were done by rotating the model about

L.

the vertical Z-axis. The surface pressures on a circular cylinder were measured through the pressure
holes of 0.5 smmdiameter bored with 7 mm vertical
spacing on the surface in the vertical plane e=o.
The velocity vector was obtained by use of a
cylindrical yawmeter of 6 mm diameter. The timemean velocity and the static pressure were measured
by use of a Pitot and static-pressure tube of 1 mm
diameter, and turbulence was measured by a hot
wire anemometer of constant temperature type. The
flow behind a cylinder was measured at various distances X/D-1-I4 at the Reynolds number of 4.74 x l04.

Fig. 4. Surface pressure distribution on lower
cylindrical part of hemisphere-cylinder

L

-

Fig. 2. Models
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
4. 1. Surface Pressure

The surface-pressure distribution on the upper
hemispherical part and the lower cylindrical part
of a hemisphere-cylinder are shown in Figs. 3 and 4
represent
respectively, in which the dotted lines
8
the theoretical value Cp=l-(9/4)sin2 of a sphere
2
in the absence of a ground plane and Cp-l-4sin e of
a two-dimensional circular cylinder obtained by the
potential-flow theory. The pressure distributions
on the cylindrical surface and the top surface of a
circular cylinder of H/D-1 placed on a ground plane

.ig. 5. Pressure distribution on cylindrical
surface of circular cylinder

-,

"
*

-

are shown in Figs. 5 and 6 respectively.
The dimensionless surface pressures (P-P.)/(P0 -P-)
at 9-0 are shown in Fig. 7, from which the stagnation
point is seen to be located at Z/D-0.45 for three
bodies. This location of the stagnation point is

slightly low compared with Z/D-0.6 for two-dimensional
fence measured by Good-Joubert (10]. It should be
noted that the pressure on the hemispherical surface
of a hemisphere-cylinder at 8-0 agrees with that of
a sphere and the pressure on the lower cylindrical

Fig. 6. Pressure distribution on top surface
of circular cylinder
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Fig. 7. Pressure at 8-0

#

p sin 2ldad

for hemispherical part

The above-mentioned drag is, strictly speaking, the
pressure drag, but it may be seen to be the total
drag, because the frictional drag of a hemispherecylinder is negligible compared with the pressure

.

6.

(p~),-P.-

-

C,

osphere,
and circular cylinder of H/D-1 are shown in
Table 1.

Fig. 8. Pressure at
6-180 deg.

Table 1. Values of drag and lift coefficients

Bluff bodies
Hemisphere-cylinder
Circular cylinder
Sphere [6]

CD
0.580
0.698
0.627

CL
0.470
0.775
0.242

It is found that the drag is smallest for a hemisphere-cylinder and the lift is greatest for a
circular cylinder of H/D-l among three bodies.
It is noteworthy that the drag coefficient of a
sphere placed on a ground plane is deducted 7.5
percent and the lift coefficient is increased
about 94 percent by fitting up the lower half of
sphere with a cylindrical skirt.
The drag coefficient of a sphere at the
subcritical Reynolds number (Re=4.74 x 10") is
increased 30.6 persent by the presence of a ground

Fig. 9. Separation line on hemisphere-cylinder

plate. An increase of CD due to the presence of a
ground plane was pointed out by Klemin et al. [5],
whose experiment of a sphere of 609.6 min diameter
the supercritical Reynolds number (Re-l.69 x i0-)
gave an increase 186.5 percent of C D by the presence
of a gound plane and a collor. An increase of CD
of a sphere due to the presence of a ground plane
seems to be remarkable at the supercritical Reynolds
numbers compared with at the subcritical Reynolds
numbers. The drag coefficients CD=0.698 of a
circular cylinder of H/D=l is in good agreement

-at

with CDO0.70 by Okamoto-Yagita 13).
4. 3. Vortices

Fig. 10. Separation lines on
bluff bodies
Fig. 11. Separation lins
on ground plate
surface is close to that of a circular cylinder of
H/D=1, while the pressure at 8-180 degree is nearly
equal for three bodies, as seen in Fig. 8.
Fig. 9 shows the separation line obtained by
an oil film technique of visualization. It is found
that the separation.line of a hemisphere-cylinder
is close to that of a circular cylinder, but greatly
different from that of a sphere, as shown in Fig. 10.
4.2. Drag and Lift
The drag and lift coefficients of a hemispherecylinder are determined from the surface pressure
by follglwing equations.
S

Cp coSa cosedadB

CD.

f
hi
e
awhich
for hemispherical part

Cp cosdd(Z/D)
0attachment

corner between the frontal face of obstacle
and a ground plane.
(2) The arch vortices generated behind the separation line on the surface of obstacle.
The separation, which induces the horse-shoe vortices, occurs on the ground plate, as shown in Fig. II.
The 3eparation line for a hemisphere-cylinder is
close to that of a circular cylinder, but different
from that of a sphere.
The arch vortices are shed downstream, inclined
and fallen down on the ground plane by a strong
downwash behind the obstacle. The movement of the
arch vortices can be surmised from the pressure
distribution on the ground plane shown in Fig. 12.
There are a pair of portions of lowest pressure, at
the roots of arch vortex are seen to be attached to the ground plane. The position of root of
an arch vortex is shown in Table 2. It is hence
supposed that the arch vortex rotates about the
points and falls down.

JJ
CD

It has been known from the experiments of a
cone [8] and a sphere (6] placed on a ground plane
that there exist the vortices of two kinds :
(1) The horse-shoe vortices generated at the

for cylindrical part
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The vortices generation was visualized by the
ink shedding in the water tank at the Reynolds number
Re-l.06 x 103. The horse-shoe and arch vortices in
the case of a hemisphere-cylinder are shown in Figs.
13 and 14 respectively. Fig. 14 illustrates that

--0
-3

F
I

00

Q'0
02
-1

the arch vortices incline and fall down.

01

The Strouhal number of the arch vortex shedding
by a hot-wire anemometer is shown in Table

"measured

0,
S

3. It is found that the Strouhal number for a hemisphere-cylinder is small compared with that for a
circular cylinder and a sphere.

0

02

'S

0

Table 3. Strouhal number of arch vortex shedding

-C,

Bluff boies
1.
0,

•

St-nD/U.

Hemisphere-cylindr
Circular cylinder

0.152
0.225

Sphere [6]

0.222

The recirculation region is formed behind an
obstacle. Because of a strong downwash behind a
hemisphere-cylinder, the recirculation region is
"remarkably
reduced compared with a two-dimensional
fence. The position of highest pressure on the
hemisphere-cylinder circular cylinder
sphere
ground plane is seen to be the point of reattachment of the outer streamline enclosing the recirFig. 12. Static pressure distribution on ground plate
culation region. The reattachment point is the
rear end of recirculation region, which are shown
Table 2. Position of roots of arch vortices
in Table 4. It is found that the recirculation
region is reduced for a hemisphere-cylinder compared
with a sphere and a circular cylinder. The rear end
Bluff bodies
X/D
Y/D
of recirculation region is located at X/D=2.0 for a
e
hemisphere-cylinder, while X/D=13.2 for two-dimensional fence according to Good-Joubert's experiment 10].
0.95
0.30
Hemisphere-cylider
Circular cylinder
0.90
0.50
Sphere [6]
0.86
0.35
Table 4. Reattachment point

Bluff bodies

X/D7

Hemisphere-cylinder
Circular cylinder
Sphere [6]

2.00
2.92
2.0

4. 4.Shear Layer Behind Bluff Body
Fig. 15 shows the distribution of velocity vector past a hemisphere-cylinder in the center section
(Y=0). It is found from this figure that the recirculation region ends at X/D=2.0, as surmised from
the pressure distribution on the ground plane, and
the turbulent shear layer is formed along the ground
plane at X/D>4.
0
0
01 0
100 r ic 100

Fig. 13. Horse-shoe vortices
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Fig. 15. Distribution of velocity vector
in center section (Y-0)

Fig. 14. Arch vortices
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Fig. 19 shows the position (Y-b) of peak velocity defect, which is expressed as
c-.

L'-.Ar
--

/D0.21 (X/D)0-8
hemisphere-cylinder and circular cylinder, while

-".for

05

"

b/D-0.26(X/D) 0 .6 9
for sphere.

It is found from Figs. 16 and 19 that

the wall wake behind an three-dimensional obstacle
becomes thin and spreads transversely with increasing the downstream distance. This change in the
wall wake can be seen obviously from the lines of
(U.o-U)/U.=0.10 shown in Fig. 20.

X 0t
Fig. 16 Thickness of shear layer
in center section (Y-0)
Fig. 16 shows the thickness of shear layer in
the center section (Y-O), which is expressed as
0"

6/D=l.63 (X/D)

-

'0-

for three bluff bodies. It follows that the wall
wake behind a three-dimensional obstacle becomes
thin with an increase in the downstream distance.
4. 5. Velocity Defect in Horizontal Center Section

(Z/D=0.5)

Fig. 17

.

. .-

..

shows the distribution of mean velocity

-

/11

defect in the horizontal center section (Z/D=0.5).
The position of peak velocity defect are shifted in
the Y-direction with an increase in the downstream
distance. Fig. 18 shows the velocity defect in the
center section (Y=0), which is expressed as
(U.-U)/U®=0.95(X/D

1

--

Ic--

]

J

J

.

62

at X/D>3.0 'or three bluff bodies. This is close
to Hunt's result
(U.-U)/U.orX-1. 5 for the wake
behind a building 11).

_

20. Lines of

SFig.
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Fig. 21. Turbulence intensity
in X-direction (Z/D=0.5)
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Fig. 18. Velocity defect in
center section (Y=0, Z/D=0.5)
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Fig. 17. Profiles of
velocity defect in
horizontal center
section (Z/D-0.5)
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Fig. 19. Position of peak
velocity defect (Z/D-0.5)

Fig. 22. Turbulence
intensity in Y-direction (Z/D-0.5)

Fig. 23. Turbulence intensity
in Z-direction (Z/D-0.5)
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4. 6. Turbulence Intensities in Horizontal Center
Section (Z/D=0.5)

5. CONCLUSION

Figs. 21, 22 and 23 show the turbulence intensities in the X-, Y-, and Z-directions in the horizontal center section (Z/D=0.5) respectively. The
position of the peak turbulence intensity is shifted
in the Y-direction with increasing the downstream
distance. The peak turbulence intensities in the
X-, Y- and Z-directions occur at Y/D-1.00, 0.80 and
1.00 for X/D-5, and at Y/D-1058, 1.50 and 1.45 for
X/D-10 respectively,
Fig. 24 shows the decay of the X-component of
turbulence intensity in the center section (Y-0),
which is expressed as

where A=0.85 for hemisphere-cylinder, and A-0.69
for circular cylinder and sphere. Fig. 25 shows
the decay of the Y-component of turbulence intensity,
which is expressed as

,

_.

,

-

The experimental results are summarized as
follows
(1) The drag is smallest for a hemisphere-cylinder
and the lift is largest for a circular cylinder
among three bluff bodies.
(2) The Strouhal number of arch vortex shedding
is 0.152 for a hemisphere-cylinder, while it is
0.225 for a circular cylinder and 0.222 for a sphere.
(3) The thickness of shear layer behind a hemisphere-cylinder in the center section (Y-0) is equal
to that of a circular cylinder and a sphere.
(4) The velocity defect in the center section (Y-0,
Z/D-0.5) of a hemisphere-cylinCer is nearly equal
to that of a circular cylinder and a sphere.
(5) The decay of the X- and Z-components of turbulence intensity in the section (Z/D=0.5) of a hemisphere-cylinder are nearly equal to that of a circular cylinder and a sphere. And the decay of the
Y-component of turbulence intensity is nearly equal
to that of a circular cylinder, nut different from
that of a sphere.

S(7ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
where B=l.05 for hemisphere-cylinder and circular
cylinder, and B=0.57 for sphere. Fig. 26 shows the
decay of the Z-component of turbulence intensity,
which is expressed as
/U)=0.55(X/Df1.
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LOW FREQUENCY UNSTEADINESS

OF A REATTACHIING TURBULENT SHEAR LAYER
By

John K. Eaton, Assistant Professor
James P. Johnston, Professor
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Stanford University

ABSTRACT
Low-frequency
unsteadiness
of a reattaching
shear layer was studied
in the flow behind a
backward-facing step.
Spectral data from a hot-wire
probe showed that a substantial fraction of the
measured turbulence intensity occurs at frequencies
significantly
lower than the large eddy passing
*frequency.
Several thermal tuft probes were used
*simultaneously
to identify the source of the lowfrequency disturbances.
It was concluded that the
reattaching
free
shear
layer undergoes
a
nonperiodic flapping motion.
The flapping causes the
impingement point of the reattaching sheer layer to
drift slowly up- and downstream over a range of
approximately two step heights.
The likely cause of
the low-frequency flapping is an instantaneous imbalance
between
the
entrainment
rate
from the
recirculation zone and the reinjection rate near
reattachment.
The existence of the low-frequency
motions must be addressed by future model developers.
NOMENC LATURE
F

Frequency (Hz).

h

Step height - 5.08 cm.
.ram vlocty.measured
Uree Inet
fe sramvloiy

Ine
x

Streainwise coordinate.

xR

Time mean reattachment location.

y

Percent of
direction.

e

Momentum thickness.

time

that

flow

is

in

downstream

*INTRODUCTION

*

*thickness.

In this paper we shall discuss our observations
and measurements of low-frequency motions of a reattaching shear layer in the flow behind a backwardfacing step.
Low-frequency motions are defined as
those motions having time and length scales much
than the scales of a typical large, turbulent
longei
ddy.
The time scale for a large eddy in a
separated shear layer is approximately equal to the
shear layer thickness divided by one-half of the
free stream velocity.
The length of a separation
bubble is typically 5 to 10 times the shear layer
Therefore the low frequency motions have
time scales which are greater than or equal to the
time it takes the free stream to pass over the separation bubble.
It has long been recognized that low-frequency
unsteadiness can occur in separation bubbles bounded

by turbulent free shear layers.
"Jitter" o
h
separation point is frequently reported in airfoil
experiments [I) and transitory stall behavior is a
well-known but poorly understood example uf very
large-scale,
low-frequency
unsteadiness [2].
In
general,
low-frequency unsteadiness has been regarded as a nuisance rather than a topic of scientific
interest.
To date, there have been few studies of
long
time-scale
motions
of
separation bubbles.
However,
low-frequency unsteadiness can cause Significant difficulties in engineering equipment such
as combustors and wind tunnel nozzles.
It is also a
major source of uncertainty in single-sample measurements with relatively short averaging times.
Perhaps more important is the fact that lowfrequency unsteadiness causes significant difficulties in the measurement,
understanding and modelir,
of turbulent separated flows.
Unsteadiness has gone
unrecognized in many previous experiments and has,
we believe, contaminated the available data base.
For example, it has often been stated that the
structure of
a reattaching free shear layer is
fundamentally different from a plane-mixing layer.
The , 7r evidence for this conclusion is that the
turbulence intensity is considerably higher
in a reattaching free shear layer.
It is the authors'
contention [3] that this measured difference
is caused largely by low-frequency unsteadiness
r
reattaching flows which has little
real effect on
the basic structure of the free shear layer.
The contamination of turbulence data by lowjfrequency unsteadiness could have serious consequences for computational fluid mechanics.
In genera.,
turbulence models atte~ipt to represent the effects
of eddies up to the scale of the typical .. arge
eddy" described above.
However, turbulence data
which are used for calibration of models may be
strongly biased by low-frequency contributions.
It
would then be impossible to rationally compare model
results to data.
The backward-facing step flow has usually been
considered immune from low-frequency unsteadiness of
significant magnitude because the separation line is
fixed at the sharp corner.
It was felt that most
unsteadiness of separation bubbles is related to a
wandering separation point.
Tani at al 14] and
Chandrsuda [5] both determined that low frequency
motions were not present in their back-step flows by
examining the fluctuations of manometers attached to
static taps in the separated zone.
However, during
the course of a recent study of the backward-facing
step flow [b), we found significant evidence of low-

1

Here we refer to large turbulent eddies as the largest structures visible in flow visualization.
typically have a length scale comparaole to the shear-layer thickness.
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These

frequency motions which were affecting the timeThis led us to concentrate in the
averaged data.
present study on understanding low-frequency unsteadiness,
Long time qcale motions in backward-facing step
flows have not been explicitly studied prior to this
Low-ip-uency flapping of a plane jet has
work.
been studied by Goldschmidt and Bradshaw [7] and by
They found that the flapping was
de Gortari [8].
quasi-periodic and had an amplitude of approximately
20% of the jet half width. A number of other workers have investigated low frequency oscillations in
cavity flows (c.f. Rockwell and Naudascher [9]),
Knisely and Rockwell [10] concluded that low frequency oscillations of a cavity flow are caused by
feedback of disturbances from the impingement point
which are then amplified in the free shear layer.
Rockwell [11] suggested that a similar mechanism may
cause low frequency motions in the backward-facing
McGuinness [12] observed low-frequency
step flow.
pressure fluctuations in the separation bubble at a
He concluded from spectral data that
pipe entrance.
these fluctuations were caused by eddies moving upHowstream in the low speed recirculating flow.
ever, his flow visualization work did not confirm
this conclusion.
OBJECTIVES
present study is to
The objective of the
understand the nature and cause of low-frequency
We hope to obtain
motions of separation bubbles.
data to gauge the effects of unsteadiness on timeWe also hope to better
averaged turbulence data.
understand how very low-frequency unsteadiness can
be accounted for in turbulence models which currently ignore its presence.
ETHODS

It was desirable to have a laminar boundary
layer at separation for some of the experiments. In
this case the tunnel was run at an inlet free stream
The boundary layer at separavelocity of 3.26 m/s.
tion was then laminar with a thickness of 0.9 cm and
Trana momentum thickness Reynolds number of 240.
sition of the free shear layer to turbulent flow
occurred just downstretm of separation despite the
fact that the upstream boundary layer was laminar.
The primary instrument used in this study was
the thermal tuft, a device which indicates the instantaneous flow direction (upstream or downstryam)
A
in a thin layer of fluid adjacent to the wall.
sketch of the probe is shown in Figure 2. The center wire is heated with a DC current of 1.5 amperes
to create a heated wake which moves back and forth
as the flow direction reverses. The outer two wires
are operated as resistance thermometers and sense
the presence of the hot wake. The control electronics compare the temperatures of the two outer wires
and give an output signal of 0 volts or 5 volts
It should be
depending on which wire is hotter.
noted that the electronics will always indicate an
If there is no teminstantaneous flow direction.
perature difference between the wires electronic
noise will cause the output to toggle between 0 and
In practice, such signal
5 volts at high frequency.
The signal due to the temdropout rarely occurs.
perature difference is almost always larger than the
electronic noise.

The experiments were conducted in the same low
air flow facility used by Eaton and Johnston
1131 (see Figure 1). After a short entrance duct to
develop turbulent boundary layers the flow passes

Single hotwires were used for the measurement
of mean velocity and turbulence intensity near the
outer edge of he shear layer, where the turbulence
The probes were
intensity was less than 30-c0l.

through a two dimensional sudden expansion of area
The step height was set at 5.04 cm which
ratio 3:5.
gave an aspect ratio (channel span/step height of
12).
The inlet free stream velocity was approximately 12 m/s for most of the measurements reported
here. At that inlet speed the boundary layer at
separation was approximately 0.2 step heights thick
The momentum thickness Reynolds numand turbulent.
ber of the boundary layer was 950 indicating that
Mean
the boundary layer was not fully turbulent.
velocity and turbulence intensity profiles however
did appear quite similar to an ordinary turbulent
buundary layer.

operated with a TSI 1050 anemometer and the signal
was linearized with a TSI Model 1052 linearizer. A
pulsed-wire anemometer [16] was used for mean velocity and turbulence intensity measurements in more
highly turbulent regions of the flow includin6 the
recirculating region.

speed
*.

Howinlet mass and momentum flux, respectively.
ever, Westphal and Johnston [14] in later measurements using the same facility found a narrow region
near the channel centerline where the spanwise
Although this
velocity profile was non-uniform.
non-uniformity may have affected some of the quantitative data, it is doubtful that it had a significant effect on the results reported here.

Mean velocity and turbulence data for this flow
were reported in references 6 and 13.
The measurements indicated that two-dimensionality in the channel was good; mass and momentum balances for an
integral control volume around the entire separation
bubble showed balance to within 0.5% and 1.7% of the

2

RESULTS
The thermal tuft was used to measure the percentage of time that the flow near the wall is in
Plots of this quantity
the downstream direction.
lnr the two cases (laminar and turbulent bounddry
la)ers at separation) are shown in Figure 3. Als"
sho.n are the time mean reattachment points for the
two cases.
The curves show a broad region at least 4 step
heights long where the near wall flow can be instantaneously moving either upstream or downstream.

Detals of thermal tuft construction and operation are described in Ref.

3

1t was shown by Eaton et al. [17] that the
zero mean skin function in reattaching flows.

point of 50%
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downstream flow is the
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This result alone suggests that large scale unsteadiness is present in the flow.
However other evidence is far more conclusive.
Averaging times of
approximately 200 seconds were needed to obtain
converged (tl%) data.
This was true both for thermal tuft data and velocity data. The largest turbulent eddies in the flow were the spanwise (BrownRoshko) vortices which had a maximum period of
approximately 0.06 seconds
or
1/3600th of
the
averaging time.
It was apparent from statistical
considerations that unsteadiness was present which
had a time-scale much greater than the large-eddy
period,
Spectral analysis of the turbulence data was
used
to quantify
the effect
of low frequency
fluctuations of the time-averaged data.
Spectra
were computed only from the hot-wire data bacause
the pulsed-wire sampling rate was too slow to obtain
alias-free spectra.
Autocorrelations of the hotwire
signal were obtained using a Hewlett Packard Model
7
3 21A Digital correlator.
The digital autocorrelation data were then Fourier transformed to obtain
the power spectrum of the velocity fluctuations,
The autocorrelation was formed at 100 equally spaced
time delays and approximately 130,000 samples were
taken at each time delay.

similar to Figure 5 shows that for any given short
time interval a significant number of flow reversals
occur in a region which is only about two step
heights long.
However,
over a long period of time
flow reversals occur over a regior. which is approximately 4 step heights long (see Figure 3).
Our
interpretation of the records is that the impingement point of the free shear layer is moving slowly
up- and downstream.
When the impingement point is
centered on a probe, rapid flow reversals caused by
the passage of large turbulence structures will be
recorded.
When the impingement point is well upstream of the probe, the "mean" velocity (short-time
average) would be sufficiently large that turbulent
fluctuations could not cause flow reversals.
The
existence of
large-scale, low-frequency
motions seems to
be irrefutable.
Given their
existence, two significant questions are: (i) are
the very long time scale motions periodic in nature?
and (ii) what causes the motions?
We attempted tu
resolve the first question using short-time averages
of thermal tuft data.
The outputs of te three
thermal tufts were simultaneously sampled at a rate
of approximately 1300 Hz using a microcomputer.
Data were recorded for approximately 0.2 seconds,
anL a number indicatinb the fraction of saplies
which indicated downstream flow was recorded for
each probe. Sampling recommenced after a very shorL
time delay
(< I ms).
This procedure continued for
about 30 seconds for a given run.
Short timeaseraged values (0.2 seconds) of the percent dowstream flow time
(Y) were then available at each of
three steamwise locations as a function of time.
For each time interval a parabola was fitted to the
three values of
y and a short-time-averagea reattachment length computed. We assumed that the reattachment point is the same as the point where
) is
504.
This assumption was shown to be valid by Eaton
et al. [17] for long-time-averaged data.
Ther, is
considerable statistical scatter in the data because
the averaging time of 0.2 seconds would typically
include only about eight flow reversal cycles.
The
short-time-averaged data varied monotonicallv f. r
every record examined (several thousand) indiciting
that statistical uncertainty at least did not cause
absurd results.
We estimate that the results arwithin about t u.3 step heights of the actual shorttime-averaged reattachment point.

A typical spectrum of hot-wire data is shown in
Figure 4. This spectrum was measured near the outer
edge of the shear layer at
x/h=8,
very close to
reattachment.
The broad peak in the spectrum at a
non-dimensional frequency of 0.065 is caused by
large spanwise vortices in the free shear layer.
The spectrum also shows that significant turbulence
energy occurs at frequencies much lower than the
large eddy frequency. The spectrum in Figure 4 and
others shows that more than 30% of the measured
,2
turbulence
intensity
'
occurred at
nondimensional frequencies
below 0.02,
considerably
lower than the large-eddy passage frequency.
The
resolution of the spectra was not sufficient to
identify any spectral peaks in the low-frequency
range.
The above-described results showed that lowfrequency motions occur in the separated flow behind
a backward-facing step.
These motions have a significant effect on
the
time-averaged turbulence
data.
Multiple thermal tufts were used simultaneously in an effort to explore the nature of the lowfrequency motions.
For this set of experiments the
tunnel was run at a somewhat higher speed resulting
in a reduction of the reattachment length to 7.6
step heights.
Three thermal tuft probes were used
at
x/h - b, 8 and 9.
Thus, all three probes were
within the region where flow reversals occurred a
significant fraction of the time.
Figure 5 is a
typical record of output from two of the probes
which shows two significant trends.
First, at a
given x-lucation flow reversals occur in bursts of
rapid activity separated by times when the flow
direction is relatively steady.
During the bursts
of activity, flow reversals occur at roughly twice
the
passage frequency of the
largest turbulent
eddies.
Secondly, we find that when a burst is
occurring at one location the output is relatively
quiescent at the other location. These observations
taken together suggest that a motion of larger scale
than the large turbulent eddies in the flow must be
responsible for the wide region of instantaneous
flow reversal.
A detailed examination of records

A section of one of the records is shom iFigure
b.
The short-time-averaged reattachna::
length varies from about b.5 to 8.5 step hecg_ts
about the mean reattachment length of
7.6 step
heights.
No regular periodicity is evident in the
record shown or in any cf the other records exanmned.
The record also shows that the impineme:.:
point may remain nearly stationary tor as long as
second before moving to a new location.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The
results reported
above show that
lowfrequency
motions
occur
in
reattachin6
shear
layers.
These motions have time scales several
times longer than the largest turbulent eddies and
make substantial contributions to measured turbulence t Intities.
Several possible descriptions ot
the nature and cause of the low-frequency motions
are discussed below.
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our own opinion Is that the notions are longtime-scate,
son-periodic flapping of the shear
layer.
The flapping causes the impingement point of
the reattaching shear layer to move up- and downstream over a distance of at least two step heights.
We feel that the flapping motion is caused by an
instantaneous imbalance between shear-layer entrainment from the recirculating zone on the one hand and
reinjection of fluid near reattachment on the other.
For e*ample, an unusual event may cause a short-term
breakdown of the spanwise vortices In the shear
layer.
The entrainment rate would be temporarily
decreased, while the reinjection rate remained constant.
This would cause an increase in the volume
of recirculating fluid, thus moving the shear layer
away from the wall and increasing the short-timeaveraged reattschment length. This conclusion is
supported by our thermal tuft data, which
that the impingement point may remain stationary for 10-20 large eddy periods, then move to
another location.
Rockwell 111] suggested that the low-frequency
motions may be flapping of the shear layer induced
by feedback of disturbances from the impingement
point to the separation point.
The disturbances
would appear as a low-frequency modulation of the
shear layer downstream of separation which would be
This is the
amplified by the free shear layer.
mechanism responsible for low-frequency motions in
cavity flows. However, the present flow is considerably more complex than a cavity flow.
Multiple
vortex pairings occur upstream of reattachment, and
the shear-layer impingement point Is not fixed.
Resolution of this question may be difficult because
of these complexities.

*We

A third possibility is that a section of the
recirculating flow could be "divorced" (or cut off)
from the separation bubble by a large structure
which reaches the wall well upstream of the mean
Mc~uinness [12] observed that
reattachment point.
the separation bubble was occasionally cut roughly
in two and that the downstream half proceeded
McGuinness's
downstream as a "divorced eddy."
observations were made in the separation bubble at
the entrance to a pipe, using smoke visualization,
have never observed similar behavior in several
backward-facing
two-dimensional,
on
experiments
steps, although admittedly the visualization techniques have been crude. A divorced eddy could cause
non-monotonic behavior in the short-time-averaged
thermal tuft data.
The flow sweeping to the wall
would cause forward flow, while the divorced eddy
would continue to cause flow reversals downstream.
Non-monotonic behavior was never observed in the
large number of thermal tuft records we examined.
Intermittent separation on the wall opposite
the step could also cause the low-frequency motions.
Armaly et al. [18] showed that separation could
occur on the opposite wall of single-sided sudden
Opposite wall
expansions at low Reynolds numbers.
separation would cause the reattachment length on
This hypotheeis was
the step side to shorten.
discounted because thermal tuft reeults showed that
flow reversals never occurred on the opposite wall
of the test eection.

the wind tunnel has undergone two significant modifications without changing the characteristics of
the unsteady motion. These changes included replacIng the blower and filter assembly, replacing the
Inlet diffuser, completely changing the honeycomb
and screen arrangement, and lengthening the testsection inlet section downstream of the nozzle.
None of these changes caused an appreciable change
in the length of the region of flow reversals.
Regardless of their cause, the low-frequency
notions can cause serious difficulties for both
experimenters and modelers.
The spectral data
showed that a substantial fraction of the measured
turbulence energy io due to the low-frequency unsteadiness.
Unfortunately, it is not clear where
the low-frequency unsteadiness ends end the turbulence begins.
Therefore, an experimenter must be
very careful to avoid filtering of low-frequency
Information. In addition, comparisons among different experiments will be difficult If the unsteadiness is wind tunnel dependent.
The low-frequency motions can probably be ignored by modelers if they need only time-averaged
results.
One would have to assume that energy is
not fed from the low-frequency motions back into the
turbulence.
The real problem arises in development and
testing of a new model.
Models are designed to
represent a range of scales which typify the turbuIf empirical input is used which is biased
lence.
by very- low- frequency content, one cannot expect the
model to correctly represent the turbulence.
A
model tuned for a given flow configuration could not
be expected to work well in another configuration
when the low-frequency unsteadiness is different.
This problem provides substantial impetus to further
investigate low-frequency motions of separated shear
layers.
In summary, our data show that a separated and
reattaching shear layer undergoes a non-periodic
This
flapping notion of significant amplitude.
motion must be accounted for in future experimental
and computational programs if we hope to have a full
understanding of reattaching flows.
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PRESSURE FLUCTUATIONS UNDER A TURBULENT SHEAR LAYER
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents experimental measurements of
surface pressure fluctuations in a separated-and-reattaching flow. It is shown that near separation
pressure spectra are dominated by low wave-numbers
and it is only further downstream, where the eddy
scales typical of the shear layer have grown, that
the contribution from the local shear layer structure
becomes apparent. From the mid-bubble position onwards pressure spectra are dominated by wave-numbers
corresponding to the shedding of vorticity from the
bubble. This exhibits occasional weak periodic
bursts, suggesting that there may be some correlation
between the shedding of this vorticity and the initiation of the subsequent bubble re-growth cycle.
Laterial correlation scales for the surface pressure
are comparable to the streamwise spacing between these
shedding structures, so that the unsteady flow field
appears three-dimensional.
NOMENCLATURE

D
LR
n
p
ReD
S(n)
T
U, U.,U
u.
X,Y,Z
6s

c

mean pressure coefficient, r.m.s. coefficient
of fluctuating pressure
model thickness (Figure 1)
mean reattachment length
frequency
fluctuating component of pressure
Reynolds number based on model thickness
power spectral density
time
local mean velocity, free stream velocity,
convection velocity
streamwise velocity fluctuations
ordinates measured parallel to, normal to
and transverse to the flow (Figure 1)
momentum thickness at separation

INTRODUCTION

Flow separation, even from a two-dimensional
geometry, provides a challenging problem in turbulent
shear flows. It presents complications in addition
to those found in the associated case of the plane
parallel mixing layer. These arise from the man
shear layer curvature (stabilising initially, destabilising near reattachment), from the streamise
pressure gradients, and from the distortions of reattachment and recirculation which feed turbulent
fluid back upstream towards the separation region.
And just as developments in coherent structures have
highlighted the need to study the instantaneous flow

field of mixing layers, then so the same arguments
apply with equal force to the case of separation bubbles. Unlike the problem of strong periodic vortex
shedding from bluff bodies there has been relatively
little attempt to investigate the fundamental underlying unsteady structure of reattaching flows, so that
basic questions as to the degree of three-dimensionality
of the unsteady flow field, or the manner in which vorticity initially shed from the separation edges negotiates the reattachment region and sheds from the
bubble are largely left unanswered. The early flow
visualisations of Tani et al. (1), for the separation
from a rearward facing step, show instantaneous flow
fields which depart overwhelmingly from the mean,
whilst more recent measurements such as those of
Eaton (2), Eaton et al. (3) using "thermal tufts",
and Kim et al. (4) using arrays of wool tufts have
explored the inherent unsteadiness of the reattachment
zone.
The main objective of the present work was to
study the flow by way of the fluctuating surface
pressure field, both as an experiment in its own right
because of an environmental interest in dynamic
loading of structures and also because it provided an
unobtrusive (although not necessarily easy) method of
investigating the larger scale motion in the shear
layer, particularly if correlated with velocity fluctuations in the external flow.
EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE
The general schematic of the model is shown in
Figure 1, comprising a rectangular forebody (thickness
D - 3.85 cm), with separation fixed at the sharp
leading edges and with an overall chord sufficiently
long (33D) that reattachment occurred well before the
trailing edge (at X/D = 4.89). This trailing edge was
streamlined to minimise any wake-induced unsteady effects. The model was placed at a nominal zero incidence to the stream, final mean flow symetry being
achieved top-to-bottom by use of a trailing edge flap

to equalise pressures at three matching pairs of
tappings at various chordwise positions in the bubble
region (within 0.01 in Cp). Sideplates were employed
for all tests, generally at an aspect ratio of 13.2
(span between end plates/model thickness). The mean
reattachment length was repeatable within about 22.
It was found to curve slightly across the span so that
the mean flow field cannot be properly regarded as
two-dimensional, although aspect ratio changes down
to 9.33 produced no systematic effect on the bubble
length or on mean and fluctuating quantities, which
is similar to the conclusions of Brederode (5) for the
16.23
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so that there was some concern that smoke injection might interfere with the shear layer developmet. There was no evidence of any such effect, either
in mean pressure distributions or in the visualisations
Figure 2.
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same geometry. The lateral correlation length for the
surface pressure fluctuations in the vicinity of reattachment is about 1.5D (it falls to zero by a 4D
separation) so that the end-plates are unlikely to
two-dimensionalise artificially the unsteady flow
field. Tests were conducted in a nominally smooth
stream (0.1% turbulence intensity) at a solid blockage of 3.792, no correction for this being made to
any data presented here.
Fluctuating pressures were measured with Setra
237 low pressure transducers mounted internally within the model. These were fitted with caps to minimise internal dead volume and connected by minimum
lengths of tubing to short stub (internal diameter 1.6 ma) pressure tappings. The finite size of the
tapping attenuates smaller scales, an effect calculated only to reduce the signal by less than 10%
at 500 Hz if the measured convection speed of 0.41
V. is taken for the pressure disturbances. Dynamic
calibration of the transducer system also showed a
Helmholtz resonance at about 700 Hz, although gain
variations were only ±5% up to 350 Hz which is much
higher than most energy containing frequencies in
the power spectra of Figures 4 and 5 (350 Hz E 1.17
in nD/U.). Phase angle changes with frequency are
not important for spectra, nor for pressure-pressure
correlations since the transducers were quite well
matched. The phase angle error in the pressurevelocity correlations is estimated to correspond to
a shifting of about 0.03D in the X-direction, barely
more significant than probe positioning errors so that
no corrections have been made.
Smoke flow visualisation was carried out at identical conditions to the other measurements; that is
using the same model, end plates (perspex) and the
correct Reynolds number. Smoke was injected from
the front face near separation, either as a single
filament from a small hole (1.5 am diameter) or as a
sheet from a spanwise slot (1.5 mm by 9 me). It was
illuminated by an intense flash of about 30 lis duration, focussed as a thin sheet of light 1 cm wide
oriented along the model centreline in the X-Y plane
so chat even at the highest speed motion is probably
frozen within a resolution of 0.O1D. Hillier and
Cherry (6) have shown that the present model is sen-

Because the transducer response characteristics
meant it was desirable to keep frequencies as low as
possible, the bulk of the experiments were conducted
at a Reynolds number based upon model thickness of
3.0 xI0 . Above this value both mean and fluctuating
data (within a few percent which is better than expected from the transducer characteristics) were un.
changed by Reynolds number increases up to 6 x 10

sitive to stream turbulence, and Laneville et al. (7)

Below this value a slight elongation of the bubble

suggest that it is the stream turbulence immediately
adjacent to the shear layer which provides the inter-

became apparent (although accurate oil flow visualisation was more difficult) which probably begins to

I
1 0

Fig. 2
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Smoke flow visualisation of shear layer
transition. Smoke injected as a filament
(a) ReD
4.6 x l0,
(b) ReD = 1.05 x 10',
.
(c) RD : 3.0 x104

which indicates, approximately, the contour of 212
local intensity. This locus was used for hot wire
measurements and essentially appears to be the edge
of the turbulent flow, turbulent spikes appearing
here only very infrequently. In the low Reynolds number case of Figure 3 the rear 80% or so of the bubble
can be considered turbulent, but it is clear nonethelaminar roll-up
less that the effects of the initial
persist for substantial distances along the shear layer.
For the higher Reynolds number cases there is no
apparent organisation, although as will be noted later
clear quasi-periodic bursts appear in the irrotational
fluctuations (measurements outside the shear layer
spatially filter out the higher frequency turbulence).
Large structures are visible in the flow field and, as
noted above, on occasion these must penetrate at
least as far as the contour drawn.

indicate the importance of transitional effects in
the separated shear layer. The model geometry of
course provides a highly favourable pressure gradient
on the front face so that separation is always lami45 at the test speed).
nar (6, & 0.0015 D, Res
The development of transition with Reynolds number is
shown in the smoke visualisations of Figure 2 where
particularly at the two lowest values there is a
clear progression from steady laminar flow, through
unsteady laminar flow, to transition and turbulence.
These photographs can be considered as a typical sequence with Reynolds number, in that there is a clear
tendency for all the appropriate scales to reduce,
although at a given Reynolds number a wide variability was found between successive photographs. On
occasion "pairing" or "coalescing" was evident in the
unsteady laminar zone, similar to the visualisations
produced by Freymuth (8) for transition in a jet,
which in some cases did appear to be associated with
the initiation of turbulence. At the test Reynolds
number transition is completed by 0.35D or about 7Z
of the bubble length, with initial disturbances evident within at least half this distr,.e (just over
100 initial momentum thicknesses) so that these ohservations of early transition follow the general
conclusions of Sato (9), Roshko and Lau (10) and
others,
When smoke was injected from the spanwise slot
the spiral nature of the laminar vortices became
more diffuse because of a rather sinuous spanwise development of the vortex cores (this was evident from
visualisation above the model although photography
was not possible, it is also evident to some extent
in the full bubble visualisation of Figure 3(a)).

PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AND SPECTRA
Reattachment in Figure 1 occurs at X/D - 4.89
towards the end of the mean pressure recovery region.
Near separation C' is low and appears to remain more
or less constant up to X/D = 1.0, well downstream in
fact of the observed transition positibn. Further
downstream it rises steadily to reach a maximum somewhat upstream of reattachment, more in the region of
the maximum rate of recovery of mean pressure which
is similar to work of Emery and Mohsen (11), Fricke
(12), Fricke and Stevenson (13) and others. There is
little justification, however, in relating any significant reattachment pressure fluctuations to a
quasi-steady modulation of the mean pressure distribution. Space-time correlation data identify the
main pressure disturbances as convecting at Uc equals
0.41 U., with no evidence in fact of upstream convecting signals, and with streamwise scales generally
well less than the bubble length (also see Figure 7),
so that the peaks in dCp/dX and C' probably more
share some common source in the dynamics of shear
layer reattachment rather than that the one drives
the other. The peak values of C ' are nearly an order of magnitude less than those experienced in cases

of strong periodic shedding, which reflects the inability of the vorticity shed from the separation
edge to concentrate itself into strong discrete

Fig. 3

Visualisation of full bubble. Smoke injected
from slot; (a) Re * 4.6 xlO; (b) and (c),
Re = 3 x10.

Figure 3 presents smoke visualisation of the
whole bubble length and will be referred to again
later in the text. A line is marked on the photograph

structures.
The pressure spectra of figures 4 and 5 nominally
divide the flow field into three regions. Near separation, where r.m.s. pressures are low, the spectra
are dominated by low wave-numbers centred upon nD/UV_
0.025. This low frequency contribution does not arise
from tunnel acoustics since the pressure energy is too
broad band and low frequency to correspond to any of
the very weak acoustic modes detected in a tunnel
calibration (weak acoustic spikes, contributing less
than 1% to the total energy, have been removed from
the spectra).
It also appears unlikely that it is a
phenomenon of unsteady circulation about the whole
model because deliberate extension of the model chord,
by nearly 100%, produced no effect upon the r.m.s.
values or spectra at separation. Low frequency velocity fluctuations have been observed in the flow over
a rearward step by Eaton (2), and in the present work
they were particularly apparent in hot-wire signals
close to separation.
Just outside the shear layer,
in the irrotational region, hot-wire signals were
almost identically in anti-phase with the surface
pressure fluctuations. The low frequency was also
the cause of some difficulty in accurately locating a
hot-wire in an attempt to correlate velocity fluctuations in the transition region with the observed flows
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eddies has become disrupted or stopped by the presence of the surface. This seems unlikely however. A
characteristic wavelength for this central frequency
(taking a convection speed of 0.41 U_) is 2.93 D,
which mixing layer data such as those of Brown and
Roshko (17) and Dimotakis and Brown (18) show would
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of Figure 2, since the turbulence signal was modulated
by the low frequency unsteadiness rather in the manner
noted in Roshko's (14) earlier comnts on transition.
Clearly the low frequency fluctuations reflect as a
weak "flagging" of the shear layer near separation,
but as the next section shows this does not appear to
produce any well-correlated effect throughout the bubble. The cause of the low frequency is unclear. Since it appears to be associated with the near-wake of
separation the possibility always exists that it is
associated with laminar/transitional behaviour of the
shear layer. Tests at a higher Reynolds number
(6 11 0) were inconclusive; the r.m.s. pressure coefficient close to separation (X/LR - 0.026) was unchanged, nor were there significant alterations in
the spectra,
By lOT of the bubble length and onwards, where
the r.m.s. pressure begins to rise, there is a change
of spectral shape as shown by the emergence of, and
eventual dominance by, a higher wave number contribution which arises from the increasing nearfield effect of the shear layer. No strong narrow-band spectral peaks were apparent although a large number of
samples were required to produce acceptable accuracy,
which probably reflects the tendency for the flow
field to generate quasi-periodic bursts which will be
discussed later. This region can be regarded as a
transition between the low frequency dominated flow
near separation and the region downstream of (say)
the mid-bubble position which is shown in Figure 5.
Here there is little change in spectral shape, a broad
band energy distribution (centred upon nD/U_
0.14)
becoming established for the shedding of vorticity
from the bubble. This agrees with measurements by
Katsura (15) on a similar geometry (although his model
chord was only 6D so that there is also some question
of wake-induced fluctuations), and a "shedding" frequency based upon bubble length (nLR/Ua =o0.7) is the
same as the approximate value given by Mabey (16) for
various thin aerofoil and spoiler separations. At
first eight Figure 5 seems perhaps to suggest that by
half the bubble length the growth of the larger scale

01

nD/U.

Surface pressure spectra.
0.70, (
(
1.35, (
(-----);

10

X/LR - 0.55,
0.94,

be more appropriate for a full shear layer development up to reattachment. Furthermore, Figure 6 presents a measure of large structure growth obtained
by traversing a hot-wire along a contour of 212
This gives a path just
local intensity (as shown).
along the shear layer edge, only occasional turbulent bursts being detected and the intention being to
monitor irrotational fluctuations induced by the
local shear layer structure. The typical form of the
velocity auto-correlation is shown in the inset to
Figure 6, and a measure of the variation of disturbance timescale is obtained by plotting the time to
this minimum (which is roughly one half the disturbance period) against distance. This reveals a nearly linear increase, within measurement accuracy, nearly up to reattachment, followed by a surprisingly abrupt plateau, the peak value near reattachment correlating well with the corresponding autocorrelation
data for pressure shown. Upstream of reattachment
the two sets of data diverge, the pressure reflecting
its spectral behaviour in that the time scale remains
effectively constant. It therefore appears that the
mixing layer probably grows more-or-less linearly
from separation to reattachment, and that the shedding
frequency is then determined by whatever scale the
mixing layer happens to have reached by that stage.
Almost certainly the pressure data signify some sort
of feedback mechanism, whereby the shedding of vorticity from the bubble can initiate a new growth
stage.
CORRELATION MEASUREMENTS
Figures 7 and 8 provide an idea of the scale of
the pressure generating disturbances in the vicinity
of reattachment, being respectively the unlagged
pressure cross-correlation along the model centre5.00) together with
line (fixed transducer at X/D
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Any tendency to overshoot in the upstream direction
is suppressed by the formation of a region near separation with a weak negative correlation, which represents the correlated energy at the low frequency
shown in the spectra of Figure 4.
The lateral correlation of Figure 7 falls monotonically to about 0.05 by Z/D - 3, which is about
four times the maximum slope thickness measured for
the shear layer at reattachment. Interestingly the
lateral correlation at X/D = 3.15 is virtually indistinguishable from this, either indicating a rapid
onset of three-dimensionality as reattachment is
approached or that the lateral scales of pressure
generating eddies in the rearward half of the bubble
are dominated by a common mechanism as for the spectral
data. It should not be assumed that a similar development of spanwise correlation would be apparent
at
the shear layer edge, since we have already noted in
Figure 6 that the pressure and velocity autocorreladiffer. Browand and Troutt (19), in their
studydata
of lateral
scales in a mixing layer,
located
their velocity probes at about the same relative position used for Figure 6, producing a correlation
falling to 0.2 within three maximum slope thicknesses
(compared to 2.46 thicknesses here). Their measurements also show that the lateral correlation only
reaches this asymptotic state for Reynolds numbers
(based upon maximum slope thickness) of about 3 X1049
compared with 2.26 xO' in the present work, so that
clearly further measurements at higher Reynolds number are needed.
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the spanwise correlations of pressure (fixed transducers at X/D - 3.15 and 5.00), and the correlation
between the pressure at X/D = 4.74 and a hot-wire
traversed vertically above that location. Figure 7
shows the formation of quite pronounced negative
lobes in the streamwise cross-correlation, the separation between these (3.2D) agreeing well with the
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previous wavelength estimates. The correlation shows
a slight tendency to overshoot again in the downstream direction, although this is inconclusive since
measurements were not continued beyond X/D - 9.0.
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Cross-correlation between pressure at
X/D - 4.74 and hot-wire traversed vertically
above that station.
(o o
); p'u',

(a) Cross-correlation along model centreline, transducer fixed at X/ - 5.00.
(b) Spanwise correlation; X/D - 5.00,
x
x); X/D - 3.15, ( +
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Figure 8 shows that streamwise velocity fluctuations in the irrotational region (large Y/D) are
negatively correlated with the surface pressure.
The correlation coefficient reaches a minimum at
about the same position that the first turbulent
bursts were detectable (21% local intensity) and the
subsequent variation of the correlation coefficient
is determined largely by the rapid increase in intensity so that actually consideration of the term
'alone
is more illuminating. This falls to a
minimum well within the turbulent region (Y/D- 1.15,
u'/U-A 6% followed by a rapid monotonic increase
through zero (at u'/U J 192) to positive values as

-

the surface is approached. Measurements were terminated at Y/D -0.715 where the local intensity was 302
and data were therefore becoming increasingly unreliable. The correlation clearly reflects a vortexlike structure, the location of zero correlation indicating a "mean" position for vortex centres and the
distance from this zero to the extreme negative value
of F
providing some measure of the vortex core
radius and the random modulation in vertical location
of vortex centres. This modulation can be seen to
some extent in Figure 9, which presents sequences of
simultaneous velocity and pressure records taken with
a pressure transducer at X/D -4.74 and with a hotwire located at the same streamwise position just outside the shear layer in the essentially irrotational
region (Y/D -1.55).
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~.'CONCLUSIONS
,-Surface

pressure fluctuations near reattachment
are closely identified with the passage of vortical
structures within the shear layer. These appear at
times as quasi-periodic bursts, with modulations in
amplitude and frequency which are possibly driven by a
low frequency unsteadiness which is easily detectable
separation. The structures appear three-dimentaken over long time averages, so that it is
unclear whether they can be instantaneously two-dimen-

-
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velocity fluctuations, signifying significant excursions of the intermittent interface from the surface.
The average period (ATU./D) of about 7-8 corresponds
well with the characteristic frequency already noted
at reattachment. This produces a wavelength of 3.2D,
assuming a convection speed of 0.41 U, or some 652 of
the bubble length; typical for example of the structure shedding from the bubble in the visualisation of
Figure 3(b). Also visible on the velocity trace of
Figure 9(a) is a quasi-periodic burst of disturbances,
starting at TU./D -33, whose frequency is now roughly
doubled so that it appears that some mechanism has
temporarily interposed to prevent the "pairing" process from taking place. This may reflect the very low
frequency modulation; for the birsts of Figure 9 certainly do appear modulated and may be responding to a
gentle flagging motion of the shear layer near separation.

,near
,sional,

sional, in the manner of the Browand and Troutt (19)

--

Fig. 9

"

-

experiments, or whether the distortions and instability
of reattachment will prevent this. The data are collected at modest Reynolds numbers, but there is little
evidence to suggest that tests at higher values will
substantially alter these conclusions.

"

Simultaneous pressure and velocity records,
Amplitude scale marked in steps of one r.m.s.
in each case.
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ABSTRACT

EXPERIMENTAL SET UP

Experimental results in transonic, highly separated, turbulent flow are presented. The model is an
2
air intake of 20x80 mm section set with an angle of
attack from 20 to 400 inside A M = 0,7 free jet flow.
The Mach numbers and mass flow rates are deduced from
pressure measurements. Flow visualizations, laser
Doppler and Hot wire anemometries are used to analyse the mean velocity field, unsteadiness and turbulent flow characteristics.

A 100x40 mm transonic nozzle produces a free
jet at M = 0,7 max and Re = 4010 5 /cm for a total temperature maintained approximately to the armhant
conditions. The 20-0C mm' air intake model is mounted
on a support which can be adjusted in incidence with
respect to the axis of the jet (Fig. 2).

2

INTRODUCTION

2C.SC

Important difficulties occur in the measurement

..

.

of the turbulent characteristics in transonic field.
The case of the flow inside an air intake set with a
large incidence in transonic speed is particularly
strong (Fig. I).

U.

Fig. 2 - Schematic view of the test set up
The side walls of the model exceed the latera'
section of 20 mm in order to limit the 2.D effects.
The leading edge of the walls is sharp (OC'). Optical
glasses allow visualizations and laser doppler anemcmetry. The total angle of the diffuser is 7' and the
variable -h throat permits to adjust the mass flow
rate 0 inside the air intake.

Fig. 1 - Transonic separated flow in air intake
£nis type of configuration presents a maximum
of complexity due to the combination of compressibility, large separation regions and unsteady effects.
lity lage spartionregonsand
nstady ffets.
An important separation bubble occurs at the lower
leading edge which involves a turbulent wake with
high velocity distorsion and fluctuations baneful
for the engine. Then it is of major interest to know
the mean velocity field, the unsteady frequencies,
the turbulent intensities and the scale of the fluctuations.

As reported above, the flow configuration is analysed for some values of incidence between 2C and 4C'.
Preliminary tests (Ref. 1) having shown the effect cf
mass flow rate, c = cu/o=u. , it was then decide4 tc
establish the curves C(M) as shown Fig. 3. c and M are
deduced from pitot and static pressures measurements

This paper describes sume results of experimental investigations inside a model of air intake set
with an angle of attack a from 20 to 40* in a M = 0,7
stream. Because important difficulties arise in the
total and static pressure measurements due to the
transonic nature of the flow, laser doppler and hot
wire anemometries were used in combination with high
speed visualizations.
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in section x/H = 8.
For h = 16 and 20 mm the mass flow rate increases with increasing A and decreasing h. Reverse trend
appears at the lower value of h (8 and 12 mm) and for
= 30*. Note, as a possible explanation, the proximity of the critical condition (M*= 1) for these
throat openings. The flow visualizations conducted
simultaneously reveal an increasing separation bubble
with increasing incidence, without significative
effects of h. The ma3or LDA and HW anemometries measurement are then conducted at a - 400 (large separation bubble) for the contractual fixed point P
(a
0,57, m ' C,39).
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Fig. 3 - Mass flow rate
VISUALIZATIONS OF THE FLOW
It is well known that compressibility allows
shadowgraph or strioscopy visualizations. These techniques are used extensively and the pictures are
fixed other by magnetoscop, photography or movies.
The magnetoscoF is very useful to detect the
low frequency instabilities as a function of incidence and mass flow rate. The following graph is a
synthesis of the observations.
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The photographs are realized on 9x10 plates of
4: ASA with a time exposure of 1/500 sec (continuous
Hg vapor light) or I us (spark light). The movie of
2S pictures of 15-24 min is made with a LCA-C14 high
speed camera between 8-1G4 and 106 frames/sec. An
adjustable flash tube is then used as light. The time
exposure is equal to 314 ns for 10 6 fr/s and 1,25 us
for 250.000 fr/sec. Some examples of these different
technics are shown on the figures 4. The description of the flow is first issued from the observations of the photograph:c plates, fig. 4a.
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For the inc~dence of 20 there is a small bubble
which produces a sonic throat. A -shock lies at the
rear part of the bubble and produces an interaction
the upper wall laminar boundary layer. Turbulent
flow seems to become uniform after x = 3 to 4H. Major
feature at a = 40' is the well established bubble
which lies on H/2 in hight and more 2H in length.
Its forward limit is clearly laminar and becomes
promptly turbulent at x = y I H/2. This shear layer
between recirculating and highly accelerated flow
spread across the air intake as a turbulent "wake"
for the bubble.
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Fig. 4b - High speed movies
(250 000 fr/s, t = 1.25 us, -t - 3.PS
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After x - 3H inclined large turbulent structures
from the wake and the strioscopies reveal clearly

-

these large movements whereas small structures can
be seen on the shadowgraph pictures. Normal shocks,
in the upper transonic flow, vary in position an also
about the evolution of the turbulent flow are then
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Ten successive strioscopic pictures show the
evolution of the turbulent shear layer for a - 40*.
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issued from the pictures movies analysis, Fig. 4b.
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one see clearly a characteristic "ovoid" structure
above the probe (picture 1) with a core which appears
on picture 4 and desappears on picture S. Its per-
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sistence is then equal to 20 Us which is a relatively slow variation. Likewise the normal shock position
is constant along the sequence which indicate that
the frequence of the mean limit oscillations of the
shear layer is smaller than 20 kHz.
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Fig. 5a - Longitudinal velocity

From a colour "equidensity" exploitation of the
picture movies, using the special Agfacontour process,
it is concluded, for a sequence at 100 000 fr/s, that
the limit of the bubble oscillate at 10-15 kHz with
turbulent structure entrainment as result. It is also
clear that the position of the transition point vary
of some mm (%H/10) about its mean value x = H/2.
Further, the mean stability
of the bubble (i.e. no
pulsation) was confirmed using a HICAM camera at

.M142

Sr

412 h
!

'\

12

"

8000 fr/s.
Finally it is important to note the limit of
the visualizations to show the reattachment point.
Such indication with detailed velocity and turbulent
intensity fields are obtained with the LDA measurements.
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LASER ANEMOMETRY MEASUREMENTS
An home-made Laser Doppler Anemometer (LDA) was
developped in 1974 by Ardonceau (Ref. 3). It is make
up with a 5W Coherent Radiation Laser, a 40 MHZ TSIBragg Cell and a RTC, XP 1110 photomultiplier. The
signal is analysed by an home-made digital counter
for frequences between 10 kHz and 200 MHz with a
5 ns resolution. A carriage rupports the LDA. The
air intake traverses as the data acquisitions and
reductions are performed through an IBM 1800 computer. The diameter of the measurement volume vary
between .3 and .6 mm. Small oil particles (0 .7 to
1.3 um) are injected in the settling chamber of the
transonic jet. Detailed measurements are conducted
inside the air intake only for a = 40*.

0
0

2-s

2E '

>1

Fig. 5b - Transversal velocity

Longitudinal and transversal mean velocities u
and v and corresponding RMS fluctuation values u' and
v' are shown on Fig. 5a and 5b as measured in the
eight section x = H/4, H/2, H, 2H, 3H, 4H and 8H.
The bubble appears clearly with recirculating flow
beyond x - 3H. Maximum reversed velocity, larger
than 50 m/s, is found at x = 2H. The highly accelerated shear layer above the bubble leads to a maximum velocity of 280 m/s at x = H/4 and H. Considering the high level of the velocity fluctuations
(40 m/s for x = H and Y = 12 mm) it is then possible
to explain the existence of the shock waves shown in
the flow visualizations. The instability of the
shock would be due to this continuation of mean and
fluctuating velocities with a probable influence on
the displacement of the transition point. The u'
peak observed at x - H/4, H/2 and H, which spreds
across the channel after H, can be born of other the
explosion of the highly accelerated shear layer limiting the bubble into a turbulent wake as observed

in the previous section or the btubile frontier oscillations. With this later hypothesis a such Feak m.st
appear for the v' component in the three above mer.tioned sections, that do not occur Fig. 5b. Exzept
this peak, the u' is constant across the bubble equa.
approximatly three time its value in the upper
"potential" flow. The turbulent diffusion across the
air intake appears just after the reattachment
(between 3H and 4H) and a correct uniformity of bet;
u and u' is seen at x = 8H. At this position, the intensity of the turbulence is two time higher in the
x-direction (40%) than in the y-one (20%).

is

.
Yz M/2
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P
U I M/S
0.
ro0
Fig. 6 - Histogram LDA
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Three u-velocity histograms are shown on the
figure 6 at x - 4H for y - H/4, H/2 and 3H/4. The
double maxima of the probability density function is
certainly characteristic of the intermittency of the
flow.

,

HOT WIRE ANEMOI4ETRY RESULTS

:"wire
*

It is generally admitted that the velocity and
specific mass sensitivity coefficients of the hot
wire are equal in supersonic flow (M41,2). The hot
wire response
response isisten
epenanic upon
pon
(two,2.
then dependant
two paets
parameters
only pu and Tt and the u component is deduced by

The frequency f is reduced using H and the velocity
of the free Jet u. The downstream energy damping of
the large structures is clearly seen, approximately
equal to 8 dB for example in the sections x - 1,35 H
and 81, for the characteristic dimension of the structures about H/2.
The spectrum analysis and the application of the
Taylor hypothesis allow to estimate an intcgral scale
Ax which is represented on the figure 8, on the
height of the six previous sections. From the section
x
Ax vary
between
0,3
and- 4
0,4 the
11,value
both onof the
heightsmoothly,
and in the
x-direction.

using a separation procedure as diagram of fluctuation for example. These properties disappear in
transonic flows, and some cautions are necessary,
that are:
maintaining

- to limit the Tj fluctuations

0.10.

- to measure with a high overheat ratio

-

0.750

constant the total temFeratures Tt
(0,8)

,#

p

4

-

p,,

,

0

0

.

A subminiature DISA 55A53 probe is used associated to a main unit DISA 55M with a CTA 55M10
bridge. The pass band is higher than 100 kHz. A FM
Bell & Howell RD-378/U tape recorder store the output signals with a passband of 500 kHz for a nominal
signal/noise of 32 dB at a 120 in/s recording speed.
The data are then directly treated with a ND 100
mini-computer through a CAMAC data acquisition
system.
The evolution of the power spetra for six longitudinal positions of the hot wi
on the line
y = H/2, z = 0 is shown on the f gure 7.

.

0.25-

- to avoid the pure transonic regions (M'-I)and the
shock areas.
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Fig. 8 - Integral scale
Some correlations between two hot wire measurements are shown on the Figure 9. The first probe
coordinates are x = H, y - H/2, z - 0 (z = C corresponds to the vertical plan of symetry) whereas the
second is moving on the half span from the same point.
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An interesting feature is the existence of two negative correlation cores in the x-direction which
reveal the emission of large vortex structures having
x-scale about H1/2 in accordance with the flow
visualizations. The integral scale ratio Az/Ax is
approximately equal to 3 which reinforce the twodimensionality hypothesis. More detailed conclusions
would be hazardous because the non linearity of the
hot-wire response in transonic speed and the application of the Taylor hypothesis in a such region with
high velocity gradients and inhomogeneity.

-

0.01

0

Isocorrelations

U

Power spectra (y = H/2)
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The combination of visualization (V), visualization movies (VM) pressure measurements (P) and
Lamer Doppler (LDA) and Hot Wire (H.V.) anemometries
allows a detailed description of a typical turbulent
and highly separated transonic flow inside an air
intake set at an angle of attack from 20 to 40* in
a H - 0,7 jet flow.
The possible description of the mean features
of the configuration is : (1) the shock existence
and their stability (V, VM) ; (2) the existence of
a bubble (V) and their dimensions (V, LDA) ; (3) the
mass flow rate (P)
The analysis of turbulent nature of the flow
is more dependent upon these combinations : the
burst or transition of the bubble limiting shear
layer stay at an unsteady point (V, VM) and induces
a turbulence intensity peak which spread across the
height of models (LDA, HW).
Large inclined structures are observed (V, HW) which promptly evolve
(V, VM, HW). The turbulence intensity is constant
inside the bubble, outside the shear layer and far
downstream.
As conclusion, it seems of large interest, for
example, to complete the informations on the high
lateral correlation and quasi periodicity of the
structure in the transition region issued from H.W.
results by LDA transverse W, W' components measurements, or those on velocity field distorsions and
high intermittency from LDA by systematic statistic
H.W. analysis.
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HOMOGENEOUS TURBULENCE
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ABSTRACT

wave vector.

A model for predicting homogeneous anisotropic
turbulence submitted to uniform mean velocity gradients is presented. Equations of second order correlations are used. They are closed in the frame of the
E.D.Q.N.M. theory. Since the use of the fully threedimensional expression for the transfer results in
cumbersome computations, a modeled form is proposed
to interpolate this term. Then only a few complete
calculations are required and computations can be
carried out. Our results agree fairly well with the
trends predicted by the experiments.

t

kinetic turbulent energy,
a 2
shear,
"
°3
time.

T. (K,t),

three-dimensional transfer, = T.

S

E(K,t)

ijmi

T.- (K,t)
2
tr(IKI,t)

part of T.i corresponding to the drain.
isotropic transfer associated with an isotropic turbulence, = tr+ + tr-.

idem.
tr(IJi,t) isotropic backscatter.

kinetic energy spectrum.
-

structural parameter, Eu
wave vector .
K

TiJ

Tij + (K,t) part of Tij corresponding to the backscatter.
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isotropic drain.
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velocity fluctuation.
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Reynolds stress tensor.
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mean velocity.
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wave vector.
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linear part of the velocity pressure correlation
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dissipation.
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(9,t),

-

-

Q {'

modeled form of

,'(Q)

+ D"i.Zm(f)

iij"

spectral tensor, Fourier transform of the
second order velocity correlation at two
points.

damping factor.
V

kinematic viscosity,

0Kp
e,

E.D.Q.N.M. characteristic time.

In order
lation, which
of the "true"
a preliminary
ticular cases
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I. INTRODUCTION
The use of two-point correlations has often been
very helpful to predict turbulent flows. In particular, concerning homogeneous anisotropic turbulent
fields, the Rapid-Distortion theory has provided satisfactory informations about the interaction between turbulence and mean velocity gradients, which is
a linear process. Unfortunately, at the present time,
the use of analytical theories, such as D.I.A.,
T.F.M. and E.D.Q.N.M.,to take into account the nonlinear action of turbulence on itself, has essentially
been restricted to the area of isotropic turbuitice.
The main reason for this restriction is that using
these theories withoutsimplification to close the rate equation for the lhree-dimensional second order
spectral tensor tij(K,t) would result in too cumbersome computations.
One is therefore led to make hypothesis to obtain reduction in computational labor. Two interesting attempts have to be mentioned at this point. The
2

first is due to Herring''

who developed the (ij(ft)

tensor into a spherical harmonic expansion and retained only low order terms. Computations of the return
to isotropy of turbulence then become tractable and
have been carried out by using the equations of the
D.I.A..Comparison with direct simulation is fairly
good. This study is nevertheless limited to the particular case of an axisymmetrical homogeneous turbulence, and a much larger number of terms would probably be needed if turbulent fields associated with
mean velocity gradients were to be studied in that
way

Another interesting approach has recently been
developed by Cambon'. The ides is to use the equation
ij(K,t) over a sphere of
6 overning the average of
radius K and to close this equation with the E.D.Q.N.
M. assumptions. When performing the integration over
the sphere, informations concerning the "directivity"
of i (Kt) *re lost, and a modeled form of 4'ij is
needed. ;ij(K) is then expressed as an isotropic function of its average over the sphere and of K. A good
agreement with experiment has been obtained when predicting the classical homogeneous flows with this model, in particular in the case of plane strain. However the model does not seem to fit with every kind of
anisotropy, in particular we have pointed out that
the presence of rotation affects its validity'.
In the present paper, we develop a different kind
of approach. We propose a model in which hypothesis
are not made on the ij(K,t) tensor itself, but on the
tlree-dimensional transfer Tij(K,t). The advantage is
that the linear terms are then exactly taken into
account. Values of Ti (Kt) computed by using the complete 3D E.D.Q.N.M. closure are needed only for arestricted number of wavevectors and for a few values of
time. In between, a modeled form of Tij is adopted,
based on an interpolation between the computed values,
The interpolated form is chosen to depend on Oi. and
on the "isotropic" transfer, which is easier to compute.
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"im

to find a suitable form for the interpopreserves the most important properties
three-dimensional E.D.Q.N.M. transfer,
study is made
Ti is computed in parof anisotropy resulting from the action

Rapid-Distortion on an initially isotropic turbulence. The main characteristics of transfer are then
examined. A modeled form is thereafter proposed. Agreement between the model and the computed values of
Tij(1) is found to be satisfactory.
Computations using the modeled T--(K) are then
carried out. The first results and conirontations with
experiments are presented here.
2. THE CLOSURE OF THE EQUATION GOVERNING lij(K,t) IN
THE FRAME OF THE E.D.Q.N.M.
We chose the E.D.Q.N.M. theory (Orszag5) as it is
the simplest analytical closure and because it has been
successfully employed in isotropic turbulence, in particular by Lesieur
Putting an isotropic 6 KpQ in the equation of the
Test Field Model given by Kraichnan7, assuming furthermore that eypQ can be expressed by using the same function of K and E(iKI) as in isotropic E.D.Q.N.M.,give
(1)

$.(i,t)
4,

ij

ot

2vK

2

t. (i,t)

i

-

f eKpQDijkmn (k(P,t) mn(Q,t)df dQ

..----------------------- (KT.'(Kt)
-

f

ik,+

'
, (
jki
.......

.....................

K)]d dQ
T
(K,t).

wherl thE integrals extend over the triads
K+P+
= , and where
(P,

)

{D'
KPQ

m

(Q)

P

i

D, D' and D" being coefficients depending on the geometry of the triad.
Equation (1), in which the terms containing mean
velocity gradients have been omitted for the sake of
briefness, can be considered as the equation of
E.D.Q.N.M. for a non-isotropic turbulence.
The assumptions made on eKPQ imply that the damping factor w of the E.D.Q.N.M. is not affected by
anisotropy, and furthermore that the mean gradients
are neglected in the equation of third-order correlations. From the point of view of the D.I.A., an equivalent of those assumptions is to assume, as suggested by Leslie., that Green's function is affected neither by the anisotropy of turbulence, nor by the presence of mean velocity gradients. If we have an idea
of the validity of the first part of the proposition,
which is probably acceptable (seeSchumann and Herrini),
the influence
of the mean gradients is not clear (see
Kraichnan 7 and Cambon in the present volume). In the
present paper we make the simplest hypothesis on 9KpQ
on the basis of a practical consideration.
The right hand side 2f (I) is the 3D transfer,
and we shall call is Tij (K,t).

3. STUDY OF THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL TRANSFER AND PHENOMENOLOGICAL APPROACH OF ITS MODELED FORM
In order to study the main properties of Tij(K,t)
we have computed the values of this tensor in particular cases of anisotropic turbulence in which 4il(i,t)
can easily be obtained. For practical considerations
we have chosen turbulent fields resulting from the
action of Rapid-Distortion on the initially isotropic
9
turbulence measured by Comte-Bellot . Obviously the
non linear processes are not taken into account when
"building" the *ij tensor in that way, but it is hoped that the observed properties of the computed form
of the 3D transfer will still be valuable for real
flows, i.e. for less anisotropic turbuhomogeneous
lence.

We now try to find a modeled form for Tij which
respects those main features. We try to express
Tij(K,tI , for any values of K and t, as a flinctional
of Oij(Kt), of the isotropic transfer tr(IK.t) and
of Ti4(K',t') computed for K describing a small set
of sp eres and for a few values of time. We still make
the split Tij - Tij+ + Tij- and then model separately.
I)-... the set of wavenumCalling (K1 . ...
bers corresponding to the spheres on which the 3D
transfer is computed by E.D.Q.N.M. for the set of times (tl, ...
tE ..., t), we write the functional F
such as
K
a
-2 , t
(2) T ijM+( ,t) - F+f{(+(K
"
IKi

The results are presented by using a visualization over spheres of radius iK. The principal axes
of the tensors are visualized and segments proportional to the eigen values are plotted, as shown o+nligure I. Tij has been split into two_ptrts : Tij (K,t)
usually called backscatter, and Tij (Kt) called
drain. Each part is visualized, as well as the ij(K,
t) tensor itself.

kit Na

For the drain, it appears that it is better to
model nij- than to directly express Tij- by using a
functional like (2).
We finally adopt, for
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of i( the
tr-(K,t) are respectively
of
andtho
the
over the direction of K, and the two parts
E.D.Q.N.M. transfer associated with E(K,t).

2

similar form of Tij

The most important results are that, on the one
+
hand the distributions on the sphere of both Tij and
Ti -_are strongly influenced by the distribution of
ij(K,t), on the other hand that the "local" aniso-

tropy of T---

at a given point of the sphere,

is

iso-

is adopted, which is baj

sed on the principal directions of

For different values of K, which do nqt belong
to the.set of K, the modeled forms Ti.M+(K t) and
-Kt) are tested by comparisons with the true
i

Ti

-Kt

r

etdb

oprsn

ihtetu

three-dimensional results of the E.D.Q.N.M. computation. An example of such a comparison is given on fi-

,
oy i
strongly iniluenced by the local anisotropy of Pij.
is less connected to
Moreiver, it appears that Tij
ei(K) than Tij- is, which is suggested by equation
(13. These considerations can be deduced from figure
2 in the case of a uniform shear flow ; they remain
true for a pure plane strain.

gure 3. The model can be considered as satisfactory,
and no optimization of constant is found to be
sary.

-

Fiue2

,

+
and Ti- on a sphere of radius K - 0.45 cm
Visualization of ij, Tij
0.07 s (same
B.6 a'] and for a time t
in the case of a mean shear S
conventions as on figure I).
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Comparison between the computed form of
of Tij-, at K = 0.2 cm 1, and its modeled
form, interpolated from the results of
-1
computations at K - 0.1 cm
and
- 1
- l,
K - 0.5 cm
(S - 13.9 s
t - 0.1 s) ;
(same conventions as on figure 1).

Figure 4 -

4. RESULTS
We now use the modeled form of the transfer in
the equation governing lij. The only constant appearing in the closure is then the usual E.D.Q.N.M. constant determined in isotropic turbulence. The computation time remains tractable since only a few complete
3D values of Tij have to be computed. As typical values corresponding to the results presented here, we
can indicate that Tij is computed over 4 spheres of
radius K, and every 6.02 second. The modeling form of
the transfer being not exactly conservative, the
backscatter is adjusted in the code to ensure energy
conservation,
The computing method has been tested in the case
of isotropic turbulence. It gives good results when
9
compared to the experiment of Comte-Bellot .
Two non-isotropic cases are presented. They concern the uniform shear flow and the pure plane strain.

Figure 4 shows the comparison of our results with
the effect of Rapid-Distortion on the evolution with
time of the turbulent kinetic energy, in the case of
a shear flow acting on an initially isotropic turbulence deduced from the measurements of Comte-Bellot.
The components of the Reynolds stress tensor are plotted in figure 5 ; it appears, as expected, that anisotropy is smaller than in Rapid-Distortion.

td
Q2

01

03

Evolution with time of the turbulent kinetic energy T , .. present model, rapid
distortion ; and evolution with time of the
dissipation c, + present model.

Comparisons with experiment has been carried out
in one of the few cases in which an initial spectrum
1 .
is known : the pure strain distortion of Mar6chall
Figure 6 shows that agreement on the evolution of the
turbulent kinetic energy is good. As for the structural parameter <, it reaches 0.56 (figure 7) whereas
values of about 0.6 are obtained by Mardchal. The corresponding one-dimensional spectra are plotted in figure 8.
The lack of initial experimental data concerning
homogeneous shear flow badly restrais, the validity
of comparison with experiments in t
ear case. A
comparison is nevertheless attempted Wthe correlation coefficient uu/,0u'T
which seems to be less
sensitive to initial coniitlons than the other quantities. Two values of shear are examined, S - 12.9 s
-1
and S - 45 s , respectively corresponding to the
experiments of Champagne, Harris and Corrsin" and
12
Harris, Graham and Corrsin
(or more recently
13
Tavoularis and Corrsin ). in both cases we assume
that turbulence is isotropic at the entrance of the

wind tunnel and we use the initial spectrum deduced
from Comte-Bellot's experiment. in the C.H.C. case,
our results tend to a (nearly) asymptotic value of
about 0.44 (figure 9). The experimental results
reach a slightly higher value, but the evolution with
time can be considered to be fairly well predicted.
In the high shear case, after reaching a maximum, our
values are decreasing with time, which seems to agree
with the experiments, especially with the measurements
of Tavoularis.
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Several other features, concerning the behaviour
of different turbulent quantities, can be deduced fr
our computation. As an example, we can mention the
-n
suits concerning the pressure velocity correlations
presence of shear, because of the importance of cp
fully modeling these correlations when doing one in
closure (Launderi" Lumley
s,
b).
e
ht

M
Figure 6

with time of the turbulent kinetic
Evolution
energy_the case of a plane strain distortion.
(& - 3U3.'X3 - - U2/aX2 =19 s-l). Comparison with the experimental values of Marchal.
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supply of energy to U3, while it remains positive in
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Figure l0shows that the beaviour Lof the 1i lr
part of the pressure velocity tensor Pij is fou.c t.
be very different from what it is in the RapidDistortion theory. All the components are
ra.difoun;
increasing with time, for large values of timer
L
ver P33 soon becomes negative, which correspols to a

6-13t

01 .1#

0.
Figure 7
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Evolution with time of the structural

parameter in the case of a plane strain distor-

Rapid-Distortion.
The discrepancy between
oing
poin/ax
s/X
L
on and in linear stuviours Of P33 in our computars
dies is directly connected to the difference of the
distributions
of ij on the• spheres of radius
f..
K
(figure 11).
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3

19 s-).
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These remarks concerning Pij are important because they point out the danger of modeling the linear
part of pressure velocity correla onsonly with refeorence
to Rapid-Distortion theory when doing tng fows

Even if, at the present time, there are few expe-%

I-

rimental confrontations because of the difficulty to

-

-k)
I..

generate anisotropic initial conditions for the computation, it
spectra, a
diction of
be derived

thcmon

is shown that when using isotropic initial
good qualitative and even quantitative preclassical homogeneous turbulent flows can10
from the analytical theories of turbulence

by modeling the transfer. As no modeled form of the
Oij(O,t) tensor itself is employed, the method is
hoped to be particularly fitting for predicting flows
in which the use of isotropic functions is inadequate ;

rotating flows for example. The results can be directl used to predict flows, or can provide informations
to improve one point closures or other modelings.
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TURBULENCE SUBMITTED
APPROACH OF NON ISOTROPIC OHMOGENEOUS
TO MEAN VELOCITY GRADIENTS

by

C. CAMBON and D. JEANDEL
Laboratoire de Mscanique des Fluides - Ecole Centrale de Lyon -

ABSTRACT

Superscripts

The paper provides an analytical formalism for
describing the evolution of non isotropic homogeneous
turbulence submitted to mean velocity gradients.
The basic procedure is a polarization vector
decomposition of the velocity fluctuation field.
Retaining only the linear mechanisms, the general solution for the equation of the fluctuation is derived
without restrictive assumptions, for arbitrary realizations. The corresponding solution for the nth
order independant statistical moments is simply deduced. As examples, numerical experiments give the effects of plane distortion on second order moments
when rotation is acting simultaneously,
Regarding the problem of closure, the extension
of this linear analysis is examined from the point of
view of statistical turbulence theory.
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NOMENCLATURE

k
p

Ui

FORMALISM FOR NON ISOTROPIC HOMOGENEOUS TURBULENCE
Basic relations
Consider an incompressible velocity field
statistically homogeneous, velocity and pressure are
splitted in two parts which respectively characterize
the mean and the fluctuation fields.
Ui(X,t) = (Ui(X,t) ) + u (X,t)
+ p(x,t)
P(x,t) = (P(x,t)>

Velocity fluctuation field

X

Position

e

Density

i

velocity is

X

(k,t)
I

(2

3u

I-p(X~)X 3 ,
dx,'

R3
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and the classical statistic spectral tensors of order

gradient

n are found to be

.

given in

The Fourier transforms of the velocity
and of
the pressure fluctuations are defined by
3
r
u. k~)=1
(xt~e
dX

Kinematic viscosity
Mean velocity

A

mean

Ui and ij are functions of time only. Conseis stationary, following Craya (1),
quently, ifi\
compatibilities between the preceding conditions imply the mean field to be irrotational or plane.

Time
Velocity field

ui

X iJ

Statistical averaging

0

field
Pressure
u
fwhere
Pressure fluctuation field

t

>

U (Xt) - U.(t) +

Wavevector

p

Spatial Fourier transform
Matrix transposition

Furthermore, the
the following form

Lagrangian mean strain gradient

Fkij

<
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-

.

,,

i

.

-

kt)>

(ui(p,t

with the prolection operator

S(kP)
...
.. ...
.. ...
......
... ...

(

U
u

IUin

(kn

int)...i

k

(ktk
(1
..
2

A ij
ij k
Retaining only linear terms, the partial differential
equation reduces to

t)> =

)

- X21k

I

ni

S(K+k

2

.. +k n

2

1i2-in

Ik
(2)

m

n

2k
2

k

requires
The condition of incompressibility
ui
a(k,t) = 0 withO(i.ki/k

(3)
X -'(t)k
where the lagrangian strain gradient F(t) associated
with the mean flow is governed by the equa-tion

so that, in an orthonormal frame(oe(k),O(k), (k)) the
velocity may be expressed in terms of two components
in the form :
A,(k,t) = Qi(k)ui(k,t)

)

.

(t)

dt

or ui (k,t) = A (k,t)qi(k) + A2(k,t) x.(k)

A,(kn t)A.,(ki

0

k

t

with
T=)k k

l t ) . . . Aln ( k n

(klk2'kn-i' t(k
withk)

il

,

...

)

Wt

(4)

lj

Consequently, using the time derivative with respect
to X constant (noted by the superscript * ), the
general solution of equation (2) writes
_7
(kt), (XO)
(k,t) = e G

(greek indices take only the values one or two).
Among other authors, J. LEE (2) used such a polarizat on vector decomposition.
Accordingly, the corresponding reduced spectral
tensors are

(p, t) A At)

F

=11

____

<A

curves are given by

the associated characteristic

IUikl4

=

d

Fi(t')Fnt)

'

+

Fli(t')dt'

the solution v(k,t) of the equation
(V/3(k,t) +X j.(t)V 1 (k,t) = 0

+k)

(5)

with
(ktQY (i-k)Q
1 (A
"i(k

with the incompressibility condition
Kivi(k,t) = 0

(k,t)

t)
.k....
k
-1
=The

I2"'n

(kk
1

(1l
Q'lil (kkn)Q"2i2
2
k(k

1'

,... k ,t)

2
n-"TIe12.G.
nA

determines the associated tensor G..(k,t)
linear sotutions of the equaiLons governing
th
the nth order moments (without contribution on n+1
order moments) are then, written concisely as
n-i'
kt
(kn' t)G 12J2 (k..t)x
G iljil (
=n.nliIi2*'
e
(kl, 1" ... kn- 1t) =-Tn
2

i2..n
n 1
t) .. cX
(2
"Gnn k-

n
p-i
be expresWe find that the moments of order n can
only
components
sed in terms of n+i independant
k t)
n(n 2
1'2
n
.kl1k2'...
1p2 " ""pn

i

*
.

i

4

,k

2

+ 1kU)
1 1

(&q(k

+
ji

U1 -Au
k !a)
jl 1
lm l'*xm
=

Xn-i '0)

n

n
,t),

'5n

=i

kp

typical local frame. The corresponding differential
and we have
system is deduced,
"
(k, t)A (X 0)
A (k,t) = e

Using the incompressibility condition, the
Navier Stokes equation governing the fluctuation
field may be written :
A

...
'X "

Similarly, the procedure may be described in the

General procedure for solving linear equations

Ailt

with

(6)
)

Likewise, the solution of the equation
1)

W,(k,t)

jk(p,t)u11(q,t)

t) w9 (k,t)

+

(7)

= 0

gives the corresponding tensor g*

(k,t)

The general form ot the n-h oraer moments

Ip+q-.k

(kt'k

2

....kn

l'

t)

1 2''n
is similar to (6).
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CHARACTERIZATION OF THE KERNELS

In the case of pure shear flow, with

.

~ tisr

~~
The~o
or

The tensors
are calculated for all
the mean flows retained by traya. The resolution of
(4) with (3) gives F(t) and the characteristic
curves X(k,t).

1

n

t

that:

f(k,t)

3

2

k
2tg
I -----

.k kI k2

fkIk2

. k_ 1*2

(k)y (k,t)

-4.i

a

we have
I 1 f(k,t)
I
_
and X(k,,k
g
12
1 XI / Iki2
=

The condition of incompressibility is immediately satisfied by projection in the local frame or
by introduction of the new function~l.(k,t) such

VI(k, t)

and n,-

1 S

k 2 st)

X
A7
Arctg

2+
3-

)k 2 0

JIk2

Ist, k2 =

In this last case, the equation (5) to be solved
kk
may be presented as :

f(k,t) - -

0 (8)
0
k 1
and the specific feature of irrotational mean flows
clearly appears,

Using (6), these results will generalize the solution given by Gence (5) and Loiseau.
The general computation of mean rotational flows
is performed with the mean velocity gradient

Aij(

in
XjlyI + (A31 -l)

Irrotational mean flows0

0

The eigen va~ues ofa and
a

and eai,

F are respectively

i = 1,3

Using (8), the tensor Gij(k,t) is given in the form
1
G. (k,t)
(k)F
(t)
i
Ail
jl
t
th
order moments genen
the
of
The concise form
ralize the expressions given by Batchelor (3) and
Courseau-Loiseau (4) (second order moments with isotropic initial conditions). To illustrate the procedure, in the case of arbitrary initial conditions,
the solution for the second order moments reduce to
the tensorial for .ij
F

=,&

n (t )

kF I(t),&
-(k't)
F~)k
jn pn t
S2
k,
(t)
01 e

~ikt
k

2=

kf

'klkn
F
ttFo)F(tdt'
i
ni

t

Plane rotational mean flows
For such flows, it is convenient to use the local frame W(k),
(k),V(k)). Accordingly, the matrix M.of the linear differential system (7) leai'in 0 n
6
ding to g., may be written as :
'

ixijj

26

iJ+

i
n.~ .~
in

/

) 3

bi_
)2
I Ieffects

_

i
1

with

.ijl

2
1

/.
)2 '
1 1~

6

=

E

i

jl Jl

'

Two particular cases lead to analytical solutions for 9.
: the pure rotation and the pure
shear flow.
For the pure rotation, choosing n colinear to
t'e rotation vectorS , the mean velocity gradient
Xi

j

- Eij al

1cos~t

singt

-

given in the fixed principal axes of the distortion
tensor. Without evident analytical solutions, the
differential system (7) is numerically solved by
Runge Kutta integration.
As examples, using initial isotropic conditions,
the evolution of the second order momentsoij are
ar
calculated for various values of the ratioi d.
rbtained h
figure i, we give the radial tensor,
integration over a spherical shell of radius-l

:.

at d.t = 0.76 (d fixed), for various values of the
ratioQ/d.
The evolution with time of the one point non
diagonal component <u 2 u_> and the
kinetic energy
are shown on tne figure 2. From W/d = C tL
<uu.)
/d = 1, <u2u> is contineously increasing with time;
when1/d)>, <u 2 u 3 > is always increasing for small
values of d.t, but the level at large values of d.t
falls whenGQ/d is growing. Moreover, an osci:-ating
tendency appears, its period is roughly identica tc
that of the pure rotation.
CONCLUDING COMMENTS AND APPROACH OF THE NON LINEAR
PROBLEM
In the present work, the study of the linear
on an arbitrary realization of the fluctuation velocity field is readily extended to statistical spectral tensors using the determinist behavior
of the operator. Accordingly, the linear proble:.
becomes more tractable than the classical rapid distortion theories and more general results on nth
order moments are extracted. Moreover, the numerical
solution underlines the consequent qualitative
effects of the mean flow ; the exact calculation of
the linear part of the pressure-strain correlation
mye
ueasa gi f the
mdelin ofteacor
may be used as a guide for the modeling of the corresponding term in the Reynolds stress equatior, (6).
For the approach of the non linear problem, we
examine the contribution of the previous analysis to
the classical theories of closure starting from a
linear gaussian model. Indeed, considering an initial statistical ensemble, such that ui(k,o) has a
multivariate normal law, it is clear that the linear

leads to :
i t "

0

ain~t,
cosMti

" 2fl..

solution preserves this property. The same situation
appears in the case of the linear response of the
17.9

fluctuation field when a gaussian forcing term take
the place of the non linear right hand side of (1).
In the both cases, we can associate a gaussian
solution u i and a linear problem, characterized by
the Green function R .,
.
)
G (t,)k'et'
k,t-t')
ij
(9)
x S(k(t-t')k )
The departure from the gaussianity will then essentially be linked to the non-linear terms in (M). Accordingly, the effects of these mechanisms on statistical quantities can be treated formally as weak
corrections added to the basic set (u*,R?)
At first, following the DIA methoA (?, we let
the response tensor be defined by the functional
derivative
R. (k,t,k~t') =SGi(k,t)Jf
ii
tJ
Su (k,t)=

(k',t') or,
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where f. represents a forcing term acting on the
right hind sid± of (1).
The DIA algorithm would be the following :
- Considering the equations for the statistical
quantities <Rij) and
ij, close the unknown terms
by expanding ui and Rij around 01 and R,? using
perturbations.
-Retain only the lowest order terms in these expansions and discard the indice zero.
At this stage, this procedure reveals, among
other inconsistencies, a specific problem in our case : the time-dependantshiftin
between k and k',
induced by the Green function ( 9), can lead to
violate spatial homogeneity. Thus, for future investiqatins, we 'etain only,in the DIA approach, the
sounding concept of response tensor.
Zncn, comparing characteristic time-scales, of
I
both linear and non-linear mechanisms , we can assune that Rjj is a good approximation for Rij, at
Least in the small wavenurbers range.
Consequently, the abridgment proposed by
Leslie (8) for treating shear-flows, appears questionable ; indeed the author choice, "a priori", an
isotropic distribution for V
and a local (in kspace) isotropic form
R?

linear term. In a previous work, (10), the unknown
enlarged function was assumed to be isotropic, with
a single damping coefficient. An improvement of
such a drastic assumption may be expected starting
from the linear exact model : an exact determination
of the primitive Green function can be extracted in
term offRj function products (see relation (9)).
This information will be used as
the first step
for the construction of a suitable enlarged function.
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(k) S(k'-k)

On the other hand, spatial correlations can be
'ised exclusively at the same time, without inconsistency, when applying a quasi-normal hypothesis with
an eddy damping (EDQN). Following Orszag(9), this
way consists to close the equation of the thirdcrder spectral tensor by splitting the term relative
to fourth-order correlations in t o parts : the first
is expressed in terms of second-order correlations,
applying the rules for evaluating moments of normal
distributions ; the second one depends linearly on
the third order tensor and come in addition to the
primitive linear part of the equation. Then, we can
define a primitive,or zeroth order, Green function
and an enlarged one, -haracterizing the upper whole
I - For exemple, we can compare the constant "lineair
scale (XijX i /2 with the large eddy turn-over
2
2
t
Jme
k p
(p)dp)-I
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ENTRAINMEhT DIAGRAMS
FOR
VISCOUS FLOWS

By
Brian Cantwell and Gary Allen
Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics
Stanford University
Stanford, CA 94305

ABSTRACT
A technique is described for visualizing unsteady
flows which are self similar in time. The method
makes use of a reduction of the equations for unsteady
particle paths to an autonomous system in similarity
coordinates. The entrainment diagram for a given
flow corresponds to the phase portrait of this system
and the flow structure is analyzed in terms of its
critical points. This approach provides a powerful
method for analyzing the dependence of the flow on
various governing parameters.
NOMENCLATURE
a,b,c,d - matrix coefficients
f,g - self similar Falkner-Skan stream functions
G - self similar round jet stream function
H - self similar vortex ring stream function
M - governing parameter
p,q - trace and determinant of the matrix of coefficients
Re - Reynolds number
t - time
- velocity vector
U - free stream velocity

visualization combined with substantial amounts of
quantitative information about the flow. However,
there are significant conceptual problems involved in
interpreting unsteady streamline patterns as they relate to entrainment. In an unsteady flow, streamlines
can move across fluid pathlines; thus the unsteady
stream function provides little insight into the behavior of the fluid itself.
Particle trajectories drawn in physical coordinates also present similar conceptual difficulties.
If the integration of the particle-path eqatJ.ons i&
carried out over a volume of particles, then each
point in space will be traversed by an infinite set of
trajectories, each with a different slope corresponding to the passage of particles through the point at
successive instants of time.
In addition, the pattern of particle paths, like the pattern of streamlines, depends on the frame of reference.
Certain time-dependent flows can be reduced to
a self-similar form. Such flows usually depend on
one or two global parameters. In this case, some of
the above objections can be removed by reducing the
equations for unsteady particle paths
dxi

ui(Xt)

- plate velocity

U

-

spatial coordinates

(1)

to an autonomous system in similarity coordinates.
We shall call the phase portrait of this syster, the
entrainment diagram of the flow. It is a Lagrangian
representation of the unsteady flow pattern in a system of scaled spatial coordinates. There are several
useful elements of this technique

1

- pressure gradient exponent
&,T - similarity coordinates

&c,nc - coordinates of a critical point
e - polar angle
- coordinates of a critical point in spherical
C
coordinates

I)

E,,e

ii)

- vorticity
I't
1
Ih"TRODUCTION
This paper is addressed to the problem of visualizing unsteady fluid motion. Observations of organized structure in turbulence have led to an increased emphasis on direct analysis or measurement of
complex unsteady flow fields. An extremely important
element in current research is a renewed emphasis on
the use of flow visualization and a widespread awareness that flow visualization can play a very broad
role in improving our physical understanding of complicated turbulent phenomenit (Kline 1978).
The instantaneous streamline patterns which result from these investigations provide P form of flow

iii)

The entrainment diagram provides a visual
picture of the flow which is invariant for
various moving observers.
The flow structure is described in terms of
a limited set of critical points in the entrainment diagram. Thus the technique provides a quantitative scheme for identifying
and classifying related features of various
classes of self-similar flows.
The entrainment diagram can be used to analyze the dependence of a flow on various
governing parameters.

At this point it may be noted that the restriction to flows which are self-similar in time turns
out to be remarkably general. Even when we further
restrict ourselves to flows which are amenable to

17.12
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simple stretching transformationsl the list of cases
is quite long and includes virtually all of the flows
which we ordinarily think of as self similar in space
(Cantwell 1981).
In the present paper we will focus our attention
on element (iii) of the entrainment diagram technique
and demonstrate its application to the analysis of
three flow problems; the classification of FalknerSkan boundary layers, transition in the axisymmetric
jet and reverse transition of the vortex ring. In
each case the dependence of the flow pattern on governing parameters will be demonstrated.

-

.

+)1/2
MXI

/

f

\I(
(9)

One can easily verify that (9) is equivalent to (4)
where
(1+B)/2
(10)
(
f(s)
nd
(1-B)/2
and a
In terms of f(s) the equations (7) and (8) become
-

F

d-T

X.AMPLE 1.

CLASSIFICATION OF FALKER-SKAN BOUNDARY LAYERS
These are steady boundary layers with an imposed
streamwise pressure gradient which varies according
to a power law in the x-direction. Nevertheless we
will begin the analysis with a similarity form appropriate to the unsteady boundary layer equations.
In
terms of the stream function
332
3U
2
2
tp + ;y axay -1 ax y2 -I U- ;x + V y3
(2)
3yat
2
ay3
3yt~~~
x3y
e
x
by
where the free stream velocity Ue is given
e
Ue (x) -M

dT

In the neighborhood of a critical point (Ecrc), the
above equations may be expanded as
dC
dT

a(c-(3

+ b( _-c)

d
T

c(E-Cc) + d(Tn-r)

I C' C

The constant, M, determines the rate at which U,
varies and is the parameter which governs the motion
in the x-direction. The appropriate similarity form
is
1
1+8
1/= M

t2(l

-

Substituting (3),

=

n'1_()

2 M~
I
3
11+

3

2

2

P1 3ra

3Th2

dr - g

-E

dr, .
-g
d=

-

where T -

(16)

(17)

In order to evaluate p and q we make use of the fol-

(26l
(6)

lowing relations derived from setting (11) and (12)
equal to zero at ( c,rc). Note s=
r/L
"
C " (1- )2

c-8

The governing partial differential equation no longer
depends on time and thus (4) and (5) are correct
and r, the equaforms. When expressed in terms of
tions for unsteady particle trajectories become

~dT

(15)

i

p - -(a+d)
q - ad - bc

(4) and (5) into (2) leads to

___1

2(-8

d- ;F-

'l

The nature of the critical point is completely determined by the trace and determinant of the matrix of
coefficients.

_(
1/(1-8)

c

c

where
= 11(1-B)

(14)

'C

(4)

) g(,r)

x

(13)

,

(F2I

8

(12)

where

a

/

F2 (:,r)

2

(7)

f'(s d

1- 8

(18)
(19)

f(Sc) - 0

Using (15), (18) and (19) the coefficients become

(8)

a
a -

i3(Q-1)12
c3/2 1

n t.

c

2

,l-8\)c~c

The Falkner-Skan solutions are usually expressed in
the form

c

f"(s

(20)

c

(21)

,,

S

-

+-

T

c
2
c _1 82 n c
Cc-

3
2

3
-2
f(S)

(22)

In the general case in two-dimensions the basic

(3+/) + (1-8)
c c
2(1-8)
Evaluating p and q we have

similarity variables are of the form (Cantwell 1978)

d = -

k

(x-X(t))cos(a~nt + bt)-(y-V(t))sin(ant + bt)
n-t- k (x-X(t))sin(a.nt + bt)+(y- (t))cos(atnt + bt)
Where k, a and b are arbitrary constants and X(t)
and Y(t) are arbitrary functions of time. In the
case oL simple stretching transformations afb-X(t)t

P

Y(t)-O.
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(8-3)
-2(1-8)

3/2

"38/2(
c

(23)

(24)

q

ll)

(25)

I
2(1F)(i25)

Note that the evaluation of p and q does not require
an explicit knowledge of f(s). Figure 1. indicates
the various critical points associated with different
values of .

(P-I) Jeffrey - Hamel Flow - This represents
the case of flow in a diverging channel produced by a volume source at the vertex. It
happens to be a case where length scales in
both coordinate directions vary like 'F.f
The entrainment diagram is shown schematically in Figure 4.

I

I

L

Figure 4.

vE

r

p

It

In the context of discussing the Blasius Layer we may
consider the case of an impulsively started plate.
For this case
(26)
,u = U (1-erf('));

Ialso

I=1

/ /OPI

Entrainment diagram for the flow in a
;
0, t).
diverging channel (ftd

c

4uw'
The particle paths in similarity coordinates are

Figure 1. Trajectory of the critical point of
the Falkner-Skan solutions in the (pq) plane.

=

The line q=p-i is gotten by eliminating e between (24)
and (25). Well known cases include
i)

(4=0) The Blasius Laver - the critical point
in this case is a stable node with (p,q)=
(3/2,1/2). The entrainment diagram for this
flow is shown schematically in Figure 2.

dn
dT

(l-err()) -

2

(27)
(
(8

where =x/Uot, n=y/-7t and T=7n t.
with a critical point at (cn) = (1,0).
Near the critical point (27) and (28) may be expanded
as

d 0-1/2

(p,q)=(3/2,
The critical point is a stable node with
i.e. the sae (pq) values as for the steady

K12);
Figure 2.

ii)

Blasius Layer. The entrairnent diagram for this flow
is shown schematically in Figure 5.

Entrainment diagram for the Blasius
Layer.

y

(P-l/3) Constant stress layer - this occurs
where the line q-p-1 osculates with the
2
parabola q-p /4. It represents a situation
in which a mildly favorable pressure gradient
balances diffusion from the wall to produce
a boundary layer with a wall shear stress
which remains constant with x. The entrainment diagram is similar to Figure 2. but
with a star point at the leading edge.
y

WI

Figure 3.

Entrainment diagram for the constant
stress layer.
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1
Figure 5.

U.
Entrainment diagram for the impulsively started flat plate.

Inclusion of the starting process in the analysis
of the phase portrait of the particle path equations
leads to a powerful method for analyzing the dynamics
of fluid motion. In Example 2 we will briefly review results published previously (Cantwell 1981) for
transition in the axisymmetric jet. This will serve
to introduce Example 3 in which the application of
the entrainment diagram technique to the problem of
reiaminarization or reverse transition in the impulsively produced vortex ring will be described.

The purpose for contrasting these two examples with
each other is to illustrate the fundamentally different nature of the Reynolds number dependence of the
two flows.
In each case we will be considering solutions of
the linearized equations of motion.

*

V.u - 0

(30)

Vxu - W

(31)

. VV

W
23

The structurp of the flow is examined by finding and
classifying critical points of (38) and (39); points
8
(Cc, c) at which both right hand sides are equal to
zero. The zeros of (39) are at (8 - 0,w all E) and
(& - 1.7633 all e) and are clearly the same for all
Reynolds numbers. Setting the right hand side of (38)
equal to zero gives

Re2

c

(32)

c

1

(40)

-c
e

c

2 /4

_ c
\ - -

1

c
erf(-

cose

EXAMPLE 2.
TRANSITION IN THE IMPULSIVELY STARTED ROUND JET
In this section we will review the behavior of
an impulsively started, axisymmetric laminar jet.
1 2
The Reynolds number is, Re=(J/p) / /v, where J/p is
the strength of the momentum source which produces
the jet. Dimensional considerations lead to a formulation of the problem which is self similar in time
in the variables
- r/,
and e, where r and e are
the raduis and polar angle in spherical polar coordi-

Equation (40) defines a family in the (&,6) plane for
various values of the Reynolds number. Intersections
between (40) and the zeros of (39) locate critical
points in the entrainment diagram of the solution (34).
Figure 6 below shows schematically the entrainment
diagram of (34) at three values of the Reynolds number.

LsK

We will make use of the analytic solution for the
limit Re - 0. The Stokes stream function for this
case is given by
T v 3/2

-

t

1/2

Figure 6.

Substituting (33) into (30) to (32) and solving for
G leads to
2
e-2/4 Leerf/
2
2 /
Re
- sin e
__4 e
-((2
- C
(34)
( 6,)
T
k 2))

~

*

•are

By any conventional measure the above solution has
only a trivial dependence on Reynolds number. However an examination of particle trajectories associated with (33) and (34) reveals a remarkably complex
structure. The equations for particle trajectories
given by
dr . urde

~become

v(ret;Re)
r

d

(r.O,t;Re) ; dt

dt

For sufficiently small Reynolds number, pathlines converge to a single stable node which lies on the axis
of the jet. At a Reynolds number of 6.7806 the pattern bifurcates to a saddle lying on the axis of the
jet, plus two stable nodes lying symmetrically to either side of the axis. At a Reynolds number of
10.09089 the pattern bifurcates a second time to form
a saddle and two stable foci. The Reynolds number dependence uf the flow is conveniently summarized by the
trajectory of the critical points of (38) and (39) in
the (pq) plane shown in Figure 7.
a 1113

1

(35)

tangential velociwhere u and v are the radial and
ties. In terms of similarity variables the equations

dT

_ L( ,e;Re) - 2 ;

2

V( ,e;Re)

dTr

(equa-

tion 34) for various Reynolds number ranges.

(33)

G( ,e)

Entrainment diagrams of G(,)

r

(36)
Figure 7. Trajectory of the critical points of
(38) and (39) in the (p,q) plane.

Where
2(ne;Re)
2
- ; V( ,e;Re) 2 sine

-l

(37)

Several aspects of this work which have important implications for our understanding of unsteady shear
flows should be noted.

and 7 = lnt.
Substitution of (34) into (36) using
(37) leads to
d
!
-2
A
erff.
(8
d
_Re2 cose /
e_
(38)
dT
2w
2
2
2
2
2

d"

Re
dT 7

sine
-2

1 1
-

i)

A vortex rollup such as that depicted in Figure 6 is usually thought of as an essentially nonlinear phenomenon. Yet here we see
that a rollup process is contained in the
structure of a linearized solution of the

equations of motion.

2

14

(39)
2
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i)

The vortex rollup, or focus forms just one of
a family of possible critical points which
may describe the structure of a given
flow.
In two dimensions possible critical points
include saddles, nodes and foci. In three

dimensions the entrainment diagram may be
very complex.
One can give a physical interpretativn to the
three flow patterns depicted in Figure 6.
Consider an interface between two fluids A
and B in physical coordinates. If the momentum source is turned on at t=O then, depending on the Reynolds number, the interface
will distort into one of the three possible
patterns depicted below.

iii)

v(r. e, t;
r

d,
dS

(47)

; v)

with the parametric dependence of u and v on 14 and v
indicated. The variables r, b, u and v are the same
coordinates and velocities used in Example 2. The similarity forms appropriate to this problem are

z

u =

(c7l

-1/2

(48)

-3/2 t-3/2 U( ,)

(49)

-3/2 t-3!2 V(7,')

(50)

-1/2

=

v .

I
I

=

V_ 2 t-2~

(51)

&

2

r= v1/ t1/2
Where U, V, H and W are the self-similar velocities.
stream function and vorticitv. Note that we have assumed that these functions do not depend on I/; or
In terms
We shall check this assumption a posteriori.
of similarity variables, the particle path equations
become

I-'

7

dr
d

(52

u(c,e)

dV-,, Re
Figure 8.

2

Distortion of fluid interface by
G( ,8) at three Reynolds numbers.

EXAMPLE 3.
RELAXATION OF AN IMULSIVELY STARTED VORTEX RING

In this section we will examZne the behavior of an
impulsively started, axisymmetric vortex ring. Th7
Reynolds number of the vortex ring is Re = (I/ot)l 211,
where I/p is the total impulse applied to the fluid,

(41)2
2 i
(41)
p 2 ff(ucose - vsine)2rr sinedrde
0W(C,)
Note that, in contrast to the previous example, the
Reynolds number in this flow depends on time. The
equations of motion in spherical polar coordinates
are
1
-

r

1

2

r (r u)+ +

i

r-)

-v)

(53)
d _e Re V','
dT
where T=Xn t and Re2.I/pV t. These equations should be
compared with equivalent equations for the round jet
Note that in this example the particle
(Equations 36).
path equations do not reduce to an autonomous system.
Rather the right hand sides of the equations depend on
time, with the dependence appearing through the Re%nolds number which now comes out as a parameter multiplying the as yet unknown functions U{ , ) and '(t,-)
The entrainment diagram for this flow evclves with
time.
im Substituting (51) into (44) and solving the resulting equation by separation of variables leads to
=

s

3

The result is

(54), (45) and (43).

H(C

)

- 1 sin2

r2
wsine) +

(r

(44)

Taking limits gives
Lim H(Ef,)

(56)

4-C(r4
or, in ters of

with the Stokes stream function defined by
1
k
2
r sne Be

Lim
r
w

(45)

rsine 9r

As before particle paths are given by

dt

e(55)

=

r

dr

, erf( )-,-

u(43)

(r.) =

d

(54)

i

where the constant has been chosen to insure that (41)
is satisfied. The stream function is determined using

(42)

(vsine)= 0
O 7e v in(42

(52)

-

u(r, A, t; 1;

P

(46)

)

2

(57)

1 sin
p 4rr

The flow at infinity is that due to a steady dipole of
Using (45) the particle path equations
strength I/c.
become
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ef

1

d 2r2

e247inw,

dO R

1e-~/

_

(58)

2

/F

(2

(1.T
-1 e2

) e/

-

.RqJp...

r (1)(59)
erf()

At this point the analysis follows very closely that
used to analyze the round jet. The structure of the
vortex ring is examined by finding and classifying
critical points of (58) and (59); points (Ec,ec) at
which both right hand sides are equal to zero. The
zeros of (59) are at (e-o. r all ) and (E.3.022437
all 6) and are clearly the same for all Reynolds numbers. Setting the right hand side of (58) equal to

4Y(O

.Z~

Figure 9. Entrainment diagrams of H( ,e) (*quation 55) for various Reynolds number ranges.
The various patterns and their limiting forms at rc-O
and &c- (Re-O, Re-) are summarized in Figure 10
which shows the trajectory of the critical points of
the vortex ring in the (p,q) plane.

zero gives

c

Re
-r

(60)
cose c

e-

.wt

intersections between (60) and the zeros of (59) locate the critical points of the system (58) and (59).
If Re < 18.174936 there is a single node lying on
the axis of the vortex ring (ec=O). In this Reynolds
number range (60) provides a relation between Re and
E. the radial coordinate of the node which moves outward along the axis of the vortex ring as Re is increased,
When Re exceeds 18.174936 the flow splits into
three critical points; a saddle situated on the axis
of the vortex ring and two stable nodes lying symmetrically about the axis at Ec.3.022437 and
-I[18.174936 21
(61)
)
ec c - o=s $1.-41
Re
As the Reynolds number is further increased, the
nodes move away from the axis on the circle
&c=3.022437. At the same time the Ec coordinate of
the saddle continues to follow (60) with 6c.O. For
the critical point on the axis, the invariants of the
matri of coefficients are
-

2

I

'4
e c/

3

Re

i

r\ , 1
Zo~~

qc

-&

-

~c=O

- 2 p

c

(62)

Trajectory of the critical points of
(58) and (59) in the (p,q) plane.
Note that the trajectory is almost identical to that
of the round jet (Figure 7 ). The main difference is
In
in the limiting values of p and q as Re-o ( c-0).
the case of the vortex ring the (p,q) trajectory (Equation (62)) osculates with the parabola q-p'/4; i.e.
the on-axis critical point becomes a star (p-1, q-1/4)
as Re-O. Whereas the zero Reynolds number limit in the
case of the round jet was a stable node (p=5/4, q-1/4).
Figure

0.

While the similarities between these two examples
may be quite striking, the physical interpretation of
the results is totally different. In the case of the
round jet the pathline equations are strictly autonomous and, in a given realization of the flow the Reynolds number is constant over all space and time. In
the case of the vortex ring the pathline equations are
not autonomous and, in a given realization all Reynolds
numbers are encountered with the Reynolds number decreasing with increasing time (RevI/E). The appropriate mixing problem to imagine in this case is one in
which a series of interfaces is encounteted by a single
vortex ring as shown schematically in Figure 11.

CID~

a

(erfyj
(63)

2~Pa

\

For the critical point off the axis, the invariants
are ( c evaluated as 3.022437)
Pe

C

.
.

(D

3r

0 "3

(64)

ftm>Z3.ic
Figure 11.

c
6
qp €o " 2.94130154 x 10
c

1,

R
Re

4

3.20945389 x 10
(65)

The off-axis node changes to a stable focus when
q c#0 exceeds 9/16. This occurs at Re-23.410465.
Figure 9 shows schematically the entrainment diagram
of the vortex ring at three values of the Reynolds
number

/g,,7y<pa3.'go
.5.s.
Mixing at several interfaces by a

vortex ring.
The first inteiface encountered by the vortex ring
rolls up in the traditional fashion. The second and
third interfaces are placed sufficiently far from the
origin so that the Reynolds number of the arriving
ring has dropped below the appropriate threshold value.
These latter two interfaces never roll-up.
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PREZICTABILITY OF TWO-A.t THRE-: :rENSONAL
FREELY DECAYING FLOWS.
APPLICATION TO MIXING LAYERS

Marcel LESELT, and Jean-Pierre CHILLEC
Universit6 de Grenolie
Institut

de l canique

ABSTRACT
It is suggested that, contrary to what hap;ens
for stationary forced homogeneous turbulence, the
large scales of three-dimensional freely evclving
turbulence may be predictable in the sense that an
initial error grows at a rate no faster than the large energetic structures. This conjecture is based on:
a) a phenomenological approach, b) results on pair
dispersion obtained from two-points closures, c) direct numerical somulations. The same analysis performed in the two-dimensional case seems or.the contrary
t: confirm a rapid contamination of the large scales
by an error initially confined to the small scales.
The latter results are used as ingredients of
an attempt to describe the dynamics of mixing layers
in terms of statistical theories of two-dimensional
freely-evolving turbulence. Four steps may be pointed
out :
the build up of the enstrophy cascade, which
creates excotation up to the three-dimensional Taylor
mocroscale (equivalent to the two-dimensional enstrophy dissipative wavenumter) ; ii) the establisboent
of a three-dimensional energy cascade up to the threedimensional Kolmogorov wavenumber ; iii) a rapid
contaminatlon of the large scales by the threedimensionality induced in the small scales ; iiii) an
ultimate state of "equipartition" of energy in the
large scales between two-and three-dimensional
structures.
E.:
;LA
:(t)

E(k,t)
k
k,
k,

t
P(r,t)

enstrophy
enerQy spectrum
eand
wavenumber characteristic of large
energetic eddies
wavenumber characteristic of the
error spectrum
two-dimensional dissipative wavenumber
integral scale
probability distribution for the two
particles of a pair to be distant of

R
Re
t
v

A
t

*
q
a,

t
1. INT

U1
Amcng the va.
approaohes uset- st-- -- e
stability of a giver
' predictability st'!leZ
allow one to make a sta-ility analysis
nt.n"
m
of a turbulent flw. The m.ematioal formaos
see
e.g. LORE:;: (1) and
.
onis
-n.i:n
(
dering two random fields u -,
and
th satisfying Navier-StckeE equations, having the san.e statortical properties, and initially completely :crrelateo
except in the small scales. it has been sho. withou;
ambiguity in the frame of twc-point closures suzh as
the quasi-normal theory (LORENZ (1)), the eddJy-Jam.p
markovian quasi-normal theory LTh (1)) cr the test
field model (LEIEH and HiRAICHNA (09, that an iniial
error confined to scale sizes greater than the dissipative scales would progressively contaminate larger
larger scales. These results have been obtained
with models of homogeneous stationary turbulence supwiedmode
foren
jectinnrg t
a gven
plied by external forces injecting energy at a give
conclusion
the
results
these
From
.
k
wavenumber
I
was made that a turbulent flow is by nature Unpredictable, and consequently it is impossible to make a
numerical long term deterministic prediction of a flyat high Reynolds number. The dynamics of thos inverse
mo.des
cascade of err:r deduced from the statistical
:
ocan be described phenomenclogically as
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.o,

(k,t)

rct mean scuare seara
.
t e ,rr
in a pair
Reynclds rom'er
time
velocity field
enstrophy infeticn rate
errcr spectr--.
energy dis-;at-- rate
three-dimey
.-r
relaxation time fcr the trerei'.
kinematic vs2:ty
dispersitn coefficent
local tr-nc'er time

o(t) be the wavenumber characterizing the front
decorrelation. Alecorrelation velocity may be de1fed as (d/dt)(kE
) and expressed az the ratio
r(kE ) is the local turnover time
/
E), where
the
We then b
at
.
teotain herelation :
kE

-dt

much slower. We shall then be led to propose a concept
of %quipartition of dimensionality". This could be
an explanation of the experimental evi'.ence of the
persistance of large scale quasi-two-dimensional
structures in mixing layers for downstream :BROWAND

en TROUTT (7)).

(2.

PHENOMNOLOGY
In the case of

which governs the inverse cascade of err9r. Relation
I
(I-1), with
(k) r
(Lp E(p) dp
, implies
that a decorrelation initially confined above waven=mber k, will reach wavenumber k
in a time of
1
the orier Iof

_k
k

le(IAt

-dimensional turbulence

at high Reynolds number, it -j be shown asstiming a
self-similar degay that tne integjrl scale C and
the energy _ v
evolve like
t
and t-U ,Ot
2
relati:n
the
satisfying
and 0

. (1-2)4

e

- k,
-- 5 / 3
in three dimensions and if
k2 lies in the k
energy cascade, tne time required for the uncertainty
to reach k, is cf order 't(k ). In two dimensions
and if k- -is in the enstrophy cascade, things are
not so simple because of the well known logarithmic
,orretion. Nevertheless if the extent of the enstrophy cascade does not exceed a few-dezades, the
Dgarithmic correction to the k
energy spectrum
may be neglected, and the predictability time is of
the order of the lil eddy turnover time, approximately the cascade. (
the
tely eq
iecual
t
a
te.h
eostrcpoa..
4
A consequence of the latter result, mentioned
'), concerns the return to threeby ALE.A:Y et al.,
imensionality of the large scales of a two-dimensional
flow pertur-bed three-diensionality in the small sa-

easily obtained from the definition of
by P-- 41
A
L
the energy dissipation ratere
d
givenin he
and saio ra
te. MoreEq. (2-1) is then equivalent ton

les : inaeeo, toe initial three-dimensional perturtaticn induces a decorrelaticn in the small scales
between two horizontal sections of the flow whc
hic
e'ation wil the
relation wiil then gradually contaminate larger and
larzer scales, im-_:Iying the return to three-dimensionall~y of the large scales.
The s
s to be aof
There seems to be an inconsistency between
se theoretica results
l
al the experimental observaons
f the so-called
large coherent structres".
me aut.ors have suggested that the analytical theories :f turbulence
mentioned
unable
describe
such turbulent
flows.above
,.r may
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view to
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....
er~t
uing
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using
taken fom
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tnese analytical theories, that some classes of
treely evolving flows could be much more predictable
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t.
These results are of course valid for asymptotically
high times and Feynolds nur.bers. More precise
'ac!ations using two-point closures such as the Test-Field
(see AT.EEQUE et al. (6), the Eddy-amped
-rdel
Model (e
et aalong
Edis
Quasi-Normal Markovian approximation (see
=711T and
E (9)~oor the quasiNra approximation see
(9)
si-Normal a
ian
....
show that,
TATUMI, KiZA and MISMA 1
eergy spectrum behaving like k
when k -l $, C5
o order 1.38 t 1.39, and aq of order C.31. For
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aki

spentrum:, itis well known that

k = 0.5 . But since a

k"

1

c ,

energy-spectrw
t

and

=meda-

tely appears in the low-k range when turbulence is
induced by a forcing concentrated in a narrow band
around an injection tavenmmber k , it is reasonable
to infer that the k
shape is t;.ebest fitted for
grid turbulence experiments. The fact that the values
G
measured in these experiments are lower than
1.38 (1.26 in COMTE-BELIT and C2
Ii)) is
certainly ascribable to insufficient values of the
decay times and
eynolds umbers.
We now return to eq.wh-2), which is indepen- /3

beongstohe

gy spectrum, (-i)

inertial
the when
enerthe range
other of
hand,
a

implie

4_ k 5/hk*
than statistically stationary flows. in the threerv
At
dimensional case, this predictability is due to a
self-similar increase of the large structures which
T
2
for
(-3) that
) and
be
of the
to the
comparable
is the easily
initial from
time (2where
complete
deccrreh growth
rwho
h>>
atartIt may
t
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proceeds~~~~~
oprbet
proceeds at a rate
error. In the two-dimensional case, the results of
l t
ft
k is
alsme where c
ecorreremain
a
is assued,
.ation
for k>k
unpredictability obtained for stationary flows still
6-/2,.
a constant ratio and are both proportional to t
.ht for hnf=rced freely-evolving flows
consequentThe decorrelation obeys then the same self-similarity
Sthethree- dimensionality contained in the small
law as the energy spectrum and never overtakes the

~~~~

zzales
rapidly zontaminates the large two-dimensional
energy-containing ed-lies. Nevertheless the two_"..erg-onatr-ing
ddes cannot diev pertlesst
e
imensional structures cannot disappear, because
i
e
creases at a rateprothen
(6), whle the integral scale of a

l
large

e

energy-containing eddies.

A similar phenomenology may be performed for

two-dimensional turbulence. The evolving spectrum may
be characterized by two wavenumbers : k kt) an4
kD(t) characteristic, respectively, of the eAergy-

three-dimensional isotropic turbulence increases

containing eddies and of the enstrophy-dissipative
scales, with :
kI(t)V (v t)

-

(2-u)

k1(t) N. (4t)- 11 2

(2-5)
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_ ,

Between R and kD
energy spe t15 -1
E(k)Nt k

where F is a nondimensional function, as predicted
by BATCHELOR (6). Then it may be shown, within the sa.e
framework as in the three dimensional case, that the
probability distribution P(r,t) for the two particles
of the pair be distant of r satisfies the equation.

extends an enstrophy-cascading

is
the kinetic
(12),
BASDEVANT (3) -e v
isteinicenergy,*
coserved with time. The enstrophy D(t
varies as

2. r1 ,,

-

t
. It is interesting to note that k
corresponds
A
g]
(-2)
to the Taylor microscale of a three-dimensional tur1
bulence whose energy-containing eddies would correspond with
. 9
and
to kI* This result will be shown in sectionF. The
so
time
:k)
is then constant along the cascade and
K/1 ,
:j
proportional to t. Then eq. (1-1) reads :
for the triple
is the relaxatior. tire
In (3-3),
correlations of the velocity field at waven.rzerz of
(2-7)
dt
_____
order q . Eq. (3-1
had first been givern ty
t£
KRAIC.HtA (1'), using the Atridged Lagran.-ar. H-istor'

e

Direct
The form ?3-3. f:r
1r,t) Interaction
correzpcnas approximation.
to the Ed-apdQair.a
arising indy-Z',pein
Mrto
rresppr.2s to the
an2 :rm arosin
Markovian approximat.oon
see I
E.Ezan(2.7) is necessary to determine the law for tne time
(l)). From (3-,) the value _f the dispersion coeffievolution of ky(t).
cient is :

The phenomenology is not
this case,

ompletely conclusive, in

since knowledge of the constant

~

3. FA:E-DISFEBS:IOJN
Preceeding results are complemented by the
pair-dispersion studies in freely evolving flows
,
made by LARZH
;-QUEand LES:EIT
z.!1),
using the Eddy
Damped Quasi-Normal Markcvian approximation. In the
three-dimensional case, it may be shown toat, for
pairs of Lagracngian tracers wh:se initial separation
lies in the inertial range and is very stall in front
of the integral scale
, the FICHA:-tSD::.'s law is
still valid, in the form :
1/3 1/3
(3-1)

The dominant

come from rh?.
wich impies :

t

:

:r.
In

to

), q

gven 1:
will be of orier

k,

"
. Then
_'
-iseq-:qr f qe kP
F
valent tc q' r: /, an4 the diffusion ceffc enK#r,t) is, for r o",
given ty
•'
t
=
E
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Let

=

-

Assuming

eq:

2t,

,

c the enstrcphy oossioatin rate.
se
,

we then have

,

0-"D

'

C

where R is the root mearn square separation cf the
tracers in the pair. Eq. (3-i) is strictly equivalent to (2-2) and shows that R grows proportionally
to I.
Thi.s result may be interpreted aZ kind of predictability result : indeed, let us consider an eddy
of size R,
and let
x't) be a lagrangi.an tracer
convected by this particular eddy. Then the psition
of an another lagrangian tracer pt), distant from

Rof

, and "close" to

(R <.C),

Finally tie cispers'-n coefficient
e

-?"L

-

=it will

be seen in section
- 2

9

o~~aa
-t

w.-e

A

R-

m

-

var-s

i>

=A t

t

may be considered

as the position that x would occupy in a turbulent
field perturbed in the small scales. R(t) becomes then
a kind of measure of the error between the original
flow and the disturbed flow. Since the "error" R(t'
, an eddy of size
grows at the same rate as f(t)
will never be destabilized by small scale errors.
This is of course strictly valid only in an infinite
flow, where the large soales may grow indefinitely. In
a real flow limited by boundaries, the error would
finally reach the larger eddies, whic., are limited by
the sioe of the installation.
The same kind of analysis may be attempted for
the problem of pair dispersion in two-dimensional
freely evolving turbulence. In that case the root
mean square distance R between the particles of the
pair is a more convincing measure of the error field,
since each fluid particle of the flow conserves its
own vorticity. We 3 assume a self-similar evolving spectrum
E(k,t)
v t F(kvot)
(3-2)

•

where the ncndimensinal coefficient
iZ
7 r'
e
tc he square cf the lgarit.. of the Fey7n.:
(based on initial large energy containing edoces .
we hve:
From 3-% and "
-%
AA4% f4
4
-

that

R
B

increases like
V

t'

Itlis easily seen that B wil catch the large scales
k (t) (which grow proportionally to t) as soon as
A
This is obtained as far as the value of the
Reynolds number exceeds a few hundreas. This cabc.;-tion seems to indicate that vnpredictability still
holds for freely-evclving two-dimensional turulence.
Nevertheless we shall show in section 5 that, as far
as we are interested in the contamination of large
two-dimensional scales by three-dimensional disturban-

ces, these large structures will never be completely
destabilized and then they may be consIdered as predictable (or "coherent").
The utilization of these pair- dJsperssin
results for the predictability problem may of course
be questionable. Nevertheless, in the three-dimensional
case, there are strong analogies to the case cf a stationary turbulence fed by a continuous injection -f
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A,

-

energy at a wavenumber

k

: here, where unpredictabi-

R svt

.........

1.

lity has been dem on st rat ei , it is clear that the two
tracers become uncorielated as soon as the separation
, the dispersion law being then
R is }75 ger than k
. On the otier hand, we have shown above that

the two particles of the pair never become decorrelated in a freely evolving turbulence. It seems then
0.5

of large
quite natural to infer that predictability
case. HE.R.NG et al. (1-2
scales should hold in that
studied the predictability of a three-dimensional
decaying flow using the 2IA approximation and direct
numerical simulations. Their results seem to disagree
with our predictions, since they show an increase with
time of the total error energy ratio :
aW

.

(3-8)

______

where A(k,t) and E(k,t) are respectively the
error and energy spectra. Our conjectures on selfsimilar evolution of & and E would yield a constant
value for rt3 The relativ.,,y low value of Reynolds
nmter obtained by ?RKNG
t al. makes it difficult
to extrapolate their resL
; to high Reynolds number
flows.
-. ZIECT

.6

No f2.ized cross-sectrum.between twov~ilccity :iecds:
U
computed wirh
k
2 and U
r..tec
with
$k
2i.
:nitial Reynclds nzumbher ? _
Res-uts at t=.,..,
., 1., 2.,
.
Z.:,
seocnis ; the large eddy turn over time is ato
"•
sec ond .

-

NL7-R:CAL SIKLATCNS

We have made an attempt of studying the predictability of three-dimensional decaying turbulence at
high Reynolds number by means of direct numerical
simulations. -he (37)3 code of SIGGIA and FAT:ERSON
(l7) has been used, ith an appropriate parameteriza-on of subgridscale based on an eddy-viscosity model
taken from LIJLY (18) and
.,AP
(19). Such a
parameterizaticn, which is discussed in C ; = and
spectrum
JO), allows one to recover a k -1
zES:EU?
.p t- the cutoff wavenumber, with only one adjustable
constant arising from the eddy-damped quasi-normal
markovian approximation (determined from the value
of the KoLmogorov constant). The following figure
z'..:ws
the cross szectru between two flows corresponding to two calculations made with different reoolutions (323 and
It is clearly seen that the
error created by the change of resoluticn does not
cntaminate significantly the large scales, at least
iring the 12 large eddy turnover times while the
calculation is performed. This result is not really
a corect numerical simulation of a high Reynolds
nuam.er flow because a parameterized subgridscale
energy transfer is added to the usual terms of the
Navier-2tokes equation. Nevertheless the result
favours cur ::nectares concerning the predictability

of -arge scales of decaying turbulence.

0 _...
... ..

:n this section, these three points will te
studied using the statistical theories of two-and threediMensional turbulence. We have alreay mentioned tnat
zA-zElR's (:) theory of twc-dimensicna! ev ivlng
turbulence pre4icts a growing of the Integral so-le
.h
proportionally to t •ATS"'.r
proposed, on the basis of the Zuasi-:Ncrma_ Markc•:ian
Theory, the concept of a critical ti=e t
tefcre
wrhich the enstrophy is for
ar.ishing viccsity).
conserved, and after which the enstrcphy is dissipate:
proportionally to t . As shown by
"
this time tE corresponds to th b :e
trophy cascae: the initial excitation creae- at a
wavenumber k,(C) will reach, thrcugh nnlinear interations, smalle and smaller srales, up
the twc-liensiona! dissipation wavenue

k

......
may be evaluated as a
.he time t
tion of the'local waven'
tk. M)k,,
.e
the sp~ecif.=.
-. er zf tme$
being the maximar eddy turnover
which the excitation is negligore

. = R HS.A.L:-: TD , : X::; G,LY ER:.S

"

We shall try in that section to interpret the
.ynamics of mixing layers with the aid of statistical

th.eories of two-and three-dimensional turbulence,

(21),
F:__:wing on approach developed by TAM. and CHEN
we snail consider the flow initially created in the
layer as a particular realization of a freely-evolving
two-dimensional turbulence. The numerous experiments
performed these past years (see e.g. ER:WA;D and
TOUTT (7) for review) have shown three peculiarities

of these mixing layers
of
i) a pairing mechanism, leading to a growing
ii) the apparition at a finite time of small scale

5

i kk

th
T

• )as

given in

_ 6)- i/2 in this

s

yiels

secticn t,

is

"-

prcpcrti::al to

-r~inary
evolution stage.
4A

tc"

LP2()
(a)
Now this initial stage will elA when the dissipation
will be efficient at k,. Another estimaticn of t
is then given equaling '(k M) and the viscous tim
gives
4Thi
4 -

,

rD(of
()

thre.e-dimensional turbulence.

j

iii) the persistence far downstream of the two-dimensionality of the large scales.
17.2..

...

'"

,A.

-A

•.

-U

,

'Ae

. ,

turnover times
wing table

Since the initial excitation is concentrated in a
narrow spectral band around k (0), the initial enstrophy D(O) is of order
k i CO)2 E(CO) , where
E(O) is the initial kinetic energy. We then obtain

iv

~ COV4fj
.[R~afa]Re~c)

where
rK()4
is the turbulent Reynolds
number built on initial large scales. Then t
increases proportionally to LOD
Sc.) :
C
t clN D(O)

-

Log Re(*)

This result has been checked by BASDEVA!

-

D(0) 1/

,

are displayed on the follo-

170

1.61

tc:thecry

L.86

7.55

&z:'4

t :

C..

7.5

&

6

3

(5-5)
experiments

12.5

(13) using

the Eddy-Damped Quasi-Normal Markovian Approximation

at high Reynolds number. This allows to evaluate the
constant A introduced in (3-6)-and (3-7). Since
D(t ) - D(C) , A is equal to t :CI) and proportional to [Log Re0C). Returning £o the mixing layer,
this result may be interpreted as follows : the large
two-dimensional structures of scale
4<0) created
at t = I degenerate, through ncnlinear interactions,
into smaller two-dimensional structures, up to the
"Kol ogorov" two-dimensional wavenu.mber k , above
which no two-dimensional excitaticn iF any Knger
possible. At the same time, and as a result of some
kind of pairing mechanism, the large structures
amalgamate and grow prcportionally to t. 7his first
stage (C < t < t ) is purely two-dimensional. It
creates eddies whose minimal length scale is of order
k(t )-l is nothing else than the three-dimensoonal
Thylcr microscale
corresponding to a three-dzensional isotropic turbulence whose large energetic
eddies should be of order k (0) -. This statistical
analysis has to be related to deterministic instability mechanisms proposed by SAFF>20 122) and CIEIS
(2J). k (t) t
is the size of the'Yraids
in the
cat's eyP" of the Kelvin-Helmoltz wave.
The next stages in the evolution of the flcw
may be described as follows : we assume that, due to
tiny three-dimensional disturbances, three-dmensoo.nality
will contazcnate scales from k'(t
)
to the
three-dimensicna: Kclmogcrov scale. Thecprecise dy namical reason for that is not very clear, but it seems
reasonable to t-ink that these three-cimensional
disturbances will reinforce three-dimensionally
nonlinear interactions for k > k(tQ, and the flow
will naturally become three-dimentiodal on these
sc-les. The furtner evolution with time is the following3the two-dimensional "error" in small scales will
contaminate larger a_d, larger scales, so as tc reach
the large scales• . k-- (t)
The time necessary for this
inverse cascade of three-dimensicnality may he evaluated, and we have checked that, for high Reynolds number, it is negligible in front of the critical time
t
corresponding tc the initial stage of the evolution. This explains why in the experiments three-dimensionality appears so abruptly in all the scales.
Numerical
using the Eddy-Damped
Markovian approxiusin th Quasi-Normal
Edd-Daped
uas-Nora-'apprximarion, show that the dependence of t
with respect
to Log R(
is given byc
()/2
1
c

(5-6)

= 2.72 Log R (C) -

t

'.12
C)generallyprosd
e

This allows to make a comparison with experimental
data : JIMENEZ etal. (2L) have evaluated the time
data
e attable.
JICEZ
where three-dimensionality appears, for different
Reynolds numbers. With a proper choice of the origin
of timez and of the initial integral scale and kinetic
energy,
the critical
times t obtained in the experienrgynthe
c.a
times
edinte by
riments can be compared to the times predicted by
(5-6). These times, in units of large initial eddy

Though the p-ecise depenence
cf t
.
.n
number is not shown, by the experiments, ! e agreement
with theoretical predictions is nevertneless extremely."
satisfying.
We finally come tc the reasons why the large
two-di;ensional "coherent" structures of scale
k-(t) ' do not disaTpear once they are overtax.E
by the inverse cascade of three-aimensinaoty.
explanaticn lies in the fact that, as nentione:
section 8 , the integral scale cf a three-o:-r-i.isctrcpc turbulence increases mur. mzr
w
)
(
t"
than the large two-me
whic. grow like t . Sc, notwiths
n
. f
a
the nonlinear inverse cascade of tr~econtinucusly feeds structures , _k , *he
sional structures created at k<1 -wiol grcw s_-wer
than the remaining twens
a strctres wh::.
in turn w'll overtake the latter.
-n
mutual exchange of energy between twc-az-.4 t resional structures could at term lead to a k.
state of equipartition of enery amons toese.

VI.

lX"l."
Ta _hs par-er %.as Tresente:; argu.mentz t
that the large scales cf a hcmoeneous teecn e Frerctae intmo
freey decareng flof
that they are free of com1lete error

_.,,b.

....

ene

This is possible because the large scaes gr
sely at the sare rate as the propagatonec-re-"' front. The reasons goen to support tnoc assaenent
)th---------are not compete.y conc..usive, since
nological
the --.preictobility
pro
inthe case analysis
of stati'ofnar-."
r!,_e.._e,
"
s"
nct h:la i
-i e
ewccn -:.e
anal-.:
t
the unforce- case
tlers of preoocoaroi-4o
an- pair-cospersion may. be
questionable ; iii the results from direct nu-zerocasimulations must be viewed cautiously due to the small
of
If
coew
e
n tae o
ant
imscations for the conertca moeling of i
rtan cnasse
turbulent flw n
uject to destabilizing
oftruetlwsn
'e
odsabiig
external forcing nor to the influence of' bcu ndarles.
We might then expect to make deterministic preaictoons
for periods much longer than the predictability times
enrlyproposed.
In two-dimensions, it seems that errors in smail
scales will rapidly contaminate the large structures.
In that sense a freely-evolving flow is stoil urre:icNevertheless, when sp;Uied tc- mixing layers,
this results allows to envisage the persistance of the
large quasi-two-dimensional cherent structures, whose
proper growth proceeds faster than the increase cf the
three-dimensional structures created at the same lengt:.
sae
scale.
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BACKWARD-FACING STEP FLOWS IN TWO-DIMENSIONAL DUCTSAND

CHANNELS

by

F. Dur-st and C. Tropea
Institute for Hydromechanics
Section III "Mechanics of turbulent flows"
University of Karlsruhe, FRG

ABSTRACT
This paper summarizes the authors' research work
on backward-facing step flows in two-dimensional
ducts and channels. A review of results which are
available from other research workers is presented in
tabular form with notes on the experimental techniques
which have been used, the selection and extent of
measured quantities and some brief notes on the
results. A more detailed discussion presents
available data on the length of the reattachment
region located behind the step and this is shown to
be strongly Reynolds number and geometry dependent,
The authors own studies were carried out in
water flows through nominally two-dimensional ducts
with backward-facing steps and in open channel flows,
A laser-Doppler anemometer operating with forward
scattered light and employing a transient recorder
and digital computer for signal processing was
employed and is described in the paper. Measurements
of separation length were obtained for a wide
Re!nolds number range and for various values of
expansion ratio.
NOMENCLATURE
EV
h!
h2
H
Re

= h 2 /hi, expansion ratio
upstream water height
u
downstream water height
step height, H = (h2 -h )
" UbhI
R
channel Reynolds number

ReH

v

spanwise coordinate normalized to channel halfwidth
kinematic viscosity

1

streamline function

I.

INTRODUCTION AND SURVEY OF EXISTINC RESt1TS

The importance of separated flows in the
engineering sciences is beyond question and has
resulted in a large number of investigations with the
aim to provide an insight into the mechanisms of flo'w
separation and reattachment and to yield information
on mean flow properties and turbulence characteristics of such flows. Flows over backward-facing steps
mounted in two-dimensional ducts and open channels,
have been extensively investigated due to the
simplicity of test section geometry. Specifically the
backward-facing step provides a fixed point of flow
separation and hence, a spatially fixed region of
separated flow. This simplifies greatly the experimental investigations allowing spatially fixed
measuring sensors to be employed. Table 1 provides a
sumnary of those studies known to the authors on
backward- facing step flows together with information
on the form of their channel geometry before the
step, the measuring techniques employed, and the
results obtained. A detailed discussion of these
studies is provided in refs. (9) and (22). Only a
summary of these results that are of significance of
to the authors own results is presented below.
0
so-
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bulk velocity
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*
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root-mean-square velocity in longitudinal
direction
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Dependence of separation region length
on expansion ratio
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root-mean-square velocity in normal direction

x

longitudinal coordinate
mean reattachment position

One of the integral parameters of the flow that
has
been
most of the authors is the distance
of measured
the mean by
reattachment point of the shear

y

normal coordinate

z

spanwise coordinate

layer behind the step. Fig. I shows various measurements available in literature indicating a strong
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dependence of the length of separation region on the
expansion ratio (h2 /h ) The available data also
indicates a dependence of the reattachment length on
flow Reynolds numbers but insufficient information
exists upon which a Reynolds number dependence for
various expansion ratio can be derived. It is one of
the aims of this paper to extend the existing
information in this direction using laser-Doppler
anemometers to measure the location of the reattachment point. This is further explained in section 2
and detailed results are provided in section 3 (together with information on local flow properties of
the mean velocity field and the turbulence properties).
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EXPERIMENTAL TEST RIG AND EQUIPMENT
B

The authors' experiments were carried out in a
600mm wide open-water channel with major dimensions
given in Fig. 2. The test section was situated near
the downstream end of the channel and consisted of a
second floor with a leading edge for initiating a new
floor boundary layer. For the open channel meas-

6

01

4

urements, a raised backward facing step of 0mm in
height was placed at a downstream position from the
leading edge such that the boundary layer at separation would be fully developed for all Reynolds
numbers investigated. For the two-dimensional flows,
20mn and 40mm step heights were employed with the
oncoming flow being that of a laminar, transitional
or turbulent channel flow. The expansion ratio of
this duct could be changed by mounting the upper
channel wall at different heights. Similarly, a
downstream weir permitted the water level in the open
channel flow to be changed.
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Figure 3:
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Water channel and details of the test

equipped with frequency shifting. Several features of
the LDA system make it one of the few devices

section (dimensions are in cm)
Considerable effort was expended in placing
flow straighteners and screens upstream frcm the test
section so that a nominally two-dimensional flow was
ensured, at least in the mean properties. The success

suitable for velocity measurement in recirculating
flow: 1) nonintrusiveness, 2) instantaneous velocity
direction resolution, 3) single velocity component
measurement without contamination froms other
components, 4) high spatial and temporal resolution,
5) accurate measurement in regions with very high

of these flow straightening devices is shown in Fig.
3, which presents spanwise profiles of the mean
longitudinal velocity components at various test section locations and also the root-mean-square of the
longitudinal velocity fluctuations at the same locations. The data show that the mean longitudinal welocity before the step edge has spanwise uniformity
over at least the centre of the channel. In this
region, it also obeyed the law of the wall for the
turbulent flow cases and the parabolic velocity
profile for the laminar flow, (see Fig. 4).
Flow velocity was measured with a one component
forward-scatter laser-Doppler anemometer (LDA)

turbulent levels, and 6) no calibration necessary.
The IDA was mounted, in the present experiment, on a
cradle-type traversing carriage which straddled the
water channel on rails and thus permitted threedimensional movement of the measuring volume to
almost any desired position within the flow. The
measuring volume is approximately 0.25 mm in diameter
and 1.5mm long. Further details are given in ref. (9).
Signals were processed with a digital processor
based on a transient recorder system that was
developed at the University of Karlsruhe and is
described in detail in ref. 00 ). This processing
system can accurately determinc the frequencies of

Figure 2:
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individual Doppler bursts. Sampling procedures, as
outlined by Tropes and Durst (11) ensured nonbiased
estimates of the velocity. measurement times at each
point varied from one region of the flow to another,
but were generally 15-20 minutes inside the recirculating zone and about 5 minutes in the potential flow
region.

.

III

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to obtain accurate information on the
location of the mean reattachment point, the laserDoppler anemometer was employed in order to measure
the location of the zero velocity line indicated in
Fig. 5a. The measuring point was located at a fixed
distance y from the wall and measurements were made
at various x-locations to obtain the time-averaged
velocity for each point. This velocity was plotted as
a function of x and for every y-distance from the
wall, see Fig. 5b. From this figure the x-locations
for zero velocity line were obtained by interpolation
and plotted as indicated in Fig. 5c. An extrapolation

of these points permitted the reattachment point to
be obtained at the wall. Fig. 5c shows several of
these plots for various Reynolds numbers. It also
indicates the location of those points at which the
number of particles with a positive velocity was
equal to the number with negative velocity. This
information has been used in (12) in order to measure
the location of the mean reattachment point.
Employing the above procedure, reattachment length
measurements were performed for various Reynolds
numbers, ReH, and for various expansion ratios,
h2 /h . Asumary of the data is provided in Fig. 6
and Indicates that there is strong dependence of the
length of the reattchment region after the step on
Reynolds number and expansion ratio. Interesting to
note is that the step-height Reynolds number is reasonably successful in aligning the results from various
expansion ratios. This is not true at the Reynolds
number based on the upstream momentum thickness.
Plotted with the latter Reynolds number, the curves
were shifted to lower values of Reynolds number for
increasing expansion ratios. The information obtained
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here is in general agreement with the findings by
Armaly et al. (2) who found a strong Reynolds number
dependence for Reynolds numbers up to 6000. In the
present study measurements concentrated on higher 4
Reynolds numbers. For a Reynolds number of 1.5"10
the dependence on expansion ratio is shown in Fig. 7.
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Figure 5:

a) Dividing streamline and zero velocity
line near reattachment
b) Measurements of zero mean velocity at
various heights above floor
c) Zero velocity line at reattachment;--line representing position at which
velocity is 50% positive and negative

30
20
Expansion Rotio
Mean reattachment position as a function
of expansion ratio

From this figure it is evident that the expansion r8tio
transition from an open channel to a duct flw'w has a
small but distinct influence on the mean reattchment
length. This is not surprising since in the open channel flow the static pressure can be altered by the free
18.4
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surface behavior over the step. In performing only low
expansion ratio tests in the oepn channel (ER < 1.25)
the estimated distortion of the free surface was less
than 42.
In Fig. 8 the authors' results are compared for
an expansion ratio of 2 with similar results
available in literature. The data by Eaton and
Johnston are lower than those obtained in the present
investigation the reason for this is the lower
expansion ratio which these authirs had available in
their study. Their data are in good agreement with
tae authors' data for an expansion ratio 1.6.
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PREDICTION OF THE LOW REYNOLDS NUMBER LAMINAR FLOW OVER A NORMAL FLAT PLATE,
AND ITS APPLICATION TO TURBULENT FLOW CALCULATIONS
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ABSTRACT
The limitations of those numerical methods used
increasingly to simulate complex turbulent flows in
elliptic regions are best revealed in studies of
analogous laminar flows, when results are not obscured by uncertainties in the physical models. We
have therefore compared finite-difference and finiteelement calculations of steady flow past a flat
plate normal to a free stream, with a trailing
splitter plate in place to prevent vortex shedding.
The chosen Reynolds numbers Re, defined using the
plate half-height,ranged up to 100, when the size of
the recirculating region resembled that for turbulent flow with Re = 0(105). Some features of the
predicted flows were assessed by comparison with
classical solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations.
We conclude that present efforts aimed at refining
turbulence models deserve a comparable investment
in developing improved numerical methods. Otherwise,
errors in predictions of bluff-body flows will pre-

p
Re

pressure
Reynolds number

ReM

mesh Reynolds number

u

free stream velocity

u

velocity in x-direction

v
V.D.S.

velocity in y-direction
vector-difference scheme

x,y

cartesian coordinates
thickness of boundary layer on front of
plate
shear-laver thickness

clude any detailed comparison of different turbulence
models.

v

fluid density

kinematic viscosity.

I'ZTRODUCTION
NOMENCLATURE
F
F.D.

non-dimensionalized force
finite-difference

F.E.
h

finite-element
plate half-.height

LH

change in total head

H.D.S.

hybrid-difference scheme
length of recirculation zone

L

The application of sophisticated turbulence models in the prediction of those complex flows with
regions where the flow equations are principally of
elliptic form is not straightforward. For exarple
Leonard et al(l) found, when they made alterations
in a turbulence model, that the changes in the calculated flow pattern depended essentially on the
method used to represent the flow equations in discrete form. Thus an attempt to discover the limitations of a particular physical model of turbulence
may well be thwarted by the inadequacy of the numerical method selected for the computation. There
are merits, therefore, as a contribution to improvine
simulations of turbulent flows, in particular
studies of the behaviour of the various numerical
methods available for solving the several model
equations that aspire to describe turbulence. These
several computational schemes may be assessed,
without any of that uncertainty as to the validity
18.7
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of the model that is inevitable in a study of turbulent flow, by examining predictions of carefully
chosen laminar flows; these should be selected so
that the resulting numerical errors may correspond
to those found in the analogous turbulent flows,
We have therefore chosen to study steady laminar flow in two dimensions past a plate normal to a
free stream;
the geometry of the flow is shown in
figure 1. This plate is held at the centre of a
channel and imposes a blockage ratio of 1:5; in
addition, a central splitter plate behind the obstacle prevents vortex shedding. The flow velocity is
fixed at the channel inlet and at the outer boundaries of the channel. This geometry could therefore
be conveniently realized in a towing-task experiment,
but no appropriate measurements have been made to
date.
The flow about such an obstacle has particular
advantages for our object of studying the performance of various numerical methods. This is because
a wholly satisfactory technique must represent the
flow accurately in regions with very different
that is in an upstream region of ircharacter:
rotational flow; in the separated shear layer; and
in the recirculating zone. The complete calculation
of the flow pattern is therefore just such a demanding study that we sought, but it has also several
convenient features. Separation of the flow necessarily occurs at the tids of the plate; thus there
is no difficulty in locating the point of separation,
which invariably complicates any simulation of flow
over a curved body. Moreover, the grid used to
represent the flow equations in discrete form can be
irmeciately refined in those important regions where
the flow variables are changing most rapidly.
We need make calculations of course only for
half the channel, with appropriate boundary conditions along the symmetry plane upstream of the
plate. Parkinson and Jandali(2),
in calculations
of potential flow past a bluff body, found that the
obstacle did not influence flow upstream at distances exceeding 10 times the height of the body.
The upstream boundary, with a uniform velocity u
specified across the channel, was therefore plac~d
at a distance 20 times the half-height h of the plate.
The appropriate downstream boundary condition
for our calculation corresponds to no further variation in flow further along the channel. This constraint had no influence on predicted flow if imposed across a plane at a distance from the obstacle
about twice that to the point where the flow reattaches to the central splitter plate. The distance to reattachment increases with the Reynolds
number Re of the flow; we conveniently use
Re - u h/v , where v is the kinematic viscosity of
the floid. We have made studies with Re ranging
from 10 to 100; at Re = 100 the distance L to reattachment is about 25h, and the explicit channel
lengths used for this calculation were between 40
and 65h. If we recall our objective of making
studies comparable with turbulent flow, we note that
Arie and Rouse(3) found L - 18h for this flow geometry at Re - O(105); thus the eddy viscosity acting in the turbulent shear layer must be of the
order of the laminar viscosities used in this study.
Any assessment of the performance of a numerical method in predicting laminar or turbulent flow
requires a practicable standard of achievement.
Ideally, we would compare simulation and experiment;

A more practicable but less rigorous test is a
comparison between the predictions of several numerical methods, so that we may perhaps identify unsatisfactory aspects of each of them. To this end,
we have chosen to study two finite-difference (F.D.)
and one finite-element (Y.E.) method. The first
difference scheme selected was the hybrid method
(H.D.S.) first proposed by Spalding(4), used extensively in subsequent practical studies of flow; and
recently, for example by McCuirk and Podi(5), for
simulation of complex turbulent flows.
Leonard(6) and Cresho and Lee(7), however, have
emphasized the limitations of this approach, and the
advantages of using a higher-order difference scheme.
Of various alternatives we have chosen to study a
variant of the vector-differencing scheme (V.D.S.),
originally devised by Raithby(8), then extended by
Castro(9) and subsequently by Lillington(lC). The
finite-element method we have used is due to Taylor
and Hood(ll,12), and has been widely applied in
studies of fluid flow. The third section of this
paper provides a brief outline of particular
characteristics of these several methods of calculation. The paper is completed by a discussion of
results, and of their significance in developing inproved simulations of turbulent flow.
CLASSICAL FLOW PREDICTIONS
Our calculated results, in particular regions of
flow and for limiting values of the flow parameters,
must approximate certain analytic solutions of the
equations of laminar flow; the relevant solutions
are for fluid moving towards an infinite boundary,
and for the growth of a mixing layer between two
uniform streams. We use these analytic solutions
explicitly as direct tests of our simulations, but
also as frameworks for presenting various aspects of
the numerical results.
Flow Towards an Infinite Barrier
Standard texts present the classic analytic
solution for viscous flow about a stagnation point
on an infinite boundary. This solution has a region
of irrotational flow outside a boundary layer adjoining the barrier,
*n which the flow is strongly
affected by the viscosity of the fluid. The thickness 6 of the intruded boundary layer depends on the
ratio of t! vi cosity and velocity of the fluid,
with
t, ie-). We may therefore expect to find,
at Re = 100, a significant region of the surface of
the finite plate where the flow pattern matches the
analytic solution for flow towards an infinite plate;
here we may usefully compare numerical and analytic
predictions of flow in the boundary layer itself, and
out into the surrounding irrotational region of flow.
However, we cannot expect any such agreement at low
values of the Reynolds number.
The calculation of the change in total head
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but no measurements are recorded for flow in this
geometry, although we expect and look forward to
publication of appropriate data. An alternative
test is therefore to compare detailed calculations
with analytic predictions of particular features of
the expected flow pattern; for example in the upstream irrotational region, the boundary layer on
the face of the plate, and where the shear layer
develops. In the next section, therefore, we consider the expected behaviour of flow in these situations.

along the stagnation streamline is another useful
indicator as to the validity of any particular method
of modelling laminar flow. A single integration of
the u-momentum equation with respect to x gives the
difference in head between two points on the stagnation streamline as
2

A

{ 1(~v)4PI
o

1

of Re under conditions where LIRe is constant.

di

Jau7

2

1

1

NUMERICAL METHODS

here p is the pressure and P the density of the
fluid.

The three numerical methods used in this study

There can be ,oochange in head in the irrotational region of flow, so the two terms on the righthand side of this expression are equal and opposite
if the total head is compared at two points that are
both outside the boundary layer. Moreover, for an
infinite boundary, each term separately is zero.
Thus the only change in total head, for both finite
and infinite barriers, occurs across the boundary
layer; and in both cases LH is given entirely by
the change in u because u 4 f( ) in the layer adjoining the boundar>
Because .x is zero at the
boundary itself, the change in head is determined by
the outside of the boundary layer,
the value of ix at
ateusefhbuaRe
where flow must be motched to the irrotational region;
hence the change in head is determined by the actual
shape of the obstacle.
There is an alternative prescription for calculating the change in head along the stagnation
streamline for a finite body. Far wpstream from the
obstacle, the flow is uniform with X zero. Thus
is
the total change in head across
equal to the complete integral of '
from far upstream to the boundary itself, or i~fact jo the outside of the boundary layer, within which
u is of
course zero.

dcription

The Separated Shear Layer and Recirculation Zone
Ile expect the shear layer, which separates from
the tip of the plate obstructing the stream, to behzve roughly like a classic two-dimensional laminar
mixing layer that grows between two uniform streams,
In this analogue of our flow geometry, the shear
layer grows as(')x/uo)i; we therefore expect of our
own results, at least where the shear layer is unaffected by pressure gradients, that the thickness
AQ of the shear layer should behave thus:
VA

1

~~

The force per unit height of the recirculating zone
is balanced by a pressure gradient which we therefore
expect to vary as a tunction of {(xlh)/Re). The
total pressure change across the region of back-flow,
which we can use to estimate the pressure drop across
the plate, is obtained by integrating over the cowthe result is independent
plete recirculation zone;

-(x/h)/Re11

are the hybrid-difference scheme, the vectordifference scheme, and the finite-elei~nt method.
Details of all these techniques can be found in the
literature; we consider only those Particular as
of each method that may affect the results of
pects
our flow simulation.
Hybrid-Difference Scheme
Straightforward central differencing of the
equations of flow is unsatisfactory:
if the convective terms are represented in this way, then the
finite-difference matrix is not generally diagonally
dominant. This occurs if the mesh Reynolds number
exceeds two, where
m
Re = u tx/v
m
is defined in terms of the relevant flow velocity u
in a particular finite-difference cell, and the grid
spacing Ax. In this circumstance, the usual methods
of solving the discrete form of the flow equations
are sonmetimes unstable and may not converge.
The most convenient expedient is to use upwind
differences for the convective terms;
at least, as
in the hybs'id scheme, whenever Rem > 2. This pesintroduces first-order error terms, however,
which enhance and often dominate the diffusion of the
flow variables; this effect is often ascribed to
Inumerical viscosity'. The consequence is that the
effective Reynolds number of the flow in such regions
is determined by the difference grid rather than the
physical properties of the fluid. It is therercre
conventional to drop actual diffusion terms when
Rem > 2, and our hybrid-difference scheme follows
this approach. Such numerical viscosity errors will
of course increase the spreading rate of the separated shear layer and lead to early re-attachment of the
flow.

If moreover we assume that the growth of the shear

The character of discrete forms of actual flow
equations has been inferred mainly fror studies of the
one-dimensional, scalar, convection-diffusion equa-

layer continues according to this relation until reattachment, then the distance L to reattachment cor-

tion without source terms; for which it is wellknown that upwinding gives exact results as Rem

"esponds to

1 h, so
'(L/h)/Rel
)

But Castro(13) found the method inaccurate for a non-

(I).

behaviour of the scheme was modified in the presence

linear equation;

and Lillington(lO) that the whole

e
mof
We may therefore expect L to increase linearly with
Re at Reynolds numbers high enough to ensure that L

significant sources. In two dimensions, moreover,
Raithby and Torrance(14) showed that upwinding was
unsatisfactory unless the co-ordinate grid was

is significantly greater than h.

aligned with the direction of flow.

The viscous force transmitted to any portion of
the recirculating zone between x, and x2 can be estimated by integrating the product of the dynamic
viscosity 1iwith the velocity gradient at the centre
oS the shear layer, which is of order uo/6k. If
F
is this force brought to dimensionless form by
division by I o,
then

Vector-Difference Scheme

F12

The vector-difference scheme aims to reduce inaccuracies introduced by upwinding convective terms
in flow equations. This is achieved by differencing
so that leading errors become second derivatives of
the field variables along a direction aligned with

h.f
(x/h)/Pe}l 22
A(~)p''

UU/-/

02
's,(u/.)f!, o

the flow.

This therefore is an advance on an E.D.S.
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whenever such terms are less than corresponding derivatives along fixed grid axes. This situation applies in both boundary and shear layers, where we may
look for improved performance from a V.D.S. The actual method used in this study is a further refinement of the original vector scheme proposed by
Raithby(8).
The difference matrix obtained in a V.D.S. has
some terms that link nodes of the grid lying along
diagonals rather than the grid axes. The band width
of the matrix is increased and it is still not diagonally dominant, although more stable than the matrix obtained by central differencing. It is therefore possible to solve the equations with the usual
alternating-direction implicit scheme, with all variables involved with the additional difference terms
treated explicitly.
Finite-Element Method
Papers by Taylor and Hood(ll,12), Hood(15) and
Gresho and Lee(7) describe the application of the
finite-element method to simulation of laminar flow.
The selection of suitable elements and compatible
basis functions severally for the velocity and pressure fields is not straightforward. Our choice of
quadratic basis functions for velocity, located at
nine nodes in each quadrilateral element, and linear
functions for pressure only at four corner nodes, is
known to lead to unique solutions of the flow equations. In a Galerkin scheme, with these basis functions used as test functions to establish the weak
form of the flow equations, this results in a leading
truncation error proportional to the third derivative
of the velocity. Oscillating solutions are therefore
possible for mesh Reynolds number greater than two in
regions of rapidly varying flow. This can be avoided
only with a fine grid, particularly with sufficient
refinement to resolve the boundary layer at the front
of the plate.
Another valuable aspect of the finite-element
method is the conservation, to good accuracy, of the
total head in the region of rrotational flow; the
finite-difference schemes are less successful in this
respect. Finally, we note that we have exploited the
flexibility of the method to deploy a high density
of elements in the separated shear layer; this is
straightforward although the shear layer is deflected well above the level of the plate tip.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

x - o, then downstream differences must result from
local errors rather than convection of errors generated upstream.
(ii) How do the various solutions differ in their
detailed description of flow downstream of the fence;
in particular, their prediction of the growth of the
shear layer as a function of {(x/h)!Re)l;
the increase in length of the recirculation region at large
Reynolds number; and the variation in surface pressure?
The Upstream Flow (x c o)
We begin by discussing the numerical errors in
the calculations for the irrotational region upstream
of the viscous boundary layer on the plate. Figure 2
shows the change in total head LH along the stagnation streamline (y = o) for two finite-difference and
one finite-element simulation at various values of Re.
The F.D. predictions were obtained using the vector
scheme (hybrid-scheme results were identical along
y - o because v = o).
Since we expect that the F.E. method will conserve energy to good accuracy, it is not surprising
to find that the only significant changes in AH
occur in the viscous region; but the F.D. results
are very different. Since mesh Reynolds numbers are
much larger than two, except very close to the plate,
upwinding leads to significant errors. These errors
appear to be independent of the Reynolds number for
a given grid (the results at Re = 50 and Re = 100
are almost identical), and are reduced by refinement
of the grid in the region where the mesh Reynolds
number is large. The explanation of these results is
straightforward: along the stagnation streamline the
solution of the upwinded finite-difference form. of
the flow equations must effectively satisfy the
equation
2
u au + I
)V u + 1x
Cu
P
T ax
x
where, as usual, the last term represents the effect
of numerical viscosity, which depends on the grid
spacing Ax. In the irrotational region a single irtegration leads to
2
,2
9
u
2
H
J1
(I pu x F dx)/
u,
1
and if limit 1 is sufficiently far upstream, then.
u . 0(u/u ) . Ax
)
-AH

u0

For this study, we have calculated flows at
various Reynolds numbers, using many different grids
for each of the three numerical methods. We cannot
of course present all such results, or indeed a full
description of any particular prediction; rather we
intend, as indicated earlier, to pick out the most
significant observations and analyse the salient
features of the results. We will learn most from
calculations at higher Reynolds numbers, particularly
for Re - 100, where we expect the numerical errors
to be similar to those found in a simulation of turbulent flow. The results will be assessed by comparing them with the analytic predictions set out
earlier in the paper, and by posing these questions:
(i) At the highest Reynolds number considered
(Re - 100), how do the predictions differ in the
region upstream of the fence (x 4 o)? If we achieve
a reasonable resolution of the upstream boundary
layer, and accurately predict variables along, say,
18.10
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At large Reynolds number u/uo is independent of Re,
so the change in head that arises from the use of
upwindi% does not depend on Re; it is greatest
where u-. is largest and decreases with Ax/h, as the
results of figure 2 demonstrate. Notice that the
errors depend only on local conditions, and therefore
reduce again as x - o. The implications of these
errors in the description of the irrotational region,
which arise essentially because we must there solve
an inviscid flow with a method more suited to viscous flow, will be discussed later.
Our predictions have been compared with the
classic solution for the region near the stagnation
point on the front of the plate. Good agreement was
found for all three methods at the higher Reynolds
numbers. More details can be found in Castro et.
al.(16).
Whilst it is possible to obtain good resolution

of the viscous layer at Re - 100 with a fine grid, it
is obvious that totally imprackicable gridding would
be required at the much higher Reynolds numbers associated with a turbulent wake flov.
It is therefore important to determine whether good resolution
of the viscous boundary layer is in fact necessary
in order to obtain accurate predictions downstream
of the plate. To this end we considered the predictions of the flow in the region of the plate tip,
where the boundary layer separates.

more energetic for the F.E. prediction.
Figure 6 shows the normalized distance to reattachment, L/h, of the separated shear layer, plotted against Re for V.D.S., H.D.S. and F.E. simulations. It is clear that differences between the
various solutions increase with Reynold number. In
particular, hybrid differencing does not lead to a
linear growth of L with Re, as originally anticipated; V.D.S. solutions, however, do exhibit the
expected behaviour, although the predicted L/Re is
not as high as that given by the F.E. calculations.
In view of the results discussed earlier we believe
that this must be due almost entirely to inadequate
resolution near the plate. Since, in the V.D.S.
solutions, the downstream surface pressures and
shear-layer growth rate have the expected behaviour
for Re - 30, it is difficult to ascribe too low a
value of L/Re to deficiencies in the grid downstreaof the plate.

Figure 3 shows that the predictions of the flow
angle are all very similar, which implies that the
streamline directions are reasonably predicted.
However, figure 4 shows that the V.D.S. and H.D.S.
solutioos haye a maximum total kinetic energy
2
(i(u v-)/uo ) which is about 25% less than that
given by the F.E. calculation. The figure also shows
that an increased resolution near the plate reduces
this difference.
Now we expect that any increase in the energy
available in the separated shear layer will increase
the distance to the point of reattachment, provided
that the flow angles along, say, y/h = I, x < o, (or
x = o, y/h > 1) are identical. Thus the F.E. solution predicted reattachment at about x/h = 25, compared with the V.0.S. predictions of x/h '20,
for
Re = 100. Thus the evidence indicates that good
resolution of the flow near the plate is necessary
for an accurate prediction of the high velocities
that occur near separation,

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS FOR TURBULENT FLOV
CALCULATIONS
We have remarked that laminar flow over a plate
at Re = 0(100) is qualitatively similar to turbi.ect
flow at high Reynolds number.
It is reasonable to
suppose therefore that the numerical errors in this
flow will be similar to those in the turbulent flow,
at least as far as the momentum equations are concerned. There are of course additional difficulties
associated with the turbulent flow calculation, such
as additional equations representing transport of
turbulence kinetic energy or stress. Nevertheless,
we expect the conclusions reached here to have direct
application to turbulent flow calculations.

The Separated Shear Layer
Figure 5 shows the groyth of the shear layer,
as a function of [(x/h)/Re--, for all three methods
and with Re = 100. The shear-layer thickness, 69,
was defined as the distance between those points
where the axial velocity exceeds umin by 0.05 and
0.95 times the value of (umax-umin) at that value of
x; umin was of course negative since the shear
layer bounds a recirculating region.
Now, as indicated earlier, we expect flow variations downstream of the plate to scale linearly with
Reynolds number at sufficiently high values of Re.
Both the F.E. and V.D.S. results exhibit this behaviour to reasonable accuracy, whereas the H.D.S.
results do not. Further, as can be seen from
figure 5, the H.D.S. results predict both a thicker
shear layer (at a given x) and a greater rate of
growth than either the V.D.S. or F.E. results. This
is symptomatic of numerical diffusion and leads to
early reattachment. The F.E. results show a greater
rate of growth than the V.D.S. in the early part of
the shear layer, whereas further downstream this
trend is reversed. Since the shear layer in the
F.E. calculation is more energetic and more strongly
deflected than in the V.D.S. prediction, a simple
comparison of the rate of shear-layer growth may be
unrealistic.
Surface Pressure and Bubble Length
We expect the surface-pressure coefficient on
the splitter plate to be a function only of (xlh)/Re,
for sufficiently large Re, as indicated earlier,
Both the V.D.S. and F.E. results had this property
for Re
50, whereas there was significantly greater
spread in the H.D.S. results. The base pressure was
rather lower for the F.E. prediction than either
H.D.S. or V.D.S.;
this is precisely as expected
because the separating boundary layer is significantly

We have seen that the nature and significance of
the errors in our calculations depend first on the
particular numerical method, but also on the region
of the flow where each method is employed. In the
irrotational region upstrea of the beundarv laver on
the front of the plate, there is a balance between
pressure gradients and the inertial terms. In this
region the two finite-difference schemes are inaccurate because they do not conserve energy, an the
resulting errors in the predicted flow may subseauently be convected downstream of the barrier. The finite-element method, on the contrary, does not invoke
upwinding and therefore behaves more satisfactorily
in the irrotational region because the integrals of
motion, in particular the kinetic energy, are more
nearly conserved. The penalty to pay for this advantage is that it is necessary to use a refined grid
that resolves the boundary layer;
otherwise, the
solution is beset with wiggles.
If there were turbulence in the upstream flow
for the high Reynolds number case, the equations
would still have the same dominant terms, and would,
we believe, require a numerical scheme that conserves
energy for their accurate solution. However, it is
then still necessary to resolve the much thinner
boundary layer at high Reynolds number with a very
fine grid, in order to avoid oscillatory solutions.
On the other hand, schemes like H.D. . and V.D.S.
maintain stability by introducing dissipation into
their description of the convective terms; it is not
then essential to resolve the boundary layer. But
such methods, as we have seen, introduce significant
errors in the upstream region, principally associated
with energy loss from the flow. However such errors
are bounded, and may not be much langer for
Re - 0(0O5 than they are in the present case
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(figure 2) - they could be reduced by refining the
grid. Our results show that flow around separation,
which is important in determining the characteristics
of the downstream flow, can be predicted with acceptable accuracy using such methods, provided that the
grid near the plate is sufficiently fine - it seems
to be more important to resolve the flow in the
regions of large gradients just outside the boundary
layer (e.g. -1 < x/L < 0) than further upstream,
where mesh Reynolds numbers are actually higher.

*
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fluctuations.
NUYEPTCAL STPAILATTON : "TP!D1" rn

The instationarv Navier-stokes ecuatio'c Ifthe larow-scile 30 flow o at inccress:'>
fluid arp discretizec in a timo-Pova-c,*
finite-iflerence schene on two staooere C - .
Lsro-S(ale ri*Wd Ctmoutation

INTRODUCTION

Velocitv

field

Ui

(X,

a la-oe-scale comrnnno
suborid-scale comoOn-mt
filterino operation :

The flow induced bv a jet in a cavity is
studied as a typical case of industrial flows
reouirino
3-D
numerical
prediction
with
turbulence simulation.
A similar computatlon was performed on plane

Ui (x, t)

Poiseuille Flow in order to understand better

xG

..

the turbulence production mechanism in a simpler

( ' (5

t) 1s

Ui
U'i

seD-0Pe

-

(x, t) an(y, t" Tv

a
a

)(1x
, U; (X'* t) 1'
_

U', (x t) = Ui - U!

case of wall-bounded flow.

Filtrped Navier-ctokes ecuations aeMEASUREMENTS IN THE CUBIC BOX

*are

A cubic box (side a = 50 cr) is included in
a loop of cold water. The flow enters the box
throuoh the window F1 (see fic. 1) and exits
the box throuoh the window F2 . F1 And F2
square windows (side b = 15 cm) and are such
that there is no svmmetry plane for the flow.
The flow consists of a jet enterino the box and
impingino the opposite wall, aeneratino on each
side of the jet a recirculating flow which goes
down and Proaressively moves towards the exit
area near F2 .
The flow rate Is kept as constant as
possible by a free overfall control. The
entrance mean velocity is U0 = 24 cm/s and the
entrance Reynolds number is Re = 36,000.
Several flow visualizations are made by
taking pictures of particles illuminated when
passing throuqh a plane lioht beam. These
visualizations show that except for the planes

at

+P-ai

A

-1
P-

JLi1 Sq - Iff
'ak~

i
(1)

C.1.2)
a

-0

Where
Lij = U1

-J i 51

(3)

is the "Leonard Stress", enc'
Sii = UI L"

+

is the "suhcrid stress"
In a finJte
difference
18.15

scheme,

th.

n

Characteristic length X of the filter has to he
seoeral times bigaer than the mesh size of the
scheme,
to
make
sure
that
all
filtered
wavelengths are really computed.
In our wall-bounded flows calculations, this
would imply a very laroe number of grid points

(t = t ) or (x = x,)

if ),is in the inertial subrane, as it has to
be.
These are the reasons why we did not use a

are comouter.
t

filtering operation,

formal

but

the

with the characteristics containinc the points
n

(Xi, t

At , i=l

-

inherent
I

tn+At

filtering effect of the finite difference scheme
(M0IN et al (9) did the same in the inhomooenous
direction of channel flow, although their number

I

l

of orid points was Quite important).
Lith this kind of filtering, tests showed
that the Leonard stress was within the round-off

II

errors of the finite difference scheme. We have
trus nealected these terms.
The suborid scale stress tensor is modelled
with a turbulent viscosity,

2 VT1i

Sl1 Sii

nI

Cuic interpolohton

(5)
Then

wher

I

I

tS
.

U

comute

with

thr.

ore,

interpolation at those intersections.

-

1 =

;

*

)

(i

This method is unconditionnalv stahle
each direction, but, due to the splittino
three directions, the Courant criterion has

(6)

i
t,

be observed to insure accuracy. On the ntner
hand this scheme is not enercy-cons-rvic, hut
is the la-ze-scale strain-rate tensor,
we use the Siaoorinsey's (11) subg-ii model

2
VT = CS

3 directions,

1/2

2

(7)

X (X iji)

(where

the third-order interpolation prevents fror to,
important numerical eiffuson.
Step II : Oiffusinn of mnm-ntum (Sol!t int

C

is

a

constant

and>, a

characteristic lenoth of the mesh size)
This model is the most classical

one

and

This eouatior

usually oives rather good results, althouch it
does not reproduce the backscatter transfer from
sutzric scales to laroe scales (8) as it was
recently pointed out by a comoaris5n with direct
Note that-the spherical part of the subcrid

U -U .

ess tensor is incororatef with the pressure :P
I~lp~
(8)

1

-Ps0

(12)

(13)

-

P

|XL
/4

1-

U'p

axi

4i

At

PMl

)
(!,

u
(9)

(13)
: Poisson eouation solved bv a GCussSeldel iterative method with ovor- rlaxptinn an,
Neumann boundary condition

eauatlon Is solve, by a method of
cnaracteristics with third - order interpolation
This

+ Uj

(1)

xi

a2 p+1

o " the Eouatios
(n + P7: ti"w step 4s resolved in three
steps (The methc is on the same pattern as the
one proposed pv CHODIN (2)) :
Step I : ,vectio o7 Vomentum

Ui U"

bv a doutle-swo:

Pn

1

Discretizatio

e_rc o s ,
i
ior'
=

solved

,.*

aXL

, S lt nt o .

is

implicit scheme.
Step III: Contjn,.ltv anr oressure

simulations (W).
s'

,xo

At

aui = 0

n+l
-p

0 (see below)

U; is constant on the characteristics
Pressure Is defined on a stpooared cril
("pressurec points" are in the center of
"velocity cubes"')

dx :Uj dt
the axes
Tne intersections of one of
18.16
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.
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.
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,

.

: ..

.

,

l

Boundary Condition
Entrance :
=o ilven
xT
no condition : Un -l is computed
assum-o that advection is dominatina
walls : The boundary condition should be
un+l=O---. But, since the number of arid points
we use is not sufficient to allow such a
: un+l."= 0 for the
we set
condition,
component normal to the wall and we assume a
relationship between total shear stress and
instantaneous tangential velocity ULl.
This relationship, based on the loaarithmic

law for mean velocity

near a rouoh wall,

quite a crude assumption
Schumann (10)
velocities.

results

with

similar

for
had

t5-ojndarv

not reproduced in this simulation, even with
fluctuating boundary conditions at the entrance.
Tis
result led
us to perform
the same
simulation scheme o) plane Poiseuile flow i
orderato s it t
ln poduioechani.
order to test its turbulent production mechanism.

is

7

instateneous
rather qood

O

AWI

conditions- inI

channel flow.
In the calculation, we choose arbitrarily as
a boundary condition for step II (diffusion) the

I

same conditlon as for the whole time step :______-__

Un

=

UR+ l = Uon
then equation (11) yields at boundaries
n+1
= - 't (Un 1-D_) =0
(15)

Fig.1. CUBIC BOX GEOMETRY
(and Iocation of the plones of comparison)

(In fact, tests showed that the results are the
same with any normal velocity boundary condition
for step II).
And then, boundary condition for step III
(Poisson eouation) is justified
apn+
an =O
Equation (11)
n+I

Ur

LARGE
ED
SIMULATION
POISEUILLE FLOW

an

an

0

P_

by G. C0'JTE-9ELL0T (3)- is availAble.
Computational Specifications for this clew
The comoutational domain has the focwfc
dimensions
Lx
direct icx
Lv =
= 8
40
D in
in the
the streamwise
soanwise directi'o
v

l

2
Lt___a pn+
P
P adn a'r

T

f
of measurements -'a.e
which a large
about.C~r-EL
()amount
saalbe

aT
--

P

This calculation aims to imcrove our L=
scheme and its turbulence production mechaison this simple case of' w;il--bnunr e. shear fln%

yields also a' boundaries :b
apn*l
anti

-

Oc

(17)

Lz = 2
So the boundary condition on shear aradient
t(perpendicular
a
is also the same for step !I and whole time
step.
Boundarv

in the vertical directin, z
to the w3lls)
conditions
in
the
hori-.nta'

0

directions
ordinc to measurements (3), the dw-]2
Pll
(Ly/ , 0, O) anc
correlations
space
Pi% (0, Lv/ 2 , n) hetween the boundaries i1
these directions are neolioible. Sm the Ilow

NUMERICAL COMPUTATION Or THE FLOW INDUCED PY A
JET IN A CU9IC CAVITY ANr COMPARISON WITH
MEASUREMENTS

Fio. 2 gives a sample of comparison between
giveo acoparsonbeteenbetween
ampe
Infinite o~qtes can) be recresp-tpc w *
measurements and numerical mea- flow results in
spatial
oeriodicity
for both velocity wn
the case of an algebraic turbulent
suborid scale
sur fluctuations:
flucerions
~pressure
viscosity
model.
Cia.
3 gives
the
samo
velocity
in the convective operator, a
:3
ae
vel ty :ain the on t e
comparison for a case with no such viscosity.
f
c
o
lee in thed
tharae
The full comparison between measurements and
numerical results shows that the main aspects of
re-enters it at the opposite face in the sae
the flow are present even in the no viscosity
rectisa
case ; the turbulent
viscosity
makes
the
direction.
comparison better in the jet recion but some
pressure fluctuationst p' : 0 - o
p
discrepancies
fiel
r e
p
under the jet. remain in the recirculatino area
fil-Pa -p a Ur - D under te jet.The
Po~sqon *eouation is selvard in a dcomain
These differences between the two cases
wh
i
oseon
e lf" in todec
In n.
confirm that the numerical diffusion, inherent
which is "closed on Itself" in two directin-.
The number of arid points is
to the advection scheme, is not too hiah : It
=
with
65 in the streamwise
nx
does not exceed the turbulent diffusion.
uniform
direction
in
observed
feature
important
an
But
experiments -the increase of turbulent energy
direction
from the entrance to the inside of the box- is
nz = 1
in the vertical direction wit,
variable orid soacino
18.17
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4

V

boundary conditions on the walls
eolycomponent : W/wall = o

Computed Turbulent Kinetic FnerOv

- verftoaT-

for the horizontal velocity components, since

(kc = 1 'Ci Zi>)

the above number of arid ooints is not
sufficient to describe a boundary layer with
no-slip boundary conditions, we assume a
relationship between total shear stress and
instantaneous tanoential velocity, as described
above.
Statistical operator
atistcal operator Is needed to compare
results with theoretical and experimental data.
we choose to define it-at each time step of
the computation-as the mean value over a plane
parallel to the walls :
1t

> (t

Q
and o =

Despite
the
Improveme-t
on
Initial
condition, the decrease of kc still remained,
due to the advection scheme.
As a first aowroximation to face this
problem, we maintain at a fixed ('xperimwntal)
level Kc the integral value Ic of k over
the whole computatlonnl domain, at each time
step
Ic (tn)

f

(Practically, we multiply the three components
of the fluctuatinc velocity at each noint by the

yZ) dx dy

(

r

)
1
kc (x,
- tn
VD

same ratiQK-K/Ic).

-<O>

A few remarks about this operation
1. the relative chanoe of Ic decreases
time, and, after a few time steps, it becomes
IKc
Ic <

(An actual time averaoinc at one point can be
used to study larae wave lencth phenomena, such
as pressure-stain correlations...)

Jn

Initial Condition
The

spatial

Periodicity

implies

It seems that the

some

n-Comoared
with
G. CnVTE-PFLLnT's
(31
measurements.
The computed fluctuations (fic. 4) are
.dther close to measurements in streanwise 'u'
and s ,nwise (v) direction. In the vertical (w'
direction, there is certainly an incorrect
redistributio'1
by
the
velocitv-pressure
correlations.
The mean velocitv Prril- <1>
!1>
near the measurements, despite a lack of
accuracy on the shear oradlent value on the
boundary.
The computed part of turbulent shear stress
<Nw>is about what can be expected. (fig.6

i=1
n -x 1 ; k = 2_7
2
Lx
where : (ail) 2 = Cl(z)i-5/ 3 and
1..also
Oil(y,z) are random function
(pressure field and
incompressibility are
obtained by resolution of Poisson eouation (13),
as in a time step).
with no more initial correlation between the
U!,
the turbulent energy level had a rapid
decrease during the first time steps,
In order to insure a hioh-!evel initial
turbulent production :
PU <
T-A
xAn

CONCLUSIrN
The lack of computed fluctuations observel
in the flow induced by a iet in a cubic cavit,
led us to study the turbulent production in
plane Poiseuille flow, and to define on this
flow an inteoral turbulent enerov control
procedure.
analooous procedure could he aoplie to
the jet in a cavity (with time-mean statistica2
operators)
in
order
to obtain, with
an
improvement on suborid scale modellino, a more
accurate laroe eddy simulation of that flow with
our stable numerical scheme.

we add to the initial fluctuating velocities a

shrared mean velocity profile
<U> and we choose the differences
o"d (J6
such as the turbulent shear stresses have the
theoretical values
except
D

near

time stets cp- be

Results

ai Cos (ikx x + i (y,z))

<5a(1Zu2s]1
wals

first

interpreted as a time scale for the non-linear
Process.
2. If we stop mafntainino Ic, its int-cral
value stays over Kc durino 6 cros-cos of the
domain and then decreases very slowly.

boundary
entrance
an
between
equivalence
condition (x = 0,0 < t <T) and an initial
condition function of x (C < x < Lx, t = 0).
We thus defined an initial fluctuatino
velocity field as a serie of periodic functions
of x with a (- 5/3) power energy spectrum.
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PSEUDO-SPECTRAL METHODS FOR HOMOGENEOUS OR INHOMOGENEOUS FLOWS
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with

INTRODUCTION
Three dimensional incompressible viscous calculations are dlone by

~(1

(

meant of spectral methods.
For tirm derivatives several schemes have be.,n used
*finite difference scheme.
pseudo-spectral scheme.whrAsi
The solution of Navier-Stokes unsteady equations is obtained by ex.
pending the unknown functions on Fourier series or on a basis of Chaby.
shev polynomials (e.g.ref. [31. [41).
Let usset

(a

:the
.
V UL

7, P)
(a)

I

Ul
.

.

(b)

1~ 9.,'

"bIb

U~,

.1,;O-

0

0U

Vpx

where Z is the velocity vector, U, fth velocity components and P the
pressure !divided by constant density),
For calculations of turbulent flows, a classical space filter is define
(ref. [21)

#(

(2)
*with

''

41

C(rt

J

*3

lgtfco
Three cases are now considered
the inhornogeneous flow in a cubic domain, with initial and boundary conditions for the velocity components,

homogeneous flow in a cubic domain, with initial conditions
and periodicity in the space directions,
the inhornogeneous pipe flow, with initial and boundary conditions.
A
pseudo-spectral space-time scheme issued for aolving equations I1l
(first case) or equation (4) (second case).
In the third case, equations (1) are solved by means of a pseudospectral scheme in the space directions and of a finite difference scheme
on the time axis.
Other accurate time differencing techniques have been proposed :
technique of Taylor expansion wasused by J. Gazdag for the Burgers and
Vlasov equations (1973, ref. I[IP, by R.M. Morf. S.A. Orszag and U
Frisch for investigating the singularities of Euler equations 11980. ref. [51)
and by P.R. Roy for the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations 11980.

ref. 161.

1

131)
0
#(0
-''~.i(1(,)Ct~~
then by applying filter G to equation (1l we obtain

~P) *.re

)~

--(7,Y W,(7
07,P)", (v~ )' ...At eacti iteration (calculation of the in + 1Ih approxinition asa
function of the (nlh one, the new set of functions (U, P)-' is calculatec
of the entire space-time domain

Let us set

~

(

(8)

'sill

(a)

.%

Ib)

b7

Solution of the four equation I1) is obtained as a limit of a seouecc
of approximate solutions (seeref. [41)

and

(

"~'

(71:

I11.INIIOMOGENEOUS FLOW IN A CUBIC DOMAIN

SL
£2. =1

X

.

V l,

-

.

(~~

.L.

'U

o r

The limit (il, P1 of this sequence is a space-time approximation of
flow solution,
Let us set:

~the

withc

I)

=ration

.4

og

*~
15) (b)

in + 1) isobtained by means of approximation of equations (I I

(b@pit

P

'(=

,1,

(11

ic*

.

T

O+

t

it

9

0

.y,)

.a

S

are

The functions h."
(1).

finite diffeenoe approxinuesions of

U-

Ill. HOMOGENEOUS FLOW IN A CUBIC DOMAIN

,P

Similarly, the aolution of equations (4) can be computed as a limit

Each iteration consists of thire. steps
calculation of the residues g. (onv,P") by pseudo-spectral axpensions on a
i of Chebysthev polynomials of &and P'5.c
cacltof

aito

,adpb

ovn

h

of the following sequence
(17)

~+

f*

-

eaio

oreuto

ssihlymdfid

calculation of residues P7' by pseudo-spectral Fourier series expan-

*calculation ofthe now valuessim
-

(13)

('R
V,, fne)

f
an
calculation of the variation u., a by solving the four equations;

5

where

where i; is under-relaxation coefficient calculated for convergence of the
method (e.g. S.A. Qrszag [71 and Mc Crory and Orszag [8])

and where gin are approximations of

1Il1 Residue calculation

(0-

~

I
'A

D

Instead of finite difference schemes for space
partial derivative approximations, we use Fourier expansions on the spaceaxes.The only differences between operators Fn and gn are then due to non linearity of the
Navier-Stokas equations and to time discretization.

1

where Dy,. 0"

are finite difference approximations of the corresponding

contnuos opratrs.These
Then equations 111) become

lal

Dt, 4L; 4-D(A

UJ

V+

are calculated by Chebyshev polynomial expansions (for the
residues in)( and by finite difference approximations (for the operators
1A4A4) _24)'4L;

l

The similarity of the operators hrand j,' insures the convergences

o

1151

(b)

IVPIPE FLOW (WITH TRANSVERSAL SQUARE SECTION.
Equations (1) are to be solved in the domain

L
wherewith

-

.

no-slip conditions on the boundaries

Instead of solving (15.b), we use the divergence of l15a) and by
taking (15.b) into account, we obtain a Poisson equation for the pressure

=±1
with up-stream conditions

vaiaio p(21)

I

or

given for

UJ

(16)

=0

and with down-stream conditions

,pp
~(22)
*The

F

where v' is a mean value (at given t) of v + v-r.

'aXI
'cl

X.V

'v

(b)~ 1.

Let us set :

-

44
Azr

(a)

11.2 Variation calculation

014) (b)

4.a,'f
-P

LET(-

For eachspaceor time direction the unknown functions
are expnded on a basis of first kind Chebyshev polynomials.
By formal derivation, we obtain then the expansions of the partialt
derivatives and, by means of Fart Fourier Transform, the values of the
partial derivatives at the Chebyshev collocation points.

1V

associate boundary conditions are Neumann conditions given by
For convergence and cost of the method, the choice of finite diffg-

(a)

rence approximation D1,D. and 0' is important tref. [41, [7),].
-central

=0

fo

A leap-Frog scheme is used for time discretization end equation (1l
gives us

second order approximations on the Chebyshev collocation

U

Is Ft

U

.4.

u

10 7c

4

(23)

*

same approximations on a finer grid (for these new points, resi-(b
dues are calculated by means of Chebyshev interpolations).
For time derivative, a first order scheme is used
*implicit for the diffusive term,
*explicit for the convective terms.

U'
wt
wit

.

)

7c777~

points.
.

"--U
U,-

where 6t is the tinte step.
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a,

~

-

i.
-

v

'A

.~4

..

Let us set:a
1241

V. RESULTS

-

Z.'/'5+? b(UAu)V _2

A:

b

V.1. Non homogeneous flow in acubic domain
An exact Taylor-Greein solution is compered with the results of a
peoudo-Spectral space-time calculation I with Ctsebyshov expansions in the

axj
Then equation 123.a becomes
we*
sea
%*

four space-time directions).

se

with

with Neumann boundary conditions given by (25).
1
Because of the boundary conditions for the pressure P" , equations
r). For each time le(251 and (21611
are solvvd simultaneously (for 5t.
vel, an iterative process, similar to the ursteady previous one (equations
(ItI. (12). is then developped ;(
residual va-for a given approximation 117 P)* of (U.P)"l, the
lues of equations, M25and M2)are calculated by means of Cheby-

)

-a

'XCRemark

or 3

Calculation of the solution on the entire time domain can be persuccessively in time subdomains initial conditions in a given subdomain are then, the values of the solution, obtained in the previous sub-

AAformed
'2 Ci

domain, for the final value of t.

for a given value of t Ii
a better approximation of II), P'-' is then obtained by solving a
set f fur artal
quatonsforthevarit:
dffeental

(a)
N28

";~

-

I

~

V.2. Homvogeneous flow insa cubic domain

(u P)The

' + 1.

w. D~C.L j D
P

pseudo-spectral space-time method hasbeen compared witha
finite difference method developed at Stanford University (ref [21).
A Gaussian filter is used:

I~. =b 0

0/A
6

6

121=

fo

t.-o

(Id,

?r

with Ire. 121)

with boundary conditions for u

I&)

=7l

than 10".

___

j ,
lb)
Pfi k,.

2

For a Reynolds number of 20 and 9x 9 x 9x5 harmonic%. figure (1)
shows the variation of the isobaric lines on three faces of the cubic domsain.The differences betweer theoretical and computed values are leis

shev polynomial expansions

(27)

L -

0

P"' +.

(26)

J

ca

11321
And by taking into accunt equation 121.b), we obtain a Poisson equation for Pn'1

1 1

Ior1

o

a

(3)A

%O

d

For the Smagorinski closure model, we take (ref 121'
. 206
C
from fth same energy spectrumr, calculations are done with 16'
collocation points for the two methods.
It appears then that skewness but not energy is very sensitive to

and or
and fr tsStarting
(30)

44;+

s
Ft

scheme (sse fig+ 2 and 3).
When local characteristics of the flow Isuch as skewness) are needed
an accurate calculation of time derivatives is then necessary and a pseudospectral space-time formulation answers the requirements of precision.

.es-wispace-time

2.
Li I

P

O

r

ID and D' lose. 04)) are finite difference approximations of a/ax, and A.
The

V.3. Pipe flow (with transversal square section)
following up-stream condition are used (for z

ew aluhenThe
ofl~.Pl~is

IJ=

(36) :b)

!

where a isan under relaxation coefficient.

0)

3=,,

U3

%9qXV
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7I

-7where
(38

The implementation of algebraic models has been dore (for homo-

is a random function with

Us

rCalculations

garoous isotropic flows) but with such a sall1 number of harmonucs a
more elaborate closure technique shall be neceay especially for non isotropic flows.

<

13)ul,(-X
131
and where:

3
((1)Wt

are don.t with
=00
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THE DISTORTION OF TURBULENT SHEAR FLOW UPSTREAM OF A BODY

J. C. Wyngaard
National Center for Atmospheric Research
P. 0. Box 3000, Boulder, Colorado

ABSTRACT
We present a simple method for calculating bodyinduced flow distortion effects on turbulent flow
in the limit of turbulence integral scale very large
compared to the body size. The approach is directly
applicable to the problem of probe-induced distortion
of turbulence measurements. We apply the method to
the low Mach number flow approaching a body of
revolution, and present contours of the flowdistortion parameters ahead of the body. We show
that while second-order models cannot treat this
problem, they should be able to treat the other
extreme, where the turbulence scale is small compared
to the body size.
NOMENCLATURE
a
aij
A ij
F
L
Lx
p
r
S
t
Ti;
Ui1
Ui
u
V
xi
cA
i
W

body length scale
distortion coefficient tensor, (3)
angle of attack part of ai., (8)
body fineness ratio, (15)
axisymmetric body length
turbulence integral scale
fluctuating pressure
radial coordinate
body cross-sectional area
time
thickness part of aij, (8)
total velocity field, U i + ui
mean velocity field
turbulent velocity field
free-stream speed
spatial coordinate
angle of attack of free-stream flow
deviatoric distortion tensor (4)
disturbance velocity potential
angular coordinate

C)

superscripts
distorted quantity

80307

Perhaps the most complete s:udy to date of the
effect of body-induced flow distortion on turbulence
is that of Hunt (1).
He showed that flow-distortion
effects on turbulence are quite different in the
limits a/L, - 0 and a/L
, where a is the body
scale and Lx is the integral scale of the approaching
turbulence.
Good experimental practice dictates that the
scale a of probes and probe supports should be
minimized, and since geophysical turbulence tends to
have large integral scales, its measurement will
almost always involve small values of a'Lx . As Hunt
has shown, the flow-distortion theory in this limit
is simpler than that for a/L
.
x
We will discuss here an approach to the probeinduced flow-distortion problem for a/L x
0 which,
while equivalent to Hunt's, seems simpler to apply;
we also will show why second-order models cannot
calculate flow distortion effects for a/Lx - 0, but
suggest that they should be able to do problems with
a/L
•

x

A TURBULENCE DISTORTION THEORY FOr a/L

We assume that the distorted flow field Ui(x)
ahead of the body, having a mean part Ui and a
turbulent part i, ib an analytic function of the
undistorted oncoming flow:

INTRODUCTION

UI (XU

1

+
+u

1

(t), u 2 (t), u3 (t)

(linear) terms, this is

In geophysical applications, the measuring platform
(e.g. aircraft, balloon, towed body, meteorological
mast, buoy) also contributes to this distortion,
which can be severe enough to induce large errors in
turbulence statistics,

i (x,t) - a j(x)u j(t)
where we use the summation convention.
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...

(1)
(1

By expanding (1) in a Taylor series about the basic
state of unidirectional upstream flow, i.e. about
Ui
= (UI,0,O) one finds an expression for the distorted
turbulence field. Keeping only the first

Traditional, In-situ sensors inevitably cause
"distortion of the velocity field being measured.

.9

-0

Hunt (1) has shown that for turbulence approach
flow with a/L. . 0 the velocity field ahead of the
body can be considered irrotational and steady, and
Wyngaard (2) has argued that this is true even if the
undisturbed flow carries mean shear and turbulent
shear stress. Thus one can calculate the distortiou
effects using potential flow techniques. We will
summarize here the method proposed by Wyngaard (2).

U,.UI+

_
.

x

.

.

..

..

.

-

* :

.. n i

- " *

(2)
The a j are

IT

U()
aj0
a

- )U

-

O

(3)

and hence are calculable from potential flow theory.

The linea

6

-

un(t).

010

A23

0rouaA

as
so that there are only two independent components of

iso4)

6ij + Cj

0

A,

(10)
3 ]
10
A32
j
components
independent
of
number
the
reduce
Symmetries
, with x3 -r co. p and
Aj. Using Fig.
of Tij and
w,
that
s
we see
-r sin
x2
r
2i(x,t)
=
se t
we T2
T3 1 - T(r) cos

- , and (2)

is no longer
a
When a body distorts the flow
among the
indued
is
"crosstalk"
diagonal and
we express the a
turbulence components. Thus

T21

A1

Aij

T310

most applications to flow measurements.
-

0

'T31

truncation (2) should be adequate for

In the absence of the body aij
indicates no distortion, i.e.,

T

A13 (xw,r,s+
=ta2)

where cij - 0 as distortion effects vanish.

A12 (x1 ,r,w)

Crosstalk effects are particularly important for
shear stress, say ulu 3 . Ahead of a two-dimensional
body, for example, the distorted turbulent components
are
I . (l+cll )u + e 3u3

A 2 2 (xlr,w) = A33 (xl,r,w + 7/2)
A 3 2 (x,r,w) = -A 2 3 (x,r,w +

3

=

E31

1 + (i+t

3 3 )u 3

(12)
22)

Thus Aij has only three independent components.

(5)

Thus the stress in the region of distortion is, to
first
order inE

x

u1u3 " E31
u1
+

( + -C1+E 3 3 ) ulu 3

(6)

x

+£13 u3Z
Eq. (6) indicates that a stress will be induced even
if the free-stream value UlU 3 is zero. This relative
stress departure can be quite large if the correlation coefficient between u1 and u 3 is small.
Wyngaard (2) has calculated the Eij for a circular
cylinder (with and without a wake) and fcr a 1j.keless sphere.

In the case of distortion ahead of axisymmetric
bodies (e.g., aircraft nose booms, towed bocgies), de
write the distorted flow field as
Ui

+

+

is the approach flow, and €

Coordinate system for axisymmetric body
problem

L

(7)
and 02 are the

2=

-

(8)

where the thickness and angle-of-attack coefficients
are defined by

+ r2

d

-Sy

1i

The differentiation of 0 and ', with respect to
x, is straightforward, as is ihe differentiation with
rspect to U . By (12) only differentiation with
respect to ofie other velocity component (say U3) is
necessary, and this is done by using a/aU3 - (l/V)

0
S;
(9)
i
auj
" au9
1
10
1
For an axisymmetric body whose axis is along the
x -direction, T
and A
have the forms
1i
ij
ij

a/aa.
We have done these calculations for a parabola of
revolution, whose cross-sectional area S varies as
S

19.7

iA

1 -y)

y2

+t
+F-

. 6ij + Tij + Aij

[(x

d(y)

S"(y) Ln
(14)
45
()4)
and the function S represents the cross-sectional
area as a function of axial distance; primes denote
derivatives.
g(y)

-a

2

The function g is

3Ui
0

(13)

V arcos
0

disturbance velocity potentials for "thickness" and
"angle-of-attack" effects, respectively, and a comma
denotes differentiation. Thus

T

rig. 1

For slender bodies Ti and All can be calculated
by the methods discussed by Laiton
(3,4). We start
with the expressions
L
= 0
(
dy
r
2
4
1

DISTORTION BY AXISYMMETRIC BODIES

where U

V

2

TL (-(2xI/L) 2)
2 2/(4F )

(15)

The results for the five independent components
of Tjj and Aij using the body (15) with F - 6 and
xl--.55 L i.e., 0.05 body lengths or 0.30 maximti dimtr upstrea from the leading point) are
shown in Figs. 2-5.
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The Poisson equation for fluctuating pressure

ahead of a body is
P

x3

"

2Uiju
aJ,i -

j

+

ui,j ujj

(17)

The first term on the right will clearly be important
here, since the body generates the mean distortion
field Ui j. Contemporary second-moment models

.003

assume, In their pressure covariance parameteri-

0

zations, that mean shear varies little over a
turbulent integral scale; this allows the mean
shear to be taken outside the integral given by the
solutign of (17).
Since in our problem the mean
shear Ui
has spatial scale a, this requires a/A
large. Tus in principle second-order models provide
a means of calculating flow-distortion effects on
turbulence for large values of a,'L x , but they will
fail for small all.

.
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SECOND-ORDER MODELING
In principle one can calculate flow-distortion
effects on turbulence variances and covariances
through the appropriate second-moment equations.
This "second-order modeling" approach is now used
in a wide variety of applications, from geophysics
(Zeman (6)) to engineering (Reynolds (7)).
Certain second-moment equations, particularly
those for turbulent shear stress, are dominated by
turbulent pressure covariance terms. Since the
turbulent pressure field is also distorted by the
body, it is necessary to account for this distortion
in parameterizing these pressure terms in secondorder models.
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SECOND ORDER CLOSURE FOR VARIABLE
DENSITY FREE SHEAR LAYER
Dany Vandromme*

& Wolfgang Kollmann**

Von Karman Institute
Belgium

ABSTRACT
A full second order closure turbulence model
for the prediction of free shear flows with
variable density is developed. The importance of
density fluctuations due to inhomogeneities in
fluid composition is emphasized.
Some simplicity
is achieved by using density weighted averaging to
account implicitly for density fluctuation effects,
Transport equations
for various second order
correlations - such as Reynolds stress, turbulent
mess fluxes or density velocity correlations - are
derived, modelled and solved, together with the
and
species
momentum
for
mean
equations
conservation.
Solutions of these equations are
compared with the two different sets of experimental data for low speed free mixing layers
(helium into nitrogen and freon 12 into air).
NOMEmscLATURE
CI

I-specie mass fraction

D

velocity divergence

k

turbulent kinetic energy

P
T

pressure
triple correlation

c
v /va

velocity components

a
6
61,62

Falkner Skan parameter
Kronecker symbol
characteristic thicknesses

C

kinetic energy dissipation rate
dissipation rate tensor

£B

velocity ratio
density
a

spreading rate parameter

T

,(
)~

()
I

€ €,~~
C

E
Sc
cDS'cl
*
CC

INTHlUCTION
The prediction of the mean motion of a
chemically homogeneous
fluid depends
on
the
evaluation of the Reynolds stress (double velocitiy
fluctuation correlations) that appear in the mean
momentum equation for turbulent flow.
Similarly,
the evaluation of the mean species concentrations
or temperatures from their conservation equations
requires the definition of the local correlations
of fluctuations of velocity and temperature and/or
species concentration. Early models of turbulence
related these correlations (or fluxes of momentum,
heat or mass of species) only to the mean values
of velocity, temperature or concentration.
Many
years ago Boussinesq [1] related the flux term of
the momentum equation to the mean velocity
Such
a
gradient
and
an
eddy
viscosity.
relationship functionally similar to the Newton's
law
of viscosity
has been
largethe
variety
of turbulent
models.
For used
all in
of a them
main
task is to derive a suitable form for the eddy
viscosity.
Heat and species flux relationship
required further assumptions regarding turbulent
Prandtl or Schmidt numbers.
The present paper presents a set of turbulence
equations closed at a higher level.
Transport
equations
are
derived, modelled
and
solved
directly for second order moments (Reynolds stress
and the turbulent mass flux) to avoid the
questionable concept -of eddy viscosity. Several
investigations have dealt with this closure level
(e.g., references [2] to [ 8]) but only two [6,8j
have considered variable density flows.
This
study is restricted to density variations caused
by inhomogeneities in fluid composition and does
not consider compressibility effects typical of
high speed or chemically reacting flows.
To
achieve checks against experimental data, two
different flows are considered:

laminar stress tensor

low

conventional averaging
density weighted averaging

nitrogen [9]
low speed mixing
air [10]

cl,
2,c €3c

c,c

e

,c ,c, cQIcQ2
c2fc Q
Q

2 cci$,0Pp2

modelling constants

present address: NASA-Ames Research Center,
Moffett Field, CA 94035
present address:
Department of Mechanical
Engineering, University of California, Davis,
California 95616.

speed

mixing

layer

of

layer of

helium
freon

and

12 and

In the next section, equations for the
different variables and correlations are commented
on. Then the necessary modelling assumptions are
presented. The fourth section gives some details
about the numerical method used to solve the set
of equations, the boundary conditions, and the
amount of CPU time for a typical run.
Then the
results are compared with the experimental data
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and discussed.
The last section sumarises the
results
obtained so
far
and
suggests
future
directions for the use of this closure to the
solution of more general turbulence problems.

triple velocity correlations are small and the
fourth order correlation can be expressed in terms
of
second
order
correlations
only,
by
the
following formulae which is strictly fulfilled for
the normal law.

EXACT EUATIONS
To account implicitly for variable density
effects in all the equations,
it is
helpful to
work with mass weighted variables rather
than
conventionally (time) averaged quantities.
This
yields a mean mass conservation equation having a
similar
form
to
the
instantaneous one,
and
convection term of all the transport equations
forms
similar
to
instantaneous
substantial
derivatives.
The
main
disadvantage
of
that
averaging
is
to
produce
a more
complicated
equation for turbulent kinetic energy dissipation
rate.
Nevertheless, since all the terms of the

v vv~v

keep

their

form

and

stay

(3)
rewriting the equation (2) in
terms of mass weighted correlations.
The new
expression includes a large collection of density
correlations, that are mostly
negligible
(see
reference [111).
After reduction to the leading
terms the fourth order mass weighted correlation
can be expressed as
"

-

Vavvv

-

- -

-

v;v*v

v

-

-

,
P'-r
6;P TaVy

+ 6 "

+

( P' +i ay

*Turbulent diffusion.
order correlation, we use
Launder's [21 . Considering
for
the mass
weighted

we can

-

-

Jxa

~--oa

v
v

a

it

v'v' v v
x
6 a
B

vY

+ vv' y
aix

x

+ vv
-ol

v v

by keeping only

+ vv

aX
;v

-

~~yax

V)

x

+ v:

vev,.-"-,

-

u.s.
. is.

v t)

~~f
-

made ofte

Asfo cosatdniyfos
us ismd ofte
asumtin fquasi-normal velocity distribution,
also known as the Millionshtchikov approximation.
the
For velocity distribution nearly Gaussian,

vvvc
is

-

cn

--a-

h

[hove

-

y

k

kIf

s

vl u
sei)d
6i+v-'
6o

(1),

(4),

ii

d

v

*-..

-.

,

vv.

(6)

and (6)
6ostn

ka3
wi+666Yve iven

ato

v h

ci

+ p k8 vv I + oky v'" V*V; 1 (7)
cia
constant whose value will be given in the
next section.
If the density is constant equation
(7
i
srcl
idnca
to
he vson
f
f
he vson
to
idtca
insrcl
(7
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vv'v
ai6

1

+ v

Assembling the equations
(c

k

Assuming this
relationship holds for
constant
density,
we
can
obtain
the
corresponding
relationship in terms of mass weighted quantities
by using (3).
This yields

-

+or+vv
vvoi-(nLv
distrutio)
+v
e
6
-Co
4-fo cntv
tdesiyfvv,

-apt

(4)

In case of constant density flows Hanjali6 and
Launder [2 1 assume that the last three terms of
equation (1) are "adequately represented" by

v

To express this third
a procedure similar to
the transport equation
third
order
velocity

simplify
--

u

v v"

v

the leading terms.
-

+ vv

aiy6

The diffusive transport exists in three different
forms.
The first
one can be identified as the
turbulent diffusion,
the second as the pressure
diffusion and
the
last
one as
the
viscous
diffusion.

correlation,

v"v

. v" v.

k

S~0

-

where

Diffusion terms

[

- k. vv"v

.

+ V.V.

Reynolds stress

*x

.-

vlv~v* + v~v"

-k

MODELLING ASSUMPTIONS

....

-

- ka v~vNv

ka v;v;v
----

density

The exact equations are not
correlation free.
reproduced here because of their length but can be
found in reference 111].

-

v! +

This equality allows

Thus transport equations

exact

V* v

0v-'

for density velocity correlations are included in
this model.
Nevertheless
the convective mean

terms

6v+ vv

.

+ vN
v'v(
a 6 "
(2)
From the definition of the mass weighted averaging
the relationship between the fluctuations is:

dissipation
equation
even
when
conventionally
averaged have to be modelled, the additional
complications
are
merely
treated
as
model
modifications. Although the main advantage of the
mass weighted averaging is to avoid the use of
density velocity correlations, it
is necessary to
evaluate them to refine the determination of third
order correlations and to deal with the mean

pressure gradient term.

-

*

references [2] and [3].
Thus the third order
correlations are determined from a set of first
order differential equations, which for boundary
layer type flow is

A1 ,

in the present set.

(8)

A3

(T

+ A2 -

A1 . T

viscous
effects.
Arguing
for
the
locally
isotropic nature of dissipative processes at high
Reynolds number, the"e term can be expressed in
terms of the dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic
energy for which a transport equation is included

-~ a

and A. are functions of the turbulence time

7~

a

y

-

a

scale, the second order velocity correlations and
the density correlations.

2

*Diffusive
transport
by
pressure
fluctuations.
So far no satisfactory model has
been used for this term.
Most authors consider a
combined modelling of the triple correlation with
the pressure velocity correlation but none have
modelled
the
pressure correlation
separately.
Lumley [7], Barlow and Nakayama [16] and Donaldson
[5]
proposed different relationships but none
yields
improvements
of
the
flow description.
Furthermore a number of experiments show that the
turbulent energy budget virtually balances without
including the unmeasured pressure transport term
[171.
Therefore, it is neglected here.

Modelled
Reynolds
stress
previous
assumptions
lead
to
equation for the Reynolds stress:

a

a

-

t (VV)

-

+

'

ax
[

O

-

ax6

6

Y 6

v~;D +6
LB
8 c2-2

vY

a

a

equation.
The
the
following

"

-.

- 1

vrv' Cx

ye

VL

-

P

(

+p(

-

in which the pressure-rate of
is given by equation (9).

strain correlation

Dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy
The form of this equation is somewhat similar
to the one used in reference
[121 with the
following
differences
from
the
standard
k-C
version.
*The
diffusivity
isotropic processes.

-

2E

M.a
vv
V.V
maxe
t~
2v.
--

a

a

y(

v

c

coefficients

..

C

E

.

v:v

c
V

allow

non-

-

(12)

*ax
The mean pressure gradients have a form
6 c 2+ 4similar
to
their counterpart
in the Reynolds
1
stress equation.
Sp represents the set of mean
11pressure
gradient terms in the exact equation.

a7
aa.

+

3

,

6

(11)

Pressure-rate of strain correlation. The form
to be used here is rewritten from the constant
density version of Launder [2,3] in terms of mass
weighted averaged quantities. Nevertheless, terms
involving the
mean dilatation, which
do
not
contribute in constant density flows are retained
here. The result is

+

v2*
a ; ax

v,
v. ip_+

Mean
pressure
gradient
term.
As
stated
previously,
the
solution
of
density velocity
correlation equations allows dealing with non-zero
mean pressure gradient flows. As these terms are
exact in the second order moment equations, no
modelling assumption is required here.

-

Pv

c

ensuresa minimal value to the diffusive term by
including a constant laminar viscosity in it.

v_

vv
c
.

ax a

t

-

._.--

-

(

+

*Diffusive transport by viscous effects.
In
the assumption of high Reynolds number flow, this
the
to
compared
negligible
is
contribution
turbulent diffusive terms.
Nevertheless we may

P Lv B +

1

3)

V

ax

Sp
6 6x

]-

c c4

*-k

*The velocity divergence

(13)

-a

term, called

Sd

has

the form:

30_c -22av~Ii
55

Lxy +

40 c2 + 12
55

6ya

Jx k
k

=- -

(9)

cc 3

In
which
D
is
the
mss
weighted
velocity
divergence. These assumptions yield the following
dissipation equation:

Dissipation.
The last terms appearing in the
Reynolds
stress
equation
have
a
dissipative
character.
They correspond to the conversion
process of mechanical energy
into heat due to
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Scalar flux
odelling
The

2

at

a

+

a

E k

L

(

C

E

f

C

(P u C)

-(PC) + -L

'-

7

equation

k

'aThe whole

;

E4

-

a

vv
a

a

-

-

k
(-

(P'VP + 4~v;~-

This approximation allows per.tation of

(15)

c

v3
6 3x

(P v vc'Y

a)]v

--. (v'c)

v.

,Y

6 ax

(vTv)

B

r-[

,c" - 6

+ 6

- o

- v"cv
Bvc
8i

-

v6v-c;)

X-

+

+

a

7clv
croX,

x
-

J

+
E -

o" k

v

+ " k6 vv

v

c

-

Vc
l

c-

(20)

in which

v

There is no precise way to fix the value of cUIp
though it may be presuw d of order unity.
The basic idea to approximate the pressure
term is to use a procedure similar to the pressurerate of strain modelling in the Reynolds stress
equation. Following Lumley [7], the 'Rotta"
term
is approximated by:
-

_c_

k

k=

The
other
terms
in
the
diffusive
transport
contribution
correspond
to
diffusion
of
concentration
by pressure
fluctuations and by
molecular
motion.
The
pressure
effects
are
neglected here, whereas the molecular effects are
1
law
flux
gradient
a
laminar
by
represented
J
2
3
k
l
(17) -similarly
to the Reynolds stress laminar diffusion.
(17)
*Redistribution due to pressure fluctuations.
allowing the anisotropy effects and the rapid part is
Again we use a procedure which is similar to the
redistributive
term
of
the
Reynolds
stress
av8
equation,
for
which
we
get
two
different
turbulent
mean
(18)
contributions:
'c¢2 7v
30,2
a .gradient
part. a
The fully
turbulent
term mayandbe arelated

'

*If the fine scale motion is assumed isotropic
the last term

(p,/P)

to the linear
Rotta [13]

c,0

(Oa /ax)

return-to-isotropy

"

•-a-,
av

v)

(

+

)

- -

a

",p __
Ca

a

.4

(a
(v

(c

at

3E

•(P'v"))
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O

Y y

+ €, 2 7V

-c¢01

C2 k\

a

6Ya Y

Lumley's proposal [7]

'a
ax

k

3

)

PV
(19)
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.

cc

"

vcc

approximation of

(21)

must be expected that the time
in which case it
used here contains also information
scale (k/)
about
the
time
scale
of
the
turbulent
2
avconcentration
field
<ci' >/Cc,
<ci'2>
being
the concentration covariance and Epsc its rate of
2p.
v
xa
a 8 ax
dissipation.
Launder
[14]
and
Janicka
[151
O
pointed out
that these
two time
scales are
.;different.
In local equilibrium turbulence they
may be assumed proportional.
Nevertheless an
anisotropy term is added to the "Rottas
term,
a
which
carries
Reynolds
stress
anisotropy
(Pv*) +Vvy
axinformation. This yields to a form similar to

The modelled transport equation
is equal to zero.
for the density velocity correlation is written as:

7

is

of

(

-

term are

process

ax a

7

-D

~
c.

indices

of velocity components but no permutation
density and velocity fluctuations.
The next term is approximated by=

transport

For
the
triple
correlation
the
assumption
concerning the diffusive mass weighted Reynolds
stress transport
is
extended to
concentration
order
first
following
The
correlations.
differential equations results:

modelled
is
*The diffusive transport term
according to a constant density model for triple
correlation [2]

at"

the production

diffusive

this

Reynolds

a

_

cs

Again

to close

for the

to those

represented by the following group of terms:

(4

h6 6

Density velocity correlation
According to the definition of mess weighted
averaging, this correlation corresponds to the
mean value of the mess weighted fluctuation.

=,~-

used

assumptions

are similar

stress equation.
exact.

E;
L_

v*

C

E3

v2N

set of experiments

""Co

v C;
-cc
%

-

/work

c

2 6 )v~c;
Clkcdioentional
(22)

IC

helium

c)

7t

C

through

a C;)gradient,

-P

a

a

ax

a 8

Numerical method
The numerical method which is used for this
calculation is a modified version of the Patankar

(VC

and Spalding method

L a a (vc)

c

(25)

ratio 0, 0.3 or 0.6 in the first
case and 0.3 and
0.6 in the second case.
In both cases the high
speed air stream has a velocity equal to 14.0
in/s.•
All the boundary layers at the splitter plate
trailing edge are laminar and free stream turbulence level is very low (Urms/UE < 1%).
Various
experimental techniques have been used in these
experiments to provide a wide range _f information
about
turbulence
quantities
such
as Reynolds
stress,
density
fluctuations,
concentration
fluctuations,
density
velocity
correlations,
trublent fluxes, etc...

reference

------

ll

described in detail

the

transport

used in their boundary layer

a

a

(111.

ax
i-

3

3x
x

c-c2

k-- k

c
cl
cl

3

,profiles
k

ad

Q

in

equations are

form and are solved

To start the
in a parabolic marching step manner.
calculations we must provde the initial values

C

for each transported variable.
p,

a constant

The two values considered here are 0. and - 0.18.
The second set of experiments is provided by
the thesis of Brown 110].
This set emphasizes the
influence of the free stream velocity ratio, and
considers air-air and freon 12-air mixings.
The
density ratio is either 1 or 4 and the velocity

av

v"v

of

0= 1 jU
u dx

ct1;

vc)(

I (_P
a

assignment

the

Palkner-Skan parameter:

P.2
3(23)

a

3600/c&

Re = 12000/cm

tom his similarity analysis Rebollo has shown
that, together with the dynamic pressure equality,
the
condition concerns
equilibrium
second
a
definition
of
the
longtiudinal mean pressure

This relationship holds only under the assumption
of isothermal flow.
If heat transfer problems
were
to
be
solved
with
the
dynamic
field
equations, this part would require some modifications for the description of thermal turbulence,
The modelled scalar flux equation is(V

Re -

-

nitrogen --

which is strictly zero in isotropic turbulence is
negligible.
*A mean pressure gradient term exists also in
the
scalar
flux
equation.
Nevertheless,
the
isothermal flow assumption avoids the need for a
solution of a PDE for the density concentration
correlation.
It
can be expressed in terms of
density fluctuations [6,11]

-(-

This

non-zero

mean pressure gradient on a twomixing layer.
Both adjacent
free
stream flows have the same dynamic pressure.
The
gases are helium and nitrogen
which yield a

8

*Dissipation.
In
the
framework
of
high
Reynolds number flows, the fine scale motions are
nearly isotropic and the correlation

- j,
S(_

[9].

of

longitudinal

c,

YS ax

influence

density ratio equal to 7. The veloci 'as are 10.9
the heavy
i/s for the light gas and 4.12 m/s
one.
The respective Reynolds numbers .

The man gradient part of the pressure term is
transposed fro, the leading term of the pressurerate of strain term.
-

that of Rebollo

is

the

emphasizes

(2)
(24)

The given velocity

are Blasius-like
and agree with the
boundary layer thickness values reported by the
experiments.
The normal Reynolds stresses were
assigned
to
a
constant
value
(isotropic
turbulence) in such a way the turbulent kinetic
energy
remains bounded
by
the
experimentally
reported limit. The turbulent shear stress is set
to zero and so are all the other
turbulent
correlations. The dissipation rate is determined
to produce a turbulent viscosity equivalent to the
laminar one, according to the well known k-c
formula [19].

Density fluctutions
The derivation of the transport equations for
the partial density correlations with the Involved
modelling efforts has been published in a previous
work [12] and thus will
not be reproduced here.

Pt " 0.09

rk2

(26)

WMPARISON WITHS EXP3RIIS
The boundary conditions are Dirichlet type for the
primitive
variables
such
as
velocity
or
concentration and Neumann type (zero gradient) for
all the second order moments.
When different from

Flow onditions
Two different sets of experimental data were
considered to provide a valuable comparison of
The first
computational results against physics.
19.14

tero, the longitudinal mean pressure gradient must
be prescribed analytically as the values of the
outer
boundaries velocities.
The
transverse
pressure gradient cannot be prescribed but only
approximated by a simplified version of the mean
transverse momentum equation yielding to
-

Dy

-

Dy

-

~~2)

The last point of disagreement concerns the
turbulence levels for which Drown reports values
increasing with the velocity ratio, where one
could expect that turbulence increases when the
shear increases (or 00 decreases) as occurs in
the calculations.
The main result of this calculation however,
is consistent with the observation that density
ariations do not have significant influence on
the spreading rate of a mixing layer if theae
fluctuations are due only to inhomogeneities in
gas composition.
Pressure gradient influence.
Nor* extensive

(2)
2)

P

The set of ordinary differential equations for the
triple correlations is solved once at each x-step

Labout

by a simple centered difference scheme rather than
algebraically.
The upper bound of the marching
step of the main procedure is determined at each
forward position with respect to the value of a
characteristic thickness of the mixing layer.
To
so lve a typical problem with this 15 equation
trbulence model over a distance of I meter with
8node points in the cross direction, the time is
15 min CPU on a DEC-VAX 11/780 or about 90
seconds CPU on a CDC 7600 computer.
Dscussion of the results
Free stream velocity ratio influence.
The
min results of the comparison against the Brown
expmns
[10]1 are summar ized in Table 1 for the
three different velocity ratios (0.0, 0.3, 0.6)
and the two gas compositions (sir-air and 712-sir),
The agreement of the calculations with Drown's
numbers is satisfactory except for the following
items*Virtual origin
position.
Two
different
mechanisms establish the virtual origin.
First is
the spreading rate of the mixing layer - which is
properly described by the calculation - and second
is
the transition process which takes place
between the attached laminar boundary layers on
the splitter plate and the free turbulent mixing
layer developing downstream of it. The second
mechanism cannot be predicted by the calculation,
The calculations develop a transition-like region
but there is no rigorous way to relate that
phenomenon to the physical laminar to turbulent
transition.
The spreading rates are compared
through the use of the parameter (a) which is
defined from the velocity profile
a-1. 19

(28)

Ly

This definition is similar to the one given in
reference 120] except the characteristic thickness
is
determined between the
bounds
(0.2, 0.8)
instead of the usual (0.1, 0.9).
*Another point of disagreement concerns the
spreading of the 712-air mixing layer with 0.6
velocity ratio.
As it is shown on Figure 1, the
experimental point is high above the theoretical
homogeneous flow curve defined by
1+U
0-

(2
1

*remains

whereas the calculation matches the curve well,
the
Also for this flow case (see Tab le 1) ,
measuremnts show a higher level of V'rin compared
This feature does not appear in the
to U'rms.
calculations for
which the ratio Ulrm/Vrm
nearly the same value as for the 0.3
velocity ratio case (.1.6).

caultos
er
dnewhtehlimirgn
flow [11] than with the previous 712-air mixture,
but some conclusions are identical.
The virtual
origin cannot
be determined
correctly, because
the transitional
mechanism
which influences it does not exist in this
turbulence model.
Thus the only way to compare
the spreading of the mixing zone is to look at the
value of the downstream spreading rate parameter.
(Figure 1 shows that for this flow (dP/dX - 0.)
the agreement is as good as for the previous
one.) The most interesting results are shown in
Table 2 for the two cases which are considered
here: ci-0. and a-0.18. ,In both cases the
velocity ratio is UOAJ1.'378.
Globally, the
agreement is good for the zero pressure gradient
case and weaker for
the case with positive
pressure gradient,
for
which
the
turbulence
quantities are underestimated by 25-401.
No direct comparison of the spreading rate
parameter is reported here because it has been
found in the calculations that the self-similar
region begins only after 7-8 cm from the splitter
plate, and no experimental value is given beyond
this
abscissa.
Nevertheless
the
calculated
spreading rate parameter agrees with the results
of the
previous calculations
and
with
the
theoretical curve of Figure 1,
when
it is
calculated further downstream (8<X<30 cs), where
the self-similarity is ensured. For the near wake
region, two different thicknesses [9] are plotted
against experiments and for which the agreement is
good (Figure 2).
Figures 3, 4, and 5 show some
typical results for the shear stress, the density
velocity correlation and the density fluctuations,
for which the experiments provide information.
The results of Table 2 point out that the results
are good for all the mean quantities but do not
agree with the pressure gradient influence.
The
experiments show that the pressure gradient tends
to increase the spreading rate, the shear stress
and the density velocity correlations, but not the
density fluctuations whose maximum level remains
nearly the same.
The calculations show a smaller
increase of the shear stress, whereas the density
correlations are decreased and do not match at all
the results of Rebollo. This weakness is possibly
due to the pressure gradient terms in the density
correlations equations or in the scalar flux
equations.
One of these terms is a density
Concentration equation, for which it would be
better to solve a PD3 rather than to approximate
it from the density fluctuations.
Figure 6 gives
an estimate of the Schmidt number value across the
mixing layer.
The straight line represents the
constant value which should be used with the two
equation model calculations.
This shows clearly
that even if such value Is realistic in the center
part of the mixing zone, it becomes completely
irrelevant near the edges.
19.15
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CONCLUSIONS

9.

A full
second or'er closure turbulence model
has been set up to describe the low speed mixing
of gases with highly different density.
Two
mixing
cases
have
been
studied.
In
both
calculations, the flow predictions are reasonable
and promising for future work in that direction.
Nevertheless, this turbulence model version fails
to
predict
correctly
the
pressure
gradient
influence on
the turbulence
(Reynolds stress,
density correlations).
Sosme further work would be
done in this direction, especially the estimate of
ZrI through the density fluctuations should be
removed.
The main objective of this paper was to
demonstrate the value of a second order closure
for the prediction of mixing flows where the use
of an eddy viscosity with a constant turbulent
Schmidt number
should
fail.
Nevertheless,
it
would be premature to draw any conclusion about
universality of such a closure and the values of
the constants
used
here.
As
some modelling
assumptions are based on an analogy with the
incompressible Reynolds stress closure [2], future
experiments
should
emphasize
measurements
on
quantities such as turbulent scalar fluxes and
density correlations in order to support or to
improve these assumptions.
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Table 1 - Velocity ratio influence
(axp. from Brown [10])

Wre

PO

A

air-air
0.00

eXp
calc

0.30

exp
calc

0.60

exp
calc

V,
'r

-l0<uVl'>

AV

AU2

Kuv

11.97

0.150

-

-

-

11.30

0.192

0.125

0.131

0.548

23.34

0.165

0.125

0.105

0.509

21.22

0.184

0.120

0.120

0.545

39.27

0.195

0.165

0.162

0.503

40.37

0.184

0.120

0.120

0.542

21.86

0.175

0.125

0.112

0.512

25.67

0.181

0.113

0.112

0.548

23.76

0.168

0.195

0.180

0.549

54.95

0.198

0.126

0.132

0.532

F12-air
exp

0.30

calc
0.60

exp
cealc

Table 2 - Pressure gradient effects
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ABSTRACT
AS C

instantaneous Stokes' stress
tensor.

A new decomposition is presented of a variable
T.
T'
mean and instantaneous parts of
1
i
density turbulent field into mean and fluctuating
parts which adopts both the mass-weighted and the
INTRODUCTION
conventional mean velocity as dependent variables.
By so doing, the different roles played by the
In problems of turbulent combustion, in the
velocity vector in the equations of motion can be
mixing of combustion products or in the accidental
properly accommodated. For the mean field conservrelease of heavy gases into the atmosphere, density
ation equations of momentum and species, the effects
fluctuations at a point may be of a magnitude
of turbulence in each equation are confined to a
comparable with that of the mean density. In such
single correlation between fluctuating quantities;
circumstances any credible turbulence closure must
indeed the form is identical to that for a uniform
density flow. The transport equations for the
specifically address the influence that the large
turbulent correlations are more complex than when
density excursions will have on the transport
massweihtedaveage
areadotedbut
rgublyprocesses themselves. Here we consider only those
mass weighted averages are adopted but, arguabl%,
situations where inertial effects entirely swamp
1
the physical processes are easier to approximate.
contributions due to buoyancy.
Until about :9"3
Various extrapolations of uniform-density secondcnribu
tion
bu
dieacof
Untiabut 93
moment closure methodology are discussed in
nearly all computational studies of ariable-densit
connection with the behaviour observed by Rebollo
fluctuations to the transport processes.
yre
III in the variable density mixing layer. The
recently, turbulence closure studies have tended to
effective turbulent
Prandtl-Schmidt
in a
follow one
variabloe
meiu
isoshowns to number
crrstalhy
oenletof two routes. In the
th first, the
variable ,'c~~it> oedium is shown to be crucially
instantaneous density is represcrted as the sum of
sprsitive to the specific forms of the approximamean and fluctuating parts so, on averaging the
tion for correlations containing the fluctuating
convective transport term, correlations between
pressures.
fluctuating density and velocity appear in addition
to the conventional Reynolds stress. This approach,
in the context of second-moment closure, has been
by Donal'son and co-workers [4], Janicka
and Kollmann [51 and others. Those following this
path have, implicitly, invoked the principle of
receding influence since, in the tnra port equations
for the second-moment quantities (uiul, etc.),

:OMENCLATURE

C
G.
Gi,g
A
M,m
N
Nn
U.
I
Ui,u
P,p
x.

i

afollowed
anisotropy of tensor aT
instantaneous
masss velocity
(
U.).
e
l
mean, fluctuating part of . (gi = 0).

uw:-'or7 density forms have been adopted.

instantaneous mass fraction.
mean, fluctuating part of M.
instentaneous mass-weighted mass fraction
(= pM).
mean, fluctuating part of .
instantaneous velocity,

The second and increasingly followed approach,
originally proposed by Favre [6], adopts a mass
weighting of velocity and other dependent variables
except pressure. With this arrangement the mean
momentum equation, with molecular transport
neglected, is analogous in appearance to that for

mean, fluctuating part of ui.

a uniform density flow if the Reynolds stresses,
lile the velocities, are obtained by taking a
density-weighted average. The simplicity of
appearance of the resultant equation when massweighted averaging is used (a simplicity that also

instantaneous static pressure,
mean, fluctuating part of P
cartesian coordinate vector,
2

dissipation rate of g/2,
ab
a.

~i

S
ab

dissipation rate of a.b..
instantaneous density.

In man' problems gravitational forces .':2 be
,nfluential though, to first order, they can be

fluctuating pressure-strain correlation
term in transport equation for a2

treated by the same approaches adopted when
density fluctuations are weak (i.e. when the

frnexample,
term in transport equation for a3.

Bcussinesq approximation applies); see, for
ref. [2] and [3] for a discussion.
19.19
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carries through to the exact form of the
transport equations for turbulence correlations
such as the turbulence energy) has encouraged the
hope that closure ideas evolved for the
invariant density case would be directly applicable

ANALYSIS

to variable density mixing, e.g. Bilger and Kent

mixing of a variable density, uniform viscosity

[7] and Jones [8]. Libby [9], while more cautious
about the prospect of direct extrapolation,
recommends that closure models be evolved within
the framework of mass-weighted averages to keep
the computational burden to manageable proportions.

stream may be written:

The most decisive set of experimental data
for distinguishing between different approaches to
closure in variable density flows is that of
Rebollo [] (see also the paper by Brown and
Roshko [10]) who in two experiments examined
the mixing of helium and nitrogen in a plane
mixing layer with velocity ratios adjusted to
give uniform dynamic pressure in the two streams.
In one case, with zero streamwise pressure gradient,
the turbulent Schmidt number in the central part of
the layer fell below 0.2, i.e. to about one third
the value found in the uniform density case. None
of the reported attempts at computing this flow,
using either conventional or mass-weighted
averaging have, so far as we can judge, been
successful in reproducing the measured behaviour
unless empirical coefficient: are adjusted to values
that wculd give unacceptable predictions in the
uniform density case, e.g. [11]. Thus a direct
application of uniform-density closure methodology
in density weighted variables does not account for
the observed behaviour,

where tildas denote the instantaneous value (mean
plus fluctuating) of the dependent variable in
question. We note that the velocity vector in the
second term on the left has two roles: :Uj represents
the mass flow rate per unit area while Ui is the
specific xi-momentum flux. Here these separate
roles are brought into prominence by defining

In principle it would appear possible to
extend and generalize the uniform density model in
order that the model give satisfactory agreement
with measurements for both uniform and variable
density rixing. Yet the very simplicity of the
exact equations in mass-weighted coordinates gives
little guidance on the direction in which to
proceed. In the present contribution we have
adopted an alternative decomposition which we
believe may display more transparently the physical
processes at work. We refer to it as
"mixed
weighting" since, in the momentum equations both
conventional velocity and the density weighted
velocity appear. The paper is preliminary in
character since it could not be claimed that the
model is yet ready for widespread application.
The various possibilities and consequences are,
however, perhaps sufficiently extensively explored
for others to be interested in following the Line
of development further. Before turning to the
analysis it remains only to emphasize that there
are man i possible approaches to decomposing
variables into mean and fluctuating parts. To
underline this fact we note that Janicka and Lumlev
[12] have very recently proposed a further
decomposition no less different from established
approaches than that presented herein. It is not
yet clear what will eventually represent that
the
case the best
way forward. It could well be the
best arrangement for working out the physical
modelling is not the best one, from a computational
point of view, for calculating inhomogeneous shear
flows. Once the physical representation in one
decomposition has been settled, however, it should
be possible to devise a nearly equivalent form in
some other decomposition.

a G U__ =
x. i

The Mean Flow Equations
The Navier Stokes equations for turbulent
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(2)

Let us introduce (2) into (1) and define the mean
value t of a dependent variable whose instantaneous
and fluctuating parts are * and € by:
-1

r

T
tdT ; t
f
-T

*d()

(3)

+

On averaging (1) in the conventional way implied by
(3) we obtain for a stationary turbulent flow at
high Reynolds number:
-x -5x.

.u

(;a
( a)

The asymmetric, mixed-weighted Reynolds stress,
g
is now the quantity for which a turbulence
mbdel must be devised and that topic forms the man
preoccupation of the remainder of the article.
Before considering gju. more closely, however, let
with
us note that we could egually have linked
the velocity component Ui . In that case, equation
(4a) becomes:
G

Uji

x
J

=

p
-P

-

1

Thus, again the mixed-weighted second-rank tensor
appears but note that, in a thin shear flow, a
different component of it will make the dominant
contribution: glu2 instead of g2u-1 . Ii.a uniform
density field the correlation is symmetric so the
terms are equal but in a strongly stratified medium
this may no longer be the case. The distinctions
in approach that lead to (4a) and (4b) may appear
insignificant but, when carried through tc the
scalar and, especially, the turbulent transport
equations they lead to rather different closed
forms for a given set of closure hypotheses.

2 The unrealistic limitation of a stream of uniform

viscosity is of no practical consequence since,
in a free shear flow at high Reynolds numbers
viscous terms only indirectly affect the
turbulence structure
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We suppose that the density variations arise

gj = Pu. +'U.

from the inert mixing of two different gases and
that the instantaneous mass fraction A of one of
these is governed by
3pM'

3

~- = Xscalar
p
M
pUN T ' •
1

G M
N

x

decompositions are just as compact as when density-

weighted averaging is used for all terms. This
compactness does not carry over to the transport
equations for turbulence correlations, however.
This, we would argue, is a heZpfu.Z feature for, if
we are fortunate, the intrinsic physical interactions
giving rise to the strong alteration of the
turbulent Schmidt number discussed above will

(6a)

become transparent in the additional terms.

for a~stationary flow.

PM

N - (N~n)

E.

U N

Alternatively, defining
allows us to write (6b) as
un

ax

aR

,

to

b

where a and b
(5) that
a
t

Equations Describing the Second-4oment Correlation
Exact transport equations
for the secondmoment correlations gju i and gjm (or ujn) may be
formed in the conventional way. For example that
for the first correlation is obtained by multiplying
the equation of motion for Ui by gi and averaging
and edding it to the corresponding equation for
In this connecand averaged
by
G9 multiplied
mutple
by u
u-i an
veae.Inti
oetion the "corresponding" Gj equation is formed by
multiplyingand dividingthe U equation bydensity:

(6b)

The use of (6b) in place of (6a) has certain
to
attractions since N is linearly proportion
densit):

p=

are coitstants.

;x-
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a-U I
at OX
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It thus follows from

,
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2

GK._G
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axk
:b -

a

J

It is evident that the averaged forms of the
transport equations governing the velocity and
fields which arise from the present

(5)

M
gm

-u.)

s

Introduction of the mass velocity G1 and subsequent
averaging, according to equation (33 leads, on
neglect of molecular diffusion, to:
TT

(pt u. -

*

axk

i

_

axk

Then by straightforward manipulation we find that
the transport of
is described by:

X

b2^: =

(8)

orkC
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The term in parentheses on the left is identically

zero fluctuating
by continuity
and ofhence,
on comparing
and
parts
the remaining
termsmean
aU.
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Thus the divergence of the mass velocity is
exactly zero in a stationary flow but not otherwise. The mean and fluctuating mass velocities are

, j

related to the velocity and density through:
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emerges as:
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From tilecontinuity equation ti-a corresponding
expressions for the divergence of the mass
velocities are:
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From (9a) it emerges that at high reclet numbers
the divergence of the velocity field is essentiallv
zero,
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the two equations are to be equivalent. The
correlation involving the time derivative in (13b)
is difficult to approximate but its magnitude can
(from Taylor's hypothesis) be expected to be of
order o'gju i IUI/t where JUl denotes the mean
convection velocity and I a representative length
scale of the energy-containing motions. It appears
likely to be a substantial contributor to (13b)
though about only one quarte
the size of the largest
of the generation terms (- g aU1 /3x2 ). As when a fully
mass-weighted treatment is employed (see, for example
Rubesin and Rose t13]) , mean pressure gradients
aprear in (13a) though they are absent from (13b).
We note that the generation and "pressure-strain"
correlations also exhibit differences. Overall,
which version is better suited to serve as the basis
for closure approximations? We suggest the version
that most nearly allows the physical phenomena to be
captured by the application of unifcr--ders'u methodology. This applies particularly to the approximation of the pressure correlations discussed in the
next subsection. First, however, let us consider
the equations describing other relevant secondmoment correlations. Because of space limitations
we give here only the severely truncated forms with
transport and other terms of the same type discarded.
The equation for -F
corresponding to (13a) becomes:
Ig
;0g.
0
E-1 +
p(
3
1
k xk
g
xk
77T i (I4a)

.hese equations are clearly more cumbersome in
appearance than their uniform-density counterparts.
Moreover, the principal generation terms (involving
mean velocity or mass-fraction gradients) introduce
a further unknown second-moment tensor, gg,.
Against this somewhat daunting complexity one must
set the fact that the observed effects of density
stratification are large (as noted above, one
experiment showed a three-fold modification in
effective Schmidt number). One should therefore
be able to make fairly sweeping simplifications to
the transport equations on the grounds that certain
terms, while notnegligible,cannot foreseeably be
responsible for changes of such major proportions.
We shall therefore assume that the essential
physics are retained in the local-equilibrium form
of the equations and, at the same time, discard all
correlations involving terms of similar structure
to those associated with the neglected transport
terms. In support of the above steps one may note
that, in a uniform density mixing layer the net
transport of turbulent kinetic energy (convection
minus diffusion) is generally an order of
magnitude smaller than the rate of energy
generation. Unfortunately these steps do not lead,
unambiguously, to a suitably truncated (albeit
still unclosed) equation set. To illustrate the
problem, in forming the gjui transport equation
we could start with the Cj equation in the form

t

73x. kj

-

'"

while the counterpart of (13b) is:
G.
Gg.

~g

0= -x

and this leads, on completing the tensorial algebra,
to the following terms arising from the-k
convective transport and pressure gradient

(

guL
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-
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iukax
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an.+
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ij

jx

moleculai interactions. An interesting anA farreaching difference appears between the generation

u.

k 3
terms in the two equations: in the formermean
~velocity
gradients provide the driving agency for

n.
.*
-71+ ax)...

(11b)
(lib)

producing g.. while in the latter this role is
played by misi velocity gradients. Now, consider a
flow such as examined by Rebollo[l ] where densit'

1

gradients are in the opposite sense to velocity
gradients. In these circumstances the mass velocit%
may attain one or, indeed, several stationary values
within the shear layer (Figure 1 shows the variation

Equation (lb) is considerably simpler in
appearance than the corresponding part of (11a).
On discarding transport and related terms the
respective local-equilibrium equations become:
O

=

-

3U.

U.
(gku.i
_,
*

i

+ P17+i
.j) SPlx. lxi

u

-

k5

-

ax

of G1 across Rebollos flow). In the vicinity of these
positions the local-equilibrium concept must fail and
equation (14b) becomes highly inappropriate since
some of the discarded correlations will exceed the
retained generation terms. So, if the strong effect
of density gradient on the turbulent Schmidt number
be explained through the local equilibrium equa-

(13a)

3

ji

~can

tions (in particular,the different contributions of
velocity and mass-velocity gradients in the secondmoment equations - not just through direct generation but, as we shall shortly see, indirectly via
pressure interactions) equation (14a) should be

and
-

G.k

0og j au . + p ( a u .

3U)
3xk
' )

" gu

selected.

1 b

complete the equation set for the dynamic

-To

variables, the local equilibrium relation for uiuj ,
using either approach, reduces to:
DU i
aU.
uu
I
1
pui
p
O= - (uig k Tk
UJgk _lx
'k) *
*
i- tij
(IS

While the two forms clearly become identical in
the uniform-density limit, the approximations made
for the unknown correlations in at least one
version of equation (13) must introduce quite novel
modelling methodology if the closed versions of
19.22
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where Egg represents the dissipation of g.g. by
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correZation with the fluctuating strain (and
similar terms) their overall contribution to the
pressure-interaction terms is less significant than
that associated with density variations in part 'A'.
This point of view is consistent with the dropping
of numerous secondary source terms from the secondmoment equations themselves. The simplification may
prove to be an unacceptable one but, if it does, the
task of closure would appear to be much more diffi-

The corresponding second-moment equations for the
species flux are given below. We use the 'a' and
1b' labelling of the equations to distinguish the
paths followed,
gjm:
0 = -

..

-

k

k *

a
__
gm
g
xTxk -

-
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k

cult.
+x.

j
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(16a)
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(16b)
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gin--
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(17a)

cum

rGj

pn

types of correlation, purely turbulence interactions
(0) and mean-gradient contributions (¢2),are clearly
evident.
A straightforward application of uniform
density ideas would suggest that in the equation for
(a and b standing for either u or g) the
aib
paoxess would be represented as:
=

-lab

-

If we integrate equation (18) (retaining only
part A) the various correlations of interest may, for
a homogeneous flow, be expressed in the forms shown
in Table 1. The prime superscripts indicate that the
quantity
evaluated
atdistance
r from
the
point inin question
question.is Two
distinctly
different

gn

--F

(19)

6iiaKbkiTab

(17b)
wnere Tab denotes a time scale of the interaction.

-

This form has a number of frailties not least of
In practice, one would use (16a) and (17a) or (l61))
and (lb). Superficially equation (17a) appears unnecessary since ujm does not arise in (16a) - just
as equation (15) seems to be unwanted baggage if the
'a' scheme is adopted since uiu. is absent from (13a)
and (14a).
In both cases, howerer, the correlations
in question exert an influence via the pressure
interactions - at least, if one respects uniformdensity approaches to modelling mean-strain effects
on the processes.
The Role of Pressure Fluctuations in Variable
Density Turbulence
Within the space constraints of the present
paper only the barest summary of the approximation
of the pressure correlations can be provided. A
fuller account is planned,
The equation describing the instantaneous level
of pressure fluctuations about its mean value is
obtained by taking the divergence of the equation of
motion and subtracting its mean part. The resultant equation may be written:
ap
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In uniform density flows there have been two
principal approaches to modelling t, the "quasiisotropic" model (QIN) [14,15] and the "re-distribution-of-production" model (RPM) [14,16]. The first
provides an exact solution when the 2-point correlation functions, such as appear in the integrals of
Table 1, depend on radius only'. The second is more
intuitive, being based on the simple idea that the
stress production rates are redistributed in an analogous way to that in which (19) modifies aib.
While the former has the clearer pedigree, thi latter
to achieve, overall, slightly better results.
Our studies have considered the application of
these two approaches to the case of variable density.
Direct application of RPMtogether with the supposition that all the time scales Tab etc. for both the
'tresses" and the scalar fluxes remain in the same
proportion to one anotherproduces, in conjunction
with (19), the result that the turbulent Schmidt
number is entirely unaffected by density gradients.

A
;g

which is the fact that (19) contracts to zero whereas, (as reference to equations (9b) and (10b)
indicates) the t, processes in Table I do not.
In
fact, the assumption that auk/axk is zero is reasonable since the 01 correlations are predominantly
made up of contributions from medium sized eddies in
which molecular dispersion (the agency providing
divergence) is insignificant. The same argument for
simplification does not apply to 9gi/?X . Nevertheless, as a starting point, equation (19, and its
analogue for the scalar fluxes, has much to commend
it.

2

,
nm
axnaxm

This conclusion emerges irrespective of whether the
equations relating to the 'a' or the 'b' decomposition are adopted. We note, too, that the same result
emerges from conventional mass-weighted averaging.

(18)
In the above arrangement those grouped as 'A' are
clearly recognizable generalizations of terms
present in a uniform-density flow; those in group
'B' are non-zero only because of density fluctuations. Though the individual terms in the latter
group may be large we here adopt the view that in

Investigation with QIM has been limited to the
'a' decomposition since, as discussed above, the 'b'
form leads to zero generation of gig, where the mass
velocity 'radient becomes zero. Ii extrapolating
19.23
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have introduced this non-linear form into the present
closure, adding also the corresponding terms for the
second-rank 'stress' tensors:

The outcom is

ah
lij

a considerably longer formula for }2 than in the
uniform density case which cannot be included

3 ii

a4dimensionless measure of the density gradient,

where,

7

i

1

Its implications are, however, shown in

Figure 2 by" the broken line where the turbulent
Schmidt number is plotted as a function of d,
The resultant

a*

am~
a"

I
3,,

#Xi

where the coefficient Cm was chosen as -1.6 in order
to produce the correct ratio of scalar fluxes down
and at right angles to the mean scalar gradient.
e

3

here.

o

d,

1o1 the ccse of hi3Ih te houoseneoue. flex

?ura xm = 0 (which, as we have remarked, is
0 (which is not),
reasonable) and 3gm/3Xm
We have, however, not imposed symmetry in m and n
when representing inte as involving the mixed

gmU ,etc.

J

Dorrelations,
tipresedofn

pressure

for p, sisplified

f
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dV

the QI.?to the present mixed weighted term we have
adopted a1l but one of the assumptions of the
uniform-density development (see [14]) including

velocity correlation,
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1
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linear variation indicates an

increase in Sct when density gradients oppose
velocity gradients and a decrease when they
are in the same sense.
It must be said that
this response is at odds with the experimental
data of [1], which gives Sct < 0.2 for d
i0.7.

ar'I Cb takes the value -1.7.
ab
The solid line in Figure 2 shows the predicted
variation of turbulent Schmidt number when this
non-linearity is introduced.
For negative values of

Launder
a
ll] and Samaraweera [18] have
also found the Q
to give unsatisfactory results
in predicting heat or mass transfer in un
,.rr
density fc rs, at least if the linear returnto-isotropy model were used to represent the
hl part of the correlation between pressure and
mass-fraction fluctuations:
a um
increase
n
w(20)

d there is little
modification to the pattern
produced by the linear model for €I"
For positive
values, however, there is a very marked effect, with
Sct falling steeply for d
0..
Although agreement
of the prediction with Rebollo's data is certainly
better. The main conclusion to emerge from this
computation is that the whole character of the
prediction is fundamentally altered by the nature of
the approximations made for the pressure-containing
interactions. There is the implication that variable

Ref. [18] did, however, obtain reasonably good

density flows offer a more searching test of basic
closure ideas than do uniform density flows.

hagreement with the QIM if non-linear terms
added
urn

-

i"

um

a lj fuk
Sovelocity

( ud.
a

"

i

dwere
CONCLiS IONS

[18

The useof the mixed weighting of velocities

I /Tm
r

(21)

in this
helps illuminate
presented
the different
rolescontribution
that mean velocity
and mass
gradients play in determining the level of
the turbulent stresses and mass fluxes. Our studies
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PRESSURE STRAIN: EXACT RESULTS AND MODELS
J.J.D. DOMINGOS
Instituto Superior Ticnico
Lisbon, Portugal

ABSTRACT
Exact results for pressure velocity correlations

Exac

are deduced which allow direct measurement using hot
wire techniques. Coherent models for linear and nonlinear pressure interactions which satisfy realizabi
lity and isotropic limits taking into account nonisotropic dissipation, are presented and discussed.
Experimental data for weak and strong nearly homoge
neous turbulent shear flows are predicted within ei
perimental accuracy.

S
u

U
V

B

u~u/Q -

1

0

V

6

)
ij

G
H

P+

K
Q

- Generation of turbulence energy
- Tensor defined by (27)
au.
au.
)
T_
+ UU
G(..
=
m am
- P

velocity

- Velocity

c..
C
Q

S, 7, 7',
,
...
scalar functions or constants
- specific mass
- kinematic viscosity
- kronecker symbol
- defined by (29)
-

non linear pressure interaction defined by (26)

-

scalar function for dissipationdefined by (29)
half dissipation rate of stress component u u.
trace of c.
surface enclosed by S

- pressure strain
Subscripts and superscripts

uressure

p 2
+2
(u u 2

-Mean

Greek Symbols

NOMENCLATURE
A
- Fourth order tensor defined by (18)
- Anisotropy tensor (B..

- Surface enclosing the flow
- Flutuating velocity

i, j, k, 1, m, - vector or tensor component (repeated
index means assumption)
- (overbar) - ensemble average
'
(prime) - integration variable

p

2
u3 )

- 2K

Special symbols

Z

2

r

- Distance vector

R

m
- Stress tensor (Rij

Re

- Reynolds number of turbulence (Rel =Q2/ 9 v)

(x - xm)

2

V
tr

uu2)
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- Laplacian operator
- trace of a sencond order tensor
- first invariant of tensor B(I
t)

II
III

-

- second invariant of tensor 3B(II
third invariant B(III = t B

-

trf2
r

IGO IIG' III G - the same as above for tensor G

-P S

B~

-B.
II

This Poisson equation has the exact solution:

B.

r

471

77

Vm V)I d'

3x

INTRODUCTION
Unsatisfactory performance of Reynolds stress

closures are leading to the idea that no improvement

P+
P

is possible within the framework of one point closures. However, a critical review of methods presently
in use show that overlooking of crucial terms combined with unnecessary assumptions led to contradictions and global uncoherence on the modelling. Among
crucial terms are those involving pressure which are
the only ones which introduce two point velocity cor
relations. Isotropic dissipation, on the other hand,
is in formal contradiction with the exact assymptotic limits known as realizability conditions.
In this paper, both question are adressed. New
models for linear and non-linear pressure interactionare proposed and the assumption of isotropic
dissipation is overcomed without a need to solve more differential equations. The modelling satisfy the
exact assymptotic limits of isotropy and maximum ani
sotropy (realizability conditions) and sets the framework for systematic improvement based on experimen
tal data. The new framework is likely to exaust the
predictive capabilities of one point closures.
The first section of the paper presents new
exact results expressing the pressure field in terms
of the velocity field. From these results, pressure
velocity correlations are deduced which stress the
local contribution to the correlation. Next, a simple non-linear model for pressure strain is deduced
on the assumption of fundamental simmetries relative
to the principal axis of the Reynolds stress tensor.
In these axis, normal pressure strain components are
found to be in agreement with experimental data with
no need to adjustable constants,
In section 4, a short critical review is made
of linear and non-linear pressure interaction if ex
perimental validation is sought. This leads to discussion of return to isotropy of homogeneous turbulence and the formulation of the most general model
of non-linear pressure interaction coupled with non-isotropic dissipation. A rearrangement of terms

at

ax

2

V , =p

m i

p+
....
P

r

S

d S' (5)

(6)

1

a

[
Jj(

F'')
mi

ax

47

ax7

(

d '

r

(7)
1
+

F'.

-

4TJ
S

r

cos Y! dS' + P
S

where cos Y! is the cossinus of the angle between x!
1
and the outward normal to S.
Noting that

m

1
(---

,

m

-

)

r

r3

use of Gauss theorem in (7) is not possible bezause
the integrand would become singular at r
00. This
singularity can be overcomed as in D] or directly
taking into account the identity:
a F.
.
8F,)
mi
ax'
t
m - Fmi
(8)
n
Introducing(8) in(7), use of Gauss theorem becomes
legitimate and then:

1

(F'.

4T

mi

__
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F

a2

1

ax'
m ax!I

r

)

ni

+
(9)

I

a
Fi

+
)

cos y

J1
Noting dgain that F . is not a function of the integration

JFm

variable: ml

cos Ym

a

I

dS'

Fmi

Cos

r

Xm

( 1)P
-ax.

-dS'

'

ax.

-)S'

(P -an

Because the integrand is(4) has no singularity at
r - 0, use of Gauss theorem gives:

1. EXACT RESLLTS
In a cartesian frame of reference the Navier
Stokes equations for an incompressible fluid are:
7

-

'

n7

F . - V V.
m X
ml

It is shown how rate of return to isotropy is
likely to depend on the way turbulence is generated.
A more complex model for pressure strain is then pro
posed in conjunction with one for non-linear pressu
re interaction. Predictions are then compared with
experimental data and shown to be within experimental accuracy.

V . V

ap+

J; r

As a shorthand notation introduce

(and concepts) and use of the trace of the dissipa-

I + a

(10)

r

0

i,m = 1, 2, 3

(2)

The surface integral can be evaluated in closed form
for any surface and gives - -in 6
for any point in
side the domain enclosed by S;the proof can be found

ax i
Taking the divergence of 1) and using 2) gives:

p)+2
2 (-)
P

ax
am

.a

a1

VmV

(4)

S

tion tensor overcomes the contradictions associated
with non-isotropic dissipation and realizability,

av.

r1

--

s

+PPs
S

in standard texts of Potential Theory.
Using the previous results, (7) becomes:

(3)
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where (...) are boundary integrals.

(13)

2. Turbulent Flows
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2
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Xa

d.

(18 )

A",m is a fourth order tensor. Because a cartesian
frame of reference was assumed, no distinction between covarant and contravariant componentes is nee-

a

ij

r

Aj

The last term on the r.h.s. of 17) is the only one
which involves the flutuating pressure. It is also
the only one which introduces velocity correlations
at two different points.
To eliminate p, use is made of the previously
found exact expressions. This can be done introducing 14) and 15) in either 12) or 13). Using 13) and
forming the correlation with the velocity gives for
unbounded flows the exact results:
(uj

a

In the exact representation of pressure velocity correlations given by (16) the terms involving the
mean strain are linear in the Reynolds stresses. Dethe mean strain in a Taylor series around
x' - x and neglecting higher order terms, the pressu
re strain terms may be represented as:

2(u

P
u

ax

with

2

a

m

_

(14)

m

ax

-

(16)

.k--j
-- )

_

+

M,

2

xi

-8

ui u

Boundary integrals do not appear in the expression
above because they vanish when the bounding surface
is away from the point more than the correlation
length.
Besides its theoretical usefulnes, the exact re
presentation for the pressure velocity correlations

T

ax

and for the Reynolds stresses:
au- u i
D
-iu,
D---

+

I

m

Ii1JJl

The equations for the mean field are:
a
-jk" P

D~I.
D1 +

_ _d

3. PRESSLRE STRAIN

a2

a

a2

au --

-

1
r

niques for the measurement of two-point velocity cor
are needed.
An approach similar to the one which lead to
16) was indeendently attempted by A. Lin and M.
Wolfsthein .32. However, the overlooking of the singularities previously noted made their results invalid.

-

S ax k3

a2
a ax

given by (16) provides also a basis for their experi
mental measurement because only well mastered tech-"

-

Srelations

a

d

~

axx

gives rise to the alternative expressions:

ap+

Uu

m -a

_

obeys itself a Poisson equation and the previous deductions for P+ are valid, "mutatis mutandis" fgr
tegration
ap+
a It would be noted, however, tha by parts may
m
a
a
a'
be used for only two of .
-x
,
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m
i
axk
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( [ujus
-
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m ax'
I
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m

Jm

Ai
A
-aa
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(19)

a
-

*8
-

8

2
.

-(

u

(20)

3

The first relation is a consequence of Green's identities; the second of the incompressibility condition. Besides, continuity of second derivatives of

-

-x'-x uUi jU m
m

1

a

a'

ded. Therefnre, the arrangement of indices was choosen for the sake of clarity, the lower indices refe1
ring to the derivatives of(- -.
r
The tensor has the following exact properties:

dV'
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r

(r 0 0)

-k-

Am

gives the following properties:

(21)

ji

lj

--

D

If the flow is homogeneous, but only then,
(22)

x.

+ ui3..

3u.

au.

axk

3x

-2c..
_.

+

(26)

2

-j

The trace of nij is associated with pressure diffu-

a

.

1

Dtuiuj "°-(uj

sion and is given by
2
rkk " -- Gkk

k
Ak

+

)

reasoning and the exact expressions found
previously sugest otj to be related to the anisotropy
tensor. Within the scope of one point closures involving no more than double velocity correlations Bij is

ki klPhysical
(23)
au
x2

=
If the flow is homogeneous, (20) and (22) give1k 0
showing clearly the pressure diffusion is assoclated
with the non-simmetry of the l,j indices. It also
shows the inconsistency of previous modellings which

the only meaninfull second order tensor. Therefore,
ot. may be sought as the most general isotropic depen
ce on B which is given by

assume the equivalent of (21) and (22) and later

- *ij = A6 ij + S' B.. +
+ y B. B

+

'a

Au

(3/10)

2

u /K
ijij+

(no sum)

(no sum) given by (19),

with A

(20).

a

.

im mj
with X, 8, y scalar functions. The assymptotic limits
imposed by realizability and the condition of zero
trace imply

attempt to model pressure diffusion. All the previous
expressions are exact. However,the number of unknowns
exceeds the number of equations and aditional assump
tions have tob* made. Following Rotta [4],Launder t!
al [5] have proposed an expression equivalent to A'm
as the most general linear combination of Reynolds
stresses at the point. The remaining constant would
then be found from experiment. None of these models
0
satisfy the exact assymptotic limits 1 1 1 ,f 2 2 ,133
when
conditions.
Be0,
known
as
realizability
U1,2,uI
sides, they are unable to predict, with the same set
of constants, known experimental data for weak and
strong, nearly homogeneous shear flows.
Using the previously found exact expressions a
simple model was deduced on the assumption of simmetries of the correlations similar to the ones of iso
tropic turbulence when expressed in the principal
axis of the Reynolds stresses. The conditions of res
lizability and convergence to the exact isotropic
values completelly specifies the model with no need
to adjustable constants. In the principal axis of the
Reynolds stress tensor, final expressions are:

4

=

F(

3ij- "B) Bi
3

+

2
B2. I
-

1

1

B

Y

H.

(27)
R
Regarding anisotropy of dissipation it may be assumed
that it may be related to the anisotropy tensor. Considering the most general isotropic relation between
both tensors and taking into account the realizabili
ty conditions gives:

(24)

(28)
2c.. = 2c (Bij + 6ij/3) + y' H..
i
i
1a
Closure of the Reynolds stress system of equations
need an equation for c, at.Athe scalar functions Y
and y'. The full set of equations is consistent with
the basic assumptions and satisfy the assymptotic
limits.
From a computational point of view it is advan. 2t as:
tageous to rearrange - 'a

(25)

-

2
@ij - 2i

-

2
-j

c

(29)
LINEAR AND NON LINEAR PRESSURE INTERACTION
*

..

Dt

=

Q

The simple model refered previously has noadjus
of
table constants, satisfies the assymptotic limits

giving:

isotropy and realizability and predicts, within expe

(30)
+ 5 H
- 2B
ij
ij
ij
with B a scalar function of the invariants of B, Rey
nolds number of turbulence
...
plds
n
of
g
was
indiffe
Lum
was aexpressions
starting expression
Splitting
Icy and
Newman (29)
[9 whose
for ¢ii is
rent from ours. It must be stressed that (29) does
not imply isotropic dissipation but, instead, that
change of anisotropy is due to pressure interaction
te ofschangefairmied
an dsiaio
and dissipation. A normalized rate of change of ani-

rimental accuracy, known experimental data for weak
and strong nearly homogeneous shear flow. However,
it can not be considered wholly satisfactory. From a
practical point of view, its use requires two coordi
axis vali
of
to and from
nate
transformations
stresses.- Besides,
its principal
experimental
the Reynolds
dation and use rests on the assumptions of isotropic
dissipation and validity of Rotta's modelling of non
linear pressure interaction which are not consistent
with the assymptotic limits of one and two dimensional turbulence implied by realizabi]ity or by exact
mathematical reasoning. To overcome these limitations
requires previous consideration of dissipation and
Rotta's term.
Return to isotropy of homogeneous turbulence
For decaying, non-istropic, homogeneous and iso
thermal turbulence the equations for the Reynolds stresses reduce to:

(31)
d log II = a (1/3 - II + llI/l1)
d log Q
wwhich sugests that rate of change of anisotropy depends on the sign of the third invariant which implies a dependence of the way the turbulent field
agrees with recent exThis inference
was generated.
perimental
observations
of Mathieu et al [10.
i
.] A dis
cussion of specific functional forms for S is beyond
the scope of this paper. Though experimental data is
too scarce and mainly confined to III < 0, it seems,
2 may be taken in a
however, that a value of 8
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-0-

first approach. In conclusion, C *.. is proposed as
a replacement of Rotta's model.
U

Predictions are within experimental accuracy.
Compared with other models, for instance Launder et
or D.C. Leslie [8] which used measured ani
a'L51,
sotropies, errors are smaller. Besides, it predicts
correctly the sign of the well observed differenc.
realizability
2
2
u2 and u 3 . The fact that model (33) satisfiellconditions must also be stressed

Pressure strain modelling
Exact results given by (16) sugest generation
and anisotropy as the two basic second order tensors
for modelling pressure strain. The most general isotropic relation between pressure strain (W), genera
tion (G) and anisotropy (B) is:
2

CONCLUSIONS

2

r = m06 + a 1 G + a2 B + a3 G + a4 B + a 5 (GB+BG)+
2
2
2
2
2 2
2 2
)
2
n6 (G B + B G
+ 0 7 (GB +B G) + t8(B2G + GB )
where o0 ... 08, are scalar functions of the ten ba3
whereinvariantsgv
ints
earebscalaryfunct
sic
b the tracethe
of tnce
C,,G2,G3,Bexact
G2, G , B,ba-

A replacement for Rotta's modelling which takes
into account non-isotropic dissipation was proposed
together with a new model for pressure strain. The
new models are the first ones to comply with the
at isotropy and maximum anisotropy re
(rea
lzblt valuesodtos.Anwadbscscn

,
3
2
B , B , GB, GB2 BG , B2G2. There is no experimental
information to justify use of this general relation
and a subset wju be used. This subset is one of
lowest order in G and B which is able to satisfy the

lizability conditions). A new and basic second order
tensor (H) which automatically satisfies zero trace,
isotropy and realizability conditions was introduced.
The models predict within experimental accuracy

basic requirements of realizability, isotropy and
zero trace. The subset choosen is:
- C.on
+
a I
6
(C.
= 0..

available data directly relevant to the model.
Rate of change of anisotropy appears to depend
the way decaying turbulence is generated. The need
experimental data with III > 0 must be stressed.
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H is defined by (27). It will be noted that H satisfy
by itself the basic requirements, and that the term
in brackets is "departure from isotropy" of generation. In the assymptotic
limit of isotropy n . 0.6
exactly. Besides,
is taken as
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orG,which is the
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simplest dependence on the invariant of generation

fully aknoledged.

which makes X dimensionless. a and X are expected
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DIRECT SIMULATION OF HOMOGENEOUS TURBULENT SHEAR FLOWS
ON THE ILLIAC IV COMPUTER: APPLICATIONS TO COMPRESSIBLE AND INCOHPRESSIBLE MODELING
W. J. Feiereisen, E. Shirani,
J. H. Fersiger, and W. C. Reynolds
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Stanford University
Stanford, California

Abstract
Full simulations of sheared homogeneous turbulence were made on the ILLIAC IV computer using
64 x 64 x 64
mesh points; both incompressible and
compressible cases were run.
The results are validated by comparison with experimental data and are
used as the basis for a study of phenomenological
turbulence models.
A flaw in eddy viscosity models
is pointed out.
The Rotta pressure-strain model is
shown to be reasonably good when one includes the
anisotropy of the dissipation in the model. On the
other hand, the commonly used model for the rapid
pressure-strain term is shown to be not very accurate.
Compressibility effects are fairly small, but
the acoustic pressure fluctuations in these flows
can be quite large.
Despite this, little change in
the modeling is required.
1.

Objectives

The objectives of this paper are to provide
guidance to the development of simple phenomenological models of turbulence through comparisons of
models against exact numerical simulation of simple
turbulent flows.
The flow of interest is a homogeneous shear flow in which the mean velocity varies
linearly in one direction.
Homogeneous shear flow is of complexity internediate between unsheared homogeneous turbulence and
inhomogeneous turbulent shear flows.
Its study can
provide better understanding of turbulence and can
be used in testing turbulence theories and statistical turbulence models.
2.

turbulent shear flows.
This
simulations of this kind.

paper

reports further

We also look at the effect of compressibility
on homogeneous turbulent shear flow.
Early studies
of compressible turbulence introduced decomposions
of the flow variables into modes and studied their
interaction. Kovasznay (1953) and Chu and Kovasznay
(1957) derived equations for the vorticity mode,
which is responsible for convective and vortical
motions, and for the pressure (acoustic) and entropy
(temperature) modes.
They analytically studied
interactions among these modes.
Moyal divided the
kinetic energy spectra
into
"eddy turbulence" and
"random noise" parts.
He did this by Fouriertransforming the velocity vector and decomposing it
into vectors that are perpendicular and parallel to
the wave-number vector.
His analysis, like that of
Chu and Kovasznay, is limited to low turbulence
levels and therefore not applicable in technologically useful flows.
Norkovin (1962) showed that the
Reynolds stresses in supersonic boundary layers were
structurally
similar
to
those in incompresisble
flows.
Laufer (1960) used Favre averages and came
to the same conclusion. Bradshaw (1977) agreed with
Morkovin
and
showed
that
incompressible
models
should not be applied in boundary layers with external Mach numbers greater than five, in shockboundary layer interactions, nor in free-stream layers with Mach numbers greater than 1.5.
The Fre
Shear Layers Conference (1972) concluded that existing turbulence models were inadequate to predict t~ie
decrease in mixing-layer spreading rtf
aich %ach
number.

Review of Previous Work

Reis
(1952) studied homogeneous shear flows
mathematically.
Rose (1966) studied the behavior of
the turbulence intensities experimentally at low
Reynolds numbers.
Champagne, Harris and Corrsin
(1970), Harris, Graham, and Corrsin (1976), Rose
(1970), Hwang (1971), and Mulhearn and Luxton (1975)
studied
this
flow at
higher Reynolds
numbers.
Tavoularis (1978) studied this flow and included a
passive scalar.
They all measured the shear stress
correlations, various length scales, one- and twopoint
velocity
correlations,
spectra,
and
the
kinetic energy of turbul'nce.
Table I summarizes
some of the basic parameters of these flows,
Numerical simulations of homogeneous shear flow
were made by Shaanan, Ferziger, and Reynolds (1975)
using large eddy simulation.
Rogallo (1977) made
full simulations of low Reynolds number homogeneous

These failures have been attributed to variations in density ratio in mixing layers and concluded
that spreading-rate variation must be a
"compressibility effect."
Oh (1974) simulated a
two-dimensional, high-speed mixing layer and proposed a kinetic-energy equation model that provided
for a nonzero pressure-dilatation interaction.
3.

Review of Turbulence Modeling

Turbulent flows contain a large range of length
scales. This causes problems for the flow simulator
because the smallest and largest scales of motion in
the flow cannot be represented at the same time on a
relatively coarse mesh.
Only simple flows at low
Reynolds numbers can now be simulated.
Most of
modeling has

*p
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the fundamental work on turbulence
been based on the
incompressible

Table 1
Description of Various Experiments on Homogeneous Shear Flows

Shear Rate
1
S (se
)

Experiment

Reynolds No.
Ret

Shear No.

Total Shear

Rose (1966)

13.68

133.0

9.53

Champagne et al. (1970)

12.90

204.8

7.79

3.2

Harris et al. (1977)

44.0

396.4

8.28

10.81

Tavoularis (1978)

46.8

397.9

14.76

12.65

iThe values of

Re

1

and

are given at

xl/h -

7.5

3.2

for Rose and Harris et al., at

X1 /h - 8.5 for Champagne et al., and at x1 /h = 11
for Tavoularis.
ttThe shear nuqr is defined as .
- SL/q, where L is integral length scale and
q
< uuu
Navier-Stokes equations.
For many years, models
developed from the incompressible equations have
been applied to compressible flows, frequently with
great success.
At higher Mach numbers, existing
turbulence models become increasingly inadequate.

IX2 )

The most common approach to the prediction of
turbulent flows is based on Reynolds averaging.
The
mean equations are not closed, and some terms (principally the Reynolds stresses,
< u'u' >)
need to
be modeled.
The simplest models for the turbulent
Reynolds stress assumes a Newtonian-like constitutive equation--the Boussineq eddy-viscosity concept:
i j >
< u'u'

-

-2v TSij + 13 6q

(1)
(ISHA)RT

where
<
>
denotes volume average,
u'
is the
velocity
fluctuation
defined as
the difference
between the total velocity,
ui,
and the ensemble
average velocity, -0',
(2)
u.
u , "
ui

Z

xx

}

(X3 )

I u

eddy viscosity and itself needs
eled.
Si
and
q
are mean strain
turbulent 'elocity, respectively,
VT

is

to be modand r.m.s.

Fig. 1.

time, and, without "remeshing," the simulation, if
continued, would become invalid.
We "remesh" the
coordinate system when
St
is a half-integer; the
sheared coordinate system is repl .'ed by one sheared
in the other direction, and the velocity field is
placed on the new grid.
The mesh points of the
"before" and "after" systems are equivalent, but the
velocity field needs to be truncated in Fourier
space to maintain continuity.

The simplest model represents
vT in terms of
the velocity field.
In higher-level models, partial
differential equations for the turbulent kinetic
energy
equation,
dissipation,
and/or
turbulent
Reynolds stresses are solved.
To close these
equations, various terms need to be modeled.
In
Section 5, we present and test some of the models
for these terms.
4.

In the compressible flow, the initial condition
represents isotropic turbulence with a given spectral shape and intensity, and is divergence-free,
i.e.,
it
is
an
incompressible
initial
field.
Compressibility effccts arise from the high shear
rate and the fact that the ratio of the turbulence
q,
to the mean sound speed is as high
intensity,
The full compressible equations are adas 0.3.
Runge-Kutta
a fourth-order
means of
vanced by
method.
Spectral methods are used to evaluate all
spatial
derivatives;
both this and the program
described below used 64 mesh points in each spatial
direction.

Problem Description and Numerical Methods

In this paper, we consider homogeneous shear
flows with the following mean values of velocity
components and pressure:
Ul -

SX29

2-

0,

"I3-

0,

'=

(4)

const.

The mean flow.

where
S is the shear rate.
The velocity field is
shown in Fig. 1. We choose to simulate a portion of
the flow field and impose periodic boundary conditions on the fluctuating quantities.
In order to do
this, It Is necessary to transform to a coordinate
system which shears with the mean flow.
The physibecomes distorted with
cal region being simulated

Incompressible flows were simulated both by
running the compressible code at low Mach number and
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by

a

separate

incompressible

code.

The

latter

solves a Poisson equation for the pressure and uses
a second-order Adams-Bashforth method for the time
advancement.
Spectral methods are used for the
spatial derivatives.
This program also has the
ability to include a passive scalar.
Further details of these methods can be found in reports by
the authors (Feiereisen et al. (1981) and Shirani et
al. (1981).
5.

The Simulations

Several runs were made with each of the codes
described above.
In each run, the earliest part of
the simulated flow field is not representative of a
real flow, because the initial conditions are not
sufficiently realistic; at
St = 4,
the flow attains the characteristics observed in the laboratory
flow. The length scales grow throughout the simulation; eventually they become long with respect to
the size of the region simulated, and the results
are no longer realistic.
This happens in most
cases at approximately
St = 7. Thus, only the period 4 < St < 7 is useful for model testing.

However,

R

<uu

a
Rkk
-

>

-

models.

-,

o

4

,

cqL

-

:

Fig. 2.

-.

-

.

vT/qL vso ge
0.265 Re.

:

.

fi£,tng function

eddy viscosity constant
c
to be nearly inverse
the shear <number.
'
> This result can be written:
)
ulu2
-0.08 -0.07
2
0_165 R X
q

to

q2

2

2k
6

3-

(5)
-TSij

(6)

which agrees quite well with the experimental observation that in many flows
< u'v' >/q
is approximately constant.
This means that the assumption
that
c
is constant in
Eq. (5) is inconsistent
with
the 2 experimental
observation of
constant
<sujuj >/q .
Furthermore, one can show from these
results that the mixing length is given by
< u u >
< uu' > 2
2
122
N
122
.
conet X'
(8)

This and the following section are devoted to
studying turbulence models using the computed results.
Incompressible flows and their modeling are
considered here, and compressibility effects are
considered in the next section.

T

C R,0.1

2

4odels for Incompressible Turbulence

viscosity

-

This function will be used for other parameters as
well.
It may not be the optimum choice, but there
is little theoretical guidance for the selection of
a more appropriate function. The intent of this fit
is not to develop a model for the term but instead
to use the fit to discover which parameter most
sensitively affects the quantity under study (e.g.,
c).
The three constants in Eq. (6) were determined
by least-squares fitting, and Fig. 2 gives the
constants and shows that the results are well fit;
three experimental points are also shown, and they
agree quite well with the fit.
The results show the

Detailed comparison of the results with experiments is not possible, because it is impossible to
duplicate the initial conditions of the experiments
with sufficient precision. We have compared several
results with those of experiments, and they appear
to agree quite well on a qualitative basis. Some of
these will be shown later. For further details, the
reader may wish to consult the reports cited earhler.

First, let us consider eddy
The usual assumptions are:

may be a function of the dimensionless

F

Analysis of the independent variables in these
flows shows that there are only two independent,
nondimensional parameters (other than the nondimensional time
St)
in the incompressible flows.
We have chosen these to be the Reynolds number RA qX/v
and a quantity we hav called the she..r number, which is defined as t
- SL/q.
The range of
these parameters is approximately
15 < RA < 120
and
3 <
< 70.
Here
L
is the integral scale
and
X, the microscale.
Due to the restriction on
the Reynolds number, the ratio of length scales
L/"
is nearly constant in these flows and cannot be considered as an independent, nondimensional variable.
In the compressible cases, the Mtach number
I - q/c
is another independent parameter; we have considered
the range 0 < M < 0.3.

6.

c

parameters of the problem, so we attempted to fit it
as a function of the Reynolds and shear numbers.
A
power-law fitting function was selected:

T

where
L
is a length scale which we shall take to
be the integral scale (the choice is not critical in
view of the above) and
c
is assumed constant,

Thus, the mixing length appears
tion to the miicroscale.

to grow in propor-

Figure 3 gives a related rfsult. 2 The 1 /hear
stress correlation < uju' >(< uj > < u
>)
is
fitted with the function (6).
The fit is not as
good as in Fig. 2, but we see that there is little
variation of the correlation with Reynolds or shear
number.
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Now let us turn our attention to higher-order
One common assumption in turbulence modelmodels.
We have
Ing is that the dissipation is isotropic.
looked at the anisotropy of the dissipation defined
by:
/
IE Ckk 6
(9)
1j/
dl
ij 3(Cijj)Ecalculations,
is the rate of viscous dissipation of
E 1j
where
In order to condense the
E " Czk"
nd
< u iu'. >
prese~taton of he results, we plot the dissipation
anisotropy 2vs. anisotropy of the Reynolds stress
bi " i/q 2. Figure 4 shows that the relationship
0.85,
is nerl lner the slope is approximately
d . Although it
indicating strong anisotropy
au,- of
might be thought that this is attrlbutable to the
relatively low Reynolds number of the simulation, we
no systematic variation of the dissipation
"find
with Reynolds number over the range
Sansotropy
This result suggests that the assumption
covered.
.
of constant dij be reexamined.

Fig. 4. Dissipation anisotropy vs. Reynolds stress
All four nonzero components
sotropy.
'i
are shown.
When the anisotropy of the dissipation
in Table 2.
(which acts as a redistribution term) is added to
the Rotta term, we get the results shown in Table
The best estimate of a single value for the
3.
and the dependence on Reynolds
2.7,
constant is
In model
and shear number is reasonably small.
assuming the dissipation isotropy is
equivalent to lumping its anisotropy with the Rotta
erm, and we conclude that, although the arguments
used in constructing the model are not correct, the
This provides a
resulting model is reasonable.
reinterpretation of the model and an estimate for
the constant that is in good agreement with the ones
We have also tested a correlation
in common use.
suggested by Lumley and Newman (1978) for the Rotta
The results showed large scatter, and
"onstant."
some of the coefficients were very large; we cannot
recommend this correlation on the basis of our
rsls

Finally, we have studied the pressure-strain
models that are commonly used in a full Reynolds
stress models.
The pressure obeys the Posson
equation in which the source terms are velocity
gradients; the latter can be divided Into two
groups, depending on whether they contain the mean
Following Lumley, we call the
velocity or not.

Table 2
The "con"Constant" in the Rotta model, Eq. (0).
stant" was fit by c I C Rea 6. The last column is
h
n
te"osat
termsdifenebweN
fit.

terms containing the mean velocity the "rapid-

nE-t-o
°.
1 0. 63
,-x,

and the rema inde r, he "Ro tta " te rm s.

terms

' , #- 2

we consider the Rotta terms.

-First,

The common

0.59

0.673 ! 0.S70

67
. o
0..

1
0' 34

0.45o:

.:.s

S(

0axDI

A

i4

-019

! 0.71!

. " .0 '!

t-... -c
0.: .
0. 3

00 e113 -0.-7t

C.I.

model is:

'

+ !xl

< pI

STj-

ax

>

=ccb j/q

2

(10)

Rotta

.

'

The "constant" was evaluated from the computational
results and found to be smaller than 1; since the
constant must be at least 2 to give relaxation to
The "constant" is
isotropy, this is unacceptable.
also strongly dependent on Reynolds number, as shown
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A

M - q/c
differing from zero; we considered
M - 0.3, approximately the value
values as high a
An alternative
found in supersonic shear layers.
measure of the importance of compressibility is the
parameter
SL/c,
the difference in speed across a
large eddy divided by the Mach number.
This parameter is, of course, the product of the shear and

Table 3
-T

number

"Constant" in the Rotts model when the anisotropy of
the dissipation is included with the pressure-strain
term.
The meaning of the last four column is the
same as in Table 2.

E..'..
4.,
-.
2,

2.062

.2

-1,

01.349

A.

"3.342

0.144

-0.23

0.04

3.000

0.420

4.200

0.

-0.24.3

0.04

2.472

to.926

1.633

0.330

-0.266

o.oso

I.

Mach numbers defined above.
In

Now let us turn to consideration oi the rapid
term.
A model for this term has been given by sevThey a.:e essentially equivalent, so
eral authors.
we shall use the one given by Reynolds (1976):
2
Tij

2 (1A)
26
(IA ) q
4

5

3

-

3

7
+ --2 AI)

[

Aq [Rik
A
k i

R+S+
+
j

the

One tool for examining the effect of compressi-

2 (T\|

ax I

1 (aU 1

3u\

This is the gradient direcsolenoidal component.
tion, and we believe that the relatively large size

(11)

au

is the strain rate, and

on

ergy in the dilatational part of the field is always
small compared to the energy in the solenoidal component; at the highest Mach number, the former is
approximately two orders of magnitude larger than
the former.
The only exception is the
2-2 component of the dilatation field, which is less than an
order of magnitude smaller than the corresponding

IRikok. + Rjknki)

ij

shall concentrate

bility is the Moyal decomposition. Hoyal considers
the velocity field to be a combination of a field
which contains vorticity but no dilatation and one
which has dilation but no vorticity; these d(dilatwo comP
s
d
Zjk
called u
(solenoidal)
andthat
u the
i
3tational), ponents are respectivety.
It turns out
en-

is the production,

whereS whee Rik

this section, we

effects produced by the introduction of compressibility into the flow.
On the whole, these effects
are quite small, but it is instructive to study them
in some detail.

aX - a
-/

ij =

U

is the rotation.
The "constant"
A,
was computed
for each set of tensor indices in each flow for each
case, and a remarkable result was found.
The "constant- is indeed nearly independent of the Reynolds
and shear numbers, but it varies with the tensor
index.
The results are given in Table 4. We cannot
offer an explanation of this result, but people doing model calculations might want to try an ad hoc
modification of the model implied by these results,
even though is is not in proper tensorial form.

of < u2ud>
is associated with sound-wave propagation in tie direction normal to the flow.
There is
also a possibility that this result is connected
with the decreased rate of growth of shear layers at
high Mach numbers, but it is difficult to offer convincing evidence for this.
A typical time history
of the flow is given in Fig. 5.
SO
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Table 4
"Constant" for the rapid pressure-strain term. The
meaning of the last four columns is the same as in
the previous tables.

J.- 1.

.1

-6.94 !0..19

9.75

-0.028

-0.082

0.030

-.2,

.. 2

-1.83

!0.404

1.55

0.038

0.008

0.060

-3,

-=3

-1.57 t 3.380

6.82

-0.185

-0.282

0.093

2.01

-0.02

0.010

0.032

-

1.52

0.07'

"-

-.

A simplified model by Gibson and launder (1978)
was also tested but did not fare so well as the
model represented by Eq. (10).
Finally, fitting the full pressure-strain term
to the combined models using a least-squares fit to
determine the two constants gives results that are

.

Fig. 5.

significantly better than either model alone,
7.

of the Reynolds
ujuj >.

Compressible Flow

As stated earlier, we also ran several cases in
which compressibility is important.
The effect of
compressibility is indicated by the turbulence Mach

.
""
The solenoidal and dilatational components
o

stresses

< uju

>

and

We now turn our attention to the pressure field
and the pressure-strain terms.
In a compressible
flow, the pressure obeys the equation:
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Finally, we considered the modeling of the cow( )

pressible

In an Incompressible flow, the first two terms give
rise to the Rotta and rapid components of the pressure field. In view of what we discovered above, we
do not expect these terms to change very much when
co~presIbl1_y
s cfnsidered.
When we note that
3 9/3t - c
a p/3t , the last term changes the
equation from a Poisson equation to a wave equation.
Alternatively, we can regard the last term as a new
source term due to the compressibility, and the
pressure field is then regarded as being composed of
three parts-the two used in the incompressible flow
and a new compressible term.
(There is no need to
use the Mkoyal decomposition here.)
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field was found to be dilatation and not the simple
existence of density differences.

38AA,

found

We have also investigated models in which one
assumes structural similarity or constancy of the
anisotropic component of the Reynolds stresses. We
were unable to find a "constant" for these models
which fit the results well.

concerned with, we present in Fig. 6 the ratio of
the mean-square pressure-strain term (the second
Invariant of the pressure-strain tensor as defined
by lumley) for the compressible and incompressible
components of the field.
In this figure, the results have been correlated using an extension of
Eq. (7) which includes a power of the Mach number.
The results are given In the figure, and the size of
the new term is indeed much larger than one might
have expected.
(This term was computed In two
different ways which differed by 10%, so we have
confidence in the results.
We suspect that the
results are due to sound waves propagating through
the flow. It is worth noting that the ratio of the
r.m.s. fluctuations of the components of the pres
sure field is less than 1%, so there is apparently
some mechanism operating which strongly correlates
the sound waves with the strain in the field. The
origin of the compressible portion of the pressure

.EAs,so.. s

It was

the two terms as a unit. When this is done, the result is qualitatively similar to what was found in
the Incompressible flow; however, the constants are
changed somewhat (compare the results in Fig. 7 with
those In Table 1).
Thus It appears that, the comtpressible terms have a measurable effect on the
pressure-straln term and this my be responsible for
the change in < ulul " noted above.

It was expected that the new term would be
small, but it turned out that the compressible cornponent of the pressure Is surprisingly large. As It
is

term.

rapid term, and it Is preferable to model the sum of

..

-o

-,.

-

-

.

Fig. 7. Test of the model of Eq. (11) in compresThe model is applied to the
flow.
sible
sum of the rapid and comr-essible terms.
The abscissa is the constanc obtained; the
ordinate is the ratio of the constant to a
correlation fit.
The curves are shifr-d
for clarity of presentation.
8.

Conclusions

We have shown that it is possible to fully simulate iheared homogeneous turbulence.
The results
quire well with the experiments, at least on
a qualitative basis. It is possible to use the results of the simulations to produce information that
cannot be obtained directly from experiments.
In
particular, we have computed the pressure-strain
terms and compared them with model predictions. For
the Rotta term, good results are obtained, provided
that one includes the anisotropy of the dissipation
along with the pressure-strain term. For the rapid
term, we are unable to produce a good fit between

T
--compare

":.
r.,*-,
c,

'

'Sit

Fig. 6. Ratio of the second invariant of the compressible pressure-strain term to the sum
of the second invariants of the rapid and
Rotta terms vs. a fitting function.

the model and the computational results.
Finally.
is shown that the effects of compressibility are

small, for the most part. The only effect which was
not found to be small is a modification of the pressure term, and this seems to be responsible for
producing a change in the normal component of the
Reynolds stress.
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